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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

rROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday May 27<ii, 1899.

(TransLilcd from: Vcrslag van de gowone vergadcring der Wis- cu Natuurkuiuligc

Afdecling van Zaterdag 27 Mei 1S90 Dl. VIII).

CoNTiiNTS : "On the system: water, phenol, acetone." By Dr. F. A. 11. Sciireinemakeks (Com-
municated by I'rof. J. M. van Bem.melen), p. I. — "On the nitration of benzoic acid

and its methylic and e:hylic salts." By I'rc f. A. V. IIollemas fCommunicated by Prof. C. A.
LoBRY DE Bruyx). p. 4. — "The system of Sirius according to the latest observations."

By 5Ir. H. J. Zwiers (Communicated by Prof. H. G. van de Sakde Bakhuyzek).

p. 6. (With one plate). — "Measurements on the magnetic rotation of the plane of

polarisation in oxygen at different pressures." By Dr. L. II. Siertsema (Communicated
by Prof II. Kamerlixoii Onnes). p. 19.

The following papers were read

:

Chemistry. —
• "0« (he sijstein : ivatcr, plienol, acetone." By Dr.

F. A. II. ScHREiNEMAKEHS. (Communicated by Prof. J. M.

VAN Bemmelen.)

Two cases may, in general, be distinguished in which plaitpoints

appear or disappear on the ^-surface (by the ^-surface without further

qualification, is meant, both here and in what follows, that area

of the t-surface which relates to the liquid state).

1. The plaitpoint appears at the margin of the ^-surface.

2. The plaitpoiiii appears, on the t-suiface itself and not at its

margin.

Mr. ScHKEiNEMAKERS lias already found experimentally various

examples of the first case ; for example, in the ecjuilibria between

watei-, succin(mitrilo niid sodium chloride salt or cthylic-alcohol and

1
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also in the sj'stoms formed from water, aivl phenol with oommon
salt or aniline or ethylic-aleohol.

The second case, viz. the appearance or disappearance of a plait-

point on the area of the ^-surface itself and not on its border, may
arise in different ways.

It occurs, for example, when a plait divides into two other plaits

so that it also occurs with the connodul line which represents the

equilibrium between the two liquid phases. According to the resear-

ches of Mr. SCHREINKM\KKRS this case occurs, most probably, in

the system: [water - alcohol - suceinonitrile] at about 4°.

There is however, another case which Mr. Sciireinkmakkrs has

now discovered experimentally. Let us suppose that at a certain

temperature T the t surface is at every point convex from below.

On changing the tempci-ature a plait[)oint may now appear on the

^-surface, which, on a further change of temperature, may develop

into a plait in such a way that connodal lines with two plait-

points arc produced. We then have the case that at this tempera-

ture the three compo-

nents, taken in pairs,

are completely misciule,

but that ternary mixtures

exist for which this is

not the case.

Mr. SCHREINEMAKERS

has realised this in the

system : [ water (W) -

phenol (Ph) - acetone

(Ac)] for which the con-

nodal lines for 30°, 50°,

G8°, 80°, 85° and 87° are

diagrammatically repre-

sented in figure 1. Their

exact positions can be found by means of the following tables.

Composition of the solutions on the connodal lino at 30°.

0/jW92 92.3 91 88.4 81 70.9 62.1 51.6 39.8 28.9 21.8

%Ac 1.7 4 7.6 15 23 1 28.9 349 40.2 43.1 40.2

o/oPh 8 6 5 4 4 6 9 13.5 20 28 38

VoWl8 4 17.2 17.9 19.1 21.1 22.6 25.2 27.1 28.7 30 31

«/oAc34.1 25.8 81.1 12.9 9.9 7.4 4.6 2.3 1.3 0.5

«/oPli47.5 57 64 68 69 70 70.2 70.6 70 69.5 69

Fi<?.i
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Composition of tlie solutions on the connodal line at 50°.

o/gW 89
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The preceding tables are obtained by interpolation. Varying

quantities of phenol are added to mixtures of water and acetone

containing 1.83, 4.24, 7.94, 15.6, 24.6, .31.8, 40.4, 50.2, 59.9 and

64.9 percent of acetone, and the temperature was determined at which

the two li(|uid phases which form are converted into a single phase.

Let us now examine the different connodal lines in figure I.

Below 68° they terminate in two points on the side AV-Ph. of the

triangle ; these two points represent two binai'y solutions which are

in equilibrium with each other. The positions of the conjugate points

on the connodal line itself is still unknown. At 68° the connodal

line touches the side W. Ph. in a point, at which the two liquid

phases of the binary system W. Ph. become identic^al. As is shown

in the figure at 80°, 85° and 87°, the connodal lines at higher tem-

])eratures lie wholly wirliiii the ti'ianglc and approach each other

as the temperature rises, disappearing finally at about 92° in the

point F. The composition at the point F is approximately 59 %, of

water, 12''/o of acetone and 29 "/o of phenol.

Above 92° the ^-surface is convex at evei-y point when regarded

from below ; as the temperature falls a double plaitpoint therefore

appears at the point F, when this temperature of 92° is reached.

On further depression of the temperature the point F develops into

a plait with two plaitpoints, of which one moves towards the side

W. Ph. where it disappears at 68° in the point at which the con-

nodal line of 68° touches the side AV. Ph. ; at still lower tempera-

tures therefore one point of folding alone remains.

A further investigation will show whether it is possible in some

measure te learn the course of the plaitpointeurvc;.

Mr. SCHREINEMAKERS has thus shown experimentally that connodal

lines with two, one or no plaitpoints may appear on the ^surface.

The first example with two plaitpoints has been communicated in

the preceding paper; in previous investigations connodal lines with

one and with no plaitpoint were referred to.

Chemistry. — "'On the nitration of benzoic acid and its methylic

and ethylic salts." By Prof. A. F. Hollemak. (Communi-

cated by Prof. C. A. Lobry de Bedyn.)

Some time ago (Recueil 17.335) I described a process for the

quantitative determination of the three isomeric mononitrobenzoic

acids in mixtures of them. This process has been simplified and

improved so that the I'esults obtained by it now attain an accuracy
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of about 1 °/o ; by this means an answer to the following questions

is obtainable

:

1. To what extent does the proportion in whioh the aeids arc

formed in tiic nitration of benzoic acid depend on the temperature

at which this takes place?

2. How do the methylic and ethylic salts of benzoic acid behave

in this respect?

These two questions being answered we find at once, (3). How
this proportion is modified by the replacement of the hydrogen of

the carboxylgroup by methyl or ethyl.

This appears from the following table

:

Nitratiou at
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Astronomy. — „ The si/sfem of Slrius accord'nig to the luted ohser-

iatioiis\ By Mr. II. J. Zwiiius. (Communicatcti by Prul'. H. G.

VAN DK SaNDE BaKHUYZEN).

In W. 3336 of the „Adr. Naehi-:' I luive deduced the system

of elements of the companion of Sirius so as to have an example

for the application of my new method of computing the orbits of

double stars. I have found :

Elements I.

T= 1893.759

,, = _7°.0448G (Period = 51.101 year)

c = 0.6131

i= 44°36'.0

^n, = 37 3.0 (1900.0)

l = n-Sl = 2m 36.6

a = T.Ti

The observations which served as a basis for this orbit, extend

from 1862 till the spring of 1890, when the companion was seen

for the last time at Lick-Observatory by Bcrnham. For about six

years it then disappeared in the rays of the principal star, till,

towards the end of 1896, new measurements could be obtained again

at Mount Hamilton. The absolute positions of Siiius, as observed

in the meridian of Leyden, were reduced to the centre of gravity of

the system by aid of the elements just given, combined prelimina-

rily with the distance of the principal star to this centre, as found

by AuwRRS. In pursuance of the same object I immediately after

the reappearance of the component took the computation once more

in hand. For the computation of the final values I thought it

advisable however to await a few further oppositions. As soon

as Messrs. Keeler and Aitken of Lick-Observatory had kindly

communicated to me by letter^ in February and March of this year,

the results of their measurements in the recent winter, I have deri-

ved the final equations ^). The erroi- of my epheraeris amounting

1) An observation received in tlie beginning of May from Prof. ITussEr arrived too

late to be included in the comjnitation.
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in the winter of 1896—97 to over 4° and decreasing the fbllowina:

winter to somewhat over 2°, now proved to be reduced io 0° in the

last opposition i). A total of 16 serviceable measurements after the

periastronpassage seemed sufficient to venture on a correction of the

elements of this interesting system.

The space not allowing me to enumerate here all the separate

measurements, I must refer to the Astr. NacJiy. 3084— 85, for the

observations up to 1890, where Prof. Auweks communicates them

in extenso. Here and there only do the positions used by me differ

a little from his on account of assigning slightly different weights

to the results of the separate nights. Just as Prof. Auwers I had

formerly been obliged to derive a measurement of Hall in 1888

from the compilation given by Prof. Burnham in A/o/(</t/^ iVo^/cr;s Iviii

6 without knowing its source. In the 2nd part issued since then

of the Observations of double Sfcirs, made at the U. S. Naval Obser-

vatory by AsAni Hall, 1 find: 1888.248 p = 23°21 ; « =: 5"777,

with remarks as faint, very faint, extremely faint for the separate

nights. Not being able however to make the angle of position agree

in any way with the suirounding measurements I have now also

excluded this measurement. Farthermore Mr. Hall gives a few

yearly means differing slightly from his previous statements in M. N.,

A. N., and A. J. I considered the last values the best and have

modified the previous data accordingly.

The communication of the separate measurements after the peri-

astron-passagc would demand too much space ; 1 therefore restrict

myself to tiie following table of the mean numbers for each observer ^).

The observed angles of position have already all been reduced to

the meridian of 1900.0 by applying the correction for precession.

1) It may be mentioned here that the orbit of I'rof. Auwers leaves the following'

deviations {06s. — C'oOTy;.) : + 15°.21; + 13°.87; + 11° 53. These are indeed greater,

but they also indicate that the assumed time of revuUition is nearer the truth than mine.

2) As a rule all the observations of one and the same observer during' one opposition

are contracted into a single mean. With the relatively great changes in r however,

the motion of the angle in this part of the orbit is far from regular and the .3nd

ditl'erences (with an ephemeris from year to year) amount to several degrees. I have

therefore not dared to join into means the observations 5 and 11, 7 and 12, 13 and

15, 14 and 16 ; in every case the difference in time amounts to half a year nearly.

{In •pamiif/ the proofs through the jn'eis). In M. N. Iviii G is still communicated

the following measurement of Lewis at Greenwich with the 28-inch: 189^.SH, 5 =
i79°2, >'=t"68 (1 night), 'this had lieen overlooked but would have received at

all events the weight 0, the deviation in the angle of position amounting almost to

10°, i. e. to more than 0''5 in arc of the great circle (according to elements II

:

A6=. + 9°93; a»'= +- 0"y3).
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wi == 2 for : Dearborn Obs. (ft^ TIough), Mt. Hamilton (both

refractors), Princeton {23-inch), Virginia Univ., and the

26-inch of Washington.

m = ].5 for: Cambridge (Mass.), Cincinnati, Glasgow (Mo.),

Malta, Rutherford & Wakely, Perrotin, Bigourdan,

OZ, Russell and the small refractor at Washington.

m r= 1 for all the otlier observers at refractors of at least 9-inch

or reflectors of at least 20-inch aperture.

Faithermore

:

?i := 4 for more than 6 nights.

w =: 3 for 4, 5 or 6 nights.

?( =: 2 for 2 or 3 nights.

M = 1 for 1 night.

Z(j was multiplied for every yearly mean by the (computed)

distance r in order to reduce to arcs of the great circle and so to

obtain comparable weights. Finally to every yearly mean Ohs. —
r Z q

Conip. a weight p= ,
rounded off to teuths, was assigned.

Observations deviating more than 0"5 (in arc of tlie great circle)

weie always excluded.

By comparing Obs.— Conq). for every observer with the corres-

ponding ordinate of the curve, corrections were deduced whose mean

furnished the following personal corrections (the weights, according

to the number of nights, being taken into CDusideration).

Observer.
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small refractor were united with half weight to those for the great

one. Wlicrevor in the last column two weights are given, the former

refers to the smaller instrument.

Observers whose personal corrections could not be deduced received

as a rule a weight that was 1 smaller than otherwise would have

been their due with a view to the nature of the instrument. A
weight 3 was assigned to Leavknwokth, Perrotin, Teteus and

Watson ; 2 to Chacornac, Fuss, Lassell, Marth, H. S. Pritchett,

Rutherford & Wakely, Seakle, Upton and Winnecke; the

others received a weight 1.

After applying these corrections we could pass to the formation

of the definitive yearly means Obs.— Conip. The assigned weights

were again of the form r/«, where n was assumed as before.

The following table contains in the first column the mean date,

in the second the preliminary means O^s.— Coh;_/^. which have served

for the construction of the curve of the errors referred to before, in

the third the definitive means corrected for personal error. The

last column furnishes in the same way as before the value of

r JS {ij n) ,

100

Date.
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For the last position tlie ineasureinent of Hussey in April 1899

could not be tai^en into account. Of all the measurements after

1888.0 the means are taken without regard to personal correction,

this not being independently deducible and the use of the value

deduced above for Burnham being prohibited on account of the

entirely different appearance of the system.

That the number of the noimal positions might not bo unneces-

sarily great I formed normal places by uniting the yearly means

two by two according to their weiglits for the whole of the period

1862— 1880 when the changes in distance were still very slight

and the motion of the angle therefore pretty regular and moreover

very small. An exception was only made for the first three, of which

only one position was formed. In order to simplify still further the

following computations, the value of log \/p was rounded off to

tenths; these modified values are indicated by log\/p to distinguish

them from the preceding. In this manner the following 21 normal

deviations were obtained

:

w.
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Moreover it is a fact that tlie personal error often varies greatly with

the angle of position itself, especially when the latter, as is the

case with Sirius, j^radually falls from 90° to 0°, so that the con-

necting line passes from the horizontal to the vertical position.

However I did not feel at liberty to pass over the entire question;

the indications of systematic differences were often too clear for

doinp; so.

With regard to the last three normal positions I have still to

remark that to the 24-inch refractor of Lowell Observatory the sanio,

weight 4 is assigned as to the 36-inch of Mt. Hamilton. The diffe-

rences A have been laid down in the following diagram and have

been joined by right lines.

That the remaining errors might vanish as nearly as possible the

differential relations were derived between the differences in the

angle of position and the several elements. Without difficulty

we find

:

sin i / i? \2
LO^tlSh 7-. Ai-f —

)
cos;aA +

cot w -j- tg 10 eos~ i \ r J

4-
(
—

J
sin E cos i(2 — e^ — e cos E) ^ fp -\- i — j cos i cos <p A -^^o "i"

a

r

2

4-
(
—

) cosi cos fp {t — 2(|) A /' •

In this expression

w indicates the distance from the node, measured in the plane of

the orbit,

E the excentric anomaly,

r the apparent, and A' the true distance of the companion,

cp the angle of excentricity.

The epoch T^^ for wliich .¥q stands, may be chosen arbitrarily ; I

have placed it somewhere in the middle of the period of observation

namely at 1880.0.

The equations of errors obtained were treated in the well known

manner according to the rules of the method of the least squares;

to make the coefficients less unequal the following substitutions were

made (logarithmically)

:

v^QAA^' w = Q.'^AMq; ?i = 0.7 degree.s.
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For the sake of brevity I state only the normal equations found

(numerical coefficients)

+7.54570

X

— 5.30749^ -f3.20722 .- +O.G3518«< + 0.67G91 » +4.10538 «<> =—0.39533

—5.39749 a: +10.82040^ —2,44634.- +2.603G2 a — 7.1205] v —0.31135 w =+2.69237

+2.20722.1- - 2.44G34y +3.76221 .- -1.35S0J « + 3.10S4G y —0.2371G?c =—2.15710

+0.63518:r + 2.G0262y —1.35SG5.- +1.89029 « + 1.00294 y +1 9G013 ;» =+1.73341

+9.67G91,r — 7.13051^ +2.10S4Gc +1.00294 a +12.66065 » +5.51165 ?p =—0.36101

+4.10538 i- — 0.31] 35^ — 0.23716.- +1.06012 « + 5.51165 w +3.73403 w =+1.34712

These equations furnished the following values (logaritlimically):

.?;= 0.820019 2 ==0.330168,, y = 0.790540„

7/ = 9.055875 M=:0.G157G1„ i« == 0.628364

from which were deduced:

[
.H) — 45° 22'.7 ^/ = — 7°.37278

System 1=' i=:45°10'.2 il/^ = 103°.6656 (71=1894.0696)

'

e = 0.5832 A = 211° 17'.5

I thought it more advisable however to deduce the two elements

ju and T directly from the observations, rather than from the above

values. With the corrected elements cfL, i, e and A the mean ano-

malies were deduced from the tirst and the last three angles of

position ; these were then united with suitable weights into 2 mean

numbers, from which was easily deduced:

lb. fi — — 7".314775 T— 1894.0367

With these elements the following errors were left in the normal

positions:

1 .
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These errors are also represenfer] in the lower diagram and con-

nocted by interrupted lines. Especially the last two positions before

the periastron are now badly represented, a fact not to be wondered

at, considering the large amount of the corrections of the elements.

Although these positions have but the weights 0.6 and 0.3 I have

yet proceeded to a second approximation. For the new 2nd members

of the normal equations I found :

+0.32052 4-0.66856 +0.51950 +0.20554 +0.30590 +0.37168.

After a new solution of the normal equations //and 2' were again

determined as above; the system of elements obtained is:

j
T= 1894.0900 i— 46° 1'9

System II. //.= —7°.37069 ^= 44 30.2 (1900.0)

! 6 = 0.5875 A = 212 6.4

The deviations left by this system in the normal positions are as

follows. They have been connected by dotted lines in the diagram.

1 : — 0°.203 7 : — 0°.433 13 : — 0°.521 19 : — 0'.300

2 : +0 .209 8 : +0 .034 14 : —0 .205 20 : +0 .158

3 : +0 .082 9 : +0 .182 15 : —0 .218 21 : —0 .087

4 : —0 .250 10 : —0 .032 16 : - .925

5 : -0 .455 11 : —0 .161 17 : +0.773

6 : —0 .380 12 : —0 .420 18 : +0 .098

The outstanding errors are unimportant, but a certain regu-

larity is unmistakable. The characteristic curvature in the original

curve of errors before the periastron, is found back all but unchanged

in the diagram of systems l"^ and II. The cause may be sought in

a perturbation by a third (invisible) uicmber of the system ; the suppo-

sition however that not entirely eliminated personal errors have been

at work seems to me more plausible. A third possibility remains :

the not perfect accuracy of the coefficients of the equations of errors

in the 2nd approximation might be the cause. Strictly speaking these

ought to have been recalculated with the elements of system P.
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But this supposition is already very improbable a priori. To arrive

at certainty on this subject without an entirely new and prolix com-

putation, I made use of the method of Klixkerfues based on six

angles of position. The ratio of the planes of triangles in the appa-

rent orbit to those in the true orbit being always as cosi: 1 we have

sin (i'2—
i'l)

*«"" (''3

—

i'g) ^in {Oo— Oi) sin {0-y— Oq)

sin (6-3

—

Vi) sin (v^— i'g) «*" (Pz
— ^\) **" (^2

—

'^a)

and two other similar equations in which the indices 4 and 5 are

successively to be substituted for the index 3. For the epochs of the

normal positions 2, 6, 10, 14, 17 and 20 the deviations of these

normal positions were united with those of the two neighbouring ones

according to the weights. We thus -obtained :

6'j=7G°.219 ^2=:59°.650 0-^ - 45°.476

(94 = 33°.573 0-, = \Z°.2n i^s =: 173°.079.

The second members of the equations may be denoted by a, /:? and y :

« = + 0.481680 /^= + 0.297904 7 = + 0.120061

I started successively from 4 hypotheses : P system II ;
2" A il/o= + 1°

;

30 A /< — + 0°.03
;
40 A e = + 0-01.

From the three anomalies deduced from these I computed :

1st hypothesis. 2"^ hypothesis. Si'd hypothesis. A!^^ hypothesis.

a + 0.463089 + 0.465082 + 0.464792 + 0.474842

ft +0.294009 +0.290553 +0.290125 +0.304140

7 +0.119778 +0.117508 +0.116272 +0.135123^

from which the following equations ensued :

— 0.003007 A -I/0 —0.003297 A.« + 0.006753 A e ^+0.013591

— 0.003456 A i1/o —0.003884 A/' + 0.010131 A <- =+0.003895

— 0.002270 A i>^o —0.003506 A /A +0.015316 Ac =+0.000283
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The solution of these equations furnished the following entirely

iiiipntbiible values:

A 3/0 = + 51°.8590 Z.,« = — 2°.01l252 A e =— 0.07627

Tlie question of course remained in how fur these values might

be brought within admissible limits by small allowable modifica-

tions in the assumed angles of position. Moreover, on account of

their being arithmetical means, the corrections assumed for the six

epochs were rot exactly situated on the curve which connects the

deviations in the best way possible. I have constructed therefore

the curve of errors for the Elements II on a relatively large scale

and 1 have deduced by its aid, for the same epochs as above, the

following angles of position

:

^1 — 7G°.281 ^A = 59°.581 0-^= 45°.446

Oi — 33".503 0-^ = 13°.029 0^ = 172°.92-i

From these I computed

:

« = + 0.484-'S70 /?= + 0.2997G9 7 = + 0.120475.

The solution of the equations now led to:

A.Vo= + 57°.026l A ,«== — 2°.23501 A e = — 0.0854

It seemed lo n>e that tiiis jjioved sufficiently how impossible it

is to cause the disappearance of the observed systematic course by

a purely elli[)tic motion and I therefore stopped at S3'stem II, taking

this to be the best which can be deduced for the present from the

observations.

Finally I have determined the semi-axis of the orbit for each

observer who had given more than three measurements of distance.

As a rule measurements leaving a greater error than 0".-5 were

excluded. This fate befell, besides one unsuccessful observation of

Secchi in 18(33, only 'i other measurements of 0^. This is not

to be wondered at, if we consider the low position of Sirius at

Pulkowa. The results olitained are compiled alphabetically in

the following table where the column n gives the number of

measurements from which u is deduced.
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on page 8 where in the columns Aj the various valuos of Obs.—
Comp., as resulting from a comparison of the observations with

System II, have been given alrea'ly, these observations deviate in

distance from 0"67 to 0"99 (in the same direction) from the com-

puted ones, whereas the other distances, measured at Mt. Hamilton,

fairly oscillate round them. The following consideration proves a

priori that the latter must come nearer to the truth. The area of

the sector traversed yearly is already known with great approxi-

mation from the first part of the orbit. So in each new orbit

/jT-a arc (<9i—(92) "i"st have about the same value as in the old one.

Now O^—Oo is equal to 27°424 as appears from the normal posi-

tions 19 and 21, and equal to 23°052 according to the old orbit.

Half Ihc difference of the logarithms is 9.96229 = %. 0.9168, so

that the old distances must be diminished on an average by 8.32''/o.

This gives for 1897.0, 1898.0 and 1899.0 respectively '3"8, 4"0

and 4"3 (compare the epliemeris below), whilst the observations at

Lowell Observatory gave much greater values.

The following table gives the yearly means obtained for a with

their weights. It is easy to understand that from 1887 an error

in r must appear magnified in a.

1862 8"33 (li) 1873 7"33 (4) 1884 7"50 (1^)

I8G3 7.65 (2) 1874 7.63 (3^ 1885 7.42 (4)

1864 7.81 (2) 1875 7.49 (5) 1886 7.47 (5)

1865 7.49 (21) 1876 7.75 (4^) 1887 7.62 (3)

1866 7.69 (6i) 1877 7.64 (4) 1888 7.47 (2)

1867 7.57 (3) 1878 7.66 (5) 1890 7.74 (1)

1868 7.58 (4i) 1879 7.61 (7^) 1897 7.58 (5)

1869 7.53 (4i) 1880 7.49 (8) 1898 7.72 (3)

1870 7. 69 (3) 1881 7.53 (lOi) 1899 7.85 (2)

1871 7.65 (4) 1882 7.51 (8)

1872 7.67 (51) 1883 7.62 (6)

In the upper figure of the diagram accompanying this paper these

values are laid down for the middle of the year and have been

connected by right lines. One can see that the deviations are but
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relatively very small (the weight of the value found for 1862 is in

fact about zero) and that the values continually oscillate round the

horizontal line of 7"59. Sixteen times the latter is intersected by

the connecting lines, fourteen times this is not the case. There is

no indication of systematical errors of any importance and I believe

I am justified in declaring that system II satisfies all just claims.

For a comparison with future observations I have deduced an

ephemeris, an extract of which follows in the subjoined table :

Date
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It' wc wiiiil to compare tliciii willi those made In II. BkcqueReL,

who has worked at a pressure of 1 aim. we must make use of a

supposition on the relation of the rotatory constants at 100° and

at 1 atm. Tlie simplest supposition already made in the treatise men-

tioned is, that the rotation is proportional to the density of the gas ').

But then differences will be found between Becquf.kel's results and

mine, which in the case of oxygen amount to over 10% and even

more than that in the case of other gases. These differences might

make us doubt the validity of our supposition -), and this caused

me to make some measurements on the rotatory constants in oxygen

at different pressures, in order thus to put to the test the propor-

tionality of rotation and density.

Till now the pressures were read on a metal-manometer, the

corrections of which had been previously determined ^). In order to

obtain also a sufficient precision especially for lower pressures, the

pressure was measured with the hydrogen manometer, used by

Verschaffelt in his investigations on the isothermals of mixtures

of CO2 and II2 '). I used this manometer in the same way as he

did when he coni[)ared its indications with those of the standard

open manometer '•'). The copper connecting-tube mentioned there was

now fixed to my apparatus. Mr. Hautman kindly took upon him to

take the readings of the manometer.

The d'Arsonval galvanometer'^) has now been clamped in a stand

suspended as invented by Julius, to protect it against vibrations''),

so that the leadings could be taken with greater accuracy. For the

rest, everything was used in the same way as before.

The observations are made with commercial oxygen at four pres-

sures, at each of which three or two sets of adjustments have been

made, in the same order as before '^). The calculation'') then yields

(0

for each a number proportional to —
,

where w is the rotatory

constant and d the density, borrowed from Amagat's -") observations.

These numbers are:

') 1. c. p. 32S.

2) 1. c. p. 379.

') 1. c. p. 300.

*) Ihesis for the doctorate, Leyden 1899, p. 15. Coram. Pliys. Lidj. No. 45 and 47.

') Thesis for the doctorate, p. 17.

") Arch. Ncerl. p. 303.

') Wied. Ann. 56, p. 131 (1895).

') 1. c. p.320.

») 1. c. p. 325—330.
'") Ann. de Ch. et de Ph. (5) 19 p. 375 (18S0).
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCEAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

riiOCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday June 24tb, 1899.

(Translated from: \'crslag van de gewone vergadcring dor Wis- en Naliuirkundigc

Afdceling van Zaterdng U JuiiL 1S09 DI. VIII).

CONTKNTS : "On tlic influence of water upon the rapidity of the formation of ether from me-

thyliudide and ethyliodide and from sodiummcthylate and sodiumethylate." By Prof. C. A.

LoBKY DE Bri'yn and Dr. A. Steger, p. 23. — "On au instance of conversion of mixture-

crystals in a compound." By Prof. II. ^Y. Bakhuis Roozeboom, p. 23. — "On the enantio-

tropy of tin." By Dr. Ernst Cohen and Dr. C. van Etk. (Communicated by Prof.

H. W. Bakiuls Roozeboom). p. 23. — ^iThe continuation of a one valued function

represented by a double scries." By Prof. J. 0. Kluyveu, p. 24, — "On standard gas-

manometers" (With 2 plates). By Prof H. Kamerlixgii Osnes). p. 29. — "The deter-

mination of isotliermals for mixtures of II CI and Co 11,-" (With one plate). By Mr. N
QciNT GzN. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals, p. 40.— „The elementary

Theory of the ZEEMAx-effect. Kejily to an objection of Poincare." By Prof. H. A
LoRENTZ, p. .52. — „0n the findin}; back of the comet of Holmes according to the

computations of Mr. II. J. Zwiers." By Prof. II. G. van dk Sande Bakuuyzen, p. 69.

The following papers were read

:

Chemistry. —
• „Oii the influe)tce of loater upon tlio mpidifij of

the formatlou of ether from metlujliodlde and. etliyllodide and

from sod'mmmethylate and sodiumethi/late" . By Prof. C A
LoBRY DE Bruyn and Dr. A. Stegek.

("Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Chemistry. — „()n an instance of conversion of mixture crystals

in a compomid". By Prof. H. \V. Bakhuis Roozeboom.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Chemistry. — „0/j the enantiotropy of Tin''. By Dr. Ernst
Cohen and Dr. C. van Eyk (Communicated by Prof. H. W.
Bakhuis Roozeboom).

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

3

Proceedings Hoyal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol, II.
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Mathematics. — " The conllnuation of a one-valued function, repre-

sented by (I double series." By Pi'ot'. J. (J. Kluyveu.

Ti\ his paper „Uobcr die Eiitwickeluui^fbcoeffioioiiteii ilcr Icmiiiscn-

tisclien Fuiu'tiuiieii" (Math. Ann., Bd. 51, p. 181) Mr. lluKwn/,

called attention to the perfect analogy between the BernouUian

nmibers B„ and another ehiss of lational numbers J'Jn occurrinj^ as

coeliicients in tlie exj)ansion of the particular elliptic- function pn,

whose fundamental parallelogram of periods is a scpiare.

It is possible to carry still somewliat further this analogy. In

fact, the nuuil)eis B„ are closely connected with the values of the

integral transcendental function (1 4- e"'"-) t (-)• which correspond

to positive integer values of r, and we will show that the numbers

of HuKWiTZ admit of a similar int(!rpretation.

If \vc consider the doubly infinite series

,ir^' 1

Jmmm {inco + m'o)')"

± l)i i

! =0, 1, 2,

± 7>l \

the ratio w'/w being a complex (piautity the imaginary part of

which we assume to be positive, it is known that tliis scries con-

verges ahsolutely as soon as the integer n > 2. Changing the

integer n into an arbitrary real number a>2 the series is still

convergent, a determinate value however cannot be attached to its

sum, until the amplitude of each separate term is fixed in some

way or other. In order to define this amplitude without ambiguity

we draw across the plane, containing the network with the vertices

tiuo -\~ m'(o\ a straight line or barrier leading from the point to

CO and [)assing through the points w, 2w, 3w, . . . Then, having

fixed once for all the amplitude of the stroke w, we agree to under-

stand by the amplitude of moj -J- m'co' the angle 0, augmented by

the angle through which the barrier is to be turned in a positive

direction till it coincides with the stroke mco -\-in'co'. According to

this agreement to every real value of a > 2 belongs a determinate

value of the sum of the series, moreover it is easily inferred that

its convergence and its one-valuedness are not impaired when the

real exponent a is replaced by a complex quantity j = ;r -|- i ^, pro-

vided we have x > 2.
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Hence we may put

Z {z; O), O)) =: Z (c) = w' {men -\- inco')—~ ,

and Avc Iiave thereby arrived at a one-valued function Z {:), as yet

merely existing in that part of the s-plane where x > 2.

It will be at once noticed, that the agregate of values through

which the thus defined function Z(z) can be made to pass, essen-

tially depends upon the convention made concerning the amplitude

of into + m'co'. It is only when s acquires positive integer values

> 2, that this convention becomes wholly immaterial.

The question now arises whetlier the function Z{z) can be con-

tinued across the limit of the domain in which it is originally defined

by means of the double series. This question may be answered in

the affirmative, indeed, it will be found that by converting the

double series into a definite integral the required continuation readily

presents itself.

Let 2w and 2f.j' denote a pair of primitive periods of an elliptic

function /)« and let us put

7r2 1
4' (u) =: pu

4 w^
.
„7i u

sill"

2 CO

Then, we consider the integral

2_ C ipju)

71 i J u~~^
1= : I ^^dil

L

and take it along a loop X beginning and ending at i« ^ oo, going posi-

tively louud the point it =: and enclosing the points f'>, 2 w, 3 w, . . .

its double linear part being drawn as closely as possible along the

right line 0, w, 2m,.. Under the restriction that the real part of

2 > 2 it follows from the application of Cauchy's theorem, that the

integral / is simply equal to the negative sum of the residues corres-

ponding to the poles ft of ip {u). For. these poles constitute the

system of singular points that the subject of integration possesses iu

the region outside the loop.

Thus, as we have in general

ft =2 mw + 2 VI co' ;,

±m =0, 1, 2, . . .

± m' = 1,2,...
3*
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\vc must concluJc

2 71 i (3 J M'-l 2 TT I p J M=-l (m — /i)~

± m ==0, 1, 2, . . .

a: w'= 1, 2. . . .

The above double sciics still dill'eis from that which served to

define Z (c) because it does not include the terms of the simple series

± m — 1, 2, . . .

Hence replacing this series by the equivalent expression

(1 + e—^^= ) 6J-- y (c) there results

/ = ^ (--1) [^ (-- ; oy, «')-(!+ e— '•--) 6.-- ^ (c) ] .

AVe will DOW seek to express the integral / in a dilfurent way,

The function ip (u) can be expanded in a trigonometric series. By
a known formula we have

T] 2 71^ hj-^' 71 uk
n> (w) = r - 1

57.
COS ,

to w" k 1—9 *^ w

and owing to the fact that along the path of integration the ratio

vlco remains real, we are at liberty to substitute in the integral 1

the cosine-series for the function tp{ii). So we are led to a series

of integrals, each of which of the form

1 r* 1 71 uk
Jk = -z r I r cos d it

A 71 I,J ?t~—

1

CO

Always supposing the real part of ^ > 2, v/e find by the usual

methods of integration
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i/z- =: — e cos
2 I (c— I) V COr-

whoucc it fellows that

2 e cos — >. &=—

1

Combining this equation with the one we got before, we finally have

Z{z; CO, co') = (1 + e---) co-~^ t W +
2 /2 7i\~ . m ^ q^-T'

-\ e-'''- cos— :E ~ y!;=-i
.

Now, in dcfluring this equation we postulated that the real part

of c was greater than 2, but as the right hand side defines a one-

valued function of c, holomorph all over the c-plane, we may regard

this equation as the proper definition of Z (c), thus establishing the

existence of an integral transcendental function that is only partially

represented by the doubly infinite series. The resemblance between

the functions Z{s) and (1 -\- e—^'~) co^= y (z) is manifest. The former

is evolved from the doubly infinite system 7nco -f ?«V, the latter

arose entirely in the same way from the simply infinite system mco.

Therefore we may conceive Z (z) as an extension of the function

(l-j-f— •T'-) w-~ C(r), the relation between these functions finding its

analogue in the relation between the elliptic functions and the simply

periodic ones.

Seeking for the viilues of Z (z) corresponding to integer values of

its argument, we find in the first place that Z (z), therein behaving

as {I -\- e-'^'-)co—- L,{z), vanishes whenever z is either a positive

odd or a negative integer > 1. For r =z 0, we get

for z =z 1 there results

Z{\) ~ TJm (1— c-'f^i) 6J-1 ^(1 + '>') =— •

i=o CO

As for positive and even integer values of z we have

2 /2yT\2» rt2fc

Z{2n)=2co~'^n^{2n)-\-----[
)

(-1)"^ T^- ^"'~'
'

1 (2?j) \ w / k 1

—

<i
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iiiid from this formula for nr= I

whereas for lar^'or values of n avc can write in goncM-al

Z{2n) = 2 rj-2» ^ (2,,) + ^- pi^^-^) (0) .

Now considering the expansion

1
, ^ h

pu = —^-\- 2 u2n—

2

„ 2 « "

(2 71—2) !

'

where the leadiiig coefficient Ai is zero and the other A's stand for

certain known polynomials in tlie invariants
ff.2

and y^, we deduce

from it

tp {u) = V „2„-2 ri!L
.
^ 2 C (2«)

^'^
1^^^

„ 12 n {2n-2)\ "^
^ (2w)2''

J

and

yl 2
y,(2«-2) (0) = " r(2n) L (2n) ,

so that we find

22" A„
i^(2;0 =

(2,0!

provided ?j be greater than 1.

In order to obtain an expression of the numbers Z?„ of HuuwiTZ
we take

00

(o = \, m' = i, a = 2 r =r 2,G22057.... , f/j == 4«\ 'j^^O.

1

In this special case we have

where /?„ is a rational and positive number, obeying tlie relation

(4")!
E„ = Z (4n : 1 , i)

,

(2«)-'»
V

' ' -» '

this relation ol>viously being the analogue of the well known
formula for the Bernoullian numbers

^2ny.

(2;i)2
^" = r£S(^+'^-"''^)^(2")-
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Physics. — Communication N". 50 from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden by Dr. H. Kamerlingh Onnes: '^Slandard Gas-

manomclers." (Precision-piezometers with variable volume

for gases.)

§ 1. Pin-pose. Further progress in the knowledge of the laws

fmm wiiieh we derive the equation of condition for the gaseous

and the liquid state, depends for a great deal on accurate determina-

tions with perfectly pure gases and their mixtures in proportions

exactly known. In these determinations the principal thing is to

measure the pressure and volume of a precisely known quantity of

gas at constant temperatures. The standard open manometer i) of

reduced height formerly described offers us a means of attaiTiing

great accuracy in measuring the pressure. In the following pages

I intend to describe piezometers in which (at temperatures above

the freezing-point of mercury) the volume of a gas, shut off by

mercury and compressed to different pressures, in proportion to the

volume which it would occupy at 0° and 760 m.m. (the normal

volume) can also be read with great accuracy. These apparatus

enable us to determine the isothermal lines for gases to within

, at temi eratures (above the limit mentioned) which can be
5000 ' I ^ '

kept sufficiently constant to allow meosurements with the standard

open manometer of reduced height.

If the piezometer-tubes are filled with a standard gas, of which

tlie equation of condition for ordinary temperatures has been deter-

mined by means of the open manometer, or if their indications have

been compared immediately with the open manometer indepently

from a determination of constants, they can also conversely be used

to replace the open manometer when tlie measurements have to be

made in a shorter time than is required for reading the standard

open manometer of reduced height at high pressures.

This metliod has been followed by me in an investigation taken up

a long time ago on the isothermal lines of hydrogen (now to be ex-

tended of course to the since discovered argon and helium) together with

those of diffeient mixtures of gasesatlow temperatures(fortheobtaining

and keeping constant of which the cryogenic labonitory was devised-)).

') Coinm. from tlio Pliysicml L!il)oratoi-y at Leiden N". 44.

'-) Coiiim. Pliys. Liib. T,ei(len N". 14; the nieinis for the aceiinite measuring of

the low teiiiperatnres are treated of in Zilt. Versl. 30 Mei and 27 Jnni IS'JO. Oonini.

Phys. Lab. Leiden N", 27.
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it would be very difficult to keep the tempornturos at which those

isothermals are to be dotorininofl so constant that during tho time

required for a determination with tho open standard manometer no

variations can occur which wmild influence the pressure to be

measured more than the errors of adjustment. The best thini^-

to be done seemed to measure the pressure in the piezometers of

constant volume filled with gas at a low temperature (a following

communication will treat of its construction and use) by means of

gas-gauges which have themselves been compared with the open

manometer of reduced height, and to construct these cloi>ed mano-

meters so that they are not much inferior either in sensibility or

reliability to the standard open manometer.

Id order to render the indications of the piezometers or mano-

meters as reliable as possible the glass tubes in which the gas is

compressed have been taken so wide as appeared to be compatible

with a sufficient power of resistance and would not render too diffi-

cult the handling. The chance that a perceptible quantity of the

gas, albeit in extremely small bubbles, should adhere to the walls

when the mercury rises, as well as the influence of a deviating

behaviour of the gas-layers at the surface of the glass, becomes less

as the tube is wider. Moreover the more regular shape of the me-

niscus renders the determination of the volume more accurate and

diminishes the influence of capilhiry disturbances on the measure-

ment of the pressure.

The manometer-tubes may be cleaned and refilled without in-

validating the determination of constants once made. This is of great

importance, also because it enables us to apply a differential method

when comparing the isothermals of two gases or mixtures of gases.

For if we dispose of two manometers of the kind to bo described,

we can compress these gases simultaneously under the same pressure,

and inlercliavge them in the two sets ; so the errors which the

apparatus might still show, are eliminated for the greater part.

For the rest the closed manometers are so constructed that the

normal volume can be very accurately determined not only at the

beginning of the measurements made under pressure, but at any time

we should want to. In order to do so the manometer-tube filled

with gas may be taken from the ajiparatus, placed in a space of

constant temperature, — where the difference between the pressure of

the enclosed gas and the atmosphere can be measured, taking into

account tlie capillary depression — , and may be replaced in the appa-

ratus being still as clean as before while the quantity of enclosed

gas does not undergo the least change duriug this operation. The
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data for the necessary corrections can also be determined with great

accuracy.

Lastly care has been taken that the mercury in the apparatus

does not come into contact with anything but carefully cleaned glass

or iron and cork or solidified cement. Accordingly the menisci in

the manometer-tubes remain perfect. All this entitles us to call the

apparatus described in the following pages when used as gasmano-

meter, a standard manometer.

§ 2. General arrangement. The apparatus now used in the Leiden

Ijaboratory is designed for measurements with 4 piezometers ranging

from 4 to G4 atmospheres. In the construction of the apparatus, I

have successively been ably assisted by Dr. Lebret and especially

by Mr. Sciialkwjjk, both assistants and Messrs. Curyers and

Flim , instrumentmakers , to all of whom I render thanks. It

contains, when used for measurements of pressure, and as repre-

sented in Plate I, four closed manometers placed in a row, on

each of which a definite range of pressure is read, viz. 4— 8, 8— 16,

16— 32, 32— 64 atm.; each following manometer has a small range

of pressure in common with the preceding, through which proper

continuity and mutual testing are obtained. The piezometer-tubes

are placed in compression-cylinders, each of which can be connected

separately with the apparatus in which the pressure is to be mea-

sured, while all can be connected mutually.

The whole apparatus is mounted usually in a definite place. The

pressure is transferred from the apparatus, in which we want to

measure it, to the manometer through a narrow tube filled with

compressed gas. This method offers many advantages in a research

laboratory like that at Leiden.

The choice of the stages of pressure agrees with the division into

pieces for 4 atmospheres of the standard open manometer which

ranges as far as 60 atm., and with which the closed manometer

is used as an auxiliary apparatus in order to attain a pressure higher

than 60 atm., in the way described in Comm. n". 44.

As the closed manometer for the next stage made after the same

principle is not yet ready (it requires a compression tube with a

thicker wall and greater volume than those existing) we use for

pressures above 64 atm. closed manometers of simpler construction ').

The mutual testing of the various closed manometers will be

described when the observations made with the apparatus ai'o com-

1) Couij). Vf.kschaffelt, Thesis fop tlie doctorate. Leiilen 1899,
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miinicatod, tooetlior with tlic nioasiiremonts mmlo in ordor to tost tlio

accuracy ol' tlio standard open nianoinotor of reduced height by divi-

ding it into two parts, wliich are equilibrated with each other or

simultaneously with one or two closed manometers.

§ 3. The piezometer- or manometertithes. These arc made of Jena

normal <;lnss and recall in so far as the general form is concer-

ned the type used by Cailletet (comp. fig. 3 and 4). On to

the upper end of the stem a wider reservoir has been blown of

about tlie same volume as the divided stem in order that on each

manometer the range of the pressures extends only so far that

the highest pressure at which an adjustment in that tube can be

made is twice the lowest. In this way we ensure the sensibility to

bo about the same at the diffen^nt parts of the <;raduated scale.

The diameters of the reading-tubes (comp. fig. 3 and 4) are for

the four manometer-tubes 8, 6, 4 and 3 mm. respectively. The

diameters of the upper reservoirs and tlio tliickness of the reading

tubes and of the upper reservoirs have been chosen so as to be in

accordance with these (comp. fig. G).

A very accurate determination of the volume of the enclosed gas

when compressed is rendered possible by fixing a very fine capillary

tube of known volume (diameter about 0.3 mm.) on to the upper

reservoir just as with Amagats's piezometer (e^ comp. fig. 0).

After sealing off we can, by measuring the length of that part

of the capillary tube that has lemained unchanged and by estima-

ting the volume of the conical part formed by the sealing off, com-

pute its whole volume from a definite maik. The error thus remai-

ning may be entirely neglected.

A wider capillary e (fig. 7) carrying a small cock has formerly

been welded on to the capillary tube at the place where it will be

sealed off. By means of this cock we can connect the tube with

the vacuum pump, suck up liquids in the manometer-tube, supply

dry air, etc. ; moreover it is useful in calibrating.

The tube, dried and ready to be filled is sealed off at the place

whore the wider capillary tube has been welded on to the narrow

one. If the tube has afterwards to be cleaned again, which can

not but imperfectly be done without opening it and sucking liquid

through, or if the tube has to be calibrated anew, the fine point is

filed off and at that place a new tube resembling the one sealed

off is joined on. In this way we lose in each operation only a few mm.

of the capillary tube e and we can use the same manometer for

numerous sets of measurements before it is necessary to weld on a
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tiew copillary to the upper part of the reservoirs. If this happens

to be the case we can no longer calculate the new volume of the

reservoir from the old one by means of an insignificant and perfectly

sure correction, which is possible as long as we preserve the same

capillary tube.

The graduated stem c is made from a carefully selected perfectly

straight and almost cylindrical tube. The graduation extends from

to 50 cm., continued on either side over some cm. in order to

make sure that the diameter of the tube in the neighbourhood of

and .50 docs not show any particular change. It did not seem

desirable to make the graduation extend over more than 50 cm. as

it is necessary to keep the whole length at a constant temperature.

The divisions are at distances of 1 mm. and the readings are taken

by means of a kathetometer.

It is of great importance that the whole tube should be perfectly

vertical. Therefore care is taken that the stem and the cylinders of

the manometer-tubes are well centred, and that the tube is truly

centred in the steel tube with flange O (fig. 3, PI. I) the whole

apparatus being placed vertical by means of the plummet (compare

also § 5).

The reading tube is connected with the lower reservoir a by

means of a wider tube, h fig. 3. By means of this wider part the

manometer-tube is cemented ^) in the flange 0, which for this pur-

pose must be made so that it can be puslied over the upper reservoir.

The outer diameter and the thickness of the wider part arc taken

a little larger than those of the upper reservoir, and the bore of

the flange belonging to it so much larger that between the glass

and the flange space remains for a thin layer of cement (about

0.5 mm.).

The lower cylinder a is thin, as in the manometers of the type

used by Cailletet and Amagat. At its lower end however the

manometer-tube terminates differently; it is provided with a CZ-shaped

tube placed under the lower reservoir, of which the branch / con-

nected with the reservoir is graduated. The purpose of this tube is

to enable us to determine accurately the normal volume or to test it

(as has been mentioned in § 1) at any time we should wish.

Before we proceed to the filling with gas we, in the manner in-

') In some cnses, when for instance we sliould want to lieat the piezonieter-tube,

it UKiy be desirable not to cement the piezometer bnt to enclose it in tlie flanj^e

by jiackina;. ]!nt as we liave principally in view its nse as gasmanometer we need

not dwell on this particular.
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flicatcd by CailleTET, introduce in the lower reservoir, held in

a sloping position, a quantity of mercury sufficient to fill this

f/-tube. After the manometer has been filled with gas in the said

position, we cause the nitrcury to outer the U-tuhe by turning

tlie manometer into the vertical position. Tlicn by reading the posi-

tion of the surface of the 'mercury in the divided and calibrated

branch /, after the manometer-tube is detached from the tilling appa-

ratus, wo can determine the volume of tlu! enclosed gas, while the

diiTcrenco in level with the other branch g indicates the excess ol

pressure, above the ])ressure indicated by the barometer. And this

dotorniination can bo made with great accuracy because wo could

allow the diameter of both (he liraiulics of the small manometer

to bo 8 mm., so that the correction for tlie capillary depression

can bn detcrniined with sufficient accuracy from the form of the

menisci.

The length of the C/-tube warrants that the gas remains shut ofT

even when changes of temperature and atmospheric pressure occur.

The peculiar position of the Z7-tube with regard to the mano-

meter-tube leaves room under the lower reservoir for tin; tube h,

which acts a very important part in different operations, viz. the

exhausting wilh the mercury-pump, the filling with pure gas and

the shutting off of a definite Cjiiaiitity of gas. This tube fi is bent

downwards slantingly and backwaids and carries at the end a

ground tap which fits in a ground cap, welded on to the glass

conduit of the mercury-pump and the gas-generating apparatus

(Comm. NO. 27 p. 1.5).

'

After the piezomctcr-tube is cleaned and dried, the capillary end

at the top of its u])per reservoir has been sealed otf, and the wider

part of its stem has been cemented in the flange, it can be suc-

cessively exhausted and filled with gas by means of this tube

//. Then by revolving the piezometer-tube round the axis of the

joint we can admit the mercury from the lower reservoir into the

f/-tube and so shut off the gas perfectly sure, after which the tube

may be separated from the gas-generating apj)aratus. It needs no

comment that the operation described must be done with great care

in order to prevent that the tube /* breaks off, as the manometer

is already burdened with the heavy flange.

In order to facilitate any repairs to be made in the f/-tube, its

branches are connected by a narrower tube tliat can easily be

straightened in the flame and after the repair is finished can be

bent again into the original form without any damage to the

calibrated tube.
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§ i. The compression-cijlinders and stopcocks. (PI. I, fig. 1,

2, 3.) The mauoraeter-tubes filled with gas and closed by the mer-

cury ill the C^-tubes are introduced into the compression-cyliaders

A previously filled to the rim with mercury. lu order to prevent

the air from getting into the C^-tube, care is taken that the mercury

is flowing out of the tube (by heating the manometer reservoir)

at the moment that its opening is immersed below the mercury

surface in the compression-cylinders. Wheu the compression-cylinder

is closed by the flauge in which the manometer is cemented,

the mercury pushed up by that part of the flange which fits

in the compression-cylinder, drives the air out. The superfluous

mercury escapes until by firmly screwing on the nut N we obtain

a tight fit on the washer /*. Then the reservoir of the manometer-tube

is coutained in a space wholly and exclusively filled with mercury.

By means of this contrivance we can take tlie manometer-tube

from the apparatus without its couiing in contact with any liquid

but mercury, and avoid the great number of difficulties which always

arise when we transfer, as usualy is done, the pressure by another

fluid on the mercury in the compression-cylinder.

It is desirable that we should have at liand a greater number of

manometer-tubes with flanges in order that we may successively

place several piezometers previously prepared into the compression-

cylinders. The 4 compression-cylinders of the apparatus on PI. I

consist of well-drawn iron tubes, carrying taps welded on at both ends ').

They are mounted together on a stand F, in the notches of which

they fit in with the parts of tlie two taps that are filed sexangularly
;

they are shut up by a counter plate, in which likewise notches

have been filed. These notches together with those in the stand

hold the sexangular taps, as clearly shown in fig. 1 PL II.

Thus it is easy to place into and to take out of the apparatus

each of the compression-cylinders separately, while the tubes with

the stand form a whole and are kept as it were in a large wi'ench,

which can be held firmly so as not to meet with the difficulty,

which else so often occurs, whenever we want to screw the nut of a

compression-cylinder tightly by means of a wrench with a long lever.

The whole stand is placed in a wooden rec(!ptaele for the mercury

that might flow out.

The compression-cylinders can be opened on both sides. In

') The boring of ii biir is very expensive nml it is difTieult to get smaller pieces

of tubing with \v;ills siifllciently thick to be iirovideil wilii siM-ew-tlire;\(l and a sexan-

gular tap.
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cleaning tlio inner surfiicc we therefore do not meet with tlie difficulty,

which gcnonilly is occasioned by the bottom part. At their lower

ends the compression cylinders are closed by nuts //, similar to

those at the upper ends ; through these they are coupled to steel

tubes liJ-2,ls^li bent rectangularly, terminating in the stopcocks

/•,, Z-j, /•;). ^-.j ') which serve to couple each manometer (sometimes two)

to the pressure-conduit or to disconnect them according as to

whether or no the pressure to be measured is within the range of

the manometer.

These stopcocks are below the upper rim of the compression cylin-

ders so as to allow us to fill without difliculty the compression-

cylinder and the tube entirely with mercury; as they are provided

with cork stuffing tlie mercuiy cannot become dirty by streaming

along, in or out.

The pressure is transferred on to the mercury in the compression-

cylinders by means of mercury in the tubes S]. The stopcocks of the

different compression tubes are mounted on a board, screwed on to

the stand V (see PI. I fig. 1 and 2) together with a system of

supply-tubes. These supply-tubes filled entirely with mercury con-

nect the compression-cylinders with:

1". a mercury-reservoir iij, serving to supply mercury and to gua-

rantee that, when the apparatus is not watched there still remains in case

of change of temperature and atmospheric pressure a sufficient excess of

pressure in the apparatus even if the stopcocks were open. This reservoir

is always closed by the iron stopcock ^-5 when determinations of

pressure are being made.

2'J. the principal tube S3 through which the pressure is trans-

ferred on to the mercury in the tubes, and which may be closed

by an iron stopcock ^g ^)-

The tubes sj are entirely filled with mercury by exhausting them

and then admitting mercury from Hi; the stopcocks, like the other

ones are provided with cork stuffing.

Through the supply-tube .'3, immersed in the mercury down to the

bottom of the reservoir R^ we supi)Iy from the mercury in H.^ as

much as is required to compress the gas in the manometer tubes.

The pressure to be measured is transferred on to the mercury in

the reservoir by means of compressed gas. In order to apply the

') The construction of steelwork of tliis kind is described in Comm. N". 27 and 44.

'-') These stopcocks did not reqnire the same great care as bestowed on the steel

stopcocks of the single manometers (which must be perfectly reliable) as not all mano-

meter-tubes may be exposed to the highest pressure.
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correction resulting- from the differeuce in level between the surface

on which the pressure to be measured is applied, /5, and the top of

the meniscus of tlie mercury in one of the manometer-tubes ^'4, it

is necessary to know tlie level of the mercury in the reservoir

A',. This is indicated by the gauge-glass P, beside the reservoir Bo.

It consists of a thick-walled tube, drawn out on both ends and

provided with steel caps and steel capillary tubes <i, to, as described

in Comm. n". 44, which form at the higher and lower ends the

connection with tlie mercuiy-rescrvoir /»'o (or what comes to the

same with the siphon tube .«:j). The stopcock ^-7 serves to close the

gauge-glass when the reservoir has been exhausted and we want to

let mercury How into it through the tube «3.

The coirection just mentioned for the vertical distance between the

level of the mercury in the reservoir (as indicated by the gauge-glass)

and the meniscus in the manometer where the reading is taken, which

in the case of many manometrical measurements could but very

roughly be ap})lied, is accurately determined here with a kathetometer.

A divided scale on which we can immediately transfer the rea-

dings is placed at the side of the gauge-glass. With the aid of the

kathetometer we compare the level of the graduations with the level

of the graduations on the manometer- tubes to be read. This is done

before and after they have been provided with the waterjackets wj,

"«3( '"3 and OT4. To protect the observer the gauge-glass is provided

at the back and on the sides with iron plates and in front with a

thick plate-glass.

On a board near lie, stopcocks and tubings are fastened which

are repiesented in PL I fig, 1 and 2 require no separate descrip-

tion. Uy means of these we can

:

1°. close (by means of h^) the conduit sy through which the

pressure is transferred ') by means of compressed gas
;

2°. read the pressure {k^ being shut) transferred through this

conduit, on an auxiliary manometer M, before tlie compressed gas

is allowed to transfer the pressure into the measuring apparatus,

in order to get to know, which manometer is to be connected •

'6°. make and break arbitrarily the connection with the auxiliary

manometer, whenever this seems desirable, while making the measu-
rements of pressure

;

1) As for instance ii lnl)e wliicli I'onns n connection with an apparatus like that ot

Dr. SiERTsr.M.v's Coinm. N". 49, or a tube, which connects the manometers witii tiie

piezometer for yases compressed at low temparatures, mounted in another room.
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4°. cxliiiuHt the condiiiis (through hj and k^^^ before tlie con-

necting of S.J and «s) "H'^ ''• fi'^ ^ii*^ reaervoir A'2 with mercury

tlirough /'c and Z-^)

;

5''. To connect tlie apparatuti with the standard open manometer

(througli Icii).

AVheii the a[)i)aratiis is used as a manometer the bottoms of the

waterjackets on to which the ghiss waterjackets are fastened with

india-rubber, are screwed on to the flanges at A (seefig, 3). The

temperature is kept constant by means of circulating water ^) and

of the stiiring rods rj, ro, rg, r^^ while thermometers (not repre-

sented in the figure) enable to read the temperature at differents

heiglits. The stirring rods are suspended from the stand Sj, which

is constructed so that it can easily be icmoved.

§ 5. Some remarks on cleaning
,

cementing and filling. The

cleaning of the tubes is of great importance. Only when this is

done with the greatest care, it is possible that the menisci remain

perfect. As for the precautions to ensure this, I refer to Comm.

N". 27. Attention must be drawn however to the fact that, without

particular precautions it would bo impossible to clean the tubes by

boiling for instance with nitric acid. In the first place diflennit

parts of the walls are very thick ;
moreover they are very long and

terminate on one end in a comparatively narrow tube, on the other

end in an extremely narrow capillary tube, which almost closes

them. The difficulty arising from this, Avas removed by placing the

tubes, as shown in PI. II fig. 2, in expressely made boiling-tubes

of ordinary size in which the cleansing-liquid is poured also

filling the manometer-tube (being not entirely shut on both sides),

and is heated until the liquid begins to boil within the manometer-

tube.

Round the manometer-tube a platinum wire is slung, Avhich prevents

contact between manometer-tube and boiling-tube, and serves to take

the manometer-tube out of the boiling-tube.

In cementing the manomcter-tubcs in the flanges, we must take

care that the axes of the two coincide. Therefore it seemed desirable

to make special moulds in which the tube and the flange are fastened.

(Compare fig. 3 PI. II).

') I shall not dwell on this circulation. When the piezometers are used at tempera-

tures much differing t'lom that of the room we must surround them with liquid-

or vapour-jackets (or liquid-jackets enclosed in vapour-jackets).
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Oil to the part X of the flange provided with a screw-thread, wo

screw a brass tube in which two openings e have been cut, and in

which the stem of the manometer- tube may be fastened by means

of the wooden stopper h cut in two. Over the wider lower-part

of the flange, we slide the tube consisting of a narrow and a wide

piece in which openings have been cut at i, d and also at e,

and which fits at A round the former tube. By means of a tight ring

at / the two tubes are kept in a coaxial position. lu the wide end

of the second tube the lower cylinder of the manometei'-tube may

bo fastened at a by means of a wooden stopper likewise cut in two.

The cementing is done in the following way : the manometer-tube

is heated to a little above the melting-point of the cement, a thin

layer of which is spread on the tube. In the meantime the steel

piece with the brass tube screwed on to it is heated also to about

the same temperature. Then the manometer- tube (in the reversed

position of tig. 3) is slid into the steel piece, over this the second

tube is slid and then the halves of the wooden stopper are put in

their places. In this way the manometer-tube is truly centred and

the space between manometer-tube and flange is entirely filled up

with cement. Through the openings we may pour iu additional

cement. After this is solidified we turn the apparatus upside down

(position of fig. 3) so that the glass-reservoir rests on the collar c

of cement oozed out.

The superfluous cement is washed away with benzine.

For the filling with pure hydrogen I refer to Comm. N". 27; for

the revolving of the manometei'-tube round the axis of the tube A,

in order to shut off the gas by means of mercury admitted before-

hand into the reservoir, I refer to § 3 of tiiis paper.

§ 6. Calibration, determination of tite ivlione of the tube and

vieasnrenients of the normal volume of the enclosed (jus. In order to

calibrate the graduated tubes and to determine the volumes of the

leservoirs, we weld a wider tube with a glass stopcock on to the

capillary tube where the manometer-tube is to be sealed off. On the

other side of the stopcock, this wider tube terminates in a fine point.

After being cleaned and dried the manometer-tube is entirely

filled with mercury. The calibration and gauging is done by wei'i-hino-

the mercury which we let flow out. I will not dwell on these ope-

rations and the corrections they require as they can better be treated

of when the observations made are communicated, but here I will

only mention that in these operations much time was saved and the

degree of accuracy was greatly increased by placing the tube iu a

4
rrocfcdiugsj KujhI Acud. Amatcrdam Uol. 11.
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double wallwl coppiir box lined with tliick felt, tlie inner and tlie outer

wall bciuy provided with plate-glass windows in order to enable us to

tak'c readings along the whole scale of the tube (comp. PI. fl fig. 4).

The space between the two walls was filled with water and the

constancy of the temperature was promoted by stirriiiu'.

The tube to be calibrated rests on a wooden ring and the lengthening-

piece with stopcock, welded on to the upper-reservoir, passes through

an iiidia rubber stopper cut in two. The point of tiie manometer-

lul)e through which the; niercuiy Hows is jjrotected from variations

of temi)erature by a cupper felt-lined cap fastened to the box by a

biiyoiiet adjustment ; this cap can easily be removed (for a short

time) whenever we want to let a (luantity of mercury flow out from

the tube.

The readings for determining the normal volume are made while

the manometer- tube is placed in a double-walled box as described

above, (conip. PI. II fig. 5) but in which the windows were only

small, as wo wanted to read only the position of the mercury in

the £/-tubes and of the thermomeler. These readings and that

of the standard barometer (the box communicating with the atmo-

sphere by a small tube) yield a perfectly accurate determination of

the normal volume, which is of the greatest importance for the

iuvestigatiou of the isothermal lines.

Physics. — Prof, van der Waals presents on behalf of Mr. N.

Quint Gzn. a paper on: T,T/te detennination of isolhermals

for mixtures of II CI and CaHj."'

Introduction.

At the commencement of this investigation there were but few

observations made, which might be used for testing Prof, van di:r

Waals's theory on the behaviour of mixtures of two substances.

At that time Mr. Kuenen was the only one who had examined

some mixtures and his observations agreed with that theory. In

order to add to the material on this subject (to which also Mr. van
DER Lee, Mr. Verschaffelt, Mr. IIartman have since contributed),

I have examined mixtures of H CI and C.lh- The results of the

determinations of the isothermals and a short description of the

experiments follow; I hope soon to publish some further details and
a calculation of volume-contraction etc.
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The substances.

From the theory follows that some mixtures, when being condensed

at ji certain temperature will show the phenomenon, indicated as

retrograde condensation second type. Mr. Kuenen had not been

able to observe this phenomenon ; therefore it was desirable to select

substances, in which at least theoretically, the phenomenon of r. c.

11 was to be found.

As Mr. Kuenen states in Phys. Soc. (13) 10, 1895, this is the

case with some mixtures, if the component that has the higher

vapour-pressures, has also the higher critical temperature. We settled

therefore on liCl and CjHe, because each of these substances lias

also a critical pressure which may be easily attained.

II CI was obtained by adding drops of concentrated sulphurous

acid to pure HCl, to which some FC2SO4 had been added. When
the gas obtained in this way, was dried, it was very pure, as appeared

from the slight increase of pressure (at 12° about 0,2 atm.), when
condensed and from the agreement of the critical data with those

found by Ansdell.

In order to obtain ethane, acetate of sodium was subjected to

electrolysis; the gas which was developed, was condensed at a low

temperature (about —50°), the vapourphasis was removed, and from

the liquid phasis a quantity of gas had been collected. Though this

method is the same as had furnished good results to Mr. Kuenen,
I have not succeeded in making the gas as pure; this Co He pre-

sented in being condensed at 21°, an increase of pressure of 1,4

atm. As however the values for the ciitical data as found by me
(crit. temp. 31°,88; crit. pressure 48,94 atm.) did not differ much

from those found by Mr. Kuenen for his ethane (crit. temp. 31,95

k 32,2; crit. press. 48,64 a 48,91) and as moreover it is difficult

to obtain perfectly pure ethane, as clearly appears from the obser-

vations of others (Dewak, Olszewsky and Haenlen found resp.

for crit. temp. 35°, 34° and 34°,5 and for crit. press. 45,2; 50,2

and 50 atm.) I resolved to continue the observations with the ethane

I had obtained.

The Method.

The compressibility of the two substances mentioned and also that

of four mixtures (pi'epared in a mixing-apparatus made completely

of glass), was compared with that of dry air, free from carbonic acid,

at temperatures which were the same for the two substances and for

4*
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lie iiiixhiKH. Tl.o gas was coiTi|jrt'S£td in a caliliiiiiod tube of

( 'AiLLLTKT, Oil wliicli tlie n'ln. "were marked, and the tliickwalled

])ait of which was phioed in a waterbatli of about ."55 L. After this

water bad rcaelied tlie desired temperature, tiie temperature was kept

constant by means of an alternatino- current, which passed throug-h

two tubes filled with a solution of NlIjCl, which were placed in

the bath. Moreover in this bath were found the coil, serving to

move the electro-magnetic stirrer in the CAlLLETET-tube, and a stirrer,

kept in motion by the flow of water.

The temperatures between ir»° and 35° were read from a thcrmo-

nu;ler, which was divided in Voy'" ; the others from thermometers

with a division of '/io° ;
now and then the thermometers were tested

by means of a normal thermometer, which had been compared with

an air thermometer at the Reichsaiistalt.

The pressures were calculated by making use of IIk; table which

Mr. Amaoat gives for the compressibility of air in Ann. de Ch. et

do Phys. 6c serie 1898.

The Besults.

It appeared already in the observation of the first mixture, that

I, no more than Mr. Kuenen, should succce.l in observing the retro-

grade condensation 2"<1 type. For the critical teni[terature of the

point of tangency and of the plaitpointcurve were so near each

other, that I could scarcely state a difference between these tempe-

ratures. Moreover, also in these mixtures the phenomenon of a

maximum pressure and a minimum critical temperature appeared,

which made the region, where r. c. II was possible, still more limited.

(See Kui:nen, experiments on mixtures of No and C; Hq etc.

Zeitschr. fiir phys. Chem. XXIV, 4, 1897).

This maximum pressure occurs when x = 0.44 and this minimum

critical temperature when .r=0,62 (ethane is considered as the solved

sul)stance, N^O as the solving substance), as appears from the gra-

pliical representation, in which the course of the phiitpoiutcurvc, of

th(! curves of the vapour pressure of the simple substances and the

border-curves uf the mixtures are indicated. Thi« diagram, drawn

up according to the initial and final points of condensation, occur-

ring in the tables, is founded on the following tables.
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HCl

t
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A. Hydrochloric a c i d . V„ = 54,348 cM^.

Toiiij).
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Temp.
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D. M i X t u r e II. Fo = 55,887 cM^.
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E. Mixture III. V^ z= 54,207 cM^^.

x== 0,6167.

Temp.
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Temp.
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F. Mixture IV. V, ^ 54,305 vW.

a: =: 0,7141.

Tt'iiip.
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Temp.
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dZk

dt
ikce

in his equation (6) on page 8.

In order to explain this, I shall in the first place compare the

different formulae that may be applied to the propagation of light

in an absorbing gaseous body, placed in a magnetic field.

§ 2. The equations of VoiGT contain the following quantities:

fo. The compouoits u, v, w of a vector (the vector of Neumann)
which comes into play in all media, the aether itself included,

which are traversed by light-waves.

2°. The components 5, >?,
'Q of a second vector (the vector of

Fresnel), which is related to the former in the way expressed by

the equations

csw 9y 3m 3'tf 3y 3«

^"37~S^' '^""Vz~V^-' ^""d:^~Ty • • •
(^>

3". A certain number of vectors Pj , P2, P3, . . .. , serving to

determine the state of the ponderable molecules, and each of them

corresponding to one of the principal modes of vibration of a mole-

cule. The components of the vector P/, are denoted by Uk , Fa
Wh ,

and the index h is likewise affixed to the constant coefficients

belonging to these different vectors.

1°. A vector (I, H", Z), which is defined as follows:

J = v"- § + :^ fA Uin II= y- n + :^ n Vn, Z= v^ ^ + JS" ^^ W/, . (2)

Here, the coefficients « are constants, and v is the velocity of

light in the aether ^).

Between the vectors (Z, //, Z) and (;/, v, w) there exists a

rehition, expressed by

32m_3^_3Z 32y_3z_3J' 32^0 _3r 3//

a«2~37"~9^' "3*2 ~ 37 ~ 37' ~dfi~^~~^^ ' ' ^^^

Finally there are a certain number of equations — three for each

1) In order to ;ivoid confusion, I shall depart a little from the notation of A''oiGT

and from that which 1 myself have used ou former occasions.
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vectur T'/, — wliidi arc ti) lie consiflered as tlio L-tjiuitiuiis uf iiiutiun

for tli(! puiulcialilc matter. 'Plioy uru of the form

d"-Uh dUh / aW'/, 3F/A
-^ + dn Un +fn -* + .y/, (u %i - C°--^) +e,S = 0, etc. >) (I)

ill wliirli (/,
/' and

f/
are constants. The terms witli the first eoeffi-

cient depend on the elastic forces acting in the ponderable particles,

the terms with f serve to introduce a resistance and conseijuently

an absorption of light, while the terms with y are due to the forces

produced by the magnetic field.

'J'iie field is supposed to be homogeneous
; the components of the

magnetic force in the field are A, B, C.

In the simplest case there is only one vector P. The signs of sum-

mation (in (2)) and the indices h are then to be omitted, and there

will be no more than three equations (4).

§ 3. On the basis of the electromagnetic theory of light I have

established the equations of motion in the following way-).

Let there be N equal molecules per unit of volume, each of them

containing a movable ion of charge e and effective mass %. Let x, y, z

be the displacements, in the directions of the axes, of one of the

ions; then ex, ey, ez will be the components of the electric moment

of a molecule, and, if a horizontal bar over the letters is employed

to indicat3 mean values taken for a large number of particles, the

components of the electric moment per unit volume will be

M., = JVe X , My = Ae y , M; = Ne z,

If the ions are in a state of vibiation, they will excite in the

aether a certain periodic dielectric displacement and a similar mag-

netic force; besides these, there may exist, independently of the ions,

a disturbance of the equilibrium in the aether, in which there is a

dielectric displacement, say {f^ , <jo , Z'o)-

Now, in order to obtain the equations of motion for one of the

ions, I conceived a sphere B, whose radius, though very small in

comparison with tlie wave-length, is very much larger than the

') The sign "etc." will alwnys be used to iudicute two equations similar to the

one that is written down and relating to the axes of y and z.

''') LoKENTZ, La theorie electromagnetique de Maxwill et son application aux corps

mouvauts, Leiden, Bkill 1S92. Also in Arch. ucerL T. 25.
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molecular (listiinci;^, ami the ceatro of which is uccii[)ieil liy tlic mole-

cule to be considered. I denoted by

the components of the electric force at the centre of the sphere, in

so far as it is due to the molecules within the surface, by

— fx, — fy, — fz

the components of the elastic force by which the ion is driven buck

to its position of equilibrium, and by

three auxiliary functions, satisfying the equations

1 3~ \
^

V- dtV

In these the velocity of lii;ht in the aether is ao-ain represented

by V. Finally, I found for the first of the three equations of motion
')

(/i- V dt-' 6

The term

Vw
which corresponds to the dam|)inL;' of the vibrations by radiation,

was shown to bo so small that it may be neglected.

If, in (G), we replace some of the terms by tlicii' niean values,

we shall find after division by e and after replacing X.' by Mf, mul-

tiplied by a constant.

) 1. c, § 128.

rrocecdings liujal Acad. Amslctdam. Vol. II.
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"^ + ^9^ ^" 9T9V -^ 9^^ -I
+ ^

"
''•^"

'

''"
• ^^^

where (/ is ii constant coefficient.

If the ion experiences a resistance, proportional to the velocity,

we must introduce a term

dt

on the rinht-hanrl side of (6), and in the case of a magnetic lield

with the magnetic force {A, B, C), there will be a term

dj

\ dt
B

dt

Hence, the equations (7) will change into

c 9 Mx

(J

•' "^ iVV 9 « '' Ne^ dt Ne\ dt

V- 9 t- .L 9 'i'~ d-i' 9'/ d'vd~

dt

+ 4.TVV0 ,

(8)

etc.

§ 4. The above formulae may be put in a form bettor known

in the theory of electro-magnetism and admitting of direct compa-

rison with the equations of VoiGT. We shall arrive at it, if we

observe that there will be a magnetic force .p, which may be decom-

posed into two parts, the one -f)i being produced by the vibrations

of the ions, and the other A.-, belonfrin"' to the same state of motion

«s (/o, Do, Z'o)-

The components of the first of these parts are found to be ')

. _ 9-?0?.-_9^; _ 9^ 9-W.- . _d-'^ 92W.r ^

'^'•'' ~
didt

"
~d^t '

•^'•' - JJdi ~ 'd^ '
'^'-' ~ 9.^ ^ "9^ ' ^^'^

and those of -02 satisfy the equations

') 1. c, § 124.
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3 -^^.r , , / 3 .'/,j 3 /'„ N 3 S;i.., / 3 /u, 3 /„

di \d= dy J dt Vs., 3 c

3 -Oa; , / 3 /n 3 //n_^ = 4 .1 V-
( ^—

<j t \ (j ij d ''

(10)

Now, if wo put

3=?0?.r 32?"?,/ 3~^T)?.- 1 d-^lr

- 3 -i'^ 3.f 3;'/ 3-'' 3~ V- 3 t^
+ 4 71 v-/o, etc. (11)

we shall find

3_€,, _ 3^ __ _3^ 1 3_^. _ 3 W,/

37"3y^3<n3.y T7.

or, by (9) and (10),

,
, 0,3 ."„ 3 /',

3_i£;,_3J^._3^ 3^_3_€x_3^.y 3^_3_e^_3_^.
3* 3^ d t d ^ d : d i d y 3.'' 3*

The form of these equations shows that S" is precisely the

"electric force."

In virtue of (11) the equations (8) become

V
,^ y. 32 M. c 3Mx 1 / .3M, „3Ma ^

As we sec, they express tlie relation between the electric foice

and the electric moment.

Finally, from (9) we may deduce the formula

3 ^}z 3 •?>i,, 3

du 3 > d t

or, if (11) be taken into account,

1 32 ^W

32^ 3^ 3^_ ,

.«•• d-r oy O'V QZ

3 -pi.- 3 •'>!,/_ 3

3 y 3 c ~ 3 <

Combinin"' this with

V2 3 t2

A5)i,'».<:
,

1 3e, 3/;

J
^

3 /n _ 3 -^^2:: 3 -Coy

3 t
"

3 .V 3 -
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and attending to (5), we see that

a.P.- 3-C->'/_, 3M^ 1 9(f.

by 9~'
-^"^

bt +v3" 17*

Now, let a new vector .1) be defined Lv tlie ('(luation

then

:

5:> = M+-A_^
; (2')

4 7t v-

8^ _ a /p^ _ as. a .ip.r _ a^. a .i^,

by
"

a~ ~ '^
a< ' '3^^ bT

"" '^ aT'

a.o,v a/px ax),

^ 02/ «

Since i£ is tlie electric force, ^jinV- will be the dielectric dis-

phicenieni in the aether; S will therefore be the total dieleeti-ie dis-

placement and t) the displacement-current. Thus the equations (!')

arc seen to contain tlie well kiuiwn relation between the magnetic

force and the electric current.

In (!'), (2'), (IV) and (4') we have got the complete system of

equations of motion. We might liave obtained them also by starting

from the relation between £" and M, which I have assumed in my
„Versuch einer Theorie dor elecirischen nnd optischen Erscheinungcn

in bewegten Korpern" ; it would only have been necessary to add

the terms which arise from a resistance and from the action of a

magnetic field. The above method is less simple, but it goes farther

in explaining the mechanism of the phenomena.

§ 5. Now, it is easily seen that the equations of the electro-

magnetic theory are identical with those of Voigt, if in these latter

only one vector P is assumed.

Indeed, if, in the formulae of VoiGT, we replace

i^y

bu 80 a*" .^ .^ , „ ,

r- , r— 1 —
, ^, >;, L,, f/, V, 11', ^, 11, Z

at at at

S?^ X):c S)„ S,

71 V- 4 7IV- i7l\~ V-^ V^ V^

iM.r My M,- (?.r e,, e.

t e e 4 ;T v 4 71 v 4 /i v
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the equations (2) anrl (3) clianoc into (2') and (3'), and llio fornuilae

(1), if first (liffo^rcntiated with regard to ^, take the form (!').

As to the equations of motion (4), these become

4 TT V*
or, if we put for .T' tlie value (2'), and multiply by

s

\ i' J ^ s' it' ^

e^ dt e^ \ d t d t /

This agrees with (4') '). At the same time we are led to the fol-

lowing relations between the cocflfieients'o

/v2(Z \ 1 4.Tvi' ;;

4 >T V 1 ) =r — ,
-— =

4 n, ^"^ f c An v ' ff 1 , . ,

,

-— , -=— (14)
«2 Ne^

'

62 i\'e

§ n. If we suppose a molecule to contain a certain number of

ions, each of which can be displaced from its position of equilibrium,

the total electric moment M may be split up into the parts Mi , Mo , . .
.

,

corresponding to the displacements of the separate ions. In this case,

the equations (1'), (2') and (3') will still hold, but instead of (4'j we

shall liave as many times three equations, as there are ions in tlie

molecule. For the sake of brevity, I shall put $' = §)'=: 3' = ~).

If, now, we wish to write down the equation (6) for the //*'' ion,

4 ,

we have to replace x by x/,, but the term - tt v- e M.r will still con-

tain the total moment M^. Instead of (4) we shall therefore get

•) Vorirr's roninilup in Wicil. Ann., Bd. fi7, p. 3t5 nro likowiso nf tlic s;imp fonii.

2) 1. c. § 105.
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^ iVe2 9« NeiA di dtj '

Tlio cqiKitidiis (I), (2) and (:>) of VoiGT, taken this time in iho'n

ooncr.il I'oini, may anaiii bo written in tlic form of (1'), (2') ami (;>');

for this imrpose it will suffiee to replace as before

—
, ^, ^, etc,

t

/p^ ®x (T.-

;;
3' — ' . ^' ^tc.

4 TT V V- 4 TT V"

and

Uh, T'/„ 'f'/i

_ ^ _ %/ M/„

Frdni(4) wo shall g'ot equations, similar to (12). They will however

contain th" indices //, and if we use the value
'

)

S = M+ ^

4 Jiy'~

we obtain an equation which is only slightly different from (13).

The first term in it will be

4 7T v'' (lu „ , „ ,^

instead of

'k

4;rvM''J/-l)M.

in (13), and in the following- terms M as well as the coefficients

must be written with the index h.

Finally, by assumin,!:^ similar relations between the coefficients as

in ij .') above, this new eijuation will become nearly, but not quite

identical with (4"), the difference consisting in this, that it will not contain
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— n v2 Mx ,

3

but

— 4 71 v2 MX'

For our purpose this is of no consequence. We shall confine

ourselves to the case of molecules witli a single movable ion or a

single vector P, and even if we were to consider a more general

case, our conclusions would not be materially altered.

§ 7. PoiNCARK investigates the propagation of plane waves in

the direction of the axis of z. He introduces no resistance, but he

assumes the existence of several ions in each molecule.

In his paper (A', F, Z) denotes the total ^dielectric polarization,"

(A'/,, I'/i , Z/,) one of its parts, (/, 9, h) the dielectric displacement.

His equations, if written partly in the above notations, are

with the constants A/, , X/, and f/, , and i)

3V 1 8"/_ 1 92 X

9\<7 1 9^f/_ 1 9^' \. . . , . (16)

9 c^ V- 9 «-
" V- 9 «-

Now, if .(3 and (g do not contain x and y, wo shall have by our

equations (T) and (3')

9.fp^
,

9Sx 9^r , 9Sy ^ 9 55.

and

9s 9< 9^ 9t 9«

3 a 9 t 9 a 9 <

>) By ;i tvpographioal orror, the formulii of PoiNCAlir: wliioli corresponds tn the

lirst two of the ec^uations (IG) h:is on the let't-hiind side the sign +•
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llonno

92 Sx , 92®^ V (17)

S,. = .

Lot till' rniii|)oiU'nls of tli(> fliclccfric (lls|ilaf'('iiic!ii in ilic nctlior

be /, r/, //. 'I'lioii

If,/ = 4 71 v2 _^ ,
(£-=: 4 71 v2 /, ,

iuul if, instead of (M, , M^, M-), we wi'itc (.Y, Y, Z) for tluM'lciotric

luoinciit [lei' unit of volume,

©, =/+ X , j^y = i7 + y , .5>, = h^z .

Putting this in (17), we are led to the equations (IG), which I

have just taken from Poincakk.

Again, if there be no resistance, our ('(|uations (I ') may now be

replaced by

A/, TT V- A + -^r-^

1 ( JYu 2Z„—- C- 5--- =4;rv\/^ , etc.
AV/, \ 9 t 9 «

Dividing this by 4 71 v~ , and putting

4 71 v^ iV ek~ Lh

4 TT v^ V\' e/,

we lind the above formulae (15). PoiNCAKi^i's c(juations are thus

found to be identical with mine.
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§ S. Tn tlio nppliVnfioii of tho equations to tho plionomonn in

question, I shall follow Voiot's treatment of the ease of a single

vector P.

In the first place Voigt examines the propao'ation of liolit alone

the lines of force, wliicli are supposed parallel to the axis of r.

He denotes

by li the strength of the field,

by the time of viliration, divided by 2 -t,

by w the velocity of propagation, and l)y y the coefficient of

absorption, in this sense, that over a distance equal to the wave-

length the amplituile is diminished in ratio of 1 to e "tx^

Further he puts :

^2/'/=7'v2, '-Id =,'),% fld = f)\ c,/d = /.-^). . (18)

The values of w and y for circularly jiolarizcd light are given

by Voigt's formulae (24) and (25), in which the upper signs are

to be taken if the polariza(ion is right handed, and the lower signs

if it is left-handed. To simplify these I'ormulae, I shall put

we have then

,r-± kRO — >'/g"z=zS;

foHl—^^~) ., g'^r-S
\~Ul-

2a^x v3(72^'(53

Now, we may suppose that even the maximum value of x is a

very small fraction, 'i'he hd't hand meml)ers ol' the equations may
thcrefne be written

o)^ and 2 w^ ;; ;

hence, by division,

73 d' .93 .... (19)
Si — f &-i s -\- ,r^ ,'j'^

') Z TT % is Uie poriod of tlie iVfio vibrations of wliioh tlie ions are capable. As
to the time .>', it depends on the magnitude of the resistance.
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Our noxt quoslioii is, for what valiio of »9 this will bo a niaximum.

At all events this value will lie in the neii^hbourhood of c/q, and
if the adsorption bands are narrow, it will be permitted to re])lape

«'/ by />() in the niinicrator of (19). Consequently, Ihe denominator,

for which w(! may write

(s — — r '*> )' + *'- d^ — — r/^ »'^ .... (20)

must beeome a minimum. I shall neglect lli(> variation of the two

last terms, and replaee in them >'/ by ('>,,. Then, the minimum will

be reached if

^=1 72,52 (21)

and the maximum of absorption will be determined i)y

In (U'der that this may be verv small, I shall suppose that f/~ is

,9'

greatly inferior to -^ . In this ease, the last term in the denomi-

nator luay be negleeted, so that

IT-

At the same time we see that tlie last term in (20) may be neglected

in comparison with the preceding one; consequently our result will

be true, provided that we may neglect the variation of the second

term in (20), while the first term passes through its minimum. This

condition will always be fulfilled, if the absorption bands are suffi-

ciently uarrow.

The equation (21) may be replaced by

,'J-±kR& —
,>o2
_ i ,^2 ,<^^2.

"We shall suppose ,?' much smaller than i?o- Then, from what

has been said, q^ will be much smaller than 1, and in the absence

of a. magnetic field, i. e. ibr B = 0, the maximum of absorption

will lie in the immediate neighbourhood of »>o- If) moreover, kR&o
be very large in comparison with k<f'^o~j we shall have approxi-

mately
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,92 zt kR,9 — d^^ = 0,

or

<? = ^0 T * ^- 'R.

sinco h R must be small with regard to {)„.

Now, in order that a distinet doublet may be seen, the distance

of the components must be large as comjiareil witii the breadth of

the absorotion bands.

Rejdacino- (]<)) by

„ 7^«9'^V

we see at once that for a value of »9, such that

the value of x will be

1 + //^

We may therefore consider the hordcrs of the absorption band to bo

determined by the last equation, if in it we take for // a moderate

number, say 5. Hence, the necessary condition for a distinct

doublet is seen to be k Ry- ft 0'. If it is fulfilled, our above sup-

position as to the value of ^- 7? »V-n will likewise hold good. Indeed,

we shall have

k R ,% > /it &' ,9„ ,

whereas q" 0^^" is much smaller than 0' <)q.

§ 9. We now come to the propagation of light in a direction

perpendicular to the lines of force. Let the vectors P be also per-

pendicular to these lines, i. e. in the language of the electromagnetic

theory of light, let the electric vibrations take place at a right angle

to the direction of the field. Then, according to Voigt, the velocity

of propagation f.>, and the absorption y. will bp determined by his

formulae (50) and (51), or if we neglect /r", by

dp' =7
kq^fr^S, \q^&^S^

s{- \- ty^ ,'y^ s.^^,T^fr~\
(22)

and
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1

- ' 1.^9,2 4- ,'J'i //-i ^
,S.,2 4- ,^'2 ,'y^

• (20)

TForo T liiivf> put

and

,92 _j,n,7~ ,92 _ ^c;.

(92 4-Z.- /?,9 — ,V — .Sg.

It is (Easily socii tliaf, witli Uic nssumptioi^s wo liavo niado coiioor-

nino- tiie niagnitiidc of the din'crciit tonus, the 0(|nationR (22) and

(23) imply tlio oxistonoo of hrn ahsnrptinn-liands, oorrospnndinf:^ to

^^1 = and .'«. = 0.

Tliose bands aro precisely tlio outer components of tlio triplet,

one is led to by the elementary theory of the ZEEMAN-effect.

The breadth of each of these lines will be equal to that of the

orii;'inal absorption-band; in virtue of our assumptions it will bo

much smaller than the distance of the two lines.

Now it is clear that such a thing would be impossible, if tlie

modification of the propagation of light were so small as Poincark

finds, namelv of the order of R-, if R is the streno:th of the field.It I o

If, by the action of the magnetic field, the maximum of absorption

is shifted to a place, where the absorption was originally insensible,

we have to do with a finite change at this point of the spectrum.

§ 10. lu order to examine this more closely, we must return

to the equations of motion themselves, from which the formulae

(22) and (23) h.ave been deduced. Let the magnetic force be

parallel to the axis of ~ (.4 == Z? = 0, C =z R) and let the propaga-

tion of light take place along the axis of ;c. Then the complex

expressions, which satisfy the equations of motion and whose real

parts are the values of £7, F, W, '§, t], C, etc., will contain the

common factor

4- ?•_
(

<

^ &(.} i9 \ (0

There will arise no confusion, if we use the letters f/, T', etc.

themselves to represent these complex expressions.

Let the vector P be perpendicular to the axis of 2;. Then

11^ = U, and Z=Q.
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By the equations (3) we find:

by (1):

uiul by (2)

Hence

0, v — ^, 10 = (;r + i) II,

g = 0, ,;=__(;, + i;~ II, C = 0,
CO"

t U, // := — ^ (;f + ly- II-\-tV.
CO-'

«= ^
and

(y. 4- if

«3 + v3(;.+iy^

Cuiiycqueiitly, the two first of tlic equations (4) bucuine

1 if \ ill R

and

1 // \ i>iR (;f + if

.r- ^ ^ J ^ d lo" -^ y" (y. ^ if

or, it' we iiitiijduee tlio quantities iV^, 0\ etc.,

('V2 + i f) ''}' — ,9,/) U — ihR,'} V =Q . . . (24)

i<r~ + ; ,> ,>' - ,y,2) F + ; k n .'j u—
^^^

; ' ^ \ .^^, <f o" v' f=o (25)
(^ + ^r

w2 4- v^ (;; + /)3

These equations eorrespond to the two last of Poincare'h formulae

(6), and if we were to follow his mode of reasoning', we should say

that, ill virtue of (24), U must be a small quantity of the order H
so that tlie second term in (25) becomes of the order of Ii'~. We
should then omit this last term ; all influence of the magnetic field

would ther(!by disappear from (25).

Then; is however ai\ error in this reasoning', because, as I shall

now show, the coefficient of U in (2-1) may become of the same

order as that of V.
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Wo saw aliciidy lliiti I lie |il;ut' ul' the absorption-lini's is iletor-

iiiincd by tlio (.'oiKlitidiis

Si = ami .S'j — ,

i. c. by

,r- — i'Jo" = ± kR{/

We have further assumed tliut k li O is imicii larger than & &'

lleiiee, in tlie etjuatiou (24), the eoefficieut of U is approximately

± kR{/, so that

U—± iV (26)

Oil the otlicr hand, wc may neglect in (25) the last term, at

least if ''> has a value for which the absorption is a maximum.

For, neglecting x" , we find for that term

q^,r~y- V. (27)
(<u2 _ v2) + 2 v2 i y.

The equations (22) and (23) show that, in the middle of one of

the absorption-bands, w'^— v^ is much smaller than "l^-y.. We may

therefore neglect the first term in the denominator. Omitting like-

wise in the numerator the second term, which by our assumption,

lies far beneath 1, we find for (27)

2^"-iy. 2y.

But, according to (23), the maximal absorption is given by

O y 1 i ^ .-''---
^. '

(27) may therefore be finally replaced by

— 2 i 0' &^V ,

a qiiantity that may be omitted in (25) as well as i &' V in the

first term of that equation. In this way (25) reduces to

which agrees with (26).

Translated into the terms of the electromagnetic theory of light,

our result becomes
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The meaning of this is that the ions move in circles perpendicular

to the lines of force, the direction of this motion being opposite in

the two cases, represented by the two outer lines of the absoiption-

triplet.

The assumptions we have found necessary in the foregoing con-

siderations, viz. that the inequalities

,[- < -— ami k R > 0'

exist in a high degree, imply that k li is much larger than if-0^.

q
If this is to be the case it follows from (.IS) that '— R y'^ must

far surpass >'J^^
; in tlie language of the electromagnetic theory of

light this means — as may be seen from (14) — that

4 JT v^ iV e
(28)

must largely exceed the time <>(,.

Of course this condition can always be fulfilled if only the num-

ber of molecules A^ can be made small enough. 'J'his was to be ex-

pected because at very small densities the molecules must become

independent of one another, and this is precisely what is assumed

in the elementary theory.

It would be difBeult to state accurately at what density the expres-

sion (2S) becomes so large that distinct triplets may be seen. The

preceding considerations show however that the triplets must appear

in all cases where the observations along the liues of force give a

good doublet.

Astronomy. — "0// the fiitduKj buck of ihe Comet of Holmes
accordinij to t/ie coinputatiuns of Mr. H. J. Zwiers." By
Prof. II. G. VAN i)E Sande Bakhuyzen.

Ill the Transactions of tiie Royal Academy of Sciences P' Section

Yol. Ill appeared a paper by Mr. H. J. ZwiERS on the orbit of

the comet of IIoemes, observed from Nov. 8'*' 1892 till March
l;5''i 1893. From these observations Mr. ZwiKRS has deduced witii

great care the most probable orbit, which proved to be an ellipse,

in which the comet at its greatest distance from the sun approaches
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Jupitui's orbit very closely and at its shortest distance to the sun

remains still outside the orbit of Mars; the {)oriod oi' revolution

amounts to about (5 years and 11 moDths. In 1898 and 1891) the

comet would probably again come so near to the earth, that it can

be observed.

In the above-named paper Mr. ZwiKUS has computed the pertur-

bations which the comet would undergo till the end of 1898 and

later on in a j)ai)er in the "Astronomische Xachrichten" Vol. J4!l,

page 9, he has continued those computations till Sept 9''' 1899.

In an ephemeris added to it lie has given the positions which,

according to his computations, the comet would occupy on the

celestial sphere.

By the aid of this ephemeris the comet has been found back as

a faint ucl)ula by Perkink at the Jjick-observatory on June 10"^

.

Its position deviated for the computed place 22'',2 in right ascension

and 4'17" in declination. Furthermore it appeared tliat the comet

was exactly in the orbit which it had to describe according to the

computations of Mr. ZwiERS, and that a perfect correspondence was

obtained between the observed and the computed position by adding

0.379 days to the period of revolution. Mr. Zwiers having taken the

mean error of the period of revolution to be ± 1 day, the accuracy

of the computations proves to be still greater than he had surmised.

Probably of the elements computed by Mr. ZwiERS only the pe-

riod of revolution will have to be corrected a little; this cannot be

stated however with certainty until more observations will have been

made. For the present Mr. Zwiers has computed a corrected eplie-

meris supposing only the period of revolution to be increased by

0.4 day. An ephemeris corresponding entirely with this one has

been given in n° 464 of the Astronomical Journal.

(August 9th, 1899.)
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Onnes (with 4 plates), p. 129. — "The dielectric constants of lii|uid nitrous o.xide

and oxygen". By Dr. Fritz IIasenoeiikl (Communicated by Prof. H. Kameblingh
Onnes), p. 140. — "On Spasms in the Earth's magnetic force". By Dr. W. van Bem-
MELEN (Communicated by Prof II. Kamerlingh Onnes), p. 141. — Erratum, 141.

The following papers were read

:

Chemistry. —• „0n the influence of water on the velocittj of the

formation of ether.'''' By Prof. C. A. Lobky de BliUYN and

Dr. A. Steger.

(Head in the meeting of June ;J1<1» 1899).

In a previous communication ') wc drew attention to the influence

of water on tlu; velocity with which oxyethyl or oxymethyl is sub-

') Proceedings 1898 p. IGG.

6
Proccediugs liojal Aciid, Amsterdam, Vol. II.
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stitut(;il fur llie iiitrogToup in ortlioJinitrobeiizoiie by sodiiiiii ulcoliol.

lite. It appeared that the existence of constant coefficients of velocity

was not at all, or very little affected by the presence of water in

the metiiyl- or ethylalcohol, a fact whicli was explained by the

circumstance that by far the greater part of the sodium is present as

alcoholatc in mixtures of water and alcohol containing even 50 "/o

of water. The influence of the water present was however felt in

the alteration of the numerical values of the constants due to the

change of the medium; with ethylalcohol the change consisted of

a diminution of the constants as the quantity of water present in-

creased, with methylalcoliol extictly the contrary took place.

The influence of water on the reaction under discussion could

not be followed further than a 50 "/u mixture of water and alcohol,

owing to the ever decreasing solubility of the dinitrobenzene. We
pointed out therefore the desirability of finding a reaction, which

would allow velocity determinations to be made, for both alcoh(ds,

from the absolute alcohol to pure water ; the two different curves

for the two alcohols must necessarily meet in the point correspond-

ing to pure water, that is to the reaction with Na OH.
We have discovered such a reaction in the process of the forma-

tion of ethers from alkyliodidcs and alcoholates, in the special case

in which methyliodide is employed; the solubility of this iodide

in water being sufficient to permit of a determination of the velocity.

With ethyliodide it was found that, owing to its smaller solubility,

it was impossible to go further than 307o ethylalcohol (70% water)

and 40 % methylalcoliol (or (50 7o water).

The reactions studied are thus

:

I. NaOColIg + C II3T , ir. NaOCII^ + C IIJ

III. NaOCallj + C.2II5I ,
IV. NaOCHa + C^UJ.

;

to which the change, CII3I +NaOH ^CIIsONa + NaT, must be

added.

The composition of the mixtures of water and alcohol was changed

by equal steps of IO^/q between absolute alcohol and water.

It was at once evident that the reaction-coefficients obtained in

each experiment might be regarded as constants; with methylalcohol,

the numbers are very satisfactory, less so with ethylalcohol, but

still more than sufficiently so to show the change of velocity with

the quantity of water present. For reaction I the numbers diminish

^rom 0.189 for absolute alcohol to 0.0040 for water; for reaction
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III, Iruiii U,U1()S to 0,0(15 ; fur the reactions in nietliylalcohol,

(II and IV) an increase at first occurs .with increasing content of

water, for [I there is a maximum at 70 "/„ (0.032 to 0.0435) after

which the numbers diminish to 0.004, for reaction IV the increase

continues as far as the decomposition in 40% alcohol (0.00525 to

0.0098) which was the extreme limit to which it was possible to

go. I'he subjoined figure shows the change of the constants with

the content of water.

Ac.

\
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reaction is the smaller, uotwithstiiudiiig tlie i'lict that aeeurdiiig to

the researches of Menschutkin and Cahuaka, niethylalcohol itself

accelerates similar reactions to a greater extent tlian ethylalcohol.

It appears to us therefore that it follows from this case, as in the

case of the reaction of o-dinitrobenzene and alcoholate, that reactions

taking- place in solvents other than water depend on circumstances

which are as yet unkn(jwii, in addition to the degree of dissociation

into ions.

From our earlier research we had concluded that the sodium

dissolved in a 50% mixture of alcohol and water is present mainly

as alcoholate. The same conclusion may be drawn from an experi-

ment in which a solution of 5 grams of Na in V2 liti'c of a 5U %
mixture of alcohol and water was warmed to 25° for 8 days with

32 grams (1 mol.) of cthyliodide. By means of several fractional

distillations about 11.5 grams of cthylether were obtained, the

theoretical (juantity being 15.5 grams. Considering the unavoidable

losses it may therefore be said that by far the greater part of tiie

iodide was converted into ether.

It is still necessary to examine reactions such as those here

studied, in mixtures of alcohol and water containing a large pro-

portion of water, since in these there cannot be much alcoholate.

The details of this research will shortly be published in the

"Recueil des travaux chimiques."

Chemistry. — Mr. Prof. 11. W. Bakiiuis Roozeboom speaks on:

„An example of the cutirersion of mixed crystals info a

comi)Ound"

.

(Head in tlie meeting of June 21-"' 1899.)

In the meeting of the 25"' February 1897, page 376, I gave an

explanation of the solidification of mixtures of optical isomers, when

the solidification I'esults in the formation (1) of a conglomerate (2)

of mixed crystals, (3) of a racemic compound.

In a more complete paper, Zeitschr. phys. Chemie 28, 512, I

have further developed the theory of the phenomena which must

occur when these three types pass into each other when the solid

mass is further cooled.

As one of the most interesting cases, Mr. Adriani, has at my
request, studied an example of the conversion of mixed crystals into

a compound below a certain temperature.

The example was caniphoroxime. Mr. Adriani prepared the
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f/-oxinie ; wn owe tlie ^oximo to tlio kindness of Prof. BecKmanN

of Leipzig'.

1. The melting- points of the pnre oximes and of mixtures of

them were first determined. Both melt at 118°.8; the inactive

mixture, containing 50% d- and 50% ^-oxime melts at exactly

the same temperature as also a number of mixtures containing

excess of d- or Z-oxime. No difference could be discovered within

the limits of attainable accuracy. The accuracy here is not more

than 0°.l, because it is very difficult to determine the melting-

point exactly, owing to the small difference in the refractive indices

of the solid and liquid. Very satisfactory results were obtained finally

by using very thin walled tubes in which a thin cylindrical ring

of the solid mass was placed just above the lower end. The solid

mass is, in all proportions, microscopically homogeneous and regular.

FoRSTER and Pope's view (Journ. Chem. Soc. 71.104!») that we are

here concerned with mixed crystals is confirmed by the discovery

of one melting-point line alone.

At the same time the existence of mixed crystals of optical iso-

mers, the probability of which was pointed out by Kipping and

Pope, is confirmed.

In the figure, the horizontal

line AB repi'esents the melting

point line. The view that the

melting points of all the mixtures

would be the same is thus con-

firmed in this case. I have

already pointed out that this

is possible in no other series

of mixed crystals than those

containing optical isomers.

A consequence of the hori-

zontal melting-point line is that

each mixture solidifies to a

homogeneous mass. The melting

point line therefore represents

the compositions both of the

liquid and of the solid phase.

2. According to Pope the

two isomers, as well as mixed crystals containing them, undergo a

change from regular to monosymmetric crystals shortly after they

have solidified.

>i
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The temperatures at wliieli this change took place were however

unknown. They were therefore detennineil.

CIuuKjc from regular to monoKjimmririr ci'i/slti/s.

lOOo/o 'I "!• ' 112".0

90«/„ „ , „ 110°.6

7()7o „ „ „ 10!f.7

507„ „ „ „
1()9°.4

These values are shown by the line CDE, which is completely

symmetrical and has a minimum of temperature at the transition point

of the inactive mixture. Since hero again only one curve is obtaiuod

for all the transition temperatures we must conclude that the regular

mixed crystals change into monosymmetric mixed crystals.

When the change takes place with falling temperature it may

be much delayed ; in the other direction however it is very sharp.

AVith the microscope it may bo observed clearly, with the thermo-

meter with great difficulty, and very distinctly by means of the

dilatometer. With the non-racemic mixed-crystals it is possible that

the transition takes place through some interval of temperature. In

any case this is very small.

3. A further change takes place in the monosymmetric mixed

crystals when they are cooled still more. Pope has observed this,

only in the inactive mixtures, and ascribed it to the formation of

a racemic compound (which may be obtained from a solution of the

inactive mixture at the ordinary temperature). In that ease the con-

version of the mixed crystals into the compound should theoretically

occur in other mixtures also but at lower temperatures.

This has been shown to be the case.

(yO)ivcriii())t. of iiiixcil cri/std/s inio a coiiipttiduL

oOVo d or / 103°

«0«/o „ „ „ !17°

TO«/o „ „ . 8G°

These points arc iiidlcaici] by the line FGIl which has a maxi-

nniin at 50 "/o-
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The change occurs loss readily the greater the excess of d or I

which is present and proceeds very slowly. At 75 '% it could not

be observed even at the ordinary temperature.

The monosynimetric crystals change to a granular mass ; when

excess of d or / is present this is of course only partial.

The transition temperature in this case could not be detected

by means of the thermometer or of the dilatometer but only by

means of the microscope and then only when the temperature was

rising. With 50 °Iq the change is complete at the maximum tempe-

rature ; with the other mixtures the change is gradual; the line

FGIl represents the temperatures at which the racemic compound

in a given mixture has just disappeared. All points between the

two branches represent conglomerates of the compound with mixed

crystals.

The course of the conversion of mixed-crystals into a compound,

deduced by me on theoretical grounds, is therefore completely con-

firmed by this first example.

Chemistry. — JJn the Enanfiolropy of Tin\ By Dr. P]rnst

Cohen and Dr. C. van Eyk (Communicated by Prof. H. W.
Bakiiuis Roozeboom).

(Read in the ineclint;- of June 24"' 1S90).

1. That pure tin falls into a grey powder when exposed to great

colli is a phenomenon with which the tin traders of Russia espe-

cially have been long familiar. The phenomenon is, in that country

so common that a special name has been given to the tin powder

wbich may be translated as tin ii:hich may he scattered.

The phenomenon has been very frequently referred to in scien-

tific literature; the first description of it is due to Eudjiann i) in

1851. He is followed by Fritscife ^), Lewald "), Rammelshkro *)

OUUEMANS ^), WaLZ ''), PetRI '), SCHERTEL ""), RaMMELSBERG ''j,

1) .lourn. f. prnct. tliemie 52, 428 (1851).

-) B. H. 2, 112 en 540 {18tj9); Mrni. de rAradcmie de Pe'lcrsbourg, VII Serie N" 5 (187(1).

') Dinglers polyteclin. Joiirnid 196, 369. (IS70).

') B. B. 3, 724 (1870). Zeitsclirift fiir Cliemie 1870. 733.

') Processen-Verbnal der Kon. Akfid. v. VVctenscIiappen te Anist., vornad. 28 Ort. 1871.
") Wagneu's .Tahresiu-rielit 187:i, 2U7 nit: Deutsc-jie Indnstrir/.citniiu,- 1872, 468.
') Wn.DKMAXNs Ann. (2) 2, 304. (1877).

") .1 (in 111. IVir pi act. Cliemie 19, 322 (1879).

') I'.eil. Akad. Ber. 1880, 225.
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Markownikoff '), Emeljanow -), E'»v. TI.IRLT *), HoEVRLER '^), Stock-

MEIER ') and SciIAUM '0-

The plieiioineiiou lias been observed on articles made ol' tin such

as organ pipes, buttons of uniforms, coffee pots, medals, rings etc.

and not only on blocks of pui'e Banea tin.

"Whilst tin in the ordinary, well known c()iiditi(jn, is silver-white,

it becomes grey under certain circumstances and loses its coherence.

2. The different authors by no means agree as to the cause of

the change.

Some ascribe the change to great cold, others to the combined

influence of cold and vil.'ration, whilst a third group of observers speak

somewhat vaguely of an influence which the greater or smaller rate

of cooling of the tin after it had been melted might exert on the

occurrence of the phenomenon.

3. Fritzsche proved qualitatively that a considerable expansion

accompanies the transformation of the silver-white into the grey

condition. Schertel and Rammelsberg found later that the specific

gravity of the grey modification at 19° is about 5,8 whilst the

silver-white form at the same temperature has the specific gravity 7,3.

4. The facts enumerated remained up to the present isolated

;

many points in the different memoirs could not be brought into

harmony with each other.

A more accurate, quantitive treatment of the sui)ject, based on

the newer physico-chemical conceptions, may perhajs throw some

light upon it ; at the request of Prof. Bakiiuis Roozeboom wc have

undertaken this and give in what follows a very brief accoui;t of

some of the results thus far obtained.

5. The material used was obtained from Prof. Edv. ITjelt of

Tlelsingfors, who was kind enough to send us 25 grams of grey tin.

This tin was part of a piece of Banca-tin which had fallen into

powder in the warehouse of a Helsingfors firm.

') Jouni. russ. phys. clicni. Gcsellsclnft 18S!, 35S ; Bulletin de l;i Socictc (!liiiiii(]ue

lie Paris (2) 37, 347 (18S2).

^) Congress russisclier Naturforsclier und Aerate Petersburg 1890.

') Cheraiker Zeituug 16, 1107 (1892); //Ofversigt .-if Finskn Vetcnsk: Soc. tor-

Imiullin". 32.

•') Chera. Zeitung 1892. 1339.

^) Verh. (1. Ges. D.ut. Nuturf. v.. Aei-zte. ^Tiiniliei-g 1S93.

') Die Arteii der Isomerie, Hnl)ilit;ifions«c!irift, Miuliurg 1 897.



It' tlie tube containino- tlie grey tin is immersed in warm water

the tin immediately takes on the colour of ordinary tin. The recon-

version into grey tin occurs when the tube is cooled. At — 83°,

in a paste of solid carbonic anhydride and alcohol the change from

white to grey tin took place in about 24 hours. Prolonged cooling

to a temperature not lower than —20° was fruitless. On the other

hand the change of grey into white tin was only observed at tem-

peratures aliove + 30°. From this point, however, the velocity of

the change inci'eased very rapidly with rising temperature. It appeared

therefore to be difficult to find a transition point. It is, however,

known that transition phenomena are accelerated when the materials

undergoing the change arc present in a finely divided state, and

also that solvents accelerate the change ^).

After a number of preliminary experiments we found that a so-

lution of ammonium stannic chloride afforded an excellent means

of causing the change to take place readily in either direction.

For example, the change white tin -^ grey tin, which without

the ammonium stannic chloride solution required 24 hours at — 83°,

took place in 6 hours when a few drops of a 107o solution of the

salt in water were added to the tin. When the chancre lias been

carried out in both directions several times with the same quantity

of tin, it takes place more and more readily. In general, it may be

said that tlie phenomena are here quite analogous to those observed

witli salts containing water of crystallisation when they are heated

above their transition points and again cooli.'d.

G. Ill order to determine the transition point of the clianne

grey tin ^ white tin

we used tlu; dilatometric- and the electric methods.

a. DetermlndtioHS loitlt t/ic dilatomder.

The dilatometcr contained about 2 cc. and was filled with white

tin; a 10"'o aqueous solution of ammonium stannic chloride served as

measuring liquid. The position of the liquid in the very narrow

capillary was read on a porcelain millimeter scale.

The following table contains the obsorvations.

') Spp for cxniiiplc : I;. Til. lIliiciiKii, Dp Iciiipcniluiir ilcr iilliilrnpisclic vciiiiulcriiii^'

Villi (If zwiivel. Itisstitatie. Auisti'rdiun, lSS;j
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Chemistry. — "On the Enantiotropy of Tin (II)." By Dr. EknsT

Cohen and Dr. C. van Eyk. (Communicated by Prof. H. W.
Bakhuis Roozebooim).

(Will bf publisbed in tbe Proceeding's of the next meetino-.)

Chemistry. — "T/^e mixture crystals o/'Ho-.T-: villi Hg-Brj." By
Prof. H. W. Bakiiuis Roozeboom.

(AVill be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Chemistry. — "0« a new hind of Transition Elements (sixth

kind).'''' By Dr. Ernst Cohen. (Communicated by Prof. H. "W.

Bakhuis Roozeboom).

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Chemistry. — ^On. Isodialdanc.'" By Prof. C. A. Lobby de Biiuyn

and Mr. II. C. Bijl.

(Will be published in Uk^ i'roccedings of tin; next nieoting).

Zoology. — Mr. IIubrecht presents on behalf of Dr. J. F. van

J^kmmelen: " J7;e results of a roniparatire inrestigatio)i con-

cerning the palafine-j orhifal and temporal regions of the

Monotrenie-sl,-itir\

I. Palate.

In both Ornithorhynchus and Echidna the palate has been secon-

darily prolonged backwards, in consequence of their mode of life,

and therefore independently of each other, and in two difl'eient ways.

The palatine bones of 0. are as broad behind as in front, the

pterygoids being situated entirely along their lateral borders, quite un-

connected with the bones forming the wall of the cerebral cavity.

In the E. skull on the contrary, the palatines are prolonged

backwards into slender points, which causes the pterygoids to find

a place at the roof of the mouth much nearer to the middle line,

between the oblique postcro-exterior border of the palatines and the

petrosa, thereby allowing them to enter into the formation of the

cerebral skull- wall.

The horizontal mouth-plates of the Echidna-palatines are provided

at their lateral bonhn- with two vertical wings: alai'ger one in fioiit,

forming the basal part of the wall of the orbital cavity, and a
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smaller one behind, stretching upwards in the temporal groove and

separating tlio ibranieii ovule from a large l)i|>ai'tito opening at the

border of the orbita, wliich represents the united foramina rutunda. optica

and spheno-orbitalia. Jn 0. the first mentioned of these apertures is

separated from (he two following by a short bone-column.

At tlie ventral side of this temporal palatine-wing in E. we notice

the front end of a tiny canal, which may possibly represent the

homologue of the well-developed canalis pterygoideus sou vidianus

of 0., this latter running longitudinally along the margin of the

palatine-plate, between for. ovale and for. rotundum. The difference

is explained by the occurrence of a large artery in 0., branching

oif from the carotis interna, crossing the tympanic cavity externally

to the stapes, and entering the vidian Ciinal to reach the orbital

cavity. This artery, called art. stapedia by Takdler, is absent in

E., where the orbits are provided with blood by the carotis externa,

but perhaps the small artery occupying the above-mentioned tiny

canal is tin; last remnant of the art. stapedia.

II. SpJioio'id.

The corpus s[ihenoTdei in J], appears long and slender, owing to

the want of connection with ali-sphenoTdea (alae niagnae). It sbows a

concave ventral side, caused by its curving down at both sides in

slightly elevated but very elongated ptervgoidprocesses. At its hinder

margin it is pierced by the foramina carotica, and laterally to these

it is provided with backward prolongations of the processus ptery-

goTdales, viz. the spinae angnlares. Those latter are much more developed

in O., where they extend over tlie ventral surface of the petrosa.

Ill this animal they form a narrow partition dividing the foramina

ovalia from the choanae, whereas in E these two are separated

from each other by the whole diameter of the pterygoids, which also

hide the spinae angulares under their projecting median edge. The
sella tui'cica of 0. is much more elono-atcd in a sagittal direction

than that of E. This contrasts with the extraordinary development

in tlie latter animal of the lamina cribrosa ethmoidei, which totally

anchyloses with the sphenoid. In 0. no trace of such a cribrous plate

can be detected.

The space of the ali-splienoi'ds is occupied in E. by thin bony

plates, separated by suture from all the surrounding bones : the

basi- sphenoid as well as the others. These plates ossify at a very

late period, so late indeed that even in the almost adult skull a

large fontanella is found in this spot, leaving the for. ovale not
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encircled by bone iit its lateral bortler. In tlie partly-ossifiod skull

of a young E. removed from the pouch, tliis fontanclla even extended

to the foramina rotumla, optica and spheno-orbitalia, which all confi mited

into one large vacuity in the lateral skull- wall. The same fact occurred

in the skull of an Ornithorhynchus-foetus : the bony plate that was

going to close up this open space, was growing out from under the

squamosal as a dermal bone. In this character it resembled the posl-

frontale, which is destined to auchylose with the orbito-sphenoid.

In consequence of this latter occurrence the orbital wings of the

sphenoid reach an enormous size in Monotremes. The presence of

l)Ostfrontah in these animals, resembling those of Sauropsids, already

mentioned by Seklky, is proved beyond all doubt by the investigation

of the skulls of new-born individuals. The orbital wings of the sphe-

noid anchylose with the median corpus, in E. as well as \\) 0., thus

contrasting with the alisphenoidplatcs in the former animal.

III. Petrusn.iH.

The petrous bone of (). is separated from the surrounding bones

by thrive large perforations of the skull-wall; P'. an anterior one,

the foramen ovale, dividing it from the alisphenoid, 2'^. a posterior

one, the for. pro nervo vago et glossopharyngeo, separating it from

the exoccipital (occ. later.) ; 3''. a median one, through which no

structures enter or leave the cerebral cavity and wliich separates

the petrosum from the basi-occipital.

In E. these holes are apparently wanting, but in reality they

are all present, only they are lying much farther apart, and more-

over the anterior and median ones are separated from the petrosum

by the large pterygoid. The posterior opening is dividtKl into two

orifices, an anterior one which serves as an outlet to the nerves and

is situated within the borders of the petrosum, and a posterior one,

which is nothing but a fontanella, closing up in the full-grown

animal and surrounded by the exoccipital. In 0. the large size of

the corresponding single opening is also due to incomplete ossifica-

tion in the neighbourhood of the nerve-foramen.

This scattered position of the three apertures around the petrosum

in Echidna brings this bone into an all-round contact -with other

bones viz. the alisphenoid, pterygoid, basioccipital, exoccipital and

squamosal.

At the lateral wall of the skull the petrous bone of E. appt^ars

to be coiiliiuied in a dorsal din^ction as a large patch of bone, but in
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realilv it is sopanited I'roin this j)at(;li longitudinally by a suturo that

runs through the latcrnl part of the tympanic cavity. By its form

and position this patch resembles tlie mastoidal part of the temporal

of other Mammals, but as for its size and independence, it may

be compared to the opisthoticum and epioticum, taken conjointly, of

Sauropsida.

This mastoidal part of the skull-wall is a ciiondrostosis, which

fact is in itself sufficient to forbid its comparison with a squamosal,

a comparison one might otherwise be much inclined to make, consi-

dering that the dermal bone wliich is situated on its outer surface might

easily be mistaken for the jugal, with which it shows many points

of resemblance, and whicii, but for this hypothesis, must be con-

sidered as absent in the Monotfcme-skull.

IV. ArcKs z>/(joi)Hillcuii.

The malar arch of Monotremes is made up of two bony processes,

running side by side for the greater part of their length. The

anterior belongs to the maxillary, the posterior to the above-men-

tioned dermal bone, that I take to be the squamosal. A jugal bone

is totally absent in E. In 0. on the contrary a little prominence

occurs on the dorsal side of the arch, marking the limit between

orbital and temporal fossae. In some skulls this prominence was

found separated by a suture from the underlying zygomatic process

of the maxillary. Most probably we may look upon it as the last

remnant of a disappearing jugal. The foetal O. skull did not show

any trace of it.

V. Canatis temporalis.

Between the squamosal and the wall of the primordial-cranium

(mastoidal bone), a canal is left open from before backwards in

both E. and 0.

In no other Mammalian skull a trace of such a canal was found.

In E. it is longer but narrower, in 0, shorter but wider. Its lumen

is filled up with fibres of the temporal muscle.

Moreover in E. an artery penetrates into the skull-wall by ihe

posterior opening of this canal, but immediately leaves it to con-

tinue its way through the diploe of mastoidal, parietal and frontal

as f;xr as the ethmoidal region. Hyrtl calls it art. occipitalis.
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Mathematics. — On: •^Thv Furimdlou of the EesaUaid". By

Mr. K. Bes. (ComiminicateJ by Prof. J. Cardinaal.)

The ineUiod of elimination by means of the Bezout function as

shown by me in my treatise "Theorie Generale de TElimination"

(Verhand. der Kon. A kademie van Wetenseh. te Amsterdam 1'= Sectic,

Dl. VI, N". 7) offers a means to form the resultant that is to be

obtained, if between n — 1 homogeneous equations of arbitrary degrees

with n variables »; — 2 of those variables are eliminated.

I intend shortly to treat this subject in extenso; but looking

forward to the time necessary for this work I thought it my duty

at present to acquaint your assembly with the obtained result. For

this the special case is taken of two homogeneous equations of the

degrees I and m with three variables, viz.

:

rp (./, y, c)= c/i a:l + a. .r'-i
,y + a-^ .f^-l c + a^ x^-^rj^- + u-^ iv'-'^ ,/ : +

+ (>a
.*"'-- C- + by .("'-3

f-\- + V,+l)f,„+2) C"' —

It is known that in this case the resultant is of the degree I m.

If we form an homogeneous function F of the degree Im as follows

:

F^ <P(p-\-Wip (2)

,

where */* and 'F ai'e respectively homogeneous functions of the

degrees l>n — I and I vi — m with provisionally undetermined coeffi-

cients s the equation

^' = (3)

will represent the i'(>sultant, if we can determine the coefficients 6'

in such a manner that all the terms containing one of the three

variables disappear from the equation.

The function F can be developed in two ways, as was shown

in the above-named treatise on the theory of elimination:

1*'. according to the successive arguments of an homogeneous

function

;

2"^. according tu tiu; undctcnuincd coefticients sn *;, *'3, etc.
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TliU!> it gives rise to tlic funii;iti(>;i uf ;iii "iissi'inlilaiit" consisting of

vr=. — rows aiid I'l rrz aj -(- ccn columns,
a

wiiui'c

[l,a — l-\-\){lm—l-^2)
,

(/,«_,„_!.. l)(^„i _,„_!_ 2)
«, =: and «.i = — ——

.

1 2 " 2

TIk! columns of this "asseminiint" arc in goncnil not independent

of each other i)iit connected by

(Im — I — m -\- \) (/ m — I — m -\- 2)

"- ~" '

2

independeni linear relations.

We now see that between tlie nnnilters v, cj and vo the ivlation

V — I'j -[- ro ^ /?« (1)

exists, as is easily shown by substituting the values.

We determine the I'l undetermined coefficients « in the Iblhiwing

way : In the function F we make equal to zero the coefficients of

I in {Im -\- 1

)

;ill tlie termr; containing the same variable. This produces

linear homogeneous equations between the coefficients s which are

moreover, as was said above, connected by ro linear relations of

dependence.

So the difl'ercnce between the number of undertermined coefficients

and that of the mutually imlepcndeut linear homogeneous e(][uations

existing between them is :

//«(/««+ 1) lm{lm-]-\)

2

(Im + 1) (^m 4- 2) Im {Im + 3) = 1,

which proves that the vi undetermined coefficients s can be deter-

mined quite unequivocally out of the indicated homogeneous linear

equations.

By substitution of the obtained values in the equation -F=: the

demanded resultant is arrived at. The given nu>thod is rather simple

to apply.
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As an L'xuinple we take the system of two lioniogeiicous eijua-

tions of the second de<>Tec with three variables:

«i *•- + «3 » y -f- «3 •^'
' + «i

^'' + «5 y ' + "g -^ = ^.
I

^1 *•" + ^2 •' y + ^3 •'• - + ''4 !/' + ^5 ^ ~ + ^G -^ ==^ 0, )

Tlie function -F is I'eprcscnted by

. (5).

(«l
,«" 4- a. .r y + 03 .( c + a^ ^2 _|. „. ,y- _]_ „^. -2)

+ (6'7 .v"" + sg ,(•
?/ + t;j .( c: -|- sio »/" -f A'li y s + «i3 z")

(61 ,i>3 + i., .V y + h, a- z + h f- + ^5 y- + h ~").

From tliis follows the "assemblaiit"
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lo wliirh

*s *'!l *'io *11 *']i

.1

i] l>2 I's h ''n /'(I -«i -"2 -c-i -a.i -"5 -Of, (7).

liclongs as supplonioiitary "asscmblaiit".

If wo omit one of the columns i'roin the "assembhiiit" (6) the

(letei-minants in the remaiiiini,' columns (see Chapter I of the ubove-

naiiicil paper) are divisible by the supplementary determinant of the

assemblant.

From this "assemblant" the coefticionts of the nvultant follow

immediately.

Tims we find foi' the resultant between 7/ and z

:

/n2,13,14,ljy'" +7^1 1,13,14,15 »/^'- +/-'l 1,12,14,15 .'A" + /'IK 12,13,15,'/ ^^ +
-f PI 1,12,13,14

1''=
. . . (S),

for the resultant between x and c:

p;ifi,\o,\:,-i^' + p\,G.w,\b-i"'~ + p 1,3, U), 15
•'"-"-

+Pl,3,6,15 '^^^ +
+ p,,3,6,,0.-* = . . (9),

for the resultant between j- and y:

/'2,4,7,U .''•+Pl.4,7,ll a:^y+P\fi-.M .'V'-l- Pl,2.4,U •'/ + ?'1,2,4,T ^— , (1 0) ,

where the coefficients represent determinants contained in "assem-

blant" (6) after one of the columns having been omitted and whei'e

the indices indicate whicli rows must be left out of the "assemblant''

to obtain the determinant represented by the symbol. All the coef-

ficients of the equations (S), (!)) and (10) are now still divisible by

the same linear factor, namely by /;,; if we leave the sixth column

out of the "assemblant", in general by the supplementary determinant

of the "assemblant" (7).

Chemistry. — Prof. Y. A. Julius preseuts on behalf of

i)r. A. Smits of Amsterdam a paper on „Invedi(/atioHH iv'dh

the Micromanometer."

After I had published in 18I.)6 the first results obtained with the

micromanometer i), I continued my investigations to inquire whether

the course observed for Na CI, KOH and cane-sugar would also

appear in other compounds.

') Dissertation //Untersucliungen mit clem Mikronianouieter'' 1S'J6. Versing Kouinlil.

Akad. V. Weteuscli. te Amsterdam, Wis- en Xatuurk. Afd. pag. 292, 1897. Archives

Neerl. Serie II, Tome I, p. S9, 1837.
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Bol'ore, however, examiniiii;' other eompounds, I wished tu make

some further experiments with NaCI, KOII and sugar solutions,

because I liad made a slight improvement in the apparatus
;

I had

namely brought the legs of the manometer nearer together, so that

they were only 2 m.m. distant, which diminished the error in the

observation. Before communicating the results of those oijservations,

I shall first shortly state my former results, to facilitate a coiripa-

rison. The meaning of p,„, /?«, p„, N and n is as follows.

p„, = tension of the gas of pure water expressed at 0° in m.m. ITg.

ps = „ „ ,, „ „ solution „ „ „ ;, „ „

j>,„ = mol. decrease of the tension of the gas „ „ „ „ „ ,.,

A' and « indicate tlie number of mol. of water and solved substance

found in the solution :

NaCl.

{'ijiiCL'ulratiou in f;r.

iiMil, |ici- lOUn ijr. lljO.

pw —ps
in in.ni. 11l

().02S'l2
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('A^'E Sl'dAU.

Concentration in cr
mul pi'r 1000 ur. 11 '
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CANE SUGAR.

Couceiitratiou in gr.

iiiol. per 1000 gr. H.O.
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r'liso,

C()MC'Ci;(,nitioii in gr.

)iiol per lOongr JI„0.| ill in.m 1 1". iu m.ni. Iff,'. Par n

o.02:ms

O.OOSOO

0.21.519

0.49378

().<)!)G13

1.2102

o.ooo.sr.

0.00525

0.015S5

0.0327G

0.00790

0.09050

ii.ii.'ij

0.053

o.oc.->

O.OCO

0.008

0.079

u.o

0.7

0.7S

O.SO

0.S20

0.955

By concentration tlic number of or. niol. CuSO,i. per 1000 gr.

HoO is represented.

KNOo.

('Diicciiti'at.ioii iu £;'i'.

mol. per lOCO gi-. H,.{).
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published a treatise ,Ueber die Dampfdrucke verdiinnter wasseriger

Lusung-en bei 0° C."

He describes there in what way he has succeeded in making his

aneroid more sensible, so that he could also examine diluted solu-

tions with it. The results obtained for solutions which I have also

examined, follow. To facilitate comparison some of my results are

also mentioned.

Na CI

DiETERICI
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CANE SUGAR.

j; 1 h i 1
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Mr. DiETERici 1) to repeat his experiments once more, now makino*

use of an aneroid which could give a deviation not to one side

only as before, but to both, sides. As changes of temperature exer-

cise a great influence on the zero position of the aneroid, it was

placed in a waterbath. After having determined the constant of this

aneroid, iie repeated his observation and obtained the following

results.

To facilitate comparison I shall again add some of my results.

Na CI

DiETERICI.
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CANE SUGAR.

D I E T 1
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difference of tension of 0.001 mm. Hg., Mr. Dietertci takes as

limit of liis accuracy 0,001 nun. II"-. Therefore lie states clearly,

that he draws only qualitative conclusions. I am, however, convin-

ced, tiiat the difference in temperature in my bulbs, which have

a volume of 100 ccm., is less than 0,0025°, which also appears

from the fact that when I read the manometer, when comparing

water with water, the manometer indicated accurately to 0,1 mm.
the same difference of position, as when there was communication

between the two sides of the manometer, and the bulbs were closed.

As a deviation of the manometer of 0,1 mm. agrees with ^ 0,00025

mm. Hg, the difference of temperature of the two bulbs must be

exceedingly small.

Some time ago prof. Jahn at Berlin wrote to me to ask, whether

I was sure, that my solution had been perfectly free from air and

if I wonld repeat some of ray experiments once more, after having

first reduced the solutions in vacuum to half of its origiii;il vulume

bv means of evaporation.

First I tried to comply with Prof. Jaiin's wish in the following way.

The bulbs with water and solution were successively shut off from

the apparatus by turning a tap and the air was exhausted by means

of a velocity pump, while they were heated softly. During this the

tube, connecting the bulb with the apparatus, was moistened with

condensed vapour of water. Through the rise of the temperature

the grease with wliich the tap (by means of which the communi-

cation of the bulb with the apparatus was broken off or restored),

was greased, spread over the inside wall of the tube, and this is

the reason why I could not make use of this way of boiling. It

seems namely, that the vapour tension of a layer of water on the

greased part of the tube is so small, that the water was not distilled

into the bulb, though the bulb was cooled to 0° and the temperature

of the I'oom was ± 20°. I was therefore obliged to apply another

method, by which rise of temperature waB excluded. The most

practical method appeared to be the following.

ATlien at tiie oidiiiary temperature most of the air was exhausted

from the bulbs with water and solution by means of the velociiy-

])um]), all the remaining air was expelled by bringing about the

communication of the bulbs witli the apparatus, after first having

closed the bulbs for drying. The communication between the bulbs

and tlu> apparatus was interrupted after some moments, and when

tlie vaj'our of water had been alisorl)ed liy the diying bullis, the
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air of the apparatus was exliausted by means of an automatloal

morcurv airpoiiip. Tliis was nipeated till the bulbs wero free; from air.

In order to comply with Prof. Jah.n's wisli, 1 brought about a

communication botwecn the bulbs with water and solution and one

of the drying bulbs (filled with Hj SO4). When the air is greatly

rarefied, IIj SO.,, absorbs the vapour of water quickly and the water

and the solution, having the temperature of the room ± 20° (the

bulbs being continually shaken), evaporated quickly, in consequence

of whicli the temperature of the water and the solution fell consi-

derably. To prevent congelation the bulb was now and then warmed

with the hand. The temperature of the bulb with 112804 rose con-

siderably during this absorption of water, and it was also frequently

shaken. When the water and tlic solution had been reduced to the

half of their former quantity by evaporation, the bulbs were shut

off from the apparatus. Every solution was first ti'eated in this

way, after which tlie bulbs weie placed in ice, and the experiment

began.

The concentration of the solutions was determined by weighing

± 50 gr. solution in a flask with a long neck, and then the water

was evaporated according to the method applied by Mr. Andrea K ')

While the flask was being heated in a waterbath, a weak current

of air was drawn over the solution. After all the water had been

evaporated, the flask was placed in an airbath of 170°, while all

the time a stream of air was drawn over it. In this way it is also

possible to expel the water from Na Cl-solutions without any loss

of weight of salt.

I may further add that I had altered the apparatus somewhat

for these experiments. Instead of two bulbs, I used three ; one filled

with water and the two others with solution. One of these bulbs

with solution remained untouched during the whole series and served

as a test. These three bulbs were placed in a copper trough, which

was surrounded by a larger wooden one in such a way that there

remained a space of G cm. all round. This space was filled up with

small pieces of ice, while the copper trough was filled with a paste

of fine ice and water. Two pieces of paste board, which could move
across each other and were provided with slits, served as a lid. In

this way I was quite sure of a constant temperature and yet I

could shake the bulbs thoroughly.

In order to make it possible to read the manometer more accurately,

') Jonni. f. priikt. Cliein. 22, p. 450, IsSI.
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a glass scale divided into in.m. was adjustt^d behind the legs of the

manometer. The error of reading- amounted to less than 0,1 mm, so

1

to less than
4000

m.ni. Hg.

The results oi the research with NaCl solutions follow.

Na C.1

Ciiuceutratiou in gr.

mol. pci- lOOUgr. H.,0.

Pli:—ps
iu iii.ni. Hii iu lu.ni. liar.

_ p,„--ps iV

Jlio 11

U.OalSo
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Nor li;is Mr. l\AOUi;r i) fouiul a iiiiiiiinuin, l)iii In- IouikI iR-arly

constiiTit values <luwii to 0,1 gr. niol. lor the niolocular lowering of

the IVeeziiin- point. 'J'hey did not difl'or more than 0,1 pCt.

In my opinion, however, the (|ii('stion remains, whether at this

moment the highest fleg'ree of accuracy has already been reached in

the method of the lowering- of the freezing point.

It is (]uite po.ssible that the air which is solved in llie water ami

the solutions, causes the results, obtained for the determination of

the lowering of the freezing point, to be faulty.

If e.g. the quantity of air in a solution depends u|)on the (piantity

of salt solved in it, the error made is not constant, and it can even

lender the course of the mol. lowering of the freezing point, cjuite faulty.

^Ir. Kaoult has tried lo reduce the (irror caused by solution of

air in water and solution to a minimum by saturating at the tem-

perature af the room the water and the solution with air. Mr. Raoui.t

states further that diluted solutions absorb the same quantity of air

as pure water. Prof. rAim, however, communicated to me in a

letter that the coefRcient of absorption of air for diluted solutions

depends on the concentration and increases by diluting.

It is therefore of the greatest importance for the determination of

the freezing point to examine accurately the influence of the concen-

tration on the coefficient of absorption for air. As long as this

influence is not sufficiently known, Mr. Raoui.t's determinations,

however accuraiely made, are in my opinion not quite reliable.

In connection with what precedes, it seems to me, that Mr. Adeug -),

who, led by tlie differences between the results obtained by means

of the lowering of the freezing point and the decrease of vapour

tension, came to the conclusion that there must be a fault in the method

of the determination of the decrease of the vapour tension of

Mr. DiETERlCi, has attached too much importance to his deter-

minations.

In the first place the infiuence of concentration on the absorption

of air has not yet been fully ascertained, as I said before, and

secondly, even though this influence were perfectly known, a quan-

titative comparison between the results of the determination of the

decrease of vapour tension and the lowering of the freezing point

is not yet raised above doubt, when the solutions and the water

are not in exactly the same circumstances in both methods. There

would, however, be no objection to a comparison, when the lowering

1) Zeitschr. f. Pliys. Chemie: 27. pg. f>17. 1898.

") Wied. Anil. (54, pag. 487, ISilS.
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of the freezing- point was ficterniined of solutions (|iiitc free from air.

I regret that Mr. Djeterici, who was ac(iuninte(l with my inves-

tigations, has not mentioned, that in lS9(i I published results which

agreed perfectly with those he found with his aneroid and which

he published in 1897.

I intended to investigate other substances than Na CI in the way

Prof. Jahn recommended, but my manometer got defect while I

was engaged with experiments on KCl, so that I had to put off

this investigation.

At the end of this treatise I feel obliged to lixprcss my thanks

to Prof. II. C DlUDlxy for the great kindness with which he [)laced

at my disposal the a}>}>aratus lecpiired for my researches.

Physics. — Pruf. van vhr Waals {)resenls on behalf of Mr.

E. IT. J. (JuN.EUS a paper on :
•' T/te dctcniiiiiatiun of llic

7'efractivitii an a method for f/ie investif/atioii of ilic coniposi-

tioii of co-cxidiiKj i)Jiases in mixtures of acetone and ctlicr".

Introduction.

The aim of this investigation was to examine the relation between

the compositions of the co-existing vapour- and gas phasis and to

Knd out the relation between the composition of the vapour and

the pressure.

When I began my experiments only the investigation of Line-

bargerI) had been published; since then those of Lehfeldt^) and

IIartjian-^J have also appeared.

The great difficulty of the investigation of this relation lies in

the determination of the composition of the vapour; 1 have ti'ied to

do so without first condensing the vapour, and without chemical

analysis, by means of the determination of the refractivity. I was

induced to use this method by the experiments of Ramsay a,nd

Trayers on the refractivity of gases and some gaseous mixtures ').

') .loiini. of the Aiiicncan Clicm. Soc. Vol. XVil N". S; An--. IS'.)."). Cliciii. News,

Vol. 72, N". 1871, v.v. Oct. 1895.

) Phil. Mag. (5) Vol. 40, 46.

•') Dissertation for a doctor's degree, Leydeii 1899.

') Proc. Roy. Soc. Vol. LXII, p. 22.5, 1897.
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Thi Method.

Ill tlioir iiivostigutiou Kamsay and 'I'kavkks found that tlic

retVactivity of a mixture of gases may be found, not accurately

indeed, but yet with a liigh degree of approximation, from the

molecuhir proportion of mixing and the refractivity of the compo-

nents. In order to determine; whether this deviation occurs always,

or must be attributed to accidental circumstances, but at the same

time in order to try and find the cause, I have first examined a

series of mixtures of gases; viz. carbonic acid and hydrogen in

different proportions. These gases were chosen, because their refrac-

tivity (litters considerably and because they may be prepared suffi-

ciently pure in a simple way.

The carbonic acid was prepared according to the method described

by Mr. KuENEN '), by dripping a solution of XaHCO,-. in lie S().i

and by drying the gas by means of H2SO4 and P2 O5.

Hydrogen was obtained by electrolysis of diluted HCl with an

apparatus similar to that used by Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes for

filling the hydrogen- thermometer. ")

The determination of the refractivity was made according to the

method of Lord Kayleigh ^'), which was also follow^ed by Kamsay
and Tbavers. A nearly parallel pencil of light is split into two

parts, which pass through tubes of equal length closed by plate

glass and which are made to converge by an achromatic lens. The

interference phenomenon obtained in this way was observed with

an eye-piece, consisting of two cylindric lenses. These tubes {A and

B fig. 1) are respectively connected with the open manometer -fe'

and F and with the reservoirs C and G
; the latter are partly filled

with mercury and the pressure in them may be changed by moving

the bulbs J) and / up and down.

The right half of this apparatus is filled with diy air freed from

CO3. The left side was filled with the gases and gaseous mixtures which

were to be examined. To this end G was connected with another

reservoir H with a bulb K filled with mercury, by means of the

three-way cock «, and it was also connected with the tube ^, which

may be connected by means of the taps </ and /« with two gas-

reservoirs L and M
; by means of i with the air pump ; and by means

of / with the apparatus for the preparing of gas. G and // serve

for preparing the mixtures.

1) Phil. Mag. (5) Vol. 44, p. 17'J.

=) Versl. Kon. Akad. 30 Mei 18'J6.

2) Proc. Koy. lust. Vol. XV Jan. 1896.
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If the substances used followed the laws of Boyle and Gay-

LussAC, the refractivity would be directly found from the pro-

portion of the changes in pressure, whicli the gas and the air must

undergo, when the interference phenomenon is twice brought into

that position which it occupies when the two parts of the pencil

of light pass through equal ways; so for instance when the two

tubes are filled with air of one atm. So if p and p are the press-

ures for air; px and p\ those for the gas whose refractivity B is

p — p'

is to be determined, we get: B = .

Pi — Pi

The gases, however, do not follow these laws, and therefore the

refractivity is not to be found from the proportion of the change

of the real pressure ip,p',pi and />']), but from that of the pressures

which would prevail, when the gases followed the laws of Boyle

and Gay-Lussac and had the same volumes and temperatures

{P,r', Pi,P\). So that we may put:

^ V{V—b)273 '^ V2

from which follows with some approximation:

-p,-p\~p,-p\-
.J^'^^yf J

'^\
i-ipi+pi)[~j.^) i«i-^i^j

This correction was also applied in calculating the composition

of the mixtures.

In order to find the values a and b for the mixtures CO2 and

H2, I made use of the formula, deduced by Prof, van der Waals
from the experiments of Dr. Verschaffelt ').

y = 0.999546 + 0.001618 (1 — u) -f- 0.00497 (1 — ;r)^

T
this gives for 1S°C. (7'= 291) at once the value of «x— &x—

.

273

') Proc. Roy. Aciid. Api'il 1899.

Prococdiugs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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In this way I obtained from my experiments tiie results given

in Table I (hydrogen considered as the solved substance).

T A V, !. E I.

X
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was exhausted from the whole apparatus, and by passing an electric

current through the wires T U T\ the tube was heated till it burst.

While the bulb P was constantly kept at 0°, the refractivity of

the gas could be determined, by changing the pressure of the

gas in the other side of the apparatus, till the interference phenome-

non reached again the normal position and by reading this pres-

sure and that of the gas. On account of the great refractivity of

the gases, air could not be used as the gas, serving for comparing

them; I have therefore used carbonic acid.

The investigation was made with ethylether and acetone; both

from Merck in Darmstadt.

'J'hese substances were chosen because at 0° they have a vapour

tension of less than one atm., and yet it is large enough to be

measured pretty accurately ; moreover the refractivity of the gases

had to differ as much as possible.

The compositions of the liquids was obtained by weighing, while

the weights of the quantities of each of the two substances in the

vapour were afterwards subtracted from the original quantities.

The results are given in Table II (see also fig. 3) ether being

considered as the solved substance.

TABLE II.

Refractivity.
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at a- = 0.65; which has never yet occurred in former experiments.

I have not succeerled in finding a simple meaning of this; the con-

dition for the occurrence of such a point of inflection loads to an

intricate relation, in which also the unknown relation between ^v

and >,. occui'S.

That the point of inflection really exists and that it is not due

to a« inaccurate method follows, in my opinion from the following

considerations

:

1st the deviation from the observed curve, required to get a curve

without a point of inflection is much greater than tiic investigation

of the method would give us cause to expect.

2nd When we calculate the composition of the gas by means of

the approximated formula

1 ^ dp _ a-ii—x„

p dx„ d-„(l— a-„)

given by Prof, van der Waals in his „Th<'oric moleculaire" ')

we find the points indicated by O in fig. 3, which points agree

very well with the observed curve, at least at the ends ; that the

deviation is greater in the middle was to be expected, according

to the approximations used in the deduction.

A curve drawn through these points, shows also a point of inflection.

If we draw a tangent at a point of the curve p = /(^y), we

arrive by means of tlie former formula at the values which are

given as calculated in Table III.

T ABLE III.

.rn
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3^ Some observations made at ± 15'^ make it very probable, that

the p=f{xd) curve will show a point of intiection also at that

temperature, and even at about the same ^d as that at 0°.

If it was not our intention to make the existence of a point of

inflection probable, it would be better for testing the results at the

theory, to use instead of the former formula, the formula

1 dp

clvd

I'd-

:>\l (1 — .rj)

as this formula may be expected to hold good with much greater

approximation, also for the values of ^^ which are not near Oorl.

It appears, however, from Table IV and the points (x) of fig. 4

which are derived fiom it, that the ati'reenient is not much closer

T ABLE IV.

ifrf
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Physics. — "On the Theorij of lAVvyih'&'n's Capillary 'Eledromekr''\

By Prof. W. Eintiioven (Communicated by Prof. T. Zaaijkr.)

In a paper on the capillary electrometer and on the action currents

of the muscle Hermann^) has put forward the statement, that the

results obtained by Burch ") and myself^) in the investigation of

the motion of the mercury in the capillary electrometer are imme.

diate consequences of his theory, and that since Burch and I should

have obtained empirically our results, they ought to be regarded as

a jjSchone Bestatigung" of his theory. An answer of Burch'') here-

upon has already appeared.

In answering Hermann I will try by means of some new expe-

riments to advance somewhat our knowledge of the laws governing

the motion of the mercury in the capillary electrometer.

On a former occasion T have given the equation

:

-^ = C (y*-y) ........ (1)

where C is a constant, y the distance the meniscus has moved from

its zero position at the time T and y* the distance the meniscus

would have moved if the P. D. of the poles of the capillary electro-

meter at the time T had been constantly applied.

In order to obtain for all capillary electrometers comparable values

of the constant, we shall in this paper always measure the time T
in seconds ""j, whereas y and y* will be given in arbitrary but equal

units. The value of C is apparently unatTected by a change of the

unit in which y and y* are measured. The constant C is, as I re-

marked on a former occasion, determined by the properties of the

instrument, especially by the mechanical friction in the capillary

and the ohraic resistance lo in the circuit; the precise relation

between C and w I did not mention till now, but it will be given

in the following.

Hermann thinks that the mentioned relation is very simple, and

assumes that C varies as the inverse of w. The equation his theory

') PpLuGEu'a Arch. f. d. ges. Pliysiol. 1896, Bd. 63, S. 440.

2) Philosoph. Transact, of tlie Koyal Soc. London, 1892, Vol. 1S3, p. 81.

3) PrLiiGER's Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 1894, Bd. 56, S. 528 und 1895, Bd. 60, S. 91.

«) Proceedings of the Eoyal Soc. London, 1896, Vol. 60, p. 329.

6) In formerly given calculations of the constant, the time was given in twentieth

to fiftieth parts of a second dependent on the velocity of the photographic plate, on

which the normal curves were recorded, being 20 to 50 mm. per second.
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h
arrives at, difters from formula (1), in having instead of C, h

w
being an instrumental constant.

According to Hermann formula (1) must be: ^)

dy h-— = — (y*—y)
dl w

This formula represents the facts in so ftir as the increment of

the resistance varies directly as the increment of --- in accordance

\vi*^h what I have said in a former paper and as will be discussed

further on. This is occasioned by the fact, that the mechanical

friction in the capillary has a similar influence on the motion of

the mercury as the ohmic resistance in the circuit. Hermann

wrongly concludes that the constant must be proportional to —
,w

whereas from the experiments is to be inferred only, that it is pro-

portional to — . Diiferently stated Hermann wrongly assumes
a -\- Iw

that a = 0.

The error of his formula is to be ascribed to a misconception of

the action of the capillary electrometer.

He neglects entirely the influence of the mechanical friction in

the capillary on the motion of the meniscus, whereas this mecha-

nical friction i.s with most capillary electrometers of the foremost

importance. This may be inferred from the following.

Using capillary 103 and suddenly applying a P. D. remaining

constant, a normal curye was described, no additional resistance

beirg inserted in the circuit. This curve was measured and the con-

stant, which we wii) call t'^ ~), determined according to formula (1).

Then a normal curve was taken with the same instrument, a resistance

of 0,1 Megohm now being inserted in the circuit, and the value of

the constant, now indicated by Ci , was determined again.

*) Hermann's formuln in Itis own symbols is:

it W

IcE being- here identical witli y* of formulii (1).

-) The manner iu which the constant C is calculated from the normal curve was

given formerly, vid. PflUgeu's Arch, 1. c.
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was equal to 0.0815

0.107

According to Hermann's theory it must be possible to calculate

from these data the internal resistance of the capillary electrometer.

Let the internal ohmic resistance of the capillary electrometer be

denoted by w,-, the resistance intentionally inserted in the circuit

Wu, then

10 = Wi + «v»

A- "c.= 111(1

w; wi -\- Wu

hence "we must have

Wi (Hermann) = Wu

Substituting the values of (?«, Ci and w^ we obtain

Wi - 0,320 Megohm.

Now Wi may be calculated also from the dimensions of the ca-

pillary, in which case a knowledge of the dimensions of the sul-

phuric acid thread is principally necessary. Calculating the resistance

from the dimensions, w,- was found 0,029 megohm ; hence more then

11 times smaller than the amount required by Hermann's theory.

Here follows a table with the correspondent calculations for four

capillary electrometers.

TABLE L

Number
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We see that Hermann's theory gives far too high values of top

with the above mentioned four capillar)' electrometers 11 to 25

times greater than is to be calculated from the dimensions of the

apparatus i).

Tiie value adopted for the length of the sulpliuric acid thread in

the calculations was one never exceeded in recording the curves,

hence the figures in tlie last column of our table are maximum
values. It seems difhcult to misinterpret the results described above

and they arc certainly sufficient to refute Hermann's theory.

That really the mechanical friction neglected by Hermann is of

primary importance with most capillary electrometers, will be clear

from a series of experiments of entirely different character, in whicli

the mechanical friction in the capillary was measured in a direct

manner.

A capillary tube, after having been used for the recording of

normal curves, is placed above a small glass vessel filled with mer-

cury in such a manner that the end of the capillary is below the

surface of the mercury.

For a short time the air above the mercury in the tube is highly

compressed so that it flows in the vessel, the free air being admitted

however immediately again. The mercury continues flowing if there has

been but once a direct mercury connection between the interior of the

tube and the vessel. The total (juantity of the flow in a given time

varies according to Poiseuille's law directly as the pressure, in

our case the difference of level between the mercury in the tube

and the mercury in the vessel.

The flow is continued during some hours and the vessel is weighed

before and after the experiment. From the difference of weight, q

grams, the duration of the flow, T seconds, the mean difference of

level, D centimetres, can be calculated how many grams of mercury

G are pressed through the capillary tube under a pressure of 1 cm.

in one second,

G =
TD

Let the radius of the capillary tube at its point be = r cm.,

then the mean velocity in a section near the end is

') In this communication a short account of our results must suffice, more parti-

culars concerning the mentioned and yet to be given measurements and calculations

will be published elsewhere.
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centimetres per second under 1 cm. oi' mercury pressure; in this

formula s is the density, whereas vq is dependent only on the

mechanical friction.

Let us suppose that in a capillary electrometer the ohmie resis-

tance in the circuit is reduced to zero, then in our forniula (1) the

constant C is determined only by the mechanical friction in the

capillary ^). We will call the constant, when this is assumed, k.

For a given value of y* — y = u the formula can then be put 2)

in the form

du— = k M .

(IT

If u represents the displacement of the mercury meniscus for

1 cm. change of mercury pressure, then

du

hence also

rfT
— 'o '

''o^^-'^ (2).

The constant k is, as appears from formula (2), determined only

by the magnitude of the displacement of the meniscus with a given

change of pressure and the mechanical friction in the capillary ; k

can be calculated from u and v '').

Moreover k can be calculated in an entirely different manner

viz: from l"*'. the constants of the normal curves, recorded without

and with resistance purposely inserted in the circuit, 2"<^. the

internal resistance of the capillary electrometer. For k is the con-

') Vid. on this point a former paper I.e.

We remind tbe reader thut t/ and y* denote tlie displacements from tlie zero

position of tlie meniscus. In formula (1) we indicated as the cause of these displace-

ments the change of P. D. between the poles of the capillary electrometer, the

pressure in the capillary remaining constant. The formula remains unchanged if with

a constant P. D. the displacements of the meniscus are caused by a change of pressure

in the capillary.

^) In calculating /c the difference between the friction of the sulphuric acid and of

the mercury in the inferior part of the capillary has been neglected. It was supposed

that the friction m the capillary electrometer equalled that in the capillary when

totally tilled with mercury. The error hereby introduced is but small and amounts

only to a suuill percentage of the final result, see the more detailed publication.
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Stant of a normal curve that would have been recorded by a capil-

lary electrometer if the internal resistance could have been annulled.

The double calculation of k has been made for two electrometers,

and the results are united in Table II.

TABLE II.

N umber

of

capillary-

electrometer.

''-1,.^T

calculated fromtlic novmal

curves and internal

resistance of capillary

electrometer.

It

calculated from friction

in capillary and magnitude

of displacement of

meniscus by change of

pressure.

B. 102

B. 103

1,59

2,92

4,95

2,78

The agreement between the values of h in the two columns,

obtained in so different a manner and which have required inde-

pendent series of measurements is certainly quite sufficient.

h
According to Hekmann's theory we must have C ==—

, hence

k =. 00.

Let us now consider more closely formula (1)

xo

dy

df
C{y*-y)

and let us see in what manner the resistance in the circuit influences

the value of C. Alieady on a former occasion ^) the normal curves

of capillary G 103 were examined, recorded with several resistances,

purposely inserted in the circuit.

An increase of the resistance with 0,01 megohm
1

gave an increase ot - . 0,0025
ft C '

An increase of 0,1 megohm increased --
. . 0,0255

1

An increase of 1 megohm increased _^ 0,2515

') 1. c. Bd. 60.
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Wc see, that the increase of the value of — varies directlv as the
' C

increase of the resistance. Hence it follows immediately that,

1

C
a -\- hw ,

u and h being constants, determined by the properties of the instru-

ment independent upon the internal ohmio resistance.

ID represents the resistance in the circuit in megohms.

Hence our formula (1)

d'l
,= C{f-y)

now becomes

dy

dT a -\- lio
{y*-y)

For w = 0, is

1 1

z=— , hence the constant h is equal to

(3)

1

a -\- hw a

1

The constant h is the increase of -;, when the resistance in the

circuit is increased witli 1 megohm.

In the subjoined table the values of « and h are given for four

capillary electrometers.

TABLE III.

Number of

the capillary.
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Suppose that the drawn-out tube of the capillary electrometer,

see fio-. 1, is connected with two vertical tubes, a and 6, filled with

mercury and widened at the upper end. By means of the stop-cocks

a and ji the communication of a and h with the capillary tube

can be stopped.

Fig. ].

The poles of the capillary electrometer are connected by the con-

ductor G. W is a resistance box, CZ a cell and P a Poul's mer-

cury key insulating at the beginning the cell from the capillary

electrometer, so that at E there is no P. D.

We think at the beginning stop-cock a opened, ft closed: I**' po-

sition of stop-cocks. Let the meniscus have its equilibrium position

at the height m^. Suddenly tlie position of the stop-cocks is inter-

changed; 2'^ position of the stopcocks. The meniscus will move, at

first fast, tlieu slower and will at last attain the equilibrium position

H/.i. If now the stop-cocks are placed again in their first position,

then Ihe meniscus will return also to its initial level Wj.
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The work done in displacing the meniscus up and down is easilv cal-

culated. For the only final changi? in the apparatus is the passage of

mercury from l> to a. The quantity of mercury passed can be calculated

from the section of the capillary tube f/, the distance m^ — m^ and

the specific gravity of the mercury* This quantity is ^¥=cZ«(7?ii — mo),

M being given in grams

</ in S(]uare centimetres

and »«! and "'2 i" centimetres. Let the difi'erence of level between

a and b be n centimetres, then the work done is ^ = nM gram-

centimetres.

The potential eneigy of the displaced mercury is transformed into

heat, partially by means of electric currents, partially by mechanical

friction.

It merits attention that the amount A is not changed by changes

in the resistance of the circuit G. An increase of the resistance

causes retardation in the movement of the meniscus; the energy of

mechanical friction is diminished, whereas that of electric currents

is increased with the same amount.

If the stop-cocks have only changed the first for the second

position and the meniscus has moved from mj to m„
, the energy of

the heat produced is = ^'g A
; for the motion of the mercury in

the capillary — viz. the cause of the mechanical friction and of

the electric currents — is. while the meniscus returns from 7«2 to

«ij in all phases perfectly equal — but of contrary direction — to

the motion of the original displacement from mj to m^.

Hence in first changing the position of the stop-cocks a

quantity of energy must not have been transformed into heat,

but must have accumulated as elastic tension in the meniscus.

It is only in returning from m„ to mi, that the meniscus delivers

its energy.

An analogous reasoning can be used if the meniscus is displaced

by the sudden application of a constant P. D. between the poles of

the capillary electrometer, the pressure in the capillary remaining

unchanged.

If the P. D. -E is applied by closing the key, see fig. 1, then there

will be a temporary current in the circuit G. The work done by

the current will be Q = -B -T idT Joules, if E, i and T are, as

usually, expressed in Volts, Amperes and seconds.

1/2 Q is transformed into heat, whereas ^
;> Q is accumulated in

the meniscus as in a condensor in the form of an electric charge.

If with circumstances as for the rest unchanged the applied P. D. —
by opening of the key — is removed, the meniscus returns to
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its original position and delivers its energy, which once more is

partially transformed into electric currents. The amount o{ 2 idT

in returning must be equal to 2 idT in the original displacement.

This was easily controlled experimentally.

The experiments which we have made with a sensitive high-

resistance TnoMSON-galvanometer, used as ballistic galvanometer, and

kindly lent by Prof. Kamerlingh Osnes, perfectly confirmed the

statements given above.

The theoretical conclusions, that the value of the integral current

increases directly as the P. D. used and that it remains unchanged

w'ith variation of the resistance of the circuit we could not rigo-

rously prove by experiment because the time of oscillation of the

calvanometerneedle was too small. The duration of a displacement

of the meniscus was with some of the capillary electrometers a con-

siderable part of the oscillation time of the galvanometer i).

Yet the results of the galvanometer experiments are far from

unsatisfactory as may be proved from the data concerning capillary

B 102 in the subjoined tables IV and V.

TABLE IV.
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The columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table lY oive the mean values,

obtained from experiments with the mei'cury as positive pole and

the sulphuric acid as neg-ative pole and reciprocally. Usually the

deflections, calculated for 1 millivolt at first slightly increased with

increasinif 1*. D. tlien reached a maximum and further decreased.

On account of the above mentioned relatively too short oscillation

time of the galvanometer, the maximum value of cj probably will

be the most accurate for calculating the work done, we therefore

will make use only of ihe maximum.

The values in column 2 of Table V are obtained only with

mercury as the positive pole, sulphuric acid as negative pole. They

represent the means of observations with suddenly applied and

suddenly annulled 1*. D.

For three capillary electrometers I have calculated the work

necessary for the motion up and down of the meniscus, the difference

of potential being E=l millivolt.

The calculation always was made in two difierent manners, in

the first place from mechanical principles using the difference of

presirure, necessary for the displacement and the dimensions of the

capillary; in the second place from electrical principles using the

deflections of the galvanometer, see Table VI.

TABLE YI.

Number

of tlie

capillary.
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in surmounting the mechanical friction, what part for the production

of electric currents.

Let the total quantity of heat developed in a complete up and

down motion of the meniscus by the sudden application and annulling

of a given P. I), be ^, the heat produced by mechanical friction

^1, by electric currents A2, then

A=Ai-^A2 (4)

Let the initial velocity of the meniscus after the application of

the given P. D. be 1% then is

dl

Formula (3) reading

becomes for y =-^

dT a + bw
'-^
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and from (G) and (7)

In

A a -\- bw
(8)

In tlic subjoined table are given for a few capillary electrometers,

examined without purposely inserted resistance the values of A^

aiUl A 2 in percentages of A.

T A B L E YII.

Number of the

capillary.
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tlie liquid remains manv months unchanged without the appearance

of indigo. But if some microbes of the surface-membrane of an

ordinary indigo-fermentation are added, as also the special active

bactery of it in an isolated condition, after some hours au abundant

indigo-formation is observed."

I then tried to make from woad (Isatis tincforia), in which,

according to the literature, indican, i. e the same indigo-producing

substance as in the other indigo-plants should be presoit, a decoc-

tion with which I might repeat the experiment of Alvarez. But

I could, neither by boiling, nor by extraction at low temperature,

obtain from this plant a sap which remained unchanged at the air.

Constantly, after a shoi't time, indigo will separate out of it, without

there being any question of the influence of bacteria or enzymes,

so that the word "indigo-fermentation" would here be quite mis-

placed. Neither do purposely added bacteria or enzymes favour the

indigo-formation from woad-decoction.

Later, however, I was enabled to convince myself that the state-

ment of Alvarez is correct, as well with regard to the decoction

of Tndigofera leptostachija as to that of Polygonum tindorium i),

for which latter plant the same fact as described by Alvarez, has

also been established by MoLiscii ^).

So it was evident that the indigo-plants must belong to two phy-

siologically different groups, and I subjected the concerned chromogenes

to a further examination with the following results.

1. The Chromogene of the Indigo-planh is Indoxgl or Indican.

The chromogene of woad is not as is usually accepted indican,

but the very instable iudoxyl C^IFNO. Indigofera leptoafachga and

Polygonum tinctoriuin, on the contrary, contain the constant glucoside

indican, the constituents of which are, in accordance with the

supposition of Mauchlewski and Radcliffe •'^), indoxyl and sugar,

1) Much materinl of tliis Iiuliffofera, as well full grown plants as seeds, I owe to

the kindness of Mr. van Lookerkn Campagne of Wageningen. This interesting ])lant,

a native of Natal, has been cultivated, very rich in indican, in the open ground in

the Laboratory-garden at Delft; at Wageningen several specimens had grown this

summer to more than 1.5 M. height.

Pnbj(jommi Ivnclorimn comes fi-om Ciiina and is, as the woad, in the seed-commerce

of ViuiOKiN in Paris.

=) 8it7,.ber. d. Akad. d. Wiss, zu Wlen. Math. Natnrw. Klasse Bd 107 pg. 758,1898.
^) Journ. Soo. for chem. Industry T. 87 pag. 130, IS98; Chera. Centralblatt Bd

65 pag. 204, 1898. With tliankfulness 1 remember the aid lent mo by my
chemical colleagues Hoooeweri-f and Behrkxs in the determination of indoxyl.

9*
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whinh has first been brought to certainty by Mr. Hazewinkel, and,

"without my knowing of his experiments, by myself. Woad, as an

„indoxyl-[)lant" containing no indigo-gluoosidc, wants also an enzyme

to decompose it. The two mentioned „in(lican-plants", on t!ie other

hand, do contain sucli an enzyme, which had already in 1893 been

rendered probable by Mr. van Lookeren Campagne with regard

to Indirjofera ^). I have prepared this enzyme, albeit in a very

impure state, in rather great quantity and i hope afterwards to

describe the experiments made with it.

The important difference between „indoxyl-" and „indican- plants"

becomes particularly clear when comparing the different extraction

methods. Thereof what follows.

If „indican-plants" are extracted with water below the tempe-

rature at which the indigo-enzyme becomes inactive, for instance

below 40'^ C. or 50° C. („cold extraction"), and under careful exclu-

sion of air, an indoxyl-sohition is obtained. If, however, the same

„indican-plants" are extracted by boiling („decoction"), the indigo-

enzyme will be destroyed, and independently of removal or access of

air, an indican-solution results, which can be kept perfectly unchanged

when microbes are excluded, but either by the separately prepared

indigo- enzyme, or by certain bacteria or yeasts, or also by boiling with

acids, it can be converted into the constituents indoxyl and sugar.

I have prepared from it the crude indican in a dry state, by evapor-

ating to dryness the decoctions of both Iiidigofara leptnslachya and

Pohjgonvm tinctorhim. The brown matter, thus produced, resembles

sealing-wax, is very brittle and can quite well be powdered.

Woad on the contrary, as an „indoxyl-plant", both by „cold

extraction" and by ^decoction" always gives the same produce

i. e. an indoxyl-solution. Here, in both cases, the greatest care

must be taken to exclude the air in order to prevent that the

indoxyl, which is so easily oxidised, is converted already in the

leaf itself, for then the iudigo-blue is lost. Besides, access of air in

a dying wood-leaf gives still in another way cause to loss of indoxyl

under formation of unknown colourless and brown substances.

A sufficient removal of air during the preparation of the extracts

is easily effected in the following way ^j. A well closing, wide-

mouthed stoppered bottle is quite filled up with woad-leaves, hot

') Versing omlrent onderzoekiugen over indigo, pag. 12, Samarang 1893.

'^) The technical preparation of indigo from woad is described in Giobert, Traite

sur le Pastel, Paris 1813, and in De Puymaurin, Instruction sur I'art d'estraire

rindigo du Pastel, Paris 1813.
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Water is poured in, the leaves are pressed together until all air is

replaced, and the stopper is put ou so as not to leave the sniallest

air-bubble. By the exclusion of the air, tog-ether with the high tem-

perature, the leaves soon die and already after a few hours a clear,

light yellow liquid can be decanted, which is rich in indoxyl. If

some alkali is added and air blown through, the indigo-blue precipi-

tates, the colour of which appears only pure after acidification. In

a sufficient time of extraction there can be thus obtained from woad

a liquid of which the proportion of indoxyl, according to Reinwardt

who in 1812 applied the decoction-method on a rather large scale,

answers to 0.3 pCt. "pure indigo" for the fresh leaves, which, as

he remarks, might rise to the double amount in the South. If we

consider that the indoxyl is especially concentrated in the youngest

organs still in a state of cell-partition, that it diminishes considerably

in full grown parts, and is almost or wholly absent in old leaves,

we must conclude that the youngest organs may contain more than

0.3 pCt indigo. As the ^^oad-leaves contain about 85 pCt water

this would correspond to a little less than 2 pCt indoxyl in the

dry matter ^).

The indoxyl-coutaining sap, whether prepared by "cold extraction"

from the iudican-plants or by decoction from the indoxyl-containing

w^oad, has the following characteristics. It is a light yellow, in cold

greenish fluorescent fluid
;
at warming the fluorescence diminishes and

comes back at cooling. The reaction is feebly but distinctly acid,

of course not by the neutrally reacting indoxyl but by organic acids.

At the air a copper-red film of indigo-blue is formed at the surface

of the liquid.

2 (C^H^N 0) -I-
0^ = C'« HioN^Qs + 2 H^ 0,

but this oxidation follows so slowly in the feebly acid solutions,

that evaporating to dryness at the air is possible without too much

loss of indoxyl. The indoxyl itself is soluble in water, ether, alco'

hoi and chloroform, in the two last under slow decomposition when

the air finds access.

') III a report of G December 1812 to the Presideut of the Agricultural Comittefl

for the Department of the Zuideraee, present as a manuscript in the library of the

Academj' of Sciences, Amsterdam.

2) But according to Geougevics, Der Indigo, pag. 2 and 18, Wien 1892, the rate

of indigo for woad would only amount to 0.03 pCt. In my laboratory Mr. van Hasselt

found in three special cases 0.U5 pCt., 0.U7 pf"t. and O.Oa pt;t. indigo-hhie in

relation to the weight of the living leaves, which latter amount corresponds to c.a

0.6 pCt indoxyl with regard to the dry weight.
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As soort as tlio liquid becomes alkaline, however feebly, the

indoxyl oxidises at tlic air with much greater quickness to indigo-blue.

The statement of IjKKaudat '), that in the sap of hatis there

would be present an oxidase, by which this oxidation is effected,

is not proved ; in none of the three indigo-plants I have been able

to tind an oxidase producing indigo-blue from indoxyl. For, by

preparing from the woad-leaves "crude enzyme" by finely rubbing

them under, and extracting them with strong alcohol, whereby, after

pressing and drying, a completely colourless powder is obtained in which

all the enzymes must be present, it is found that the oNidising

effect of this "crude enzyme" on an indoxyl-solution is very slight,

ceases soon, and does not change by boiling, from which must be

concluded that the oxidation cannot be attributed to oxidase, but

is of a purely physical nature ").

The leaves of the indicau-plants give quite the same result.

Though there originates during the slowly dying of woad-lcaves

at the air, a substance which gives rise to a total destruction of

the ijidoxyl, yet about the nature of it I cannot express a sup-

position. If it might prove to belong to the group of the

oxidases, it is surely in no other relation to the formation of

indigo from indoxyl, than that it is very pernicious to it. For

the indican-plants the same has been observed. In Indic/ofera this

destructive influence is so strong that the „alcohol-experiment'', of

which later, wholly fails with this plant.

Hydrogen-superoxyd, too, causes the indoxyl gradually to vanish

from the solutions, without any coloured products originating.

Strong acids, just as alkalis, ^though in far less degree, favour

the formation of indigo from indoxyl, but then part of this sub-

stance constantly changes into a brownish-black matter.

In feebly alkaline and in moderately acid solutions, indoxyl, war-

med with isatine gives, in absence of air, a precipitate of indigo-red,

which is isomeric with indigo-blue'o^

C^ H' NO + Cs H° NO^ = Ci« HioW 0^ -f H^ 0.

This precipitate separates quickly out of alkaline solutions as fine

red, from acid ones as coarser dark crystal-needles and can easily

be filtered. It is soluble in alcohol and so can be separated from

1) Comptes rendus T. 127, pag. 769, 1898 en T. 128, pag. 1478, 1898.

2) In a small porcelain vessel the menisc of the fluid furthers the oxidation of

indoxyl to indigo-blue just in the same way as //crude-enzyrae", strewed as a powder

on the surface of the liquid.
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the indio-o blue. On warming an indican solution with isatine and

dilute hydrochloric acid, all the indoxyl which is set free precipi-

tates as indigo-red, and I presume that a good quantitative indican

determination may be based upon this reaction.

All the here mentioned characteristics of the indoxyl-containing

plant-saps are also announced in the literature of the chemically

prepared indoxyl, except the conduct towards isaline and hydrochloric

acid which has perhaps not been examined.

Natural indigo prepared from woad, contains a small quantity of indigo-

red; but whether this originates from the same indoxyl as the blue, or

from an isomeric indoxyl, I cannot decide. Indigo-red I could also

find in the indigo made from indican, whether chemically by boiling

with acids, or by bacteria, or by enzymes. Consequently, if two

indoxyls should exist, there should also exist two iudicans.

2. Demonstration of Indigo in the Indigo-plants themselves.

For the demonstration of indigo in the plants themselves,

Mr. MoLiscH described in 1893 his „alcohol-experiraent" to which

he afterwards repeatedly recurred '). In this experiment the parts of

the plants to be examined are exposed, in a confined atmosphere,

to alcohol- or chloroform-vapour, for instance by putting them into

a glass-box, in wliicli a small vessel with these substances is placed.

Thus slowly dying all the indigo-plants become more or less

blue, which is perceptible after the chlorophyll has been removed

by extraction with alcohol. I found, however, that never all the

present indoxyl or indican changes into indigo. The „alcoliol-experi-

ment" succeeds the best with Folygonum tindoriuni, where at least

most of the indoxyl changes into indigo. For woad the lesult is

greatly dependent on the length of time which the experiment

requires, even on the season, but invariably only a part, though it

may be a great part, of the indoxyl passes into indigo. With Indigo-

fera only a little indigo precipitates in the youngest leaflets and

buds, while the older leaves become quite colourless by the alcohol-

extraction though tliey are extremely rich in indican, so that, for

this plant, the „alcohol-experiment" is without any value ^).

') Sitz.ber. der k. Aknd. d. VViss. zu Wieii Bd. 103, Abt. 1, pag. 269, 1S93 ; Bd.

107, pag. 758, 1898, and Berichted. deutscheniiotan. Gesellscli. Bd. 17, pag. 230, 1899.

") Unite wrongly Mr. MoLiscii declares : //Die priicisesteu llesultate erlmlt man
bei Indiynfera mit der //Alkoholprobe," and as wrong is liis assurance //Durcliwegs

war zu benierken, dass die in Europa gezogenen Pilanzen (von Indvjofitni) auHallend

viel weniger Indigo lieferen wie die tropiscben" (Bericlite d. deutscli. Bot. (ies. Bd.

17, pag. aai, 1S9U).
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l^'or woafl, as an indoxyl-plant, the alcohol-experiment can be

improved by changing it into an „ainoniac-exporiment", by which

the percentage of indigo is much heightened. If near the woad-

leaves in the glass-box a vessel with ammoniac instead of alcohol

is placed, death follows almost instantly. The leaves then first

become of an intense yellow and afterwards, by the indoxyl-oxidation,

of a deep blue colour. By subsequent extraction with alcohol the

loaves become deeply blue as compared to the lightly coloured

„aIcohol-leaves". The ^ammoniac-experiment" proves that all growing

parts of the -woad, even the roots, the rootbuds i), the cotyledons

and the hypocotyl, contain indoxyl.

The explanation of the „alcohol-cxperiment" is, of course different

for the different indigo-plants. This explanation must at the same

time (ilucidate the following fact: Suddenly killed leaves, for instance

leaves, which have been kept in vapour of 100° C, do not colour

at the air, neither of woad, nor of Pobjgonum, nor of In(li(jofera,

why then do they become blue when slowly dying off?

The answer for Poly(jonHm and Indlyofera lies partly at hand.

By the temperature of the boiling-point, the indigo-enzyme has

been killed, so the indican can no more be decomposed. If slowly

dying, on the contrary, the indigo-euzyme can become active

and indoxyl is formed ^). But the explanation of the second part

of the process, that is the transformation of indoxyl into indigo,

— at the same time the only point which for woad, as an

indoxyl-plant, requires our attention, — is less clear. I think that

the course is as follows. In slowly dying leaves the indoxyl changes

into indigo-blue, because, in this form of death of the cells, some

alkali originates. In suddenly killed leaves, on the other hand,

alkali-formation does not occur, they do not grow blue, and the

indoxyl disappears in another way.

If m the leaves of indigo-plants the presence of an oxidase,

acting on indoxyl, could be demonstrated, this would certainly explain

quite well the action of higher and lower temperatures. But, as I

said, I could not convince myself of its existence, so that I am
necessarily led to the alkali-hypothesis.

The cause of the great lack of indigo-blue which, as above obser-

ved, diminishes the value of the ^alcohol-experiment", lies in the

') The production of lenfbuds on the rootd of the woad seems nowhere else men-

tioned. Other biennul Uruciferae produce also rootbuds, for [exemple Bramca oleracea,

Sisymlrium alliuria and Liiuaria (jiemtis.

^) Also a slow death of the leaves by drying or by frost renders the protujilasm

permeable and the indigo-enzyme active.
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fact, tliat during the slowly dying of the leaves at the air, a consi-

derable quantity of indoxyl is lost in an unknown way. And in

this circumstance I see one of the reasons why, in woad-leaves, there

is produced so much more indigo by the ^ammoniac-experiment" than

by the „alcohol-experiment", because in the former the leaves die

almost instantly, whilst the latter requires much more time.

With IncUgofera, as said above, the „alcohol-experiment" produ-

ces hardly any indigo. 1 have therefore tried to substitute for it a

better one, which is effected in the following way, and by which,

also excellent results are to be obtained with Polygonum.

At the direct action of ammoniac, indican-plants form no indigo

at all, for thereby not only the protoplasm is killed, but the

indigo-enzyme, too, is so quickly destroyed that it cannot decompose

the indican. But we can, before exposing to the alkaline vapour,

decompose the indican and free the indoxyl, by making the plants

die by complete exclusion of air, but which in this case should

occur in such a way, that the indoxyl remains within the plant

itself. Indican-plants turn then into „dead indoxyl plants" and can

in this condition, quite like the living woad, be subjected to the

„ammoniac-experiment" with a very good result.

The simplest way by far to reach the double aim of killing the

plants by exclusion of air and leaving the indoxyl in the cells, is

by entirely plunging them into mercury, whereby asphixion follows

with surprising quickness, the protoplasm becoming permeable and

the indigo-enzyme and the indican mixing together. At a proper

temperature ^) the indican is then decomposed after a few hours and

the freed indoxyl remains in the leaf, albeit not exclusively in the

cells in which originally the indican was localised. The leaf is then

taken out of the mercury, ammoniac-vapour is allowed to act upon

it, and at last the chlorophyll is extracted by boiling with alcohol

and some hydrochloric acid. Even old Indigofej'a-lesives, which by

the "alcohol-experiment" become quite colouidess, take a brilliant

blue colour by this "mercury-ammoniac experiment."

Before I had worked out the mercury-method, I examined the

results of killing the leaves by the asphixion in hydrogen, carbonic

acid and the vacuum, in each case followed, in the same manner

as in the mercury-method, by subsequent exposition to ammoniac-

vapour and extraction of the chlorophyll with alcohol.

When the hydrogen was mixed with air a singular phenomenon

') 'llie inlluence of temperature on llie jictioii of the indigo-enzyme is interesting,

1 hope on another occasion to retnrn to it.
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was observed : the indoxyl disappeared so completely from the leaves,

that, after the said treatment, they became quite colourless, whilst

pure hydrogen produced intensely blue leaves.

In the carbonic-acid atmosphere there appeared, with the indigo,

a small quantity of brown pigment, probably because the carbonic

acid was not wholly free from air. Tiie action of pure carbonic

acid I have not yet examined.

Till! vacuum in a barometer-tube, above mercury, gives the same

result as the submersion in mercury itself, but this method is, of

course, more complicated.

3. On the ^coloured strip'^ in jMrtli/ killed leaves.

Tiie following phenomenon is in near relation to the preceding. In

many leaves, when partly dying off, a coloured matter will appear, just on

the border between the living and the dead tissue ; with woad and with

Polygonum tincforiuni, the chromogene of this coloured strip is indigo ^).

The experiment succeeds best if the leaf is partly killed by keeping

it for a moment in the vapour of boiling water. The killed part remains

green, although it may be a little more brownish than the living one.

As for woad I think the phenomenon should be explained as

follows.

On the border between the dead and the living tissue, a strip of

cells must occur which are in a condition of slowly dying. Accord-

ing to the preceding description, alkali will be formed in these cells

and the indoxyl quickly oxidises to indigo-blue, nothing of it

finding time for disappearing in another way. If the partly killed

woad-leaf, immediately after death sets in, is exposed to ammoniac-

vapour, it becomes, as might be expected, over its whole extent

deeply blue. If it is, before the action of the ammoniac, left for

some time to the influence of the air, then some indoxyl gets lost

from the killed part which colours with ammoniac, a little less

strongly than what remained living.

For Pohjyomim tinctorium the explanation is somewhat different

because the indoxyl must first be originated by the action of the

indigo-enzyme. But this enzyme is destroyed by the hot vapour

in the quickly dying part, whilst on the border between the living

and the dead part there must be a number of cells in which the

') With woad tliis experiment succeeds best with leaves fiom the rosettes of the

first year iu June ; with Polygonum always equally well. In many other plants the

//coloured strip" does not contain indigo but a black or a brown pigment.
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protoplasm is killed or hurt, but in which the enzyme remains active.

During- the dying the protoplasm becomes permeable, indican and

enzyme are mixed up, and indoxyl-formation is the result. But in

the same cells there occurs, in consequence of the slowly succeeding

death, an alkaline reaction, by which the indoxyl soon oxidises to

indigo-blue, which therefore precipitates in these cells alone, and

not in the quickly killed nor in the living cells. Put into ammoniac-

vapour the living, as well as the dead part of the PoIi/gonum-\ea,i

remain uncoloured, in opposition to the woad-leaf, this, after the

preceding, requires no further elucidation.

Of course, these phenomena would find a somewhat simpler explan-

ation if they could be brought back to the action of an oxidase,

present from the beginning. But an oxidase, producing indigo from

indoxyl is, as said, not to be found.

To conclude I wish to observe, that some other phenomena, which

are attributed to the effect of a „wound-irritation", for instance, the

formation of starch and of red pigment, as also the development of

warmth in hurt parts of plants, possibly repose also on alkali-

foimation in or near the damaged cells.

Physics. — Communication N^. 51 from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden by Prof. IL Kamerlingh Onnes: '^Methods and

ui)paratus used in the cryogenic laboratorif. L

L Last year the completion of the safety-arrangements, thought

desirable for the cryogenic laboratory by the Privy Council, in accor-

dance with the Report of the committee appointed by the Academy,

enabled us again to take up the work. I intend now to publish,

whenever the completion or the progress of researches allow, something

about the methods and apparatus used in working at low tempe-

ratures and with liquefied gases.

In this way the short survey (Comm. N". 14) of the arrangement

of the cascade formed by the methjlchloride-, ethylene- and oxygen

-

cycles will be continued or elaborated.

2. Cryostat (boiling-glass and hoilingcase) for measurements

with liquefied gases (especially with liquid oxygen).

In the above mentioned communication a method was described

(§ 8) for using liquid gases in measurements. A sketch, shown on

plate I of Communication W. 27 '), may serve in some way to

') Verslag der Vergad. Kon. .Vkad. 1)0.97. pg. 37. Comm. Leydeii. N». 27.
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illustrate that §. For that purposo however the drawinj?, to be found

in the description of the cryogenic laboratory by Prof. ^Mathias ')

is better adapted. Whereas tlie apparatus described by him was made

for measurements in a permanent bath of oxygen with a capacity

of from
'/.J.

to Vo Litre, in the experiments of Dr. Hasenoehrl,

treated of in Communication N*^. 52, a cryostat (boiling-glass with

boiling-case) was used, designed on the same principle, but which

contained a bath with a capacity of from V2 to ''U Litre -).

This also offers the advantage of being more quickly and easily

mounted, and being more certainly air-tight, thus being better able

to keep the enclosed gas pure and dry. It was built by Mr. J. J.

CuRVER8, head mechanic of the cryogenic laboratory, to whom I

owe my best thanks for the care and ingenuity displayed in these

works. Plate I gives an elaborate drawing (Va nat. size) of the

apparatus together with the electric condenser for measurements with

liquefied gases "), which was fastened in it in the experiments of

Dr. Hasenoerhl. Hence this plate may serve at the same time to

illustrate the description of his research.

The gas liquefied under pressure e.g. liquefied oxygen at —140° C.

from the ethylene boiling-flask, (Comm. W. 14 § 5) is introduced

by means of the tube a, which is wound in numerous turns h

round the piece of wood carrying the cock. "When the apparatus

has been working for a short time, part of the gas streaming out

in drops and clouds passes along these turns and so even further

cools the liquefied gas before it escapes. The cock-pin r having been

opened by means of the handle /^u, the gas passes through a filter

/ filled with giasswool enclosed by gauze, and flows out through

the tube c against the cylindrical glass C, which fits exactly round

the turns of the spiral h. If we apply the eye to the observing

tube A'] ^•), and the light obtained by means of the illuminating

tube Fj is sufficient, as long as liquid flows out fiom the tube c

we see the jet spread out in a fan over the glass C, the jet-catcher ^).

Part of the cooled liquid escapes along the spiral h^ as remarked

1) Mathias, le laboratoire crvogcne de Leiden, Eevue gencrale des Sciences, 1896,

p. 387 fig. 3.

2) By jjlaciug other beakers in the boiling-glass the apparatus may l)e used for

baths of almost twice that volume.

^) For this compare the section I'l. I of Comui. N". 52.

*) The construction of F^ is exactly like that of A",; in the drawing the front-view

of K-i or F^ is given near Fi.

^) The disappearance of this fan-shaped form indicates that no 'more liquid is

supplied by a and that we must therefore shut tlie cock.
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above, but by far the o^reater part flows down along the inner wall

of this cylindrical glass; it is conducted further by an exceedingly-

thin brass continuation I>i and flows out over the lip D.^ into the

beaker i>i destined for receiving tlie liquid. Applying the eye to

the oval observing-tube Kc^ and securing a sufiicient illumination

by means of the opposite oval illuminating-tube F, we may see

the liquid descending in a little jet or in drops and gathering in

the beaker.

The cylindrical glass C, suspended by means of thin copper strips ^),

as well as the continuation D^ which is kept in its place by means

of little pieces of cork 7, are almost unaccessible for heat by con-

duction, especially when the cold vapours of the liquid which

ascend from the receiving vessel i?i have exerted for some time their

refrigerating action on the surroundings ^). Again the beaker B^ is

screened from external heat by a double gas-layer between the

beakers i?i, B^ and B.^ round which the escaping vapours are con-

ducted in a manner to be described presently. By means of a glass

ring, ^^1 and a border of ebonite R^ the beaker is fastened to the

inner of two thin copper pieces Ei and ^2? constituting together a

double cover. In this cover are placed, as in the model described in

Dec. '94, two tubes F-^ and Gj, one of which receives the jetcatcher

C, whilst the other one serves to admit the measuring-apparatus,

to be immersed in the bath of liquefied gas. In the case depicted this

latter is the covering of Dr. Hasenoeurl's condenser, the glass tube ij

of which is fastened by means of a tube of caoutchouc .92 and brass

tightening bands (/g in the tube Fi which is on the right hand of the

boiling-glass. By this means the boiling-glass is closed on this side.

The vapours evolved from the liquid escape through the tube Gi

on the left hand, which is covered by a second, wider tube.^rj.

This latter tube, which by means of a caoutchouc tube G-^ and a

brass band is fastened to the wooden cock-box S.^^ prevents the gas

from escaping and conducts it towards the outer piece ^2 of the double

cover. The glass tube ') is fastened to this by means of a cork ring

^4, and the two pieces of the double cover are united by the caout-

chouc ring -E3. The outer cover fits by means of R^ on to a beaker

i?4, a little wider than tlie receiving beaker -61 together with its

surrounding glasses. Besides these beakers, which moreover are sus-

') To the n'liiss G,; (the strips jire omitted in the (IrawingO.

'-) Silvei-iii"' the ii;h\ss where it does not need to be transparent was not yet necessary

;ind was therefore omitted for the salie of simplicity.

') Gj serves to screen Gj from external heut.
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pended to the cover by means of fiddle-strings strained round them,

I?4 also rests, by means of a ring /-i on a very thin supporting-bcard

7^3, which is itself suspended by means of fiddle-strings /.,; and Z-. The

gas escapes from the boiling-glass through the holes in the supporting

ring L, and the supporting board /vj into the boiling-ease and

leaves the apparatus through the exit tube T^ which leads through

the cover of the boiling-case and the caoutchouc cap stretched over

it. In this way the cold vapours are forced to follow the route

indicated by the arrows and so to prevent the passage of heat to

the bath.

The whole boiling-glass with the supportingboard L„ is suspended to

the cover of the boiling-case as apperus from the description given above.

This cover has the shape of a cap with three holes in the upper

sheet of thin copper, strengthened by ribs'). Through one of these

holes leads the above mentioned exit tube 'I\. The two remaining holes

serve to admit parts of the boiling-glass. The left hand one beneath

Qi is for the wooden cock-box, consisting of two pieces screwed on

to each other and to which the left hand part of the boiling-glass

is suspended ; while the right hand hole beneath P is for the tube

admitting the measuring-apparatus. The latter is also connected to

the cover by means of a wooilen ring, consisting of two pieces I\

and Jo, which are screwed on to the cover from both sides. The

closure of the holes in the cover is obtained by means of a caout-

chouc cap, having on its upper surface three tubes, which fit on

the tubes emerging from the case and are pressed on to these by

means of brass bands (C. f. Q^ , Q^.

From the more detailed description of the mode of connecting it

will appear, that the cock-box and the experimenting tube together with

the. cover are permanently united into a frame, to which the rest of the

boiling-glass is suspended. In order to build up the apparatus, we

first connect to this frame the double cover E^^ E^ of the receiving

beaker by means of the above described glass-tubes F^ and G^. Then

we should generally adjust in its place the apparatus to be immersed

in the liquefied gas. So in Dr. Hasekoehrl's case the glass-tube^,

carrying the cover m of the condenser, was introduced into the'

experimenting tube and fastened by means of the caoutchouc-tube

g.2 and the brass band j/j ^). The thin wire .'/>, which is to put the

') See section tlirougli upper surface of cap next to it.

-} (/ is puslied through tlie cover from beneiith, the side-tul)e lu is then connected to

g as follows: the brass 2-piece ?(,, ii^ (conip. PL I, Couim. N". 53) is slid from above

over ff,
and fastened by means of the caoutchouc-tubes «, and w« and brass bands so

that u« comes opposite to a hole made in y.
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brass cover of tlie condenser to earth was connected to the tube a,

and then the beakers B^ 23,-, B^ B^ were mounted in their places

and togetlier with the supporting-board L^ suspended to the coyer

bv means of Lq.

Into the cock-box S^ we place the cock-piece of wood S^
;
this fits in

it first by means of the caoutchouc-packing- Hi^ which serves only

to prevent the gas from taking the way upwards and also by means

of the caoutchouc-packing i/3, which is compressed by the screws

S^ till an air-tight fit has been obtained. In the cock-piece the

supply-tube a and tlie glass cock-tube p i) are also introduced. The
design of the cock is for the rest exactly like that of '94 (see

also Mathias I.e.). At the lower end of the glass tube /» a hexagonal

brass cap has been cemented, in which is a nut, turning together

with the glass tube p and screwed on to the brass cock-piece hrj

which contains the washer. When the washer has been screwed on

sufficiently, the hexagonal portions of nut and cock-piece are fixed

together by means of a hollow hexagonal piece. Then the tubes a

and p are fixed hermetically into M with elastic cement. The pin

V is moved by a wooden stem /(j, ending at the upper end also in

a pin, which goes through the packing h^. Sideways a tube j is

placed, serving to test the cock for leakage of the packing h^ and

to lead away the gas possibly escaping at high pressure through that

packing, as otherwise the glass tube p might burst. It is very con-

venient that the cock-piece with the cock can be taken out of the appa-

ratus, if the packing, the filter or one of the tubes has gone wrong.

By pressing the packing A'j by means of the screws A'j between

the flanges of the cover A'., and of the boiling-case N^^ we obtain an

air-tight fit of the cover on the case. The conical ring 2^4, supported by

felt, guides the ring Lo, when the boiling-glass is lowered into the case,

until through the fitting of the ring L^ into another similar ring fastened

into the bottom of the case a centric and elastic mounting is obtained.

The case itself consists of two thin copper cylinders strengthened

by rings, the lower and somewhat narrower of which cylinders, C/3

has been soldered excentrically into the bottom C/- of the upper and

somewhat wider, U^. A sufficient rigidity in the connection of both

cylinders has been secured for by inner strengthening-bars U^.

The case carries at the upper part two circular and at the lower

part two oval opposite flanges A] and A2, on to which the observing

and illuiiiinating-tubes arc clamped air tight by means of flanges

') Constructed exactly like the cuck, depicted I'l. 1 Coiiuii. N". 52, where the

drawing is more distinct.
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cfi cc« and caoutchouc packing. The line joining the upper couple

has been turned about the axis of the case with respect to the line

joining the lower couple, in order to obtain a sufficient illumination

of the issuing jet ^).

The loose bottom TCj^ which may be pushed outward l)y inner

pressure, rests on exhaustion with the border W^ on the border of

the case, and is sufficiently strengthened by ribs to be abje then to

resist the outer pressure. By means of the caoutchouc cap W^g,

which is stretched over the bottom and fastened air-tight to the

borders once for all with the utmost care, a fitting is obtained,

whilst nevertheless in case of accident the whole bottom would act

as a safety-valve.

The whole apparatus can be exhausted through the cock Xj. This

is connected together with the vacuum-manometer Xg to the case at

the flange X.j (dotted in the section, and depicted beside the case

separately in section), to which the glass tube A'j has been fastened

in the same manner (by means of X^) as the observing tubes. In

this tube P„ 0-^ is introduced for drying the apparatus.

The whole inner wall of the case is coated with a layer of felt and

the bottom with several layers while the inner surface of this layer

has been rendered reflecting by liuing it with nickel-paper. The thin

layer of nickel however has been removed over a length of a few

centimeters at all places where heat might be supplied to it by

conduction. Where the inside of the case or of the observing and

illuminating-tubes has not been coated with felt, or a layer of felt

would not be rigid enough, insulation has been secured by intro-

ducing wood or caoutchouc, as appears sufficiently from the drawing^).

The dust-box Y^ provided with an extiemely light valve Y„

opening outward, and made of cotton wool enclosed between gauze

with a border of wash-leather, allows the gas to escape without

appreciable fall of pressure and prevents the gas, which might How

') Further explanation of symbols: tt,, tj loose-fitting', tliin plate-classes, separating

the back observingtube-chamber from the case, while nevertheless the pressure of

the gas in the case and the observing tube remains equal ; a-,, a. wooden packing

tubes, in order to supply as little heat as possible to the gas in the observing tube-

chamber;
f], pj thick observing glasses, fitting air-tight in /^a, and further fastened

by means of bands vi, v«; Oy. Ss caoutchouc-tubes, fitting round the brass-ring of

foremost observing tube-cliamber; ^i, «» observing-glasses cemented in border, with

packing fitting on n, t„; t„ ?» tubes serving for sucking dry, heated air through

foremost chambers (commonly closed). In the various chambers stand drying-dishes

with P„ Os- The tube at ti should have been drawn broken off.

") The case has room to" place still another athermanous layer between the wall

;ind beaker £,.
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back from the conduit Y-^, from introducing- dust into the apparatus.

For the tube Z^ through which in the experiments of Dr. Hasenoehrl

the gas escaped which evaporated from the electric measuring-con-

denser, a simpler dust-box Z^ (filled only with cotton wool between

gauze) was sufficient, as this has not to transmit so much gas at

once. It has already been pointed out above, that the arrangement

of this cryostat offers a great advantage as concerns easy mounting

and dismounting. This is especially due to the use of flanges with

packing for all the air tight joints that have to be made and tem-

porarily broken in working with the apparatus.

The copper wall with flanges soldered to it will of course occasion

no leakage, and can be tested previously by means of a temporary bottom

soldered into it and temporary closing plates on the flanges. When
we are quite certain everything is tight, the caoutchouc cap, which

is to close the bottom, is spread over with rubber-solution, and by

means of bands ^Vf, once for all united with the case. In the same

manner the cap A's is fitted onto the cover and the parts going through

the holes. "When all this has been done carefully, the joints are tested

by immersing the case with bottom and cover, closed with temporary

plates on the flanges, in a tub filled with water, and protecting the

caoutchouc caps from without against inflation ; then admitting air

into the case under a little excess of pressure (0,"2 atm.), and seeing

whether any air bubbles escape. These fittings whiidi demand much care

are permanent, so that if they are found in this manner to be

secure, they will not generally require any more attention. In the

same way we may also carefully cement once for all the thick })lato

glasses Ci, (Jo, and the flanges of the observing and illuminating-tubes

in the caoutchouc-tubes et^ /iq, and test the joints by means of tern -

porary flanges before fastening them to the apparatus.

In commencing to use the cryostat we need only screw the case

on to the cover A'^ and the observing-tubes onto the side-flanges,

and secure an exact fit of the packing between the flanges, a thing

which can always easily be attained. This is the case also if wo
wish to lift the boiling-glass with the cover for a moment out of

the case, or if we must renew the F3 O5 in the drying-dishes in

the observing- and illuminating-tubes.

The cryostat rests with X^^ on a wooden ring supported by three

legs and is packed up in wool.

It was described above how in the experiments of Dr. Hasenoehrl
the measuring-apparatus was mounted in the boiling-glass. We may
add here only that, as explained by him in Comm. N". 52, the

bcakei' Bi was filled with li(iuid oxygen from the ethylene-boiling-

10
rrocccdiugs Royal Acad Amsterdam Vol. 11.
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flask (Comiii. K". 14 § 5), tin- ]i(|uiil was sucked over partly into

the oondenser through the tube r hy means of the cock /', and the

beaker B^ was then filled up with liijuid oxygen and remained so ').

All these operations were watched through the observing-glassos and

proceeded without offering the least difficulty.

3. The arrangement of a Brotherhood air compref>sor for the

compression of gases, to be kept free from admixture with air.

In Communication N". 14 this was dismissed in a few words. Plate

TI gives a view of tlie compressor with its separator and the newly

devised accessories (Vg nat. size). As foi' the puiii]) itself, in Plate

III {'/a nat. size) figs. 1 and 2 what has been newly added is indicated

with thicker lines. By means of figs. 1 and 2 together, completed

by fig. 3, the construction and working of the compressor may be

understood ^). As explanation we may remark, that the cock B^

supplies the steam, which drives the miiiiatui'c steam-engines B^, B.,

placed at both sides of the body of the pump. Wlien working at

full speed the shaft B-, which moves the plunger of the compressor

u]) and down makes up to 500 revolutions per minute. Usually the

air to be compressed is drawn directly from the atmosphere, through

the suction-valve d^ d — which is in the shape of a fiat ring en-

closed between two concentric circles — in which process it becomes

mixed with water and a lubricant. To suck a gas which must be

kept free from air this valve is covered with a head, consisting of

a brass ring Cj, a thick observing-glass e^ ami a caoutchouc-tube e.,

which is firmly and hermetically fixed to both by means of bands e^ and

Br, and cement ''). The lubricant mixed with water, which in the case

of the compression of NoO (and also of Oj) was glycerine with ^/s

of water, drops from the tube /i *) and the gas is supplied through

the tube (Ji (PL IH). It also sometimes happens as will appear

later on, that liquid is let off through this supplying tube. In order

to pnn'cnt in such case the observing glass, through which we wish

to watch the regular working of the valves, from becoming dull the

screen a^ has been introduced. Received through the sucking-valve

1) Through :.;, the measuring-condenser is exhausted, by means of Z^ and X^ we

may judge of the dili'erence of pressure required to suck over the liijuid from

Si into w.

^) E. g. by following the letters tir/ the circulation of cooling water may be traced.

') The raetal-cage fig. 4 serves io prevent the projection of the glass in the possible

case of accident.

^) In compressing air we might use spermaceti oil with water, hut in the case of

oxygen and nitrous-oxide explosions might then be dreaded.
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in the room a the gas is compressed in three steps, first in the

room a itself, whence it escapes through valves, then in the annular

space b, and lastly in the narrower ami also annular space c, which

it enters also through valves, and whence it goes over the cooling

spiral ^•, through a feeding valve and passing a safety valve to the

separator S. When the cock k^ of this is shut, the gas may-

escape along a little screw ^) as well as through the safety-valve.

The safety-valve comes into use only when the former is screwed

tight and with the Leiden arrangement the gas, mixed with liquid,

escaping from it is conducted back to the sucking-tube /ij. Wlien

the gas has reached a sufficient pressure by opening ky it is admitted

into the separator, where the hquid gathers below and from which

the gas may be conducted through the cock ^3. Thence it reaches first

the wide drying-tube Dy and then the narrower one D^. In both it passes

through P5O5, shut up betw^een glass-wool and asbestos by means

of gauze and little sieves -). Through cock K^ and tube S^-^ the com-

pressed and dry gas may be led to the apparatus where we wish to

bring it; generally a tube like D^, filled only with glass-wool, is

added in order to arrest the P2O5 possibly carried over as dust.

The lubricating liquid flows in at the sucking chamber through

the tube /i from the reservoir f^. Care should be taken that this

reservoir remains filled, (the best way is to keep the level constant)

and to watch by means of the glass tube /j, partly enclosed in brass,

the regulation of the little jet by the cock /g. (Compare for the

construction PI. Ill fig. 5).

The liquid from the separator is forced through the cock A'q.

and the tube "Sg into the reservoir V^ whence the gas dissolved in

or escaping after the liquid returns along A (PI. IV) to the sucking

tubet/i"). This arrangement besides that at the safety valve described

above is intended to prevent the loss of pure gas, which usually is

costly. The glass tubes cemented in brass-pieces /j, 4 with taps

(see PI. Ill fig. 5). allow us to sec whether chiefly liquid or gas

is forced out. A gauge-glass indicates the level of the liquid and a

*) This little screw is not to be seen in the section represented, it is useful when

starting the compressor, especially as it allows liquid to escape from the cooling-

spiral.

'^) Fig. 6 gives a section of these frequently used drying tubes, mentioned in N". 11,

and to be found in the drawing of Matuias and in other of these coramunicatious.

The construction is cheap and fit for pressures up to 80 atmospheres. The brass nuts

have been screwed and soldered onto a gaspipe tested up to 2'i0 aim. and ])rovided

with a screw thread. The drawing should require no further explanation.

*) The cock A'g is always opened while working with the apparatus but is useful

to test the tightness of the apparatus.
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safety-valve v beneath tlie liquid regulates the out-flow without

j)erniitting- air to be sucked in.

Into this reservoir may escape also through Ihe tubes S^ ami 5,;,

the cock /t"; and the tube S^f^ the contents of the joining-tube .S',,

and tlie mixture of gas and liquid contained in the pump itself.

The contents of each of the reservoirs -5, -Cj, D2, which enclose

gas under pressure, may likewise escape into the reservoir F, or

directly into the sucking-tube on opening the cocks K.^ K-, intro-

duced for that purpose. Moreover tin; various [)arts of the arran-

gement may be connected through the cocks K^ and Kq to an air-

pump, to the open air or to a gas reservoir.

4. Pouring out Utile quantities of liquid nitrous-oxide. Nitrous-

oxide is a very important means for operating with low temperatures.

The boiling point lies lower than that of carbon dioxide. It has furtlier

an advantage over carbon dioxide in remaining liquid at the boiling-

point. Hence it may be used for transparent (liijuid) baths, which

foi- most experiments will lie preferred to a snow-like substance. In

physical and chemical laboratories however the free liquid is relatively

seldom used for this purpose. One of tlu; causes of tliis may have

been that, on trying to pour out the liquid directly from the com-

mercial cylinders, the cock was frozen. Or that, by neglecting to

sufficiently close the glass-vessel (a vacuum-glass for instance) in

which the liquid was poured out, part of the NgO, the melting

point of which lies very near the boiling point was allowed to

congeal by evaporation in the air ') and so to form a solid mass in

front of the orifice. However the principal reason will probably have

been, that in all cases the quantity poured out was very small in

proportion to the quantity employed, and hence the price of the free

li(iuid thus obtained was far in excess of the moderate price by weight

of the N2O in the cylinder.

The N2O may however be cooled easily and with little cost by

means of carbon dioxide so much, that almost all the nitrous-oxide

flowing out is received as liquid if the glass into which it is poured

has been also closed sufficiently. For many experiments then the

advantages enumerated above will outweigh the smaller cost and

danger of the solid carbon dioxide. In such cooling experiments the

gaseous NoO is conducted through a drying tube with PoOj (as in

plate III fig. 5) which is connected with the reservoir of liquid gas,

to a thick copper condensing spiral (7,5 mm. outer 4 mm. inner

diameter) consisting of 24 turns, 12 with diameter 8 and 12 with

') See Natterer, Fogg. Ann. f.2 p. 134. (IS-it).
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diameter 11 em. contained in a felt-coated copper vessel (height 14,

width 12, 5 cm.), which is packed with solid carbon dioxide. The

condensing spiral is provided on both sides with a regulating-cock (for

the model see Siertsema, Comm. Suppl. No. 1, PI. Ill, fig. 9) and

To the latter of these a narrow discharging tube is fastened.

5. BoiliiKj nitrous-oxide in large quuntities. Cycle of nitrous-

oxide. If we wish to cool apparatus with larger volumes or capaci-

ties for heat in a bath of nitrous oxide, it will be necessary to

receive the gas evolved by the liquid and to compress it by means

of a compressor with or without cooling. As at Leiden a methyl-

chloride-cycle is at hand, the proper way was not to compress the

nitrous-oxide at the ordinary temperature, but in the methylchloride

refrigerator (Comm. N". 14 § 3, see also PI. I, Matiiias I.e.). As

cooipressor a Biotherhood-pump could be used, arranged as described

above § 3.

If we condense the N2O at a very low temperature, the vapours

escaping from the refrigerator are very rare and the vacuum-pump, which

sucks them up, can only move a small quantity of methylchloride.

If we condense the NjO at a higher temperature, more methyl-

chloride will certainly evaporate and more nitrous-oxide will be

condensed, but the latter will evaporate to a much greater degree

on flowing out than more cooled NgO- Usually wo operated at the

temperature — 45° C of the methylchloride-refrigerator and the

safety-valve of the Brotherhood (see § 3) was adjusted for 25 atm.

The separator in order to work well, should have a rather large

capacity in which therefore a large stock of N2O would be stored

up at high pressure. This alone Avould make it desirable not to

proceed to too high pressures, and moreover at the discharge of

the gas, which deviates strongly from Boyle's law, from the

separator water might be frozen and so cause accidents.

Plate IV ') represents a scheme (the parts nearly V35 nat. size) of

the arrangement of the apparatus in Dr. Hasexoehrl's experiments

with liquid nitrous-oxide (Comm. N". 52) as an example of operations

with the nitrous-oxide cycle. B is the Brotherhood-pump, with acces-

sories, of which the principle may be understood from plates II and III

together with § 3. The compressed gas is conducted through the regu-

lating-cock
(/.'s

Plate II) along D (Plate IV) to the methylchloride-

refrigerator, where it is cooled first by the cold methylchloride vapours

') For simplicity a cnse was here selected for which the refrigerator had been

formerly described; but a refrigerator, wholly independent of the triple-cascade

might be used.
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ill the spiral U of the regenerator (Comm. N". 14 § 3), whence it

flows through the condensing tube and a cock to the cryostat

which is indicated only diagram niatically, but may be understood

from Plate I together witli § 2 ; the evaporated gas escapes through

the dust-box Yi to the sucking-side of the pump, which communi-

cates with the gas-sacks G^ and (r^, into w^hich also the gas from

the condenser escapes througli Z.. The cocks indicated in these

conduits are required to cut ott' and to test the separate apparatus.

Besides the possibility of closing these we should be able to shut off

the gas-sacks Gi and G^ and to stop the Brotherhood. Therefore a

safety-tube has been connected to the tube conducting the gas. The
observer, who regulates the influx of liquefied gas by means of the

observing glasses of the cryostat, keeps in view at the same time

the vacuum-manometer. The entire cycle could be operated in the

experiments of Dr. IIashxoehkl, where only a beaker containing

^4 Litre had to be kept full, with about 2 kg. of N.O, which

was admitted into the apparatus through the cock /c^ (Plate III) from

a reservoir of compressed nitrous-oxide.

With the first experiments little care was bestowed upon the

exhausting etc., and therefore a mixture of NjO and air circulated.

A remarkable phenomenon then occurred. While the observer looked

through the observing glass at the jet, the jetcatcher was suddenly

obscured by solid substance, and thick flakes of snow and accumu-

lated snow heaps rushed down into the beaker B^ (PI. I), where

they took some time to melt.

This singular phenomenon, for a moment suggesting the doubt

as to whether something had gone wrong with the P2O5 or the

circulation of water, could be simply explained as follows. From a

mixture of N^O and air a liquid phase is separated, which contains

chiefly iS'jO, the gas available in the cycle becomes then very

impure MoO. In the methylchloride refrigerator this on a sufficient

increase of the pressure is condensed into a solution containing

much air, which on being poured out sets free the air in a gaseous

phase in which the partial pressure of the nitrous-oxide is less than

that of solid nitrous-oxide, so that the liquid phase, consisting

almost solely of pure nitrous-oxide, congeals.

Physics. — " The dielectric constants of liquid nitrous oxide and

oxygen." By Dr. Fritz Hasej\OEURL. (Communicated by

Prof. H. Kameklingh Onnes).

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).
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Magnetism. — "On Spasms in the EartKs magneiic forcey By Dr.

W. VAN Bemmelen. (Communicated by Prof. II. Kamerli.^jgh

OXNES).

(Will be ]mblislie(l in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

((k'tobrc 35tii, 1899.)

ERRATUM.
Page 41 line 13 for FegSOj, read FeS04.

„ 42 „ 31 „ NoO „ HCl

. 44 „ 24 „ 44,16 . . 1603 „ 1603 . . . 44,1G

25 „ 44,25 . . \hm_ „ 1566_ . . . 44,25

20 „ 44,47 . . 0194 „ 0104 , . . 44,4?
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Contents: "On Isodialdane". By Prof. C. A. Lobuy de Bruyn and Mr. II. C.Byl, p. 143.

—

"Mixed Crystals of Mercury Iodide and Bromide." By Prof. II. W. BakhdisKoozeboom,
p. 146. — "On the Enantiotropy of Tin (11)". By Dr. Ernst Cohen and Dr. C. van
Etk (Communicated by Prof. H. W. Bakiiuis Roozeboom), p. 149. — "On a new
kind of Transition Elements (sixth kind)". By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated by
Prof. II. W. Bakhuis RoozEnoosi), p. 153. — "On mixed Crystals of Sodium nitrate

with Potassium nitrate and of Sodium nitrate with Silver nitrate". By Prof. II. W. Bakuiiis

RoozEBOOM, p. 158. — '-The N;iture of inactive Carvoxime". By Prof. II. W. Bakhuis
RoozEBOOM, p. 160. — "On Lsomorphous Compounds of Gold and Mercury". By Prof.

Th. H. Behrens, p. 163. — "A Remark on the Molecular Potential Function of Prof

van dek Waals". By Dr. G. Barker (Communicated by Prof. J. D. van derWaals),
p. 163. — "Tidal Constants in the Lampong- and Sabangbay". By Dr. J. P. van der Stok,

p. 178. — "On the Relation of the mean Sea-level and the Height of Half-Tide." By Mr-

H. E. DE Bruun, (with 2 plates) p. 189. — "New Theorems on the Root of the Functions
V
C (x)". By Prof. L. Gegknbauer (Communicated by Prof. Jan de Vries), p. 196. —
"Spasms in the Terrestrial Magnetic Force at Batavia". By Dr. W. van Bemmelen
(Communicated by Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes), p. 202. — "The dielectric Coefficients

of liquid Nitrous Oxide and Oxygen". By Dr. Fritz Hazenoehkl (Communicated by

Prof. H. Kameklingu Onnes) (with one platej, p. 211. — "The IlALL-EtVect and the

increase of Magnetic resistance in Bismuth in very low Temperatures." By Dr. E. van
EvEKDiNOEN Jr. (Coramunicatcd by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes), p. 228.

The following papers were read

:

Chemistry. — "Ort Isodialdane.'" By Prof. C. A. Lobry de BiiUYN

and Mr. II. C. BuL.

(Head in the meeting of September 30tb 1899).

In his interesting and prolonged researches on aldole, WuRTZ has

described two condensation products of this substance, formed by

the separation of a molecule of water from two molecules of aldolo.

One of these, dialdane, which is formed along with aldole from

11
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aldolivde, was more fully studied. The results of this study led Wuktz
to propose a foiniiila for flialdane according to which it still contains

one aldehyde group, exhibits the properties of an alcohol twice and

contains two carbon atoms united by a double bond. From two mo-

lecules of aldole

CilCliull CiloCOlI

dialdane

CH, CHOH CH. CH : CH CIIOII CHg COII

is therefore formed by the separation of water from tlie methylgroup

of the one mohiculc and the aldehydt; group of the other.

'1 he second condonsation product, wliirh Wuirr/, called isodial-

daiie, was only olitnined by him in very small ijuantiries, and was

not further examined, lie obtained it, along witli other substances,

by heating aldole to l'2r>"; it melted at 11-2°.

In an attempt which one; of us made long ago 'j to cumbinu aldole

v/ith hydrocyanic iicid, puie hydiocyanic acid was mixed with aldole

and the mixture hnt to itself foi' some montiis. It was found that

the hydrocyanic acid had not combined with the aldole, or only to

a very small extent; it had, however, acted as a dehydrating agent

so that two molecules of aldole had formed one molecule of isodialdane.

A.S a result ot this oliservation isodialdane was readily obtainable

and a proper study of it was taken in hand. The result of the investi-

gation possesses a more general interest b<!cause it leads to the con-

elusion, that isodialdane is to l)e regarded as a substance in some

measure analogous to ordinary cane sugar, in the sense that the

relation between isodialdane and the two aldole molecules, from which

it is formed, is the same as that between cane sugar and glucose

and fructose (laevulose).

It is known that cane sugar does not possess reducing powers

and therefore does not contain an aldehyde group, but that under

the influence of dilute acids, it very readily takes up a molecule of

water, being converted into the two above mentioned reducing hexoses;

the aldehyde group of glucose and the carbonyl group of fructose

are therefore absent in the saccharose molecule. At the same time

two of the ten hydroxyl groups of the two hexoses disappear, for

saccharose only gives an octo-acetate. Let us now turn to the results

of the study of isodialdane. It has no reducing power, but with

dilute acids it at once obtains this; it is thus very readily inverted.

M Bull. Soc. Ch. (ISS-i) 42. I6l
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Isodiiildane contains no unsaturated bond, bromine is not taken up

and alkaline permanganate is not decolorised. The two hydroxyl

groups of the two aldole molecules have disappeared ; the solutions

in benzene and xylene giving no hydrogen when boiled with sodium

and acetic anhydride and sodium acetate having no action on iso-

dialdane even on boiling; acetic anhydride with a trace of sulphuric

acid or of zinc chloride gave rise to resinous products from which

an acetate could not be separated. The application of Schotten—
Baumann's reaction with benzoylchloride also gives a negative

result. Phenylhydrazine is quite without action even after boiling

The alcoholic solution, so that a carbonyl group is not present in iso-

dialdane. Sodium amalgam does not effect reduction or acts very

slowly, since after four days reaction, partly at the temperature of

the boiling water bath, almost the whole of the isodialdane was

recovered unchanged.

We consider that the structural formula, which satisfactorily re-

presents the results obtained, must be that in which each of the

three oxygen atoms still present in isodialdane are supposed to be

connected to two carbon atoms.

This leads to the hypothesis that two aldole molecules

CH3
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"Wo cunsidcr that there is some justificiition for the assumption

of the existence of the group of carbon and oxy<^en atoms, foiunl in

isodialdane, in the saccharose molecule, the constitution of which is

as yet unknown.

Making this assumption and using the stereochemical formulae

of glucose and fructose the following formula is obtained. Tlie left

half represents the fructose molecule, the right the glucose molecule.

CHgOII

I

C< >CH
I I

IIOCH IICOH

I I

HC — — CH
I I

HCOTT IICOH

CH2OH HCOH
I

CH2OH

The investigation of isodialdane, which crystallises in two modi-

fications and is inactive, is to be continued.

Chemistry. — I'rot. 11. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom presents

Dr. W. Reinders ' Dissertation on " Mixed Crystals of

Mercuric Iodide and Bromide''' respecting which be makes

the following communication.

(Read in the meeting- of September 30th 189'.)).

This research is a second contribution to our knowledge of the

phenomena which may be observed during the solidification of fused

mixtures of two substances to mixed crystals and the transformation

of the mixed crystals into another modification.

Of the many types, which, according to the theoretical develop-

ment of the subject given by the speaker, (See Report of the meeting

of tlie Academy of Sept. 24tl> 1898, p. 134) are possible, one of

the simplest is here realised.

The melting-point line is a continuous curve, showing that

only one set of mixed crystals is deposited, the composition of

which changes gradually with that of the fused mass.

The meltingpoiiit line, which extends from 236°.5, the melting
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point of IlgBi's, to 255°.4, the meltino-point of Hgig, possesses

a minimum at 216°.l and 59 pCt. (molecular) of HgBi'o. In this

minimumpoint the mixer! crystals have the same composition as the

fused mass.

To the rig-lit of this point the crystals contain more Ho-L, to the

left of it more IlgBro than the fused mass. The differences arc,

however, not large
; the line

of the crystals (lower curve

ACB) lies close beside the

melting-point line ( upper

curve ACB).

Below 210° therefore,

mixed crystals of any com-

position are capable of exis-

tence. They belong to the

rhombic system. At 127°

pure HgJj is transformed

into red, tetragonal crystals,

(point D).

This transition point is

depressed by admixture of

HgBrj. Further, it develops

into a transition interval,

bounded by a line DE for

the yellow crystals, which

runs from 127" and pCt.

HgBrg to 0° and ;53 pCt.

HgBia, and by a line BF
for the red crystals which

runs from 127° to 0° and

8.6 percent. HgBro. (in

molecules).

The significance of those

tv/o Hues is as follows. Be-

low a. t(;m[)erat«re given by

th(i line BE^ mixed crystals

of a certain concentration

must separate red mixed

'he compositions of the two

at a sufficiently low tcnipc;-

BgBi- Mol.'V,,

line

falls until

crystals belonging to the

change as the temperature

rature, homogeneous red crystals remain.

Since the two lines lie somewhat far apart, even when a small
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quantity of Hg-Bi-j is present, the interval of temperature through

which the transformation takes place is very considerable. The

change, further, is subject to great, retardation. For this I'eason the

determination of the transition interval was not possible either by

tiio dilatometric or by the thermometric method.

By observing the change of colour it was possible to determine

the composition at which the red crystals were completely converted

into the yellow crystals at a given temperature. The circumstance

that yellow mixed crystals containing up to 20 jjCt. in molecules

of HgBre may be converted into the red modification by grinding

at the ordinary temperature was here used.

The beginning of the change of tlie red into yellow crystals

could not liowever be observed in this way. In order to do this the

crystals which are deposited from mixed solutions at constant tempera-

ture were studied.

By allowing mixed crystals to deposit from a sufficient number

of solutions, a solution is finally found from which both red and

yellow mixed crystals are deposited and which therefore represents

the two points of DE and Z^F which lie on the same temperature line.

Theoretically, the nature of the solvent should have no influence

on the result. This conclusion was confirmed by the results of

experiments with alcohol and acetone as solvents. In spite of the

fact that the solubilities of the two mercury salts and tlieir ratio

were very different, the same values were found for the coexisting

yellow and red crystals.

Even by this method, however, it was impossible to determine

points on DE and DF below 0°. The direction of the two lines

indicates that if HgBrj possesses a transition point, it is probably

at a very low temperature. Experiments in this direction gave no

indication of a transition down to —83°.

It is to be remembered that even at ordinary temperatures, and

much more so at higher temperatures, solid HgBro and Hgl„ diffuse

into each other, so that the transition temperature of a finely ground

mixture agrees closely with that which would be found for mixed

crystals containing the same proportion of HgBrj.

Finally it was possible to show, by means of the known heat

of transformation of mercuric iodide, that for moderate admixtures

of HgBra the course of the lines DE and X>-F agreed with a formula

which Rothmund has recently given for the case that the concen-

trations of the two coexisting phases are known. This is the first

case in which it has been possible to verify the laws of dilute

solutions in the case of the relationsiiip between two solid solutions.
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Chemistry. — "On the Enantiotropy of Tin (II)." By Di'. EuNST

Cohen and Dr. C. van Eyk. (Commuiiioatod by Prof. IT. AV.

Bakhuis Roozeboom).

(Head ill tlie meeting- of September 30"" 189'.).)

1. Continuino- our researches on o-rey (stable) and white (nieta-

stable) tin 1) we fiist attacked the question of the vehjcity of change

of the white into the o'rey modification.

According to our first communication the velocity is zero at

+ 20° C , the transition point.

In the course of our experiments we had received the impression

that the change white tin —> grey tin, took place more slowly at

— 83° than at somewhat higher temperatures.

Such a phenomenon recalls the solidification of super-cooled fused

substances where the rate of crystallisation increases as the tempe-

rature falls below the melting point until a maximum is reached

after which it decreases again ^).

2. A dilatometer, of 2 cc. capacity, was filled with grey tin

which had already repeatedly undergone transformation in both

directions. By warming the dilatometer for a few moments to .50°

a part of the contents was converted into white tin. The dilatometer

was then filled wiih a solution of pink-salt in alcohol, in order to

avoid complications which might arise from crystallisation of the

salt at very low temperatures.

The dilatometer was then placed successively in different baths

at constant temperatures.

Since the conversion of white tin into grey tin is accompanied

by a considerable increase of volume the rise (per minute) of the

liquid in the capillary of the dilatometer is a measure of the velo-

city of transformation. It is necessary, of course, to take care that

the quantity of white tin undergoing change remains constant during

the whole course of the experiments. P^or this reason the capillary

tube of the dilatometer was made very narrow
; the conversion of

a very small quantity of white tin then gives a sufficient rise. One
mm. of the capillary == 0,UU028 cc. Taking the specific gravity of

white as 7.3, and that of grey tin as 5.8 the transformation of

8 mgrm. of white tin into the grey modification gives a rise of

1 mm. In this way the following results were obtained.

1) These Froceedings, June H 18'J'J.

2) Compare Gebnf.z, Jouriud de i'liysique (2) i. (1885) p. 349.

I'ammanx, Zeitsclir. t'iir i)liys. C'lieiiiie 23, 326 (1888).

Cohen, Tliese rroceediiigs, t'ebniary 25 1899.
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Temperature —83° (Paste of solid carbouic auliydridc and alcoliol).

Time
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The curve in the figuie is obtained by means of these rlat.n, the

velocities of transfoiination being taken as oidinates and the tem-

peratures as abscissae.
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ill- his brewery; tliis is a reservoir through whieii a current of briiip

passes without interruption the temperature of which (luring our

ox])eriments variei] between — 7° C. and — 4° C.

Tiie result of tiie experiments is brit-fly as follows : (The tin

employed was jiait of a block of lianca tin belonging to the

collection of the laboratory).

(I. (^uite dry, white tin, in the form of a block, was converted

into grey tin at the temperature mentioned. The process takes

place slowly and begins at the edges.

h. (^uire dry white tin, in the form of a block, in contact with

traces of powdered grey tin, undergoes change more rapidly. The

change begins at the places where the white tin is in contact with

the grey tin.

c. White tin in the form of a block immersed in a solution of

pink salt undergoes more rapid change than the combination h.

d. White block tin, immersed in a solution of pink salt and

also in contact with traces of grey tin, is transformed more rapidly

tiian r.

e. AVhen the white tin is exposed to the low temperature in the

form of filings the process takes place much more rapidly than

when the tin is in coherent lumps. The velocities of change under

the circumstances mentioned under o, b^ c and d retain the same

order as before.

4. Grey tin, therefore, behaves under all circumstances as if it

was infectious. If the change is once started it goes on at higher

temperatures (up to 20° C). It is thus necessary in these investi-

gations to exercise caution and to take care that traces of grey tin

are not imported into tin stores, ivhere their presence mighty as it

icerCj give rise to a tin plague. Grey tin and the finely divided

white tin formed from it above 20° C. can hardly be fused together

to a coherent mass, a part becoming useless owing to the violent

oxidation which it underg-oes in the finely divided state.o^

5. We have already converted large quantities of white tin into

the grey modification. In order to attain this result quickly, 500

grams of tin filings were divided between several bottles and some

grams of groy tin, which we possessed at the time, were added to

the contents of each bottle. The solution of pink salt was also used

in the transformation. At — 5° C. a hundred grams of grey tin

were obtained in this way in eight days.

G. The destruction of the white tin due to the formation ot the
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grey modification Is enormous. One of our tin blocks Is entirely

fissured and eaten away on the lower side whilst on tlie upper

surface a number of grey protuberances are visible which gradually

become greater finally developing into large cracks.

We shall shortly report on some physical constants of grey tin

and on its crystalline form.

We shall be pleased to send a sample of grey tin to any onf^

interested in the matter.

Amsterdam, Chemical Laboratory of the University,

September 1899.

Chemistry. — "On a new kind of Transition Elements (sixth

kind)." By Dr. Ernst Cohen. (Communicated by Pi'of. 11. W.
Bakhuis Roozeboom).

(Read in the next meeting of September 30tli IS'J'J.)

1. The name, sixth kind of transition element, will be a

to elements built up in accordance with the formula :

Electrode of a metal M
in the modification «

(stabh) modification).

Solution of a salt of

the metal M.

Electrode of the metal

if in the modification !^

(metastable modi-

fication).

fc. mm

•JYi,

?

Tt

t\

a. C ^

\i^

Since, up to the present, no metal

was known which, at suitable tempe-

ratures, occurs in two modifications,

it was impossible to realise an element

of this kind. As Dr. van Eyk and I

have shown i), the metal tin has a

transition point at 20° C. Below this

temperature the socalled grey tin is

the stable form, above it the white.

Since the white modification may

be considerably supercooled we may

put together, below 20° (i, an ele-

ment (see Fig.) of the form

)n^

'; H('l>()it of the session nl' .lum; i\\\\, IS'J',), p. 3Ci, ;inil of tins session, p. 1 I'.l.
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Solution of a tin j Electrode oC wliite

salt. tin.

In the figure, a and b are glass tubes, 7 cm. long and 1^ cm.

wide united bv the wide middle-piece c.

The grey modification of the tin is placed in a, the white in h.

Ill contact with the ))owder in each tube is a platinum wire, rj and

ro, which is fused into a glass tube and bent into a ring at its

lower end. An electrode made in this way has many advantages

in practice ').

An aqueous solution of a tin salt is poured into o, h and c, and

a and h are closed with corks, h^ and Li^ which allow the wires ?i

and T-g to pass. The whole element thus formed may be suspended

in a thermostat by means of the glass rod g which is fused to it.

2. The theory of this element is easily given and oilers, as will

appear, many points of interest.

If an electrode of grey tin is placed in a dilute solution of a tin

salt, in which the tin ions have an osmotic pressure p^ , the poten-

tial dift'erence between the electrode and the solution at the tem-

perature T is

RT Pg
El z=. log. ,

n So pi

where n is the valency of the tin, ^^ the number of coulombs attached

to 1 gramiou, P, the electrolytic solution tension of the grey tin

at the temperature T and R the gas constant.

If an electrode of white tin is now placed in the same solution

we obtain

En = log.— .

The E. M. F. of the transition element so obtained is then repre-

sented by the equation

RT Pg 0.0001983 P„E= Ei-E^ = log. -^ Volt = /oi/io --^ Volts. . (I)

0,0001983 T
Since is a constant at a given temperature we see

>) See RiciiAUDS mul Lewis, Zeitsclir. fiii- pliys. Clieiiiie, Bd. 28, S. I (1899).
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from this that the E. M.F. of the element is simply a function uf

the electrolytic solution tensions of the two modifications of tin.

The employment of the element described as a transition element

depends on the fact that at the transition temperature the two modi-

fications become identical, the grey modification being transformed

into the white. In equation (I), P,i and F,„ are then equal and £'= 0.

In order to discover the transition point of the change

grey tin "^ white tin

it is therefore only necessary to find the temperature at which

E= 0. The application of this method is to be found in the com-

munication which Dr. van Eyk and I made some time ago on the

Enantiotropy of tin ').

We can now go a step further and investigate the electrolytic solu-

tion tensions. We require the equations

^1

By placing an electrode of grey or of white tin in a dilute solution

of a tin salt and combining it with a normal (Hg— -HgCl—Vio^ . KCl)

electrode, E^ and E.^ may be separately determined. If the dissociation

of the tin solution is known, all the quantities required to calculate

Ffi and Pw are then known.

From the equations we obtain

n Et n E.

RT P„
lo(j.~^- and E.2=:z
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Tumperiituru. Uiitio

5" 1,0G7

10° 1,043

15° 1,017

20° 1,000

Thft ratio is culculated by means of the c(juation

nj;_
Pi; __ ^O.UU()1983r

t JO

5. Below tlie transition temperature the modification which is

metastable (the white) shouhl liave a greater solution tension than

the grey (Pw > ^y. From this it follows that grey tin must be

precipitated from tin solutions below 20° C. when while tin is

brought in contact with them, just as copper is precipitated from

a copper solution into which a zinc rod, for example, is dipped.

The metal with the greater solution tension goes into solution

whilst that with the smaller is precipitated.

6. In our researches on the Enantiotropy of tin ^) it was found

that the conversion of white tin into the grey modification is highly

favoured by the presence of traces of grey tin.

What has just been said about the solution tension of the two

modifications explains the fact that the presence of a solution of a

tin salt is also very favorable to the conversion of white tin into

grey tin.

Below 20° C. grey tin is always precipitated from the solution

of a tin salt by white tin; this process takes place, by analogy

with what we know of otiier metals, very fast. In contrast to what

so often happens with salt solutions, supersaturation does not occur.

If traces of grey tin are once present, they have a further acce-

lerating action on the process. (According to experiment.)

7. "We mav now deduce another relationship which must exist

between the displacement of the transition point of the reaction

grey tin ^ white tin

with the external pressure exerted on the system and the tempera-

ture coefficients of our transition element.

For the grey tin electrode we have

') See note ou pag. 149.
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^

71 fg ^ dT ^ '

Here E^ Is the difference of potential, at the absolute temperature

jT, between the grey tin and the tin solution in which it is im-

mersed, I'l is the heat of ionisation of the grey tin, n the valency,

and fo = 96540 Coulombs.

For the white modification we have

:

7?3 = -i^-+T-—̂ (2)
71 Sq dl

in which r represents the heat of transition.

From (1) and (2) we obtain, since E-^ = E.2 at tlie transition

temperature,

11 fn dT n Sn dT
of

fdE. dE^\

° \dT. dTJ ^ '

Now we know that

dD r,

T— = — (4)

where T is the absolute transition temperature, D the external

pressure, rj the quantity of heat which is evolved when 1 kg. of

white tin is converted into the grey modification, that is the heat

of transition for 1 kg., and F,„ and Vg are the volumes of 1 kg.

of each modification in cubic metres. Since r in equation (3) relates

to one gram atomic weight and r^ in (4) to 1 kilogram, we have
1000 r

'"i
—

:,— ,
where A is the atomic weidit of the metal forminti'

the electrode.

From (3) and (4)

/(ij?! dE^\

dD 1000
'"'"

['elf

~
'(12 )

d'l A V,„- V,
(5)

.9

The iiuantity to the I'ight of the sign of equality is now expressed

in Volt-Coulombs, or ergs X 10^. If we wish to ascertain the change
of the transition point produced by a change of pressure oi' 1 atmo-
sphere, we may write (5) as follows:
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\d7: dTj

dT \0\.rA\\\,~V^

dD " ° \dT dTj

or

;

.Z7'_ 101.4 A (!',„- r,) ^ Q^QQ^Qj,
A {V^-V.,)

dD /dE^^ dE.2\ fdE-^ dE^-^

'' *" \df ~ dTy

dEA nlE^ dEcA
~ dTJ " V dT

""
ll)

The advantage ol tliis etjuatioii, which so far as I am aware

is deduced here for the first time, is, from the practical point of

view, that it is possible to determine the displacement of the trans-

ition temperature by external pressure by means of electrical mea-

surements, if the specific gravities of the two modifications forming

the electrodes have been determined.

For the electrical determinations of the temperature coefficienls

of the two electrodes of the transition element in the neighbourhood of

the transition point quite small quantities of the electrode material (1 or

2 grams) suffice, whilst for calorimetric determinations, which in the

nature of things are less accurate, considerable quantities are required.

The result of the measurements will be communicated as soon as

the specific gravity of the grey tin has been determined in a com-

pletely satisfactory way.

Amsterdam, Chem. Lab. of the University, September 1899.

Chemistry. — Prof. IT. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom in presenting

the dissertation of Dr. D. J. Hissink: "O/j mixed Crystals

of Sodiiwt nitrate with Potassium nitrate and of Sodium nitrate

with Silver nitrate", makes the following communication with

respect to it.

This research is a third contribution to our knowledge of the

phenomena observed in the solidification of fused mixtures of two

substances which form mixed crystals and in the transformation of

the mixed crystals into another modification.

With respect to the system KNOs + NaNOa the fact is mentioned

that mixed crystals are formed on solidification ; the limits within which

these can exist are, however, so narrow that it did not appear to be

worth while to investigate the exact connection between the phenomena.

The solidification of the system NaNOs + AgNOs belongs to a

type of which no example was known. The meltingpoint line rises

continually from the meltingpoint of AgNOg (208,°6) to that of

KaNOa (30S°). It consists, however, of two branches, AC and CB^
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which join each other at an ang-le at 217,°2. Althouo[h all the mixed

crystals are rhcmbohedral, the series of mixtures is discontinuous

;

at 217°2 there is a sudden transition from mixed crystals with

38% (in molecules) NaNO, {E) to those with 26o,o(^^)- The fused

mass which is in equilibrium with both contains 19.5 °/o (in mole-

cules) of Na NO3 {C).

On cooling- the following transformation takes place at 217°,

Fused mass C + crystals E -^ crystals D.

This temperature possesses all

the characteristics of a transition

temperature.

The points on the lines EB
and AD represent the compositions

of the mixed crystals which are

deposited from a liquid having

the composition represented by

points on the lines CB and AC
corresponding to the same tem-

perature.

Below AD a series of homo-

geneous mixed crystals containing

from to 26°/o NaKOs exists,

and below EB a similar series

from 38— 100 7o NaNOg.
The mixed crystals containing

26 and 387o which coexist at 217',

gradually change in composition

as the .temperature falls, in such

a way that the limits between

which no mixture exists become

more widely separated, so that

at 138° they are 4.2 and about

50 7o NaNOg {H and J). The
region within which homogeneous

mixed crystals exist, becomes

smaller and smaller.

Below 160° a change occurs in

the series which is rich in silver,

in consequence of which the

I'hombohedral crystals are con-

verted into rhombic crystals.

With pure silver nitrate this takes

12

300
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place at 160°, the addition of sodium nitrate depresses tliis tem-

perature.

The limiting mixed crystal of the series which is rich in silver

undergoes the change at 138°.

Below 138° only rhombic crystals, containing much silver, and

rhombohedial crystals, containing much sodium, are capable of

existence.

No transformation has been observed in the latter dow:) to — 50°.

The limits of composition of the two kinds of crystals become

more and more restricted as the temperature falls below 138°, so

that at 15° they are 0— 1,6'Vo (in molecules) NaNO;. and 64.4—

100 «/o Na NO3.

The compositions of the coexisting limiting crystals were determined

by allowing them to deposit beside each other from suitable solutions.

The transformation of the rhombohedral into rhombic crystals on

the lines I'H and FG was determined bv means of an air dilatometer.

Chemistry. — By Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozo:boom :
" The Nature

of inactive Carvoxime."

In continuation of the investigations of Mr. Adriani on the

phenomena of fusion and solidification of mixtures of optical anti-

podes, carvoxime has been examined. Samples of the d- and /-oximes

were prepared for us through the kindness of Prof. GtOLDSCHMIDT

of Heidelberg.

Up to the present timii the inactive carvoxime has been regarded

as a racemic compound. This view rested on the facts that the

melting point is higher than that of the active substances and that

the density is greater (1.126 against 1.108).

The investigation of the melting and solidifying points gave the

following results.

Composition of the
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The results of these determinations are reproduced in the accom-

panying figure. The line ACB represents the beginnino-^ ADB the

end of the solidification. To begin with, it is to be remarked that

setting out from the end points, the first line «< o?ice rises on addition

of the active compound of opposite sign.

There is therefore only one melting-point line and, consequently,

the solid mass must consist of mixed crystals, and the inactive

substance (50 pCt. d of /) is not a racemic compound but a pseudo-

racemic mixed crystal.

It were however conceivable that from A or B a small fall occurs

which escapes observation , because the rise begins at a very

small concentration of the second

oxime. If this were the case the

inactive oxime would really be a

racemic compound. The matter

can, however, be readily decided.

If it is a racemic compound the

solidification of a^^ mixtures, from

to 50 pCt. d or I, must terminate

at the temperature of the eutectic

point, which exists where the

short falling lines from A and B
meet the line of the racemic

""omponnd.

In our case therefore the solidi-

fication of all mixtures between

and 50 pCt. would have ter-

minated just below 72°.

The final solidifying points, which were susceptible of very accurate

observation, lie however on the line ADB and change continuously
with the concentration.

For some concentrations the end point was determined by obser-

ving the course of the cooling as a function of the time in a bath
at constant temperature. By this means the time, and therefore also

the temperature, at which the solidification is completemay.be
observed with great accuracy.

The curve ADB confirms the view that mixed crystals are formed
on solidification at all concentrations.

Thirdly it is supported by the analysis of crystals which were
deposited from a fused mixture containing 20 pCt. of Z-oxime. If

the line ACB were the melting point line of a racemic compound,
this compound would be deposited from the fused mass; if mixed

I2=f

95°

00°

85°

80°

75°

70°
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crystals are formed they must have the composition given by the

point on tlie line TjB^ which lies on the horizontal line drawn

lhroiiL;li tlio point on CB which corresponds to 20 pCt. of /-oxime.

Tlie solid mass, weighing 0.G9 gram, which was deposited from

7 grams of liquid, containing 21.7 pCt. of /-oxime, was found to

contain 32 pCt. The composition of the solid was determined by

polarisation and corrected for the adhering mother liquor. The

quantity of the latter was determined by adding some CH Wr.^ and

determining the bromine in the liquid and in the drained crystals. The

result agrees very well witii the position of the line />•-/> determined

from the final solidification points.

Not only do we obtain thus a continuous series of mixed crystals

on solidification, but we have here the first example of such a series

with a maximum u;eltingpoint, which naturally lies at 50 pCt.

In agreement with the tiieory the composition of the fused mass

and of the mixed crystals is the same at this point and the interval

of solidification therefore vanishes.

The opinion, which I expressed, that even in the case of mixed

crystals of optical isomers the equality of melting points, looked for

by Kipping and Pope, does not necessarily exist, is confirmed by

this example.

It is worthy of attention that the rule, that racemic compounds

with a higher density than their active components also have a

higher meltingpoint, appears to be applicable also to mixed crystals

;

always providing that the difference in density observed at the

ordinary temperature still exists near the melting points. Probably

this will remain, at least qualitatively, unchanged.

The possibility still exists that carvoxime forms mixed crystals

on solidification, which ehange at lower temperatures wholly or

partially into a racemic compound.

Between 10° and 90° however no indication of such a change

could be found by means of the dilatometer with an inactive mixture.

That at lower temperatures the inactive oxime, obtained from

solutions for example, is a mixed crystal and not a compound is

supported by the great crystallographic similarity between the in-

active and active crystals which Beyer has observed (Zeits. Krystall.

IS, 296, 1890).

The density rule of Ketgers would, therefore, not hold good for

this kind of mixed crystals.
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Chemistry. — "'On Isomorphous Compounds of Gold and Mercury

^

By Prof. Th. H. Behrens.

In his Manual of Miciochemical Analysis the auther has pointed

to analogies between tliiocyanates of gold and mercury.

Renewed investigation of this subject has shown, that the iso-

morphism of these double tliiocyanates cannot be fully established

by means of compound crystals. Halogen compounds have then been

tried, and from these complete series of compound crystals have

been obtained. They were prepared by adding to mixed solutions

of the chlorides and bromides of gold and mercury chlorides or

bromides of thallium, caesium and rubidium. Thallous compounds

act promptly; the compound crystals ai'c interspersed with flakes of

trichloride or tribroraide of thallium. The action of caesium and

rubidium compounds is slower and less energetic. It can be hastened

and furthered by adding about one tenth part of alcohol. This takes

up one third of the halogen, that was combined with gold (shown

by a change of colour in the solution of bromides) while gold dichlo-

ride or — dibromide is fixed in the compound crystals along with

dichloride or dibromide of mercury. If no alcohol is added the

halogen, split off from the gold trihaloid must form trihaloid of

caesium or rubidium, which is also readily attacked by hydrolysis.

Finally it may be mentioned, that the compound crystals of

bromides will be found useful in testing for gold. With caesium

the solubility is small, and the yellow colour of the crystals is seen

without difficulty with a proportion of one part of gold to fifty parts

of mercury.

Physics. — Prof. J. D. van der Waals presents on behalf of

Dr. G. Bakker of Schiedam a paper on: "4 remark

on the Molecular Potential Function of Prof, van der Waals."

In his „Thermodynamische Theorie der Capillariteit in de onder-

stelling van continue dichtheidsverandering" Prof, van der Waals
finds for the potential of two material points at a distance r the

expression

P=C-f-
r

in which C', f and A represent the constants.
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Some time later ') I'rof. van der Waals pointed out a remark-

al)le property of that function. He found that if a coefficient

(Icpeniling on the radius, is left out of account, in consequence of

this function the potential of a homogeneous sphere for an exterior

point is determined by the distance between the point and the

centre of the sphere in the same way as if the whole mass were

concentrated in the centre.

On account of the great importance, practical as well as theore-

tical, of sucii a function for a theory of gases and liquids, which

assumes spherical molecules (by which the potential energy might

be determined in a simple way by the configuration of the centres

of the molecules), I examined the question whether there are more

potential functions, wliicii possess this property. As a solution I

found the general function

:

(1)

in which A and B are arbitrary positive and negative constants.

For a spherical shell the coefficient depends on the radius in the

following manner

:

F{R) = el ^—e—? -S

2qR
If however , we restrict ourselves to attractive forces , which

decrease according to the distance, the most (/eneral function is that

of VAN DER AVaals, viz

:

rp (r) = C .

r

If for this potential function a spherical (homogeneous) mass

assumes this property, it will also be the case for a spherical shell

and vice versa.

Let H be the radius

^j of a spherical shell

which is thought

infinitely thin, P the

point on which the

P shell acts, dR the

thickness and M the

centre of the shell.

Let us imagine a

cone with an infini-

tely small apertureFisr. 1.

') See '/Zeitschrift ffir pliysikalische Chemie", Xllt, 4, Seite 720, 1894.
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da, of which M is the vertex, then this cone will cut from the

shell a volume R^ dR Jto. If ^> is tho; density, the mass of the element

in A is: R^dRdcoy. If r/j (r) represents the form of the potential

function, the potential energy of a unity of mass in P in conse-

quence of the element in A is: R^ dRdoj q (p{p)^ p representing the

distance between A and R.

If we turn the figure round 3IP as axis, the element in A describes

an annular space, so that I dco = 2 tt si7i 6/ dO
-^

rG^resenting ^AMP.

In consequence of the annular space the potential energy in P is

:

2n R^ dR sin 6 dd q cp{p)= — 2 n R^ dRd cos (j rp {p) .

Now p" — R^ + r2 — 2 AV cos 0, in which r = MP, so

2pdp = — 2Rrdcosd .

The expression for the potential energy becomes therefore

:

2nR°-dR
Q ^ Pdp<p {p)K r

or because 4 jr Z?- dR q represents the mass of the shell

:

1 M

The integration over the whole of the shell gives :

+ R
1 M r
J^JP'P(P)<^P

-— R

If F{R) represents the before mentioned coefficient and P{R) a

function of R which is also to be determined, we may write:

r+ R
1 M
2 Rr.

r-R
j pff (p) dp = F (R) M cp (r) -\- F{R) M

,

If we leave an absolute constant out of account, this equation
furnishes the potential function, belonging to a force acting in the

required manner.

Let us put

:
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7 1- JV

j p(p{p)clp=2RrF{R)rf{r)+2RrF{R) ... (a)

r—R

If we differentiate this identity twice with respect to r and also

twice with respect to A', and put I r rp {r) <lr ^ tp> (r)
^ we get:

If,-' (r _)_ 72) _ ^" (^ _ R) = 4 R.F{7i) ff.' (») -I- 2 /?r F(A') r//' (r)

and

ip" (r + 72) — ///' (/• — R) = 4 r q, {r) V (R) -\- 2 Br cp (;•) F" (R) +
+ 4ri^'(7?) + 2i?»-i^"(/i) .

The left side members of these equations are the same, so also

2 RF (R) (f (r) + Rr V (R) rp" {r) = 2 r cp (r) F' {R) +
f Rr (p {r) F" {R) J^2rF'{R) + Rr F" (R)

or

2 (p/ (r) + r rp" (r)_ 2 F' (iZ) -\- R F" (R) 1 2 F' (R) ^ R F' (R)

r (p {r)

~
R F (R) ' ^pjr) RF {R)

*

R and r not being dependent on each other, we get separately

2F'{R)-]-RF"iR) ^ . , . ,

1 . . .
. —C, , in which Ci IS an absolute constant

RF(R)
2F'(R)-^RF"(R) ^ , . , ,

2 . . . .
= Co also absolutely constant

RF{R) ^

r (p {r) (p {r)

The solution of equation 3 will furnish the general form for the

required potential function.

If we write r = .r and (p (>•) =: y, the last etjuation becomes

j^— -^
— ^\y=c. (4)

or

dx^ dx

or

- r 1

X —— + 2 = Ci xy Ar Co

.

—s^H— A(.>,+^^)=«
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This equation has, according to Cj being positive or negative,

the solutions :

or

^y 4- ^ -f^ = ^ 1 «"' (' v'-Ci + c()

in which A, B, A^ and a are arbitrary constants.

The potential function becomes therefore;

'/'(') = ^ -^ (5)

or

AiSin{r\/-Cj-\-a) C^

r Cj

If we put Cj = <7~ in the first case and '^i = — 7^ in the second

case, the potential functions become

:

Ae-''' + Be'^'- C,
'^^'-^ =

r
7 ^'^^

or

A^smiqr + a) C^
(p (r) = (Ga)

r q"

If we restrict ourselves to functions which relate to forces as

they occur in nature, the second potential function must be

excluded, and accordiug to an above mentioned remark, the most

general expression becomes

:

,p{r)^
\

(5b)
r q^

The factor ^ (fi) is determined by equation 1. This equation be-

comes identical with equation 4, if we put ^2=0. The general so-

lution becomes therefore:

F(«)=—
^5i
— ^^^
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Accordiug to equation (2) the following equation holds good for

function F{R):

2 F' (R) + Ji F" [R) =CJ Me *'" + Ne ~ ''^^
^

We find easily

:

R F {R} = -| fMe''^^ -\- Ne~''^\-{-ER+ D . . . (8)

in which E and D represent constants.

If in equation a we substitute the expressions wc have found,

for <p{r), P(/2) and F{R)^ we find the relations which must exist

between the constants. Wc shall easily find:

2q 2q

Therefore

(r) = ^ -|- (9)
r q^

and

qR —qR

^'^> =^^^ <'">

The potential for a spherical shell in point P (see fig. 1), becomes

therefore ')

:

^qR __^-qR ^-irj^B^ir
MFiE)cpir) = M

^^^
X ;—

If (J is the density, then i ti R" d R (j = M. For the whole sphere

we get therefore for the potential in an outside point:

R ^ ^

AuQcp {r) (f {R) R^ clR = An(J——

-

\R fe''^—e~''^ yiR=

Ae ^ +Be^ 1 /, 1 v tj 1 / 1 x _yij

^
qr { q \ q ) q \ qJ )

') We put the constant of the potential function = 0.
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, . 1

or, if we substitute A lur —
<1

r { )

e ^

Starting from the fnuctioii (p{i')=—f-^ : (Thermodynanii-

sclie Theorie der Kapillar. Zeitschrift fiir phys. Chem. XIII, 4,

18'J4 p. 12V\ Prof. VAN der Waals finds:

r——
/ 7? Ji \

F— — 27if(>X"— j(/e — A)e^ + (^-f ^)e-^{ •

r i I

The coefficient is the same as in the more general form of the

potential function. If we take the more general expression

r r

Ae~~^ -\- Be'^
(f (r) = for 5=0 and A =^ — /, we get the function

r

of VAN DER Waals.
The theory of capillarity requires forces, which decrease with the

distance and are attractive. The latter condition furnishes

:

— (p' (r) negative or
(f) (?) positive.

We
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Or

1 1

+T

r ^ A ^1.2 A2^ 1.2.3 )?^

For always increasing values of r, the left iiand member tenils

to zero and the coefficient of B becomes infinite. Tlierefore (sym-

bolically):

— < i>' X oo

(So B cannot be neijative.

The former condition furnishes:

dr
^

2/e ~ ^ + 2 £e ;^ fe~ X -f SgX y^- X+ ^eT
^ —fe~ X-f^eT

r3 Ar-2 Ar2
'

l^r

or

ii
JA'-^ + (A - rf

j

.X </ JA2 + (A + .)' j «-x

{A is replaced by — f).

If r is always more increased, the left hand member becomes

infinite, whereas the right hand member decreases infinitely.

Therefore symbolically

ex + <» </X-fo.

So B cannot be positive.

As therefore B can be neither negative nor positive, B must be 0.

The function of Van deb Waals is the most general function

which fulfils the conditions of the theory of capillarity and possesses

the above mentioned property.

In answer to a letter on the subject discussed here, Prof.

VAN DER Waals and Prof. Korteweg were so kind to draw my
attention to the work of Dr. C. Neumann: „Allgemeine Unter-

suchungen iiber das Newton 'sche Princip der Fernwirkungen mit

besonderer Eiicksicht auf die elektrischen Wirkungen" Leipzig

B. G. Teubner, 1896.

il
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The principal problem, discussed by the author is as follows:

"What must be the form of the potential function of electric agens,

spread over different conductors, in order to make an electrostatic

equilibrium possible. (The possibility of such an equilibrium is con-

sidered as an axiom).

Dr. Neumann finds as the most general potential function:

Ae-"'- Be-i'"- Ce-y
(•/) {r) = 1 -\ h • • •

r r r

a, ft, Y . . . A, B and C are unknown positive and negative

quantities.

After this the conditions are inquired into, which these quantities

must fulfil, in order to make an equilibrium possible. The result

may be expressed in this thesis

:

,Es sei gegebeu irgend ein System von Conductoren und Isola-

toren. Jeder Isolator sei mit eiuer festen electrischen Vertheilung in

seinem Innern, und zugleich mit einer festen electrischen Belegung

an seiner Oberflache versehen. Andererseits sei jeder Conductor

cntweder zur Erde abgeleitel, oder aber isolirt und mit einer gege-

benen Elektricitatsmenge gcladen.

Alsdanu wird fiir dieses System, unter Zugrundelegung der Poton-

tialfunction

:

Ae-"' Be~^^'- Ce~y
</>(') = + + +

r r r

stets ein elektrischer Gleichgewichtszustand existiren, falls nur die

Constanten a, fi, y--- alle positiv, und die Constanten A, B, C...

idle von einerlei Vorzeichen sind.

Zu diesen Bedingungen wird ott'enbur fiir den besondern Fall,

dass die Reilie ins Uneudliche fortschreitet, noch die hinzuzufugen

sein, dass die Reihe convergirt, sowie auch die, dass Integral

i
q) (r) s dr

{« = cubic density and (fr =: element of volume
j

einen bestimmten Sinn habe.

In that particular case thai we restrict ourselves to the first

Ae ~ ">'

term, and so assume as potential the form cp (r) =: the
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function is simply the potential function of van der Waals

For this case Dr. Neumann points out the property which

I'lof. VAN DER WaaI/S hiis also found for Ins potential function.

(Zeitschiift fiir phys. Cheniie XIII, 4, 18!I4, p. 721). He states

his thesis as follows:

Die Einwiikung einer lioinogcnen mateiiellen Kugelflache auf

dussere Punkte wird, bei /ui;rundelegung des Gcsetzes

:

Ae — "''

'P ('•) =

<i-enau dieselbe sein, als riihrte sie her von eineni einzigen im Centrum

der Fliiche befindlichen materiellen Punkt.

Und zwar hat die Masse M dieses der gegebenen Fliiche aquiva-

lenten materiellen Punktes den Werth

:

ll^M -~-r = il/ 1--'—- + '—^+ . . .)
2 a K \ 71 o 71 b J

wo M die Gesanimtniasse der gegebenen Fliiche, und R den Radius

derselben bezeichnet. Es ist mitliin

:

M> A/

und zwar wird der Fall M = M nur dann eintreten, wenn die Con-

Ae — " *

stante a des (resetzes '/'(»•)=• verschwindet, jenes Gesetz also
r

in das NEWTO.N'sche Gesetz sich verwandelt.

Moreover the remark is made, that if as potential the

general function

Ae-" B e—*^'- C e~y
V{r)-^ + + +

is taken, also in this case a homogeneous spherical shell acts on

an exterior point, as if the mass:

" =
-"i 2.R + ,liU +)

were concentrated in the centre.

') 5r{«)=:i.2. 3 ...,!, — Fuuctiou of Gauss.
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I must, however, point out that this thesis is not of the same

nature as that proved by Prof. ViN der Waals for the function

A e
—"''

(p (^r) = . In this case namely we must be able to find the
r

potential in the point in question by a simple multiplication of the

potential function \vith a coefficient, depending- on the radius of the

shell. This is not the case with the general function.

Every term of the function cp (r) must be multiplied with the

corresponding coefficient, to get tlic total potential. So it remains a

superposition of different potentials.

The problem which I have treated: what must be the form of

the potential function, by which a spherical shell acts on exterior

points, as if (leaving a coefficient out of account), the mass was con-

centrated in the centre, was not discussed.

Tlie second problem which I have tried to solve, is this. Is there

a potential function which possesses the property just mentioned,

while it is constant for a point inside the shell.

For the potential of a sperical shell at an exterior point we
have found

:

— — I p (p ip) dp (p = potential function.

r—R

For an interior point we should have got :

R + r

2 Rr.

1 M r

\
prp ip) dp

J
R — r

If we put
I

r q) (r) dr =z ip (r)
, we get

The general form for the potential function, fulfilling the first

condition was:

.4 e—'i>' B e'F
rp(r) = + + C .

r r

A, B, C and 7 are arbitrary constants. The mass-coefficient depends
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only oil </. Now the (juestion is: is it possible to choose those con-

stiints ill sucli a way that the potential of a spherical sliell with a

ladius U bccuiiios constant for points inside tlie shelly-

ip{r) = i r
(f {)) dr — i [A e.—n- + B e'f + Cr) dr —

A B 1— e-'f A e'f 4- — t-V-

.

q
^

ry ^ 2

So

V— —— ^ e- '/(« + '•)

-j ^7(«+')-l C{ll-\-rf-\-
2 Rr{ q q 2

_1 e-'l'Ji-'-) e-'iiii ") C(« — rf\ .

q q 2
]

The expression must now depend on r. It is easy to see that we

have only to take A—fei'i and B=i—fe~i'''
, to get (/ = con-

stant):

-1^ ( / f f f )

2 Jir ( q q q q ]

in which we have also fulfilled the second condition.

The potential function becomes therefore:

e—'r <;?'•

(p (r) z=ife'fi fe-'i^ h C .

r r

Considered superficially we now get in contradiction witli the

theorem of Laplace, which states that the law of Newton is the

only law which fulfils the condition, that the spherical shell exer-

cises no force on a point inside it. In reality this theorem includes

more. The function of forces must namely keep this property without

change of the constant, whatever the radius of a spherical shell may
be. However in the case discussed by us the radius of the shell is

given and in the potential we have therefore introduced constants

depending on the radius of the shell.

As solution of equation (4) we found two integrals. If we had

substituted function (6a) in equation a and if, in the same way
as before, we had sought the conditions which the different coef-

ficients must fulfil, we should have found that C =0 and further

sin q R
a R
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The potfutial of u .sphorieal yliell in poiut F bcicuiues tlic'ti'luro

:

sin a R A-t sin (or -\- c<)M —V —
1) .

q R r

, Ai sin (qr -\- a)
,

Though the function is of no importance for tlio
r

theory of the molecular forces, it has nevertheless another remarkable

physical signification.

By twice differentiating with respect to ;c, we shall easily find :

d^fp A-^sin{qr -\- a) d A]siu(qr -\- a)a:^ SA-t geos{(fr-\-a).r^

d^ ~ ~
\ V^

'

r^ V*
+

A^q cos (qr -\- a) A^ q^ sin (qr -\- a) x^

<l~(f, d^(p
In the same wav we find for - „ and —— corresponding expres-

(/(/- dz^ ^

sions. By adding these equations, we get:

A-^q^ sin{qr-{-a)
V/"(p= = —q-(p, . . . (11)

As is well known this differential equation is of great importance

in the theory of the conduction of heat. The function found is an
extension of the caloric potential of Mathieu.

If we had deduced for the first found function '/>()•)= ^^

'^

r

the second differential coefficient according to x, we should have
found

:

d-fp_ A e-1'- -f i? e?'- 3 q(Ae-i^—Bel'')x- 3 {A e—'r -\- B ei') x^

du:~ r'^ r* r^

q (A e-Q'-— Bel'-) q"- {A e-<ir -|- B el'-) afi

la ~1
;;

•

If we calculate in the same way the corresponding expressions for

ii^(p d^rp

7T ^"" TX' ^^ ^"'^ '^y putting the three quantities together:

') In puttiii!,' 17 = we reliml the potential wliicli we should have t'oiuul according
to the law ot attraction of Newton.

13
rrocccdiiigs Ruyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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v-y = r ~ =r<p (12)

1 1
III the particular case that /I = and -/j ^— , the relation

2v _ 2v
'

^

between the two equations (11) and (12) is evident. The I'unctiun

J 6'-'/'- + JSeV e'l'— e-'/r

(fj
{r) = becomes: . 11 we substitute </[/— l

r 2 qr

for '/, the latter expression becomes:

£1/(1/-- 1 — ,,—(j>\/—\ sinqr

2 qr [/— 1 qr

This luiictioii is a special case ol' the more general

Ai sin {qr {- u) 1

(p (r) = . Ay =. — yild « r= .

r q

By substituting' in eijuatiuii (12) 7 j/— 1 tor y, we get equation

(11). If (/ = the two equations yield the well known equation:

The functions

A ,.-/' + B fP- Ay sin (qr + «)
(f)

(r) = tiiul <f
(r) =

r r

are solutions of two different partial ditt'erential equations of the

2'"' order, but we have seen that they are also common solutions

of the same probleri.

We might also have deduced the partial diH'eiential equation (12)

in the following way:

A fi—<"• A f q^ r^ q'-^ r^ \

r r n2 n3

A A q\ A q'V-= 'J'/ H 5 ^ + •

r nil no

and

JJ c'J'' B / tfi r'-^ 7^ r^ \

r r \ n ii no /

B Bq^r B q'^r""

r n^ no
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So:

Ae-ir+Be'V A+B ^^ ,^ ,

(A + B)qh' {B-A),i^r"^= (j{B — A)-\ ~
1 \- . .

r r 11 ^ 71 o

If we apply to the two members of this equation the operation

V^, we find

iAe-9>- 4- Bey IA4-B (A-\-B)cj^r )

V=^
i = 7' ]—^^ + {B-A)>j + ^ ^ " 4- =

„ Ae^v -\- Bev

r

In the same way equation (1 1) may also be deduced.

On the other hand, \i x" -\-
y" ^ z" z:=. r" ^ it is possible to show

that the solutions of the differential equations v^ </^ = ^ 9^ V, give

exactly those functions that possess the property found by Prof, vajst

DER Waals for the potential function — /
. We have, viz:

r

chp d(p dr d"<p d^(p / dr \^ dip d^r

dx dr dx dx^ di^ \ ch J dr dx^

and because r- = x'^ -\-
if'

\- ~" '•

therefore

dr r d^x 1 x^

dx r dx^ V r^

d^tp _ d^(fi
,*'3 d<f / 1 x^

-.2 "1 7.. I
"7 ^TTdx^ dr^ r^ dr \ r j''^

to lO
. „ 'i"<fi d~(p

It we deduce the expressions for —- and— in the same way,
dy dz" '' '

we find by addititn

:

d^ip 2 d(p

T + ~ ^^ = .

dr" r dr

Tlu! differential equations \7^ (f = ± </- <f may thcreiure be written

in the following way

:

d^w 2 dw

13*
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We get these equations, when for C, we substitute + '/" mid

— 7" respectively in ((luation (4) and when we put Q =^ 0, and

this proves that tiie solutions of (13) fullil the condition in question.

In a further paper I hope to prove the two following theoretns

:

I. Jf in a region of space ^> iiml »; an; functions of u-, y and r,

and V satisfies the three tullowing conditions:

1st ,. and its differential coefficients with res])ect to .'•, y and c are

everywhere continuous;

2'"' with the exception of some points or surfaces in this space

ti'V d'~v d~v

do ^ do do
3"' the products .r«, ijt; :v, ,v^ , !j~— en c- are nowhere

dj; da: dz

iahnite;

then V is the potential with respect to the point ', // and

: of an agens, the density of which is (j, while the potential

function is expressed by :

V) (r) = ^ .

II. If the same conditions as in I hold for a and with this

modification that — y- is substituted for <i~ and A sin a for A -\- B\

then V is tiie potential with respect to point -r, y and c of an

agens, the density of which is />, while the potential function is

expressed by

A sin (qr -\- a)
<p {r) = .

Hydrography. — Tidal ConstuiUs in the LaiiipoiKj- and Sabamj-

bay, Sumatra. By Dr. J. P. van dek Stok.

I. Telok Betomj.

a. From April 23,1897 to April 22,1S9(S tidal observations have

Ijcen made in the Lampong-bay on the road of Telol: BvtoiKj^ sit-

uated iu 5° 27' Lat. S. and 1U5° Iti' Long. E. at the 6 hours of 8

and 10 a. m., noon 2, 4 and G p. ra.

As in the eastern parts of Sunda-strait the normal (i. e. oceanic)

tides of the Indian Ocean must show a moi-e or less gradual ti'ans-
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ition to the peculiar tidal regime of the Java-soa, the cotidal lines

ruu here very near to each other, by which reason two places,

situated at no cjeat distance may show very different tidal constants.

For such stations a simple interpolation with respect to intensity

or time of occurrence is not allowed, and the determination of the

characterising constants is of great importance because it is the

only way of obtaining exact data concerning the manner in which

tidal waves progress and mutually interfere.

The observations have been made at the request of Major

J. J. A. MuLLER of the Topographical Service, who wanted an

exact determination of the genei'al water-level in tlie bay in behalf

of the Topographical Survey of South-Sumatra.

b. The constants of the partial tides ^/o, and N have beeii

computed in the ordinary way by arrangement of the records according

to the different periods ; the constants of the other tides S-^, S^, A'l,

K^, Sa, Ssa and the value of the general mean \V have been cal-

culated by means of the monthly means. The problem, therefore,

consisted in com[)uting 15 quantities from 73 equations in the

simplest and most adv^antageous manner; it would have been a

tedious work to apply directly to this problem the method of the

1. sq. and the results would not have been more accurate than

by using the following abbreviated method.

c. The constants of the tides S^ and -^'o, as also the general mean

value W^, are deduced from the fi ecjuations given by the hourly

means taken over the whole year.

These equations are for the given hours:

(1) 8 a.m. = W + .S, ros (300°— Cj) + S.^ cos (240°—

Q

(2) 10 „ z= W -f «! cos (330°— Ci) + S^cos {300° -C,)

(3) noon z= W -\- Si cos Cj -|- 63 cos Cg

(4) 2 p.m. = W + Si cos (30" — C,) + S.^ co-i (60° — C.^) \ (1)

(D) 4 „ = W-^ Si cos {60° — Ci)-Jr % cos {120°— C^)

(6) „ .-.. W + .Sj cos (90° — Ci) -1- S.2 cos (180°— Co)

Mean : W + 0.G44 .S'l cos (15°— Cj).

By combination of (I) with (-1), {2) with (f)) and (:5) witii (6)

S^ is eliminated, tlu^ result is:

(1) + (4) = 220.2 c.M. = 2Ni sin (75° — 6\) sin 45° -j- 2 W
(2) -j- (5) = 219.1 „ =2Sisin{l0b°-Ci)sinA5° -\-2lV

(:3) + (G) = 218.7 „ = 2Si sin (135°— Cj) sin 45° + 2 W
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These three equations arc satisfied by the values :

PF= 111.17 cM., .Si =z 2.70 cM., Cj = 207°8'

Substituting' these values in otjuations (1), we find, on putting:

Y= S„ sin Cj , X = S.2 cos Cn

(1) 0.5 X + 0.806 Y= 12.731 cM.

(2) —0.5 X + 0.8GG rr= 10.801 „

(3) X = 1.034 „

(4) 0.5 X + 0.S06 r= 12.731 „

(5) 0.5 X + 0.8G0 Y= 10.802 „

(0) X = 1.C3G „

anil fi'om these

(1) ^ (2) + (4) + (5) = 3.404 Y z= 47.005 ; Y= 13.587 c.M.

Substituting tliis value of Y in (1) (2), (4) and (5) wo find:

X = 1.930 cM.

and in (o) and (6)

X = 1.034 cM.

Tlie difference is small, but it points to a systematic error, o. g.

in the assumption that the diurnal variation may be represented by

only two periodic terms instead of by three or more, owing to the

somewhat aperiodic description of the influence of land- and seabreezes.

As a final value we take

:

1.930 X 4 + 1.634 X 2
X=: —— ^^ = 1.832 cM.

6

^2i=13.71cM. C2 = 82°20'.

d. With a view of calculating the constants of the tides K^ and

P the following sums and differences of the monthly means are used.

a b c

(8)+(10) (12)+(2) (4)+(6)

April 210.1 212.6 215.6

May 155.8 218.2 237.5

.Tune 184.5 247.9 269.4

.July 198.8 263.6 283.9

August 220.2 290.9 294.8

a— b
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(1) A'.j 7?3 cos (G0° a- — 90° — Cjt)
-

(2) A'o /i":! co.v (60° X — 30° — Cj/,) 1

(:!) A-. A'o cos (00° A- + 30° — Cg/,)
f

(4) ATo 7^3 cos (60° ar -j- 90° — Co/,-) i'

(:>) A'a 7^3 cos (60° a;+l 50° — C\,,) \

(G) A'o /?o ro,-: (60° .r+2 1
0° — C./c) j

FiDiii tlic f'ormiiliie (3) we deduce:

(0

a — h=p{ R\ cos Ck — Pcos (C/, + 30°) } sh, 30° t

— p\Ki sin Cj, + P si7i {Cj, + 30°) } cos 30°
I.

a— c=^rj\ Ki cos (30° — C):) — Pcos C,, ] sin 30° /,

+ q {
A", sin (30° — Ck) — P«"t C;, ! cos 30° (

in which

p = AX 0-966 X 0-' X ^2

7 = 4 X 0.966 X 0.866 X -^2

and Po denotes the coeflBcient of decrease, due to tlic faot that

average values arc used for a period of one month.

By equating the corresponding coc-fficients of these eijuations and

formuLie (2) and putting

:

Y = ATj sin Ch X = ATj cos C^

Y' — PsinCp X' = PcosC,,

We find

A/p= - Y— X'sin 30° — Y'cos 30°

B/p = X — X ' cos 30° + r ' sin 30°

Ay^q= X sin 30° — Y cos 30° — F'

J5, A/= X cos 30° + Y sin 30° — X

'

which are satisfied by the values

:

r= 12.23 cM. X=: — 11.14 cM.

r'rr: — 0.48 » X'= 4.21 »

A'i= 16.54 cM. P= 4.24 cM.

<:jr.=102°19' ^ C^=353°30' »

In order to obtain a serviceable combination for the calculation

of the constants of the tide A',, the values

a + Z, — 2 e

are lornietl.
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In these values again the annual variations an<i the aperiodic

disturbances are eliminated.
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Correction for
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A systematical investigation of the normal and abnormal motions

of the mean water-level, if extended over a large area and over

some years, might prove of great importance with respect to two

interesting problems.

In the first place it would appear from such an inquiry that it

will be always impossible to predict with great accuracy the ahsolufc

water-level at a given place even when the periodic terms of the

tidal components are fully known; therefore it can be of no use to

carry on the calculations in behalf of tidal prediction to an astro-

nomical degree of accuracy ;
in the second place an inquiry into the

aperiodic departures from the average normal values might lead to

a better knowledge of the important and varying meteorological

influences which prevail on tlie ocean, than by means of the in-

complete and scattered observations taken on board ship.

It is not improbable that the variations of the water-level e.g. in

the Gulf of Bengal and the Arabian Sea, which must be dependent

on the "vis a tergo" in the Indian Ocean in and south of the area

of the trade-winds, might give a clue to the prediction of the periods

of drought to which the climate of India is subject.

f. In recapitulating the results obtained, it must be kept in

mind that the zero-point of the tide-gauge is on the upper end, so

that low figures denote high water. If positive numbers are to

correspond with high, negative numbers with low water, the argu-

ment of the formulae must be augmented or decreased by 180° and

the corrected monthly values subtracted from an arbitrary number.

After reduction to the conventional origin of time, application of

the augmenting factor V^ to the amplitudes of the annual variations,

reduction to average values of the constants in so far as they are

dependent on the moon's declination and, finally, inversion of the

sign, the following tidal constants are found for Telok-Betong

:
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Besidos the oonstants for Teloh-Bdomi theso quantities are {^iveii

also for the tidal station .[(irci's 4''' Point, situated too in Siinda-

strait- they have been computed from a five-year series of observations.

A comparison between the data for the two places exhibit some

important difTerencos, whilst a look at the chart would sliow that

their situation witli respect to the tidal wave, progressing from the

Ocean in the strait, is about the same.

l''or the differences of time, Telok-Bdonrj minus Jav(i\ 4''' Po////,

we (ind

:

s.
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It is, therefore, as yet impossible to otler an explanation of this

peculiar behaviour of the S., tide and we can only state that spring

and neap near Telok Betung occur 1,04, and at Java's 4''' Point

2,87 days after New and Full Moon and First and Last (Quarter.

It must be remarked however, that the constants ^-^ near Java's

4'/' Point are not quite exact owing to the fact that they had to be

calculated from observations taken tiiiico daily, whilst (as appears

from formulae (1)), for the complete determination of tl', •S'j and -S'^

at least five independent — i. e. not (i or 1'2 hour distant) data

are required.

In calculating the S.^ constants, therefore, it is assumed either

that .S| is small with respect to ^Sg, or that the kappa-number of

(S'l (land- and Seabreeze) is about 05° or 245", in which case, for

the hours of !l a. m., 2 and li p. m., the influence of Sy disappears

altogether.

In fact the seabreeze at most places causes high water about 4

or 5
J),

m. and, with the exception of only a few places, e. g. Semarang,

the amplitude of S^ is insigniticant everywhere in the Archipelago.

The neglect of jS'i thei'cforc, canm)t in most cases have any

appreciable influence on the determination of the N^-constants and

it is principially lor this reason that, for the greater part of the

tidal stations, the above mentioned hours of observation have been

selected.

In this special case, moreover, it is highly improbable that the

kappanumbers of ^S'^ for Java's 4''' Paint would undergo a decrease

if it were possible to correct for the neglect of -Sj, because, if we
assume for 6'i the same kappanuniber as near Telok Betong^ viz.

27°, the kappan umber of -S'o becomes 285° instead of 280° so that

the difference would increase rather than decrease.

The tides of long duration Sa and Ssa may be considered to run

pretty well parellel if allowance is made for the fact that the

constants have been calculated from observations made duriu"-

different periods.

11. Sabang-hay.

In this bay of the isle of WcJi or Il'rtrt/ situated north ofSuuuitra's

n)ost northerly point in 5°54' N. Lat. and 'J5°20' E. Long., tidal

observations have been made since June I^' 1897 at the hours of

7 a.m., 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The results calculated from the first year-series may be given

here a,nd, for tlu^ sak(! of conqiarison, also the constants for tlio

road of Olch-leh.
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As tlicj liuurs of observation are not tin; same as (hose at wliidi

tli(! observations have been made at Telolc- Belong^ new formulae

hud to be applied ; the method however being essentially the same,

the results of the computation only may be given here.
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the mean soa-levcl and liall-tide (tlu! ineau of hiL;h inul low watfr),

(luring several years or months.

This has been done by the above-mentioned Commission, in their

calculation of flic mean sea-level for several years for Den J (elder.

Dr. II. G. VAN in: Sandk Bakhuyzen also in his communication

"On the variation of latitude," to tl;e meeting of lli(' Royal Aca-

demy (21"' of Kcbr. iS!)(;), assumed that the mean value of that

dilicriMicc (luring a inoiitii was a constant (luantitx at Den llclder.

Ill l)()tli cases this was perfectly justiKed, as this value for the

animal nutans is very nearly constant at Den ilelder, and in the last

case (liiTeieiices that may exist, are eliminated by the method of

determination. However, the sujjposition that the difference is con-

stant is not true for th(! annual means at all stations, and is

certainly not so, for the monthly means at some stations.

I intend to trace those causes, which produce a difference in this

value, and to find its range for one tide-gauge. I took Delfzyl for

the observation-station, as at Delfzyl the difference between half-tide

and the mean of the s(3a-levcl, is greater and more variable than at

any other station in our country. From another point of view,

Delfzyl would not be so advantageous, as there a comparison with

tide-gauges in the neighbourhood is not possible.

Before proceeding further, a few words, to point out the impor-

tance of the law of the variation of that difference, are necessary.

The knowledge of the mean sea-level is not only important for the

annual means, but also for the monthly means, as we can deduce

from them the annual variation, and also because an exact knowledge

of the monthly means, assists in the detection of the unavoidable

changes of the zero's in the automatic tide-gauges, and the deter-

mination of their values. As the high and low water marks are

always determined in the first place, their mean is naturally known;

therefore it saves much trouble, if it is possible to deduce from that

mean value, the true mean sea-level, as the hourly observations can

be then neglected. Besides, in the event of interruptions, which

happen frequently in using the automatic tide-gauges, it is much

easier to guess, the positions of high and low water, than the hourly

heights, as high and low water are independent of the exact time.

Moreover meteorological circumstances have, by the retardation or the

acceleration of the tide, a greater influence on the hourly heights

than on high and low water.

The mean sea-level can therefore be deduced more exactly from

the height of half-tide, the difi'erence of both being known, than

from the hourly observations when some of these must be guessed.
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Farther let the difference between the mean sea-level and the

height of half-tide be -•J, the mean sea-level Z, high water V, low

water E. Half-tide is ^ {V -\- E) and the range of the tide(F— j^).

The causes, which have an influence on the value of >1, are four

in number:

P'

.

tlie range of the tide (V—E)-^

2'"'. the mean sea-level (^);

3'''

.

the time of the year
;

4''\ the presence of ice.

In the last mentioned case. I am not alluding to tlie fact of the ice

preventing the working of the tide-gauge, for I consider this to be an

interruption, but to the fact, that the presence of ice at a certain

distance from the tide-gauges, deforms the tide-curve. This defor-

mation is, in my opinion, one of the most interesting researches on

tides.

I propose to solve the following question. What corrections are

wanted for Delfzyl in the value -4, deduced from a certain number

of years, in order to find that quantity for separate months ?

Tlie data, which I had at my disposal were the values of F and

E for 18 years (July 1881—July 1899) the values of -^ for 7 years

(1884—1800) viz. the height at 2, 5, 8 and 11 o'clock, and in

addition the height at 2 and 8 o'clock for 8 years (1891— 1898).

The mean range of the tide at Delfzyl is, according to these

data 2750 m.m., the moan sea-level Z is according to the calcula-

tious of the above-mentioned commission 128 m.m., reckoned from

the zero of the tide-gauge during the years 1884— 1890. The mean

value A during these 7 years is 193 m.m., so we find that the

mean of half-tide is 128— 193 m.m. = — 65 mm. Tide-curves

of spring and neap-tides accompany this paper.

It is difficult to determine, how much each of the four causes,

influences A at Delfzyl, as they often modify .4 in the same direction.

So, during the year, the correction for each of the three first- named

causes, is generally a sinusoide of about the same amplitude and

the same phase.

It is therefore necessary, to adopt a certain definite value for one

of these causes. I assume that the correction, due to the first cause,

is proportional to the difference of the mean range of the tide and

the observed value of that range V—E and that their proportion

is equal to the ratio of the mean values A and V—E, or ceteris

paribus, A is always proportional to V—E. In substance this will be

14
Procecdiugs Knyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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he case. I adopted as this proportion i/jj, the correction is therefore

1/,. (F-l?—2750) mm.
As concerns the second correction we see tliat when the sea-level

is hitrher, A is smaller than the mean value, and vice-versa.

We do not know exactly the law governing these small changes,

because various uni'oreseeu circumstances e.g. storms influence them.

The only thing that con be done, in my opinion, is to take for this

correction a quantity proportional to the deviation of the mean sea-level.

As it was my intention to deduce the value of Z from that of half-tide,

which is known, T adopted for the value of that correction a quantity

proportional to the deviation from the mean height at half-tide

(— 65 mm.).

After comparing the same months of different years, I found

that this correction amounts to about ^/oq or ^/so of the value of

that deviation i.e. V^u or \';.o of {V -\- E -\' IW). I have adopted

Vso (l'+^+i;50).

That the height of Z has an influence on the form of the tide-

curve, is probably due to the mud-banks in the Dollard. The surface

that must be covered, constantly changes with the level of the sea,

and so for equal tide-ranges, the quantity of water flowing in and

out of the Eems at Delfzyl, is much greater for high sea-levels

than for low.

Both corrections being applied another annual correction is still

wanted. For this correction I adopted an annual sinusoide, the

amplitude and the phase of which can be easily determined; The

amplitude is in round numbers 10 mm. and the greatest positive

value occurs about the P' of July. From the observations in the

seven-yearly period, there is no evidence of the existence of a half-

yearly sinusoide. Considering also the heights at 2 and 8 o'clock

for the period 1891— 1898, there appears to be a semi-annual sinus-

oide, but the amplitude is very small, and it is questionable whether

the sinusoide derived from those observations is not different from

the mean sinusoide It is better to entirely neglect this correction.

After applying these corrections, the values of the sea-level for

some months, still show great negative divergencies. It is obvious

that these are exactly the months in which we have a very low

temperature, and in which there must have been ice. But as the

mean temperature of a month is not an ex ict proof of the presence

of ice, I adopted as a datum the thickness of the ice according to

the observations at Den Helder (see the Proc. Kon. Inst, van Inge-

nieurs) as quoted in the following table.
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Thickness of the ice in nun.

1884 1885 1880 1887 1888 1889 1890

J;muaiy 22 387 201 298 310 204 43

February 53 34 323 266 360 156 171

March 24 211 110 223 124 93

November 46 74 6 43 145 27 267

December 95 58 96 121 51 199 811

I took for the months in question the four ones in which the ice

has the greatest thickness, and two other months in which the

thickness too was great, following immcdiatel)' on two of the for-

mer, as we may suppose the ice still existed during that time. The

selected months are underlined in the table.

I found that in these months A is too small. It is difficult to find

a cause for this, as, excepted at Dclfzyl and Statenzyl, there are no

tide-gauges in the Eenis and the Dollard, and the gauge at Statenzyl

does not work when the tide is low. Probably it is due to the

ice on the mud-banks of the Dolhud. Generally the effect of

the ice is to raise high-watermark at the mouth of the river, but

this is not the case at Delfzyl. On the contrary, the range of the

tide is less in the months with ice. Probably both V and E are

increased, but I'J more than F, and therefore the range is smaller

and half-tide considerably higher, the mean sea-level is less increased

than half-tide and hence the difference A is smaller.

The heights at 2 and 8 o'clock in the months January 1891 and

February 1895, when there was much ice, give also corresponding

results.

In the following table are given the values J, the corrections and

the remaining differences, for the 5 months in which A is a maxi-

mum, the 5 months in which A is a minimum, the months with

ice and two other months in which the error or the remaining diffe-

rence is greater than 15 mm.
14*
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Moiitli

Value

/A

CoiTcctiou for

Tide-

range.

Time of

tlie year.

Rciiiaiuiug

Difference.

Maxiiiuim values of A.

April
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The remaining diiferences for all months are given in the following

table, in which lialf mm. have been neglected; the months with

ico are underlined.

Month
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Partly neglecting tlie variations of the monthly tide-ranges in

(liflercnt years, which are at a maximum 120 mm. and give

only a maximum error of 3 mm. in the value of A, we can put

2/73 X 2750 4- aj COS {rp—y.i) instead of 2/75 V — %^ E mm.
The formula then becomes :

^ = 78 — 0,08 -E+ 03 cos {rp — y^) + Y-

The errors calculated from this formula do not dirt'or much from

the above-mentioned, for now the mean error is 6,4 mm. and the

formula is therefore as exact, while the computation is much more

easily carried out.

In conclusion I will add the following remarks.

First I should mention that I found some errors in the tables

containing the observed height of the sea-level at Delf/yl during the

months in which the greatest ditterences occurred and in those of

two other tide-gauges during five months. For instance at Delfzyl 1

found a month in which one height had been read from the half

hour-mark instead of the hour-mark, and also one reading with a

wrong sign. After making ihc correction the great divergence was

very much reduced. Although this is no proof, we may suppose that

the greatest differences very nearly give the limit of precision.

Further I notice that the second correction mentioned above does

not agree with the principle on which the method of harmonic

analysis is founded, so that this method cannot give exact results

in the reduction of the observations at Delfzyl. Still, I do not affirm

that any other is better.

This want of agreement is demonstrated by the term 0,08 £ in the

preceding formula. For the same month in two ditferent years

(February 1889 and 1890) the difference of the two values of E is

583 mm., so that 0,08 E = 47 mm., and although this difference

would not be of much importance for a single observation, it is far

too great for an error of the monthly mean.

Mathematics. — Prof. Jan de Vkies reads for Prof. L. Gegen-

BAUEU at Vienna a paper entitled : "-Neiv theorems on the

V

roots of the ficnclioiis C (x)".

Up to this moment we know of the roots of the coefficients

C {.() of the development of (I — 2 a -f- a-)—' according to ascending

powers of « only this, that they are all real and unequal, are situated
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between + 1 and — 1 and — apart from the root appearing in

the case of an uneven n — have in pairs the same absolute value

;

finally that the roots of C (.r) and C (,r) as well as those of C {.>)
''

n n—

1

»!

C (./) mutualh separate each other.
n — 1

In the following lines some new theorems on the roots of these

functions will be found in a highly simple manner, one of which

including as a special case a well known theorem of the theory ol

spherical functions.

V

1. From the addition-theorem of the functions C {x) arrived
n

at by me

C [.«•!+ 1/(1-^'-) 1/(1 -^'-rj to* »]=r 77(2,/— 2)
^^ '

11 (I/-1)

P
= « 2"-'

^-^ 2 J/ + 2 O — 1 V, p V, p
2V (-1)^77 , „T _; , ^ ^ C (A C (,.,)C {cos^) .^^ 11 {n— (>) JJ {n -\- 2 V + (J— 1) n n

f

f
=

(l>,r, .ri>-l)

where the square roots are taken positively and

^v,p ll(n-v) 77 (1/ + C-
- 1) ± V + p

n ^' 2«-P77(n + J/— Ij „ —

p

we find the relation

n

i C [.M'l + l/'(l -^f"i 1/(1— '''l^)
'O* fl «"*-•'"'

-f "' f —
J »

22v-i[i7 (r-l)]^77(n) V V

/7 (n + 2 1/ - 1) n^ ' ,r

V

By putting .tj equal to a positive root ;•„ of the function (.')

the equation is transformed into

AT

C" [« 5„ 4- 1/(1— .^2) 1/(1—^„2) COS <f] sm^" -1
qp (lj> = ,

V

showing that the function C U) vanishes at least for one value

of its argument lying between •'-« + t/(l— -''-) V/'(l—-»') and

a'-ii—1/(1— ''•") 1/(1

—

^n~), as otherwise the function to be integrated
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\Nould not change its sign in the entire region of integration, and

lieiioc tlie integral could not be equal to 0. This value ccrtainlv

(lifl'ors froui :„ when

2« > ^ -'„ + j/(l-*2) l/(l--.r)

.

which can only be the case, if

and this leads, in case .r niiu;ht also be positive, to the supposition

The entire interval under discussion being a positive one when

ic is taken greater than l/(l— ^;r), we find the theorem:

V

If z„ be a posilire root of iJie fiDictioii C (x) surpassing 1 : i/2

and a a positive root lying between |i/(l

—

Zn)\ and 2 z„^—^1, then

there must be in the interval as,,— l/(l — «^) i/ (1

—

Zn") to

^2n-\-\/{\ — a")i/(l

—

z„^) at least one other positive root of thit;

function (smaller than z,,).

A corollary of this theorem is the following:

V

The smallest positive root of the function C (x) is smaller than 1 : i 2.

V

2. In my paper "Soir.e theorems on the functions C (.(>" ("Einige

V

Satze iiber die Functionen C (•»)") contained in the 47"' vol. of
71

" Den k sell riften der mathematisch-naturwissenschaftlichen Classe der

Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien" I have given the four

following equations:

/2 v—l\
(-.). 12(^ .

C {cos .r) = — I (cos ([> — cos .?)''-

'

2v-i ^/n n {v—\) si>fi^-- ^

2V

^2« (
*'" T J

'''* l)^f ('' > 0) •
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n 0^^)
V \ 2 J f

C {eon J-) = I (cos X— cos <)f)"~'

2"-! l/TT 77(j'— 1) CO.?'"-! -^ X

C I COS — I sin — d(f f*' ^ 0) ,

2»V 2/ 2
^ '

'2 J/— 3n
X

/2 J/—3\
(-"""(-2-)

rC (cosx)^z [{cosh— cosJ-)'-'"'
X J-1 *2"-! ^/7l n (i^— 2) szH^" -' --

I (cos .(' (C {cos !) ^= I {cos x— COS q^y

2^-1 i/n n (r- 2) ros'^v- 1 — ^

2v-l / qp \

which are a generalization of the integrals:

2 r cos {n 4- i)
qi t?<p

/^„ (cos x)z= — I — —
nj |/2(f0.sqp- cos si)

n J y I {cos X — cos qp)

given by Mehler in his conimuuication "Notice on integral forms

of Dirichlet for the spherical functions P„ {cos d) and an analogous

inteiiralform for the eylinflrieal functions /(j-)", "(Notiz iiber die

Dirichlet'schen Integralausdriicke fiir die Kugelfunctionen P„ {cos d)

und eine analoge Integralform fiir die Cylinderfunctionen /(.c))".

V

B} putting X equal to the root of the function C {cos x) lying be-

n
tween and - wc transform thcin into the following relations:
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I

{cos qp — cos 2/n)*'~' C^ [ sin— jcos — rf.jp =

(COS y„ — CO* (j;)*-' C^^l <'ov ^ )«*'« "^ '^^ ~ ^ '

y-

I

{cos (f
— cosy.^y-^ C^^^^j i^sin —

j
.v/;/ (^ (Af. = ,

I {cos //„ — COS qp)""' C^^^^j f cos —
j

si.i (p (hp = ,

!/"

ft/ ipN f«/ (p \
which relations show that the functions C^(sm—j and ^^i^'^'^Ty

vanish at least tor one value of lip within the respective interval

of integration. This gives rise to the following theorems:

V

Tlie smallest among ihe roots of C {cos x) lyiinj between and

— is larger than the smallest of the roots of (\ f cos—
j ful-

filliny the same conditions and ihe greatest among the above named

V

roots of C {cos x) is smaller than the greatest among the roots of

C ( cos
J

belonging to this region.

V

The smallest among the roots of C {cos x) lying between and

— is larqer than the smallest of the roots of C [sin —
)

/"«/-

2 ' 2« + i \ 2 /

filling the same conditions, and the greatest among the above named

roots of C {cos x) is smaller than the greatest among the roots of

2v— 1 / .r N

C [cos— ) belonging to this region:
2;i-ri \ 2 /

By putting in the first proposition i' equal to ^ and bv marking

that
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I

C ^ (cos x) = P,i {cos j) ,

n

1 sin{2n+\) ;,
C (CCS x) = -. 1

In Sin X

C {sin X) = (- 1)»—^ 3L_^
2« fOS X

and that sin « increases, cos a however diminishes with a, we arrive

at the theorem :

J'/ie positivQ roots of the n'^ spherical function P„ (x) lie between

cos
^-^— and cos — — where «, is the greatest even number

2 « + 1 2 w + 1
^ -^

contained in n.

This theorem is a corollary of the one deduced by Bruns in his

treatise "Ou the theory of the spherical functions" (ZurTheorie der

Kugelfunctionen) published in the 90'*" vol. of Crelle's Journal

and recently proved by Markoff i) and Stieltjes^):

The roots of the spherical functions lie one bij one in the intervals

2 in (2 I — 1) ;r

cos .... cos .

2n + 1 2w + 1

From the preceding theorems we can easily deduce the following:

The difference between the greatest positive root of the function

C (.r) and unity is less than two times the square of the smallest

positive root of G {x)

.

The difference bettceen tlie greatest positive root of the function

V

C (x) and unify is less than two times the square of the smallest

2v—

1

positive root of C (x)

.

The difference betiveen the greatest -positive root of the n''' spherical

function and unity is less than 2 cos^
n-i n

2nAr\

') /.On tiie roots of certain equations", (//Sur les raoines ile certuiiies equations")

Matlieiu. Anualen, 27tli Vol.

-) «0n the roots of the eciuation Xn = 0," (//Sur les racines de IV'quation

A',, — 0") Acta Mathematica, IX Vol. "On the polynomia of Legendre"', (*Sur les

polynomes de Legendre"), Annales de la Faculti' des Sciences de Toidouse. Vol. IV.

Makkoff and Stieltjes deduce in the cited treatise also the narrower limits

i T (2 i 1) TT

cos .... cos .

)» + 1 %%
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Two times the square of the smallest positive root of C (r)

V

is smaller than the smallest positive root of C (x) increased hi/ 1.

Two times the square of the smallest positive root of C (,r)

is smaller than the smallest positive root of C (x) increased by 1.

The two lattor theorems furnish us with a less narrow limitation

V

for the smallest positive root of the function C (x) than the theo-
11

rem at the conclusion of § 1.

Terrestrial magnetis.n. — Dr. W. van Bemmelen. " " .S/ja.sw.s"

in the terrestrial magnetic force at Batavia.'' (Cominunipatijd

bv Prof. ][. Kamerlinoh Onnes).

(Head September 30"' 1899).

Since the great development of Seismology, the instruments, which

record photographically the quantities determining the earth's mag-

netism have also rendered good service as Seismographs in the

researches on the propagation of earth-waves in tlie surface of the earth.

During half a year I hud the opportunity of tracing the seismic

disturbances iu the Magnetograms at Batavia, and this under very

favourable circumstances ; for, not only was the fear of local distur-

bance very small, the temperature constant and the damping large,

but since June P' 1898 a new Milne Seismograph had been working

and furnishing accurate information about seismic disturbances. When
an earthquake is near, these appear in the curves of the Magneto-

grams as discontinuities, viz. the needle suddenly starts vibrating and

continues doing so for some minutes; when at a greater distance, on

the contrary, only a more or less considerable regular broadening of

the curves appears. Comparison with the Milne-Seismograms quickly

taught me that the seismic disturbances at Batavia seldom are large

enough to appear in the Magnetograms, but also conversely, that

no trace of a large number of analogous disturbances in the Mag-

netograms could be detected in the Seismograms.

Hence there is danger of considerable confusion : if for instance an

earth-wave has passed at Batavia at 11.10 which has not appeared in

the Magnetograms, then very likely a non-seismic disturbance, occur-

ring at 11.5 for instance, will be mistaken for an earth-wave and an

error of minutes will be made. Moreover it is necessary to inquire

whether a new phenomenon does not mingle with those just mentioned.
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I have given the name ^Spasms" to these little motions. These

appear as broadenings of the curves of the Bifilar-Magnetometer,

which may be caused by vibrations of the magnetic foice with an

amplitude of from 3 to 15 g. (g = 0.00001 C. G. S.) during about

1 to 8 minutes. On the scale of the bifilar-magnetogram 1 m.m.

represents 4 minutes and 5 g.

On trying to find an answer to the question, whether there is

really evidence of a new kind of small disturbances, I employed

two methods, that of statistics and that of direct observation.

After the example of Eschenhagen I constructed a Microvario-

meter for the Horizontal Intensity, in which a light magnet is

held perpendicular to the magnetic meridian by the torsion of a

Grerman-silver wire. The period of a complete vibration was 9 seconds

the damping ratio 2— 7, the value of the tenths of divisions, which
could be estimated very easily, 0,06 g.

With this instrument I observed continuously during one or

two hours for many nights, and often took readings every fifth

second, but unfortunately I have not yet been lucky enough to

observe an undoubted Spasm. It occurred on only one occasion

and was even then not a striking one.

Notwithstanding this adversjty I have been able to learn much
from these observations.

For instance I happened to be behind the telescope when a series

of faint earth-waves, distinctly registered by the Seismograph, passed

Batavia, and though wholly unconscious of this, I nevertheless

noted three times horizontal and vertical motions of the maonetic

needle. Their period was 2,5 seconds, half that of the free vibration

of the magnet.

This observation during the occurrence of a Spasm in tiie Mao--

netogram indicated that really a kind of miniature disturbance had
passed, and not a prolonged motion, caused by an earthquake. On
one occasion I noted, while everything else was quiet, a strono-

impulse three times in one minute, which caused deviations of 20 to

40 g. The Magnetograms did not show the least signs of these, as

the damping of the magnet is too rapid and the paper is not sensi-

tive enough to light. Although my dii'ect observations have not

until now met wich much success, they nevertheless make the

existence of very small iiuijjnetic disturbances appear probable in

tills case. Hero at Batavia only the curves of the Horizontal Intensity

show the Spasms, never those of the Declination whicli larely

exhibit perturbations at our tropical station.

In compiling tlie statistics we met with three difficulties:
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1"*'
. The number of Spasms detected depends upon the breadth

and distinctness of the curves, which are very variable dnrin;^- the

re<,nstcrin^'-perio(l 1 883— '99.

2"*'. During- a very unsettled state of the Magnet it was often

impossible to distinguish between the various kinds of disturbances.

S"*. The possibility exists, that many earthcjuakes have not been

noticed, though I had made extracts formerly from the statistics of

earthquakes published in the 'Natuurkundig Tijdsehrift voor Neder-

landsch Indie".

Only the difficulty mentioned under 1 is unevitable, and indeed

its baneful influeuce has been keenly felt.

I searched tlie Magnetograms of the continuous series from March

27 1883 till March 27 1899 ; for the undulations only the years

with narrower curves.

A N N U A L N U M B E R S.

Year
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the curves are very broad and during the years 92—97 almost

invariable in breadth, then a concordance with the number of sun-

spots appears rather dubious.

Aknual variation.

It soon appeared that an annual fluctuation existed in the fre-

quency of the disturbances. Hence I have calculated for a closer inquiry

the twelve day and not the monthly means. (Five 18 days periods

were made, distributed equally throughout the year.)
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left the choice between June 22 and July 12; and as June 21

is midway between Febr. 22 and r)ct. 17, we have good reason

for choosing- June 22.

The harmonic analysis of the numbers for the 12 days periods

yields

:

/>> = 37.1 + 10.2 cos (nX 12° — 24°15')4-8.3 cos (« X 24° — 67°53')

but this formula does not account for the steeply rising maxima,

which deniaud tlie t(!nns with 3 rp and 4 7> and so reduce the cosine-

formula to a mere result of calculation. I think it therefore more

suitalile to defer the deduction of formulae until an explanatory and

acceptable hypothesis has been found.
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certain influence for, the minima appear about sunrise and sunset

and tlie maxima, as frequently liappens, about midday.

The mean diurnal variation calculated from four maximum and

from four minimum months does not show any sensible ditferenco,

DIURNAL VARIATION FOR MAXIMUM AND

MINIMUM PERIODS.

II. Febi-.-Mavch Sqit.-Oct. Mav-Juuc Julv-Dco.
The Nos. for

miuimuni periods

multiplied 1)}' 2.

0- 1 AM
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T furtlipr investio'ated whether any connection existed between tlie

liKniency of the Spasms and the tiopical and the synodical revo-

lution of ttie moon, respectively 2'.l,530() and 27,3"21G days; and

moreover witli the sun's rotation, for the periods: 25,787; 25,800;

25,815; 25,857; 25,92!) and 26,071 days.

In none of these cases however was a marked periodicity found,

at all events nothing pointing to a direct influence of these revolutions.

Such an influence would have been useful for the explanation

of the phenomena we are now considering.

It is not possible now to give an explanation ; for that purpose

we require, that

1^'
. I'he Microvariometer should furnish new material for research

;

2'"'. The phenomenon is also investigated at other magnetic

observatories
;

3"i. A theory of the variation of the earth's magnetic force, of

the Aurora borealis and of the electric currents in the earth and

the high atmosphere has been established.

I will only point out some analogies, which may perhaps con-

tribute afterwards to an explanation.

The deviations, calculated according to van der Stok's method

of reduction, can serve as an indication of the amount of distur-

bance of the Horizontal Intensity at Batavia, especially for the

shifting of the lines. The table ') for the period 1892—93 shows

for these deviations

1st. A semi-annual period, with its maxima in March and Sep-

tember, its minima in June and January.

2"'^ A diurnal period, with its maximum at 3 P. M. and its

minimum at 1 A. M.

S'''. A concordance with the number of sun-spots.

Hence there is agreement between the annual variation of these devia-

tions with that of the Spasms, but not between the diurnal variations.

The photograms giving the Potential of atmospheric electricity

show nothing in particular during Spasms, the diurnal variation of

the Potential is even leverse and is not semi-diurnal. The annual

variation again only contains one maximum and one minimum. Co-

incidences in the variations of the meteorological elements are not

to be detected. Important coincidences aie found with the periodical

fluctuations of the Aurora borealis here, in the nightly maximum
and the semi-annual periodicity characteristic of this.

The observed numbers have shown, that the epochs of the maxi-

') Observations, Batavia, Vol, XVI.
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mum and the minimum are altered together with the geographical

j)osition, and that the daily variation has no secundary maximum
at noon. We should not forget however, how large the infiuonce

of moon- and daylight is, and how difficult it is to choose an

adequate scale for the Intensity. At lower latitudes the maximum
is reached a little before midnight, the minimum about six o'clock

in the morning.

The annual variation of the Aurora australis according to Boller i)

is given by

:

Jan. Febr. March April May June July Aug. Sept, Oct. Nov. Dec.

63 lU-1 110 77 41 25 39 52 58 67 63 65

which shows considerable analogy with that of the Spasms; but

unlike the Spasms the Aurorae are more uuraerous during a disturbed

magnetic state.

It seems however that a connection exists with a series of wholly

different motions in the curves of the Horizontal Intensity, in which
for a time varying from a few minutes to several hours the Magnet
roguhirly executes little oscillations with an almost constant period

of about 1—4 minutes, and an amplitude of from 1 to 7 g.

I had made these motions already the subject of a careful inquiry,

when a remark in the second paper "-) of Prof. Eschenhagen made

it appear probable to me, that Dr. Arendt had made already a

similar investigation for the curves at Potsdam.

Prof. Eschenhagen writes (p. 679): "So far as has been observed

until now, tlicse vibrations appear principally in the daytime; at

night they are very rare. But frequently at night larger oscillations

occur, which are observed even macroscopically in the usual records

and which usually occupy whole minutes, though the phenomenon
itself seldom lasts for an hour, but usually only for a short time.

Already at the beginning of the registering in 1890, attention was
paid to this, as the greater distinctness and larger time-scale at

Potsdam allowed the phenomenon to be observed there better and

more easily than at other observatories. Since then Dr. Arendt
has studied this kind of waves, and he is inclined to the opinion,

that they are connected with the phenomena of atmospheric electricity."

This paper of Dr. Arkndt's "Boziehungen der Elektrischen Er-

scheinungen unserer Atmosphare zum Erdmagnetismus (das Wetter

') W. BoLLEB. Das Sii(Uicht. Bcilriige zur Geophysik. lid. ILL. Heft i. S. 551-. 18'J8.

-) Sitziiiigs Bei-. (1. L'l-. Akaclemie d. WUs. zu Berlin 1897. June 2 J.

15*
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1896, Heft 11 unil 12)", is, 1 recret to say, not at my disposal

here, therefore 1 will only touch slightly on this matter now.

I have <>;ivon tlic name Puhutious to these wave motions in the

curves, contrasting them thus with the Spasms, because of their

resemblance to similar motions in the Seismograms, which were first

detected by v. IIhbkur-Paschwitz and afterwards by Milke and

Ehlkrt, and to which this name was given by vON Rereur.

I have compiled statistics of the occurrance of these I'ulsations in the

years with narrow registering curves, which led to the following result:

1 Jan,-
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The frequency of the Pulsations was tested in vain like that of

the Spasms for a concordance with the tropical or synodical revo-

lution of the Moon,

In the yearly values of the frequency of these Pulsations no

parallelism with the numbers for the sun-spots can lie found, and

in the monthly values a not very distinct yearly undulation appears,

which however is quite difterent from that of the Bpasms. But,

curiously enough, the daily vaiiations in the frequency agree, without

being however quite equal, as appears from the following table of

the epochs of the maxima etc.

Spasms Pulsations

Principal maximum 11—12 P.M. 0—1 A.M

» minimum 7- 8 A.M. 7— S A.M.

Secuudary maximum ± 2 P.M. ± 1 P.M.

» miuimum G— 7 P.M. 5-6 P.M.

The Electrograms at Batavia show nothing reniaikabje during

the occurrence of Pulsations, which means that no simultaneous

changes in the Potential can be observed. As regards the slope of

Electric Potential in the lower strata of the atmosphere, I think

this will not have any influence on the magnet.

In concluding this preliminary communication I will point out,

that a magnetic calm favours the developmeut of the Pulsations,

which is connected directly with the quiet of night, as shown by

the magnetograms at Batavia. This nightly calm is clearly indicated

by the diurnal variation of the above mentioned ,,deviations", and

the epoch of the miuimum (1 A.M.) practically coincides with the

maximum epoch of the Pulsations. But also the minimum epoch of

the deviations (3 P.M.) coincides with the epoch of the secondary

maximum, and this makes the connection less clear.

Physics. — Dr. Fritz Hasenoehkl. "T/<e dielectric-coefficients

of liquid nitrous oxide and oxijijen." (Communication N°. 52,

from the Physical Laboratory at Leyden by Prof. H. Kamer-

LiNOH Onnes).

(Head September 30th 1899).

Measurements of the dielectric-coefficients of liquid gases have

been made up to the present only by Linde ') and by Dkwar and

) T.iNDE, "Wied. Ann. 56 p. 54(1.
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Flkming '). T)i(! measurements of Linde are coiicerneil with those

gases which become liquid umlcr high pressure at relatively high

temperatures and are not in direct relationship with the following

work. On the contrary Dewaii and P'i.emikg have sought the

dielectric-coefficient of liquid oxygen under the same condition as I,

namely at the temperature of the normal boiling point under atmos-

pheric pressure.

The gases were liquefied in the cryogenic laboratory of the University

of Ticydon, the arrangement of wliich is described in another place "j.

I shall hence confine myself to mentioning here the special arran-

gements used in the dctciiniiiation of the dielectric-coefficients. Lniriiig

the experiments the cryogenic apparatus was under the personal

care of Prof. Kameklingh Onnes, through whom alone my research

was brought to a satisfactory conclusion. I wish to express here,

for this and iniuh (itlicr valuable assistance, my w^armest and

most sincere thaidis.

1. The McUiod.

'1 he method I used was a modification of

Gokdon's, the principle of which is clearly

and diagramatically shown in Fig. I. The in-

ner surfaces of two condensors Cj and C^

are connected to the quadrant pairs of a

Thomson electrometer, and the outer sur-

faces to one pole of an induction coil the

other pole which is earthed together with the

needle of the electrometer. Then, if the

capacities Cj and Co are equal, the needle

Avill not be deflected on starting the coil.

If Cj is an adjustable condenser, then the

capacity of C^ with different media can be

obtained and hence immediately the dielectric

coefficients of these media. But this assumes

that the electi'ometer is constructed symmetrically and that the capacity

of the leads and also of the non-inductive parts of the condenser

(i. e. other than the plates) are the same on the two sides. The

simultaneous elimination of these two sources of error offers consi-

derable difficulties.

If we call 7i and j/j tlie capacities of the quadrant pairs together

c/t/iiiiutiyiff

1) Uewah and Fleming, I'roo. R. S. Lond.

-) Kameeuncii Onkes, Comni. Ph3's. Lab. Leiden WK 14. Mathias, Le Labonitoire

cryogcne de t^eyde, Eev. Gi'n. d. Sciences, 1S96 p. 3S1. And especially Kamerlikoh

Onnes. Mellioils ;iiid ;i|)iiar;\tiis used in tiie cryogenic laboratory [. Inc. cit. No. 51.
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with their leads ; n-. and vc the characteristic constants of theirPi anu po

action on the needle (the difierential quotients of the mutual

induction coefficients by the rotations) ; C^ and Cj the capacities of

the two condensers to be compared
; fi and cj the capacities of the

non-inductive parts of the conder.sors connected to the electrometer

;

then the equation for the equilibrium of the needle is ')

P\= —r— P^ • ' • ' • (')
•1 + 71 ^ ^ '•2 + 7

If however this equation is fulfilled the ecjuality of Cj and C'j does

not immediately follow. We can first make p.^^= p^, by some known

method. In this case e(|uation (1) takes the form

ei + 71/ ^ <3 + 7

We can now reverse Cj and Q thus changincf their influence and,

keeping p constant, alt(ir / through a capacity such that the equi-

librium of the needle is not further altered by this reversal. Hence

besides (!') we have

_^)== r-^)' (.,
<'2 + 7i ^ ^ '"i + 72 /

And from (f) and (2) it follows that we must have 71 = 70 and

ci ^ C2 if we wish to arrive at

Cj i^: Go .

It would however be difficult to make these quantities p and 7

equal with the necessary accuracy. Further they alter with every

change in the nuUpoint of the electrometer needle, and hence these

equalizations would have to be often repeated and would be certainly

very tedious and lengthy. On account of these difficulties I have

modified the method as follows.

Ci remains permanently unaltered, Cj is an adjustable condenser,

and is so arranged that the needle will not move when the coil is

started. The condenser, of which th(; capacity is required, is now put

in ])arallel with Cj. To bring the needle back to zero, the capacity'

Cj must be decreased by a measurable amount which is equal to

the required capacity. In this way the symmetry of the electrometer

etc. requires no attention. The sole condition is that the wires, which

put the unknown capacity in parallel with Cj, have not themselves

') See M.wwKLt, Electricity and Magnetism. Vol. I. p. 219.
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ii iiiciisuiiible eapaoity. Natuially tliis is not easily attained, bnttlio

respect ivo eonections may be detonnined fairly simply as explained

below.

2. Description of the separate apparatus.

Tli(! eleetrometcr was a Thomson's in its original form. When
this is set up in the neitfhbourhood of the working pumps of

the cryogenie laboratory it must be little sensitive to vibration.

For this purpose I obtained the damping by air (after Topleb),

instead of by sulphuric acid, and replaced the bifilar suspension of

two cocoon fibres by a platinum wire about 70 cm. long and 30 /-i

m diameter which can carry a much greater weight.

After these changes had been made the vibrations were less than

0.1 mm. on a scale at 3.5 m. distance, even when the pumps of

the cryogenie laboiatory were working at a distance of 10 m., while

with the origijial arrangement it was quite impossible to make obser-

vations under the same conditions.

Th(! iiid\U'tion coil was worked by an alternating current making

200 vibrations per second, the spark distance at the ends of the

secondary being about O.Of) mm. ').

For the conibmser an apparatus was used which was consti'urted

according to N ERNST ~j vi/. two metal plates between which a glass

])late can be displaced. Tlieorctically the alteration in the capacity

is proportional to the position of the glass plate. In practice however

the condenser must fiist l)e calibrated. This can be done with the

help of a specially constructed condenser such as Nernst's 'J'rough

c(mdenser''). The one used and shown in Fig. 2 only differs from this

in that the ebonite cover has been replaced by

g a metal one ; and the metal tube, to which the

other plate is fastened, by a stiff wire D of 2 mm.

diam. The latter is insulated from the metal cover

by a small thickness of ebonite. In a condenser

constructed thus the non-inductive capacity is

exceedingly small.

In the construction of the experimental con-

Fip:. 2 denser there are two points to be primarily con-

sidered
;

as large a capacity as possible must be introduced into a

somewhat limited space, and the non-inductive capacity which is

connected to the electrometer must be as small as possible. These

1) PieliiiiinaiT expeiiuieuts showed that the passage of sparks of several iiiille-

meters long did not explode liquid nitrous oxide though this is endothennic.

-') Neunst, Zeitsuhrift fiir physik. Clieniie XLV. 4.

') Neunst, loc. cit.
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comlitions were fulfilled in the iiicanucr clearly shown in Plate T, which

repr<!sents three different sections of the condenser together with

the beaker of the cryostat, made to receive the liqueiied gas, in

which it is placed.

The two outer plates ;>i and Pi are connected by the nut s to one

anotlier and by the pin t with the earth. The three screws « are

phucd in suitable glass tubes on which the five plate condenser is

itself mounted. The plates themselves have a radius of 3 cm. and

are separated from one another by small glass rods 1 mm. long.

To reduce the errors so introduced to a minimum these glass I'ods

must be made as small as possible, and it appeared to be best to

cut them from a 1 mm. glass tube with a wall of '/s mm. and

then to grind them exactly equal. The above mentioned error cannot

finally be more than O.l ^/r, since it enters equalh' into the

numerator and denominator of the expression for the dielectiic

coefficient. The P', 3''^' and 5'*' plates are connected with a pole of

the induction coil, the 2'"^ and 4''' with the electrometer. The

necessary wires for this, di and f/j, are fastened to the P' and 2"'^'

plates I'espectivelj; they are drawn through small openings in the

supeiimposed plates, and continue above thiough the glass tube </.

By means of a pin t the whole condenser is fastened to the cover

of a hollow cylinder of brass m in which the liquid to be investigated

is placed. The hollow cylinder is earthed together with the two

outer plates ^).

The method of filling the condenser with liquid gases must now

be discussed, but some points should be first considered. The condenser

and hollow cylinder must be protected as much as possible from

external heat to prevent the formation of bubbles of vapour, whence

they are immersed in the beaker B^ under the liquid gas. The liquid

gas must be employed in sufficient quantity to cool the condenser

and to keep it cold, it must be kept from the deteriorating action

of atmospheric air, and finally care must be taken that the vapours

drawn off are not lost. All these conditions can be best obtained

by the aid of a cryostat i. e. a boiling glass with its cases, such as is

used ill the cryogenic laboratory for measurements with liquid gases.

The description of the latter can be found in another place ^).

The following must also be consid(>rcd. The principle of the method

') The section i.s taken ])iirtly (luoiigli the lnl)e // und partly thmngh the tnbe N,

') By the wire (p. See I'late I, Conini. N". .")1.

^) Kamkhlinoii Onnes, Coniin. No. 51 § 3.
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is to compare tlic capacity of the same condenser in ;iii' iuhI in a

given medium when all dimensions are kept strictly constant. When
the oaji.'uity of the aii- condenser is oljtaincd at the room tempera-

tiiie, and that of tlie li<|uid condenser at the temperature of hoiling

gases the geometrical jjroportions are pi-ohahly altered by thermic

expansion and deformation, ajid in consideration of the large diH'e-

rence of tomperatui'e it is possible that an appreciable error may
thus enter.

For these reasons tlio condenser was arranged in the hollow cylinder

so that this enclosed space could be evacuated and cooled in liquid

gas. Then, in the manner described below, this evacuated space con-

taining the condenser could be filled with liquid gas from the beaker.

It must be noticed that, however thin tlie leads may be they always

will repix'sent a measurable capacity and hence that the smallest dis-

placement of the apparatus will produce considerable errors. Especially

to avoid this it is desirable to mount the a])paratus as in Onnks'

method for the use of liquid gases in measurements. xVccording to

this method, the apparatus to be dipped in and fillcil with li(iuid

gas is mounted in the closed boiling case, in which the liquid can

be immediately poured out, so that the operations of exhausting

cooling and filling with the liquid gas allow the position of the

condenser and the leads to lemain unaltered.

The manner in whicli the above mentioned hollow brass cylinder

is mounted with the experimental condenser in the boiling glass is

given in Comm. N". 51 § 2 ^). The further arrangement of the

covering of the condenser is shown in Plate I. The inside of the

cylinder communicates with the exterior in two ways. One is the fine

copper tube r which communicates with the part of the beaker un-

occupied by the cylinder. This can be opened or closed at pleasui'e

from without by means of a cock in which the pin h is moved by

the rod ho and handle /i^. The other outlet is the glass tube g,

through which the expanding vapours can be diawn towards u to

be collected in the caoutchouc bags ^).

') Plate I is a detailed drawing of the cryostat containing the condenser. Plate IV is

a diagramatic representation of the nitrous oxide circulatiou and the cryostat, for the

oxygen circulation see Mathias 1. c.

'J Further explanations : a., are small screws to fasten packing «„ i wooden block

to support glass tubes .-, which the wires //, .-iiid (L pass through, c wooden block

in two parts to support outfiow tube without conducting of heat, / soldered in screw

used in boring the canal for the liquid gas, X-, packing under the level, /-^ brass

mount for screwing ou the same, k^ leather cushion, e caoutchouc tube to connect

tlie glass tube // with the brass covering of the condenser and protected by fishglue

against the li(iuid gas. i:, brass bands to make all tight with the help of the screws
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Measurements arc obtained with the above as follows. First the

oock h is shut and the liquid gas allowed to stream into the

boiling glass. When a sufficient quantity has collected there, aud

we may consider that the whole of the condenser has assumed

the temperature of the gas, the inside of the hollow cylinder is

evacuated through the glass tube <; and the capacity of the conden-

ser determined. The cock h is then opened so that the liquid gas

streams into the inside of the cylinder in consequence of the pres-

sure. When this operation is finished the cock /; is again shut and

the capacity of the condenser redetermined, this (ime with the

liquefied gas as a medium^).

In order to be certain that the cylinder was full of liquid gas the

gauge N was found to be necessary, in which the level of the meniscus

indicates outside the level of the licjuid in the cylinder or the glass

tube g adjacent to it. The glass tube / which connects g to N
allows an equalization of pressure-).

It was unfortunately im])ossible for the electrometer and above

mentioned auxiliary apparatus to stand in the room where the

refrigerating machinery is installed, partly from want of space and

partly because of the inevitable vibration caused by the working of

and attendance on the pumps. Hence I had simply the choice be-

tween, placing the boiling flask containing the condenser in the

neighbouring room where the electrometer already stood; or keeping

the boiling flask in the cryogenic laboratory and connecting the

condenser to the electrometer by adequately long leads. In the former

case the liquefied gas would have to be conveyed to the boiling flask

through about 5 m. of tubing into which it would be very difficult

to prevent the entrance of heat, aud a successful termination of the

research would be doubtful. This consideration caused me to primarily

favour the latter arrangement, although the sensibility of the method

is undoubtedly diminished owing to the non-neglectable capacity

represented by the long leads. Finally I considered that the advantages

of the latter arrangement outweighed its disadvantages.

It appeared to be necessary to eliminate the influence of the long

indicated; /, p, q, ?(„ u„, ?c,, w., see Clomin. N". 51 § 2; <„
'i copper mountings to

fasten steel pins »,, Pj. The lateral opening of the glass tul)e g can be clearly seen

in front of the side tube lu of the brass 7' tube.

'J In the first of the three sections given the beaker aud condenser are empty, in

the second the beaker is full and in the third ijoth are full of liquid gas.

") The gauge has been turned in the second section in order to show /. As remarked

above the gauge has not been drawn in Plate \. i'omm. N". 51 §2, it is observed

through K. (PI. I, loc. cit.).
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loads, i'(tr which auxiliaiy capacities wore required. These were

made on the saiiio principle as the experimental condenser ; metal

plates which arc connected by glass tubes and separated by small

glass rings. The so lorincd condenser is then insulated by a layer of

paraffin and placed in a card-board box coated with tin foil. The
foil is put to earth so that tlu! capacity is ijuitc iiiv.uiablc and inde-

pendent of the presence of neighbouring bodies.

Such an auxiliary condenser is also useful when experimenting

on a substance with a larg(> dielectric-coefficient, ioi' then the glass

plate of Neunst's adjustable condenser may not be sufficiently long

to give the I'djuired change of capacity. In such a case the auxil-

iar\ capacity should be put in parallel wilh the adjustable condenser,

.3. Arrangement of the apparatus.

In order to avoid the ei-rois arising from the change of capacity

of the leads, the whole apparatus must be immovably and perma-

nently fixed. For the same reason the condensers should be very

cai'cfully switched on and off. This requires the use of a switch

board to which the taunt wires are fixed and the capacity of which

is as small as possible. Indeed for this purpose I employed small

ebonite plates provided with mercury cups which could he connected

by small metal bars. A diagramatic I'epresentation of the ari'ange-

ment is shown in Fig. .3.

From the two quadrant pairs of the electrometer two wires pro-

ceed to the mercury cups a and 6, and then to the small key 5,

by which a metallic connection between the quadrants can be made

and the zero reproduced. From the six other mercury cups c, f/, e,/,^, A,

leads go to the inner plates of six condensers N^, N^, A, B, C, D^ of

which Ni, N^, are adjustable Nernst condensers and AjB,C D are

auxiliary condensers as described above. The outer plates of these
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Last four condensers can be connected as required to the earth or

to the pole P of the Rumkorff coil to which the outer plates

of A'l and A'j are always connected. When the key V is sluit the

condensers are earthed together. From H a wire proceeds into

the neighbouring room, and can be connected by the key T to the

experimental condenser J?; the outer plate of which is always con-

nected to the coil.

Although only one adjustable condenser is required by the theory

of the method, the second A'3 is used partly for convenience, partly

for the calibration of the former ^) as described below.

4. Calibrnfiou of the adjustable condensers.

The adjustable condenser was, as mentioned above, an instrument

constructed after Nernst's design. The alteration in the capacity

would be proportional to the movement of the glass plate if the

apparatus were theoretically exact. This is naturally not the case,

so the condenser must first be calibrated. The method employed is

also due to Neknst. The calibration condenser is put in parallel

with the adjustable condenser as described above, and the displacement

determined which is required to re-establish equilibrium.

When this is done the calibration condenser is again cut off, and

equilibrium re -obtained with the help of the other adjustable con-

denser. The former condenser is again put in parallel with the calibra-

tion instrument, the necessary displacement measured and the process

I'cpeated until the glass plate is exhausted. In this way one finds

the different positions of the glass plate which correspond to equal

differences of capacity. The application of this method of calibration

depends upon the supposition that the capacity of the non-inductive

parts of the calibration condenser is negligible, as well as that of

the wire which puts it in parallel with the adjustable condensei'.

The first condition is almost absolutely fulfilled by the condenser

described above (see fig. 2). The use of the wire can moreover

be avoided as shown by Nernst ^). The condenser is insulated by
an ebonite plate and is so arranged that the 2 mm. wire -D, which

projects above the cover of the condenser, stands at the same

height as the wires of the adjustable condenser (Fig. 3). The cali-

bration condenser can now be switched on and ofl:' by shifting it

for about 2 mm. in a horizontal direction, so that the wire D is

brought into contact with the lead. The respective positions of the

') See Neknst 1. c.

2) 1. c.
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lends, ooiulcnsor plates etc. will be so little altered by tliis, that

ail error fmiii this cliaii'^e is scarcely to be feared.

The whole of tlie eonnecting wire is hence reduced to the above

mentioned wire l> wliirli Ims already a small capacity. The error

is still further i( dined, ;is /> is inductively affected by the metal

cover of tiie calibrating (condenser and hence may be considered as

part of the inner plate of this.

The results of a calibration performed in the manner described

above are given in the second column of Table I.

TABLE I.
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the following- measurements. As only the ditierences of capacity are

required we put the capacity in the position 8.40 as 0, in the

position 1.5.0.5 as 1 etc., i. e. we take that of the calibrating con-

denser as unity. The corresponding numbers are given in the first

column of the above table, from which intermediate values can be

obtained by graphic interpolation.

As a control of the accuracy of the calibration values given in

Table I tlie following work was undertaken. Measurements were

made with another condenser in the same manner as before

with the calibration condenser, but the connecting wire was about

12 cm. long and had hence a relatively large capacity. Let c be

the capacity of this condenser, d that of the wire and y that of the

electrometer together with its leads, which were unaltered throughout

the experiment. Further let .tq, rj, j-j . . . . be the capacities of the

adjustable condenser which correspond to the different positions of

the glass plate obtained in the calibration. Hence, when the condition

that the needle is in equilibrium is fulfilled, we have

'0 + c

7 7 -^d

from which we have immediately

y -\- d a'2 — ,

^2 + c

etc. (3)

etc.

y ^1 — ^0 -^a — ^1

hence the consecutive displacements of the glass plate are proportional

to one another. The numbers given in Table II were obtained in

this manner and each is the mean of three values as satisfactory
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as in the former observations. The second column cunfains the

capacities corrcspoiidinn;- to tiie respective positions ami obtained by

the above graphic iiilcipuialion.

Column (3) contains the <litt'erences of the capacities in culumn

(2) which shdiilil lie |ii(i|iortional to one another. I''rimi the vai-i(His

consecutive (jiidliciits tiio geometric mean is obtained and the

numbers calcidatcd which are actually pro])ortionaI to one another

and which also agree as much as possible with the numbers in column

(3). l''i(im these "calculated differences" column (4) is obtained by

addition. The differences again between columns (4) and (2) are

found in column (5) which we may safely call cri-ors of observation.

The greatest is 0.019 of the capacity of the calilirating eondenscsr

and is equivalent to a displacement of 0.13 mm. of the glass phite

in the adjustable condenser. "We can take this as the highest limit

of attainable accuracy, being that with which a single capacity is

itself determined.

Tables III and IV were obtained in the same manner. The former

relates to the part of the glass plate which was not used in Table II,

while tin; latter represents the results of an experiment in which

the foruu'i- method was carried out with a considerably greater

capacity.

In will be seen that these tables show •'oliservation errors" of

the same magnitude as Table II, and tiie remarks made above

concerning the accuracy of the determinations hold also with these

values. On the magnitude of the errors we may notice the following.

The accuracy of a single adjustment was at a maximum 0.1 mm.

as shown by a number of observations, in whicl) the readings

TABLE III.

Position
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TABLE IV.

Positiott
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cxpcriinontiil coiidt'iiscr, c that of the ex|teninentiil couileiiser. witli

vacuum us a medium. Tlicn we have as above in ecjuation (3)

^0 _ -^1 + c

or

f
J
_ c = x^ -~

Y
(0

AVlien the expcriinuiital conJeuscr is now lillcd witii u dielectric

liuid its capacity will be altered to c and a considerable movement

of the glass plate will certainly be required to compensate it.

If we call the capacity of the condenser in this third position a-j,

then we have in analogy with the foregoing

d
^0 - *2 = c — ^0 — (^)

Y

The differences a-„ — .cj ; .r^ — u-^ can be immediately read off. In

the same wa\' we may express the difference c — c as a measurable

quantity from (4) and (5). From this we can determine the value

of c'lc if we know the value of c, which can be obtained by mea-

surements in which the value of / is purposely varied. But we find

that the difTereuces of the readings occurring in the observations are

so small that the value of c cannot be determined to a greater

accuracy than 10 %, and is hence useless. A determination of

the value of Xg djy is required, and this can be made once for all

by cutting off the lead close to the condenser and fixing it in almost

exactly the same position as before by means of wax, but insulated

from the condenser. Om can now convince oneself that the error

l)roduccd in fixing the wire docs not reach 0.2 mm., by loosening

and refixing it, moreover the error occurs equally in the numerator

and denominator of the expression for the dielectric-coefficient. In

the same way the capacity of the wire can be determined, by pro-

ceeding with the lead in exactly the same way as witli the whole

condenser, and thus arriving at the equation

•^'o
—

-'o = •'"o

— C^)

7
and hence

7
~~

7 + <^
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in wliieh j',, is the capacity of the adjustable condenser after the

last alteration.

From (4). (5) and (G) one obtains immediately for tlic dielectric

coefficient

c' _ ('•q — •''g) + ('-'o
— '^'o) _

j^ ^
,r^.

<
(''o
— '^l) + (*'o — -'o)

In the following account of the results of my measurements let

111 be the position of the glass plate of the adjustable condenser after

switching on the experimental condenser with a vacuum as medium

and at the temperature of the liquid gas; y^ be the position when

the medium is the liquid gas. The capacities corresponding to these

positions are, as before, indicated by x^ and ;''2. Before the determ-

inations the glass plate always stood at 21.45 (so .ro = 2.000).

1. Nitrous oxide.

in June:

?/j = (This reading was omitted)

y.= 10G.2; 106.5; 106.2.

20 June:

yi= 58.85; 58.85; 58.90.

2/2 = 107.90; 108.10; 107.95.

These determinations are not however really trustworthy, as it

appeared that the nitrous oxide became quite impure.

The following results arc final.

9 July:

yi= 56.30, 56.40'; 56.35 Means 56.32

2/2=106.00; 105 90; 106.00; 106.20 106.03 (=b 0.17).

The corresponding capacities are:

(..„ = 2.000).

3-1 = 7.640.

;r2 = 16.191.
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2. O.ri/f/en.

lU July:

3/1 = 57.70 ; 57.70
; 57.75 Moans 57.72

.V2=:8G.15; 8G.10; 8(i.05; 85 85; 85.95 8G.02 (±0.17)

Tho rorrespondinn^ caparitios arc.

{a-, = 2.000)

•ri = 7.843

3'2 = 12.200

This g'ives the above ilefmei) ililTercnee.

a-Q^—Wq = 3.731.

As tho glass plate can only be moved from 21.45 to 8.40, an

auxiliary condenser must be employed; it is however scarcely worth

while to communicate the resulting; data in oxtenso.

From the above results and formula (7) we obtain the following

values for tho dielectric-coefficients:

14.191 +3.731
,K^o = — = 1.912

5.640 + 3.731
'

(8)

10.200 + 3.731
IAn = = 1.455

^' 5.843 + 3.731
J

To these values we can make a correction ; we must consider

that not only the experimental condenser but also the leads were

immersed to a definite height in the liquid gas, while the entire

leno'th of the leads was 88 cm. The valuen'

^'o — •''0 = ^0— = 3-731

only applies rigidly when the whole lead is in air. When the

capacity of the condensers filled with liquid gas is required the

quantities d and (j-q' —
^o) m^ist be multiplied by

/83 5 \

where K is the dielectric-coefficient of the medium. For this cor-

rection the approximate values given by (8) are quite sufficientj and
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the influence of the suri'ounding tubes is neghgiblo in view of the

accuracy obtained.

We arrive finally at the following values

for nitrous oxide

:

/83 5\
14.197 + 3.731 (-+ 1.912 -)

Kmo= ^^ = 1'933^'" 5.640+3.731

for oxygen:

10.200 + 3.731
(I + 1.455 1)

Kn = — = 1-405 .

5.843 + 3.731

As one sees the values of t/, are a little more variable than those

which refer to our condensers when filled with air (see § i). This may

be due to variations of temperature or small impurities. When we

take this into account and assume for the other numbers the accu-

racy arrived at above, we find that the maximum error (if we assume

that the errors are additive) in the dielectric-coefficient of nitrous oxide

is 0.5 7o and in that of oxygen 0.7 % while the error pi'obably can

be smaller.

The value 1.491 given by Dewar and Fleming for the D-C. of

oxygen at the normal boiling point, differs from my value by 1.8 "/o,

an agreement which may be considered as satisfactory, if wo take

into account the deviations in the various values arrived at by

different workers, even where the experimental substance can be

more easily produced than liquid gases.

6. Application of the Clausius-Mosotti formula to the resuUs.

An obvious application of the above results is employing them to

test the Cr-Ausius-MosoTTi formula.

This is usually expressed

—^—
. d = Comt. = DK—\

where A' is the dielectric- coefficient, d the density.

This equation enables us to calculate the D.-C of a substance in

the liquid state when we know the D.-C. in the gaseous state and

the densities of both aggregates.

This is unfortunately not possible for nitrous oxide as the density

at the normal boiling \w\\\t is not accurately known. However as

it is very interesting to see how my value agrees with the observations
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of LiNDi; '), \VL' will tiikf 1.15 fur tlic iloiisitv of nitrous (txide

after Natteukk -). Hence we obtain 4.85 as the value; of /> Wn-

liijuid nitrous oxide at its boiling point, while Likde found 5.42

for the same at 0° C. For gaseous nitrous oxide wo obtain Z> = 5.103

assuming d = 1.9G9 X 10-', K --.-. 1.001158 after Klkmencic.

With oxygen also only an approximate test of the formula is

possible as the required data are inaccurate. More especially the value

of the D.-C. of gaseous oxygen is unknown, and there exists only

a well grounded supposition by Dewar and Fleming '') that it will

not diifcr sensibly from that of air, which was found by both

BoLTZMAN.N and Klemencic to be 1.00059 at 0° C. and 7G0 mm.
The density of gaseous oxygen is 1.4292 X 10"^ at 0" C. and

760 mm.'), that of liquid oxygen is 1.124 after Olszewski ^),

1.1.375 after Dewar") and 1.134 after Ladenburo and Kuu(iEL ').

If v,-e then assume 1.00059 for the D. C. of gaseous oxygen, and

1.1375 for the density of the liquid we arrive at 1.556 as the D.-C.

for tlie latter, which value agrees as far as the order of magnitude

with the values found by Dewab and Fleming. Conversely assuming

the D.-C. of the liquid oxygen we obtain the value of 1.00051 for

the gas instead of 1.00059.

From the uncertainty of the data employed a better agreement

cannot be expected. The experiments are at least not contrary to

the Clausius-Mosotti formula, while the further consideration of

its application to oxygen must be deferred for the present.

Physics. — " The KkLL-effed and the increase of Magnetic Re-

sidance in Bismuth at very low Tcmperatures'\ By Dr.

E. VAN EvEBDiNGEN Jr. (Commuiiicated by Prof. H. Ka-
MEBLINGH ONNEf?).

(,Will be published in the Proceedings of tlie next meeting.)

') 1. c.

2) Pogg. Ann. 62 p. 134.

=) L c.

*} Landolt and BornsteiN, p. 110.

'') Ztscbr. f. phys. Cliem. XVI, 383.

«) Proc. Boy 111 Instit. 96.

) Ztsclir. f. Corapr. Case 99 p. 77.

(Sovember 21, 1899.)
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of Saturday November 25tb, 1899.

(Translated from: Versing van do gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundigo

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 25 November 1899 Dl. VIII).

Contents : "Tlie HAia-effect and the increase of resistance of bismuth in the magnetic field

at very low temperatures", .1. By Dr. E. van Everdingen Jr. (Communicated by Prof.

H. Kameklingh Onnes), p. 229. — "The resorption of fat and soap in the large and

the small intestine". By Dr. H. J. Hamburger, p. 234. — "An application of the

involutions of a higher order". By Prof J. Cardinaal, p. 234. - "On some special

cases of Monok's differential equation". By Prof. W. Kapteyn, p. 24i. — "Two

. earth-quakes, registered in Europe and at Batavia". By Dr. J. P. van dkr Stok,

Ae-i''+Be'!''
p. 244 (With one plate). — "The potential function $(;•) = and

r

Asin(qr+ !c)

(p(t-)^ and the potential function of van deu W aals . By Dr. G. Bakker
r

(Communicated by Prof J. D. van deu Waals), p. 247. — "On the systematic

corrections of the proper motions of the Stars, contained in ArwERs'-BiiADLET-

Catalogue, and the coordinates of the Apex of the solar motion in Space". By S. L.

Veenstba (Communicated by Prof .T. C. Kapteyn), p. 262. — „0n rf-sovbinose and

/-sorbinose Cj'-tagatosc) and their contiguratic^ns". By Prof. C. A. Lobry db Bruyn

and W. Alberda van Ekensteiv, p 2G8 — .,0n the action of sodium mono- and

-disulphides on aromatic nitio-componnds", (Preliminary communication) By J. J.

Blanusma (Comnninicafed by Prof C. A. Lobuy de Brcyn), p. 271. — „The alleged

identity of red and yellow mercure oxide". (I). By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated

by Prof II. W. Bakulis Koozeboom), p. 273. — „The ICnantiotropy of Tin". (III).

By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated by Prof H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom), p. 281.

(With one plate).

Tlie following papers were read

:

Physics. — Dr. E. van Everdingen Jr. " T/ie llxLL-effect and

the Increase of residance of bismuth in the magnetic field at

very low tentpenitares''. I. (Communication N°. 53 from the

Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. Kameklingh Onnes).

(Read October 28, 1899).

1. In the Proceedings April 21 '97, p. 500 and June 26 '97, p. 74

ineasuremcnts on tlie above subjects were just mentioned. These are

17

]'rocecdiug.s Royal Acad. Amslcrdaiii. Vol. LI.
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described at "rreater length eleewhere (Thesis for the doctorate,

Chapt. VII). At that period however these measurements could not

be very accurate, in consequence of the work in the cryogenic

laboratory being legally prohibited on account of its alleged dangers,

so that we could not adequately use li(|ui(I gases for reaching low

temperatures. Hence I resorted to a mixture of solid carbon-dioxide

and alcohol ; but then the temperature remained constant only for

a short time, and the value given is not quite accurate.

The difficulty mentioned being removed, I have taken tliis work

up again, and am now aide to communicate some figures, obtained

by means of a bath of boiling nitrous oxide, i. e. at a temperature

of about — 90° C.

2. The Uquid-hatli. Two forms of vessel for the liquid gas

have been used.

The first consisted only of a very narrow vacuum-glass, outer

diameter 33 m.m., inner diameter 21 m.m., height about 35 cm.

This was filled to two thirds of its height with liquid nitrous oxide

by means of the spiral packed in solid carbon-dioxide, described in

Comm. No. 51, § 4 i). It was then mounted between the poles of

an electromagnet. The experimental apparatus could be placed in the

vacuum-glass before filling this, so that after filling only the necessary

leads had to be connected ; usually however it was lowered into the

vacuum-glass after this had been placed between the poles, and

was then (juite ready for the experiment.

A single filling, in which about 0.4 kgm. of nitrous oxide in all

was taken from the cylinder, was sufficient to cover the apparatus

for more than two hours. A draw-back of the use of vacuum -glasses

is however the large space between the poles, which is required

even with this narrow glass, and prohibits the use of comparatively

intense fields.

In order to meet this difficulty a second form without a vacuum

wall 2) was constructed, drawn in fig. 1. The vessel for the liquid

in the strict sense of the word consists of a cylindrical wooden

receptacle a, in the bottom of which a vessel made of compressed

paper with oval section and wooden bottom is glued. Externally

1) Versing der Verg. Koii. Akad. v. AVet. Amsterdam, 30 September '99, p. ]35.

Comm. Pliys. Lab. Leiden N". 51.

-) In the same way in the ethylene boiling tlask (Comm. N". 14, Versl. Dec. '9-1)

the condensed gas is only sufficiently protected against heat by air-spaces and ^yool

wrapping.
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these vessels are

Round the paper

wound forming' a

12 m.m.axis js •;

covered with

wall about ^/^ m.m
layer also -^/.i m.m

the

shellac, internally with fish-giue.

thick a cotton thread has been

y.i.
m.m. thick ; while the inner minor

maximum thickness is thus restricted to 15 m.m.

By means of the conical caoutchouc

ring c the vessel a is connected to

the glass tube d, which becomes

narrower at the top. Onto this the

brass T-tube e fits, which is connected

to it by means of a caoutchouc tube.

Through the caoutchouc stopper g lead

four glass tubes hi . . . ^4, containing

the leads for the experimental apparatus.

For pouring out the condensed gas a

steel capillary tube A;, covered by a

rubber tube leads through the side-tube

of e and is screwed on to the above

mentioned condensing spiral.

If it is desired to collect the evapo-

rated gas, all connections may easily

be made air-tight ; for this purpose the

glass tubes are drawn out at the top

and the leads may be cemented there.

Conduits leading to a pump or gas-

sack can be then connected to the

side tube of e.

g.
.«..

^
The T-piece e fits also on the above

J --ill
1,**^ described vacuum-glass and may serve

fv.;--7 it: .n . ^^^^^''^^sx ^Q close it, as will be necessary in

further researches. Untill now there

was no objection to leaving both baths

open and allowing the gas to escape.

In the observation of the Hall-

effect in an electrolytic plate of bismuth,

to be mentioned directly, the vessel a

was about half filled after a small

(juautity of li(iuiil liad evaporated. It took more than an hour,

before the level of liquid was lowered to the opening ofi. in these

operations about 0.7 kgin. of nitrous oxide was used. The space

between the vessels a and b, the polepieces and the coils of the

magnet was filled throughout with wool.

FiK. 1.

17*
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3. The UwA.-fffni in eledroli/fic bismuth. The plate is obtained

n the way described in Conim. N". 42 ^).

The method of observation is the same as in all the previous

experiments, and was described in Comm. N". 26 -). The plate car-

rier I is made of ebonite.

The leads for the HALL-ciirrcnt ni'n^ are only 0.1 nini. (hick, in

order that they may conduct as little heat as possible, the larger

resistance being immaterial. The wires otj wo supplying the primary

current of about 0.5 amp. were chosen somewhat thicker, 0.25 mm.,

in order to decrease the boat produced in the liquid without in-

creasing too much the heat conducted to it.

The following results were obtained for the coefficient of Hall

R and the product RM (M = ^Maiinctic force).

Temp.
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increased considerably during the experiments. Tbougli the resistance

in the circuit of the HALL-current was measured several times during

the experiments, some of the interpolated values may still contain

a small percentage error. In future I intend to avoid this by altering

the construction of the plate carrier.

4. Magnetic increase of resistance and crystallographic direction.

The experiments made before on this subject with one of the

bars (No. 1) cut out of a crystalline piece from Merck ') have now

been repeated at — 90° C. The method of observation was the same

as described in Comm. N". 48. ~) The use of the above described

Yacuum-glass offered especial advantage in this case, for the bar

could be rotated, together with the whole frame in which it was

placed, about its greatest axis, which was vertical. In this

manner the lines of magnetic force could be made- to coincide with

different crystallographic directions, without altering anything in the

adjustment of the electrodes etc. This easy turning had only one

disadvantage, that it sometimes occasioned movements during the

experiments. For accurate measurements therefore it will be necessary

to fix to the frame a rigid stem provided with an index.

The following results are therefore only mentioned because they

evidently prove that the differences in increase of resistance formerly

observed in different positions of the bar were only caused by the

change of the angle between the lines of force and the crystallo-

graphic directions.

In the following table column I contains the positions in which

the direction of maximum resistance^) coincided with the lines of

force, II the positions in which this direction was perpendicular

to the lines of force.

Percentage increase of resistance.

Temp.
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For the sake of comparison wo may note, that formerly at the

temperature 15° C. ami in a ficM of .7700 C. G. S. units the increase

was found to bo:

in tlie position I G,5 II 11,1)

Physiology. — " The resorption of fat and soap in the large and

the small intestine'". By Dr. II. J. IIamp.droer.

(Will be publisliod in the I'roceodings of the next meeting).

Mathematics. — "On an application of the involutions of higher

order". By Prof. J. Cardinaal.

1. One of the best known problems of the theory of the pencil

of conies is the determination of the number of particular conies in

such a pencil, where one rectangular hyperbola, two parabolae and

three pairs of straight lines are obtained. The corresponding problem

of geometry in space, namely the determination of the number

of particular quadric surfaces in a pencil of those quadrics (pencil

of S^)^ offers more difficulties.

It is true, it is easy to prove tliat there are three paraboloids in

a pencil of «S"^ ; but more difficult is it to trace the number of other

particular groups of surfaces. The surfaces of revolution cannot be

reckoned amongst these, having to satisfy two conditions. However,

the orthogonal (rectangular) hyperboloids can be, as it will be

proved that these are bound by one condition only.

My purpose in this communication is to investigate first how

many rectangular hyperboloids appear in a general pencil of .S" and

consecutively to prove that the construction may be brought back

to a problem of synthetic geometry in the plane, a problem where

the theory of involutions of higher order must be applied.

2. According to definition an hyperboloid is rectangular when

the cyclic planes are normal to two generatrices. Witli Clebsch i)

we however think it preferable to choose a definition, in which we

make use of the section of the hyperboloid with the plane at infi-

nity. To investigate the rectangularity we set to work as follows

:

1) Glebsch-Lindejiann : Vorlesungeu iiber Geometrie, ("Lessons on Greometry"),

Vol. IIj Part 1, p. 19.j, where we also find the literatnre ot this subject mentioned.
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first we determine the section {H^) of the hyperboloid with the plane

at infinity, then we construct the chords of intersection of //^ with

the imaginary circle (C-) in that plane. If the pole of one of those

chords of intersection in reference to C^ falls in //", the hyperboloid

is rectangular.

3. By this method the problem of space is transformed into a

problem of the plane ; in the further treatment, however, we come

across the difficulty of an imaginary conic C^. For a better insight

into the problem, we substitute for the present an arbitrary plane

for the plane at infinity, a real conic for the imaginary circle and

then the problem is formulated as follows:

Given a conic K'^ and a pencil of conies with the also real base

points 1, 2, 3, 4 ; to determine a conic L^ of the pencil, for which

the pole of a chord of intersection witli A'- lies on U.

4. If U' is found, we can still make the following remark about

the solution: Let L^ intersect the conic A'~ in the points Aj, L^,

A3, A4 ; let L-^-z be the pole of A^ L^ in reference to K'~ and let

A^ be brought through A12 , then according to a known theorem

U will also pass through the pole Ao^ of the opposite chord

A3 Aj^ ^). So the points 1, 2, 3, 4, Ajg, A34 lie on the same conic.

After this remark we can pass to the construction of the locus of

the poles, supposing that A- describes the whole pencil.

5. Let A"^ be a conic of the pencil (1234): it intersects K^ in

the four points A^, A^, /J3, Aj^. These four points will give rise

to six common chords A-^^A.^, A-^A^, A^A^, Az^A^, A^A^, A^A^
which correspond to six poles A-^^ . . . ^34. If A- is replaced suc-

cessively by all the conies of the pencil, every new conic gives rise

to four new points of intersection: on A'- these quadruples form

an involution of the fourth order. It is clear, that if /I j is chosen

arbitrarily and conic A" is constructed, A^, Ag, A^ on K^ are also

determined, and that reciprocally when one of the last points, take

A^, is chosen, yJi, /I3 and yl.^ are also determined. The six lines joining

the quadruples of points by two envelop a curve Q of the third class ^).

1) Steiner-Schroter : Theorie dcr Kegelschnitte, ("Theory of Conies'"), II, 3ril

edition, p. 526, problem 'JU.

2) R. Sturm, Die Gebilde ersten und zweiten Grades der Liniengeometrie, ("The

figures of the first and the second order in the geometry of tlie straight line)", I,

p. 2'.).

MiLiNOWSKi, Zur Theorie der kubischen und biquadratischen Involutiouen, ("Theory

of cubic and biquadratics involutions") Zeitsclirift f. Math, und Physik, 19, p. 212 etc.
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"We can determine the order of tliis curve Cj in the following way:

Construct one of the common tangents t^ of K- and C\-, let 7\ be

tlie point of contact of t^ witli A'-, then 7\ is a double point of

tlic invdlutioii. Through 7', still two tangents can be drawn to Q

;

they intersect A'^ in the branchpoints of the involution; these

branchpoints are common points of K'^ and C3. We can conclude

from the number of the common tangents that there are 12 of

these branchpoints; therefore Cj intersects the conic K- \n 12 i^oinis.

Hence C'^ is of the sixth order and may be called C^'.

6. The locus of the poles of the tangents of C in reference to

JC^ is the reciprocal polar curve C^ of C; it is of tlie third order

and of the sixth class. We imagine once more a point A12 on C^

as the pole of chord A^ An of JO; A^ and An determine two points

of the corresponding conic A^ of the pencil which intersects K^
moreover in A^ and .1^; ^1'- also intersects C^ in the six points

^'12. ^']3 • • • "'^'zi- Moreover five other poles will appear on C^

besides ^jj, the poles of the chords /Ij/ls, A-^A^, ^h-^3< ^2^1' ^3^4-

By assuming one point on C^, two groups, each of 6, are deter-

mined on C3, the group A and the group A'. If one of the points

A is taken arbitrarily no point of group A will coincide with a

point of group A'.

7. The following conclusions may be arrived at from the preceding:

rt. If we assume successively the points yljo, B^^, C'lz • • • on C^,

as many groups of 6 points are formed
; each of the points of the

group can determine the whole group unequivocally, so the points

A, B, C . . . form an involution of the sixth order on C^.

h. The points of intersection A', B', C . . . of the conies with

C" also form an involution of the sixth order.

c. Each point of group A' corresponds to any point of group A]

reciprocally each point of group A corresponds to any point of

group A'
-J

so both involutions are projective.

d. The points of coincidence of both involutions determine the

conies which give the solution of the problem (3).

8. The projective involutions on the same bearer are both of

the sixth order, so they have 12 points of coincidence ^). These

points may be indicated more closely in the following manner:

') E. KoTTER. Grundziige einer rein geometrischen Theorie der algebraisclien ebenen

Curven, ("Eleraents of a purely geometrical theory of the algebraic plane cnrves".)

p. 88 etc.
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C3 intersects A'- in 6 points; these 6 points are at the same

time the points of contact on K" of the common tangents of K'^

and C^. From this we can conclude tliat for these points the end-

points of the chords of intersection coincide ; so in these points

conies of pencil (12 3 4) will touch K^. If we imagine one of these

points 2\ to be given, a conic of the pencil passes through this

point, and as it touches K~, the corresponding pole falls in Tj

;

from this we conclude that

:

The 6 points of intersection T^ . . . !]• of C^ and K^ are 6 of

the points of coincidence of both involutions ; so we have still to

account for 6 other points of coincidence. Let us call one of tliese

points A^o, then the conic through ^12 will meet /v^ in A^, A,,, A^, A^

and will pass through Az^, the pole of A« A^. Hence these six

points can be divided into three pairs of points {A^^ A^i) {By2 ^3*)

By the way we remark tliat the obtained result is in accordance

with the fact, that six conies of a pencil touch an arbitrary conic.

9. The found three pairs of points determine the three conies

whicli will solve the problem. We however add a second deduction,
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wliich is connected, as will be proved, with tlie theory of double

points of curves of higher order.

Let A" as'ain be a conic of tlic [MMieil (1 2 3 4); we imagine

two of the points of intersection of A" with A- to be constructed,

take Ai and A^, and moreover the pole yjjo of A^ A^ in reference

to K- (see diagram).

The tangents A^ A^o and ^U /1 12 intersect the conic A- for the

second time in the points Pj and P3; in the same way we can also

determine the tangents in the points A^ and -l^. with their second

points of intersection P3 and P4. If A^ describes the whole pencil,

Pj, Po, Po, 1'4 generate a locus
;

at the same time the poles

^13 . . . VI34 generate the locus C^ found formerly. The conies

forming the solution of tlie problem proposed sub (3) must now be

brought through the points of intersection of the curve C'"' with

the locus of the points P], Pj, P3, P4 .

10. To determine the order of the locus lastly named, let us

take a straight line I and determine liow many point.s it has in

common with it. We take a point A^ on /, draw from that point

two tangents to K~ and construct the conic (12 3 4) through

each of the points of contact; as we can construct two conies, four

points of intersection A\, /i'j, A'^, A'4 on I will be found. So to

one point A^ belong 4 points A' in the just found correspondence.

Reversely if we construct the conic passing through A\, then it

also passes through one of the other points A' say A'^ ] it determines

4 points of intersection with K-] the tangents to K'~ through those

points determine still three jjoints A^, A^, A^ besides A^. Conse-

(juently 4 points A' correspond to one point A and 4 points A to

one point A'.

So there exists a projective correspondence (4,4) between these

points A and A' which possesses 8 points of coincidence. So the

required locus intersects I in 8 points, hence it is a curve of the

8"^ order.

11. However, this curve breaks up into two parts. It is clear

that K^ itself belongs to the locus of the points of intersection of

the tangents to K" with the variable conic A^. The remaining curve

will be of the 6'^^ order; we have now to investigate its particular

points. These are the following:

a. The points 1, 2, 3, 4 are double points of K*'. To prove this

we consider point 1, from which we draw the tangents <i
and u to

K^. There is a conic of tiie pencil (12 3 4) passing through the
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point of contact ti and a second through the point of contact t^; if

the variable conic describes the pencil, then the locus will pass two

times through the point 1 ; so 1 is a double point and so are 2,

3 and 4.

b. The points of intersection of K'"' and C^ are double points.

C^ is the locus of the poles A^^ • • ^34; in these poles two

tangents concur; so the locus also passes two times through these

poles. It is evident that we are dealing with points of intersection

of C° and A''', not lying at the same time on A'", so these are the

six points (.4i2, A^^), {B^^^ ^g^j, (Cj„, C34.) formerly found.

12, It is now evident, that the curve A''' has ten double points;

so it is unicursal. Of these points six lie on C^. the remaining 4

are 1, 2, 3, 4. The six double points representing 12 points of

intersection of K*"' with C^, there are still G points; these are

evidently the points where C^' also intersects K^, so that now all

the points of intersection of C^^ and A" are found.

Moreover it is clear that the curve A" touches the curve A"^ in

the six common points, so that it has no more points in common
with it.

An additional remark is, that the 10 double points have a partic-

ular position in reference to each other. They are situated so, that

the points A lie in pairs with the 4 points 1, 2, 3, 4 on a conic.

This corresponds with the geometrical truth that the ten double

points of a curve of the 6"' order cannot have an arbitrary position

in reference to each other.

13. The algebraic reckoning comes to a similar result. Let the

hyperboloid be

:

^•3
, f
+ 70 -^-==1-

This is rectangular, if

1 J^_ 1 _1 1 1

If we start from a general equation of a quadratic surface

"U ''^ + 032 r + «33 '^ + • • • • = ,
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then as is known -~
, -^ , —^ are given as roots of the equation

12 "l.'i

— A flo;

"31 «32 ''33 — ^

or

;.^ + 3 yl A2 -f 3 /; A + C = ,

so that the condition, wliicli must be satisfied by the 3 roots

Aj 1 Ao ) Agj is

A, + A, = X, .

Now wo have /.; -\- L, + ).. = — 3 .1, /.j /^ + /j A;, -f- J.n Ao = 3 7?,

AjA2A3=: — C, iVom wliicli results after some deduction as a relation

between the coefficients

27 ,j:;_36^i? + 8 C= .

Expressed in the coefficients of the general equation rliis becomes

27 («n + «22 + "33)'
-

/ o o o \

— 36 (aji + aoo + 033)
(^
Ou floj + fljs "33 + «33 "11 — "^2 ~"23 ~~"31

)
"^

+ 8(«n«23"33) = ;

so we see, that this is a relation where the coefficients appear in

the third order.

If there is a pencil of quadratic surfaces of the second order, we

substitute an + A^n for an; for k we obtain a cubic equation, which

proves that there are three rectangular hyperboloids in the pencil,

a result corresponding with that of the geometrical considerations.

Up till now the treatment of the problem has borne a general

character. For a complete insight the imaginary circle at infinity

must 1)0 exchanged for the arbitrary conic K^; there are moreover

many particular cases. This would however lead to too extensive

discussions ; so this communication must be concluded here.
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Mathematics. — "0« some special cases of Monge's differential

equation". By Prof. W. Kapteyn.

If as in general p, 7, r, s, t represent the first and second differ-

ential coefficients of a function s of two independent variables .t-

and ?/, the differential equation appearing in the title is

Hr + 2Ks^ Lt-\-M— 0,

where i/, K^ L, M are functions of .r, y^ z, p and q. For the solu-

tion of this differential equation Monge has given a method based

on the determination of two intermediate intea'rals of the form^o'

u=fiv) ,

where u and v are dependent on a', y, s, p and <] and / represents

an arbitrary function. This method is however deficient, the existence

of intermediate integrals depending on certain relations between the

functions //, /f, L and M, thus far unknown.

For the purpose of making this method more practical, f have

tried to trace these unknown relations. However, these relations are

very intricate; for this reason I have confined myself for the present

to the simple cases Avhere Monge's equation consists of two terms

only. For these cases I have succeeded in finding the necessary and

sufficient conditions which the only remaining function must satisfy,

if we suppose that the equation has two intermediate integrals.

From these conditions I have then deduced the most general forms

for the only lemaining function and determined the two intermediate

integrals belonging to it.

The result of this investigation is tlie following, as for as

concerns the most general forms of the function and the two

corresponding integrals, /, ip, ijj representing everywhere arbitrary

functions of the arguments indicated when necessary between

brackets.

1. r — ;.* = 0.

In this case the form is

, >P ip)

q — Cf {;/. p)

and tlie intennediate integrals are
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J IP p J IP
,j

J ip

z — {l>
— ijj)

—J <f
dij — J (p)

il. ,• - k^t = 0.

For conveuience sake we have repieseiited the unknown function

by the square of a function / ; we then find for the most general

form of A

_ A{AEN- Z^) + 2AXZp — A{X^ — V4/?>"
~ Zi- AE{X'- - yjP) — AYZf-\-A^ Nq^

'

where

X — Ax-^C, Z= Az + B, y = 27/ — 2-/ + /:?,

I\=(i/-y) (y-y + ft)

and ^, i', C, -B, B and / denote arbitrary constants.

To be able to express the intermediate integrals in a simple

manner, we write

_ 3T_ , 3F
3f/ 9p

31'
, 3F ,31^

d.K dy d«

Then the two intermediate integrals are

A~{}.)_ iBOA]
'

X-~^ {a{K)S'-

Ai-{i)_ \Bm)
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'3A , 3A\2
wheu by A\X) wc understand U A -j and likewise by A^%X)

^' + 1 ^'V

.

dq dp''

III. r - A = 0.

In this case it is only necessary that A is independent of q. The

two intermediate integrals are found by determining the three

independent integrals ?«, v and to of the system of simultaneous

differential equations

dx dz dp dy

1 p X{T.y,z,p)

and by uniting tliese to

u = f{v)

,

u = f{w)

,

IV. s — Xt^O.

Here I must be equal to p <p (7) + <// (•', </) and the two inter-

mediate integrals are

— \(fdq ,.— \qdq

pe ^ —ie^ ipdq = /{j^ ,

(1 — q<i)u 4- ='f +J
fpfi-'' =/('!)

V. s-k = 0.

Let U represent an arbitrary function of .c, y and •?, then I must

be equal to

dU _3i^^_3^, ^
3.r 3?/ 3s

if

n = e- ufeUflR .
9 ^ + f."!)

a. - e- V W^.y) ,

./ \ ox dy omy^

where W (hniotos an arbitrary function of .r and ij. This result was

already given by GouRSAT, "Equations aux deriv^es partielles du

second ordre", II, p. 88.
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The two intermediate integrals become

YI. <-A = 0.

Ill this case the only condition is that A is independent of p-

terr

7(, r, 10 of

The intermediate integrals are found by uniting the three integrals

dx dij ds dq

1 q l{x.y,s,q)

to

« = f{w).

Remark. It seems that the form sub I may still be cliosen

more generally.

Physical Geography. — " Two earth-qualies, registered in Europe

and at Batavia'\ By Dr. J. P. van der Stok.

A. 1. In the night of 29 to 30 September 1899, a heavy earth-

quake caused serious damage at the south coast of the isle of

Ceram and in the Mollucco's.

The first official report, sent by the Resident of Amboina to the

Governor-Geneial immediately after the disaster, runs as follows

:

„In the night of 29 to 30 September at 1^ 45°' a. m. a heavy

earth-quake, followed by a series of sea-waves, caused considerable

damage at the south coast of Ceram and, in a less degree, also at

the isles of Ambon, Bauda and the Ulias-isles. Several villages

at Ceram's south coast have been devastated
; in the Elpaoutih-Bay

all except two. The prison at Amahei has been completely destroyed,

the fortifications partially, whereas the presbytery and the churches

I'emained unhurt, as also the garrison and the civil officers at

Amahei and Kairatoe.

As the Government-steamer Arend proved incapable of doing all

the work, the steamers Gouverneur-Generaal 's Jacob and Japara

of the Royal Pakketvaart-Company were chartered in order to convey

victuals and medical assistance and for the transport of the wounded,

whilst also the Resident of Ternate was requested to give assistance.
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Provisious anrl material for building are to be had at Ambon in

sufficient quantities and have been provided immediately; but in

other respects there is still much sufferance.

The steamer 's Jacob brought over to Amboina 27 wounded, whilst

the Japara, by which boat the Resident and first medical officer

went to the place of the disaster, conveyed 49 wounded from

Amahei and Saparua.

From Banda, where the pier before fort Nassau has been destroyed,

satisfactory information has been received.

According to preliminary reports the number of natives, killed

by the disaster, amounts to 4000 and that of the wounded to 500.

The natives who survived have fled to the inland country and

do not venture to come back to their hamlets : there is much agita-

tion everywhere, where the effect of the earth- and seawaves has

been felt. The petroleum-establishment at Bulobay has not suffered

any damage."

2. The seismogranis, I'eceived from Dr. Figee, show that this

earth-quake has been registered very neatly at the Royal Observ-

atory at Batavia.

As far as I know this is the first case that an earth-quake, origin-

ating in the Molucco's has been observed at Batavia by means

of Milne's seismograph. The motion commences abruptly at O'^- 14"',

6

Bntavia time, which corresponds to li^ 4B™j3 local time, the diffe-

rence in longitude between Amahei and Batnvia being li'28'°,7.

3. On the 29'ii of September an eiirtb-quake has been also reg-

istered in the new Imperial Central-station for seismology at Strass-

burg by the Rebeur-Ehlert pendulums and also at Dr. Schutt's

seismic Institute at Hamburg.

Professor Gerland at Strassburg has kindly forwarded the fol-

lowing dates, reduced to Greenwich time.
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As the seisniograms bear an entirely different character as the

waves proceed from the oentrum of disturbance, an exact comparison

of the epochs of commencement, maximum effect and end offer,

up to the present time, considerable difficulties.

Moreover in most cases the epochs of beginning and termination

cannot be sharply indicated, as the seismograms generally exhibit

a gradual increase and decrease of motion. An exact moasnremont

of the velocities of propagation will be possible only when a reliable

method has been found of analysing the compound movement iu its

elementary constituents.

With the hypothesis, tliat the vibrations have travelled along

paths approximating the chords through the earth, we find that

the velocity of propagation has been about 10 K.M. per second;

the distance between Strassburg and Amahei being 10402 K.M.

As the distance between Batavia and Amahei is 656 K.M., the

exact local time of the earth-quake can be fixed at 1'' 42"^, 2.

B. Concerning the other earth-quake, observed also at Batavia

as well as at Strassburg, the following data are provided by the

seismograms:

Strassburg. Batavia.

prelim-
j

gQh 58^9 beginning.
I inary \ in

I ,
.

I

211j &,2 maximum.
September 10 I

I m m
1899. / 2111 54,3 beginning. 221^ 7,0

j
m m

Greenwich time J 21'' 58,9 maximum 22h 54,5

f m lu

f
241> 28,9 end 23^ 19,5

\ Duration 21' 34,6 l^^ 12,5

From these records we may conclude that the centre of the disturbance

is situated at a greater distance from Batavia than from Strassburg:;

firstly because preliminary tremors have been registered at the latter

place about 2\^-^ secondly because the epoch of maximum disturb-

ance at Batavia is about one hour later than at Strassburg, aud

thirdly because the duration is considerable less at the former than

at the latter station.

The last argument is, however, questionable, owing to the diffi-

culty of fixing the characterizing epochs. In „Nature'' it is noted

down, (presumably by Prof. Milne from the isle of Wight) that

seismic disturbances occurred on the 3"^, 10"' and 17* of September.

No indications of the exact time of occurrence are given, but it is

stated that the centre of disturbance is iu Alaska.
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Physics. — Prof. J. D. van der Waals offers on belialf of

Dr. G. Barker of Schiedam a paper on: " The potential

Aer-V -\- Be'P' A sin (qr + a)
function ?'(»')= and (p{r)z=. and the

potmtial function of van der Waals".

In a previous paper I have pointed out that these potential func-

tions lend to a spherical homogeneous shell or to a massive sphere,

the density of which is a function of the distance from the

centre, the property to attract an external point as if the mass were

concentrated in the centre, if we leave a factor, depending on the

radius, out of account. The differential equations, which are satisfied

by these functions, are resp.

:

(Pffi 2 (Iff

T^ + — -r — T'Pm~ r dr

and

dr' r dr

(1)

(2)

If we substitute .i~ + y^ + -^ for

be written

:

these equations may also

and

\7-ff = — q-fp

(1«)

(2«)

The resemblance of these differential equations with the well-

known equation V"*? = for the potential of Newton, made it

probable tliat these potential functions would have more in com-

mon. The analogy was even closer than I expected. 1 found e. g.

that the action between two systems of agens, spread over arbitrary

spaces and surfaces, may be substituted by a system of tensions in

the medium in a similar way as Maxwell did for electric agens.

In the first place we state the following theorems:

I. If ip represents the potential in a point ^, y, z of an agens

which fills several spaces continuously, and is spread over several

surfaces, the potential function being '/'(»•)= ,
we hnd

r

for the potential, with the exception of some points and surfaces

the differential equation

:

V^'f = 7V - 4 71 (.4 -f i?) y (3)

in whicli (' represents the density in that point.

IS*
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II. If ipi represents the potential in a point T,y,z of an agens

which fills several spaces continuously and is spread over several

surfaces, the potential tunction being fri{^) = , we get

for the potential the differential equation

:

V" i/^i = — q" fpi — 4 71 (J A sin a (4)

some points and surfaces being excepted; o represents the density

in that point.

It is easy to find equation :

Ae-9'- + Bel'- A -}-

B

(A -}- B) g^ r (B-A)n^r"-
=q{B — A)^ -_

1
— h-

r r n i no

Let us put:

Ae-qr + Bet'- A -\- B
u (5)

Bv applyino- the operation V" to the two members of the last

.A-\-B
equation but one, taking' into account that V = 0, we find :

V- =V- u=q^ -{-{b — A)q -\ f-
,

r ( » r ]

Ae—9'' + Be'!"

= r— (fi
' or

y^(p = ^"-u-q^^ (6)

The proof of the first theorem is_ based on this consideration. The

potential ip in a point x,i/7s of an agens witli a cubic density (i

and a surface density o, becomes if the potential function is rp (r)

:

ip = ^ \(> fp (r) dr -\- ^ I fJ (p (»•) ds

if r represents the distance from point .*,jf, ^ to the elements of

space or of surface for whieli the density is represented by {> or o.

We have

:

A ^ B
. ^

rp (r) = j- ;f (ei[uation 5)
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The potential may be written :

fp = ^ C^-^-^lJI dT -\- 2: \^-^—^ ds -I- :E Urn (h + ^ foil ds

or

ip = (A -]- B) ^ :^ C^/- + 2: T"^
j

^^ Cqu dv + ^ Cou ds

If we apply to both members the operation v"j we get:

( rodr rods)

and because V^ « = T 'f (see equation 6)

:

2nd y2 j^ L„ dr + 7~^
I

o-?/ f& =:= JS" Lv- !« '^r + -^ (0-7"" u ds —

= q^ 2 \ (J (p dr -{- q^ 2 i a (p ds = (]" ip

Hence

:

7"~ (p zr= q"- tp — 4: 71 {A -}- B) () (7)

To prove the second theorem, Ave point out that:

A sin {qr -\- a) =:. A cos a sin qr -\- A sin a cos qr

It' we Bubstitute a new constant Ai for A cos a and B for

A sin a we may write the potential function (p\ (») as follows

:

A
J
sin qr -\- B cos qr

Vi (») =
r

We find easily

:

Ai sin qr -\- B cos qr B Bq^ r

r r Ti2

__ A^ g3 yg s gi ^3 A^ q^ »•*

n '6
71 i 71 5

If we put -pi (r) = V and apply the operation V', we get :
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= -'/'(7- + ") = -5''^i • •
(S)

and on this the proof of tlio secoiul theorem is based.

Now wo have foi' the potential in a point :

H> = ^ ji' <P\ ('•) (f^ + ^ j
'J y 1 ('•) <'«

Now (/)] (?•) = — + "• ^0 iilso :

7"

r'7?,. dr ruo- ds r ^ r
ilJ = ^ j

—' h^
j

\-^ j(JvdT + 2: iaods.

If we apply to both members the operation V" we find in a

similar way as we did when proving- the preceding theorem

:

XJ^ tp = — A 71 B(j + :^ C) "7" V dr + ^
I

cr v- uA . . (9)

Now we get in consequence of (7)

:

2((, v" vdr = — 72 2 ((, (f]
dr

and in the same way

:

JS" I a V" " i^s = — (j~ ^ \g fpi ds

^ I (> ^~ V dr -\- ^ I a\J~ V ds = — T[— ) C T'l dT-{-^ I Oip-^ds ]=— q^ ip

or

V

Equation (8) becomes:

\j^ ip = — i 71 Bq — q- qi

or because B = A sin a :

\^~ W ^ — q^ ip — 4 7T A sin a (J (10)

Let us now prove the reversed theorem of Theorem I ').

') AVitli that moditicatioii that B is put 0.
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ill. If ip and Q are functions of a; y aud r, ip satisfying tlie

three following conditions :

pt ip and its first derivatives with respect to ^^, y and z are

continuous everywhere.

2"'^ some isolated points, lines and surfaces excepted, ip fulfils

in an acyclic region, the equation:

\]'^ ip ^= q^ ip — i n A (J.

dip „dw dip
.3'''i the products -rip, yip, zip, x"— ,

y"— and s^— become nowhere
dx dy dz

infinite ; then the potential of an agens, the density of which is (>,

is for that region tp, the potential function being:

cp (r) =:

In order to prove this theorem, we take into account that the

. Ae—r
potential of an agens, for which the potential function is ,

fulfils the differential equation :

\^"ip = q'^ip — AtiAq (11)

which is a special case of equation (3). If we can prove that on

the given conditions only one solution of (11) is possible, the theorem

is proved. We shall do so by proving that if there are tAvo solu-

tions, the difference of these functions will be zero everywhere.

If ip and V are two solutions of equation (11) and if we put

ip — V = tij the new function u will satisfy the equation

:

\J' u ^ q-^ u.

As ip and v and their first derivatives with respect to ^, y and *

are supposed to be continuous everywhere, this is also the case

with the function u and we may make use for this quantity of the

well-known theorem of Green. This furnishes the equation :

f] „ . r fdn du du \

I (V" ") « dc =: \u
[
— cos cc -\- — cos p 4- -^cos y] ds —

J J V(/.r dy dz 'J

J'(

fdii\" nla \^ ,du \^

I
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If wo subtract I (]^n~dr fVuiu the two members of this equation^

we get

:

I IV~ " — g~ u)u dr := In
[
— cos a -\ cos p -\ cosy ] as —

J J \d.r dy dz J

-/i(S)+(i)+er+-'i-

Djriciilet ^) in his proof of a corresponding theorem concerning

tlie potential function — , has surrounded the spaces that present a
r

singularity by closely surrounding surfaces, and he construed a

cube, the centre of which coincides with the origin of the coordinate

system, while it compasses all the spaces that present a singularity.

By doing so we may make use of the above equation for the space

contained between the sides of the cube and the surfaces construed

round the places which offer a singularity. The first term of the

right-hand member consists of the sum of a number of surface

integrals, which are reduced to zero for the surfaces of the cube,

when the edges of the cube increase infinitely, while the surface

integrals taken over the sui'faces which enclose the places offering

a singularity, furnish two values of opposite sign, so that the result

for every surface is zero. Then V" « = '/"• The volume integral of

the left-hand member is therefore also zero.

So:

from which follows

:

li =; or If/ z^ V q. d. e.

In these considerations the more general function :

Ae—V -{- Bel'-

(f (»•) =:
r

must be excluded as potential function.

') Vorlesungeu uber die ini uino-ekelirteii Verhaltuiss des Quadrat? der Entfei'ilUilg

wiikeiideii Kriifte von P. (i. JiEjEUNE-DiRicHLET. bk. 32.
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in this ease the following equation would hold for points which

are at an infinite distance from the agens

:

ip ^ M —

M representing the whole mass.

According to the third condition r ip will nowhere become infinite.

Now r ifj := M (Ae—y -\- Be^i-) and e?'" become infinite, if r = oo.

Only for ^= this objection has no weight. We shall therefore

confine ourselves to the function of van dkk Waals and a general

reversion of theorem I cannot be proved in this way. Such a theorem,

however, would not be of much importance here, as for B ^ the

potential function has properties, which are never found when

examining molecular forces.

Potential energy in the unity of volume.

Let us seek the potential energy of an agens spread continuously

over several spaces for the potential function of VA^' der Waals,

which we write.'

r

If ip is the potential and ^ the density, we get for this quantity

:

^ = ^^ipQdT ; . (13)

We consider this as being taken over the infinite space. Now we

get according to equation (11)

VV= ?V+ 4^/^

and so

^•ip—q^ip

By substitution in (13):

W = ^
i\ 72 *^ rfr --^ fv^ dr . . . (14)
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Now we have:

By partial integration :

dip
Because ip and - become i) zero at infinite distance from the

dr

agens, the surface integral becomes zero and so

:

F^--f{th
d^ip

By substituting- in equation (14) this expression for | ip dr
_

/ dx"

and the corresponding expressions for the other surface integrals of

(15), we find

:

The energy in the unity of volume becomes therefore:

Let us put:

,2^

)

then wo may also write:

i22 _|. gi fp2 2)

8 7lf
(16)

') If the members of the last equation are added to those of the corresponding

equation for the other axes, we may consider the surface integrals together as being

one surface integral over a sphere. If r = oo , this integral becomes 0.

-) o J, has the dimension of a force, for g is the reverse of a length.
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or substituting — for q :

If /:= 1 and 7 rrz , we find once more the well-known expression:

This expression is negative, because the constant of the potential

function is e(juated to zero. So it represents without the — sign

the work required to separate different parts of the agens at an

infinite distance from one another, when the forces are attractive.

Tension in the medium.

Maxwell has proved that the force which two electric systems

exercise on eacli other, may be considered as a simple system of

tensions in the medium. The same applies to the general potential

function (p (?•) = and so also to the potential function
r

of VAN DER WaALS.

Imagine an agens spread over different spaces, for which the

potential function (p{r) holds good, and enclose a certain region by

a closed surface. Call this region system I and all other space

system II. The resultant of the X-coniponeuts of the forces exercised

by system II on system I is

:

According to equation (3)

:

_ qip — XJ^ ip

so

4 71 (^ + J5) Xj — { ^" ijj 4- dT — q"- fip~ dl .

J ax J dx

*) Here tlie same remark holds good ns I have made repeatedly iii such like caleu-

lations. See e.g. Journal de Physique 1899, p. 546. Generally this expression for

A', is proved in a icngthy way.
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Now we get (see Maxwell 1.S7;3, biz. 129, 1)

„ dtp_ dip /d^ip (jfiiu dip\

2 dx
i
\d£ J Kda) \dz J \

'^
'dy\dx dz J

'

Let us put

:

dip dill

dip dip

-f / = 4 ;i {A + B) p,, = 4 71 (^ + B)p^,
dz dx

dtp dip

dx dy
-^ -^ = 4 71 M + B)p,y = 4 .t(^ + B)p,

then we get:

4 n dx ' dx dy dz )

and so

:

„ _ / r dpxx . dPyx , dpzx\

\ J dx dy dz /

or as a surface integral on the surface, which encloses system I

-^1 = \
{l Pxx + m Pyx + '* Pjx) ds

and in the same way:

^1 = I (^ PXXJ + m Pyy + 11 p,y) ds

^1=1 {Ipxz + rtipy, -\- np„) ds
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In exactly the same way as Maxwell we may conclude from

this that, when a part of the whole system is enclosed by a poten-

tial surface, we may consider the action of the other part on the

enclosed part of the system as a tension (or pressure), normal to

that potential surface, so in the direction of the lines of force, and

a pressure (or tension) round the lines of force normal to them.

The value of the tension is here:

„ , /. „ or if £' = and A=-f: ~^--^

The quantity q is the reciprocal value of A in the potential func-

tion of VAN DER "Waals. Hence

:

,2

(--I)8 tt/ \ I-

If B? > --^ , the expression becomes negative and the tension

becomes a pressure. The value of this expression becomes:

^M-Tf) <">

If we take the surface element for which the tension or pressure

is to be determined, normal to the lines of force and represent by

/, m and n the direction cosines of the normal measured outwards,

then the .r-componeut of the force, acting on the element (considered

as a part of a closed surface) is

:

I Pxx + '« P>jz + n Tpicz .

Now:

8 ji{A -[- B){lpj:x -{- m py~ -\- n p^z } =

( \d.v J \ihj J \dz J ) dx dy dx dz

and we get the relation

:

dtp dtp dip
I —|- m \- n —• =z .

dx dy dz
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By combining these two equations, we find easily

8 7i{A-j- B)\ Ip^^ + ni
f,j. -f-

n p^,, ]
=

=-'j©v(;;:r+crr+'>='

As we liave taken tlie force as a vector in the direction of the

normal measured outwards, the above equation indicates the force

which acts on the element from the inside towards the outside.

The expression between the braces' in the right-hand member is

always positive, and we get therefore a negative tension or a pos-

itive pressure:

8 71 (^ + 5)

For the potential function of van der Waals B = 0, A = — f
1

and g = — , so we find here a (positive) tension

:

hi-^i)8u/

For an electric system the system of forces may be described as

a svstem of tensions in the direction of the lines of force and a

system of pressures normal to the lines of force, here however we

see that we must assume both tensions and pressures in the direction

of the lines of force. Normal to the lines of force there are onlv

tensions, whereas for electric agens the reverse is found. For electric

agens the numeric value of the tension is equal to that of the

pressure; in our case the tension is not equal to the pressure, except

where ip and R are zero. For the potential energy per unit of

volume we found:

8 7if\ ^ ;.v

from which follows that

:

the absolute value of the potential energy jjer unit of volume is

equal to the tension normal to the lines of force.
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The Surface-tension and the Molecular Pressure.

Let us imagine a liquid in equilibrium with its saturated vapour.

In the transition layer we may assume the lines of force to be

normal to the surface separating the two phases. Let us imagine

this surface to be horizontal, therefore the lines of force in the

capillary layer as being vertical. If the above considerations are

correct, and if we assume that the substance fills the space contin-

uously with a mean density, we shall find for the surfiice tension

exactly the same value as is deduced from the calculations of van

DER Waals in his "Theorie der capillariteit". Let us first calculate

the molecular pressure; i.e. the force, with which a column of the

surface layer with the unity of transverse section is attracted down-

wards in the direction of the liquid by the surrounding substance.

Per unit of surface we found a pressure, indicated by the formula

:

8uf\ r-J

The force we are speaking of, which we shall call A', is nothing

but the difference between the absolute values of the pressure D on

the upper and the lower surfaces of the column of the surface layer.

liet us call the potential in the vapour ip2 and in the liquid ^/j,

and let us bear in mind that both in the vapour and in the liquid

R may be put equal to zero, then we find:

1) The pressures iu coiisidenitioii are here uegative and therefore properly speaking^

tensions. For the rest the ideas tension and pressure are somewhat arbitrary. There

is no objection to adding- an everywhere equal amount to the pressure and the ten-

sion through the whole mass. The new system of ])ressures and tensions will give a

representation of the system of forces as well as the original. This appears immedia-

tely from the form of the space-integral, which represents the force between two parts

of the system :

The coefticieut ot (h consists of the sum of three dillerential coefticieuts. Therefore

constant amounts may be added to pn, p,,, and /;„.

If the hydrostatic pressure through the whole mass is e([uul to the external pressure

1 / 4,-\
and it only the pressure ol llic air acis on the system, the nressure { K-— ^.\

is equal to the pressure with reversed sign, leaving a constant out of account.
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As further

ipl = — 4 n ft? (^i
and i/^o ^ — 4 ;i / A^ (^g

or

ipi = — 2 a (^1 and U'i = — 2 a (j^

wo may also write:

^=
-h. ^ = « (f 1=^ - ^2^) .... (20)

If we neglect (>2 with respect to (>i, we get the well-known

expresssion of Laplace :

K ^ a ()i^

Laplace, however, proved this relation only in the supposition

that the density in the li(|uid (also in the surface layer) is constant

everywhere.

For the tension normal to the lines of force, so in our case in

the direction parallel to the separating surface, we found

:

^(-+0
This expression holds for a unit of surface. For an elementary-

rectangle of transverse section of the capillary layer, (i. e. normal

to the potential surfaces), two sides of which are parallel to the

potential surfaces and have the length of a unit, whereas the other

two sides have the direction of the tangents of the surface and

a differential length dk, we get

:

—^ (r2 + ^) dh .

8 71/

The total tension in the capillary layer will be equal to the sura

of these differential-expressions, i. e.

:

1 2

(23)

') This quantity /S is uoi tlie quantity 11 of Laplace.
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The limits 1 eu 2 relate to liquid and vapour.

In the theory of van der Waals is :

^ _ 2 « o -^ '^^ - ^' — -*^"" ""^^ 2 dJfi 71 i dlJ>

for

do 2 Co d^o 2 c, d^u,— E=z — 2a-^ —5- * -'^ —
dh 2 dli}'' n 4 dlv-

By substitution of the squares of these expressions in (23), making

use of the expressions

:

2
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"We get further:

2 2 2

in—dh= lod'^ =-
i (%) dh ')

J ^ dir J ^ dh J \dli J
1 1 1

2 2 2 2 -111 11
Tlio potential eiiergv per unit of surface becomes:

As zero position we liave taken that of the liquid. If we take

infinite rarefaction as zero position, wc get «(^iw = and so:

S == — W

Astronomy. — S. \j. Veenstra: "0« the Systematic Corrections

of the proper motions of the stars, contained in AuwEUs'-

BRXDuEY-Cataloijue, and the coordinates of the Aijex of the solar

motion in Space''. (Communicated by Prof. J. C. Kapteyn.)

The materials for these investigations have been taken from an

yet unpublished catalogue, prepared by Prof. Kapteyn. This cata-

logue contains for all the Bradley-stars, observed in both coordinates

(with the exception of the Pleiades, the Hyades and the fainter

components of physical double-stars) the position, the total proper

motion //, its components v and t, in the direction from the apex

and perpendicular to that direction and the quantities I and ^ -),

respectively the distance from star to apex, and the angle between

the great circle on which this distance is measured and the decli-

nation-circle.

The quantities v, r, k and ^ have been calculated with diflereut

dp d-f .11 1

1) The ditfereutial-quotients J/^'
jj-z etc. are zero outside the separating layer.

-) In the prifded catalogue the qiumtities x Imve not been included.
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sets of Viiluos tor the coordinates of the apex aiul tlie precession.

The set used by me is as follows :

^ = + 276° i»=: + 34^

precession = prec. of Auw.-Bradley X(l

—

oTao )
"

Besides to the proper motions in Declination of Auweus, tlie

following preliminary corrections had been applied

:

Declination. Correction.

Southern Decl. — 0" 008

Decl. tot + 20° — 8

» + 20 » + 40 — 8

> + 40 > + 60 — 5^ (lueau)

» 4- 60 » -f 90 — 1

According to the arrangement of the catalogue, I have calculated

the systematic corrections of the P. M. in declination for these five

belts, separately for the stars of a) Spectral Type I and unknown
spectrum, l) Spectral Type II.

They have been derived from the condition that ^ v must be

zero for each half belt, viz. for the halves, in wich siri / is onhj

positive or onlij negative.

The expression of this condition is :

— z -|- A /<i -^ s^n ^ =
or

L in = —
^ sin ^

where L fti , taken constant in each half belt, is the correction, to

be applied to the P. M. in declination.

In order to get reliable results, the stars with small «w. ^, whicli

evidently have small weiglit, were omitted. The calculations have

further been performed separate!} for:

1st
. sin xT > ± 0.80

;
2nd. ^in ^ > ± 0-60 .

19*
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Besides, the stars with a total yearly proper motion > 0".3 have

been left out too.

Combining the values of L /ni for both parts of eacii belt, according

to their weights, the result is :

A. sin xy -\- 0-80
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^
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Til'- values, found for Li^n liavo been used in computing the

corrections, to lie applied to the P.M. in right ascension.

This correction, A/'^, supposed to be =0, when A //i was calcu-

lated, is derived frona the foruiuht

A fu =
2 T -\- A /ttj S sin X

2 cos X

lirst for each spectr. 'Jype, and each belt separately and taking

A /'a constant from 0'' to I!'', from '>'' to 6'', a. s. o. Afterwards the

dilfcreut values for the same K. A., but different types and declina-

tions, were combined, with weights proportional to the numbers

of stars.

The final values are

Oh_3i.

t_ /,, = -l-0s0005

3h_ci.
I

Gi>—9h

+OsOOOJ +0s0003

0I>—ISh |l21>_15h loh__18h|l8h—aih] 21h-0h

-1-Os0004!+Os0004|—OsOOll —OsOOOl —OsOOOl

I I I I

Putting the weight proportional to n cos (J instead of proportional

to V, we get

A/'«

-fOsOOOG.n -|-0s0000.8 +CsOOO:i.2;-f-OsO()CG.:i —OsOOOl 3!-Os0009,7 —OsOOOC.O —Os.OOOOJ

mean probl. err. 0^00042.

As appears from the prob. errors, they are hardly to b(; consid-

ered real.

With these corrections to the proper motions, the coordinates of

the apex have been calculated. The formulae used for the purpose,

the derivation of which is easily seen, are

sin d — cos X sin D sin (a — A) cos S
X ^

—

-^
2/ + 6> =

sin2A sm2 A
(I)

where ^ = A ^ = corr. to be applied to the R. A. of the a})ex.

n n n L'eCi. „ „

i.je = ^ {t -\- A /U} sin x)
-2" (t; -f A in cos x)
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when A i^i only was applied and

^ (r + A /'^ «i" Z — t\ i^iu cos (5 cob- X)
in O =- — ; s^^ . !^ (y -|- A fJs cos X -\- A iU cos sm %)

on applying both corrections.

Dividing each belt in eight parts, of 3'i in R. A., and including

all the stars (2503 in number) of which the proper motion does not

exceed 0".30, six sols of equations of condition of the form (I), of

40 equations each, were obtained. From each set was derived a

value for A A and A D-

The weight of O proves to be proportional to the respective

number of stars. The 0's, having negative denominator, evidently

should be taken in the 2"*' or 3''' quadrant.

The coordinates of the apex, found in this way, are

:

A D
268°.3 ± 2°.4

272 .1 ± 2 .3

273 .5 ± 4 .3

270 .6 ± 4 .0

269 .5 ± 1 .7

274 .2 ± 1 .7

Besides, values of A and D have been derived in perfectly the

same manner from 151 stars with annual P. M. > 0".3, after

applying A fii to these P. M's.

For each of these 151 stars an equation of cond. (I) was con-

structed. The result is:

A = 2Q2°A ± 3°.4; J* = + 42°.2 ± 2°.7 .

These results confirm what Mr. Pannekoek wrote in 1895

(Bullet. Astr. XII p. 196): "Si Ton a egard a ces corrections des

apex calcules, on pent en tirer la conclusion qu'ils ne montrent pas

d'indication evidente d'un mouvement relatif entre les ^.toiles t\ spec-

tres de types differents."

Newcomb goes a little farther yet (Astron. Journal XVII, p. 390)

:

"The centres of gravity of two great classes of stars scattered through

the celestial sphere will be at rest relatively. — I believe this hy-

pothesis safe still when the classes differ by spectral type, as the

positions of the apex in both cases are fairly well the same."

The calculations, of which the results only are given hen*, will

shortly be published in extenso.

GroniiKjen, November lb99.

Type I.
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Chemistry. — "d-Sorhinose and l-sorbinosc (ijj-tagutosej and (heir

confif/nrafions." By Prof. C. A. Lobry de Bruyn and Mr.

W. Albekda van Ekknstkin, communicated bv Prof. Lobry

DE BllUYN.

The configuration of r/-sorl)inose, a substance wbicli has been known

for a long time, has not up to the present been made out with

certainty. It is only known tliat this sugar is a ketose, that it

yields f/-sorbite on reduction and that it can be formed again ii'om

tliis latter alcohol by oxidation.

fZ-Sorbinose which was formei'ly difficult to prepare in a tolerably

large quantity, is now more easily obtained by the method of

Bkktrand '). According to the interesting method of this chemist,

sorbite can be oxidised to sorbinose by means of Bacterium xylinum

(and B. aceti). By this method we have obtained yields of 25 to 30

percent -); we are indebted to tlie courtesy of Mr. Beyerinck of

Delft for the pure <uiltuies of Bact. xylinum.

The final expeiiments with a'-sorbiuose were brougiit to a conclusion

in the beginning of 1898; they proved tliat, on reduction with

sodium amalgam, d-idite is formed as well as rf-sorbite. The former

alcohol was recognised, in the form of its tribenzal-compound, as the

optically opposite form of tribenzal /-idite prepared from ^-idonic acid. ^)

Tills result was obtained many months before the publication,

at a meeting of the Societe chimique, by G. Bertrand from the fact

that on reducing (Z-sorbinose a second hexite is produced, in addition

to sorbite, wliich according to Bertrand must be (/-idite. ^) The
publication of our work was, however, postponed because in the

course of an investigation of '//-tagatose (a new ketose which is

formed along with tagatose by the action of alkalis on galactose '')

it was becoming more and more probable that this sugar was to

be legarded as /-sorbinose. More than a year ago, the two ketoses

were submitted to a comparative crystallographic examination
;

Mr. VAN LiER was good enough to make this examination in the

laboratory of Prof. Schroeder van der Kolk at Delft. The result

1) Bull. Soc. chim. 15, 1196, 627.

") 300 gr. sorbite gave 50 to 60 grams of pure sorbinose.

•') liecueil 18, 150.

•) Eeport of the meeting of ilarcli 11. 1898; Bull. 19. 259. In the publication rela-

ting to this communication (Bull. IJ), 317) no details are given about the reduction

of f/sorbinose to idae or about its coniiguration ; Bertrand has also not returned

DO the subject.

) Keoueil 16, 207.
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was that the two substances behave crystallographically and optically

ill exactly the same way.

At that time we still hesitated, however, to assume that ^-lagatose

was ^sorbinose ; on reduction some ^dulcite was always obtained

along with /sorbite and Z-idite. The specific rotatory power of

j//-tagatose to the right remained, even after repeated crystallisations

from water, methyl- and ethylalcohols, about 4° less than that of

(Z-sorbiuose to the h^ft; the crystals were never (|uite clear but

always slightly turbid.

After many attempts to convert i//-tagatose into a crystalline

compound from which the pure ketose could be regenerated, we
attained our object by the employment of aniline. It was then

found that f/-tagatose crystallises together with ?//-tagatose in a

very persistent way, but foims an anilide much moi'o readily than

its isomer so that the latter is deposited in well formed, clear crystals

from an alcoholic solution containing aniline. The (//-tagatose purified

in this way was then proved with certainty^to be the optical opposite

of rf-sorbinose and it is therefore henceforth to be regarded as

/-sorbinose. A short summary of the comparative experiments which

place this view beyond doubt follows.

The melting points arc the same (about 154°); from a mixture

of equal quantities of the two ketoses a well crystallised racemic

compound is obtained with approximately the same melting point

and a somewhat higher specific gravity.

The specific gravities and the solubilities in water and methyl- and

ethylalcohols are the same.

For rf-sorbinose, «[n] = — 42°. 7, for /-sorbinose orp] = + 4'2°.3

(4 percent solutions at 17°). Both solutions show the same slight

birotation.

It has already been remarked that the two ketoses are crystallo-

graphically identical ; hemihedral faces will be again sought for.

The osazones have the same melting point (150 to 151°), the

same solubility and equal and opposite rotatory powers.

/-Sorbinosazonc is, as a comparison shows, identical with

/-gulosazone. ^)

On reduction with sodium amalgam, cZ-sorbite and (/-idite are

formed from d-sorbinose, /-sorbite and /-idite from /-sorbinose; these

') Tlie statement in von LhtmaNn's //Clieinie der Zuckenirteu'", p. 534, that sorbin-

osMone is not identii^iil with i^ulosa/.nne is, accordiui;- to a conimuiiicalion tVoni tlie

author, a mistake.
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hexites wore recognised in the IVdiii of the I)erizal- ') and Invmal-

(lorivativos.

I)()th d- and /-sorbite have been prepared from the benzalcompounds

and obtained in the crystalline form.

Crystalline methyl-/-sorbinoside was prepared by E. Fischer's

method from /-sorljinosc ; its specific rotation is equal and opposite

to that of the known meth\ l-(Z-sorbinoside (88°. 5). ^)

The results obtained, including the production of idite along with

sorbite by reduction and the identity of /-sorbinosazone with /-gulo-

sazone enable us to give the two soibinoses the following config-

urations :

ClIoOII CILOII

CO CO

HOCH HCOH
f^sorbinose:

7" and /-sorbinose:

HCOH HOCH

HOCH HCOH

CHoOH CH2OH

The formation of /-sorbinose from d-galactose under the influence

of alkalis is an example of a direct transition from the dulcite series

of the hexoses to the mannite series. This can be best represented by

assuming the intermediate formation of rf-tagatosc; the OH and H
attached to the third carbon atom must then change places in the

transformation

OCH CH2OH CH2OH

COH CO CO

HOC

HOC

HOC
I

HOC

COH

HOC

COH COH COH

CH2OH
rf-2:alactose

CH2OH
r/-tau;iit,ose

CH2OH
^-sorbinose

') Eecueil IS, 150. V trilx'ii/.idsorbile was olilaiiiej as well as the mono- and ili-

ben/.alsorbites.

2) E. FiscuEH, Ber. 2S, 1159.
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We shall try to determine whether pure tagatose readily yields

Z-sorbinose under the influence of alkalis.

We have also again taken up the investigation of the probable

formation of a new ketose (called, for the present, ./--fructose i) by

the reciprocal transformation of glucose, fructose and mannose under

the influence of alkalis.

The following triplets of hexoses (two aldoses and a ketose) are

now known which give the same osazone:

d- and Z-glucose, — fructose and — mannose

d- and /-gulose, — sorbinose and — idose

fZ-galactose, — tagatose and — talose. -)

A complete account of this investigation will be published in

the "Recueil".

Chemistry. — "0« the action of sodiummono- and -disnlphides

on aromatic nitro-compounds.'' By Mr. J. J. Blanksma.

(Preliminary communication). Communicated by Prof. C. A.

LOBRY DE BrUTN.

It has been shown for orthodinitrobenzene by Laubenheimer") and

for paradinitrobenzene by Lobry de Bruyn *) that the nitrogroup

can be readily replaced by other groups. The investigation of the

behaviour of the alkalisulphides, although promised ^), has not been

taken up until the present. Some positive result may be expected

from this study since Nietzki and Bothof '^) have proved that

the corresponding diniirodiphcnylsulphides are formed from o- and

p-chlornitrobenzene and sodiummonosulphide.

It has now been found that orthodinitrobenzene reacts not only

with sodium monosulphidc but also with the disuljthido inasimil;ir

) Recueil. 10, 278.

-) The f^tagiitose has yielded '/tallte alonp; witli dulcite.

') Ber. 9, 1S2S; 11, 1155.

') Recueil 13, 121.

') Recueil 13, 105— lOd.

") Ber. -27, :!201; "iU, 277-t.
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way. In tlie first caso o-f]initro(liplioiiylsiil| hide NOsCyTT^SCcHjNOa,

in the second o-dinitrodiphenyldisul[)liide N02CglJ4.SSCQll4,N02, is

formed, sodium nitrite l)eing sinuiltaneoiisly produced.

The monosulpliide is readily oxidised, first to a sulplioside and

then to a sul{)lione ; tlie molecule of the disulphide on the other

hand is broken up and convertcid into two molecules of o-nitroben-

zencsulphonic acid, of which some derivatives were prepared. By

means of sodium disulphide it is therefore possible to substitute the

sulphonic group for a nitrogroup in the orthoposition. From yy-di-

nitrobenz(!ne, ncnthcr the dinitrodiphenylsulphide nor the corresponding

disulphide could be obtained ; in this respect, therefore, it dillers

from its isomer. Both with NaoS and with NajS?, reduction to

jj-dinitroazoxybenzenc first occurs ; this substance has already been

obtained by the action of potash on y;-dinitrobenzene. ') Small (juantities

of 2>nitrothiophen()l N02CGHiSH are also formed. Paraciilornitroben-

zene, the behaviour of which with NaoS has already been studied

by NltTZKl and Bothof, reacts also with NaoSo forming paradini-

trodiphenyldisulphide N02C6H4SSCoHiN02. The crystals of this

compound, which has already been prepared by Leuckart '') by

another method, have the interesting peculiarity of flying to pieces

when warmed to 134°, subsequently melting at 170°. Inversely,

the solid mass formed below 170° changes at the same temperature

into another crystalline modification in a clearly Yisible manner.

We are here obviously dealing with a transition point characterised

by a great difference in the specific volumes of the two modiBcations;

this is to be more carefully investigated.

Like the isomeric ortho-compouud, p-dinitrodiphenyldisulphide is

readily oxidised to nitrobenzene sulphonic acid. By this means,

therefore, halogen united to the benzene nucleus has been replaced

by the sulphonic group.

The results of some preliminary experiments make it probable

that by direct substitution substances containing not only two,

but also more sulphur atoms, connecting two benzene rings, may

be prepared.

The investigation is being continued.

') Kecueil 13, 122.

•') J. Prnkt. Cliem. (2) 41, 111!); see also WiLLGERODT, Ber. 18, 331 ; Kehemann

a;ul Baueu, Ber. 29, 2361.
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Chemistry. — " The allqied idenUtij of red and yelloio mercuric

oxide", Part 1. By Dr. Ernst Cohen. (Communicated by

Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom.)

1. Some years ag-o, (1895), in a review ^) of Varets' thcrrao-

chemicai determinations ^) concerning red and yellow mercuric oxide,

OsTWALD said that in his opinion it was doubtful whether the two

modifications were isomeric. He added the remark: "probably they

only differ in the size of their particles, that is mechanically".

Shortly after this review, Ostwald published the results of some

measurements ^), made at his request by Thor Mark with the

object of seeing whether we are here confronted by a case of identity

or isomerism.

Ostwald concluded that "the two kinds of mercuric oxide arc

no more different than crystallised and powdered potassium bichro-

mate, which exhibit a similar difference of colour; they are not

isomeric but identical".

This conclusion rests on (he following experiment: a galvanic

cell, arranged as follows:

TIT
I

Red oxide I Yellow oxide I ,,Mercury . , , , ,. . , , ,
,. Mercury

•'

I

in potash solution
|
in potasli solution

|

•'

showed, according to Mark's measurements, a difference of })0-

tential of less than 0,001 volt, since, as Ostwald said „n(j deflec-

tion could be observed with the electrometer used wliich was capable

of measuring 1 to 2 millivolts".

Besides this electrometric determination of solubility, determinations

of the solubility of the two oxides in solutions of potassium bromide,

potassium iodide and sodiumthisosulphate were made. After satura-

tion, the solutions, which had become alkaline *), were titrated with

hydrochloric acid. Equal volumes of the solutions required the

following quantities of acid :

Potassium bromide Futassiuiu iodide Sodiunithiosuliihate

solution saturated with solution saturated witli solution saturated witli

Red oxide Yellow oxide Red oxide Yellow oxide Red oxide Yellow oxide

6,16 ccm. HCl. 6,20ccai.HCl, 49,S2 com.HCl. 4'J,0-1 ccm.HCl. 51,84 ccra.HCl. 51,98 com. HCl.

51,75 „ 51,80

51,81 „ 51,82

') Zeitsehrift fiir physikalisohe Cliemie 17. 183 (lS95).

') C. R. 120. 1322 (1895)., Ann. de ehira. et de phys. (7) 8, 79 (1890).

') Zeitsehrift fiir pliys. Cliemie 18, 159 (1895).

*) ]?ER'jcir, Zeitsehrift fur phys. Chemie 8, 383 (1891).
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«i*It is proved by those experiments that the free energy of the

two forms of the oxide is the same ; since the same thing has been

proved for the total energy by the experiments of Vakkt, the above

conclusion, that the two forms are identical, follows of necessity."

2. In my researches on the difference in the free energy of the

two isomeric forms of tin, the grey and the white '), of which I

shall publish the details shortly, I had found tliat the difference

between the forms is very small. Even at a considerable distance

from the transition temperature (20° for example) the difference is

only of the order of a few millivolts.

If now, ir a case such as that of tin where the isomerism is

so clearly marked, only such small differences in the free energy

of th(! modifications are to be found, it is natural to assume that

the scale with which Ostwald measured in the case of the red

and yellow mercuric oxides (1 to 2 Millivolts) was much too large

to permit of the definite conclusion that there is no difference in

the free energy of the two modifications.

I decided therefore to determine the difference of free energy

between red and yellow mercuric oxides, choosing a scale a thousand

times smaller than Ostwald's (Viooo millivolt).

3. In 1892 an investigation by Glazkbrook and Skinner ap-

peared -) in which a number of observations is described which

indirectly have an important bearing on the question with which

we are here occupied.

Glazebrook and Skinnei^ investigated the E. M. F. of the

GoDY normal cell s), which is constituted as follows:

Hg
I

HgO
I

10 % solution of Zinc sulphate
|
Zn,

and found a great difference between the E. M. F. of elements con-

structed with yellow and with red mercuric oxide.

For the E. M. F. of the GoUY cell containing red mercuric oxide

they found 1,384 Volt, for that of the element with yellow oxide

1,391 volt at 12° C.

1) See Eknst Cohen, A new kind of transition element (sixth kind). Proceed. Roy.

Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II. 1899 p. 153.

;) Phil. Trans, of the Koyal Society 183. 367 (1892).

') Journal de Physique Tome VII (1883), p. 532.
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From this it might be deduced that the difference of free euergy

between red and yellow mercuric oxides was of the order of 7 milli-

volts, whilst OsTWALD gives it as smaller than 1 millivolt.

Here also a careful and exact investigation appears desirable.

4. In the first place it is rather surprising that neither Ostwald
nor Glazebrook and Skinner say anytliing about the purity of the

materials, which is nevertheless of the greatest importance owing

to the great sensitiveness of the electrometric method. In determi-

nations made by this method, traces of impurity may have an

enormous effect on the E. M. F. measured.

Further, the preparation of absolutely pure mercuric oxide, whether

red or yellow, is to be counted among the more difficult tasks of

preparative chemistry, as may be seen from what follows.

Four specimens (from different makers) of red mercuric oxide

(hydrargyrum oxydatum rubrum praecipitatum pro analysi) and yellow

oxide (hydrargyrum oxydatum via humida paratum pro analvsi)

could not be used on account of the many impurities which they

contained.

In the red and yellow oxides from Merck of Darmstadt, I could

not discover any traces of impurity by analytical means; these

preparations were therefore used as the starting point of the in-

vestigation.

The water which served fur making the solutions employed, was
very pure and possessed a conductivity of 1 X 10~^

. It was
distilled from a heavily tinned copper vessel a trace of phosphoric

acid being added
;
the middle fraction was used, carbonic acid beino-

removed by means of an air current in the well known war.

The solution of potash used was made from potassium and this

water, the carbonic anhydride of the air being excluded.

The mercury was. after a preliminary purification, twice distilled

in vacuo. All glass vessels, flasks etc. with which the substances

came in contact were steamed out.

5. A cell wt^s now put together of the form shown in the figure-

aa and bb are glass tubes Ih cm. long and 2 cm. wide connected

below with capillaries, which are bent round and carried upwards
to 2 cm. above the caoutchouc stoppers k k. In this way it is

possible to submerge the whole apparatus in water without the

platinum wires Pj and P^, which must be heated to redness before

each experiment, coming in contact with it. These wires terminate
in the mercury which is placed on the bottom of aa and bb. Upon
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this a layer of 1 cm. of yellow IlgO is placed in aa antl of red

HgO in bb. The layer of oxide is made thick in order to prevent

^.-.-^p movement of the

1^ ^ surface of the mer-

cury electrodes.

According to

the measurements of

IIelmholtz , irreg-

ular vibration of

the surface of the

electrodes may give

rise to differences

of potential between

them, which must,

of course, be avoided.

The two limbs and

the connecting piece

cc with the tap h

were filled with a so-

lution of potassium

hydroxide (about 15

percent), the tap re-

maining closed meanwhile. In this way the two oxides remain

each in its own compartment whilst the eel! is being prepared.

After filling them, the two limbs are immediately closed by india-

rubber stoppers M- and M-. A small A nschijtz thermometer, (graduated

in 1/5°) passes through each, the air being allowed to escape by

means of capillary tubes / and /. These tubes are closed at once

after filling in order to prevent entrance of water into the element

when it is placed in the thermostat.

The use of the thermometers is necessary, because small differences

of temperature between the liquids or the mercury in the two limbs

of the element might give rise to thermocurrents which would

interfere with the measurement of the very small differences ot

potential which are being dealt witli.

6. The arrangement and course of the measurements may be

somewhat fully described, since the value of the results is very

closely connected with them. The elements, also the standard cells,

were kept in the dark during the whole course of the research. The

influence of light on red and yellow mercuric oxide is not yet suffi-

oiently studied to permit one to decide whether this agency would

have any effect on the E. M. F. which is to be measured.

Kk. 1.
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After the element has been set up in the way described, it is

immersed in a thermostat, the temperature of which is maintained

at 25° bv means of a toluene regulator. By means of this

regulator and a stirring arrangement (a small ships propeller kept

in movement day and night by a Heinbici's hot air motor) it

was possible to keep the temperature at 25° during the whole

period of the observations (about 6 weeks); the greatest variations,

measured by means of a thermometer designed for thermochemical

work, did not exceed 0°,004 C. The variations which occurred

within 15 minutes could not, of course, appear in the element itself.

It was, further, only of importance that the two limbs of the

element should undergo the same changes of temperature.

The standard cells, which were used in the measurements by

means of Poggendorff's compensation method, were placed in the

same thermostat.

The standard cells were

:

1. A Weston-ccH made in April 1899.

2. A Clark-ccU a „ in January 1899.

3. A Clark- cell B „ in January 1899.

A small accumulator ^) was used as the working cell.

Since all the measurements were reduced to the Westoncell, it

appeared important to control it from time to time. This was done

by means of the two Clark-ccHs; as will be seen the E. M. F. of

the Weston-ccU remained absolutely constant during the whole

period of the measurements. (See Table I).

TABLE I.

E. M.F. Clakk a 23° E. M.F. Clakk B 25°
Date llatio Ratio

E. M. F. Weston 25° E. M.F. Weston 25°

1 October 1.3946 1.3945

10 October 1.3946 1.3945

20 October 1.3946 ;1.3945

27 October 1.3946 1.3945

10 November 1.3946 1.3945

20 November 2) 1.3946 1.3945

') These accuiniilatdrs, liaving- the very small dimensions 55 X 42 X 150 m.ni.

capacity 5,5 ampere hours, (weight when tilled 880 gr.) are obtainable from the

Berlin accunnilator factory Andreas Str. 32, Berlin (0) at a cost of 3 Marks. Tiiey

are to be strongly recommended for measurements of this kind. My friend Dr. Bredig
of Leipzig drew my attention to these cells.

'^) The great reliability of the standards is further evident from the fact thai in

another test marie on .liinc 17, 1S99 the same ratios l.SO'Ki and 1.3'.)13 were ol)taincd.

20
FtQoeediu„'s lioyal Acad. Amsterdaiu. Vol. If.
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If, in accordance with the completely harmonious determinations

of Kahle 1) and Callexdau and Barnes 2) we take the E. M. F.

of the CLARK-cell at 25°,0 as 1,4202 volts, then the E. M. F. of

the WESTON-cell at 25°,0 is, according to these determinations, 1,0184

volts. The comparisons made by Jaeoer and Wachsjiuth ^) also

give the E. M. F. of the WESTON-cell at 25°,0 = 1.0184 volt.

Our standard was thus very trustworthy during the whole research.

An extremely sensitive Thomson mirror galvanometei' was used

as zero instrument. The thermometers employed were compared with

a thermometer standardised by the Physikalisch-Technische Reichs-

anstalt.

The thermometer which indicated the temperature of the ther-

mostat was graduated in Vio°-

7. A series of measurements was first made with the red and

yellow oxides from Merck, which were used without further treatment,

after it had been found that no impurities could be discovered in

them by analytical means.

I first determined the potential difference red HgO— red IlgO

by setting up an element arranged thus:

Hg — red HgO — potash lye — potash lye — red HgO — Hg.

The potential difference was less than 0,000001 volt ^).

In the same way the potential difference of yellow HgO — yellow

Ha'O was measured. This also was less than 0,00000 1 volt.•s^

8. The determination of the potential difference red HgO—

•

yellow HgO then followed. Au interesting phenomenon, which might

have been foreseen, was here encountered.

It is known that the two oxides behave differently towards a

number of reagents, the velocity with which they react being

different. The yellow oxide, for example, dissolves in acids more

rapidly than the red.

If now, as might be anticipated, the equilibria of the two oxides

with the solution in the cell are attained with different velocities,

it is to be expected that the E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide cell,

regarded as a function of the time, will increase to a certain maxi-

>) See Thiitigkeitsbericht der Pliysikalisch Tei-hiuschen Eeiclisanstalt 1S96/97. Zeit-

sclirift fur Instrumeuteukunde 17, U4 (1897); Wiedemann's Aunaleii 61-, 94(1898).

Zeitsclirift fiir lustruuieutenkuiide 1398. 161.

') Proc. of the Koyiil Society 62, 132 (1S97).

*) WiED. Aniuden 59. o75 (1896) en Zeitsclirift fiir [ustrmuentenkunde 1898. 161.

*) Tlie smallest quantity measurable.
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mum, after which it will fall until a constant value is reached,

which would indicate the attainment of equilibrium.

It was to be expected that the attainment of the final condition

would be slow, considering that the contents of the cell were not

stirred and that the saturation of the liquid with HgO was brought

about by diffusion.

The correctness of these views was proved numerically by all

the experiments. In the following table the time in hours, from the

first filling of the cell, is given under t, the E. M. F. of the element

(at 25°,0) at the time mentioned is given under E in millivolts.
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measurements, it appeared to me to be of importance to obtain

further confirmation of this result.

Tiie i(;(l and yellow oxides from Merck were shaken with water,

of conductivity ] X 10—", for some days in sealed tubes in order

to remove all traces of soluble matters whicli might possibly still

be present. The specimens, after filtration, were then dried for a

week in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

A few grams of each material were placed in steamed glass tubes,

a few cc. of potash lye added and the tubes, which had long necks

in order to avoid warming the liquids in sealing them, sealed up

before the blowpipe. They were then shaken in the thermostat at

2r3°,0 for 14 days and nights in order to saturate the lye with HgO
and bring about equilibrium. The cell was then put together and

placed in the thermostat at 25°.0.

In the following table the results obtained are given in the same

way as in table II.
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A second proof of the isomerism of the two oxides may be given

by means of measurements of the temperature coefficient of the

mercuric oxide cell. I shall shortly make a communication on this

point.

Siimmarij of the results of the investigation.

1. There is a difference in the free energy of red and yellow

mercuric oxides (0.685 millivolts at 25°). Contrary to OsT-

wald's opinion, therefore, the substances are isomeric and

not identical.

2. The measurements of Glazebkook and Skinmer, according

to which a difference of 7 millivolts at 12° exists between

the E. M. F.'s of Gouy standard cells made with the two

oxides, are incorrect. The difference at 12° C. is less than

0.6 millivolt.

Amsterdam^ University Chemical Laboratory.

November, 1899.

Chemistry. — " The Enantlotroptj of Tin" (III). By Dr. Ernst

Cohen. (Communicated by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom.)

1. In continuation of the investigation of the two modificatioas

of tin a large block of Banca tin, weighing about V2 kilo, was

inoculated with grey tin, and subsequently submitted to a tempera-

ture of — 5° C. for 3 weeks in contact with a solution of pink

salt in order to observe the phenomenon on a larger scale.

The accompanying figure, from a photograph, shows that the whole

surface is covered with grey warts, between which the original silver-

white colour of the metal is to be seen only in a few places.

Once the change has begun the waste goes forward at the ordinary

temperature.

2. It appears from the following communication, which I owe

to Dr. VAN DER Plaats of Utrecht, that the phenomenon of the

spontaneous change of white tin into the grey modification has oc-

curred in this country also. In 1883 it was found that the water

in the water mains of Utrecht contained lead. Since that time tin

lined lead tubes have been employed. At the beginning of 1884,

Messrs. Hamburger of Utrecht, who made the tubes, stated that a

number of blocks of Banca tin in their store had become grey and
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brittle. On analysis Dr. v. D. Plaats found that the grey metal

contained 99,9 pCt. of tin and therefore "was to be regarded as pure

tin. When remclted with borax and potassium cyanide a good re-

gulus of ordinary tin was formed. The Messrs. Hamburger accord-

ingly remelted the blocks of tin in this way, including, unfortu-

nately, a quantity Avhich Dr. v. d. Plaats had wished to investigate

further.

Of interest is further that when Dr. v. D. Plaats mentioned the

phenomenon to Mr. Cornelis de Groot, ex-chief of the mining

dcpai'tment in the Dutch Indies, and one of the pioneers of the

Biliton Company, he said that he was acquainted with the pheno-

menon and added: "And it is easy to get rid of: we put such tin

in the sun, the spots disappear in tiie light".

That the heat-rays, and not the light, are the cause of the dis-

appearance of the spots is at once evident from the facts now and

previously communicated.

3. In the last paper ^) (11) it was shown that the velocity of

the reaction

white tin —» grey tin

increases as the temperature rises from — 83° C, reaches a maximum
at — 48° and finally becomes zero at + 20° C.

As may be seen from the curve in that paper, the velocity

between + 10° and + 20° is extremely small. In order to study

the change in this interval of temperature it would be necessary to

make observations lasting many years.

On the other hand, if a piece of tin can be obtained which has

been exposed to temperatures within that interval for a very long

time, it is possible that it will have changed from the white into

the grey modification.

4. Through the kindness of Dr. W. Reinders, at present resi-

dent in London, and of Dr. Gowlakd of Loudon, a piece of an

antique tin vessel, which had been dug up in England in the

neighbourhood of Appleshaw in Hampshire, came into my possession.

Regarding the objects found in the excavation of an old Roman

') Proceedings Tvoy. Acad. Amsterdam. 1S99. Vol. II. p. l-i'J.
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Yilla at that place, Engleheart^) says in a memoir dated Nov.

25, 1897:

About the set of metal vessels fi'om Appleshaw now exhibited, I

will say little, since they are submitted for the opinion of experts.

It was my curious good fortune to hit upon them at once in a

first experimental trench dug on the site already mentioned, one mile

south of my house. They appeared to be designedly hidden in a

pit sunk through a cement floor, 3 feet below the surface of the

field. The smaller vessels were carefully covered by the larger dishes.

One suggestion I may make with regard to their date. Lying at

the floor below which they were buried was a fragment of wall

plaster bearing a peculiar pattern of red flower buds on a white

ground, absolutely identical with plaster found in the Clanville Villa.

Now the inscribed stone found in the latter proves that the house

was inhabited in the year 284 a. D., while the coins cease with

Decentius, 351 a. D.

Therefore, on the not unreasonable suppositions (1) that the plas-

ter as found represents the wall-decoration of the houses at the

time of their destruction or abandonment, (2) that the identity of

design shows a correspondence of dates, (3) that the vessels were

concealed when the house was abandoned, we may assign the ves-

sels to a period not by many yeai's removed from 350 a. D.

Dr. GowLAKD '^) adds the following notes regarding the vessel

N". 27, at present preserved in the British Museum at Louden.

"27. Portion of low vase, proliably of oval section; foot rim.

Height 2'/o inches, diameter uncertain, about 8 inches.

Composition

:

Tin Lead Iron Copper Oxygen, carbonic-^ acid and loss

9'. 35pCt 5.0G trace trace 0.59.

The extraordinary molecular change which the metal of this ves-

sel has undergone is of more interest to the physicist and metallur-

gist than to the antiquary; a brief note respecting it, however, cannot

be omitted here. The metal is not much oxydised, yet it is so ex-

1) Oa some Buildings of the Romano-British Period, discovered ut Chmville,

near Andover and on a Deposit of I'ewter Vessels of the same Period, found at An-
pleshaw, Hants, comnuuiicated to the Society of Antiquaries by tlie llev. G. H.
Englelieart, M. A., with appendixes by Charles H. Read Esq. Secretary and William

Gowland, Esq. F. S. A. F. C. S., Associate R. S. M.

') Loc. cit. pag. 12 and 14.
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ceedingly brittle that it can be easily broken with the fingers. The
effect of time upon it has resulted in a complete alteration of its

molecular sti'uetuie, the mass of the alloy being converted into an

agglomeration of crystals, and to this its brittleness is due. On
melting and casting a small fragment T found that the cristalline

structure disappeared and the metal regained its oi-iginal toughness."

These observations agree so completely with the results so far

obtained that it was decidedly worth while to investigate whether

the plate described had been converted into the grey modification.

5. A dilatometer was filled with 4.8 grams of the material

derived from the antique vessel. Petroleum was used as measuring

liquid in the capillary. The dilatometer was placed in a bath, the

temperatur(j of which rose slowly. The change which occurred was

shown l)y a considerable fall of tlu; level of the petroleum in the

capillary. The fall amounted to 537 mm.
The white tin had therefore been converted into the grey modi-

fication.

The following calculation shows that the change had taken place

practically completely. Assuming the specific gravity of white tin to

be T.3 and that of grey tin 5.8 the volume of the 4.8 grams,

containing according to Gowland's analysis 94.35 percent of tin,

should decrease, in consequence of the change from grey tin to

white tin, by

4.8 X 0-943 4.8 X 0-943— :=: 0.16 CC.
5.8 7.3

The volume of 1 mm. of the dilatometer capillary tube was

0.00028 cc; a fall of 537 X 0.0002S cc. = 0.15 cc.

If the white tin had been wholly converted into the grey modi-

fication, therefore, the change of volume in the dilatometer experi-

ment would have been 0.16 cc, that found being 0.15 cc.

We may therefore conclude from this experiment that the white

tin in the ancient vessel was practically completely converted into

the grey modification.

I have to thank Dr. van deb Plaats of Utrecht for further

information respecting the mean temperature of the place where

the vessel was discovered.

According to Bartholomew, Physical Atlas, Edinburgh, 1899,

the mean temperature there is 10° C. The yearly variation of tem-

perature at the surface is ± 12°. 2. Under ground it is of course
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less. No secular variation is known. From these data it appears

that the temperature to which the vessel was exposed for 22 centu-

ries cannot, for any prolonged period, have been higher than 20° C.

6. In the last communication on the euantiotropy of tin, the

velocity of the change

white tin -> grey tin

was determined at different temperatures. It was found that the

change

grey tin —5» white tin

(above + 20° C.) in absence of a solution of pink salt took place

very slowly, so that it appeared possible to study the velocity also

above the transition point.

In all systems investigated up to the present, which have a

transition temperature, the change takes place so I'apidly above this

temperature that determinations of the velocity are impossible.

I filled a dilatometer with about 30 grams of grey tin and added

water to serve as the measuring liquid. In this way the pure phe-

nomenon may be studied.

The dilatometer was placed in a thermostat the temperature of

which could be maintained constant within 0.03° by means of an

electric regulator. The position of the liquid was read from time to

time on the porcelain millimeter scale placed behind the capillary

;

the corresponding times were measured by a chronometer to Vs sec.

In order to be able to regard the mass undergoing the change

as the same at all temperatures, a very small quantity of tin was

allowed to change at each temperature.

Temperature
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KONINKLIJKE AKAIJEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday December 30, 1899.

(Tninslalcd from: Versing van du guwoiie vergadcriiig- dor Wis- on Naluurkiindigo

Afdceling van Zaterdag 30 December 1899 Dl. VIII).

Contests : "Tlie resorjitioii of Fat and Soap in the laiije and the small Intestine". By Dr.

H. J. HA5II5DROER, p. 287. '— "Some Observations eoncernin<; an Asymmetrical Change

of the Spectral Lines of Iron, radiating in a Magnetic Field". By Dr. V. Zeeman,

p. 298. — "Borel's formulae for divergent series". By Prof. J. C. Kluyver, p. 302. —
"The Entropy of Kadiation". By J. D. van der Waals Jr. (Communicated by Prof.

J. D. VAN DER Waals), p. 308. — "On some special cases of JIonge's Differential

Equation" (Su])plement). By Prof. W. Kapteyn, p. 326. — "A new graphic System of

Craniology". By Dr. P. H. Evkman (Communicated by Prof. C. Winklkr) (with 4

plates), p. 327. — "Pomus in Pomo". By Miss T. Ta\. mes (Communicated by Prof.

J. W. Moll), )). "iSI. — "On the Theory of the Transition Cell of the third kind"

(First part). By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BakhoisRoozeboom),
]i. 334. — "On the Nitration of Dimethylaniline dissolved in Cmcentrated Sulphuric

Acid". By Dr. P. van Romburgh (Communicated by Prof. A P. N. Franciiimont),

p. 342. — "On the Formation of Indigo from Indigofera's an 1 from Marsdenia tinc-

toria". By Dr. P. van Roi.rBURGH (Communicated by Prof. A. P. N. 1'ranchi.mont),

p. 344. — "The HALL-effect and the increase of resistance of Bismuth in fhe Magnetic

Field at very low Temperatures" I (continued). By Dr. E. van Kvc^rdingex .Tk.

(Communicated by Prof. li. Kaj.erlingh Onkes), p. 3J8 (with one plat •;•

The followiiig pa] .rs were read

:

Physiology. — " The resorption of fat and doap in. l/ie lartje and

(In; .-nia'l intestine". By Dr. 11. J. IIambukger.

(Re;>d November 35, 1899.)

Introduction

.

While investigatinj^- the distribution of hit in tlie bloodcorpuscles

and plasma under the influence of respiratory gas exchanges, I tried

some experiments wliich may be said to prove that the large in-

testine probably [)osscsses the power of rosorbing fatty matter by

21
Proceedings itoyal Acad. Amsterdnm. Vol. II.
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moaiiH of its blood vessels '). T iiave thought it necessary slili I'lirtlicr

to pursue these prcliiiiinarv experiments, as they touch on a question

which, both from a tlieoretical and a practical point of view, seems

to be of the greatest importance. From a theoretical point of view,

because some light may, at the same time, be thrown on our present,

in many respects, very inadequate knowledge of the resorption of

lilt in the more complicated small intestine; from a practical point

of view, because the problem of reclttl nutrition with fat has not

yot been satisfactorily solved.

In this domain, indeed, tliere has hitherto been but little investi-

gation. Tn 1874 CzEKNY an<l LATSCiiiONiiKUOKR -) tried two ex[)eri-

incnts on a man to whom an anus praeternaturalis had been applied.

They brought into the fistula a known quantity of some fat emulsion,

then by rinsing out the contents after some time and ascertaining

how much fat they contained, they determined how much emulsion

had been absorbed.

In 1891 MuNK and Rosknstein -^ administered some rectal

injections of oil emulsion to a girl who had chyle fistula on her

leg, and by quantitative determination of the fat in the issuing

chyle ascertained how much fat had been absorbed. They found, as

CzERNY and Latschenbekger had also done, that the resorption

was insignificant.

Deucher ') and Plantenga '•') injected into persons with a normal

intestine a clysma consisting of the yolk of an egg and milk; here

too fat appeared to be resorbed, but the resorption was insignificant.

Though these experiments of MuKK and Rosenstein have un-

questionably shown that from a clysma fat may be resorbed, it has

not yet been proved that this resorption takes place in the large

intestine. What proof has there been afforded that, in the above

mentioned experiments, a part of the clysma has not passed the

valvula Bauhini?

And as for the experiments of Czerny and Latschenbekger,

\) Veihand. d. Koniiikl. Akad. v. Wetensch. Dl. Ill NO 10. 18'J4. p. 31.

-) CzEKNY iiiid Latsciieniseeokr, Plivsiologische Untersuohungen iiber die Verdaiuing

uiid Resorption im Dickdann. ViKiliow's Arcbiv B. 59. 1874. S. 179.

^) MuNK mid EosENSTKix, Zur Lelire vou der Eesoii)tion im Darm, uach Untersu-

clmngen an eiuer Cliylustistel beim Menschen. Virciiow's Arcliiv B. 129. 1891.

S. 230 eu 384.

') Deuchek, Ueber die Resorption des Fettes aiis Klystiereu. Deutsches Arcliiv f.

Klin. Medizin. 15. 58. 1890. S. 200.

') Plantenga, Der Wertli der Nilluklystiere. Diss. Freil)nrg i,B. 1898.
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they were only two in mimbor, and, fioiu more than one point of

view, they are qncsstionablo.

If we considei- tliat, as yet, no hypothesis even has been formed

as to the way in which the fat is resorbed in the large intestine,

an investigation of this subject will not be deemed superfluous.

In the first place we wish to know with certainty whether the

large intestine is indeed able to resorb fat.

I. Duea the laiuje intestine possess the power of resorhing f(d?

A loop is taken out of the lai'ge intestine of a dog in a state of

narcosis, is cleaned out inside, and by means of strings tied round it

is divided into three e(]ual parts «, h and c. An emulsion of lipanino

(olive oil with %A°io of oleic acid) in a solution ]Sra2 CO.i of '/a^o

is then introduced into the middle part J; nothing is introduced

into the exterior parts a and c. The intestine is then replaced, the

central cavity closed, and four hours later the intestine is removed

and by administering more chloroform the animal is killed.

The mucosa of the central part i, which contains no more fluid

is nrepared and cut into small pieces. As a means of control the

mucosae of the two outer pieces are also cut into small pieces,

placed in two small receptacles, and as much emulsion added as

was injected into h at the beginning of the experiment. The fiit in

the three receptacles is then with the utmost precaution determined.

E X P E II I M E N T I.

Lengtli of tlie pieces of intestine u, ft and c '.) cM. Into h 12.5 cc of a

ft pCts. lipanine emulsion in NaoCO, of '/aVo is injected. Four hours later

the intestine is eliminated. Isolation of the mucosae, cuttin"- into pieces. To

the mass a and c 12.5 cc of the emulsion is added. After it has been dried

the extract of ether yields the following results

:

Ether residii of intestine u (mucosa -|- emulsion) = 0.635 Gr.

// // 1/1/ c ( " " )^ 0.65i) Gr.

Mean . . . =0.641) Gr.

Ether residu of intestine // (mucosa -j- not resorbed fat =0.499 Gr.

This proves that 0.649—0.499=0.150 Gr. of fat has been absorbed out

of the intestine li during tiiese four hours.

Another experiment i>n an(jthcr animal resulted in a resorption

of O.IM9 gr. of fat in four hours.

These two experinuMits and many others of which we shall speak

21*
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later (cf. [)ago 293), have decisively proved that tin; lanje intestine

does reallij possess the power of resorbiixj fat.

It was remarkable that the piece /», on being opened, proved to

be nearly empty, and that big drops of fat cliuuj to the mucous

membrane. This gave rise to the suggestion that the Naj CO3 solu-

tion had probably been rapidly resorbed and the emulsion thus

destroyed ; the fat had got into a condition in which it could not

bo absorbed at all, or but very slightly.

This agrees with the views of Munk and Rosenstein, viz., that

of an emulsion of 15 gr. lipanine in a Na CI solution of 0.4 pCt.,

in 7i— 9 hours, 0.55 gr. of fat issues from the chyle fistula, but

that the quantity amounted to 1.1, tliat is to say about double

as much, when emulgent fluid Nag CO3 was used. Now it is known

tiiat with a Na^ CO3 solution fat remains suspended much longer

than with a Na CI solution. It appeared then that on using NaoCO;,

the lipanine remained longer in an emulgent state in the intestine

than on the application of Na CI.

Having obtained this result, which was confirmed by further

experiments, we thought it of importance to employ, instead of the

Nils CO3 solution, a fluid in which the emulsion would remain still

longer existing in the intestine. It had therefore, to be a fluid

of great emulgent power and moreover not rapidly absorbed in the

wall of the intestine. For years clysmata of the yolks of eggs, of

cream, and of milk have been used for these purposes. As these are

compound mixtures these forms of emulsion seemed to me less fit;

it is especially the albuminous investment of the fatglobules by which

new factors are introduced into the problem of the resorption of fat.

l^esides Deuciier and Plantenga had already shown that the

(luantity of fat which a man resorbs from such emulsions amounts

but to about 10 gr. per 24 hours.

It now occurred to me to try a fluid which also in the small

intestine exercises an important influence on the physiological emul-

o-ent, viz. a solution of soap.

After a preliminary experiment had shown that in a solution of sapo

mcdicatus, the lipanine forms an emulsion which remains long in

the intestine, and from which in the long run much fat is resorbed,

we wished to determine the influence of soap on the large intestine.

Such a research in itself seemed to us not destitute of importance,

as under normal circumstances no inconsiderable quantities of soap

occur in the contents of the large intestine and we are unacquainted

with its functions in this part of the tractus intestiualis.
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ll. Resorption of soap in the large intestine.

In order to ascertain whether soap is resorbed in the large intestine

we pursued three methods.

P'. Into a loop of the large intestine tied in two places we

introduced a solution of soap. The loop having been replaced in the

ventral cavity, it is left to itself for a few hours. From the quantity

of soap still present we infer how much has been resorbed i).

2n(i, From a dog in a state of narcosis a loop of the large intestine

is ligatured at one end, and at the other furnished with a tube which

is connected with a funnel that may be adjusted at different licights.

A solution of sapo medicatus is introduced into the funnel and the

intestine filled.

From time to time it is now necessary by replenishing, to raise

to its original height the level of the fluid descending in consequence

of resorption.

At the end of the experiment the contents of the funnel, con-

necting tube and intestine are rinsed out, and the quantity of soap

contained in this and in the mucosa is determined. If we deduct

this quantity from the whole of the soap solution used, what has

been I'csorbed remains.

3rd_ Ti^e large intestine is cut through close to the coecum. The

free ends are attached to the ventral wall ^). After a cure has been

effected we dispose of a separate piece of the large intestine. Into

this large quantities of a solution of soap are now introduced through

the rectum. By ascertaining how much soap, after a limited time,

still remains in this portion of the intestine, we can determine how

mucii has been lesorbed.

All the three methods agree in shoirlng wianimoHsli/ that the large

intestine possesses in a large measure the pover of resorhing soap.

III. W/iat Jiappcns to the soap resorbed?

T'he researches of J. Munk ') and of J. Munk and A. Rosen-

stein '•) have shown that the fatty acids taken into the body are

') \Vp o;iMMot enter into pnrticuliu's liero; they "'ill be found in ;i piiper wliicli « ill

iip|)e:ir in the Arcliiv f. Aniit. n. I'hysiol. Physiol. Abth.

) Dr. Foi.MEU, snrg-pon, \v;\s so kind us to :itt;ic!i this intestine listnlii for nie.

') .1. Mlnk, Ziir kennfnisa der Itedeutung des Fettes and seiner Coniponenten fiir

den Sloll'wechsel. Vlitciiow's Arch. I'.. 80. ISSl) S. 11).

') \. 0.
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converted into fat, ani] iis siidi nppear for a great part in tlie

cliylevossels. Tiie last is opiioitmie; for as Munk first observer], the

presence of relativeiy small quantities of soap in tlie blood circuit

is dangerous to life; an intravenous injection of 0.12 gr. of soap

per kilogr. of the weights of the rabl)it already caused death.

These experiments made it higlily probable that already in the

mucosa of the small intestine the fatty acids combine ') with gly-

cerine into fat. And the preliminary experiments of EwAhD-) with

finely minced mucosa of the small intestine have confirmed this

hypothesis.

Now as there is no ground for assuming that the soap which is

absorbed in the large intestine passes without injury into the blood

it seemed to me not too hazardous to conjecture that the oleic

acid in the large intestine is also converted into fat.

To test this liypothesis by observation, we made experiments in

three directions.

jst ^e examined whether the; mucosa of a loop of intestine

which has been sonic time filled with a solution of soap shows an

increase of fat. (As is known, some fat can always be extracted

from the normal mucosa).

2'"' We examined whether the formation of fat stated under l**'

does indeed continue after the intes-tine has been taken out of the

body and is left to itself at the temperature of the body.

.']''' We inquired whether the fresh and still warm mucosa of

the intestine, after having been minced fine and then saturated with

a solution of soap in which was a little glycerine, was still able

to convert soap into fat.

This proved to be really the case. The conversion, however, could

no longer be observed when the mucosa had previously been heated

to 80'^. Hence this suggests fermentation.

There crtn he no doubfj i/ieii, fJiaf soap resorhed in tlie hinje

inU'xIliie Is, jtarfiftlhi at leasf^ vovrcrted into fat in tlic nnico^a.

IV. Resorption of fit from lipanine-soap emidsion.

It having thus been established what happens to the soap resorbed in

tlie large intestine, we went back to our point of departure and

inquired whether, according to our theory, laid down at page; 2(K),

') The origin of tlie glycerine is still uncertain.

2) C. A. EwALT). Uber Feftbildung (lurch die iiherlehenile D:nnischlcinili;nit. Archiv.

1'. Annt. nnd rhysiol. Abth. 1SH:3. ir'iippleni. S. 302.
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more fat. is resorbed from emulsions with solutions of soap tlieil

from emulsions with Na„ CO^.

In order to answer this question, a loop was produced from

the large intestine and by means of a string tied round it,

divided into three parts, of equal length. Into the central part h a

lipanine-Nao COs-emulsion was introduced, into a lipanine-soap-

emulsion. The two emulsions contain 20 cc lipanine to 80 cc

emulgent fluid (soapsolution 5 ^/o and NaoCOo-solution ^/j %).
The piece of intestine c serves as a control and does not contain

anything.

Five hours afterwards the intestine is eliminated. On opening h

there is no trace of emulsion to be observed ; this section is empty,

but a mass of fat is found lying against the mucosa. In a there is

still a fine emulsion present ; of a fatty mass or of drops of fat

against the mucosa there is no trace.

The contents and mucosa of the two sections are taken in hand

for the quantative examination of the fat still present.

The mucosa is also removed from the controlling section c and

its fatcontents determined; but before proceeding to the last, we add,

in order as much as possible to avoid mistakes the same quantity of

lipanine-soap-emulsion as was injected into a in this case, thus,

20 cc.

The first experiment showed tliat from the lipanine-soap-emulsion

0.55.^ Or. of fat had boon rcsorbod, whereas, in the same time,

only O.lo(» Gr. of fiit had been rcsorbed from the lipanine-Niij CO3-

omulsion.

Further experiments yielded the same results.

Though it had hereby become certain that more fat is rcsorbed

from lipanine-soap-emulsions than from lipanine-Nag COs-emulsions

and the power of the large intestine to rcsorb fat has hitherto been

rated too low, yet, in order to Ibi'm an idea of the resorbing power

of the large intestine, it seemed desirable to compare it with that

of the small intestine.

In making this comparison, the necessity of reducing the extent

of the resorption to equal surfaces of mucous membrane, presents

no little difficulty. If, however, in preparing the mucosa we make
a circular incision which penetrates to tlie mucosa, and then strip

off serosa with muscle from the mucous membrane, it is very easy

to ascertain the surface of the mucosae of the two pieces of intestine

to be compared.

Tlie exprrininifs Imrc noic shdiot thai, for ftil^ f/ic irsojyfive
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poioer of the large intestine is, under the given circumstances, not

inferior to fhnf of the small intestine.

I say: "the resorptivo/jo?^er," by which I do not mean, of

course, that in normal life the large intestine resorbs as much, per

unit, of the surface of the mucous membrane, as the small intestine.

Kor is that the case. For the fat is supplied to the small intestine

in a pulpy, sometimes almos*^ liquid mass, whereas the largo intestine

must absorb the fat from a more solid condition, which is, of

n)urse, done? with less facility. Moreover, ou reaching the large

jutestino, the contents hav(! already rejected the greater part of

the fat, .Mid consequently what, in i jrmal lifL>, the large intestine

absorbs ri fat will amount to less than what the small intestine

resorbs.

What our exj>eriments teach us is this: that when the lipanine-

sna])-('mulsion i. supplied to tlie unit of the surface of tiie mucous

monibi'ane, an nlmost equal quantity of fat is resorbed.

Besides in detached pieces of the intestine, wo have now also

studied the resorption of fat in a fistula of the large intestine. In

f')niewhat over a day we saw from a lipanine-soap-einulsioii about

10 gram of fat arrive at resorption in 12 hours.

If we consider that this quantity is about the same that Plantknga
in the course of twenty-four hours could bring in maxima to

resorption in ;i liuman being whose large intestine possesses a much
larger surface of mucous membrane than that of the dog, it then

becomes highly probable that also in man, if we also einploy

lipanine-soap-emulsions we shall be able to bring about a much more

considerable resorption of fat than we have hitherto obtained with

other emulsions.

The emulsion with soap solution yields another practical advan-

tage, viz. tliat resorbed soap contributes as such to the absoi'ption

of fat, for, as we have seen, the soap is converted into fat.

From a practical point of view it would be of importance system-

atically to examine what will be the most favorable propoi-tion of

lipanine and soap-solution, and also what concentration must be

given to the soap-solution in order to make the resorption as great

as possible. We shall have further to discover how much the extent

of the resorption depends on the volume of injected emulsion and,

thoiefoie also on the respective times of injection.

We have, however, not puisued the subject further in ihis direction.
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We have occupied ourselves with another problem, viz. what path

does tlie fat take in the mucosa.

V. What way does tJie fat take in the mucosa ?

We may a pylori assume that the particles of fat after leavioj^'

the epithelial layer of the Lieberkiihns glands and entering the

lymphducts, will, for a part at least, be carried off with the

current of lymph. Tlie remaining fat would tlien have to full i\v

the path of the blood capillaries situated in the lymphducts, and

seeing that in the mucosa of the large intestine the system of

lymphatic vessels is relatively only slightly developed, it would

not even be improbable that the blood capillaries form the principal

channel of conveyance.

Meanwhile the questiou might be raised: has a transition from fat

into blood capillaries ever been observed in other places? And tliis

tlien suggests in the first place, the small intestine. That a great

part of the fat there follows the way of the lymphatic vessels, few

will question
;
but whether the blood capillaries are also responsible

for a part of the transport has not hitherto been decided.

According to Claude Bernard the serum of the v. porta in

mammalia during digestion looks as white as milk. On the other

hand, comparative investigation of the blood of the v. porta and of

the a. carotis, undertaken by BoRNSTEiN ^) at the instance of

Heidenhain showed that the fat contents of the portal-blood arc

less than those of the a. carotis.

The experiments of ZawilskI") also seem to argue against a

direct absorption of fat by the blood capillaries. Eighteen hours

and a half after partaking of a rich meal, while the resorption of

fat was still in active operation, the contents of the ductus tlioia-

cieus where drawn outside so that the blood no longer received any

chyle. The fat contents of the blood amounted only to 05%; ''^>

no more, then, than in a stato of hunger.

Over against the results obtained by Zawilski and Boknstein

we must set those of von Waltiier ") and of Franc'). Yon

1) Heidkniiain, Heitriige vxw ilistologie uikL Pliysiolngie der DiiniHlariuM'liIciiiiliiiil.

PrLi'iGEii's Arcliiv Suppl. 1888. S. i)5.

-) Z.^wiLSKl, Die Aljfuhrwege des Fettes. Avliciteii iuis der pliysiologis! luii Aiislidt

zii Leipzig. Jahrg. XL. 18 7G.

•') VON W.\LTiiEii, Ziir Lelire von der Fettresc rptiou, Du Rois-Ekymon )'^; Anhiv.

]8'.)0. p. 3^8.

') Frank, Pie Resorption der FoUsiiinoii der N;diniiig^r('l(c, mil I m^cliiing des

Jirustganges. Ibid. 1 892. p. 497.

Dcrselbo, Ziir Lclire der Fcttresorj)li(in. llnd. 1^9 1-. p. :i97.
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Waltiier showed that only a vorv small portion of the whole

(|iiantity from 40 to 50 or. of the resorbed fat is transported

tliroiigh the ductus thoracieus. And Frank observed that, after

ligaturing tlie ductus thoracius, the resorption of fatty acids in the

sinall intestine was considerable. „These observations", Hammarstkn
says rigiitly in his textbook on physioloo-ical Chemistrv, hardly

seem, however, under normal circumstances, capable of being trans-

ferred to the resorption of neutral fats in man". Munk and Rosen-

STKIN in their investigations on a girl who had a lymphfistula in

the log, could find again in the chyle scarcely more than GC/o of

the fat administered per on.

It will be seen that there is still little agreement with respect to

tiic direct transition of fat into the Ijlood capillaries. It a])pcars to

me that 1 have succeeded in showing with certainty that in the

nmuM intestine of the dor/ the blood capillaries hare a considerahle

share in the resorption of fat.

The experiment was as follows.

In a large dog in a state of profound narcosis a loop of the small

intestine was produced by means of an incision in the linoa alba.

In consequence of a rich meal (bread with a great deal of lard)

which the dog had received the night before the chyle vessels

were splendidly injected. At distances of 17 cM. strings are thrust

throuah tbe mesenterium. close to the attachment of the intestine.

By means of those strings pieces of the intestine will be shortly

altcrwards detached. The chyle vessels of the central piece of the

intestine b are carefully bound together. Those of the adjoining

parts a and c are not. The whole loop is then well rinsed with a

t(^pid solution of Na Cl-solution of 0.9%. The strings are then

tightened and the loop divided into three equal parts. Into each of

the three parts is injected 25 c.c. of a lipaninesoap-emulsion, con-

sisting of 2U0 cc. sapo medicatus of 5 "/„ -|- 50 cc. lij)anine. When
from the side of a and c two pieces a' and r' had after rinsing

been untied, everything was ngain restored to tiie ventral "-ivity,

which was then closed.

Five hours later the int(>stine was removed from tlu^ animal,

which was still in a state of narcosis and was now killed.

The determination of the percentage of the fat of the contents

of the loop inclusive of the mucosae showed that in Z*, where the

chylevessels were bound together, still 0.419 gr. was resorbed;

whereas in a and c, that is to say in chyle-vessels not bound
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together, 0.714 gr. and 0.697 gr. respectively of fat Were absorbed

.

Three more experiments yielded the same result.

There can bo no doubt, then, that the blood capillaries possess

in a large measure tlie power of resorbing fat.

This result agrees with that of Monk's and Rosenstkin's expe-

riments, whicli showed that only about GO "/^ of the fat resorbed

flows out tlirough the chyle vessels.

With respect, now, to the experiments of other investigators who

deny that the blood vessels have a direct share in the resorption,

it seems to me, that considering the present state of our knowledge,

those of Zawilski are no longer conclusive. Of later 3ears it

has been shown that in the blood ferments occur (lipolytic ferment

of CoiiNSTEiN and Michaelis, lipase of Hanriot) which possess

the power of converting fat. When Zawilski finds that on the

effluence of chyle the blood does not contain more fat than about

what is found in a state of hunger, this does not exclude the

absorption of fiit through the blood capillaries ; owing to the slow

resorption the fat alv.'ays undergoes, what had passed into the

blood-circulation could be regularly an.alyzed.

On the same grounds, comparative determinations in different

sorts of blood, such as wore made by Bornstein cannot be decisive

in this question. Moreover in these experiments no notice has been

taken of tlie significance of the relative volume of blood corpuscles

and plasma in the composition of tiie total of blood in the two

cases.

It ma\ now be further asked whethci' the fatglobulcs as such

are absorbed in the blood capillaria, or not until they have first

perhaps, been converted into a soluble combination.

Claude Bernard's experiments suggests, indeed, the first hypo-

thesis, but it does not exclude the second.

On this question I hope soon to make some communications.

It has already been shown tk'd the blood eapilUvia take a ilinri

part in the rcsorplion of fat in the small intestine ; and niai/ also

most prnhahlij do so in the large intestine.

Summary.

1. It may now be considered as proved that tlu; large; intestine

of the dog has the power of resorbing fat.

2. Contrary to the opinion hithei'to Indd, this power is considci-

able, and is not inferior even to that of the small intestine.
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rj. In order to bring about a resorption so considerable, It is

necessary to take an emulsion that can stay a long time in

the intestine.

The usual Naj CO3 is not well adapted tor tlie preparation

of such an emulsion and the Na CI still less so, because

both are rapidly rcsorbed and with them the emulsion neu-

tralized. A solution of Siipo uiedicatus, however, seems to

answer the requirement.

•i. As to tlie soap solution itself, it appears that this is resorbed,

though much more slowly than the NiigCO;,, and during the

resorption is, at least for a part, converted into fat already

in the mucosa.

This conversion continues in the intestine that has been

cut out; nay it is effected even when the mucosa has been

minced fine. Heating to 80°, liowevor, iii'utralizes tlie said

property.

5. As to the path taken by the fat in its resorption in the

large intestine, it is highly probable that a part of it is

transported through the blood capillaria. The experiments

described above have at least shown with certainty thnt this

is the case in the small intestine.

Physics. — '^Some Oh^icrrtilioiis concrniiiKi an Asijniniptrkal CliaiKje

of flic Spectral Lines of Iroii^ radiutiny in. a Maijnclic FichC\

liy Dr. r. Zekman.

1. In observing spectral lines resolved into tiiplets by the action

of the magnetic field, one is certainly struck by the symmeti-ical

position and the c(jual intensity of the outer components of these

tiiplets. There are especially in the case of iron not a few of the

stronger lines, which seem to represent ideal cases of triplets, as

originally predicted by Lorkntz's theory. It is only after more

attentive inspection that several faint triplets are seen in which one

of the outer components is apparently more intense than the other.

On a former occasion ') I pointed out that thei'e were reasons for

expecting triplets with a more intense laterul com])onent towanl the

') Proceedings TJoyal Academy of Sciences Amstenlnni, .Tune 1898. Astropliysical

Journal, Vol. 'J. Jan. 1899.
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red. In strong fields I noticed a few. I could show however that

most of these asymmetrical triplets were due to superpositions and

T concluded that we had no evidence of a directing influence of the

magnetic field on the orbits of the light-ions. No more was done

upon this subject.

2. Some time ago Prof. VoiGT of Gottingen kindly communicated

to me that he had deduced from theory that normal triplets must

show in iveah magnetic fields a remarkable asymmetry viz. the outer

component toward the red has the greater intensity, the outer com-

ponent toward the violet has the greater distance from the original

line. In low fields these asymmetries will ])reponderate, disappearing

however in strong fields ^).

It has given me much pleasure to undertake at Prof. Voigt's

request a testing of this result of his theory.

I made these observations the more willingly now I was in

possession of a beautiful concave grating, which Prof. Rowland
with kind courtesy has examined and selected for me. The grating

is, like the one lent from the Leyden laboratory, ruled with 14438

lines to the inch and has a radius of about 3 M. The resolving

power of the present grating is however superior to that of the one

formerly used. Negatives now were taken generally in the second

order.

3. I tried to study by eye observation, using the spectrum of

the first order, the inequality of the outer coaiponents. Iron termi-

nals (all following facts relate to this substance) were used. A
Nicol's prism was placed before the slit with its plane of vibration

vertical, in order that the outer components of the triplet only

were visible.

But notwithstanding the lateral components were but slightly

separated and therefore the circumstances, and as to intensity of the

field and as to facility of comparison, very favounxble, I could not

conclude to an indubitable inequality of the outer components. It

may be that the flickering of the spark interferes rather infavour-

able with these observations.

4. I had more success with the photographs taken. I studied

the spectrum of the second and third orders; between 3400 and

') Voiu'i's jjiiper will he piiblislied shortly in Wiedeiiiimu Ann. under title ; "Dis-

symmetric der ZEEMAN'sclien Triplets".
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3900 tenth iiietros in llic second jnul a >omowliat smallor jjart in

tlic lliinl order.

I did not introduce a Nicoi. between the spark and the slit. The

strength of the fielil may lie roughly oharaeterized hy the state-

ment tiiat about two thirds of tlu; more intense lines were resolved

into ti'iplets or quadruplets (showing with the field used for the greater

part as doublets). It was now possible to look for inequality of

intensities and at the sam(! for asymmetry of the distances. Exeluding

the lines wliere the before mentioned ])erturl)ations interfered '), I

hav(! found sc'veral lines, which showcul the asymmetries predicted

by VoiOT ; it is true, in a very small degree;. Some lines showed the

asymmetry of the intensities oidy oi' of the distances only, l)ut other

lines the two asymnu^tries at the same lime. The phenomenon is

how((vei- extremely small.

Tli(! diil'ei'ence of the distances i)etweeii the components towanl

red and toward violet and the original line never cxccmmIs a few

percent.

For the moment T will not eommunieate the amount of th(> asym-

metries of different lines. Either lioth or one of the asymmetries

are shown by the following lines:

3498.00, 3087.00, 3709.40, 3735.01, 37(33.91, 3X78.712).

5. As the outer compiments of quadiuplets behave in a normal

manner I have looked for an inequality of intensity between these

components. The field used was somewhat stronger than the one

mentioned in § 4. There was a difference in the expected sense in

the case of the lines:

3466.01, 3475.61, 3705.73, 3722.73, 3872.65.

Moreover 3466.01 and 3705.73 showed a displacement toward

the violet of the mean of the outer components relatively to the

mean of the inner ones. This result is confirmed, at least for

3466.01, by an observation of Reese: "but the most careful

measurements that I could make indicated a possibility that in the

ease of 3466.0 the mean of the inner pair is a triHe further

toward the red than that of the outer pair ^)." Voigt's developments

') Proceedings ttoyal Aeudeuiy Aiusterdiiiu, June IS'JS. Astropliys. .Jounud. Vol. 9.

Jyii. 1899.

'-) The wiive-leiigtlis of the sparo-spectrum iiccording to Kxnek and Haschek.
') Notes on the ZEiCM.vx-Effeot. Jolins Hopkins Un. (Jircular. .lune 1899, N". 140.

Phil. Mag. Sept. 1899.
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only refer to triplets, hut, 1 tliink, \vc may consider also these

observations concerning (jiiadniplets as indications in favour of the

theory.

(I. The line 37;ii!.4(> is so modiKed as to be a triplet, the coin-

pitnent toward the violet being at a smaller distance from the

original line than the component toward the red. There seemed to

be no inequality of intensity of the outer components. Of the triplet

3824.58 the component toward the violet is apparently more intense

than the component toward tin; red. It does not seem to me very

probable that in the last mentioned case there is some perturbation

by the presence of the air-lino 3824.-4 (Neovius), because the

component is tar from hazy and the air-line very faint. It is invisii)le

upon a negative taken with a very low field but with a time of

exposition equal to that used in taking the negative with the more

intense component toward the violet.

It must remain for further inquiry to decide whether these obser-

vations must be explained by an extension of theoi-y or by some

perturbating cause not yet taken into account.

7, From the mentioned observations we may draw, I think, the

conclusion that the observed asymmetries are very probably real.

The extreme minuteness of the asymmetry makes it desirable however

to establish further its reality. I hope to do this in a future paper.

Finally it is to be observed, as was remarked to the author by

Prof. VoiGT, that my observation does not decide between his theory

and that of Lorentz, but confirms the common basis of both theories^).

[Addition of Jan. 15. I have lately found that in the case of

the triplet and quadruplet of cadmium 4678 and 4800, and the

triplet and quadruplet of zinc 4680 and 4722, the outer components

toward red are decidedly moi'c intense than the components toward

violet. Measurements of the distances were not yet made.

The line 3733 mentioned in § 6 happens to be one of the lines

showing "reversed polarisation." Probably this deviation from the

normal polarisation will account also for the reversed asymmetry of

the distances.

I doubt however at [\w. possibility ot the suggested explanation

in the case of a few other lines, lately exfl,mined, and which appar-

ently exhibit the behaviour mentioned in the beginning of § 6.J

') Tlie relation lietweeii tliese tlicoiies is exposed by Lokentz. Pliysik. Zcitsoliiift

(I. lliecke u. aimou. S. S'J. la'Ji).
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Mathematics. — "Bokki-V foniinfur for (Jircnjoif series'. By
I'lol. J. ('. Kllyyku.

In lii^ memoir on divergent series (Ann. sc. de rEeolc norm.,

t. 16, I'.
77, foot-note) Bokkl suggested that in liis "adjoint

integer function"-D^

=° u„ a"
Eia/:) = 2--

n!

perhaps tlic I'actor «„ : n! miglit be advantageously replaced hy

n

u'' : r
[ h '

^^'hcre p is a positive integer.

In the present communication the truth of this remaik will bo

shown. It will appear that this slight alteration in E{az) leads to

a "region of summability'', identical to those found by Borel him-

self, and also by Servant (Ann. de Toulouse, 2^^ serie, t. 1, p. l.o2),

when they considered other modifications of the adjoint integer

function.

Starting with the I'unction /(-) and its expansion

/ (i) == :s: r„ z" ^ ^ u„

,

which e.\|)ansion we assume to have a Unite radius of convergence,

we consider the adjoint integer function

<» c„ z» a''

E^,{<,/c)=^ ^
.

"-(- + >)

The integer p is arbitrary ; if p be taken equal to unity, tiio

function Ei{a!z) becomes the function E{az) of Borel.

In the first place it will be necessary to express Ep {ajz) by

means of a definitr> integral. A suitable path of integration W is

obtained in the following manner. In the complex a-plane we draw

a curve nearly in the shape of a cardioid, the cusp at ;; ==

pointing in the direction of .r = — oo , and the curve itself enclosing

the origin. We suppose that :he path IF begins at .r = and that,

along the cardioid, it goes in a positive direction round the origin,

ending again at .(• = 0.
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With this assumption about W we have immediately

1

1 "TT i

n , \ Am J X

^(7 + ' "'"

r(" +1

J

IK

;- I Cn (^^' z e
""

)» (U- ,

71 % J X-

and tituilly, provided |
./' | remains small enuugb,

a

or

1 T ?

Ini .) X
W

The latter equation however conveys no definite meaning, unless

1 T

;

during the integration the value of /(*'' ? e ^
) can be fixed without

ambiguity. This requires that the region bounded by W contains

1 T i

none of the singular points l of /(t'' zc ''
)

.

We will assume that in tlie z- plane /(c) can be coMtinucd across

tlie circle of convergence of the series ^ f„ c" and that it has outside

this circle a set of singular points « =z ^ e^'^ Then, taking c = e'«,

the function f(x'' ze '' ) has in the .f-plane a similar set of singular

points i, given by

1 (jP „ UP— = ^—- cos p iO—ft) — i ^- sin p iP—ft) .

t Ap Ap

Id order to exclude the points t from the region delimited by

the cardioid, we confine the point c in the c-plane to an areii, con-

22
J'roceediugs Uoyal Acad. AiiLitfi'daiii. Vol. II.
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structed as ibllows. Each of the pointg a=Ae'i^ determines a curve

whose equation written in polar coordinaion is

_ ^''

cos p (0— /:?)

and the totality of these curves divides the c-plane into a system of

curvilinear polygons. In one of these polygons, which we shall

designate by G^
, the origin and the circle of convergence of the

series 2 <;i s" are contained. We suppose now that the point ; never

leaves the interior of this polygon G,, .

In that case we constantly have

and consequently

/I 1 \

real part of (
— + -—; >

In other words, we may affirm that the points t in the .r-planc

are situated outside the circle with diameter 1 + * fi'i'^ centre

ir = — H^ -^ f) • Moreover, since necessarily we must suppose |
•; I

to remain finite, there is a non-evanescent minimum value of \t\,

so that it must be possible to draw the loop IK iu such a manner,

that all the points t remain outside, the loop thereby enclosing

at the same time the circle with diameter 1 and centre ^= — 5.

The latter condition is imposed on the path IT in order that

duiiug the integration we shall constantly have

real part of ("— + 1^ >0

With the thus constructed loop W as path of integration the

equation

1 »!...
^>{»/^)=- IT-. ^— /(*•' ^e ' )d,

£1 n I J X

retains its signification, even when the point z passes beyond the

eircle of convergence, if only it remains within Gp .
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The first property of tlie fuuctiou J^], (."!-) is now proved at once.

Multiplying by e-« we have

- - —

ir

and hence, as

Lim e " \^ ) = ^,

a= + i»

« <•„ c" a'

Ztm e- " E,, («/-) = Lim e-« ^ = . . . (I)

« = + » «= + «> p/'_^ 1 ^'N

Secondly wc find

00 1 TT i O)

f e-« 4, (a/.) da = —-- f— /(i^'' ee"'^
) f T" (i "^

^ ^^''^ ^
W

1

+

1 Ti
\ r dx ~ ——
n t,J .r + 1

W

In the latter integral the only infinity of the subject of integration

within the loop W being x = — 1 = e''' , the loop can be contracted

into a small circle round this point and there results

/ e-" L], (a/z) da = J (c) (II)

This equation may sorve to evaluate /{z) for any given point z

within the region Gj,
^ thei'efore we must regard G^ as the region

of summability associated with the function E^, (afz).

Meanwhile BoKEL indicated still a different way to calcuhite

f{z). Supposing p = 'i, and z lying within the polygon 6-'], he proved

that we have

22='
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where
A = n

/i=
S„ =Z ^ Ch i'' ^ -^ Uh

h= n

h — ii

The question remains whctlier the function

'Pv {«/-) = -^
«n a

(7+0

may bo similarly used for any point ~ within the region Gi, . That

this is indeed the case we prove as followjj.

It is easy to see that we can write

d'Pv

da

——1

'f,,
= :^

T- ^ "

P

if we only agree to take uu = and «/, r= as soon as A < 0.

Replacing s„ — Sn-^, by

U„ + M,i_l + U„_2 +

we get

"« — u+ 1 = -^ "n—i .

da
''

Ic^O ^^ ''« ):=0

and

(7 +

f
difj,

da
'fp ) da = L-" <-;>/; {alz)

a=

i= /)-l 1 «==» M„_fc s'" ai" T a= M

H= (->)
+

(i=

k=0 ~ J 71=0

I- P

(Z« .

- + 1)
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Kow, always supposing s to lie inside the region C^, , it is eviileiit

that Ej,{a/:) is related to /(s) in the same manner as

.(t) . , .
"^"^ Un-kS^a''

E'"' {alz):
V

is related to

zhf(z)=":E^Un-hzT^;

hence we may apply equations I and II and conclude that

Lim e-« E^^'^ (n/c) = ,

O = -j- 00

e-E^^ {aiz)da = z^fi,)

So it api ears that we have

e-" fpi, {ajz) —
'«o H- /'/(*)'

or

n

Urn e-«l '-^ = p/(--) (HI)

an equation wholly equivalent to the original formula of Borel.

Cases may occur in which the formulae I, II and III established

in the foregoing have some importance. For, in asking for the

value of f{z) in a given point z, it may happen that this point

lies outside Borel's region of summability G^ and that we are able

by a proper selection of the integer p to find a region <?p, wherein

z is contained. In tiiat case we can replace Borel's equations by

the formulae II and III, the application of which presents scarcely

more difficulties than tiiat of the formulae for the region G-^ . '<

Finally wc may remark that equations I and II still hold if p
is an arbitrarily assigned positive number. For rational non-integer

values of ;> however, the extent of the region of summability G^ is

considerably reduced, and for irrational values of /^ the region G^, ulti-

mately coincides with the circle of convergence, so that the summation-

formula II is no longer of any use.
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Physics. — " The Entropy of Radiation \ By J. D. van der

Waals Jr. (Commiinicatefl by Prof. J. D. van dkr Waals.)

The entropy principle may be tbrniulatofl in flifferent ways.

Strictly speaking, nothing follows from the examination of the

cyclic process of Carnot but

:

P' .

I
_^ is a total differential, if the process is reversible.

2'"'. If we pass from state A to state B in a not reversible way,

/
dQ
- is smaller than when the process is reversible.

The second formulation is: The entropy tends to a maximum,

i.e. the entropy always increases; and if the other conditions to

which the system is subjected, allow different processes, that one

in which the increase of the entropy is greatest, will take place.

As we may consider every sligiit change as "the process", we may

also say, that the Auction of the entropy is always a maximum.

To derive the second formulation from the first, wo must gene-

ralize the idea entropy. We must then also attribute entropy to

substances which are not in equilibrium. It being however imposs-

ible, that in a reversible way a substance is brought to a state

. rdQ
which is not a state of equilibrium, the definition: entropy is I —
for a reversible process, cannot be applied here. It has really been

attempted to find a conception of entropy which also applies to

substances which are not in a state of equilibrium.

In order that the second formulation of (he principle be correct,

the original conception must be extended still in another way. An
entropy of radiation must be introduced. Whether a deviation from

the law of Carnot might be obtained by radiation, has repeatedly

been made the subject of an investigation. Bartoli •) imagined a

cycle in which apparently a deviation occurred. Prof. Boltzmann ")

proved however, that this contradiction may be avoided by taking

into account the pressure exercised by luminous rays on a body by

which they are absorbed or reflected.

In this they tried to solve only this question: Can we obtain

by means of radiation a process, in which the substances yield

quantities of heat, which have another ratio than would follow from

1) Baktoli, Sopra i movimenti prodotti dalla luce c dal calore, Fieenze,

Le Monniee 1876.

=) Wied. Ann. XXII 1 Auno 1S81. No. 5. Page 31.
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the law of Carnot? Wien has first introduced an "entropy of

radiation" ^). He thinks it a matter of course, that radiation whicli

can be in equilibrium with ladiating bodies, and which possesses

energy, must also possess entropy. He derives his arguments exclusively

from the examination of reversible processes. He defines as "tem-

perature of radiation" the temperature of a perfectly black body,

which is in equilibrium with this radiation. In reversible processes,

however, the quantity of heat yielded by the walls is the same as

that communicated to the ether. As further according to the defini-

tion the temperatures of the walls and of the radiation are the

same, it comes to the same thing whether the law of Carnot be

applied to the ether, as WiEN did, or to the walls, als Boltzmann
[' dQ . . . .

did : j
-—- is identical in both cases. The necessity of the con-

ception "entropy of radiation" can therefore never be concluded from

reversible processes.

E. WiEDiaiANN had already pointed out the necessity of that

conception for phosphorescence- and fluorescence phenomena ").

Yet it is clear that if the entropy principle is expressed in the

second formulation, every irreversible radiation phenomenon is in

contradiction with the entropy principle, if we do not attribute en-

tropy to radiation. Every body which radiates heat into a vacuum,

which heat is not at the same time absorbed by another body,

would lose entropy without that at the same time at least an equal

amount of entropy was gained elsewhere. Therefore the entropy

principle requires, that the ether participating in the movement of

radiation, is assumed to have at least as great an amount of entropy,

as the radiating body has lost. Whether it is possible to find such

an entropy function for radiation, cannot in my opinion, be doubted.

This extension of the entropy principle is l.ss hazardous than that

in which the second formulation is derived from the first. Yet

nobody will doubt whether the second formulation is correct, pro-

vided that we follow Eoltzmann in considering the entropy prin-

ciple not as an exact law but as a principle of probability.

Wien derives, inter alia, from his considerations, the theoretical

reliability of the law of Stephan and the relative intensity of the

different wave-lengths in the light emitted by black bodies.

Another advantage of his introduction of the idea of "entropy of

1) Wied. Ann. 52.1. Anno 1894. No, 5. P. 133 sequ.

2) Wieil. Ami. 38,3. Anno 1889. No. 11. P. 485.
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rudiation" is, tliaf \vc ran ascribe a continuous existence to the

entropy : when a Itody loses entropy by means of radiation and

another ^ains entropy, we need not say, that in one place at least

as much is created, as is lost in another place, but that the entropy has

moved continuously through space from one place to another. The
(]uesti()n about the localization of the entropy is, however, not of so

much importance, as that about the localization of the energy. The
constancy 9f this second quantity induces us to think of an identical

continuance of existence, so tiiat we postulate a perfectly continuous

way of moving. This is not the case with the entropy and as the

entro])y of a point depends on tiie condition of the points round it,

th(> entropy of a molecule may be modified by modifying its sur-

roundings, there being no ([iiestion of a continuous propagation.

For if we assume the formula of Boltzmank:

//— Cr locj {F) ,1(0

^.P

the amount which every molecule contributes to the entropy is

— log{F)^ as — II represents the entropy. This quantity is changed

niomentaneously for every molecule of the group F^ when one or

more molecules are added to that group, there being no question of

propagation. It is remarkable that if the entropy in a volume element

increases in consequence of shocks, the amount with which the

entropy increases must be ascribed exclusively to the molecules

which have collided. For in the quantity ^/ both /^ and %/(i^) change.

The change may be represented by:

Cd F log {F) dco + Cf d log (/^ da.

The first term is the increase of the entropy of the molecules

which have collided, the second term that of the other molecules.

The second term, however, appears to be 0, for:

CFdlog {F)dto= jF-d Fdco = Cd F dco.

This represents the change in the total number of molecules. This

number is however, not changed by collisions, and the second term

is '). If however, the entropy of the volume elements as a whole

J) See BoltzmaKN, Vorlesungen iiber Gnstheorie, Iste Theil p. 33.
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Is considered, and not that of every one of the molecules separately,

we may say in conse(|uence of the entropy of radiation, introduced

by WiEN : the entropy is never lost, and it propagates continuously

through space. In what follows I hope to prove: Entropy originates

only, when collisions (or their analogue in radiation) occur, and the

new entropy is then to be found at that place where the collision

has taken place.

Though much might be learned from considerations like those of

WiEN, I prefer to make an attempt to obtain an insight into the

nature of the entropy of radiation by considerations analogous to

those of BoLTZMANN for the entropy of substances.

II.

When writing the preceding chapter, the treatises of Prof. Planck

entitled: "Ueber irreversible Stralungsvorgiinge" and his debate with

Prof. BoLTZMANN in "Die Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der "Wissen-

schaflen zu Berlin, 1897, 1898 and 1899", were unknown to me.

My attention was afterwards drawn to them. I found that several

of the observations which I have made already occur in Prof.

Plakck's treatises. However, as my opinion differs in many respects

from that of Prof. PlaisCK, I think that I ought to publish the

following paper, though I can oppose against the elaborate system

of Prof. Planck only a beginning of a system according to my
views. To make clear the course of my thoughts, I have left the

preceding chapter unchanged. In the first place I shall have to

vindicate, why I do not follow the method of treatment of Prof.

Planck, but follow the considerations of Prof. Boltzmann on the

molecular thermal movement also for the ethereal movement of ra-

diation. For this purpose 1 shall put the views of the entropy

principle of Prof. Boltzmann and Prof. Planck in sharp contrast;

or at least what seems to me to be the view of Prof. Planck, for

he does not expressively state his opinion.

Prof. Planck's meaning seems to me to be the following:

The basis of his considerations is that the entropy principle is

correct, that is to say that the entropy can only increase.

Now many processes which occur in nature, are not elementary

e. g. all thermal phenomena can only be treated adccjuately by

applying strict mechanic laws to the separate molecules. In order

to find an exact law of nature, it will be necessary to consider an

elementary process which is ruled by strict mechanic laws. Now
the entropy can change in one direction only, the cause of which
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must be found in an elemcntaiy pioccss, which can take place in

one direction only.

In this way quite a different i(l(3a of reversibility is introduced

as that wliicli was originally deduced from the cycle of Carnot.

The reversibility according to Carnot means, if we consider more

closely the mechanism of the movement of heat, that all states,

through which the system has pastjcd, arc states of cijuilibrium.

These states of equilibrium now, are nothing- but a particular kind

of stationary states, namely such as can exist, without continual

change taking place necessarily anywhere outside the system. So

e. g. a gas between two plates, one kept at 100° by means of

steam and the other at 0° by means of melting ice, is in a perfectly

stationary stale, which however is no state of equilibrium, as on

one plate steam is continually condensing and on the other ice

melting.

It is easy to see that this idea has little in common with the

idea of iirevorsibility of Prof. Plakck. Many processes are irreversible

according to Carkot, reversible according to Prof. Planck, e. g.

thermal processes which arc brougiit about by the movement of

the molecules. In these processes Prof. Planck grants the rever-

sibility according to his definition. As these processes however,

increase the entroj)y, it seems to me, that Prof. Planck ought not

to have tried to iiiid a process, which is irreversible according to

his dt;finitions but an explanation, why processes, which are irre-

versible according to Carnot can only cause increase of entropy.

This observation of mine would seem fallacious only to him who

wanted to explain all thermal processes not by molecular motion and

collisions, but either by radiation or by an elementary strictly irre-

versible process of which we have as yet not the least idea. Now
we shall investigate the question whether there is really an elemen-

tary strictly irreversible process.

Prof. Boltzmann denies this positively.

As well in the ordinary mechanics (provided heat and other

internal movement be introduced as kinetic energy) as in all ether

phenomena no process occurs that could not take place in an opposite

direction. If a movement fulfils tlie equations of Lagrange and

those of Maxwell, the same applies to a movement which arises

from the former by reversing all velocities and all magnetic forces.

This observation seems to me to be quite decisive. Yet the con-

sideration of all processes is not equally justified. The movement of

a Hertz's vibrator, which is damped because of the emission of

radiation, may be thought to take place in opposite direction, so
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that a wave convorges from the infinite space where it has every-

where the same phasis, exactly into the same point. Yet we are

not justifier] in assuming, that this second movement occurs in

nature. On this Prof. Planck's considerations are based. He thinks

that he has found his perfectly irreversible process in radiation

which falls on a resonator. He makes this process really irreversible

by excluding a certain number of movements as not occurring. In

reality Prof. Planck's ideas differ less from those of Prof. BoLTZ-

MANN than he thinks. For the latter calls a great many movements

possible, but very improbable, and assumes justly, that such improb-

able movements may occur both in phenomena of molecular move-

ment and in phenomena of radiation.

Prof. Boltzmann's considerations seem to be chiefly as follows.

As basis of his considerations he takes the reversibility of all

processes, as well mechanical as electrical and magnetical ones.

Fi'om this follows that a process, in which the entropy increases,

might also take place in the opposite direction, so that the entropy

decreased. Apparently this is in contradiction with the experiment

which teaches us, that only those processes occur, in which the

entropy increases. To explain this apparent contradiction, Prof.

BoLTZMANN argues as follows:

If we know exactly the initial conditions of a system with

n degrees of freedom, i.e. the n generalised coordinates and their

Auctions at a given moment, and if we know the laws of all the

forces, acting on the system, we can calculate the state of the

system at any moment. If however we know at a given moment
only n — 1 of the coordinates and their fluctions, we can in general

calculate nothing for a later moment. The want of knowledge of

one of the 2 n necessary data, makes not only that one coordinate

indeterrained for the future, but all the coordinates. If we consider a

gas as a system with m.any degrees of freedom, the condition would

be exactly determined only then, if at a given moment we know
exactly the coordinates and their fluctions for every molecule sepa-

rately. As we however never know them, we can never say how
the condition in the next moment will be. Perfectly general laws

for movement of heat can therefore not be drawn up.

By varying the coordinates of the separate molecules, we can

however obtain a great number of systems, all of which fulfil the

conditions, which are required to call the system in question a gas

or a solid substance with a certain temperature and under a certain

pressure and which differ only in the coordinates of the separate

molecules. The number of these systems is infinite. Now Prof.
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i3or.TZMAXN has proved that for the vast majority of those systems,

the state after a given time is of course not perfectly determinod,

but yet fulfils certain conditions, that namely the mean density and

the mean kinetic onerj^y in every volume element will be such

that we may speak again of a solid or a gas of a certain tempera-

ture and under a certain pressure. Of course this is not proved for

the great majority of all systems occurring in nature, but for all

imaginable systems which answer to our idea "substance of a certain

temperature and under a certain pressure". If we suppose all these

different systems to be equally probable, we may say that it is

highly improbable that wc meet with a phenomenon, in which the

entropy increases with a measurable amount. The supposition of

Prof. BoLTZMANN that these systems are equally probable, is not

new. Every one who has written on kinetic gas theory could not

but make this supposition though in a somewhat different formula-

tion, in order to calculate the mean number of collisions and such

like quantities. The fact that observations show that the entropy

always increases, justifies the assumption that this supposition agrees

with reality. Convinced of the correctness of these considerations of

Prof. BoLTZMANN, I wanted to treat the entropy of radiation in a

similar way. The H theorem of Prof. Boltzma:nn is closely connected

with the distribution of velocities according to Maxwell. Therefore I

thought that I had in the first place to find the analogue of it for

the distribution of the electric forces in a space, in which a great

number of radiating molecules are to be found. This distribution

will be treated in the following chapter.

First some observations on an, in my opinion, essentiel conse-

quence of the considerations of Prof. Boltzmann, viz that the entropy

increases only in consequence of collisions.

To show this we take the following process into conside-

ration :

The walls inclosing a quantity of gas are suddenly removed at

the moment t, so that the gas spreads in an infinite vacuum. We
leave the molecular attraction out of account. If we take the gas at

a high degree of rarefaction and if the volume in which it was

enclosed is supposed to be not too large, many molecules will move

away without any collision. In order that we may apply Boltz-

MANN's // theorem, we must have a large quantity of molecules.

The assumption that after the moment t not a single molecule col-

lides, may be in opposition to this requirement. Yet we may examine

what might be the consequence of the assumption that all molecu-

les moved away with the velocity which they had at the moment
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/, without changing it by collisions. It is easy to show, that the

entropy would then remain constant.

Let us first think the gas enclosed in a small cube with a centre

0, the axes being taken parallel to the sides. We get

H = ffffffF log (F) dx du dz d^ drj d^

i r] ^ representing the components of the velocities of the mole-

cules. The first three integrals for .r y and z must be taken between

the limits — ^ a and + 2 «, where a represents the edge of the cube,

and the other three for § >j and C between — co and + go. If the

volume of the cube was 0, the velocity of the molecules which had

reached after one second the point P (x' y z) at a distance r from

would also be r and their density a^ F(x' y' z').

By assuming this density as being the real one, we shall make
a slight error. For the velocity we must however take into account

that the velocity of molecules, which reach P after one second,

starting from different points of the cube, is different.

The probability that the components of the velocity of a molecule

which has reached point P, are enclosed between the limits

:

x' -\- x=z^' and x' + X + dx = ^' -\- d^'

y' + y = n' iin« y + y -\- '^y = >/ + dri

z' -Y z = ^' and 0' + c + dz = i' + d'Q'

(-•, .'/ and z representing the coDrdinates of the point uf the cube,

i'loiii which the molecule has started, is:')

dx dy dz dB' d>i' dC,

we find for H after one second;

il' =
ffffffr

^'"

73 '"i' («' ^'' ~^
}

'^•'' ''^' ^-' ''^" '^'/' 4"

F' lo<j {F) dx' dy' dz' d§' dri d^'

F is ubtaineil, as we have seen, by substituting /- in i'" for the velo-

city; )• represents the distance from an arbitrary point to the origin.
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Tlu! iiitograls with rospcet to j;, y and z must liorc be taken

between — cc en + oo, tliu.-e w'itli respect to £, ri and 'C, between

— \a and -\- \0: Tlierefore //' is equal to /V, the only difference

is that the coordinates have been interchanged with the velocities.

The unity of time being arbitrary // will remain also constant

after an arbitrary time. // chanj^es only if the molecules wliich

arc moving away, cannot reach infinity, but come in collision with

a new wall and are arranging themselves into a state of stationary

movement in I he n(,'w volume.

Tim great importance which I tiiiiik ought to be attaclied to the

collisions, made me look lor its analogue in radiation. For this

purpose I have had to make a supposition on the nature of radia-

ting molecules. I have namely imagined them as Hertz's vibrators

all of the same period. In tliis case the emitted radiation also has

everywhere the same period. Its amplitude varies from point to

point and changes with the time. As collision of a special kind I

consider the action of an alternating electric force of a determinate

direction, intensity] and phasis on a molecule, which is in a vibra-

tion, the direction, amplitude and phasis of which are also deter-

minate. According to this, every molecule is always in collision.

This view agrees with an observation of Prof. Plakck, who says

more generally ^)

:

„Durch die Strahlungsvorgange im frcien Felde kann also keine

Entropieiindcrung des Systems hervor gerufen werden. Dagegen

bewirkt jeder Resonator im allgemeinen cine Entropieanderung der

ihm treffenden Strahlenbiindel."

111.

hiiw of the dislribalioii of Electrical forces.

Concerning the nature of radiating molecules there are principally

two conceptions. The first is that a source of light has a periodical

movement, which gives rise to more or less regular vibrations in

the ether. The other conception is that the molecules bring about

perfectly irregular disturbances of the ether, which get a seen)ing

periodicity from the apparatus by means of which we observe.

Possibly both these suppositions are partly true and in some sources

') Berliner Sitxiuigsberiehte XXV 18 Mai 1S99 pag. J67.
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of light the regular, in others the irregular ways of movement are

more prominent. As my considerations will be simplest for a gas,

and we are there most inclined to think of vibrations in the mole-

cules, I have chosen the first conception ; and that in very simplified

suppositions, hoping that these may be extended for processes such

as really occur in nature. I imagine namely a great number of

molecules spread in space which I suppose as vibrating, all with

exactly the same period. I leave out of account the change of the

period caused by the Doppler effect. I suppose that for those mole-

cules vibrations in the direction of the .v, y and ^-axis are on an

avei'agc equally represented, while also all phases equally probable.

These suppositions are suiBcient for finding something about the

distribution of the forces, without our having to determine whether

or no all molecules have the same amplitude ; and if not, how the

distribution of the amplitudes will be.

Let us now consider a volume element dr. The action of it at a

certain distance will be only determined by its electrical moment
and the way in which that changes, and not by the way in which
that moment is spread over the element.

If the moments of the molecules now had the most probable distri-

bution, i. e. if all directions and phases were exactly equally repre-

sented, the moment of the element would be always and no radiation

would take place. The most probable distribution, however, is itself

higlily improbable, and generally a deviation will be found. This
deviation is the cause of radiation. Let us assume that the unity of

volume contains n molecules. Let us represent the components of

thc'r vibration by:

'Int . 2nt
Ux = Ux\ COS. -—, -f M^o sin. -—

-

2iit 2jit
a,j = tiji con. — + a^2 «".

Y'

2iit , 2nt
a~ =: a~] COS. 4- a~n ,stn.

—

and let us call the number of the molecules per unity of volume

the amplitudes of which are contained between the limits:

<'xi) ".t2) o,j\i «,y2) az\ and a^o and

i^ix\-\- dojtu Oxi> da, 2, o,j\Ar da,j\^ «j2 + '^('^2» ^z\-\-dO:\ and «-2 + t/a-2i

^'\<',a ".i2 "i]\ "ij^ ":i ";2) '/".( 1 da^i d(i^\ daij2 da~i </«-,; or Fdro.
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The group, the amplitiules of which have the same values, but

all the opposite sign, will he about as numerous. These two groups

together contain ± 2Fdco molecules. If the most probable distribution

prevailed, these two groups would have exactly the same number

of molecules and would furnish together a moment 0.

11' we have an event, which may take place in two directions,

the probability for one direction being p and that for the other 7

(where /> -I- ^ = 1) ^^'id if this event occurs a very great number (n)

of times, the calculus of probabilities teaches that the chance, that

of these M events the number which occurs in one direction is

between np -{ 1/ and np -\- y -{- dy^ is represented by:

1 _^
e C- dy

.

C[/n

In this C is c(jual to \/2npq and is called modulus.

If we apply this to the 2Fd(odr molecules, then p = rj .^ 5.

The probability that the deviation, which one of the groups shows

from the most probable value, lies between v and v -\- dy, is:

1 _f
e c- dy

so

where /? = \/F dco dr.

Of the 2 Fda molecules one group has a deviation of + ''»

that it amounts to Fdco + J', the other group has a deviation of

— V and amounts to Fdio — y. The dilierence between the two

oToups is then 2 y and the amount they contribute to the moment

of the volume element is [2 rc'.r;J.

If we put:

|2 j'«.,i =^ '".'.1]

in which the brackets indicate that also a corresponding expression

27ii

for the y and ~ components and for the coefficients of sin~-

is meant, thou wo may r(^prcsent the probability that the two groups

iu consideration contribute to the moment of the volume element

an amount, the amplitudes of which lie between

[j/|j:i] and [m^i + '?'"xi]

bv

mil
1_

YVn
— e y^ dnixi
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where
- =2 a, I

(}.

Now we are going- to seek the probability that the total moment

M of the volume element i. e., the sum of the amounts contributed

by the separately considered groups of molecules, has amplitudes

which lie between:

[il/^i] and [il/,, + d^J^^].

According to the calculus of probabilities the probability for such

u sum is again represented by a function of the same form as the

separate terms, wlii'e the modulus is the root of the sum of the

s(juarcs of the moduli of tiie separate terms. 80

:

KT
If we take the integrals between the limits — co and + c», the

factor \ must not be omitted, because we have to take only half

of all the groups : for if we take a group with definite amplitudes,

that one with equal amplitudes, but of opposite sign has been taken

into account at the same time.

For the other quantities ^/,2. M,jx, yl/yo, ili-i and yl/22 of course the

same formula holds good. Now we have still to prove that the

chances for these quantities are independent of one another. To

this purpose we draw vectors from point 0, which have the

quantities M^i, My\ and Mz\ as conqwnents. Along the axes the

density of the final points of these vectors is the same as in the

distribution of velocities of Maxwkll. If a large M,j^ was probably

accompanied i)y a large M,\, the distribution in space would not be

that of Maxwkll. The choice of th(( axis is however perfectly

arbitrary, and the distiibutiun along every line passing through t>,

must be the same as along the ;r-axis. From this follows that the

distribution is really the same, as that which Maxwell found for

th(! V(;lorities, i.e. that the chances of the quantities Mxu ^,/\ and

71/-.I are independtvnt of each other. In a corresponding way we may

prove this for M^i en 37^.,, l/,/i and ^1/^2, ^hi and M^^.

If we represent the mean of the squares of all (luantities a^i

l»y «fu we get

:

and

23

Proceedings Koyal Acud. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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The electric and the magnetic forces of the ether vibrations,

emitted by the element are proportionate to [-''/xi.]. The emitted

energy is therefore proportionate to ['''^i]. This energy proves to be

on an average the sum of tiic quantities of the energy, which every

molecule would emit, if it were alone in space.

Let us now examine what would be the distribution of the electric

and the magnetic forces, the components of which we represent by:

2;il 2nt
f =fi COS. ^-rh ««-^

2nt 27it

2nt 2nl
h = III COS.— 4-/(2 «"—

2.it 2nt
L = Xi cos — + ^2 ««• -jT

2nt 2ntM = Ml COS. • + -«^3 $17).

27lt
.

27ltN z= iVi COS. - + A 2 sin —

For this we apply the following fornmla ')

:

and

I rM,
,

1 pMy
,

1 r^lzj

^' = - 4^J r
'^' ^^ = -^ 7 '' ^^" = - ^\) ^''

where M represents the moment of a volume-element at the moment

r
t , SO that

:

') LoRENTz Arch. Neerl. XXV 5. 18»3 pag. 42U.
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f/r

1 rr3^ 1 (,, 271/ r\ ., 2;r/ r \ i

3'^ 1 ( 2 71/ r \ Inf T\)
+ ;r^r- — ^'In\ (OS. t ——] -\- M,.o sin. -— t +

2 71/ r\d^ 1
1 , 2 71/ r\ 2 71/ r-\ 1

+ ;:r-^ M,i COS. t 1 + il/-9 sill. ( « — — 1 —

__L_^2i 2 71/ r \ In f T \Y
-k)!]'

In this the influence of absorption has been neglected. In a

complete theory we should have to calculate it by examining to

what influence the vibration of every molecule is subjected by the

radiation of every other molecule. Then it would be necessary to

take into account the influence of the damping, which the vibrating

molecules experience, and the quite unknown influence of the colli-

sions. Here I shall confine myself to assume that the distur-

bances, when they have propngated over the unity of length, are

reduced to e—f' of their original amount. Then we have to multiply

with e~'''' every term under the integral sign in the expression

for ,/.

For points for which r is great compared with the wave length,

we may write by approximation

:

1 /2ji\3rj-»"

\

Kncos.^.^[t - ^) + M,, sin.-;^ (t _ -) -

+

27r,

+ 1 M,.x COS. ^-(t.— -^A-\- M,,', sin.''-^ft —1\'.^ _L

, ( ,^
2 7r/ r\

_
2 71/ r \) xz

,. 271/ r \ 2 71 / r \ )-]

dr.

So the modulus for the; probability, that f/]] lies between the

limits |/'ij and [^'i + '''/il, becomes:

23*
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In tlie same way we find for /.:

2 I

-dr.

L -fe-^r
r

3-2 1 ( , 2n
f

rx .
2n

X—T- - IM-i cos — it— + Mz2 ««« -:;,

dydt r ( T \ Vj ^ "

92 1

in t —
T \

or by approximation

:

2 n 2 71 T'e-*""
/>
_ 2n 2 71 re-f
— T fvj~

•L

L r

2ji f •in

M,,i cos
r

I

M^i cos —^t—-j-\- M,2 sin -^(^<
-

2t / »• \ . .. . 2n / r\)

^)l

— I I + Afyo sin — ( tTV V)\

and tor the modulus of the corresponding chance:

The reasonino', aecordini!' to which these formulae have been

derived, is correct only when we may choose volume elements, which

contain miiny molecuiles and which are yet small compared with a

wave-length and with >•. It does not hold for the immediate sur-

roundinos of a point. Yet the not approximated formulae for
[ /] ]

and [ L\ ] hold also for the immediate surroundings, provided we

nealect the volume of the molecules. If we imasfine an element

(/;(• dii (Is or dr at the distance r from the point J\ then the prol)a-

bility that we siiould tind a molecule in it, is « dr. The chance,

that we should find a molecule in it with a^i lying between "xi and

«.ri + ''".ri , is -^'1 ("il) '^/".ii " 'Ir-

If we imagine a region A^cAy A-, which contains many (p) ele-

ments dr and which is yet small compared with the wave-length

and r, then the chance, that this region has a moment [ ^^xi ] is

the sum of the chances of the different ways, in which that moment
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may be brought about. The chance, that the volume element dr

contains no molecule is the chance, that all the n molecules of the

unity of volume lie outside the element. For one molecule this change

is i — dr^ so for the n molecules {\— dr)". Now the moment M:,^

may be brought about by the fact that in q elements di we have no

molecule, in ;^ — :?
— 1 we have a molecule, every one of which

has an arbitrary amplitude a^^ and in ihe last element with the

amplitude y,o^i — M^i — — a.ri . The chance of being brought about

in tliis way, is

:

(l._ V)'"/ {7hIt)I-'I l\ (i«,l) Fi (o«;.l) . . . i^l (/. q-OxX) ^1 (^/l.rl—-^«:rl)

d (irt.ri) d (ofl.H) . d (,,_,^__fr^.i) d M^i.

Wo Hrid the total cliange for an amplitude between Afr\ and

Mj-i -f (/J/^i by first integrating with respect to lOj-i ,
off^-i • . .p-y—iOxi

between the limits — oo and + «^
j

f>"d ^J adding the results

for all values of q.

As we have to do this for the case in which p = cc^ we execute

this addition by multiplying with dq and by then integrating with

respect to q between the limits and go . These formulae hold

always, independent of the size of A ^ A »/ A 2, and as we have found

for it for a region with many molecules

3

1 —^
-—

- e ^- vvhere d = i''{ n A x. l\y. Az.

tliis formula will also hold if A-*' Ajj A^ is so small that the cliance

that it contains a molecule, is slight.

In this we have assumed, that the fact, that at a certain point

P a definite moment ['^^ii| prevails, has no influence on the chance

for the moment of the immediately surrounding points. This would

be true only if the molecules themselves had no extension. If how-

ever point P lies in a molecule, which has extension, the surrounding

points will also have moments of the same direction and the same

phasis as P. If this circumstance however, causes a deviation from

the here derived law of probability, it will probably be very small

for gases.

Our result shows that in the unity of volume the total region

in which /i is contained between the limits /", and /] + d/^ is:
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and that the changes for /i, f« g\, fio, hi and Ii^ are independent

of one another.

This does not completely determine the condition: it is h'ft un-

settled, iiow the total region is spread over the unity of volume;

whether it probably consists of comparatively few regions which are

not so very small, or of a great many very small regions. In order

to find something about this, we should have to calculate the pro-

' .In the same way we might also try to findbable value of
1

the probable value of ^' . Whereas /M may be deduced from

the suppositions Avhich we have already made, new suppositions

would be necessarv, in order to find i- . It would be namely

necessary, to make sui)positions about the causes of change of

[flji]. The significance of these quantities will appear from the

following chapter.

At first I had thought that the name "entropy of the ether"

would be preferable to that of "entropy of radiation." The name

introduced by WiEN "entropy of radiation," seems however, prefer-

able to me. At the absolute zeropoint matter has an entropy — co.

Now both the formulae, that of WiEN and that of Planck, give for

space without radiation as the quantity of entropy ; and this result

seems correct to me. In order to maintain the analogy between the

two kinds of entropy, it seems best to me, to ascribe the entropy

not to the ether but to the radiation. A space, where no radiation

takes place, can consequently not contain entropy of radiation.

If we speak of entropy of the ether, it would probably have a

orm like the following

:

/^ilfi]) log F[dfi].

Probably however the entropy will be represented by a form like

the following:a

fi
'f a/i]) J"afi]) loci ivnwi]

in which fp represents the density, i.e. it has the same function as

n in the formula of Boltzmann ;
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71

Flog {F)d(ji) where: F :=z—-= e

Possibly this <p is nothing- but the energy per unity of volume,

which quantity we are most inclined to call "density of radiation."

For the distribution of the magnetic forces the entropy will consist

of another term forrred in a similar way. Possibly however we

shall have to find the entropy not from the electric and the magnetic

forces separately, but from the vectors of Poynting.

We find therefore the analogue of matter at the absolute 0-point

not in a space without radiation, but in absolutely regular movement,

e.g. in a plain wave of monochromatic light, everywhere with the

same amplitude. Let us represent this wave by:

^^ f y
J = Jo COS.

J,
[t--

ff=0, h = 0.

Here we must take into consideration, that in this case /i and f^

are not independent of each other, so that wo cannot simply add

the entropy for these two terms. Probably we have to diminish the

amplitude everywhere with

:

27iy 2ny
Jo <"«• ^ i*na/o sin.—

and we have to take for F the chance that the remaining umplitude

lies between certain limits, i.e.

1 — ^ 2TiyF =: — e c~ where c =z and f\ = /"i — fn cos. —-
.

This is analogous to the way, in which we prove for a gas of

0°, which moves as a whole, that the quantity U of Boltzmann
becomes co.

If we put for (fi the mean energy, we find

:

So the entropy is — c».
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Mathematics. — Prof. \V. Kai'Ticyx presents a supplement to

liis communication of the Meeting of November 25, 1899:

"On fiome special cases of Monok'.s diffevential equation'.

In my last communication was mentioned sub I that the equation

r — ).s = possesses two iniermediate integrals, if ) is given by

the relation

A = ^ ^^^

q — (f> {y p)

in which supposition these intermediate integrals were deduced.

However a closer examination shows that this result represents only

a particular case, in the most general one // = — presents itself

in tlie form

Uu dp on I J ^ap oy op ay J

)

where U =. lJ{upy) and ^y{p,y) denote arbitrary functions of !«,;?, »/

and p, y respectively, whilst u stands for z — p -r.

The corresponding intermediate integrals are

geU + je - du+j IV {p. y) dp = f(y)

a;eU.-je — du + j
W

{ p, y) dj = f ( p)

By putting

Jv(p) ipip)

the first mentioned case reappears, as is easily demonstrated.
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Anthropology. — "^1 new graphic system of craniolocjif by Dr.

1\ II. Eykman, at Sclieveniiificii. (Communicated bv Prof.

C. Winkler.)

For a rough comparison of skulls, we often use three measure-

ments, viz. : length, breadth and height.

Because the review of these tliree is still too difficult, Schmidt,

at Leipsic, proposed using the relative instead of the absolute meas-

ures, which he obtained by multiplying the last with

The sum of the relative becomes thus constant; that is: 300; and

he then really only works witli two instead of three respectively

independent proportions, because the third is always equal to 300

minus the other two relative measurements. If two are known, then

the third is also definite and in an ordinary diagram, you could,

by one point, find out the relative pi'oportions of the skull.

For practice this method is insufficient, because the tliird meas-

urement, although it can be calculated, is not shown in the diagram

and so escapes our notice.

I have discovered a method, giving a graphic representation in a

plane, showing three measurements that suffice, to denote that their

sum is constant, and at the same time indicated by one point.

"We start from a trihedral angle (fig. 1), of which the ribs PQ^
PR and PS represent a triple ordinate-system.

By a single point d in space, we can in this manner show three

absolute measurements at the same time.

Suppose now we draw a plane, that crosses the three ribs at the

same length, going through such a graphic point d^ it would be

easy to prove, that the sura of the three absolute measurements is

equal to the length of one rib ; viz.

:

Fe -\- Pg -{- Fb = PR = PQ = PS.

If we suppose the rib to be 300, then this secant plane, that has

the form of an equilateral triangle, will be the geometrical place of

all graphic points, of which the sum of the three ordiuates^ 300;
viz.: all points of the formula of Schmidt are in this triangle.

Supposing there were planes parallel to the three sides of the tri-

hedral angle, you could call them planes of measurement, and then

these planes would show on the equilateral triangle, systems of
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smaller equilateral triangles, that in their turn couW serve for deter-

mining the measurement, so that we could do without the trihe-

dral angle itself.

Fig. 2 represents the equilateral triangle with omission of the

trihedral angle.

As soon as you eliminate one of the three measurements (Length,

Breadth and Height), the stereometrical ordinate-system will of course

altcM' into a diagram in a plane.

Instead of the three ordinates:

Pb {= hd), Pe {= cd) and Pg {z= ad),

i.e. the three perpendiculars, let down from tin! graphic pf)int d to

the sides of the trihedral angle, now come the perpendicular lines

dj, dl and dk^ let down fi'om the same point to the sides of the

equilateral triangle QRS.

This will present no difficulty; for the sum of these perpendicu-

lars is constant (or = the height of the triangle) and in future we

will reckon this as 300, instead of the rih of the trihedral angle.

This triangular diagram has this advantage over the rectangular,

that all the three relative measurements are represented on it; by

means of which the eye can compare them better, as all three come

out equally right.

Helmholtz in his Physiologische Optik, just refers to the trian-

gular diagram, in connection with Lambert's Farbenpyramide :

„ Jeder Schnittpunkt einer dieser Liniihi mit der Ebene des

Dreiecks, wiirde den Ort der entspreclienden Farben in diesen

anzeigen, und zwar wiirde die Vertheilung der einzelnen Farben

darin genau der durch Schwerpunktsconstructionen herstellbaren

Ordnung entsprechen. In jeder solche Ebene wiirden aber nur Farben

gewisser Helligkeit angeorduet sein, welche durch die Summe der

"Werthe ('' + y + ^) gegeben ist."

Let the perpendicular dj, drawn on the basis QS, signify the

relative height ; the perpendicular dk the relative breadth, and dl the

relative length; then we shall be more conversant with the subject

by the following

:

all points, drawn in a line parallel to the basis, have the same

relative height;

all points, in a line parallel to QR (resp. ^^5.) have equal relative

breadth (resp. rel. length);
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if tliore be a point in the perpendicular R, drawn on the basis

QS, the length and breadth are equal to each other. Mutatis mutan-

dis the same also concerns the perpendiculars, drawn from Q and 5

on the opposite sides.

if there were a point in the intersection of the three perpendicu-

lars, all three of the measurements would be mutually equal. For a

skull this would signify a mathematical roundhead, but this does

not occur in reality.

if we draw lines, that we will call radii, from H to the basis, we

shall see in each radius the points, of which the proportion of the

Breadth and Length is constant
;

e. g. by Bp is B : L = d : \l

» Rq * B:L=z2: 3.

Skulls, that, seen ffom above, are conformable, lie in the same

radius ot 7?;

a radius, drawn from S to QR, combines the points, of which

the proportion of the height to the length is constant;

e. g. by Ss is H : L = 9 : II

» Sr » H:L = 2: 3.

Skulls, that, seen from the side, are comformable, lie in the same

radius of S;

by a radius, drawn from Q to RS, the proportion of the height

to the breadth is constant

;

e. g. by Qt is // : i? = 9 : 1

1

» Qu > B:Bz=2: 3.

Skulls, that, seen from the back, are conformable, lie in the same

radius of Q.

To draw a graphic point in the diagram, is very simple. For a

skull rel. L= 120; rel. i?=90 and rel. //=90, we find the point

by taking the intersection of the lines 120 L and 90 B, which is

then naturally the intersection for 90 H,

If we draw in the figure the five skulls, which Topinard de-

scribes as differing most in form

:
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rel. L. rel. B. lel. II.

A Parisian
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Botanies. — Prof. J. W. Moll presents a communicatiou of Miss

T. Tammes at Groningen, entitled: ^Pomns in Fomo".

By Professor C. A. J. A. Oudemans a monstrous apple was given

to the Botanical Laboratory of the University of Groningen. This

apple is originary from Dr. A. C. Oudemans, who got it acciden-

tally in 1894. Within the apple is a second, quite loose from the

external. In an added writing of Maxwell T. Masters he tells

us, that he lias often seen similar apples, but always tiie inner

one joined to the external.

In the literature of teratology we meet now and then with

descriptions of cases where within a fruit a smaller one is found.

The greater number of these cases relates to the genus Citrus; but

the abnormality occurs with other plants also.

So mention is made of some Cruciferae ^), where the pod contains

internally a smaller one
;
further, of so called fructus in fructu of

Gentiana lutea "), Carica Papaya ^), Passiflora alata ''}, Passitiora

Alpinia ^) and Piper nigrum '). Usually the communication is

limited to one or mostly two cases
;

with the Citrus-species ")

on the contrary, the phenomenon is by no means rare. It seems

to occur so often in this genus that double oranges are known in

the Canaries by the name of „Naraugas pregnadas" '') ; whilst also

at Nizza such fruits can be bouglit as ^oranges doubles" ^).

The descriptions of the internal fruit are not always in accordance

with one another. In some cases the internal fruit has seeds^ in

otiiers not. It is also described with and without a fruit-wall •

the [ilienomciion seems not always to be quite the same and of

its explication relatively very little is known.

The des(!ribed a[)ple is i:i alkolioj und is here figured, in natur.il

1) The n;i,nl. t;liniM. 1SS3. I\irt I. p. 10 -.ml [>. (idl.

2) Bull. Soc. Botiiii. lie France. 1S78. p. 2:)2.

') Flora Jiihrg. 7-3, 1890. p. 332.

<) B. Tour, B. C, vol. IS. New-York, 1891. p. 151.

*) JiioEli, Ueber die Missbil(luiij;en der fievvaclise 1814. p. iii, mid Verli. N;iUir-

list. Ver. llhcinlande, ISfiO. p. 376.

«) Haiiausek, Z. Oest. Apotli. 1888, No. IG.

') Leveiide Natiiur 1899-1900. No. 2.
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size, in l(ni<^itu(liii;il

section. Tlio apple

is composed of an

envelope, which,

probably at the

cuttinfj^, has fallen

into three parts, and

an inner apple, cut

longitudinally and

of which the halves

are quite loose from

the envelope.

The thickness of

the layer of the outer

apple differs from a

few m.m. to about

1 cm. The inner-

side of it cannot be

distinguished by the

naked eyefrom the

common fruit-flesh. On the top are in the usual way fragments

of the calyx
;

but at the base no peduncle is to be found. When
fitting the parts together an opening remains at that spot. The

internal apple is flat globular, the section from base to apex is

± 4V2 c.m. long, the vertical section ± 6 cm. This apple has

no separate peel. The fruit-flesh seems to differ from that of

the external one; for in the alkohol-material it is softer and of

lighter colour. This portion, also, wears on its summit a dried,

hard, dark-coloured part, which in everything resembles the apex

of a normal apple. The whole apple being cut through longitudinally

the core is visible. This core is of normal structure. At the

base it passes in the usual way into the peduncle a which here,

as is the case with many apples and pears, is continued in the

interior of the apple till near the core, rather markedly separated

from the fruit-flesh. The peduncle does not stick out of the

fruit-flesh of the inner apple, yet, it must have been somewhat

longer, as through the envelope, it must have been united with

the branch.

Microscopically the external apple presents at the outside an

epidermis with thick cuticle, under which some layers of cells with

rather thick walls. The parenchyma, which follows inwardly is a

very luose tissue with great intercellular spaces. The cells are more
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or less isodiametrical, whilst the walls are thin aud, in accordance

with the jodine-sulphuric-acid reaction, consist of cellulose. The
inside of this envelope shows no separate differentiation ; the paren-

chyma extends unchanged until this inside.

The structure of the inner apple accords in so far with that of

the envelope, that it is also composed of a loose parenchyma of

about isodiametrical cells, whose thin walls show cellulose reaction.

The whole tissue is however filled up with a mycelium, the hyphae

of . which are in some places so numerous that in the glycerine-

preparation the parenchyma cells can only be found with much
trouble. The cellulose reaction, in which the hyphae are coloured

yellow by jodine-kaliumjodine whilst the parenchyma cells grow

dark blue, renders the latter distinctly visible. The mycelium is not

everywhere equally compact. At the outside the hyphae are much more

numerous than more inwardly; they form by their conglomeration at

the surface a kind of layer which, on nearer view, is even visible to

the naked eye. In all portions of tlie core, even in the seeds, the

hyphae are to be found. In the interior of the endocarp the myce-

lium is also very compact and there the hyphae are of a stronger

structure than in the surrounding fruit-flesh.

A.S follows from the above description this apple not only deviates

from the normal one by its monstrous structure, it moreover presents

another curiosity: the presence of a fungus in the inner part, and

the absence of it in the envelope. To my opinion this fact explains

the monstrosity. I think that the fungus has grown at first in the

interior of the quite normal apple, and using some constituents of

it as food, has more and more extended itself. The portion sucked

out by the fungus has had a disposition for shrivelling aud the

tension between the healthy and the sick part of the fruit-flesh

has finally become so strong that on the linnt of both a splitting-

has originated, so that the apple was divided into two parts ; an

outer normal part and an inner one full of hyphae. The greater

accumulation of hyphae at the surface of the inner portion of the

apple has then probably taken place after the division, as the fungus

will by preference develop there, where, in consequence of the splitt-

ing, a space filled with air was present. With this explanation the

following facts perfectly agree. The remains of the calyx and other

flower-parts at the top of the inner apple fit precisely in the opening

which exists between the dry fragments of tlie outer portion when
these fragments are joined together. These remains have evidently

formed one whole, so that there can be here no question of a flower

within anniiicr. The lungitudinal srciinn tif a normal apple shovs
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cloaily lliat it is fjiiite well possible that tlie dried part at the apex

ini^lit divide itself into two concentric portions; the inner member
of which, wearing- chiefly the stamens, would belono^ to the central

body of the apple and the circular exterior to the envelope. On a

nearer inspection of the different portions of the described apple it

is evident that such has undoubtedly been the case here, and it is,

moreover, to be observed in the figure. At the top of the envelope

there aie only fragments which remind of the calyx, whilst, the

top of the inner apple wears, besides a few reiniiants of the calyx,

I lie whole circle of dried stamens.

How the fungus has entered the ap|)l('; from wIk'Mcc the growth

ho mycelium has l)egun; when the severing of the two ])arts

has taken place, — these are (juestions not to be answered with

the help of this one object. But the case appeared to mo remark-

able enough to describe it in short, whilst it will be of importance

henceforth in the appearance of similar monstrosities, to pay atten-

tion to the presence of fungi.

Chemistry. — "0/< the Theonj of the TraHsilion Cell of the third

kimV\ By Dr. Ernst Cohen. (First part.) (Communicated

by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeisoom.)

1. The theory of the transition coll of the third kind, to which

VAN 't IIoff i) first drew attention, has not yet been considered.

In a former paper -j I have pointed out that it may be verified

by means of Jaegeu's ^) measurements, but that a number of expe-

rimental data needed for the complete calculation are still lacking.

In what follows I propose to develop in the first place the thermo-

dynamic theory of these elements, then to describe the experiments

which have been made for the determination of the quantities re-

quired in the calculations, whilst, finally, the results of theory and

experiment will be compared with one another.

') VAN 't lIoFF, Vorlesuii'.'.eii iiber die Bililiiug mid Spiiltung von Doppelsulzeu,

Leipzig (!S97), S. 20. Also: Vorlesuiigeii iiber llieoretisclie iind pliysiliiilisclie Chemie,

Erstes Heft. 5. 17'J. — Ernst Cohen, Leber cine neue (vierte) Art Umwandluugs-

eleniente, Zeitsclir. fiir pliys. Cliemie, 25 (18'JS) oOO.

2) Zeitsclirift fiir pbys. Chemie .'25 (1893), 300. — JIaaudblad voor Natuurweten-

schiippen, 23 (1898) 17.

'') Wiedemann's Anualen, Bd. 03 (.lubelbaml) (1897) 35 i.
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The elements considererl con^iist of twu cells, ooii[)lL'd in ii|i[)i)sition,

and constructed as follows

:

Electrode, reversible with

respect to the anion.

and

Electrode, reversible with

respect to the anion.

Saturated solution orjisalt

S in contact with the stulila

solid phase of the salt.

Saturated solution of tiie salt

S in contact with the mclu-

dalAe solid phase of the salt.

Electrode, reversible witii

respect to the kathion.

Electrode, reversi))le with

respect to the kathion.

2. The temperature coefficient of the transition element will first

be calculated at the transition temperature itself, on the supposition

that the salt in the element is zinc sulphate (Zn SOi. . 7 HgO and

Zn SO4 . 6 H2O).

We will set out from the equation i)

E: (1)

Where E is the E. M. F. of the element in calories, </ the heat

evolved by the change which gives rise to the current, F the abso-

lute transition temperature of the change which occurs in the ele-

ment and T the temperature of the element.

Ditferentiating (1) with respect to '/' we find:

dE
~dT

9

P (2)

At the transition temperature, the change which takes place in

the element during the passage of 96540 coulombs may be repre-

sented by the equation

:

( a a
J Zn SO. . G IJoO -1

f a—

G

"
(a— (3) (a -7)

ZnSO.i.a [1.0 =

= ~ZnSO,.l lloOi (?,\

a—

/

"
)

^ '

In this equation « is the number of molecules of water associated

') VAN 't lIoFF-CouEN, Studieu mr cheraischeu Dyuamik (1896), S. i\l u. 2ij0.

2i
Proccedinga liojal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol, II,
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with one molecule of ZnSO.,. in the saturated solution of ZnSO.,.(i 110

at tlie teiiiperatuio -/'"'). The value of g in efjuation (2) is tliorefure

to be taken as tlie heat of transformation of ZuSO^.TlIsO.

3. To determine a the soluhility of ZnSOj. GHoO (or ZnS04. 7 lU))

at the transition temperature must be known. We shall also find

that the sohibilities of the two salts at other temperatures (below

the transition temperature) are required in order to calculate the

E. M. F. of the transition-clement at these temperatures. I therefore

give at once the results of the determinations, wliicli will be used

in subseciuent calculations.

The zinc sulphate employed was obtained from Mkuck
;

it was

quite ueutral to congo-red jjaper. Its purity was attested l)y the

fact that Clakk-ccIIs set up with it gave exactly the same E.M.F.

as the standards of tli(! Physikalisch-Technische Rcichsanstalt at the

same temperature.

Determinations of the solubility of Zii SO,j. . 7 HjO (the stable

system below 39°) and of Zn SO,). . G 11^0 (the metastable system)

were made in tlie usual way by means of tlie shaking apparatus

of NOYEB -). By taking special precautions which I have described

elsewhere ^) it was possible to determine the solubility of the meta-

stable system down to — 5°.

In the following table (I) the results obtained are given, along

with the figures found by Callendar and I^arnes ') for the solu-

bility of the salt with seven molecules of water of crystallisation

which agree very well with my own.

That the determinations of Pogoiale, Mulder, Roscoe and

ScHOKLEMMER, Etard and Other authors are faulty is thus confirmed -"j.

The saturated solutions were evaporated in shallow platinum

dishes on the water-bath. Zn SO4 . 1 H^O is formed, its composition

remaining unchanged even alter ju'olonged heating.

Callendar and Barnks have also adopted this method. Since

however they say in their paper: "They were then evaporated to

dryness at 100° C, and the percentage of ZnSO.i. in each case was

1) At the transition tempei'ature the saturated solutions of the two salts Zn SO., . 5 IL.U

and ZnSOj.TlloO have the same concentration!

2) Zeitschritt fur phys. Chemie, 'J (1892) GU6.

^) Zeitschrift fur phys. Chemie, 31 (lS9i)). Jubelband S. IC'J.

*) Proceedings Itoyal Society, 62, 1-17.

*) See CoMEY, A dictioniiary of chemical solubilities (IS9(J, London, Macmillan

and Co.), p. -I.'jS.
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calfiilaled, aaanmiiif) the residue tu l)e the muauliydmttj", witliuut

I)roving- tliiit tliis was really the case by separate experiineuts 1

first made sure of this point.

a. Of a solution containicg 57.20 grams of ZnSO.i to 100 grams

of water, 5 9390 grams were evaporated.

The weight of the residue after 2i hours was 2.3986 grams.

Assuming that the composition of the residue was ZnSOj, .IH3O

the original solution must have contained 57.20 grams Zn SO,], to

100 grams of water.

After remaining seven days and nights on the water bath the

Zn SO4 . 1 H2O lost 3,8 mgrms., or V7 pCt. of its weight.

b. Of a solution containing 65.84 grams of Zn SO4. to 100 grams

of water, 6.9124 grams were evaporated.

After 16 hours the residue weighed 3.0506 grams.

From this 65.84 grams Zn SO.i. to 100 grams water is calculated.

After remaining for eight days and nights on the water-bath the

residue had lost 4 mgrms. or V? pCt. of its weiglit.

The method adopted is therefore quite trustworthy.

All the measurements were made with the temperatures rising,

that is to say the salt and water were maintained for a long time

at a lower temperature than that at which the solubility was to bo

determined. This was necessary since I had observed that the very

viscid solutions readily remain in a supersaturated condition.

TABLE I.
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Betweon — 5° and tlw; Ininsilion point tlio i^olubility ui Zn SO4..

7 Ho is wi'll rcprcHcntcd by the cquatiun

:

7-1 = 41.80 + 0.522 t + 0.00496 t"

whilst tlu! cquatiun wliich 1 have deduced IVuni the deleiiiiiuatiuiis

of Callkkdar and Baknks between 39°. 9 and 50°.2, viz.

:

Lj =: 59.34 + 0.0054 l + 0.00095 t"-

holds good, according to my determinations, to 2b". The figures,

marked in the table witii asterisks are calculated from this

expression.

From the above interpolation formulae the following tal)le (II),

which will be used subsequently, is obtained.

In it .1 is the number of molecules of water to one molecule

of Zn SO4 in the saturated solution of the system Zu SO4 . THgO,
whilst (( is the same quantity fur the system Zn SO4 . 6 IIoO.
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a. Determination of q by extrapolation.

The clianp,-e undeig'ono by Zii SO^,. 7 ITj at 39" may bo ropie-

sented by equation (3) on p. 335.

According to the solubility determinations in table IT, tlie value

to a at 39° is 12.79.

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

1.1 Zn 5a,. 1 Ih^O — 0.941 Zii SO^,. Q>nc,0-{- 0.1G2 Zn SO^. 12.70 //. 0.

Aooordino- to Thomsen ^)

:

The heat of sohition Zi, SO^. 7 fhO — Zn SO.i.. 400 II^O — — 4200 ml.

Tlic lioat of solution Zv 5(9.,,. G IJoO — Zn S(\. 400 H^O = — 843 ral.

Heat of dilution Zn SO.y. 20 T/.^O — Zn SO^. 200 IhO — + 390 cnl.

(TlIOMSEN 1. c p. 37).

float of (lilniion Zn SO,^. 20 IhO — Zn S<\. 50 JhO — -\- 318 cal.

From tlie last figuros wo find by oxtrajmlation :

Heat of dilution Zn 50,,. 12.79 II^O — Zn SO.^. 20 IhO =
318= (20 — 12.79) = + 70.3 cal.

Therefore heat of dilution

Zn SO^. 12.79 H^O — Zn 50,. 200 U^ = 390 + 7G.3 — -f 4GG.3 cal.

Since further, the heat of dilution

Zn St\. 200 i/jO — Zn 50,1, 400 /^O = + 10 cal.

(Thomsen, 1. e. p. 91).

we find:

Heat of dilution Zn SO^. 12.79 IM — Zn SO^. 400 Ho^O = + 476 cal.

The heat evolved by the change represented by equation (3) is

therefore

:

- l.l X 4260 + 0.941 X 843 - 0.162 X 476 = - 3970 cal.

') Tlieniioflu'misnlic inilprsiicliun^eii, Itr, 138.
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The heat evolved by tlie fusion ol' one molecule of Zn BO^.T II2O,

'A is

3970
(/ = — r= — 3009 calories.

1.1

h. Experimcrdal deierminatioit nf y.

To (Iclerniine 7, tlio lioat of solution of Zn S()| . 7 ILO in 393

niol. ITjO (final conrenfration tlierefore Zn SO., . 400 IT2O) was first

(li'li'iniiiu'il just licldw 39", and then the beat of solution of tbc

system wliicb is formed iVoni Zn S()| . 7 H2O above 39° in the same

(juantify of water. Tiie ilill'erence l)etween tlieso r|uantitif»s of beat

is tiie value of q re(|uire(l.

In order to keep the water in the ealorimeter at 39° it was sur-

rounded witli a nictallie mantle witli double walls wliieb in its turn

was wrapped in tVdt. Water at about 00° was poured into tbis mantle.

The ZnS()4..7]r20 was weiglied out in thin walled flasks wbieb

were then sealed up and kept for some days in a thermostat at

39°. 0. From this tbcy weix' transferred immediately to the ealori-

meter. When the beat of solution of the system

(0.941 Zn SO4 . G HoO + 0.162 Zn SO4. 12.79 HoO)

was to be determined the flasks, filled with Zn SO4 . 7 H2O, were

placed in a thermostat at 42° for 14 days and nights after which

they were kept in a tberuiostat at 39°. 1 for some days. As a control

other flasks were treated in the same Avay for a shorter time; both

evolved the same amount of heat wdien dissolved, a proof that the

desired condition had been attained.

a. Determination of the heat of solution of Zn SO], . 7 IToO —
ZnSO.i..400H2O at 39°.

Zn SO4 . 7 H2O used = L'0.333 gr.

Water value of calorimeter etc. = 530 gr.

<i
= 13.699

«2= 13.120 ^< = — 0.579,

287.44
llcat of solution = -7-^7" X ^30 X — 0.579 >( 0.^70 =: — 4219 ,„/.

The specific heat of the final solution was 970.
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The second determination gave — 4212 cal.

As the moan of the two exporimcnts we will take

— 4215 cal. (at 39°)

M'hilst TiiOMSEN gives —4260 cal. (at 18°)

ft. Determination of the lieat of solution of the system formed

from Zn SO4 . 7 IToO — Zn ^0., . 400 HoO (at 3!)°).

ZnSO^.THoO nsed = 20.3GG g,-.

Water valm^ of calorimeter etc. r^ 530 gr.

/i
= 1G.301

t.2 = 10.232 A < = — 0.069

287.44
Heat of solution = V ^'>30 X — O.OGO V 0.070 =: — ,'',00 ral.

20.31)0 ^^ ^^
.
^

A second determination gave — 516 cal.

As mean we will take — 508 cal.

From the determinations described under a and /? that heat of

fusion of ZuSO^.THjO is therefore —3752 cal. (39°), whilst from

Tiiomsen's figures we obtained, liy extrapolation, — 3609 cal. (18°).

The agreement is satisfactory when it is considered that similar

and even greater differences exist between the direct determinations

of the heat of solution of simple substances made by Bertiielot

and TiiOMSEX, the cause of Avhieh it is not easy to conceive ^).

As the mean value of y we will take — 3680 cal.

5. Introducing the values found into the equation

iiE _ q

dr~'~lp

and expressing them in electrical units, we find
;

/dE\ 3680 1
I —

,
) = -— = — 0.51 Millivolts.

Vrf7739= 23.09 312

') As one of the many examples wliicli niij^lit be advanced in sui)])ort of tliis, 1

take liere llie lieat of solution of Ph (NO^I.^ vvliicli N, accord Iml;' t<i ni'.liTllF.l.oT,

— 4.1 K., acconliuu- to 'I'liOMSKV, — '.',.S K.
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Tlio followiiii;' tiiblo of the K. M. F.'s of CLAUK-fclls foiitaining

solid Zii S0| . 7 HoO or Zii SO, . G ILO is given by .Iakokh ') in

liis moinoir. In the last column I li;ivc added the E. M. F.'s of onr

transition element.

TABLE nr.

Tcmpcraturn.
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twenty times Its weight of concontrated sulphuric acid, and aUowiiig

2 mols. of nitric acid, also dissolved in sulphuric acid, to act on

the solution so obtained at a low temperature and pouring- the

mixture onto ice. Different observations made during the often re-

peated nitrations led me to doubt whether the dinitration really took

place in the concentrated sulphui'ic acid solution, or whether, more

probably, the reaction leading to the formation of the two nitropro-

ducts took place in the mixture of acids when diluted witli ice

water. Further investigation of the course of the reaction actually

brought to light that the nitration in concentrated sulphui'ic acid

solution, even in jjrcsence of excess of nitric acid, does not go

further than the formation of the mouonitro-compound.

If a cooled mixture of 104 gr. nitric acid of 50 pCt., or GO gr. of

86 pCt., and 300 gr. sulphuric acid be added in small quantities to a

solution of 60 gr. dimethylaniline in 1 kg. of concentrated sulphuric

acid, cooled to 0°, the temperature of the mixture rises at first

with each addition. "When half of the nitric acid has been added,

however, no further rise of temperature is observed on adding the

remaining half. "When all the nitric acid has been added it is clear

from the smell of the mixture that it contains free nitric acid. If,

after half an hour, the half of the liquid is poured into IV4 kg- <^f

ice water (a mixture of equal parts of water and ice) the tempera-

ture at the end of the experiment is 30° C, a yellow crystalline

product (the dinitro-coinpound melting at 176°) is obtained and after

addition of soda to the filrered acid liquid the red isomeric compound

(melting point 112°). If a cooled solution of 25 grams of dimethyl

-

aniline in Vj kg. of sulphuric acid is added to the other half

of the nitration liquid the rise of temperature is again clearly obser-

vable. On pouring the mass, after S)rae time, into 2V2 litres of

ice water a mixture of para-and metanitrodimethylaniline with a

little of Mr. Mertens' 1. 2. 4. dinitrodimethylaniline is obtained, such as

is also produced according to Groll ^) when dimethylaniline dissolved

in concentrated sulphuric acid is nitrated with one molecule of

nitric acid.

"When the nitration mixture containing one molecule of dimethyl-

aniline and two molecules of nitric acid is poured into a mixture

of ice and soda, dinitro-com])Ouiids are formed only in very small

quantity or not at all.

From these experiments it may be concluded that, in the solu-

') Bovl. 1Vr. v.). 19S.
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tiiiii in ronccntratod sul])luiri(' ;iciil the nitiMtion (loos not i;'o fiirilnT

than tlie mctamononitrocompound, so tbat the ontrv ul' the sccontl

iiitro oroup must occwr after the aflniixtuvo of water.

I pointed out previouslv (loc. eit) tliat the two dinitroeonipoumls

may also 1)0 piepaied by dissolving' the metanitrocoinpound in an

excess of very dilute nitric acid.

I now found that by dissolvinir 1 jrram of motaiiitrodimcthyl-

aniline in a mixture of 2G li-rams of sul|)liuiic acid and 50 n-nnns

of water, cooled to 30°, and addini,^ 0.S5 i^'ranis nitric acid of

50 pCt , a paste of the yclldw dinilr()-c(iMi|iound iiicltini;' at 170° is

obtained whilst, by means of sodium carbonate, the red isomeric is

sepnrated from the filtrate. These relative quantities are exactly those

found in ihc liquid obtained by poui'ino," tlie nitration mixture into

the (|uantity of water prescribed.

The small quantity of the dinitrodimethylaniline of Mr.RTRNS which

is jirnduced shows that in nitrating dimethylanilinc l)y tlm method

of (iuoLL the mcta-compound is form(!d almost exclusively in the con-

centrated sulphuric acid solution and that the para-compound is most

])i'obably formed in tlie li(|uid after dilution with water l)y the action

of unuseil nitric acid on diniethylaniline whi(di has cscapeil nitration.

When para-nitrodimethylaniline (I mol.) is dissolv(!d in coiuumi-

trated sulphuric acid and 1 mol. of nitric acid is added to the sohition.

tlie diniti'o-compound of MkrtkNS is found alone aftci' jiourin;;' the

mixture into water; no nitro-group has taken up tin' ineta |iosili(in

with i-eo-ard to the amino-ii'roup.

Chemistry — "0« fhe formation of Indigo from Tnlirjofera^ and

from Marsdenia tinotoria". By Dr. P. van Romburoii.

(Communicated by Prof. A. P. N. Franchimont).

The interesting communication which Prof. Beyerinck made to

the meeting of Sept. SO''' last, from which it appears that the indigo

yielding plants belong to two, physiologically quite distinct groups

induce me to invite attention to some observations which I made

some years ago during an investigation of indigo-yielding Indigoferas

antl of Marsdenia tinctoria which was published in the "Verslagen

van 's Lands Plantentnin". I would add one remark. Owing to my
other affairs I was unable to devote as much time to these resear-

ches as I could have wished and they are therefore of a more or

less pi-eliminary nature. When I found, on the occasion of a meeting

witi) Mr. IlAZiiWiNKEL, Director of the Indigo Experimental Station
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at Klaten, that our researches were tending in many ways in the

same direction, I terminated mine for the time beino- and I am post-

poning the publication of various results until Mr. Hazewinkel

shall have ended his researches, which are in many respects of im})or-

tance, and published the results of them.

In the "Verslag" for 1891/2 it is stated that preliminary investi-

gations into the preparation of indigo showed that the extraction

of the leaves with water at the temperature prevailing liere is not

accompanied by evolution of gas during the time Avhich in Java is

considered needful to extract the constituents which yield the colour-

ing matter from the plant viz : 6— 7 hours. Later, for examjde in

a day, this does occur. The gas evolved consists of carbon dioxyde

and a gas whicli burns with a colourless flame, very probably hydrogen.

What compound exists in the aqueous extract of the indigoleaves

is not yet made out with certainty. It had a distinctly acid reaction ')

and shows the so called indicanreaction very beautifully when it is

shaken with hydrochloric acid, chloroform and air.

The filtrate obtained after treating the extract with excess of lead

acetate gives a yellow precipitate ") with ammonia, stated by Schunck

to be characteristic of indican.

Since indigowhite is said to be insoluble in acid licpiids, it is not

very probable tliat this substance is present in the aqueous (>xti'a.ct

of the indigoleaves A dilute solution of indigowhite in lime watnr

behaves also in many respects quite differently from the extract.

If the indigoleaves are extracted with dilute acetic acid (1 pCt.)

instead of with water, the extract yields indigoblue abundantly when

shaken with air, especially if ammonia is added."

According to Mr. v. Lookeren Campagne ^) the liquid produced

by the so called fermentation is alkaline and contains indigowhite

in solution. In the "Jaarverslag van 's Lands Plantentuin" for 1893,

the following is to be found :

"The solution obtained by extracting indigoleaves with water for

7 hours has again been the subject of an investigation, a few of the

results of which will be indicated here. The liquid contained free

1) That the extract of the indigo-leaves in acid is very easily shown by running it

into ti solution of potash coloured red by ])lieiiolphtlialein. The reaction is also suc-

cessful with a solution of blue litmus. (Note of 1892).

2) I have found, snbse([uently, that an extract of the leaves oi ludii/ofi'm r/filcffo'/r/rs,

wliicli contains a substances resembling aniygdalin, also gives a yellow coloured ])re-

cipitnte in which, lu)wever, the gtu(;oside has no part.

') Vcrshig onitient ondcrzoekiugon over Indigo, 189:5, 16.
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or very loosely eombined oarhon dioxiilc '; in vcrv lar<^c quantity,

whicli may be driven out not only I>y waniiiiii^- luit also by a currciif

of t^-as fVec from oxygen -).

The substance whicb yields indigobluc on oxidation may be extracted

from the solution by means of chloroform either with or without

addition of acetic acid. When the chloroform solution, which has a

light greenish yellow colour, is evaporated by blowing a current of

air into it, a greenish coloured residue is obtained which is ])artially

soluble in water. The aqueous solution, which possesses a splendid

fluorescence, gives indigobhu; at once when shaken with air and

aiinnonia ; indigobluo is also foiiiied by exposui-e to liie ;iir, and very

ra])idly when warmed.

An extract of the leaves of Marschnia fmdon'a, which is also very

distinctly acid to litmus, behaves in a similar way. It has not yet

been ])ossibIe to obtain the substance which yields the indigobhic in

a state fit for analysis, nor to |irepare crystallized derivatives of it."

The fact that the indigo-yielding substance is l\)rmed from tiie

leaves by dilute organic acids was eonfirined by IVIessrs. van Lookeren

Caaipaone and van dkr Veen in 1895 "); notwithstanding the inso-

lubility in acids it is still taken for indigowhite. The solubility of

the indigowhite in the extract is explained, by these investigators,

by the formation of an unstable compound with substiinces whi(di

yield indigorcd and indigorubin on oxidation. The ready oxydation

of the substance which is extracted by chloroform, in presence of

mineral acids or of alkaline carbonates, shows, according to the same

authors, that we are not dealing with indoxyl.

In 1897 I again took up my researches, and in the "Verslag"

for that year the following is to be found :

"If Indigoleavcs (Guatemala or Natal) or leaves of Marsdcnia

Undoria are placed in an atmosphere of chloroform or carbondioxide

they retain their green colour. If, after some time, they are brought

in contact with the air, they quickly become bluish, proving that the

indican in the dead leaves, which had probably escaped from the

cells in the form of a solution, had been decomposed.

') If carbon dioxide is passed into a solution of indig'owliite in lime water until

tlie lime is converted into bicarbonate, the whole of the indigo is precipitated and

no indigobhie can be obtained from the filtrate by means of air and ammonia.

(Note of 1893.).

") If the current of gas is passed through the liquid for a long time, it is well to

mix it with chloroform vapour in order to render living organisms, whicli might give

rise to carbon dioxide during the ex])erimeut, inactive.

^) Lanilwirtsch. Versuchsstationen. XLVI, 219.
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The presence of a soluble enzyme, oiipable of decomposing the

glucoside, has not so far been proved with certainty ^).

The many attempts which have been made to separate such a

soluble compound have so far given no result. On the other hand

it was possible to show that the leaves contain, either a substance

of this kind which is so firmly retained that it may be regarded as

practically insoluble, or else they carry au insoluble substance which

has the power of decomposing a solution of indican so that the sub-

stance whicli on oxidation yields indigo, is set free.

If indigoleaves are steeped in water for 7 hours and the sherry-

coloured liquid, which contains the decompositionproduct which

yields indigo on oxydation, is then displaced by distilled water con-

taining chloroform, it is found that after several repetitions of this

treatment, the displaced liquid yields no moi'e indigo. The dried

leaves are again washed several times with water contain.ing chloro-

form and then placed in contact with a solution of indican ") to

which chloroform is added
;
after two hours this gives, when shaken

with air, an abundant separation of indigo. If the leaves are now
again thoroughly washed, they are still able to decompose a sterili-

zed solution of indican. This may be repeated several times with

the same leaves, even when they have been in contact with chloro-

form water for more than a month.

The washed leaves may be dried over sulphuric acid without

losing this property.

The property of decomposing a solution of indican in an lioiir is

retained after extracting the fresh leaves with ether, alcohol, acetone

or chloroform.

By treating the leaves, dried in this way, with dilute acids or

bases or with glycerine, it has not sofar been possible to obtain

*) Van Lookeuen Campagne, Verslag- omlreiit oudernoekingen over Indigo, p. 13.

contented ]iiniself with a redncllo ad almurilum, a kind of proof wliicii is somewhat
nnusiial in researches of this nature.

-) Sneli a solntion of indican is prepared, according to Ai.vauez (C. R. ll 5, 287j

by ])hicing- indigoleaves in small qnantities at a time in boiling water. Quantitative

determinations show that the decomposition of indican is very small when the time

of contact is short. Mr. Lohmann, assistent for the examination of tea, found that

such a solution of indican yields indigo in contact with emulsin and air ; this agrees

with older, vague statements that indican is decomposed by enzymes. The specimens

of emulsin in the laboratcu-y were insoluble in water. In the mean time it ap[)eared

from a publication of tiie Indigo-experimental-station at Klaten that Mr. Hazkwinkul
was experimenting with soluble enzymes in the preparation of indigo, this observation

was therefore not followed further. (Note of 181)7).
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a s()]iiti<iii (if tlie siiUstiincu wliich decoinposcs the iiidiriui. 'I'lic dried

It'iivL's of Ind'Kjofcra yalcgo'nles, as also soniu other kinds ol' leaves

with which experiments were made, were incapable oi' producing the

decomposition, so that it appears to be a specific property of some

indigo yielding plants. These researches, which proceed slowly, will

be continued, as also those on the substance which on oxidation

gives rise to indigo; this substance may also be extracted by carbon

tetrachloride."

Finally in the recent "Verslag" for 1898:

"Investigations on the composition and properties of a red eom-

[)ound, which is obtained by evaporation of tlie (diloroform solution of

the licjuid decompositionproduct of indican from Indigoferas which

yields indigo, progress but little owing to lack of time. Marchlewski

and Radctjffe (Chem. Centralbl. 1898, II, 204), considisr indican

to be the glueoside of indoxyi. Tlu; properties of the decomposition

product which yields indigo on oxidation, and which has already

been shown here not to bo identical with indigovvhite, agree, to some

extent, well with those of indoxyi. Since Mr. IIazewimcel, Director

of the Experimental Station at Klaten is occupied with tliis matter,

I have not followed it further."

Physics. — Dr. E. van Everdingen Jr. :
"" The llkhh-elfcd und

the increase of resistance of bismuth in the mafjnetic field at very

low temperatures'''' 1 (continued). (Communication N". 53 (cont.)

from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden, by Prof. H. Kamer-
LINGH Onnes.)

5. In the Proceedings of October 28, 1899, p. 221, I expressed the

hope that the measurement of the HALL-effect at the boiling-point

of liquid oxygen would yield a more decisive answer to the question

as to whether or no this phenomenon has a maximum at low tem-

peratures. This measurement has now been made, though as yet

only for one strength of field, and the answer is certainly a decided

negative, as will appear from § 7.

6. Tlte liquid oxygen bath. For pouring out the liquid oxygen
we used the vessel without a vacuum-wall, described and drawn in

§ 2 of this communication, but somewhat altered for this purpose

after the manner of Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes' cryostat 0- Besides

') See Communication N". 51, I'loc. 30 Sept. 'US), j). 126. Comm. Pliys. Lab.
Leiden N". 51, p. 3.
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longthciiing the wooden receptacle a umi tlu; glass tube </, a double

jacket was added to lead off the cold vapours, which in tliis manner

largely screen the liquid from heat. Moi-eover observing-glasses were

used to watch the liquid streaming out.

The whole ajiparatus is drawn in fig. 2, whilst fig. 1 may serve

to further elucidate it. The lengthened wooden receptacle «, the

paper vessel h, the caoutchouc-ring c, the glass-tube t?, the T-piece e,

the caoutchouc- tube / and the plate carrier / were mentioned in

§ 2 of this paper. The steel capillary tube k is now introduced into

the T-piece through the oblique side lube w, from which it is wholly

insulated bv means of wood and caoutchouc, the horizontal side-

tube now leading towards a safety- tube immersed in mercury.

The supply of liquid oxygen from the oxygen-spiral in the ethylene

boiling fiask ') can be shut oft' by the cock ") ~, by means of a long-

wooden stem ; before entei'ing the capiUary tube the liquid passes

through a small filter. Tlie tube k ends in front of the observing-

tubes '^) o, which are fastened by means of a copper case and sealing-

Avax to the tube f/; the jet of liquid meets a jet-catcher *)yo suspended

by means of fiddle sti'ings to rf, and spreads out in a fan over this

tube. In order to indicate the level of liquid in a, a float q with a

stem was used, which latter ends at the level of the observing-glasses.

The cold vapours leave a through the holes r, six in number
and stream downwards in the annular space between a and b on

one side and the jacket sj—*3 on the other side, sj is a circular

cylinder of compressed paper, fastened to the border of «, sj a wooden
bottom with an oval hole, into which an oval cylinder of paper S3

has been glued; the minor axis of this is only a little wider than A

but sufficient space is left along the major axis for the vapour

to escape '"). The latter then rises in the space limited by the

jacket ^1 . . . /„. <j is a copper rim, joined to the case of the ob-

serving-tubes and fitting on the glass-cylinder ^3? to which it is

fastened by means of a caoutchouc-tube and brass tighteiiing bands.

<3 is a wooden cylinder with holes provided with flanges to aihuit

the pole-pieces; a tight fit is obtained here by means of a leather

washer, screwed on by the wooden nuts t^. t-^ is again a glass-

cylinder and t(, a coi'k stopper. In order to prevent the cold vapours

1) Proc. 29 Bee. '91., p. 172. Comm. N". 14, p. 17.

2) See Couimuiiioatiou N". 51. Proc. 30 Sept. '99, p. 129, Comm. N". 51, p. 9.

3) il). p. 130. Comm. N". 51, p. 10.

) ib. p. 127, glass 0. Comm. N'. 51, p. 5.

') See transverse section, drawn in tlie figure on the riglit liaud side of e.
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fiiriii lliiwiiiij^ imiiiciliatcly to tlio lif)tt()iii iiiid to tliiniiiisli tli(,' con-

duction of lu'iit IVoni Ijclow, another little vessel n ol' coinprcssi.'d

paper with a wooden bottom has been plaeed under and around

«3. TIk! space left beneath the. pole pieces has been filled up with

wool. In the rim <i six holes have; been made, connected with the

copper tubes v, four of Avhich lead ott' the gaseous oxyj^en, whilst

two have been shut with a stopper and serve as a safety arrangement.

In order to oI)tain tiie loom wanted f(U- these jackets between

the coils of the electromagnet, it was necessary to considerably

lengthen the pole-pieces. For weak currents this did not much

diminish the strengtli of the field ;
I'or strong currents the loss was

considerable.

During the experiment all parts of the apparatus except the

observing-glasses were wrapped in wo(d. The recepta(de a was com-

pletely filled with licpiid oxyg(ni, and as an additional precaution

li(]uid was even allowed to flow out until a considerable quantity

had passed through the holes / and had collected in m. The apparatus

stood this well; especially the coinprc'ssed papcM', which appears to

be a very suitable materiiil for this work.

7. The 'Hall- effect (d the hoU'uHj point of liquid oxijfjen.

For the Hall coefficient R in a magnetic field of 4400 C. G. S.

units the value 41,4 was found. Hence the product RM is 182000.

Before, at a temperature of 10° C, R was found to be 11,0. This

does not wholly agree with the value 10,15, which may be obtained

by interpolation from the table given in § 3 of this paper for the

field 4400 and the temperature 10° C. Recently Perrot ^) has

noticed, that the thermo-electric constants of crystalline bismuth

showed irregular variations with time, which he at first was inclined

to ascribe to the influence of repeated heating and cooling ; this

however appeai'ed later ") not to be the case. In order to see whether

perhaps something of that kind really happened in consequence

of the strong cooling in my experiments, I repeated the deter-

mination of the HALL-coefficient R at 10° C. shortly after the experi-

mci\t in liquid oxygen, and found 11,1. The difference from the

value of R 11,0, determined immediately before the experiment is

too small to be worth attention. As formerly I have also not noticed

continuous vai'iations with time in electrolytic bismuth, I think we

1) Arch. tl. Sc. phys. et nat. (4) G p. 1(1.5 ;iud 22'.), IS'JS.

2) // '/ // // // // (l) 7 p. 149, 189a.
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must rather describe the difference between the values found now

and formerly to an uncertainty in the knowledge of the resistance

in the circuit of the HALL-current ^), which is required for the

calculation of R. For, as the variations of this resistance appeared

only after some time, the resistance was not measured during the

experiments of the first determinations in § 3. With the determina-

tions now published the resistance was measured twice during the

experiment and v,'as found to be constant. Therefore we retain the

value 11,0 for 10° C.

The value at — 90^ C. for a magnetic field of 4400 is found by

interpolation to be 17,1 and is for the same reason not quite certain.

Tabs
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This however interferes little with the value of the followiiic,'-. in

which for the sake of comi)arison besides the absolute temperatures

(J
T and tlie corresponding' values of li tlie values j~ are also given,

where C has been chosen so as to make the value at 10° C. equal

to 11,0. Further in the values C'r^ where r represents the resistance

of electrolytic bismuth in a field of 4400 C.G.S. units, taken from

observations bj- Fleming and Dewar ^), C is likewise chosen to

make the value 11,0 at 10° C.

Fig. 3 gives a graphical representation of these numbers. It is

evident that the HALL-coefficient increases much more rapidlj- than

the resistance and a little more rapidly than — . Hence no evidence

of an approach towards a maximum can be found.

In order to give a clearer view of the meaning of a HALL-
coefficient 41,4 we will calculate the tangent of the angle through which

the equipolential lines Avere turned in this experiment. For this it

is necessary to know the resistance of the bismuth at — 1S2^ C. in

the magnetic field. As this resistance has not yet been measured

for the plate, we take as a ])reliminary value 2,40.10-', taken from

Fleming and Dewar. We then find for the tangent the value

0,740.

For the sake of comparison a list is appended of the values of

this tangent for some of the metals with the lai-gest HALL-coefficients,

all of them for a mag-netic field of 4400.o

Bismuth — 0,740

Nickel — 0,083

Antimony -f 0,021

Tellurium + 0,017

Iron + 0,004

As it may safely be assumed, that the Hall phenomenon has

never been observed in a field of greater intensity, higher than

20.000 C. G. S. units, it appears that the value 0,740 is the largest

ever obtained.

•) Proc. Roy. Soc. 60 p. 73, 1S96.

(January 24, 1900.)
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The following papers were read

:

Astronomy. — " The determination of the Apex of the Solar

motion.'' By Prof. J. C. Kapteyn.

1. Fundamental liijpothesis.

It is usually taken for granted that the best known determinations

of the direction of the solar motion in space are based on the

following hypothesis

:

Hypothesis H. The peculiar proper motions of the fixed stars

have no preference for any particular direction.

Ill reality however this is not quite correct; at a closer investi-

26
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gation we find tliat neither the metliod of Airy, nor that of Arge-

LANDEU is entirely based on this hypothesis, and yet these two

were almost without exception used in all modern determinations

of the position of the Apex.

Finding the distribution of the proper motions in regard to the

great circles drawn through the position of the Apex as determined by

these metliods unsatisfactory, Kobold concludes that we must drop

the hypothesis //, as not agreeing sufficiently with the facts. Such

a conclusion however cannot be accepted until at least one compu-

tation has been made, which is completely founded on this hypothesis.

This has given rise to the following investigation, in which I

have tried to develop a method satisfying this condition. After having

explained the method I shall give a short criticism of those of

Airy, Argelander and Kobold, which criticism however lays no

claim whatever to being complete.

2. Meaning of the letters and simple relations.

Fig. 1.

the Apex

;

P the Pole of the Equator;

S an arbitrary Star
;

A and D the coordinates of the Apex
;

a and S the coordinates of the Star -S;

A, = 05= the angular distance of the Star to the Apex;

ft = S /it the observed motion of S
;

S Q the direction towards the Autapex == direction of the paral-

lactic proper motion

;
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tp =1 PS ft := angh mado by the total proper inotioii // with the

declination circle

;

^—PNQ wangle made by parallactic proper motiou with th e

declination circle;

t; =: component of total proper motion in direction SQ;

r = component at right angles to the former (sign sameasUiat

of«mU— ^));

(1) p =: ^—(// r= // .S Q =r angle made by ft with the parallactic

proper motion

;

A = linear motion of the solar system in space

;

(J
= distance of the star to the solar system.

We have :

(2) — «tn A == parallactic proper motion of star -S';

Moreover let

:

V (fig. 2) = peculiar proper motion of »S;

a' the angle made by this peculiar proper motion with the

parallactic.

We then have the following relations :

(3) V = ft cos {;(
— (//) = fi cos p

(4) T ^z It sill {/— ip) =: ft sin 2)

(5)

9t^ _ 3/

3t^ _ _ 3^

(6)

^D dD

3/1 34

^'^ = J/

^^

3Z? 3L»

3. Stars hi a very limited part of the sky. First we consider

only a groii|) of stars lying so close together that we can practically

assume that they arc all at the same point uf ihe sky.

26*
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Wc have tu oxpreBs that these stars satisfy the liypotliesis //.

The very first condition, the one which I whall lieie use exclusively,

resulting- from this hypothesis is this, that the sum of the projections

of the peculiar proper motions on any direction is equal to zero.

Tiiis can also be expressed as follows: the resultant of the pecu-

liar proper motions must be. equal to zero.

If wc project the proper motion r (6g. 2) on

rig. 2.

the direction 6' G to the Autapex and at right angles to it, this

condition is expressed by the equations

:

(7) ^ v cos a' = t' =

Now along with tlie peculiar proper motion each star has a paral-

h
lactic motion — «<rt A in the directiou ot SG to tlie Antapex. Con-

sequently the entire proper motion ft of eacli star has for components

h
. .

I' = J/ COS cc -\ sin K T zz:. V sin u

so that if we take the sum for all the stars of the group we obtain,

according to the conditions (7).

(8) :^ u = sin X JS" 3r = 0.

The resultant of all the total proper motions ^i is directed along

aSG, from which we conclude at once that the sum of the projections

of the motions /.( on this direction is greater than on any other. If

therefore the direction in which the Antapex is situated as seen

from the group of stars under consideration is unknown, it can be

derived from the observed proper motions by the fact that for this direction
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(9) 2: V must be maximum.

It is easy to see that for a group of stars as that liore consi-

dered, this condition is equivalent to the second condition of (8)

(10) ^T=0

This latter however is not so easily extended to all parts of the sky.

4. Influence of the different distances of the stars. For a group

of stars at one point of the sky it is easy to derive from condition

(9) or (10) the direction to the Antapex. We can arrive at a

result however, at least theoretically more accurate, by modifying

that condition (without throwing up the principle).

It is easy to see at once that if we have stars of greatly differing

distances to the sun, the stars whose distance is very large (and

whose proper motion is therefore as a rule very small) will influence

the result much less than stars at a smaller distance (and with

as a rule greater proper motion).

If we start from the principle that one and the same irregularity

in the distribution of the linear, peculiar proper motions must

have the same effect on the accuracy of the direction to the Ant-

apex for stars at a greater distance and for those at a smaller

distance, it is easy to show that not the condition (9) but

(11) 2()v maximum.

must be satisfied.

This one would certainly be preferable to (9), if the distances

of the stars were known. This being however the case for so very

few objects we are forced to adhere to the theoretically less valuable

condition (9).

Fortunately however the objection, arising from the predominating

influence of the stars nearest to the sun, may be met to a great extent.

5. Grouping according to amount of proper motion.

This may be done by grouping the stars into classes included

between pretty narrow, determined limits of the proper motion. The

separate results for these groups will finally be combined into a

single one, taking due account of their probable errors. We will

first have to show however that for such groups of stars the condi-

tion (9) is still satisfied, for from considerations as were given in

Astr. Nachr. N". 3487 Page 100 etc. (and which for the sake of

brevity we must omit here) follows, that, for groups as are meant

here, the distribution of the peculiar proper motions will certainly

no longer satisfy Hypothesis II.
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Tliis is pnsily dniio. For it is seen at once that, wliereas the t'ormer

cl' the conditions (7) cciiscs in general to be satisfied l»y siieli j^ionps,

the condition

^ V sin «' =

will still hold. We immediately conclude to this from reasons of

syiiiinetry. Now as rsina' t= r^ wo shall also still have— r = and

the condition (9) will be satisfied which is equivalent to it.

Consequently there can be no objection to the grouping in classes

of determined proper motions. With this the only advantage which

condition (11) might have over (9) disappears in a great measure.

In what follows we shall therefore entirely neglect the conditions (11).

6. Stars scattered about the trhole ski/ or any considerable

part of it.

So every region of the sky gives a condition of the form (9).

These might all be combined to one conditiono'

(12) -2" f maximum

where the sum is to be extended to the stars available in all parts

of the sky. In that way however not the most accM?'a<e determination

of the position of the Apex will be obtained'

To arrive at a more advantageous combination the following

problem is to be solved :

Given that for the various parts of the sky the accidental devia-

tions from Hypothesis // are equal, to combine the conditions (12),

which hold for the separate zones of constant A, in such a way that

the effect of those deviations on the coordinates of the Apex which

have to be determined, be a minimum.

Tiie solution of this problem which gives rise to no particular

difficulties, shows that the ^ v of each region must be multiplied

by its corresponding value of s/« A,, before they are combined into

a single sura.

(.Consequently for the whole sky we shall not have to satisfy the

condition (12}, but

(1) JS'i;«mAo maximum.

~-
. Second form of the method.

As has already been remarked the objection, that by using (I)

the large proper motions exercise a very predominant influence, may
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bo avoidod hy a grouping into classes of different proper motion.

This ean be done in still another way.

By substituting the value (3) for v in (T) it beoonios

2 jti cos p sin Aq maximum.

As this holds also for stars whose proper motion is included

between determined limits, it also holds for stars with absolutely

the same proper motion fi — it^. For such a group the condition

becomes

(II) ^ cos p sin Aq maximum

and as each value of the proper motion leads to such a condition,

it must also be satisfied by all the stars together.

The equations for the coordinates of the Apex, obtained in this

way contain only the directions and are entirely independent of the

amount of the proper motion.

It seems to me however that the condition (T), at least if it is

applied to stars whose proper motions are included between pretty

narrow limits, is preferable to (II) especially for this reason, that

the former is a more direct consequence of hypothesis H on which

the investigation is based.
'o^^

8. Derivation of the Apex from the condition (I).

To determine the coordinates of the Apex in such a way that

condition (I) is satisfied, the differential quotients in regard to A and

D of ^ V sin A|) must disappear. Consequently we have with the

aid of (5)

(13) ^ T :^ sin Xo=0 ^T ^sinl, =

which for stars at o«e point of the sky is reduced to the s««(jr^e equation

.2"t = 0, as of course was to be expected.

Let Ag and D^, be approximate values of A and D and dA^ dD
the required corrections of these. All the quantities computed with

the aid of these approximate values will be distinguished by means

of an appended q.

So Vq and Tq will represent the projections of the proper motion

fi on the great circle through the star and the approximate position

of the Apex and at right angles to it.

We thus have in the equation (13)
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-+(3-^);'''^-(ai)- = '»+-(rl)- + -(3i)/''

Evidently these equations liold only as long as we do not approach

the Apex or the Antapex within distances of the order of clA and

dD where the terms of a higher order may not be neglected. It

will be best therefore to exclude entirely the stars close to the

ajjproximate position of the Apex. This cannot cause any considerable

loss of weight. I find e. g. that of the stars of Bkadley only a

fourteenth part have sin X < 0.40 and less than one eighth part have

sin X < 0.50.

The first of the equations (1,'i) now becomes

9z\ . 5

The quantities r must be in all parts of tlie sky as often ^)0Si7/re

as negative. According to what we have discussed this is an

immediate consequence of the hypothesis // (compare form. (10)).

So-^
9/12

will already disappear for limited parts of the sky.

The same holds a fortiuri for the sum extended over the whole sky.

differs from the preceding sum only in the quanti-

ties T being computed with an approximate Apex, the coordinates

of which need still the corrections dA and dD. This quantity will

thus be of the order of dA and dD and may be neglected in the

coefficient of dA. The same holds for all quantities containing r^ in

the coefficients of dA and dD. Sothe above equation is reduced to the

former of the two following ones, in which the sums are indicated

with* the notation used in the theory of least squares:

.>A/^)^l..+ [.„..;.„(g3f)^(P^J^^

(14)

\dAJo\

v^sinAg
\dDJo

dD=—

dD=—

roSinK{^^)^

'^'''^{df^J
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The second of these equations is derived in quite the same way

as the first.

9. Derivation of the Apex from condition (II).

The maximum conditions are

:

2. sm p sin Aa ^^ = U 2 sin p sin Xq -^-— =

in which we put:

dD

If =(^X +(-&),-+ dAdD
(ID

The first of tlie equations thus becomes:

dA ^ \cosp„sinXof^j + *"' /'o «"' ^o^g^ij
j

+
(

'Po'

= -^"'' "»""
^"(af).-

Here again, for quite similar reasons as in the equations of the

preceding article, the terms with sin p^ in the coefficient of dA and

dD may be neglected, they being of the order of dA and dD. The

equation is thus reduced to the former of the two following ones

(the second is found in the same way as the first)

:

COS Pq sin /qI ;^— 1

(15)^

AdAJo
dA-{- cosp^sm Aq)Jl^) fk)

oospo^inl{£)(^/^^ dA-\-

dAJo\dDJ^

COSpQSitl)yQ
dDJo

dD= —

dD=

npnsinXj ;^,]sinpQ
°\dAj o->

sinpQ sin Aq
3^

3
'A]

10. Airy's method.

In his derivation of the position of the Apex and the amount of

the linear proper motion of the sun, Airy starts from the idea, that

the peculiar proper motions having no preference for any particular

directions, may be treated entirely as errors of observation.
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Ilenco each star gives two cf|uati()ns of condition between h, A
and X), expressing- tliat tlic obsorved proper motions projected on two

mutually perpendicular directions are equal to the projections on

those same directions of the parallactic proper motions. Airy chooses

for the two directions the parallel and the declination circle.

To get a clear insight into the character of Airy's solution it

is preferable however to clioose for these directions the direction of

the star towards the Antapex and the great circle thruugh tiie star

at right angles to the former.

Doing this his eijuations of condition get the form

(IG) T =
and

(17) I := — sin X .

So we can say that by Airy's method A, D and // are deter-

mined in such a way that all the equations (IG) and (17) are

satisfied in the best way possible. Now as Airy and every one

who has applied his method, have solved these equations by least

squares, this determination comes in reality to the choosing of A^

D and /* in such a way that both

(18) 2 i~ minimum

(19) .2"
(
— sin X— V ) minimum.

The former of these does not contain the unknown quantity A

and only leads to a determination of A and D. The second gives

the three unknown quantities, so that we arrive at two independent

determinations of A and D and one of h. I will here discuss the

two conditions (18) and (19) separately.

11. The condition ^ t" minimum.

The minimum conditions are (with the aid of (6)):

(20) 2tv-^ = ()

CA

(21) 2ti;-^ = .

For stars all situated at the same point of the sky, they are reduced

to this one

(22) 2tv =
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^ T=0

which we have found as a necessary consequeiice of hypothesis H.

This proves sufficiently that in reality Airy's method (at least if

his equations of condition are treated with least squares) does not

agree with hypothesis H.

A few examples will show this still more clearly and will at the

same time prove that the application of conditions (9) and (18) may
lead to venj considerahly diff'erent solutions.

1^' example (see fig. 3). In each of the two points of the celestial

(Kapf;Airy)j

Fig. 3.

sphere S and -S" wo find two stars. The proper motions SA and SB
of the two stars in S are equal and we will begin by assuming

that their directions form an obtuse angle. The same holds for the

stars in S',
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"We see at onco that the direction wliich causes the — r ') of the

proper motions of the stars in 5 to disappear is the bisectrix SO

of the angle ASB. Likewise the line whicli in S' makes ^ r :=

will be the bisectrix S'O of A'S'B'.

From the given proper motion we conclude therefore, according

to the method proposed by me, to a position of the Apox.

On tlic other hand the direction wiiieli makes minimum tlu; ^ r'

of the proper motions of the stars in S is evidently the line SO' at

right angles to the bisectrix; Hkwise in S' the line satisfying this

condition is the line S'O' at right angles to S'O.

According to the condition — t^ min. of AiUY we conclude there-

fore to a position for the Apex (or Antapex) in ()'.

If wo leave the angle ASB unchanged, but reduce B'S'A' in

such a way, that the bisectrix does not change place, then in the

moment that that angle passes through 90° the Apex (Antapex)

according to Airy's determination, will suddenly leap over from 0'

to 0", where it remains when the angle i^'-S'yl' is still more reduced.

If the angle B'S'A' had retained its original value (> 90°) and

angle ASB had been reduced in the above stated way, the Apex

would have leaped from 0' to 0'". If then again we had reduced

A'S'B'^ at the moment of this angle passing through 90", the Apex

(Antapex) would have leaped from 0"' to 0.

In the nature of the problem there seems to be no reason whatever

for such leaping ~) and in our determination the Apex remains

where it is notwithstanding the changes introduced.

Moreover it seems very little plausible indeed to assume for the

Apex one of the positions 0', 0", 0'".

The place determined according to both methods coincides evidently

only when both angles are acute.

2'"^ example (see fig. 4). For stars in the region S let the line

V
f

K

Apex
-*

Antapex

W
Fis. 4.

') Acnoriling to the statement in § 3 the fondition for stars at one point of the

sky is equivalent to 2 t =: 0.

2) There are still many other cases in which the condition (18) leads to discontinuous

chano-es in the Apex for continuous changes of the data of the prohlem.
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to the Apex be determined by a number of proper motions (not

shown in the figure) which, to avoid complication, we shall suppose

to be all direct. If uow one more star be added, whose proper

motion SK makes an acute angle with the line towards the Apex
(which therefore is retrograde) we easily see that according to the

condition ^ r" min. (Airy) the line SR towards the Apex will have

to be turned somewhat more into the direction -KF, whilst the con-

dition (10) demands a movement in the direction RW^).

/ /* \-
12. The condition ^(

—

sin). — v j minimum.

The equations of condition are of the form

A
(23) — mi A = y

i>

They contain the distances which are as a rule unknown. This

is certainly the chief objection to the use of these equations. They
seem therefore much more suitable to give information about mean
parallaxes of definite groups of stars when once the Apex is known,
than to assist in determining the position of the Apex itself.

For the calculations according to Airy's method different waj's

have been followed to escape the difficulty arising from the unknown
distances. One of the commonest practices (Stumpe, Porter etc.)

is to divide the stars into groups included between narrower or

wider limits of proper motion and then to assume the distance of

the stais of each group to the sun to be the same.

If this be true in the meau of great numbers of stars for diffe-

rent parts of the sky, it might seem for a moment that we nii<>'ht

really derive trustworty values of dA^ dD and the mean value of

h— from a treatment of the equations (23). Meanwhile we must
i>

bear in mind that at all events a new hypothesis has been introduced

viz., that the mean parallax of stars with equal proper motion in

different parts of the sky, is the same. If this is not the case the

position obtained for the Apex too will be in general erroneous.

However there is another and decisive objection to the use of

equations (23) if we have grouped the stars according to their proper

>) A practical advantage of our method over Airy's may still be ui?ntioned here:

III Aim's method the large proper motions have a much more predominant influence

on the results evBTi than in ours : This is easy to see from the normal cciuatiuns to

be "ivcn in art. 15.
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motions, viz: that these equations for groups of stars included between

determined, arbitrary I'mits of the proper motion, howsoever nume-

rous the stars may be, are ccrtainli/ in f/eneral not true ').

This is evident from the argument given in Astron. Nachi-. N". 3487,

pages 100— 102, to which we must refer here. The error committed

will certainly bo differenf in general for regions with different P. (!ven

in the case that the proper motions are equal.

So not only do derivations such as those of Stumpe (Astron. Nachr.

N". 3000) and many others, give entirely illusory determinations for

the secular parallax of the stars (as I already tried to show in

Astr. Nachr. N°. 3487) but neither can the determination of the

position of the Apex be defended. It may even be anticipated witli

great probability that the error must change systematically with the

amount of the proper motion, so that the regular change found by

Stumpe in the declination of the Apex for his various groups has

nothing particularly surprising.

Other writers as i. a. L. Struve attribute determined parallaxes

to stars of determined magnitude. The last decisive objection dis-

appears here, but not the first. It runs as follows : we assume that

at least the mean parallax of the stars of determined magnitude is

everywhere in the sky the same. For the galaxy and outside it I

have already tried to show, some years ago, (Verslag Kon. Akad.

Jan. 1893) that this is probably not the case.

To sum up, according to tlie preceding, Airy's method comes to

the determination of the coordinates of the Apex and the linear

motion of the sun in such a way that the conditions (18) and (19)

Are satisfied.

The first condition does not contain the distances but does not

in general satisfy the conditions .2" r = for stars in one and the

same part of the sky, which must be considered as the principal

condition derivable from the hypothesis E. The second condition

contains the distances which arc in general unknown. This causes

the introduction of hypotheses which are more or less probable,

and which may easily exercise an injurious influence on the deter-

mination of A and D. Particularly the grouping according to proper

motion must be absolutely objected to in the application of Airy's

method, because implicit suppositions are introduced which are certuinhj

not realized.

') It is even nut permissable to exoliule stars with vei-y small proper motion.
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13. Method of Argela.tjder.

In tliis method each star gives au equation of conditiou of the funn

(21) p = (weight siifi AJ

They are treated with least squares. So in reality .1 and D are

determined by the condition

(25) ^ p" shfi X(^ minimum,

giving the minimum conditions

(2(3) ^^.mno|^ = ^pamUo^^O.

For a single region of the sky the two are reduced to this one

(27) ^p = 0,

so that here neither the condition furnished by hypothesis // is

satisfied.

The objection to the method of Argelander consists chiefly in

this that the retrograde proper motions have too great an influence.

Let for instance the proper motions fti fto //-^ //^ (belonging to

stais in the same region of the sky) make with au assumed direction

towards the Antapex angles of +20°, +10°, -10°, -20°. As long

as we know only these proper motions the assumed direction

towards the Antapex, both according to my method and to that of

Argelander, will be the most probable. If however a proper

motion //-, is added, making with the assumed direction towards

the Antapex an angle of 170°, this direction, according to Arge-

lander's method will have to be corrected by 34° , whereas

according to our method that correction will be only 2°.l in the

same, direction. Since long it has been remarked moreover that in

Argelander's method too, discontinuous changes in the place of

the Apex may be caused by continuous changes of the proper motions.

The following example will prove this clearly.

In a definite region of the sky there are n stars whose proper

motion is in perfectly the same direction. This common direction

is assumed as the a|)proximate direction towards the Antapex.

We now add one star, making with that direction the angle

y>y=180 —

w
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wliere to is a very small (Hiantity. If this is neglecterl, it follows

from (27) that the directiuii towanls the Aiitapcx has to be corrected by

180'
""

« + 1

If however for the added star we had

;7o = 1 80 + 6^ = - (180 — co^

then we should have found for that correction

180

c. , • ,
360°

bo there is a ieaij of • .
'

« + l

There is again no foundation for such a leap in the nature of

the problem, and it does not appear in our solution.

14. Method of Kobold (Dcasel).

1 need but say a few words of this methorl, jis Kobold himself

clearly states that his method is not based on hypothesis H.

He determines the Apex of the motion of the sun in such a way

that the great circle of which the Apex is the pole, approaches as

closely as possible to the pole of the proper motions of all the stars.

To satisfy this condition he makes

— cos- Q minimum,

where Q represents the distance hum the Apex of the pole of a

proper motion. Expressed in the quantities used by us, the condition is

(28) .^ sin^ A sin^ p minimum.

This is satisfied if we write down for eacii star an equation of

condition

(29) sin X si?i p = Q

and then solve the whole of these equations with least squares.

This method cannot be tested by the condition (10). It is namely a

peculiarity of this method, that whereas, according to the other methods,

from stars of one part of tlie sky, only a direction can be derived,

in which the Apex must be situated, we find by Kobold's method

a complete determination of the position of that point.
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Its position is no oilier than tliat of the group of stars itself. In

the choice of the position of the A\)ex each region votes as it were

for itself. Every line passing through this region thus passes through

tlie Apex too, so that at the same time the condition (10) is satis-

fiecl and it is not.

This peculiarity of the method together with this second (which

exists for stars of one part as well as for stars of all parts of the

sky) that for the direction of the motion of an arbitrary number

of stars we may substitute a diametrically opposite motion without

the slightest efteot on the coordiuates of the Apex, ap[)ears to me
sufficient to declare the method unsuitable for the determination of

the direction of the motion of the sun.

15. Abridged calculation.

It is a very common practice in the derivation of the coordiuates

of the Apex, to abridge the work of computation by taking the

mean of the proper motions of a greater or smaller number of stars

situated close together. I wish to point out that in this way the

result, derived by means of the various methods, will approach in

general to those which will be found by the method })roposed here.

So, far from having been more or less impaired by this abridged

calculation, the results must have gained considerably in accuracy.

It must be borne in mind however that ki this way, in all

methods except in that proposed by me, the principle is sacrificed,

at least in part.

The proof of what has been advanced here will be best given by

writing out in full and in a similar form for the vari )us methods,

the equations of condition and the normal equations ensuing from

these. 1 begin by giving tiieni.

a. Method of AiUY (as modified).

I leave out of consideration condition (19), this being the only

one dependent on the distances.

As

' = '« + (la '•'nt;,);''' = '« + - (If);" +-§);-

the equations (16) become

(30, „.(3^)^.,+„„(3|)^^,,0=_,.'

which, treated with least squares, give the normal equations:

27
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"'+[<(3i):i-=-[-.(ii)j

Tliey aro dI' course identical with the equations (20) and (21) if in tlie

reduction of tliese we treat the (luantities _^ as quantities of the

order of dA and JD.

h. Method of Augelander.

If we leduce to unity of weiglit, the equatioi

— ')e writeu)^ be writeu

(32) p sin Ap =

ns

may

or by writing

of condition (24)

--+(l)- + G';)--o+©;f^) dA + f?4) dD

(33) sin Xq (^ j dA + sin Aq
( ^J dD = — p^ sin l^ ,

which lead to the normal equations:

(^4)

dJJ—-

ill be identical with (2(i), if we treat the tjuantities

^.,.. ^( .1 A .^^A .IT)

which again will be identical wi

Pq as of the order of dA and dD,

c. Method of Kop.OLn.

introfliifino'By introducing

sin X — sin Aq + cos Aj ( ^j dA -f cos Aq (-^j a(li) ID

sin p = ^^i" Po + cospo
(^)^

dA + cosp, (^£)^dD

the equations of condition (29) become
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( — 1 ',tL-l-{-\cos?,aSittp„[^^]-\-siiiX^co.sj)J-^] \cW
3a. \

[

\co.X,sinp,^^^1̂ -\-stnAi^cospQ{ -—
I I

dAJo'
dA+

+

(36)

:=— \\cosXosinpof ---]-{-sinXoCOspai^^j isiid^sinpA

u
COS

^°-'*"^°(^)o+'^'"^"''*^'"(^)o ! !
'•''^^"-"/'o(g^) +«>'^0^<'«?o(g;^)^

{ ]
^^^ +

+ JB

I

i»X(,6-mpQ

Let us now assume, as was supposed above, that we take the

n-.ean of the proper motions of the stars situated closely together

and continue working with these as if they were real proper motions.

The effect of thus taking means of a consilerablc number of motions

will of course be, that the peculiar motion, which takes place in

various directions, is eliminated for the greater part, so that the

mean proper motion found will, with some approximation, represent

the mean parallactic motion for the region under consideration.

If we distinguish the values obtained bv taking means bv dashes

over the letters, then we will evidently have for the various regions,

with greater or smaller approximation (cf. (8)):

V = — sm A T=0

and consequently

i!J P
r

V

If first we take only zones of constant Ag and if farthermore

we assume that the mean secular parallax — is, with some approxi-

27*
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mation, tlie same for stars iu various parts of the sky, we shall see

at once that the effect of taking the moan for A'arious parts of the

sky in such a zone of constant A^, is tliis, that the diHiirent t)"s will

become equal with some approximation, whilst moreover for such a

zone, as indeed for the whole sky, r and p become small quantities.

Tf therefore we introduce into the equations (31) of AiiiY :

(.'37)

). = constant

Cfj-=. I' =r constant

they will become

A9^
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which equations are identical with (15) if we introduce in them the

same suppositions.

So, here again we find, that zones of identical ^.p will lead to

approximately the same results in the two methods. "What holds

for each of the zones separately, must also hold with some approx-

imation for the final results.

For Kobold's method the approximation will be somewhat less

satisfactory. For here we must neglect terms of the order

Tp
(JA , p (ID, p~

to gain our end.

If we do this, the equations (3G) will become

2 sin^ Xr.

Lv9jy
dA^2sin^Xg

dA do.
,ID: 'fi X,

3/'

9.1.

" Ua do'S^-+ 2 SMi^ An
do.

(ID: sin p
-9i
9A

which are again identical with our equations (15) if we introduce

in them the same suppositions. Zones of identical A treated according

to both methods giving approximately identical results, this must

lead hero also to pretty nearly the same final results.

The calculations of Kobold (Astr. Nachr. N". 3592) confirm this

conclusion. The solution which he makes with mean proper motions

is the only one which is in a somewhat tolerable agreement with

what others have found, calculating with other methods but also

with mean values of the proper motions.

KoBOLD finds A = 262°.8 Z> = + 16°.5

' L. Stkuvk finds ^ = 273°.3 X>= + 27°,3

After all that has been said the conclusion is pretty obvious

that what, perhaps more than anything else, must hinder us in

accepting the methods used until now for the derivation ot the

direction of the solar motion is this: that quantities are treated as

small ones, which in reality are not small ^).

1) Prom an utterance of Prof. Newcomb I conclude tliat he loo ascribes tlie deviating

result of Kobold lo the reason here stated.
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If). VoIuftH of the (liferenlial qiioiients used in the preceding

articles.

The lullowins fonnnliio may serve for the various dift'rrential

(juotieiits used in the [)recc(1iiig equations.

(For the Mieaning of the letters see fig. 1).

9x
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J^ on which I is a fivefold line. Teu chords lying in every plane

through / the scroll A is of order fifteen.

Besides the fourfold curve Rr, the scroll A contains a double

curve of which we shall determine the order.

If the points -l,- (*'= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) lie in a plane with I then

the fifteen points B ^{^AiAk ., AiA,,^) belong to the above mentioned

curve.

In order to find how many points B are lying on / we assign

the point common to I and Ai Ai to the points common to I and

the right lines AiA,n, A,nA„ and AnAr^ hereby we create a coire-

spondence (15,15) between the points of /. Two corresponding points

only then coincide when a point B lies on l. In the correspondence

there are still thirteen other points which differ from B agreeing

with such a point; so B represents tiro coincidences. Hence / con-

tains fifteen points B and the above mentioned ilouble curve is of

order iliirtij.

3. If I has a point »? in common with Ttr-, then yly^ breaks up

into the quartic cone, with centre S^ standing on R-^ and into a surface

^/ii, on which R-^ is a threefold curve, / remaining a fivefold line.

Moreover by a very simple deduction it is shown that now the

double curve is of order eight.

4. If I becomes a bisecant h the surface Ji-, contains two quartic

cones. The remaining scroll yl^ has the fourfold line h and the

double curve Rt,. The double curve [B) disappears here.

By assigning each of the three jjoints of R-^ lying with /; in the

same plane to the chord connecting the other two, the chords of

the scroll ^Iq are brought into projective relation with the points

of i?5.

So any plane section of ^/y is, just as i^y, of genus unitg and

must have fourteen nodes or an equivalent set of singularities. This

curve has five double points on Rr, and a fourfold point on l>.

Evidently the missing three double points can only be represented

by a threefold point derived from a threefold generator of y/^, i.e.

from the trisecant of the twisted curve.

So a bisecant will be cut onhj hg one trisecant.

5. As L meets in each of its points of intersection with the

curve two trisecant^, the trisecunts of R^ hvm a scroll T^oi ovAqv five

of which i?5 is a double curve. Evidently Tr, can have no other

double curve, so this surface is also of genus unitg.
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Two hisecants mool: ,a trisooant t in oarh of its points whilst

eacli plane through t contains a chord. All those bisecants i'orni a

cubic scroll ^Aj with double director ^ The single director m is evidently

a unisecant of /'-. On the scroll Jn determined by u of course t

is a part of tin; above mentioned double curve.

Each of the double points of the involution determined on u, by

the generators of yf<i procures coinciding chords; consequently n is

the section of two double tangent planes.

G. A conic Q2 having five points in common with Ji-, is not

intersected by a trisecant in a [loint not lying on 72-, for in its

points of intersection with i(-, it has ten points in common with Tr,.

The surface F formed by the conies Q^, the phmes of which pass

through the line c, is intersected by each trisecant in three points;

so i" is a cubic surface.

The right line c meets five trisecanfs lying on F^^ hence also five

hisecants belonging to this surface. As c is intersected by the

conic Qi of /'; in an involution, there are two conies Q2 touching

it. \Vhen c becomes a unisecant then its point -S on li- is a double

point of jT^ • Besides c still five right lines of /'o pass through -S,

two of which are trisecants; the remaining three must be bisecants

completed to degenerated conies Q„ liy the other ti isecants resting on c.

If c becomes a choid, /"- has two double points, each of which

supports two bisecants belonging to F-^ and two trisecants also

lying on the suifaee. If finally e is a trisecant, F^ becomes the

above mentioned surface y/^.

iSo : All conica Q2 intcrsedhuj two times a given right line form

a cnhic surface.

7. TJte conies Q^ passi)tg through any given point P form a

cubic surface 11^ with double point P.

For only one conic Q?, passes through P and the point .S' on ^5,

as PS is a single line on the cubic surface F^ determined by PS.

From this ensues that R-^ is a single curve of the surface 1/3, so

that this is intersected by a trisecant in three points. And as a

right line through P has in general with only one conic Qj two

points in common, one of which is lying in P, P is a double

point of ll-i

.

On this surface lie the five bisecants meeting in P, moreover the

five trisecants by which they are completed to conies. The quadratic

cone determined by these five choi'ds intersects 11^ in a right line

p, on which the mentioned trisecants rest ; so p has no point in
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common with i?5. Moreover any given right line through P deter-

mining only one conic Qj of 7/3, the planes of the conies Q^ on

773 must form a pencil ; the planes of the above mentioned degen-

erated conic Q2 P'l^*^ through p, so p is the axis of the pencil.

The remaining ten right lines of 77o are evidently unisecants of /i'5.

8. The axis p determined by P cannot belong to a second sur-

face 7/3, for the five trisecants resting on p determine together

with p the bisecants intersecting each other in P.

If P lies on ft^
,

/> is quite undeterminate.

The point P being taken on a trisecant e, through that point two

bisecants pass forming with t conies Q2; the axis p coincides with

<, which follows as a matter of course from this, that /73 becomes

the surface J^ belonging to t,

9. If P describes the right line ay
, the locus of the axis p is

a cuhk scroll A3, of which a^ is the linear director. For if P'

and P" are the points common to «i and Q^^ then this conic lies

on the surface 773' and 773'' belonging to P' and P"; so its plane

contains the corresponding axes p and p".

To A3 evidently belong the five trisecants resting on ai; in the

points common to R-^ and these trisecants /?.j is cut by A3. Thev

moreover meet the double director a^ of A3

.

These trisecants lie at the same time on the scroll A3' having ag

as linear director; on this surface aj is the double director.

The ricjht lines rti and Un, correspond mutually to one another.

If flj is itself an axis, -each plane through this right line contains

only one axis p differing from a^ . In that ease the surface A3 be-

comes a scroll of Cayley and a^j coincides with aj

.

//( the correspondence (rtj, a.2) each axis is consequently assigned

to itself. This also relates to all trisecants, as each of these must

be regarded as an axis of each of its points.

10. The five trisecants cut by aj and by aj also lie on the

surface 7^3 determined by aj
;

so this contains the right line a^ as well.

Therefore both axes p' and p' lying with aj in a plane co cut

each other in the point common to a^ and the conic Qs deter-

mined by CO.

From the mutual correspondence between a^ and aj we conclude

that 7^3 also contains all the conies Q2 >
the planes of which pass

through a^. Five bisecants belonging to 7^3 rest on aj

.

If according to a well known annotation we call the five tri-
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secants consecuiivoly Aj, b^., Ij-„ l>a aiul cjj, then the five biseciints

resting on ai arc indicated by cjg, ci,., fj5, r,r, and ijg, and a„ meets

the bisecants C23- ''241 <^25' "io and tj

.

It is easy to see that the reinaiiiing- ten I'it^ht lines of F-. viz.

«3, rt.,. «-, fl,;, r.j,,, C35, C;jf,, c.,5, c^g, r-g have each owe point in cotninon

witli /?. .

11. Let P be any point of the conic Q^ meeting aj in P' and

P". Now the axes p and // must intersect eacli other on Q.i\ so

p will pass tliiough the point common to p' and p".

ConsequentUj Ihe axes p iijincj in a plane o) pass throucjh a point

of conic Q2 determined by oj.

As has been found to describe the line a^ if co revolves about

"1 , and 0) are focus and focal plane in relation to a linear com-

plex of rays of which a^ and a^ are conjugate lines, the axes p

and the trisecants t being rays.

12. The conies Qo which cut R-^ in P and P' forming a cubic

surface, a right line I having « points in common with /?,-j meets

the (3— «) conies ^^2 through P and P'.

So R-^ is a (3— f/)-fold curve of the surface 'I^, containing the

conies Qo which pass through P and rest on /. As a trisecant can

meet none of those conies in a point not on f'j, 'I' is a surface of

order 3 (3— a).

Of the 3 (3— «) points common to '/' and the /^-secant in

fi(S — a) lie on P-^. The remaining (3 — or) (3 — /?) points of inter-

section determine as many conies Q2 resting on / and on ?« and

passing through P as well.

From this we conclude again that all the conies Q2 cut by /

and III will form a surface V-*", on which R^, is a (3— «) (3— /^^-fold

curve. Then however V must be a surface of order 3 (3—«) (3—/?).

If we now notice that a /-secant 71 is cut by 'Fin (3— a) (3—Z^)/

points lying on -R5, thus in (3— «) (3—/?) (3— /)-points not lying

on this curve, it is evident that three riylit lines Iiaving respectively

«, /y and Y ^wints common with Br, determine (3

—

o:) (3—/?) (3—/)

conies Q-2 resting on these lines.

So any three bisecants meet one conic Q2 only.

13. Let Cn be a conic having no point in common with Rr,.

The surface U^, with its double point P on Cg, cuts this curve

still in four points P'
; consequently C^ is a fourfold curve of the

locus ^ of the conies Q2, each having two points in common with C3.
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Tlie conic Q^ lying in the plane </* of C^ belongs six times to

the section of 2 and <f>.

Moreover as each bisecant of /?5 lying in 'f> determines a conic

Qi of ^, this surface is of order 4 X 2 + 6 X 2 + 10 = 30.

Through the point Sk of Rr, lying in <?> ten conies Qo, of -S'go,

pass, viz. the four conies determined by the chords Sk Si and the

conic Q2 to be counted six times containing all the points Si . So

R„ is a tenfold curve.

If C2 breaks up into two right lines I and m intersecting each

other in P the locus consists of the cubic surface 11^ belonging

to P and the surface '/^27 formed by the conies Qo resting on I and

m. And now according to 12. the curve R-^ is a ninefold curve of V^sy

and according to 7. a single curve on 11^ ; so in accordance with

what was mentioned above it is a tenfold curve of ^^o ^ ^^^27 + ^h-

As Cg and ^5 have « points in common, we find in a similar

way that the conies Q2 which meet Cj in two points not situated

on R-o form a surface of order ^/2(4— a) (5— «), where -R5 is a curve

of multiplicity V2 (4— o')(5— a), Co being a (4— «)-fold line.

14. We shall still determine the number of conies Q3 resting

on the «-conic Q, the /J-conic D^ and the /-conic £"2-

The surface F^ of the conies Q2, cutting Rr^ in P and P', and Q
have (6—«) points in common. So R-^ is a (6— «)-fold curve of the

locus of the conic Q2, passing through P and meeting Co; so this

surface is of order 3 (6— a).

Of its sections with D^ a number of(6— «)((3— /:?) are not situated

on Hr,, which proves that R-^ is a (6—«)(6—/?j-fold curve of the

surface of the conies Q2 resting on Cj and D^
;
so this latter surface

is of order 3 (6— «) (6— /^).

Consequently there are (6— «) (0—/?) (6—7) conies Qo, having a

point in common with each of the conies C2, Z>2, E^-

In particular any three conies Q.2 are cut by one conic Q^ only.

Physics. — " The cooling of a current of gas by sudden change

of pressure.'''' By Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

If a gas stream under a constant high pressure is conducted

through a tube, so wide that we may neglect the internal friction,

and this stream is suddenly brought under a smaller pressure, either

by means of a tap with a fine aperture, or, as in the experiments

of Lord Kelvin and Joule by means of a porous plug, the
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tcmpf^rnture of the gas falls. For a small diffuroncc in pressure of

the o-.Ts before the tap and the j^as b(!hinfl the tap the amount has

been determined by the experiments of Kkf.vin and Joulk. They

represent the cooling 7',— T^ for air in th(( empiric fdrmnia:

By means of the equation of state we calculate for this cooling '),

again on the supposition tliat />| and />o are small:

2 273 / 2 a \ f

In this formula pi and po, are expressed in atmospheres, m is the

molecular weight, c^, the specific heat at a constant pressure for the

gas in a rarefied state.

If in the equation of state a is a function of the temperature,

273
and is to bo represented by n ——- , we should find, if '/', anil V'j

do not differ much, and p, and p.^ are small:

2 273

in c..

3a
27

Pi—P\

It is still doubtful, which of those two formulae better represents

the observations of Kelvin and Joule. It is remarkable how dif-

ferent a value we find for this cooling, as for everything which

relates to quantities of heat, if a is a function of the temperature.

The accurate knowledge of this process has of late proved to be

more necessary than before, as Linde has applied this process for

obtaining very low temperatures and as in Linde's apparatus this

way of expansion is made use of to obtain liquid air.

Let us represent the energy per unity of weight of the gas under

the pressure pi by t^ . Let the specific volume be v-^ and the tem-

perature 2\ . For the gas under the pressure p^ we represent these

quantities by cji ^2.1 '^\- Then the process is represented by the

formula

:

i\-\-V\^\ — V'iH = fj (1)

or

') Die Continuitiit etc., lite Auflage Seite 123.
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*1 "}" Pi *'l ^ ^3 4" /'S '^'2

With the symbol ;( = t -{- jjv clioseu by GiBBS, we may represent

the process shortly by

Zl = .^3 •

The vis viva of the progressive motion may be neglected, if

the velocity of the motion is small. Moreover the section of the

tube before- and after the tap may be chosen in such a way, that

the velocity may be considered as invariable. We may therefore

represent by « the thermodynamic energy of a gas, being in

equilibrium.

From the equation: f
—

-j = 7'f-~
j —p we find, if we assume

RT af{T)
as equation oi state : p = ~ — :

V— h v^

7(7')- T/ (2')] .

V— h

V L

meaning ot rp {i ) we find from e„ = 1

follows

:

The meaning of rp{T) we find from e„ = [^r-] j ^om which
^01 J u

c, = rp'iT)J^ -Tf'iT) .

V

The meaning of 'p'{T) is therefore the value of the specihc heat

;it (>=:;«>, whicii we siiall represent by <•_ . ],f we think the

substance in a very rarefied state to consist of molecules, whicli

do not change with the temperature, we may put c _ = (p (T) =

constant and so (p{T)—-. Tc . The quantity « is:

7' "

V
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h

X= c T - 2y('/)- '//'( 7') + IIT
V—b

Making use of this valuo of /' , we deduce fiou; /^^z/j, tho

following formula:

f "1

2/(7'i)-rj/(7',)
v,-b i'

-
S

— l2/(7o)-72y'(72)
f ''3

A'72 6 /

V2—6 )

If we want to keep a and i at the value which they have in

the equation of state, in which the pressure of oue atmosphere is

chosen as the unity of pressure and the volume which the unity

of weight of the gas occupies under that pressure and at 0° as

unity of volume, this last formula assumes the following form:

in ( I'l

2fi2\}-7\/'i'I,)
Rl\b

)

l^b]

273 ^—
7n ( l'2

2/(7;)- 7;/' (7;)
RTob2"

)

L'o - i '

- " RJ'i b
Let us tiiink (•<, so great that the (luantities — and or

(l+a)(l - b}(l-\-at2) b

v„ — b
mav be neglected, then the cooling is

determined hv the value which V{T,)~TJ\T,
RT^b

I'
J

—

b
possess-

es. If at given '1\ we make the value of i\ pass through all the

values from r\ = oo to vy — /;, and if we think 7\ chosen in

such a way that:

a [2/(7j)- 'l\f'{T,)' >(1 +„)(l_i)(l 4-«yi,

the value of the expression :

2/(7-1) -?i/'(ri)
n

^'1

RT^h

V] — b
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will begin with zero; then this expression will obtain a positive

value, which rises to a maximum ; after which it will diminish

again and after having passed through zero, it may even become

negative.

It appears from this remark, that at a given value of T^ we

may give to «^i, and so also to p^ such a value that the cooling

has its maximum value ;
or in other words there is a most advanta-

geous value for Pi in Linde's apparatus. The existence of such a

most advantageous value follows of course by no means from the

approximated empiric formula of Lord Kelvin and Joule, which

is generally used to explain the LiNDE-process. Yet the existence of

a most advantageous way of working has been observed, but it is

ascribed to a quite different cause. So we read in „La liquefaction

des gaz. J. Cauro, pag. 33" about this what follows: „Comme
„la production frigorifique de I'appareil depend de la difference de

,,pression pi — po avant et apres I'ecoulement et que, d'un autre

„c6t^, le travail de compression est fonction du quotient de ces

„memes pressions ( — ], il est clair, que I'avantage est d' avoir une
Pr

„grande difference de pression, mais en meme temps un rapport

„aussi faible que possible entre ces memes pressions."

In this phrase very groat importance is attached to the quantity

of heat, which is developed when the gas, returning under the

pressure p^., is again compressed to its original pressure p^ — and

this heat is in fact, considerable, and the more considerable the

smaller p^ is at given p-^. It is even greater than the heat which

is annihilated when the pressure is lowered to p.^. But in the appa-

ratus of LiNDE the arrangement is such, that the developed heat is

given out in quite a different part of the apparatus, from that where

the cold is produced
;
and the gas heated by compression loses this

heat before it reaches tlie cooling-spiral, so for instance by passinc

through the cooling mixture, which serves to dry the gas. And
if this, were not sufficient for taking away the heat which is pro-

duced by compression, it would not be difficult to find more effica-

cious means.

But in the quoted phrase the usual mistake has been made
against which I will warn here, viz. to put the cooling proportional

to {pi—p:d " 01' to expect at any rate that the cooling will always
increase with the increase of pi — p^.

In order to find the condition which must be fulfilled that the

cooling be maximum, we may consider Xi a« function of 1\ and p^
and Xi as function of ^'^ and p^. The value of ^'i we think as
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being given; also tlic value oi p.^. We get tVuin

Zi — /Ti

Ti' 7"„ is to be a minimum and therefore the conlina; a maximum,

tlien —— ) and therefore also (^— ) must Ije 0.

iierefure

or

Vi^ ( ' (^1 — ^)-

If « is thought to be constant, this equation becomes:

2 a _ (1 4- a) (J^— 6) (1 +Jt:<i)

273
If, however, « is taken as «

, as Clausius does for COo we

find

3 a _ (1 -|-a)(l — /,)(1-|- «ti)2

In order to avoid needless calculations, I shall in what follows

oiily examine the consetjueuces if a is put constant.

Then we find:

V I'l
— bJ

27 1\

(l+a)(l-6)(l+««i) 4 T,

If we had sought the value of ;•, for which the value of pv is a

minimum, we had oI)taiued:

v' \2_27 t;

From this appears that the value i-i, for wliich a maximum value

is obtained, is the same as that foi whirh /"• has a minimum value

at a temperature equal to half 'J\.
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If we liad calculatod tlie value of I'l lor which the eouliiii;' is 0,

always on the supposition that — and may be neglected,

we should have found

:

Vi 2 a 27 Tx

vi — b~~il'+ a) (1 —b)b (1 '+at{)
~ T Yj'

while we obtain for the value W], for which pvi lias again the

limiting value liJ\ :

v' a 27 1\

v' - b (1 + a) {\ -b)b{\ -{ at{) 4 1\

Here again we arrive at the result, that the value of I'l, for

which the cooling =- 0, is the same as that for which i>v has again

T
the limiting value at a temperature of —

.

Through this remark we are able to conclude also to the circum-

stances of the discussed cooling, if we know the course of pv.

Thus we find both the minimum product of pv and the value of

27
pv ^ RT at w = a> li T =^ -- Tx — and we find the maximum cool-

o

ing and the cooling = also if j; = 00 at a temperature which has

twice this value. This means for the product pv that it is found

greater than RT for every finite value oi v — and for the cooling

27
that it is negative for every value of v. At r> — Ty. the conse-

4

quence of the process, in which ^1 = ^o, will be that the gas is heated

when it flows out. As for hydrogen we may put T= 40°, the gas

will be heated at T>270°, so this must have been the case in the

experiment of Lord Kelvin and Joule '). As the experiment was
made at t — lT or r=290", only a slight increase of temperature

may have been observed, if we have determined the 'imits of the

temperature correctly. Tf a is considered as a function of the tem-

perature, these limits are rendered by other ratios. But the existence

of such a limit of the temperatui'e is beyond doubt.

When T is lowered, the value of v becomes smaller, as well for

the maximum cooling, as for the limit between cooling and heating.

') See iilso IvAJiniiLiNGii Onnks, Vci-slag- Kou, Akud. h'ehv. 1895.

28
Proceedings Hoyal Acad. Amstci'diiin. Vol. 11.
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Tf w(; put e.g. T = ^ Tk, wliicli is tlie ca.^(; for air that is cooled

somewhat below 0' centigrade, we Hud for the value of i- for the

maximum cooling 2,2 b. and for the value of v for a cooling =
27

an amount =: — b. For '!' = 'l\ these values have decreased to

27
"•l-ib and — b.

Bv elimination of T we lind for the locus of the points of maxi-

nuim cooling in the />, w diagram:

a 2v — Zb
P —

If wc put — ^= [t (density), wc hnd tlie parabola

/> = — (2 (> — 3 6 (/-),

which yields /' = for (> =: and for o = - — . The niaxinuiin
3 b

value of p which is found for o=_--, is erjual to —-, or to
3 6 6 b-"

^ Px- For air (which we treat here for simplicity's sake as a

single substance) this minimum pressure amounts to 9 >( 39 = 351

atmospheres.

To the existence of such a parabola for the points, where pv has

a minimum value, has been concluded by Beltkami from the obser-

vations concerning pv of Amagat.

For the points, for which the cooling = 0, we hnd

:

P =

or

2v—b

(2 (j-b o'~).

So also a parabola in the p, o diagram.

By elimination of vi we get a relation between pi and ^'i,wliich

has the followinii' form :

Pi = 27px
^ 27 T-A V 27 '1\
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We find tlie maxiiiuim value of
/>i at T z^ 2> T.^^ ;uul as has been

mentioned Ijefore, it is equal to 9 p^. So for air 9 X 39 = 351.

For T=.2'l\ we find /^i = 304 atmospheres, and for

2= T, pi = 100

The constant value which has been chosen in the apparatus of

LiNDE, may be considered as an arithmetical mean of the most ad-

vantageous pressure at the beginning and that at the end of the process.

But at the same time we may conclude from the circumstauce

that pi is a function of 2\ , that an apparatus, which wtnild work

theoretically i)erfectly, should be able to regulate the pressure p\

according to the temperature which reigns in the inner spiral.

The numeric values of the pressure, and the limits of the tem-

perature which have been found, will 'oe different according to the

equation of state which is used. But though we cannot warrant the

absolute accuracy of the numeric values in con^-equenee of the in-

accuracies of the equation of state, yet we may prove, that from

every equation of state, which properly accounts for the course of

the product pv, as found experimentally, the existence of a pressure,

for which the cooling is equal to 0, follows, and so also the existence

of a pressure, for which the cooling has a maximum value. For as

long as Pi ''i < p2 '^'2 , the resulting external work will promote

cooling. This influence is greatest for a pressure, at which pyVi lias

a minimum value. If Pi I'l is again equal to Pi^a, the cooling has

the same value as it has in case of perfectly free expansion. But
if the pressure is still higher, pi v^ rises above p^ vo

, and approaches

infinitely to a limiting value which is »
, so that every coolino-

wliich would be the immediate lesult of free expansion, may be

neutralized by that of pi t'l — Ps ^'2 • Only if we should assume also

an infinite value for the cooling caused by free expansion, the above

reasoning would not be convincing. But then, nobody will assume this.

We may represent the maximum cooling in the following simple

form

:

2 273 _2a / Z-

m Cjj h

or

7' 7'
-'1— -^2 —

T

or

^ ' m cn b (
^ 27 T;c \

- 2m,-^ /
^ 27 T^S

28*
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From this wc find at 1\ =.2 T^ the value 55°.

Properly spoakinu,- we ought to subtract a certain amount from

this 55°, because the opposed pq, may not be neglected. Let us put

it at 0,265 X 20. Tiien we may at T^ — 2T^ put the cooling at

50", if the opposed pressure amounts to 20 atm. and />i has the most

advantageous value. According to the approximating formula we should

find somewhat more than 75°.

For decreasing values of T^ the maximum value increases, as

(, l/"4 Tj ;2
.'I — V .Tir ^( increases with 2',.

If we write:

T^-T^^ 27 ^ 1^'^^^
T^ 2 m c,, i

^ 27 1\ \

.. 'i'l T^— T„
it aj)})cars that it hi^.s the same value, —-—" has also the same

value for all gases for which m Ci, has the same value, and this is

the case for all those whose molecules contain two atoms.

If we write:

T^ 2 I
^ 21 T^\

we conclude, that at the same value of -—- the heat annihilated bv

the expansion is for all substances an equal fraction of T^ of T^
,

and so of the vis viva of the pi'ogressive motion.

It need scarcely be observed that if the expansion could have

taken place in an udiabatic way, the cooling would have been much
more considerable.

From the equation of state

:

ibllows for the course of the iseutropic line:

in which y. represents the value of ( — j at infinite rarefaction.

By elimination of p we find T [v — />)«—
i = Cj.
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If we take T^z= 2 T/,. and for yj tlie value for the greatest cooling

according to the process Xi = X3, so uj = 2,2 /<, and for v„ a value,

which corresponds to p2 = 20 atm., then even by this one expansion

the air would have been cooled already far below the critical point.

TiOrd Rayleigh has already pointed out, that the process of Linde

might be improved by causing the expanding gas to perform more

work. It remains therefore desirable to find an arrangement, by

which the expansion approaches more nearly an isentropic process

than is the case in the apparatus of Ltndk.

Physics. — Prof. J. D. van der Waals presents for the proceed-

ings a communication of Mr. H. IIuLsnoF at Delft, on

:

" The direct deduction of tJie capillar)! constant o as a surface-

tension.''''

The amount of the capillary tension and the capillary energy, as

found by Prof, van der Waals in his Theorie Thermodynamique

de la capillaritc, may also be determined directly. The existence of

capillary tension is undoubtedly the consequence of molecular attrac-

tion. Therefore we shall have to examine the influence of molecular

attraction in the capillary layer, i.e. we shall have to determine

the value of the molecular pressure for an arbitrary point of the

capillary layer. The equation of state gives «(v^ for the value of

the molecular pressure ; the equation of state, however, comprises

only those cases, in which the distribution of matter is homogeneous.

As the molecular pressure is the direct consequence of the attraction,

which the particles exercise on one another and is therefore deter-

mined in a point by the condition of the surroundings, it may be

expected that for not homogeneous distribution of matter the molecular

pressure in different directions will have different values. The

existence of capillary tension is to be ascribed to the fact, that in the

capillary layer the molecular pressure in the direction of the surface

of the liquid is different from that in the direction normal to the

surface.

When the matter is homogeneously distributed the molecular

pressure per surface element <^o is equal to the force with which

all the matter on one side of the plane in which rfo is situated,

attracts in the direction towards this plane the material cylinder with do

as base, situated on the other side of the plane. In the capillary

layer we can also define the molecular pressure in the same wav.
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Thoroforo wo sliall determine tlie mnlcfiilar prc?suro in n point A

of the eiipillnrv layer:

(I. in the (lircction noiinal to tlio snrfaee of the liquid;

L. in the direction parallel to the surface.

a. 'i'iirongh A we lay a plane parallel to the surface of the

liquiil. The force with which tlie layer of a thit^kness </m, parallel

to the separating layer, at a distance u below the plane laid throngli

/I, attracts the unify ol mass ./', li^cM above tliis plane, is:

— (I ip{u + //,),

on the supposition that tin; examined layer has the unity of density.

The density in a

A

;
t

U

layer parallel to the

surface of the liquid

is the same every-

where. We give there-

fore, the density as a

function of the dis-

tance from the plane

laid through A. If

we call the normal /« and take as positive direction that one turned

towards the vapour phasis, so that A ^= is situated in the homo-

geneous liquid phasis, the density of the layer with a thickness

du will be:

u — u 1- „ — etc.
dh ^1.2 dh^

FiR. I

wheic? ''. — ,
—- have the values wliich these quantities have in

dh' difi
'

point .1. For all layers below the plane through it, the attraction is:

« = o

do u'^ d-o\ , , .

dh ^ 1.2 dh^J
'^^ ^ 1^

Let as imagine in / not the unity of mass, but let us consider

there a volume-element with a thickness of dh^ and for the sake of

simplicity with a base of 1 cm." instead of do. The density of this

volume-element being:
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.,-\-h.^ f ^ 1-\- etc.

tlie attraction wliicli is to be oaloulatod maj be represented by

:

J V '-///^1.2^/A-V V ^ dl, 1.2 dhV
u= (I

— n d III {n + //,) = o «/ (/',)

u=

« :^ « Ti = "»

(f/t dhj ^ ^ /(l) (/!t

u= u = « =

Tiie inteo-rated term is zero for the two limits.

«2 (/2(;

1.2 dli
IP (» + ''l) +

u= M=

d\> r

« =

The integrated term is here also zero for the two limits.

The integral becomes therefore:

j V^ ^ dh ^ 1.2 dh-
<\) (2) (3)

do r

(1') «= (2')

d\> r n

+.^l lp{u-^rh{)udu\

u= (30

(1) (1')
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«= ''- Vi urrzr/^

hi

u= «=

CO u= CO

+ t>'^ («//', / rZ.T(« + /,,) . . (1) (2')

(I 11=

Wo ]Mit iji{u),-hiT= — (In {") niul snppoise, ns is usually flono that

71 ( CO ) is ('(iiiiil to zon). 'IMic laftor nxpiossion mav lio transfurnKHl

into:

a — I 771 (//]) (///|

(III

tp{/'i)<//']

Tho iutco-rated term is zom for tin; two limits.

CO !(=;» 05 ?I= CO

j
^'"''''1

,7^2 j ^ *^'' + ^'i)
" "'" — ~ c

j/;7 I
'''''1

I "
''• '"^ (" + ^'1

« = n O !i=

05 !!= '» „>"="*

= - (> ||- /'//'I [" --^ (" + /'])] + i' j^
\dhx jjt (u + /,,)'/« ... (1) {?>')

!i= n (I 11 =

Here too the integ'ratod term is z.cro for the two limits.

We put 7T {.)) i/.r =1 — d ;( {,r) and suppose as usual that^(oo) = 0.

The hitter expression may he transformed into :

- (> '^1 ///',p ^ (" + /'.) = - (>

^y|
j'^h [.r (" + /'.)=-

'll « = o "
11=

<Po r d\,

' dlfij^'^ " ' ^ dh^
''^Xih)

d\, r
+ o--^ /m-t (//,)'//'..

The inte<iiated term is zero for the two limits; so tho expression

heoomes:

h{^ d^i,
o \7l(li])(l. — Tzrn—^ ^(''i)—
" dh-\j ^ '

2 ^
di,-^ L ^

1^ o + ^dki-t'^'^''^^'"'^
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The integrated form is again zero for the two limits.

00 *^

rh,^-^^(,i^{h^)dh, = /£jh,qjih,)dh, . . . (2)(r)

*o
'

u M=o 'I «=o

= (s)',/''"""/'-''<"+'"> = (s);/'""''
H=0

=-(l);/i../..»(.,)=-(i)7:(.,),^'i'=

/r («+ /',)

M=:0

-r1 ;|yf-fv^ (/'!)'//'. . . (2){2')

The integrated form is zero for the two limits.

//^ ^^
''^'1 r^^ '^^" + ^''^ " ''"= M S /^'^ ''^'^

r^
(n+f^i)ndu

.
(2)(3')

i(=0 !i=(J

This expression has the dimension | ^«i'' </^ (^m) ''^'i fi'id will he

neglected hy us as well as (3) (2') and (3) (3').

For the molecular pressure in the direction normal to the surface

of the liquid we find therefore

:

or
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AVo put j/ij iij{h{)dh'^ = cj and
j

/(jS
j^ (Z,^) j/j^ — cj, tlicreforo tlie ex-

prossion lor \\u\ molecular pressure is transfornicd into :

2 \<//i J

If wo add to this molecular pressure the external pressure p^

,

wo may etjuate this sum to p+«^"', if P n^preseiits the pressure,

which belongs to a homogeneous phasis with the density (*.

d-(j C2 fdy \ -

Fi + «r + «.C;^-Y(^;^)=?' + «(^

P\ —P= —
d\j •2 M>V

This relation is the same as has been deduced by Prof, van

DKR WaALS.

b. We shall now calculate the molecular pressure iu the direction

of the surface of the liquid. For this purpose we suppose a plane

laid through /I, normal to the capillary layer, and in A a cylinder

with a thickness do normal to

that plane. The matter in the

I cylinder has everywhere the

same density. The unity of

mass in c acts on the unity of

mass in <S with a force fp (»),

if r represents the distance Sc.

The component of this force

in the direction normal to PQ
Q.

. ^ dr .^

is (p {r) cos Sea or fp (r) — if we
Fig- 2. dz

call the direction ab the direction z.

The material cylinder oA X PQ, with a thickness dW and with a
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ty of doiisiiy acts therefore on the unity of moss in '~' with a

force, of wliich the component in the direction A, PQ is:

r=zco CO

do'
I

(p (r) — dz = do'
I

rp (»•) di- z= do' l. (r^) ,

7 = r, r,

whero we assume that d . Cir) = — rp (») d?' and u ( oc ) =: 0.

Let us now imagine in the phme PQ a system of polar coordi-

nates with A as origin and the line X to the paper as fixed axis.

We take as surface element /j di/ drp. Let the density in A be (;,

then in an arbitrary point of the plane PQ the density is :

i> + :7r y «"'
^fi -^ TriFr r ««»^ (p + . . . .

ah 2 dh-'

It is easy to see that if the terms (j -\—- y dn cp alone existed,

the attraction which the substance right of PQ would exercise on

the unity of mass in the direction J. PQ, would be the same as

in case of a homogeneous density (> and therefore :

We haye still to add to this attraction:

2 ^ 2/- ««- y ^ % '/'Z' b ('•) •f f \
y= =

I
sin- (f d<p= It

*0

and so the expression becomes

:

00 r=^co

y (r) ji r <l!J = - ^J 2 71 ^ (r) (r^-n"-) r dr
I d\)

y d/i^~

for r^ = ti~ + y^ and so r dr =z y di/ .

For this latter expression we may also write
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r= u

'PIlis in(i'onilt'(] form is zero for tlic two limits.

So wo liiifl Cor tlic component of (lie attrai'tion \,r^Q,:

CO

1 (V'Q r
a V («) + 2 TIP I

''' (''^
' ''''

II

and therefore for tlie attraction of tlie cylinder:

CO no

1 (£2^
do I (> f/i* o ui (u) A-— —— I ip Mr dr

and for tlus molecular pressure in the direction of the capiHarv hiycM-:

c

(f
du (' >P (") +

1 d^Q rd:\) r
dF^j

ip (?) r dr

This expression becomes

:

(X

(.2
j

<// {n) du _ _
i,
_L

j
J„ j ,. ,7 n (;)

X CO

1 (Z2

(I H

The latter term may be transformed into

:

1 d:\) r r— -— I du n. It (u)

2 " dlfij V ^
'

00 CO

A o^ I
du

I ;t (»•) (/»• z=

It «

1 d\, r 1 r/^(y r
z= — I) I u n (n) du. A o I y (u) du

2 '^ dh~J ^ ' ^ 2 *•

dh"-J
"^ ^

'

1 d\j r ^ r 1 r/\y

o—~ I ?< ;i (u) du,
''

dh'~

J
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The integrated tcu'iii is zero for tlie two limits and so we keej)

:

Also this integrated term is zero i'oi- tlie two limits.

"We find therefore for the molecular pressure in the direction of

the capillary layer:

<» CO

(>2 i {// («) du + i
(>
-— I u~ II.' (m) </»«

'o

or

The pressure in consequence of the attraction has therefoie an-

other value ill the direction of the ca|)illary layer than in the direc-

tion normal to tin's layer. In the direction of the capillary layer a

surplus of molecular pressure will exist in consequence of the

attraction. This surplus will amount to:

2 ,

''3 d\j
„

d\j C2 /f/(>\2

^ ^ 2 ^ d/fi
" -^

difi ^2 \dhJ
or

d^() f2 f d{)\^

2 ^' dlfi
"^

2 \ dh

This surplus of pressure taken over a surface J_ to the bordering

layer whose lt>ngth in the direction of the ca})illary layer is 1 cm.

and whose breadth is equal to the thickness of the capillary layer,

furnishes the value of the capillary tension :

/
which integral is to be taken over tlie whole thickness of the

capillary layer.

We may make also another representation to ourselves of the

capillary tension. Let us bear in mind that the thermal pressure

= -;—- 111 anv point has the same value in all directions. Tfnow

in consequence of the molecular attraction the molecular pressure
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has flilTeront values in different dicoctions, the coiii]itii)n, whicli is

tliorcbv brought about, may be compared with a condition where

tlic pressure lias a diilerent value in diU'erent directions. If we call

tile (juantity which is to be considered as the pressure in the direc-

tion J_ to the capillary layer, Pi and that in the direction of the

Ciipillai'y layer, the following- formula would hold:

or

r,

pi-pz — —-i ('

dh~
"*"

2 \dh J
'

This ditlerence in pressure taken over a surface normal to the

bordering layer, with a length of 1 cm. and a bieadth equal to

the thickness of the capillary layer, furnishes the value of the

capillary tension :

/'i.P\—Pi)^'l>

The work which is to be performed for enlarging the surface

witli I cm.", the temperature remaining constant, so the capillary

energy is:

"=/<"'-''^""'=i'|- 1 ''^+f (1)1 * •

With the aid of this latter consideration we can easily show that

the capillary energy is equal to the amount with which the thermo-

dynamic potential of the bordering layer, taken over a cylinder

whose section is 1 cm." and whose height is equal to the thickness

of the capillary layer, exceeds the thermodynamic potential of the

same mass in the homogeneous vapour- or liquid-phasis.

Astronomy. — '^DeterminatioH of the latitude of Amhriz and of

San Salvador (Portuguese West-Africa)." By C. Sanders

(Communicated by Dr. E. F. van de Sande Bakhutzen).

During a several years' residence on the West coast of Africa I

spent as much as I could of my leisure in making observations

for determining geographical positions. Till now, besides a rather
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inaccurate! tliooJolito, which did not allow to read beyond lull

minutes, I had at my disposal only a sextant. Recently however,

after consulting with Dr. E. F. van de Sande Bakhuijzen who

for a long time already has rendered me valuable assistance in my
endeavours to obtain useful results, I have bought a portable uni-

versal instrument, by means of which I hope that my future obser-

vations will attain a higher degree of accuracy.

Yet, among the earlier observations there are alreaily some, of

which the publication may prove desirable, with a view to the great

uncertainty which still exists about the exact position of several

places on the South-West coast of Africa.

I will here communicate my observations for the determination

of the latitude of Ambriz and of San Salvador, both in Portuguese

West-Africa.

I. Ddennination of the latitude of .tmhriz.

The observations were made with a sextant of Wegener with

veinier on which can be read 10", and an artificial horizon ; besides

I used a mean time chronometer. Observations referred to the sea-

horizon, together with some made by means of the small' theodolite

mentioned above, are not communicated, because they are far less

accurate.

The errois of graduation of the sextant were determined by

Dr. Kaiser at Leiden as follows:

atat 0°
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tlic time (tnoasnrcments of 8 till 10 altitudes near tlni prime vertical)

and a comparison of the so found local time with tliat of (jrecnwieh,

as given by the chronometers on board several ships that touched

at this port. The Enolish Admirally-chart (corrected up to 1897)

gives also 13° 8' for the Eastern longitude of Ambriz.

As provisional value of the latitude I assumed 7° 50' south.

The observations were made before the old factory of the „Kieuwe

Afrikaansche Ilandelsvennootschap" and consist of the three fol-

lowing series:

1. Circummeridian altitudes of the sun on May 10, 1893.

For the reduction of tlic observations I used the following formula :

cos (p COS S 2 sin^^t cos^ <p cos^ d 2«m^^<
ifi z= — z -\- -—r .

—

-,

—
nr~^ '^oUj (o — (p)

—
sin{o — fp) sin 1 sm^(d — (p) ' sin 1"

s represents tlie northern zenith distance, whereas southern latitude

is regarded negative. The term depending on 2 sin'' ^ t could be

neglected, as its influence, even in the case of the greatest hour

angles, was too small.

The following corrections and daily rates of the chronometer

were found

:

March 18 ISQ.-i + t6m 5G^ 50

April 12 . -f 46 50.40

May 3 , +46 45. 4S

June 3 » -|- 40 33.20

— 0s24

— 0.23

— 0.39

That I might use a constant value for the declination of the sun,

the hour-angles were reckoned from the instant of the maximum

altitude, computed from the formula :

dd

dt
Iq =; 0.255 -j^ {tangfp — tavtjo)

in which <„, the hour-angle of the maximum altitude, is expressed

d(1

in seconds of time and -- stands for the variation of the sun's
dt

declination in one hour, expressed in seconds of arc.

The observed altitudes were corrected for refraction, parallax and

semidiaraeter. The places of the sun etc. were taken from the Con-

naissance des Temps.
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Fur thu tiiiio ul' tlii.' ubsorvutions aiul the used part oC the soxtiuit

AV(3 find :

Corr. cbrouuiuolcr to lucau luc. tiiiic -j- 40™ 43s 4

ludexcorrcctiou sextaut — 1' 55"

Corr. for error of graduatiou -|- 35"

Temperature 27° C.

Barometer 7'50 ni.M.

Mean loc. tiiiio of transit of sun, 7' lliiSGm 13s

Hour-angle of niaxiuiuiu altitude, t^,
— 4^5

Ueoliuatiou of tlie sua for T-\-t„ + 17° 41'43"5

The separate observations and their results are given in I he

following table, which needs no further comment.

Limb
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± W.P> and as mean eriur of tliu liiial result ± 1".8. Wo must

also take into account however the error made in determining the

index correction, which influences all the observations equally. If

we assuini' that for this determination 5 pointing's were made

(compare above) and accordingly take the mean value of its error

to be ± 5".8 Xl/V5= * 2".6, the total mean error of the result

b(!comes ± ;}".2.

Moreover, as the observations aio not arranged symmetrically

with respect to the meridian, an error in the correction of the chrono-

meter also influences the final result. Probably this error is not

large, as tlie rate of the chronometer was pretty regular in the

period considered. Also the results from the first and the last pair

of observations, viz. .58".3 and 58".6, agree well inter se. An error

in the chronometer correction of 2^ would result in a variation of

3".5 in the latitude.

2. Circnmmeridian altitudes of the sun on May 14, 1894.

The observations were reduced in the same way as those of

May 10, 1893. The sun's places etc. were now taken from the

Nautical Almanac; they are based on the same elements and values

as those of the Conn. d. T. The following corrections and daily

rates of the chronometer were found

:

Jau. 12 lS9i + 43m44s76
— 0s80

April 2G , + 42 21.30
— 0.99

May 22 » + 41 55 . 60
— 2.01

July 13 ,, -\- 40 11.20

For the time of the observations and the used part of the sextant

we find :

CoiT. of tlie chronometer -|- 42"i3sR

Index correction sextant — 1' 50"

Correction for error of graduation -(- 25"

Temperature 27°

Barometer 760 mM.

Mean loc. time of transit of suu, T Ilii56ii>9s4

Hour auijlc of maximum altitude, ?„ — 4^* 4

• Declination of the sun for r+/„ 4-18°41'lC"l
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The separate observations and their results follow here:

Limb.
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.111(1 lor llie iiK'iin of all ± 1".9. 11' \v<' aild to this ;is moan error

of tlio index conojctioii ± S".H X I '/:, = *^ 3".7, the total moan

error becomes ± 4".l. The nncortainty in the eorreotion of the

(•hiononuitcr may bo perhaps a litile lain'or than for May 10, 1893,

although the acceleialion fouml after May 22 has probably not beofiin

before that dafo, al)(nit which time the colder season began. But

at any late, through the symmetrical aiTangement of the observations,

an erroi' ol this kind will influence only very slightly the final result.

Ill reality tlu; obs(!rvations for index error will as a rule 1)0

procisor than the altitiid(! determinations with the iiHircurial horizon

and, if on \\w other hand we take into consideration the possible

uncertainly of tlu; clironomot(>r correction, then I don't think the

precision of my observations is overrated, if we assume * 5" as mean

error both of the result of May 10 18!)3 and of that of May 14,1894.

3. Meridian altlfvdcs of flic mm and of a (^rucis.

In the third place I measured several times the greatest altitude

of the sun and once that of a Oiucis.

The observations on the sun were always made on the lower

limb, as in this way the maximum altitude from the mercurial horizon

is easiest and most accurately measured ; the images of the lower

limb namely are separating before the culmination.

Here follow the observations and their results. The column
„Coi'r." gives the sum of the index correction and the correction

for errors of graduation. The declinations and the semidiameter and

parallax of the sun were taken for 1893 from the Connaissance des

Temps, for 1894 from the Nautical Almanac.

Date.
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rected for the personal error; applying lor this the value found

previously, we obtain as final results :

May 7
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II. Detenu ination of Ihe laiiiude of !i. Salvador do Coiir/o.

A fow obsorvations luive been obtuiiiud about the latitude of San

Salvador, tiie old capital of the former kingdom of Congo. They were

made before the factory of the "N. Afrik.. Ilandclsvenn.", situated

about 1 K.M. north of the centre of tlie hill on wliich the town is

built (502 m. above the sea-level).

Only the following meridian altitudes were observed.

Date.
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Chemistry. — Prof. A. P. N. Fi!AN('1iim(int presented to the

libiarv the disscn'tation of Dr. P. J. MoNTAONK, entitled:

'^ The action of strong nitric acid upon the three isomeric

cJiloro-hcnzoic acides and some of their derivates^'.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Chemistry. — " The aHe(jed identitij of red and yellow mercurc

oxide" (II). By Dr. Erkst Cohen (Comnmnicated bv T'rof.

H. W. Bakhuis Rov^zebooji).

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Chemistry. — "Determination of the decrease of the rapoiir tension

of solutions hij determininy the rise of the boiliny poinV\

By Dr. A. SiMITs (Communicated by Prof. K. W. Bakhuis
Roozeboom).

(Will be |)ublished in -the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

(February 31, 1900.)
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K U U A T U M.

Piiyu lOii funiiulii 2, 3 roaJ as follow

:

5)^
P— /'

]> — 1>

, /273\V 3' N

1 + ,„+,/)(_) (,._^„)

Pj — Pj' /?! — pi' /273\V r ^

'273\=
^-'^'

r + (V)'|^'^^ ^'<"-S73)-(^''-^''H"'-'*^73)]!

Page 10! Tiiblc I read as follow:

HP



KONOKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPKN

TE AMSTEEMM.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING

of Saturday February 24, 1900.

(Translated from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundigc

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 24 Februari 1900 Dl. VIII).

Contents: "A sirnple and rapid method for preparing neutral Pikro-carmine". By Prof. J. W.
VAN WijiiE, p. 409. — "The Entropy of Radiaiion" (11). By J. D. van dee Waals Jr.

^Communicated by Prof. 11. G. van de Sande Bakhutzen), p. 41.3. — "On rational

twisted Curves". By Prof. P. H. Schoute, p. 421. — "Lipolytic ferment in Asrites-linuid

of man". By Dr. H. J. IIambdrgeb, p. 428. — "Methods and Apparatus used in the

Cryogenic Laboratory. II: Mercury pump for compressing pure and costly gases under

high pressure". By Prof. II. Kamerlingh Onnes (with 7 plates), p, 437. — "The alleged

identity of red and yellow mercuric oxide" (Part 11). By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Commu-
nicated by Prof. II. W. Bakiicis ltoozEBooM\ p. 4.58. — Prof. A. P. N. Franchimont
presents Dr. P. J. Montacne's dissertation : "The action of hydrogen nitrate upon the

three isomeric chloro-benzoic acids and some of their derivatives", p. 461. — "The
Knantiotropy of Tin" (IV). By Dr. Dr. Ernst Cohen fCommunicated by Prof. H. W.
Bakhtjis Roo/ebccm), p. 464 (with one plate). — "On Phenomena on the sun con-

sidered in connection with anomalous dispersion of light". By Prof. W. II. Julu s,

p. 467. — "On the formation of trisnbstituents of benzol form disubstituents". By
I'rof. A. F. HoLLEMAN (Communicated by Prot. C. A. Lobry de Brutnj, p. 468. —
"Emiuiries into the system Tl NOa-l- Ag NOj". By Dr. C. van Eyk (Communicated

by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Koozeboom), p. 468.

The following papers were read

:

Anatomy. — Prof. J. W. van Wijhe describes: ".1 simple ami

rapid nietliod for preparincj neutral Pikro-carmine'".

By many it will no doubt be deemed unnecessary trouble to add

another to the manifold prescriptions for the preparation of pikro-

carmine. Most investigators who use it, will bo content with one

of the well-known methods of prepai'ation which they have been

in the habit of following, as was also the case with me, until,

about a year ago, the stain disappointed me.

This happened during the study of young embryonic tissue, which
had been blackened by osmic acid and had afterwards been bleached.

30
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterilnm. Vol. II.
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The ordinary means to tinge nuclei : liaeniatoxylin, alum-carmine

and different aniline-stains produced a diffuse colouring, whereas

only after having been for about fourteen days in pikro-carmine the

nuclei became visible.

Then however the protoplasm of the cells had disappeared; it

could not be otherwise than dissolved in the alkaline pikro-carmine,

and it seemed only natural rather to take a neutral solution of this

tincture. 1 tried different prescriptions, but I was not successful in

finding a neutral solution: a moist red litinuspaper hung in the

bottle above the liquid, was tinged blue after a few hours.

Paul Mayer in his aiticle: "Ucber Pikrocarmin" ') savs nut to

believe that: "Carmin in einer ganz neutralen Fliissigkeit, die noch

dazu eine relativ grosse Menge pikrinsauren Salzes enthalt, gelcist

bleiben kaun" (1. c, p. 19). He examiniHl pikro-carmine from the

anatomical laboratory at Munich and from the College de Fi-ance,

moreover liquid and solid samples of GuCbler and different solid

samples of Merck.

The pikro-caimine is a solution of two solids: picratc of ammo-

nium and ammoniumcarmine — the discoverer Ranvier believed

it to be a chemical combination, but this is an assertio gratuita —
and now it is (leaving the alkaline reaction out of the question), a

deficiency of most prescriptions that they cannot specify the relative

proportion of these elements and leave it to the inconstancy of chance.

This is the case with all presciiptions in which bacteria from the

air are called to aid, according to the method followed in the College

de France ^), moreover the preparation then lasts several months,

and, as experience has taught me, there is considerable danger of

obtaining a totally useless product.

Because of the difficulties just mentioned and others besides, Paul
Mayer says at the end of his article (I.e., p. 28): „Das Facit ware

also: das Pikro-carmin gehort zu den Fiirbmitteln, die eine bewegte

Vergangenheit hinter sich haben, und von denen man moglichst

wenig Aufhebens mehr machen sollte."

Pikro-carmine can however not yet be considered out of date

as a stain in microscopical technics, and T have been successful

in preparing in a simple way a liquid, wdiicli may practically be

called neutral, at the same time containing fully known quantities

of picrate of ammonium and aramouiumcai-mine. The method can

') Paul M.wer, "Ueber Pikrocarmin", Zeitschrift fiir wssenschaftliclie Mikroskopie

und mikroskopische Tecbuik. Ed. 14, 1S97.

) See A. BoLLES Lee, The Microtomist's Vademecum, fourth Ed. 1896, p. 163.
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partly be consiJered as a modification and simplification of Hoyer's

prescription ^) running thus

:

Take 25 cc. ^) of an old strong ^) solution of carmine in ammonia

and pour it carefully in 100 cc. of strong alcohol (of circa 96 pCt.),

a voluminous precipitate of ammoniumcarmine now forms itself.

Filter after half an hour or longer, rinse the precipitate on the filtrum

with 100 cc. strong alcohol and dry it for 24 hours in a thermo-

state of 40—45° C. *).

If the solution was old enough a dark red, nearly black crumbled

mass is obtained, which is easily rubbed down to a powder tho-

roughly and clearly soluble in distilled water or in picrate of ammonium
of whatever strength. If picric acid is added to the solution, a

precipitate is immediately formed; the picrate of ammonium may
therefore not contain free picric acid which was the case with a

certain quantity which I received from Merck °).

The relative proportion of ammoniumcarmine and picrate of am-

monium, wliich, as a rule, seemed to me most favourable for staining

was as 1 : 2. In order to obtain a liquid, which would at the

same time fix the tissues to some extent (as pikrocarmine is ex-

pected to bring about), I took a 1 pCt. solution of picrate of am-

monium, — i.e. a nearly concentrated solution '') and added thereto

V2 pCt. ammoniumcarmine.

') HoYEB, Beitiiige zur liistologisoheii Teclmik, Biologisclies Centralblatt, Bd. 3,

1882. Following the somewhat lengthy prescription of Hover, I was not successful

in obtaining a powder quite soluble in water. Besides a good deal of carmine is lost.

The "Pikrocarmin nach Hover" of GRiiuLER must, according to the List of Prices,

be dissolved with ammonia, and could therefore not be used for my purpose.

2) These and other quantities are of course taken ad libitum, the statement is fur

the convenience of those who may want to follow the prescription.

*) At first I dissolved 30 gr. carmine in 100 cc. not diluted ammonia of circa

lOpCt. Afterwards I found out tliat the carmine dissolves better in ammonia diluted

with the double quantity of distilled water.

^) The filtered li([uid is thrown away. After evaporation a tough red substance is

obtained, which, when thoroughly dried forms a coherent, hard mass, soluble in

alcohol as well as in water. With alcohol the watery solution gives no precipitate.

In the same manner it appears that the solution of carminic acid in ammonia con-

sists of two kinds of ammoniumcarmine, one of which can be precipitated by strong

alcohol, but the other cannot.

'^) A sample, which I received from GRt'BLER was excellent on the contrary.

Picrate of ammonium can easily be prepared. For instance '.) gr. picric-acid are

dissolved in 100 cc. alcohol of circa 06 pCt. adding 13 cc. ammonia and evapo-

rating on the therraoatate at about 60°.

') In winter crystals arc formed in the 1 pCt. solution of picrate of ammonium.

To prevent the stain from crystallising in winter, it can be diluted with half the

quantity .of distilled water.

30*
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The solution wiis not neutral however, although both ingredients

were pert'octly diy. Although they were dried for a whole week

in a temperature of 45°, a moist red litmuspaper hung in the bottle

above the liquid, turned blue after some time. Probably free am-

monia clung to the dry ])Owdcrs. To get rid of it a solution was

boiled in a glass reeiiiver for some time, until a red litmuspaper

did not turn blue in the vapour. This was the case after boiling

from a quartc^r to half an hour. After cooling down, the liquid

looked slightly unclear, which was easily amended by filtering. The

loss of volume was restored with distilled water.

The tincture was now ready; to keep it free of mould, it was

needful to add an antiseptic ; 1 pCt. chloral, recommended Ijy

HoYEK, proved etticient.

This pikrocarmine ^) is practically neutral, for a moist red litmus-

paper hung in the closed bottle above the surface of the liquid,

was uot yet tinged blue after four months.

The tincture ") contains V2 pCt. ammoniumcarmine and 1 pCt.

picrate of ammonium, for the loss of weight in consequence of the

unclearness after boiling, is so insignificant, that it cannot be taken

into consideration. The preparation is finished in two days; should

time be short it could even be done in one day; in which case the;

drying is left undone, and after a preliminary experiment, the

quantity can be calculated which must be taken from the moist

precipitate. The insignificant quantity of alcohol, which it contains,

is of no consequence, and is moreover dispersed by boiling.

A difficulty with this method is that an old carmine solution in

ammonia must be used. Mine was two years old. Fresh solutions,

and such as well which were half a year old, produced, instead of

a black, a more or less clear red ammoniumcarmine powder, which

was only partly and unclearly soluble in water.

The carmine-solution must therefore "ripen", how long, I have

not been able to ascertain
; but two years is not too much. The

question now is wherein this ripening consists and if it cannot take

place at once. It is well-known that a ripe solution (from which

the superfluous ammonia has been allowed to evaporate as much as

possible), stains the tissues better than a fresh one, and this is very

generally — amongst others by Gierke ^) — ascribed to the for-

') To be obtained at the address of Dr. G. Grubler, Leipzig.

2) Oue drop of the tincture on the filtering-paper gives, after being dried, a brown-

yellow stain with red edge. This edge is much broader with the boiled, than with

the unboiled liquid.

^) H. Gierke, Filrberei zu mikroskopischen Zweckeu, 1885, p. 14 and 15.
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raation of ammonium-carbonate, the carbonic acid being resorbed

from the air. There is no doubt that this resorption takes place;

and expecting that the salt mentioned might cause the ripening, I

added 10 pCt. carbonate of ammonium to the solution. However

without the desired result, even after the solution was several

months old.

I then took into consideration whether the carmine might perhaps

resorb oxygen from the air, and would need to be oxygenated ; and

this proved to be case.

When putting together:

10 gr. carmine powder,

10 cc. ammonia,

20 cc. hydrogenperoxyd,

the mixture boiled for a short time in a glass receiver, then cooled

down (for instance by letting the I'eceiver float in water in a half-

filled cylinderglass), a ripe carmine solution is obtained in a few

minutes, which, treated in the above-mentioned way, produces fully

9 gr. ^) of an almost black ammoniumcarmine, which is entirely,

sometimes a little unclearly, soluble in water.

Instead of boiling with hydrogen-peroxyd an equal quantity of

a 1 pCt. solution of kaliumpermanganate can be taken as well,

although in this case the oxygenation is easily carried too far.

Physics. — " The entropy of radiation'^ (II). By J. D. yan der

Waals Jr. (Communicated by Prof. H. G. van de Sande

Bakhuyzen).

IV.

Distribution of the vibrations of the molecules.

In the second part of his "Vorlesungen iiber Gastheorie" Prof.

BoLTZMANN discusses the way in which the intramolecular energy

is distributed over the different molecules, lie finds that the chance

1) If (//]/ carmine has beeu used. But carmine as it is sold, frequently contains

10 pCt. or more water, though it may seem to be dry.
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tliat a molecule belongs to a certain group, may be represented by

:

Ai e—-''^i dpi dp.2 . . . dpi^ dq^ d'l^ . . . dq^

.

In this y1] and /« are constants, -Ei the energy of the intramole-

cular motion, pi . . , p^ the coordinates, which determine that motion

and (/i . . . q^ the momenta corresponding to tliose coordinates.

From this would follow, that the chance that the amplitude a^ti

of the vibration of a molecule is contained within certain limits,

is represented by

:

2

1 -'W
daxi.

fty/n

However we cannot accept this result without further proof. The

motion, which we are considering, and which is the cause of radi-

ation, is necessarily damped, so that between two collisions a mo-

lecule has lost part of its intramolecular energy; moreover the

molecule has absorbed energy from the field. For such a motion the

proof of Prof. Boltzmann does no longer hold.

In order to find the distribution of the amplitudes we shall have

to take into consideration two causes of change : the collisions and

the electric forces.

First I shall examine the influence of the electric forces, and then

inquire whether the collisious of the molecules will modify the

distribution brought about by the electric forces. I shall make the

same assumptions about the construction of a molecule as Prof.

LoRENTZ did^), i.e.:

a. I assume every molecule to contain an ion charged with

electricity.

b. That ion has a position of equilibrium in the molecule, from

which it can move in all directions, and to which it is driven back

with a force, proportional to the deviation.

c. The mass of the ion is so small compared to that of the rest

of the molecule, that when the molecule is vibrating, the ion alone

may be considered to move.

d. The remaining part of the molecule is charged opposite to

the charge of the ion and that in such a way that, when the ion

is in its position of equilibrium, the electric forces, exercised by

') Arch. Neerl. XXV, 5, 1893.
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the ion, are entirely destroyed by the remaining part of ihe mole-

cule. From these assumptions we find for the equation of motion

of an ion ^)

:

dKv
m

^ \dt (It J

Here m represents the mass of the ion, f a constant factor, x the

coordinate of the ion, a-j that of the position of equilibrium of the

ion, e the electric charge.

The term — f (.; — .rj) is due to the fact that an ion has a po-

sition of equilibrium, towards which it is driven back. The second

and third term of the right hand side indicate the influence of the

electric forces exercised by the molecule itself. The second term may

be transferred with the negative sign to the left hand side; it is

evident that it gives then an apparent change of the mass of the

ion. If we represent by m the mass of the ion, modified in such a

way, wo may leave this term further out of account. The third term

has always the sign opposite to that of the velocity and explains the

damping, which a vibrating particle experiences in consequence of

the fact that part of the energy is radiated into space. The three

last terms express the forces exercised by the surrounding molecules

on the ion. Prof. Lorentz has pointed out that the fourth term is

great compared to the fifth and sixth. For / we shall take the

electric force, as it is in the position of equilibrium of the ion.

The force 4 ;i F'^e/, which we take then into consideration, acts on

the ion and on the rest of the molecule with the same amount but

in an opposite direction, and has therefore only influence on the

vibration of the molecule. On the other hand, the forces which

we neglect

:

4 ;i F3 e —(x—x{) -\-e (-^ N m)
dx^

^'^
\dt dt J

would also give a progessive motion to the centre of gravity of the

molecule. Afterwards I hope to discuss the influence of these forces.

For the external force / we shall write

:

') LoRENT7,, loo. cit. equation T 5 90 in connection with equjxtions 111 and 112.
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/iCo«-y-+/2««^

and we shall take constants for /] and /j. As a molecule is actually

subjected to an alternating electric force, the amplitude and the

phasis of which vary witli the time, we get in this way a solution

which will hold with approximation for a short time only ; but which

will yet be sufficient to conclude from the condition at a given

moment to tliat of a short time l\t after. The equation which we
liave to solve, is therefore reduced to:

dfi

e^ d^i 2nt 2nt\= -
f iT-x{) -t-

- ~ + 4 71 72 C i^fi cos - ~ + /2SI>1—
j

or if we put a^ z=e (.r— aj)

:

m = — f «x H —

^

di^
' ^ ^ K (Ui

2nt 2 7l^

-H 4 71 1'- e2
l^yi

cos -- 4-/2 sin —
J

The solution of this is:

Ox =
(
a 11 cos -—- + «a2 S171

-Y']^ + ''^1 ''^^ ~^ + ''^2 ^^'^ ^
d^a

By substituting in the equation for m —^ this value of o, and

by equating the coefficients of

2 Tie 2 Tit 2nt 2 jit—
, e~*-'' sin —-—

, cos ——- and sin —

—

rji ' rp ' rjl rp

separately to zero, we find the following four equations

:

^4 7i3 .A . e2 / .„ . ..4ra\ 2n
ax\ »"

/4 n~ \ e" / 4 re \ are

+ -y ''X% 3F
2 re /2re\3n/z re =

a^s m f

"Y^
— ^^j — f 0x2 + -^ 0x2 ^— A-* + 3 Z; ~^j— 2 0^:1 »« A— +

+ fF
"^1 — SP

2 re /2re

+ (t)1
=
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bxi m

0x2 "*

4 7l3 p2 /2 7i\3

=

From the first and the second equations follows

/4 71^ \ e^ / 4 71'

e^ / 4 n^\

^ F V T"- J

from which T" and k may be calculated.

a'xi and a'x2 are constants which may be arbitrarily chosen. The

quantities tii and 1^x2 are not arbitrary, but are determined from the

third and the fourth equations as follows

:

bxi =

4;i2 |2 /2
4.r...[(.^_f)/,+^(^)V,]

(•

4 7r2 e* /2 7i\G

T-z V "^ Fn r )

in V^e^

bx2 =

e2 /2 4;t2

4^2
"y2

e* /2;t\6

We shall represent this by

:

+F^('r)

bxi = — qfi +pf2

The quantity b depends therefore only on the accidental value of

the amplitude of the electric force on the point where it happens

to be, and not on the accidental value of the amplitude of the

vibration of the molecule.

«'xl+«'x2=(/^ + ?2)(/? + /2)

The amplitude of b^ is therefore V'p^ -\- q~ times or 4 ti F- e^ times
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the amplitude of /. Moreover the phasis of b^ is /, As however

all phases occur equally frequently the distribution of the quantities

|/'^ij will be the same as that of the quantities I/,), so that tlie

chance that l>j:i is contained within certain limits may be repres-

ented by

:

^:.

1 ~z^
e K- dh,^ where 'Q = i n V"~ e^ e ') •

In order to find the distribution of the vibrations we may reason

as follows. Starting- from a certain initial condition the molecules

will entirely lose their original vibrations by radiation. The vibrations

in the direction of the X-axis, which they absorb from the field,

are dependent on the /-component of the vibrations of the ether,

and not on the (j- and /i-component. As the /-, g- and /(-compo-

nents are independent of each other, also ox, ay and os, caused by

them, must be independent of each other, and as all directions occur

with the same frequency, the distribution of the a's must also be

that of Maxwell. The chance that the quantity «xi is contained

within given limits, may therefore be represented by:

1 -TT

li \/7l

In order to arrive at this result the solution of the differential

equation for o^ is not necessary. In this way however the condition

is not yet perfectly determined. From the value found for ox appears

that if a molecule were exposed to an electric wave of constant

intensity, it would have assumed the amplitude h after an infinite

time. If a molecule is placed in a region where the amplitude of

the electric force has a definite value, it will have been for some,

though it be a short, time in a region, where the amplitude of the

electric force did not differ much from that definite value. So it

will have already assumed part of the amplitude b. The probability

of the action of a force / on a molecule with a vibration ax cannot

be simply represented by:

2 2 o

8" 71 li-' TV

') Proc. Eoy. Acad., Dec. 1899. Rig-. 322.
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as would be the ease if electric force anrl vibration were indepen-

dent of each other; but these quantities are dependent on one

another. If the above expression held true for the probability of

the action, the way of motion would satisfy conditions, exactly cor-

responding to tliose which Prof. Boltzmann assumes for the case

of molecular thermal motion, in order that the motion may be called

"molecular-irregulated." ') In reality however, the way of motion is

here molecular-regulated or as I would call it partially regulated.

Totally regulated the condition would be, if the n^i was entirely

determined by /; if e.g. Oxi had everywhere assumed the value bxi.

The way of motion will be regulated in a higher degree as the

quantity

.dt
~

dt dx dt 9j/ dt ds dt.

is smaller. Here —- represents the Auction of /i in a point which
ot

does not move from its place, -— the total Auction of the quantity
dt

f] for a molecule which moves with a velocity, the components of

dx dy dz
which are — ,

— and —

.

dt dt dt

1 have however not yet succeeded in Anding the law according

to which the motion is regulated.

At Arst sight it may seem strange that the condition of maximum-

entropy should possess a certain order, whereas for the case of the

molecular thermal motion of a gas we consider the total irregularity

as condition for the maximum-entropy. In order to solve this

seeming contradiction we must take notice of the Aict that we are

here concerned -with the action of forces. Now we know that the

action of external forces which varies so slowly from point to point

that they may be thought constant throughout regions which though

small, are still measurable and contain many molecules (e.g. gravity),

causes the density to be not everywhere the same in the condition

of maximum-entropy, so that we have „molar regulation." But then

it is not to be wondered at that the electric forces of radiation,

which cannot be thought constant throughout regions of measurable

dimensions, should cause a "molecular-regulation".

Even though we had succeeded in determ.ining the regulation in con-

1) '/Moleknlnr-ungeordnet." Boltzmann, Gnstlieorie I. Tag. 31.
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sequence of the electric forces, we should not liavc found the true con-

dition. Tiic infiuonce of the collisions may probably not be ncj^lccted.

If the mutual collisions of the molecules took place in a perfectly

irregular way, they would undoubtedly lessen the degree of regula-

tion, and render the condition nearer irregular. Tiie way of motion

is however not only partially regulated with regard to the action

of the electric forces on the molecules, but also with regard to the

mutual collisions of the molecules. In order to explain this we

consider two molecules which have come very near to each other.

The forces exercised by the surrounding molecules will bo about

the same for both, and will tend to bring their internal motion more

and more into syntony. Moreover each of the molecules absorbs part

of the energy emitted by the other. On account of these two causes

a partial regulation is brought about in the collisions of the mole-

cules, of which it seems impossible to me to determine the influence

without special hypotheses on the mechanism and even the form of

the molecules, for which as yet all data are wanting.

There is however another difficulty which makes me doubt whotlier

the considerations of Prof. Boltzmann on the internal motion are

applicable to the motion which causes radiation.

For according to Prof. Boltzmann tiio internal energy would

increase in proportion to that of the progressive motion of the mo-

lecules, i. e. with the temperature. According to the law of Stefan

the emitted energy is proportional to the fourth power of the tem-

perature. These two results can only be brought into harmony by

assuming that the absorption decreases strongly with the rise of the

temperature.

Properly speaking the law of Stefan holds good for the total

quantity of emitted light and may perhaps only be applied for cases

where a continuous spectrum is emitted. The wavelength, which

has the greatest intensity depends however for a continuous spectrum

on the temperature, so that for the light of a fixed wave-length

the law of Stefan does not hold good. The displacement of the

predominating wave-length is however not so great, that the law

of Stefan could not be applied with approximation.

Let us assume that actually the internal energy increases propor-

tional with the temperature, and so the quantity ^i) with the root of

the temperature. Let us represent two temperatures by Tj and To,

the intensities of light emitted at that temperature by /i and /g and

') Proc. Royal Acad, of Sciences, Deo. 1899. Pag. 319,
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the correspouding quantities S and s ^) by d^ and ^2 and by Ci

fg, then we have, neglecting the molecules which surround a point

immediately

:

dr

or

I
i ^ '^ ^

r^ (/r sm f/) c/(/) cW I e-^ ''' '' dr

3?_ ^ o_ ^ V^
T,3-

,,^,^^^ ^^,^ re-2.,rrf,
'/-

I

' r^ dr sin rp dcp dO J
J r^ r^

Prof. LORENTZ ~) has deduced, that /^ (his quantity «) is inver-

sively proportional to the root of the temperature. And though both

the way in which I have arrived at the conclusion that the ab-

sorption is inversely proportional to the third power of the tempe-

rature, and that in which Prof. Lorentz found that it is inversely

proportional to the root of the temperature, are but rough approxi-

mations yet these results differ too much, to attribute this only to

the neglections.

Therefore an incorrect assumption must have been made some-

where. And if so I should doubt in the first place the correctness

of the assumption, that for all internal motions the increase of the

energy must be proportional to the energy of the progressive motion.

I should therefore suppose that in collisions there are influences

felt which cause the energy of the internal motions, which bring

about radiation, to increase more at a rise of the temperature than

the energy of the progressive motion of the molecules.

Mathematics. — " 0« rational tioisted curves''. By Prof.

P. H. SCHOUTE.

1. Let Pi, Pj, P3, -Z'l, ... be successive points of a, given twisted

curve ^;then we may consider the centre of circle i'l P2 -P3 lying in

plane Pj Pa P. as well as that of sphere Pj P2 Py P^. When the

') Prou. Roviil .Aciul. of Sciences, Dec. 1S99. Tag. 322.

2) Versl. Kon. Akiul. v. Wet. Api'il 181)8, Dl. V[, biz. 569.
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points taken on the curve coincide in a same point /', the limit of

the first point is the centre Cp of the cin^le of curvature, that of

the second point the centre S^ of the sphere of curvature, i. e. the

centre of spherical curvature of R in P. If P describes the given

curve R, then C,, and -S',, describe twisted curves related to 72, of

which the latter is also the cuspidal edge of the developable enve-

loped by the normal planes of R\ this locus of centres -S^ of spherical

curvature may be indicated by the symbol Rs .

From the wellknown theorem according to which the line of inter-

section c of two planes a, /y, perpendicular to the intersecting lines

a and hj is a normal to the plane / of these lines « and 6, ensues

that reversely the osculating planes of R are also perpendicular to

the corresponding tangents of Rs . These osculating planes of R
however, not passing at the same time through the points of con-

tact of the corresponding tangents of R^
,

arc not normal planes

of Rs and so the relation between the curves R and Us is generally

not reciprocal. A wellknown striking example derived from trans-

cendent twisted curves, where this reciprocity really exists, is the

helix or curve formed by the thread of a screw ; moreover for this

curve the two loci of the points Cp and 5^ coincide.

Let us go a step farther and suppose that P]^,Pc^,P^,P^,P-^^..

are successive points of a given curve /?, which is contained in a

four-dimensional space, but not in a three-dimensional one, which

curve we therefore call a "wrung curve"; then besides the centres

of the circle and sphere of curvature the centre Hp of the hyper-

sphere of curvature appears, which is the limit of the hypersphere

Pi P^^P^P^P^j when the five determining points coincide in point P
of the given curve. A third locus has then to be dealt with, and

so we can extend these considerations to a space with any given

number of dimensions.

In the following pages we wish to deduce the characteristics of

the locus Rh of the centre of hvperspherical curvature of the highest

rank in relation with the general rational wrung curve R" of

degree «, which is contained in a space with « dimensions but not

in a space with s— 1 dimensions.

2. "The row of characteristic numbers from class to degree of

"the locus R/i of the centres of hyperspherical curve of the highest

"rank belonging to the general rational wrung curve in R" is

"5« — 2, 2{3n — 3), 3{3n—4), . . . s (5 « — s — i)."
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To prove this we represent li" by the equations

;r, = ^, {1=1, 2, . . . s) (1)
V

ou rectangular axes, where the symbols «i, tx«, . . . as and v in-

dicate polynomia of degree n in a parameter t.

If the equations

"'
1

^^' (-10 ^

V V

represent the result of the division of the s polynomia «; by r, where

the s quantities c/ are independent of t and the « new polynomia

fti contain t in the degree n— 1 at most, then it is clear that the

transformation of the system of coordinates to parallel axes corres-

ponding to the formulae

^i = li + «i. (*' = -?, 2, . , . s)

simplifies the original representation (1) of Bs into

f,= ^, (i = U 2, . . . .) (2)

We repeat that this simplification consists in the fact that the 6*

polynomia fti ascend only to the degree «— i in t.

If moreover ft'i and v' represent the dififerential-coefficieuts of fti

and V according to «, then

V^{ft'iV-ftiv')liZ=^{ft\v-ftiV)fti ... (3)
1=1 i=i

represents the normal space with s^-l dimensions of l^s in the point

(2) with the value t of the parameter.

This equation is of degree .i> n—2 in «, which proves what was

asserted. For the envelope of a space of s— i dimensions, the equation

of which contains a parameter to the degree A-, has for character-

istic numbers:

Z-, 2 (/> - /), .5 {k - 2), . . . 6- {k - , + 1).
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By means of the <;-oncral theorem now proved we find fronj nz= 2

to n = 10 the following table for the general rational twisted curve

of minimum order

:

s = n= 2 . . . 4, G,

s = « = 5 . . . 7, 12, 15,

s = n= 4 . . . 10, 18, 24, 28,

s = 71= 5 ... 13, 24, 33, 40. 45,

s = n= 6 . . . 16, 30, 42, 52, 60, 66,

s = n= 7 . . . J9, 36, 51, 64, 75, 84, 91,

g = 71= 8 ... 22, 42, 60, 76, DO, 102, 112, 120,

s = 7i= 9 . . . 25, 48, 69, 88, 105, 120, 133, 144, 153,

s = n=10 . . . 28, 54, 78, 100, 120, 138, 154, 168, 180, 190.

The first line of this table says that the evolute of a general

conic is a curve of class four and order six, the second that the

locus Rs of the general skew cubic R3 is a twisted curve of class

seven, rank twelve and order fifteen, etc.

If as usual we consider the coefficients mj, u^, h-,- . . . . ns of the

equation ^ui§i — 0,{i=l,2, . . . *) as the tangential coordinates

of the space with s—1 dimensions represented by that equation, we

find from (3) for the normal space

V ifti V - pi r')

t (i = A 2, . . . «) , . (4)

:e fti ifti' V - fti v')

i—\

which representation of Rh in space of s dimensions is dualistically

opposite to that given for Rs . We write it in the abridged form :

t«t =— , (1^1,2, ... s) (5)

3. The degree of the equation (3) or that of the forms t of (5),

all in <, can lower itself in particular circumstances. These, appa-

rently of five kinds, can be reduced to the following two cases:

a). The equation v =.0 has equal roots.

h). The equations /?/ = 0, (i = 1,2, ... s) have common equal

roots.
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We sliall now consider t!ie inllueiice of eaeli of tliosc sii])[iositioi)s

on the class of the locus A'/,.

3". If < = <, is a /t-fol(l root of v^=o^ tliis value is at the same
time a /.— /-fold root of v' =z and each of the forms t of (5), and
so (3) too, is divisible by (<— <i)''~'. The curve Ri, is then of class

3n — k — 1.

1
By the substitution of t — 'i = -7 the case of the /l--fold root t^ of

r^O assumes an apparently different form. It transforms the

equations (2) into

s: / '

bi — {i = /, 2, . . . .) (fi)

where the « forms yi represent polynomia of degree n in t' without

constant term, whilst ,n contains t' to the degree n—k only
; so

it leads to the case that /' = 0, considered as an equation of

degree /'
,

possesses a k- fold root t' = co . Then the s forms

r;, {i =r /,:?,.. . .1) of (5) become polynomia of degree S n — 2 k — 1

in t\ whilst Tq ascends to degree 3n — k — 1 in t'. Then the cor-

responding equation (3) is also of degree 3 n — k — 1 in t' and so

I'll remains of class 5w — k — / as it should do.

In passing we draw attention to the fact that the degree of /< being

lower than n it will be impossible to lower at the same time the

degree of all the s polynomia 7; by a transformation of coordinates

to parallel axes, as this would include at the same time the possi-

bility to lower the order of Us

The particular case treated here refers to the position of the

points of A'," at infinity. If r is divisiWe by (f— <])'- the point at

infinity of the curve belonging to t^ will count k times among the

n points of intersection of the curve with the space at infinity with

.1 — t dimensions containing all points at infinity of the space with

s dimensions.

So we find for s ^= 71 ^ 3 :

" The cliss of the locus Us of a skew ellipse or a skew

hyperbola is seven, whilst this number passes into six with the

parabolic hyperbola and into live with tlie skew parabola."

What we iind hen; agrees with the wellknown results for

s = n=-J. Although through any point P of the [dane of an ellipse

or hyperbola four normals of this curve pass, we can fall from this

:U
Proceediugs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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point tliroe normals only on ilie parabola, as the line connecting

1' with the point J\, At infinity of the parabola must be consi-

dered as an inipi(»per iioiiiiai. Any point F of space is situated in

seven iiiirni;il planes of a skew ellipse or skew iiyperbula, but only

in six normal phines of a parabolic hyperbola and in five normal

planes of a skew parabola, as the plane throu^^h the connectini;' line

PP^^ of P with the point nf contact P^^ at infinity with the plane

V^ at inlinily, piTpcndiciilar tn the tangent p^ of the curve in i-"^^
,

represents one improper normal plane lor the last but one, an<l the

coincidence of two impiopcr noi-nial planes for the last.

Of course the particulaiity treated here can ap[)ear more than

once, if I'^O contains tlie roots i^, t„, /^, respectively

/'i, /i J , . . . J^'i,
times, where each of the p (piantities A exceeds unity,

p
tlu! class of I'k it* represented by 3 n -\- p — 2 — 2 kj.

3''. Jf t =:
<i

is a common /-fold loot of the s equations /:?, =^ 0, then

this value is at the same time a common k— 7-fold root of the .s

c(]uations (fi^zzO and the .< forms of r,- (5) are divisible by

{t—t^y^—'^, whilst Tq contains the factor {t—t^)-'--'^ ; then again (3)

is divisible by (f— ^j)''"^' and the curve Hi, is of class Sn — k — 1.

iJv the substitution of t— /, =r
, the case treat(id here itresents

'
t'

'

itself in an appaiently different form. Jt leads to the equations (G\

where now the « forms /,• represent polynomia of degree n — k -\- I

in t! without constant term and // is a general form of degree n

in t'. Kegardcd as eipiations of degree n in t\\\\c s equations ;/,=: O

contain the common /:— /-fold root t' =^ co and the common simple

root t'^o. The « terms r;,{i=.l, i', . . . .s) become polynomia of

degree 6' /< — k — 1 in «', whilst Tq ascends only to degree .j'n

—

2k— 1

in t'. The corresponding e(|uation (3) is then as above of degree

Jn — k — 1.

Apparently besides the cases treated up till now where the

eijuation (3) lowers its degree, another entirely new case can be

pointeil out, namely that where the * -|- / ecpuitions (ii=i(J. y' z^

jiave a common /-fold root t = t^. It is easy to see however

that this apparent new case forms but a special case of what

was treated above. If we start from the e(|uations (1), because after

all we shall directly have to transform the coordinates to parallel

axes, then we have
)

a'i = (t- t^y- ,,,(n-k-\)
, (; ^7, !>,.....), y' ^ (t - t,y- ,f^^{n-k~i)

,
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when the * symbols f//."—'-— and fy-^C"-/-—') represent jiolynuinia of

degree n—k—1 in i. From this ensues by integration

in which the (jiiantitics l>; and /'„ denote constants. So the trans-

formation of coordinates to parallel axes characterized by the formulae

0,1

finally gives

by which we alight on the case that the ^" equations ([ = be-

longing to (1) have a common k -\- 1-fold root <j, whilst /' moreover

after being diminished by a constant quantity i„ is divisible by

(t - t,f+K

The particularity treated here appears only in the ;ase when

the curve Us has singular points of a definite character. So

the simplest case of a common double root t^ of the s equations

/:?,=:0 implies that the oiigin of each of the spaces of coordinates

2,=0 represents two of the n points of intersection with A's ,
which

with a view to the equality of the values of the parameter belonging

to those points only tlien takes place when A'^ shows a cusp in

this point. AVe see at the same time that we have not generally

enough enunciated the case sub 3^). For from this appears that the

particularity will come in as soon as />'.s has a cusp anywhere. So

the case sub 3'') ought to run : "The equations a; =zz 0, (i == j', 2, . . . s)

have common equal roots or a transformation of coordinates to

parallel axes can call forth this particularity.

"

Of course the case may present itself that <i is a common equal

root of the s equations /A' = <', but that the degree of multiplicity

in relation to those equations differs. If ij is a /-i-fold root of />i =: 0,

a ^-o fold root of /^o =: 0, etc , then for k we must take the smallest

number /ci.

If it happens p times that a transformation of coordinates to

parallel axes implies the parlieuhuity indicated here, and if

/.-J,
k.^, . . . kfj are the smallest numbers k for each of the correspond-

31*
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iiiU' values /j, ^o* • • • V i>' ', 'lit^'i '" + /'— - — 2' /', will indicate

llie class of A'a.

4. In the precediiii;- number we have doaU witli the class of

lih only, witlioiit lakint;' the other characteristic nunil)crs into

eonsiflenition. We now immediately add that the rule according' to

which the envelope of a space with s— / dimensions, the equation

i>f which contains a ]iaraiiicter to degree k^ is characterized by the

numbers

/!, J(k.~-l). :i(k -^ 2) .v(iC- — *+i)

in i^eneiai needs some modifications as soon as one ot the above-

mentioned particular cases appears. In the very simplest case of the

parabola we find e. g'. for the characteristic numbers, class and order,

of the evolute .7 and .J', but not 3 and 4 as might be ex])ected for

k — 3. So in general in each of the ])Mrticular cases treated here the

numbers k, 2 {k — /), 0' (/• — i^), etc. must be treated as upper limits.

In a followino- paper \vc shall revert to this last point.

Physiology. — " Lipohjlic ferment in (icr.ites-Iiqii/il of uian".

(iJemarks on the resorption of fat and on the lipolytic function

of the blood). P>y Di-. If. .1. IIamburgkr.

(I!e:ul .Iniiiiai-y :;7, luno.)

Ill an essay publishcil in the year 1880 Cash') has contradicted

the opinion that the einulsioii of fat already takes place in the intestinal

lumen. For he was never successful in separating an emulsion

from the contents of the intestines by centrifugal force. And he

did not much womlcr at this; for the small intestine has an acid

reaction, and with acid reaction no fat-emulsion can be produced.

This opinion of Cash does not seem quite correct to me. Giving

ti) animals a meal containing much fat, Heidenhain has found ~j,

and so have I myself many a time, that a creamy surface can

be taken oti' the mucosa of the small intestine, wiiich, examined

microscopicall\ , contains small fat-^dobules. Xeve;theless tiiis laver

1) Arcliiv f. Physiol. 1880. S. 32:i.

2) PFi.iiGF.E's Arcliiv. 1888, siiiipleineut, S. 9o
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has an acid reaction. That acid reaction can be coexistent with

exquisite emulsions, has been proved by J. MuNK, who obtained

emulsions by mixing pure tatty acid with a little Na., CO^-solutiou.

Another question is liowever whether the emulsion is already

found so finely divided in the intestinal lumen as later on in the

chyle-vessels. Tliis now is certainly not the case. Even in the

epithelium-cells and in the adenoid tissue of the villi relatively

large globules of fat are found, and it is only in the chyle that

it appears in its peculiar dust-shape.

It can scaicely be doubted that in the lymph of the villi a

cause must exist which brings about the transition of tat to the

form of dust.

In order to test this supposition it would be well to gather

chyle, undo it by means of a Chamherland's <"andle of particles

of fat and afterwards shake the clear liquid with fat. It is however

scarcely possible to obtain the necessary quantities of chyle for the

purpose.

I happened to learn tiiat in the Hospital uf the Utrecht Univeisity

a patient was treated, whose abdomen contained a large (juantitv

of ascites-liquid, which had the ap[)earance of chyle. Professor Tai,ma

kindly put it at my disposal.

Upon close microscopical investigation however the liquid showed

not a single particle of fat and it soon appeared that the observed

opalescence ])roceedcd from a mucoid substance which was first

described by HamMakstkx ') and the existence of which was later

on confirmed by dift'erent medical men -).

As regards its composition, the liquid contained 1.U39 pCt. solids,

consequently less than normal lymph
;

in which, as is well known,

circa 4 pCt. solids are present. It contained 1.715 pCt. albumen,

0.0808 pCt fat, and O.05G4 pCt. soap.

The extraordinary insignificant quantity of fat proved tiiat this

was not a case of real chylous ascites, as one could have believed

at first sight.

1) 0. HammahstkN. Uel)ei- das Vorkoiiimeii van Muco'idsubstan/.eu in Ascitcslliissis^'-

kt'iten. Autoreferat in Maly's .lalirpslxM-. t'. 'J'liiercliemie, iiher das Jalir ISDl). S. 1.17.

^ S. \\u(\ \. ]i. 1'aykui,. r.eitrii^-f /ni- Keuntni.ss der ('licniie der .icrasen Exsn-

date. Eef. .laliresber. f. 'J'liierclieniie, id)er da3 .Jalir 18tl2. S. .").58.

G. liloN. CoiTnuunioatioii d'nn cas d'asnite laiten.ip on cliylen.se. Arch, de nn'd.

c'xprrimcnt. 18'J4, p. 82(;.

(Ikc.oni, IJcber tiiicn I'all niilcliii;- ii,et.i-id)ten iiiclit t'ettlialtij;en AsciUw. Italiaansuli

in liitoiina, uiediciie, 1897, nn .")1. It.ef. Maly'a Jaiii-esber. f. Tliiercliemie, ul)er das

Jalir IS'.l?. S. I'.iU.
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It wiVH proved hy liipiinitoiny that the patient was suffering from

cirrhosis liepatis and slight chronit; peritonitis.

Although the lifjuid was not clivlous, w(! have nevertheless

examined it in the pioposed direction, because lymph t'lom other

parts of the body scorns likewise to have the property to divide fat

into tlie smallest grains. Think of (iiMP.KRT's ') experiments; he

repeatedly iiijeeted into tlus human body, not only without harm,

but with lav()iiralil(! inllucnce on the general condition 25—30 gr.

olive — oil with 1 : If) ereosote. The experiments of LEuni': should

also be nmiembered -). He was encouraged by the experienei- madc^

with respect the human body, that subcutaneous injections of cam-

phorated oil applied even in large (]uantitics, can be borne without

(lisad vantaL;e, and eouseqiiently tried subcutaneous injections of fat

on dogs and thus obtained a considerable deposit of fat in different

parts of the body.

Finally I (|Uote the exjieriments of d L. Pkkvost '') accoi'ding

to which the oil iiiji>et('(l into ihe lym[)lil)ag of frogs, appears as

tiny globules in the circulation.

It must be taken for granted that the fat can undergo a minute

division in the tissue spaces; otherwise mortal emboli, for instance

in tlie lung-capillaries, would undoubtedly have followed these

experiments. With regard to this it is interesting on the other hand

that inilEMBKUG ') by subcutaneous injections on rabbits and (iuinea

pigs, caused death.

Furthermore 50 cc. of the ascites-liquid with 5 cc. of lipanine

were shaken together. In this manner an emulsion was formed, which,

by standing motionless and also by centrifugalizing separated itself

into two layers. The upper layer examined microscopically, showed

large fattrlobules; the lower one, particles as tiny as dust, similar

to those that are found in chyle and also in milk, the cream

having been taken off' by centrifugalizing. After that the lower

layer was removed and once more centrifugalized. It remained

however equally untransparent.

Why had the emulsion separated itself into two layers?

Is it because the oil contained two diff'ei'cnt kinds of fat, of

which the one gives an emulsion as fiiir d!^ (hisf, but not the orlun'

') Conipl. -oiul. (le la Soo. ilc Biol. T. 40, 1SS9, p. 733.

-') Sit/.uiigsixM-. (ler pliysilv'. iiied. Gesellscli. zii Wiirzburg. 1895. 8. 1 no. 5.

'') Travanx dii laljonitoire ile tlierap. expcriui. do rUnivers. ile fieiiCv'e, 11. 1890, p. 44.

') CoMipt. ciul. de la Sou. de lUol. T.K), 1889, p. 703.
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one? Or were the conditions not favourabhi for a thorough dast-

omulsion of the lahole mass of fat?

In order to decide this question the uppermost hiyer (hirge drops

of fat) was taken off by means of a pipette and shaken anew with

fresli ascites-li(|uid. (Jentrifugal force was ag'ain applied and once

more a separation into two Layers was visible. Both layers contained

fat; now the undermost layer even contained more fat than at the

beginning' of the experiment and the microscope only showed the

dustshape. From this it was evident, that the part of the fat, wiiich,

with the iirst experiment was separated in the shape of globules

into an uppermost layer, had been transformed into fat in the shape

of dust by shaking with fresh ascites-liquid.

That which had not passed into dust was shaken again with

fresh ascites-litpiid, and now at length all the fat luid been turned

into the shape of dust.

That with the first shaking-experiment the fat only partly passed

into dustform, does not find its cause in an eventual difference in

the relative condition of the different kinds of fat in the oil, but

can be explained fiom the cimditions of the experiment. It has in-

deed been proved that a perfect dust shaped emulsion can be obtained

at once^ if only the shaking is continued for a long time and with

a relatively large ([uantity of ascitesliquid.

I have further considered whether a peculiar quality of the ascites-

liquid must accoiint for this. Therefore the experiment was repeated

with another albuminous liquid, viz. with bloodsorum. 30 cc. horse-

serum were mixed with 5 cc. lipanine and the mixture strongly

shaken for one hour. The emulsion was next centrifugalized, and

thereby divided itself into two layers, a lower one with fat in dust-

shape, an upper one with tiny fatglobules.

The latter was I'emoved, vigorously shaken with :50 cc. of -the

fresh serum and after that centrifugalized again; once more two

layers were obtained ; the lower one however now^ contained much

more fat than with the first shaking. After having been shaken

third time with 30 cc. serum, all the fat was brought into the

form of dust. Shaking 150 cc. serum with 5 cc. lipanine for foiu'

hours, brought about the perfect dust-shaped emulsion. This emulsion

could now no more be divided into two layers by centi ifiigaliziiig.

We thus did not find any specific quality in our ascites-liquid with

regard to the dispersion of the fat, for the same occurred with the

blood-serum.

Transferring these facts to normal life — which does not seem

too hazardous in this case — it can bi; imagined, that the lymj^)li
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of the villi ill its )iiolion, causes the little fati;l(ibules, already in a

state of thorough division, to pass into the Hha[)o of dust. Surely this

lymph-eurrent works slowly, hut it should he considered, that the

time at its disposal is not short; 30 hours after a rich meal has

been taken the chyle still carries away fat.

As is well known (Joiinstkin and Michakms have pointed out

in two interesting- publications '), that, w'hen blood has been mixed

with chyle-fat and air is then carried through the mixture, the fat

disappears, and a combination dissoluble in water takes its place. We
were interested to know, when blood is mixed with our artificial chyle

(dust- shaped emulsion of lipanine in ascites-liquid) and a current of

air was made to pass through, whether a disappearance of fat would

likewise be observed.

To this purpose 240 cc. of the ascitcs-licjuid with ir)cc. lipanine

were shaken for l^e hour. After centril'ugalizing, the undermost of

the two layers is removed, which contains the fat exclusively in

dust- form.

Of the artificial chyle attained in this manner:

(1) ~t'> re. was mixed with 25 ev. lun-se-blood licli in erythrocytes"). For

23 liours a eurrcut of air is alhiwcd to pass throiiyh under a tciiii)eratiire

of ± 10° C.

(2) 75 ec. of the artifii.'al chyle are mixed witli 25 ec. Jjldod. Xo ciirreiit of

nir is allowed to pass througli.

'I'lie li(iuids (2) are mixed just liefore dryiii;;' takes place.

At the same time exactly the same experiments are perfonned

with (lust-shaped lipanine-S(?yv/«/-emulsion, eonsc(jiiently

:

(I?) 7') I'c. of a diisl-shapeil lipanine-scriiiii-eiiiiilsiciii are iiiixrd with 25 ee.

horse-blood, and thnuinh this mixture air is allowed to pass tiiroui;h lor 23

lioiirs (the sauie current of air as under (1).

(4) 75 ec. of the dust-shaped lipanine-serinn-emulsiou are niixe<l with 25 cc.

of blood. So current of air passes through.

The liipiids (f) are mixed just before drying takes place.

(1),
(f),

(3) and (1) are (jlaced into two small receptacles, mixed with 20 gr.

of pure sand ami being stirred, dried in a temperature of 80°. After having been

pulveriged, extraction witli ether, free of water, in a Soxlilet apparatus for -iS

hours.

From (1) 0,214 gr. ether residu

// (2) 0,475 gr. // //

were be obtained.

') Sit/.uug.sber. der Preussisclien Akademie der Wissenscli. 1890. S. 171; more cir-

ciimstaiUially in I'l-LiiGEii's Arciiiv. B. 05, 1897 ^. 76; 15. 69, 1897, S. 1-73.

-) Su('h blood is obtained by leaving delibrinatcd horse-l)lood tn ilsclf an<l by

pipetting oil' the serum after tlic red blood-corpuscles have settled down.
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By this we luivo proved, tlmt by letting tlie air stream through tlie

mixture of blood and lipaiiine-ascites-einulsion a considerable trans-

formation of fat talvcs place.

From (3) 0.371 gf. Ether vesidu is nbtiiined

'/ (4) 383 gr. // " " /'

Fi'om these two numbers it is evident that by letting a current

of air pass through a mixtun; of blood and (iKst-almped lipanine-

S(?n<;«- emulsion, no transformation of fat takes place.

These numbers even rather tend in the opposite direction.

After all these experiments it must be taken for granted, Hint

the lipoJijtic ferment was not present in the blood, nor in the serum, bid

existed in the ascites-Iiquid.

The question could now be examined, whether the presence of blood is

really required for the transformation of fat and whether it is not suf-

ficient to pass air through the lipanine-ascites-cmulsioii.

To reply to this question, SO cc. of a lipauine-ascites-emulsion

(75 cc. ascites-liquid + 5 cc. lipanine) were shaken for 3 hoars

and submitted to a current of air for 20 hours. After that the fat-

contents were deteiniined, which took place at the same time with

a portion of the same emulsion, not having been trealed with a

current of air.

SU 00. li[);iiiiii.^ ;isfltes-pniifi.-!on troaled with ;iii- fOiitaiiicil kSUO ^'r. of I'ut

81) ce. // '/ A' i/nt " '/ /' // 1.252 w n ii

The [Hir^'iKj fhmin/lt of iiir oiiii/, lias coNsefjiieiilli/ not tjiren (niise

to tr(iiisfornuiti.o)i- of fat.

This result agrees with that of ConNSTEiN and Michaklis. These

investigators also found in their experiinenis with true chyle, that

without the presence of red blood-coipuscles, the passing through

of a. current of air was not ;ible to cause a transformation of fat.

Repetition of the experiment.

This experiment was [)erformed in the same manner as the fore-

going; the only difVcrenee being that instead of 24 hours, Oie current

of air was only allowed to pass for 12 '/j hours, under iddm-tem-

perature, and instead of horse-blood, ox-blood was used.

(1) 75 cr. Ill' (lusl-sli,-i|>('il li|i;\iilii('!isi'itos-eiiiiilsiiin -f 25 ci'. (ix-lilodd. Ciiirciit

of !\ir for 12',.. Iioiirs; idler lliiil IIk^ li(|iiid is iiiiNrd u illi s:inil, drii'il :iii lAlrin-Ird

Willi cllier. Kllier-exlruol U.OIl-l. gr.
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(3) 7:') '(. of tlip (liist-slinped lipanine-ascitpseniiiUioii are mixod witli 25 co.

iix-l)li)()(l, iilllioMgli not helnrc' a cui-reiit of air lias l)eeii led tlirougli the niix-

liirp (1) (luring 12'/; linurs. After iiitprmixin<r, tlip liipiid is treated at the same

time and in tlie same way as in (1). Only liere, as lias heen mpiilionpd, no air

is nllowpd to pass thrnui^h. Rther-extrapt 0.180 gr.

(3) 75 PC-, (if tlip dnst-shapcd lipiniinp-ascilPs-pniMlsidn prddncp an ctlipv-pxtract

of 0.21'.» jrr.

(4) 75 pp.. of dust-siiappd li])aninp-s^w/«-eniulsioM are niixpd with 25 cc. ox-

blood. Current of air for 12','.. hours. Dripd witli smikI, pxtractpd with ctlipr.

.h;ther-pxtrapt 0.359 gr.

(5) The same as pxjipriniput (I), liowpvpr witlioul thp (-urrput of air. I'lther-

extract 0.3 04 gr.

(fi) 75 pp. of thp <lu<l-shappd lip;iuine-seruiu-einulsion. Etiier-pxtrapt 0.36!) gr.

It iippoai's Irom (1) iiiid (2), that in passini;- air tlirougli tlit; mixture

of blood and dust-shaped lipanine-ascitos-cniulsion (artifieal cliylo),

fat disappears.

On comparino- (2) witli (3) it appears that also when a current

of air is not passed through, a little fat is analysed. As the

experiments of Coiinstein and Miciiakms have pointed out, and we

have been able to confirm, this transformation takes place in conse-

quence of the drying of the emulsion in presence of blood and air.

It appears from (4) and (5), that the passage of air througli the

n.ixture of dust-shaped lipanine-.sr/'i<H/-cmulsion and blood, causes

no transformation of fat, which is confirmed by the result of ((1).

Tii'o repetitions of the e.rpcr/'nunit.

Ox-blood was now again taken ; duration of the passage of air

2S and IS hours. Room-temperature.

(1) 75 pp. dust-shaped li])aniuc-ascites-emulsiori -{- 25 ce. ox-blood. Passage

of a current ot air througli the mixture for 18 hours. After that dried with sand

and extraetp<l witii ether. Ether-extract in the two experiments 0.215 Gr. and 0.1 141 ir.

(2) 75 PC. of the dust-shaped li|)anine-ascites-enmlsion are mixed with 25 cc.

ox-blood, after air has been conducted through the former mixture for 18 hour';

after mixture the whole mass is treated instantaneously, consequently -it the same

time witli (1), for the determination of fat. This experiment is therefore similar

to (1); with the exception that no air is ponduptpd through. Ether extract 0.49S

and 0.288 Gr.

(8) 75 cp. of the dust-shaped lipaniup-ascites-emulsiou give from 0.502 and

0.315 Gr.

(4) 7o cc. of the dust-shaped lipanine-serum-emulsion are mixed with 25 pc.

oxen-blood. Passage of air for IS hours. Drying with sand, extraetion by means

of ether, free of water. Ether-extract (i.4Ul and 0.;!12 Gr.

(5) Same experiment (4), but without passage of air. Ether-extract 0.391 and

0.321 Gr.

(G) Passage of air thnuigli 75 pp. of the dnst-shajied lipaiiiue-ascirps-eniulsiou.

Ether-extract ().5()7 Gr.
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On comparing (1) and (2) it appears again, tliat by passing air

through tlie mixtun^ of blood and dust-shaped lipanine-nscitos-

emulsion, disappearance of fat takes place.

On comparing (2) and (3) it appears that by non-conduction ot

air, some fat is transformed as well. This transformation occurs

whilst the drying is going on, as long as the temperature still

remains below the transformation-temperature of the ferment.

(4) and {'i) show, that conduction of air through the mixture of

blood and dust-shaped lipaninc-sen/H?-eniulsion, causes no transfor-

mation of fat, which is confirmed by the results drawn from (6).

Finally the comparison of (G) and (3) proves, that without the

aid of blood, the passing through of air is not efficient to make the

fat disappear. Considering the results of the different experiments,

there is no doubt, that in tiio examined ascites-liquid a substance

exists which appears able to transform fat, and which, with the aid

of bloodcorpuscles and with access of oxygen, performs the change.

CoHNSTKlN and MiciTAi';Lls are of opinion that this substance,

with which they obtained such a trnnsfoimation of the chyle-fat, is

contained in the blood which was used by them.

Closely considering their experiments it strikes us that they liave

no right to maintain this conclusion. For when they observe that

after mixing blood with chyle, fat disappears from the latter, it is

notwithstanding possible, that the ferment is not present in the

blood, but in the chyle. It must seem strange that the authors have

not considered this possibility, because no fat disappeared from

the mixtures of di/II: and blood and from co(Z//t'er-p*7-emulsions with

blood. The authoi's have tried to explain this latter fact by taking

for granted, that the fat would be present in the chyle in a more

finely divided condition. Meanwhile this explanation does not seem

satisfactory to the investigators themselves, and it cannot be correct,

for as was mentioned above, fat also appears in milk in dust-shape.

The fat of tlie so-called underinilk (the undermost of the two layers

in which the milk is separated when contrifugalized), consists ex-

clusively of dust- particles; it amounts to about
'/\jo

of the total

(piantity of fat.

Also from euuilsions of codliver-oil with Na^ CO;;, a portion can

always, by ccntrifugalizing, be separated as emulsion in dust shape.

It would perhaps be possible — also in connection with what we
found in our ascites-liquid — to find the explanation oi' their

negative njsult with milk and codliver-oil, in the fact, that neither

in milk and codliver-oil, nor in liluod a lipidytic ferment was present,
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but tliat il was [iicscnt in the cliylo; liciiec tlie transformation of

fat in a niixturo of blood and chyle.

To my rof^ret I was obliii:ed to cut sli(Mt my investigation on

this subject. Although 1 am fullv aware that these results are in-

complete in many ways, it seemed expedient lo me to publish them

at present, as for some time I shall not have the opjxirtunity to

pursue this subject, and I wished to stir u[) olher in<juirers to the

use of ascites-lifjuid iny the study of the lij)olytic ferment. The

mucoid ascitos-liquid can be had in such abundance (repeatedly more

than 8 Liter of liquid were removed from the abdominal cavity

of the patient), that it will afford a better and more extensive oppor-

tunity f(n' the study of the nature and the effects of the lipolytic

ferment, than most other animal ferments.

The above mentioned researches have givei the following results

:

1. It is possible to make from lipanine (acid olive oil) a j)erfect

dust-shaped emulsion. This has not only been successfully performed

with the aid of the examined mucoid ascites-liquid, but also with

ordinary horse-blood-serum.

2. This fact seems to indicate, that diiriiii;- life, the transition

into dust-shape of the small fat globules, which still exist in the

adenoid tissue of the villi, is caused by the continuous motion of

the lymph of the villi.

3. The opalescent, noii-fatcoiitainiiiii', mucoid ascites-liquid exa-

mined bv us, contains a lipnlytic fcrmout, which possesses the power

to transform dust-shaped lat. For this ti-ansformation the ]ircseiice

of blo;)dcorpus(d(>s and also access of air is necessary.

4. The contention of ConKSTEix and Michaelis , that the

lipolvtic ferment discovered by them, originates from the blood, has

not been proved. Their and my experiments rather show, that tin;

ferment is a constituent of the chvle.
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Physics. — Conimunieation N". 54 from tho riiysiciil Tjuboratoiy

at Leiden bv Prof. II. Kajierlingii Onkes: ''Methods and

Apparatus used in titc Cnjocjenic Laboratonj II: Mercury

piini[i for compressing pure and costly gases under li'njli

liressiire",

(Iveiid .hiiuiiiry 27, li)00.)

§ 1. At the meeting- of .lanuaiy 25, 1896 I rend the description

of a compressor wiiicli has been repeatedly used for researches in

the Physical Laboiatory. As the reproduction of the drawings be-

longing to this description was very expensive I had to delay their

publication. To the description of the cryogenic laboratoi-y by Prof.

Ma.thias') a diagram was added wliich could serve as a preliminary

illustration to § 3 of Comm. 14 (Dec. '94). Of late only T had the

opportunity to prepare tlie complete set of drawings for zincogra-

phical reproduction. These enable mo to now describe more fully the

way in which I have availed myself of Cailletet's happy idea of

a mercury pump in oiiler to oI)tain a compressor of great use in

researches with comprcsseil gas.

The compression with mercury has two advantages. If a li(iuid

is brought into the pump cylinder of a compressor, we may
thereby eliminate the clearancespace, if the gas does not dissolve

perceptibly in this fluid under high pressure. For in this case, the

gas which is formed during exhaustion from the residual liquid in the

pump-cylinder will partly fill the latter and its disturbing intiuencc

will be greater or less, as the ditference between the exhaustion

and forcing pressures is greater or less. Therefore with most liquids

only small differences of pressure between the sucking and com-

pression sides will be i>ermi.ssible, and if a higher degree of pressure

is required we shall have to apply compressions in successive pump-

cylinders as in the Brotekhoou compressor (Comp. Comm. N". 51 (58).

If however mercury is used, there is no objection to raising the

gas at once from its normal or even its exhausted condition to

more than 100 atmospheres, if desired ^).

1) E. MaTUIAS, Le liiliDniloiie cryonriio ile Lcyilc. liev. Gen. dc Soieiices, lS9i;,

IJiig. 381.

") The suildcTi (•(iniprpssion cniises a ^iTiit gciicnitiou of heid (us in (lie cuse ot"

tiie lire ])iiiiii)) iiotwitiistaMiliiiL;' tiie considerable coidiiis; by tlie walls and the mercury.

A nnxtUH' wliieh is iMsily esploded should not lie compressed by the pump, as

it miLjht be ignited by the lieatini;'. Tliis occurred once, wlien luethaue and oxvi^'eu

be(tame mi\ed by accident. Tlie manometer was smaslicd and Ihinj;' away, a Hash of

lire burst from one of the outlets, and on openinj;' the pump, several parts were found

to be burned. The explosion fortunately occurred without an>' personal accident.
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111 tlie scL'uiiil place the yas ciicluriud betwoou pure iiiercmv ami

sttHil cannot become contaminateil by volatile subslaiiocs which it

inii^ht otherwise absorb from the lii|ui(l in the piiiiip-cvlinder or from

the lubricant used for tliis cylinder.

Thoso advantages are of especial importance if we must compress

ni(id<'ratel\ large quantities of pun; or cosily gases, and for this pur-

pose an apparatus of the same dimensions as that of Cailletet is

indispensable in a laburatoiy-

That the compressor (to be desciibed below) answers its purpose

in all respects, may be proved by the fact that it has been fre(juently

used during the last eight years, without having undergone the

slightest change, or giving the h'ast trouble. The improvements

made upon the original Caillktet [)ump in former years (especially

in 'yS) were rendered necessary by repeated disappointments, which

so often disagreeably interrupted the progress of my work that I

almost despaired of ev^r obtaining a mercury pump easily handled

and perfectly trustworthy.

In considering the a])paratus we must bear in mind that it has

grown by gradual improvement from the CAlLLKTET-pump, and

also that traces of less successful modifications have remained. It

would be possible to design now a priori a compressor that from

the point of view of mechanical design would be of better shape

and construction owing to the greater harmony of its dimensions.

I hope that a mechanical engineer will feel himself drawn to the

solution of this problem, f was satisfie<l in having an apparatus

which worked well from a physicist's point of view, and, in the same

manner and after this design every other C'AlLLETET-pump can be

successfully modified.

§ 2. Fig. 1 ri. I. shows Cailletet's original compressor so that

we may compare the two compressors together. Fig. 1 is a section,

fio-s. 2 and 3 show the manner in which the gas to be compressed

is admitted through the sucking-cock A into the pump-cylinder.

ri. Ill is a diagramatic representation of the new compressor

with the accessories belonging to it. The purpose of this plate is

to explain the wa\' in which the ditferent parts work. These are

for the greater part drawn on the s:ime scale in a simplified but

yet recognizable manner, while the connections are entirely diagra-

matical. The real form oi these parts, so far as they are not suf-

ficiently represented in this plate, may be seen on Pis. IV, V and

Yl figs. 1 and 2, while tigs. 1, 3 and 2 of PI. II show the actual

arrangement of the diiferent parts of the foremost and the liiud-
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most halves in front olcvation, and of tlic wliuki in side elevation ').

We now come to a more eomplete explanation of the desirability

of the most important changes"). A survey of these has been given

in ^ 3 Comm. No. 14 (Dee. '94>, to whicli a reference should be

made in the first place.

31 I It was necessary to arrange that air can not get into the

pump tube through the packing (comp. S, PI. I fig. 1).

31 2. The piston can not be damaged through insufHcient lubri-

cation and hence cause the pacd^iiig to fail to give adequate closure.

31 3. The mercury can not be soiled by the lubricant.

When the latter occurs the scum which gathers near the forcing-

valve, keeps back the high pressure a'as below this and enables

mereurv and then gas to leak back from the reservoir under hiuh

pressure. Therefore it is of the greatest importance that the mercury

remains quite clean. My principal desire in most of the changes

was to enable me to accomplish this.

It was possible to attain all these re(juirements by transfei'iiug

the plunger, which by moving upwards in Cailletet's compressor

causes the compression of the gas (comp. at fig. 1,P1. 1) to a separate

compression tube C ]'l. III. From this through a wide connectino-

tube c/, as shown in the diagram, it moves the mercury in the pump-
cylinder e up and down. The lubricant used was glycerine, which

gives a sufficient lubrication and yet as is the case with vaseline

and more especially oils, does uot unite with n)ercury by agitation

to a butterliko substance (see especially 31 ''>).

Contact of the mercui'y with the packing is wholly avoided bv

introducing a layer of glycerine above the mercury, which can be

done now that the packing is above and not under the mercury.

The stufHng box b is entirely immersed in glycerine, so that the

pump can only suck in glycerine, if the packing does not lit

tightly ; should however air enter it might cause the pump to stop

working but could not mix with the experimental gas. This could

only take place if the mercury and the glycerine were entirely forced

') The reseniljliiiice of tlie forms imikes it easy to find our way on the draiviiins,

moreover the letters liave been cliosen so that the letter itself indicates a distinct

part of the ajiparatns, the annexed numeral a certain detail of that part, and follow iiu'-

numerals details of that delail.

-) Some of the newly added pieces were constructed witli much care Ijy Mr.

.1. W. GlU'AY (f(Miuerly Kjip & SoNs) ; to Messrs. Kouw and t^uitVKKS, mechanics

at the laboratory I owe my Ix'st tlianV^ lor the extrenu' care with which tlicy have

assisted me iu these alterations.
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(ivcr to IIk; Mickin^-sidc but iig'aiiist tliis ilic ncccssarv prccnutions

liavc been taken.

9>. 1. II' ilii' packiii;^' of tlio plunger is to produce no diffieulties

it is necessary that it should t^ive a good closure with little frict-

ion, for wliicli reason T have replaced Caii.lkTEt's ])acking by a

collar packing.

SS. 2. It is also necessary that tlii' phinger should remain per-

fectly smooth (comp. 51. 2), wliieh can only be obtained in the long

run when a ])erfectly rectilinear motion independent of the packing-

is secured. This is facilitated by the use of guides and rods and

by modifying the beam accordingly.

33. f). The moving of the mercury should be slow only, (from 20 to GO

up and down movements per minute); to obtain this and also to allow

the pump to be regularly worked by hand, the crank is connected to the;

shaft which makes 60 revolutions per minutes (with an electromotor

up to 00) by means of chain gearing.

(i. During compression, the pump-eylinder must alsvays be enti-

rely filled with mercury, so that the high pressure gas remaining

behind in the clearance space, shall not make exhaustion impossible

when the i:;ercury recedes.

Each time that the niercuiy presses the gas through the forcing

valve into the reservoir of compressed gas, the gas takes some

mercury with it. In Cailletet's pump to make up for this loss,

some mercury is admitted into the sucking chamber from the reser-

voir above )' (PI. 1 fig. 2). But after some time there is an uncer-

tainty about the quantity of mercury in the high-pressure reservoir

of the pump, more especially in consequence of the leakage of

mercuiy from the apparatus, which is unavoidable with the con-

struction of this pump.

If too much mercury is admitted into this reservoii', it would

overflow into the apparatus in which the compressed gas is forced.

In the newly constructed pump the quantity of mercury to be

used is measured precisely once for all and is not liable to diminish.

^Moreover a capillary connection has been contrived between the

reservoir of compressed gas and the pump-cylinder, through which a

quantity of mercuiy which can be exactly regulated, can flow back

from the former into the pump body, so that during every com-

pression there is a small excess of mercury in the latter.

£*. 1. A perfectly rectilinear up and down motion is desirable in

order to ensure a satisfactory fit of the forcing valve, which separates

the pump reservoir from the pump cylinder.

I>. 2. In finishing the upper end of the pump chamber we must
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bear in iiiiiul tliat eompresserl gas must not remain behind In

scratches, holes or other irreguhirities of the walls, as this could

have the same influence as any air bubbles which might be kept

back by dirt gathered near the pressing valve, if we had not taken

the necessary precautions to prevent this as described in 31. 3. For

it is not unusual for all the gas from the pump cylinder to be

compressed to less than 1 c.c. when forced through the pressing-

valve. In addition all the parts must remain free from rust, and

hence only perfectly dry gas can be admitted into the pump. By
means of the precautions taken (comp. also ^5 i and 31 1) it is

possible to obtain a vacuum, which in the pump cylinder is a

primary necessity if the exhaust is to be satisfactory.

®. 3. Into this vacuum again the gas must be so admitted

during the exhaust, that no air can possibly enter, that the mercury

cannot be contaminated, and that the inflow of the gas is not

hindered, while even under tlie highest pressure nothing must leak

back from the pump-cylinder towards the exhaust-side.

In Cailletet's original pump this is attained by a cock, which

is opened and shut at the right moments by means of levers moved

by blocks (comp. PL I) fastened to a disk on the shaft of the pump.

Such a cock cannot work without being lubricated and a little of

the lubricant might come on to the surface of the mercury, and

the pump could then no longer be used (comp. 31 3). We cannot

be certain that the cock will remain properly lubricated after some

time, and in lubricating air might come in which could contaminatie

the gas. Besides it is difficult to keep the cock channel free from

the lubricant and therefore large enough.

And yet Cailletet had good reason for using this cock. For an

ordinary valve will generally give either an insufficient closure with

the various pressures, at which a good closure is required, or it

will stick at the highest pressure, so that it does not admit gas

into the pump-cylinder during the next exhaust.

In order therefore to replace that cock by a valve, which would

avoid this lubrication, we had to contrive (as remarked in Comm.
W. 14) a special construction which would satisfy the above men-

tioned requirements without being liable to the difficulties offered

by ordinary valves. The valve described in § 3 enables us at

least as far as it is concerned, to work with the pump uninterrupt-

edly, for as long as is required. It is only rarely that the

exhaustion fails, and then it suffices to let the pump rest a few

moments in the exhaust position in order that the valve may again

become loosened.

32
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€". 1. AV(! Muist always expect tl»e possibility of tlic mercury

returning, or what soniotimes could be worse, of the already com-

pressed gas returning into the apparatus, from which it is taken,

in consequence of leakage along forcing and suction valves, espe-

cially when tlie working nf the ]iump is interrupted for some time

for one reason or other. This returning of the mercury might cans'!

great disturbances and even accidents. In Cailf.etet's original

pump a feeding valve (ft PI. I fig. 1) has sometimes been used but

afterwards this has been again removed. Wiien this small ebonite

valve came into use, and was closed by a pressure of for instance 100

atmospheres, it thereby stuck and the pump was stopped working.

It could not then be started again without very complicated opera-

tions, if we did not wish to lose gas or to have it contaminated

with air. Moreover this valve was an obslruction to the easy entrance

of the gas into the cylinder.

In the newly constructed compressor a safety-feeding-valve (coinp.

.'/lo PI. Ill) has been constructed which in ordinary circumstances

lies loosely under it? support but is raised and pressed against this

by the mercury, as soon as this forces its way towai'ds the exhaust

side, while the valve can be loosened from the support from the

outside, after having been pressed against it by high pressure, with-

out opening the pump.

£ 2. At the same time we can avail ourselves of this valve

for closing the pump at the exhaust-side, and this is always done as

soon as we stop the working of the pump.

"When started again after an interruption or stoppage with the

valve closed, the pump begins to exhaust the sucking-chamber as

far as the valve, ami then by opening thi? wc can again make the

connection with the exhaust-tube.

(£. 3. As with the least contamination of the mercury (and

especially when small splinters of iron or other particles of hard

material are in the pump) the valves cease to be perfectly closed,

part of tlie mercury m;iy flow over to the exhaust-side. In order

to prevent tliis from getting into the apparatus, from which the

gas is taken, an antechamber g^ (PI. Ill) is made, which if neces-

sary can contain the whole quantity of mercury which is above

the exhaust-valve in the pump cylinder.

5. The compressed gas must be entirely freed from mercury.

The spreading of the gas jet in the dome shaped reservoir, in which

(in ('AILLETKt's |)ump) it is compressed before it is admitted into

the outflow pipe is partly useful to this end.
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5. 1. It appeared however an advantage to add a spray catcher

and separating plate.

5. 2. Further separation is promoted by passage through a small

cylinder I'u iPl. HI) in which the current of gas is once more
forced to change its direction, while

5 3. the last traces of mercury are removed by a mercury-filter

A-3 (PI. Ill) in which the mercury is brought into contact with
copper and gold-leaf.

©. In order to be warned when the mercury passes over into

either the chamber [/a or into tlie overflowvessel k.^, and to observe

the position of the mercuiy in the compression tube C", insulated

contacts are taken through the steel walls, of which those in f/,, and
X-y are permanently connected with an electric bell, while that in C
only makes contact through a control switch.

p. The above indicates what is necessary for sucking in the

pure gas at the exhaust-side and for forcing it out at the pressure-

side under high pressure and free from mercury.

In order to be able to work regularly with the pump we must
still contrive some additional apparatus. Among these are:

•'p. 1. A number of cocks, several of which are united together

on a cock-board, which also gives

•0. 2. an opportunity for measuring not only the tension in the

reservoir of the pump (as in Cailletet's pump), but also that in

the apparatus in which the gas is being compressed.

•C'. 3. A safety-valve, which bursts whenever the pressure be-

comes high enough to endanger one of the pieces of apparatus which

are under pressure and joined on to the pump.

•f). 4. a siifety-tube on the exhaust-side, for protecting the appa-

ratus to be connected with it,

•0. 5. a connection with the air-[)uinp so that the compressor and

all the accessoi'ies can be exhausted before pure gas is admitted

into them.

The operations which arc made with the pump, may be arranged

under three different heads, which we can find for ourselves from

the diagram if we connect I, II and III with the exhaust-tube of

the pump. But before treating of these tiirce operations we will

first describe the pump itself more in detail.

§ 3. a. Packut(j of the compression-tube (see PL IV). The
piston-rod or plunger vl'.. moves in a lignum vitae coating ^3 fitting

in a cavity turned in the compression-tube C"q. Before working the

32*
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wood it is thoroughly soaked in glycerine ^). On this coating rests

a leatiicr colhir ij,, which hai^ been made by pressing it, when

moist, into a mould made specially for it. When the pressure

below the leather collar increases, the inner part of this is pressed

against the steel rod, and hence the higher the pressure the bettor

the closure. If however the plunger moves upwards and the vacuum

occurs in the compression-tube, which vacuum with closed suction-

valve can amount to 10 cm. of mercury (comp. PI. Ill), the closure

would be prevented owing to the pressure from without; therefore

the leather ring must be pressed artificially against the piston-rod

(comp. § 2 21 1). For tin's purpose we have placed in the leather

collar an india-rubber ring l>,„
, which presses the collar against the

plunger, when the packing-ring is tightened.

The packing-compressor /'oi with the lining boo is pressed down

by the nut hi , screwed on to the forcing-cylinder. In this nut also

a wooden lining /'31 is screwed, through which the plunger runs.

In order to keep the packing entirely under the glycerine (comp.

§ 2 21 1) a small cup ^13 is placed on the nut 6, which is entirely

filled with glycerine and which communicates by two tubes h]^ and

and bn and grooves 633 in the nut with the space between the nut

and the cylinder by^ and also with the space between the packing-

compressor and the plunger. The air in this space can escape

through the longer tube while the space is being filled by the

glycerine through the other tube.

The screw-threads ^m between the cylinder-wall Cj and the nut ij

are filled with wax in order to prevent the glycerine from leaking

away along them.

If 'the apparatus is out of use for some time, the glj'cerine is

removed to prevent it from attracting water and hence causing rust,

while the^wooden linings are kept in glycerine.

In screwing off the nut the glycerine which flows out is caught

in the cup T^u, fitting on the support Fjq. The glycerine is removed

from the compression cylinder by means of a pipette and blotting

paper. The mercury (7 KG.) is left in the pump.

For the preparation of the apparatus exactly measured quantities

of glycerine are poured into the forcing cylinder (70 c.c.) and into

the cup bi2-

To introduce the glycerine into the closed pump the packing is

1) It is first immersed in glycerine mid turned nearly to its proper dimensions, it

is again soaked for some time in glj'cerine and tlien turned to its correct size.

Bcserve pieces are kept in stock.
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loosoned undor deeroiised pi'ossiiro, wliilc to removo tlie olvoeriiifv

one of the contacts is loosened a little under pressure. It' the exact

quantity of glycerine is present, and if durino- the exhaust the switch

belonging to the contact C\ is pressed down (§ 2 ©), the bell is

not heard, if the same is done with the switch belonging to C", the

bell must always be heard, but with the switch belonging to C\ the

bell is only heard for a moment. PI. V fig. 2 shows a high-pressure-

proof contact with platinum-point.

ft. Up and down motion of the idunger. The plunger A'o together

with the cross-arm ^'2 (comp. also PI. II fig. 3) and the rod A
which is directed upwards are forged of one piece of steel. The
rod moves through a guide block Foq (comp. § 2 ^. 2) which con-

sists of two parts Fjj and V^^ screwed upon each other and is

connected to the frame T",, through the arm Fjf.,.

The lubricating oil which flows from the guide-block is caught

in the cup A\ which fits loosely on the cross-piece, and so cannot

soil the glycerine (comp. § 2 31. 3).

The side arms of the cross piece A'^ are moved up and down by

drawing rods "S^j. These are coupled to a ring 'S'3 sliding round the

smooth cylinder C'q (comp. §2 93. 2); the levers "Sj in moving up

and down can turn on the bolts S.^^ with which they are fastened

to the ring S^.

The beam consists of two symmetrical curved levers being wider

towards the side of the compression-tube, and enclosing it (comp.

Fig. 3 PI. II and PI. IV to the left, upper view of the ring),

while the two parts where they are coupled to the connecting rod or

with the hinge -S^, fit immediately against the smooth sides of the

rods Sii.

The piece -^3, consisting of the halves S31 and -Sj, screwed against

each other (comp. upper view PL IV) leaves room when moving up

and down for the contact-screws C\ C\ C'^. For greater security it

is covered with a small plate ^gg in which is a small lubrication-

hole leading to the lubrication-canals S^^ and S^.2-

y. Transferrinjj of the motion, (/earing/. In this connection

fig. 1, 2 and 3, of PI. II must be consulted, on which no letters

are placed for the sake of clearness.

The connecting rod t, PI. IV is moved by the crank U^x U^^ V^^

on which is a ratchet wheel with ratchet and ratchetsupport to render

a backward movement impossible.

This improvement is cspoeially useful when the pressure-valve
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leaks, l>iit also wlion wo stop tlio pump and put tlic plunger in

the lowest position in order to reduce the possibility of leakage as

mneh as possible.

The flj'-wheel is connected on one side of the crank with, a |)in,

on the other side a toothed wheel is fastened which receives tl;e

motion by a chain from a second toothed wheel on the shaft proper.

This shaft luns in a supporting piece fixed tightly by means of

strong screws to th(! frame and strengthened liy a separate oblique

stay.

The wheel is di'awn in the figures of PI. II on the shaft over

which the leatiiei belt runs to an additional shaft worked by a

steam engine. In the Leiden laboratory this latter shaft is on the

wall opposite the pani]i. Instead of the steam engine we can also

employ an electromotor of 1 II. P. (T.") K.G.M. per sec.) by incms

of a large and lightly built wlieel of 1 meter diameter and the same

additional shaft. Finally there is an arrangement for placing a

handle on the shaft of the pump, so that one oi- two men can turn

this at the proper speed (§2 5) 3).

d. Compypssion fiihe and the comvuniicatlon of the meycuri/ of

fJie cowpressioH tube and the pump cylinder. The thick-walled for-

cing cylinder C'q rests with its base C",;^ on the frame 1', screwed

on to it tightly with four bolts CV. the exact position being determined

by four pins CV,.

A direct connection with the ])uinpcyliuder was made impossible

owing to the frame and the eiank.

Therefore, a little above the bottom of the cylinder a bored tap

with screw-thread C'^ is forged on, on which the thick-walled bent

connection-tube (tod^ (see PI. Ill, YI fig. 1 and PI. II) is fastened

by the nut </]. The T-pi(-ce do^ forms a junction between the elbow

(/q and the double bent tube '/,, which is fastened with the nut (t^

on the pump proper Coo (^^- ^) '^li^ being itself provided with a

screw-thread.

The nut rl^ rests on the tube by means of a collar ^03 forged on

to (/(,Q and a closure is obtained by the washer d-^. The fastening

of the nut (^4 was a little more complicated. On the tube </jo is

screwed a ring (/31 above which is placed an india-rubber ring d^

and a plate f/33, which can be pushed over the screw-thread of (Z3f),

this being slightly rounded off towards the upper end by the addition

of a rounded ring (/;>i. The india-rubber ring is thus completely en-

closed and in tightening the nut d^ this india-rubber gives a

pel feet closure.
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The T-piecc (L^^ (PI. VI fig. 1) is scrcwerl on the two tulies (t„

and (/a, so that the bend of the former becomes of the required

form, the proper thickness is then given to the leather packings

(/71 and (7si the closure being obtained by securing nuts f/31 and (/go.

The passage for the mercury, is interrupted in tlio T-piece by-

two bends r/^yi and
(/^oj,

opening into a space f/.,o3, which space is

closed by a tap provided witli packing cU^ and also with an opening

with its screw rf^^ and accompanying packing.

It is used during the cleaning of the pump to run off mercury,

for which purpose the T-piece is held downsvards; moreover drops

of glycerine if they are carried along by the mercury can gather

in
(?2o3

^'^"l ^^ drawn off through d^^. It is seldom necessary to

dismount the double bent tube. A great convenience of the above

mentioned arrangements is that the mercury can always remain

in the pump and hence the intioduction of dust or splinters is not

to bo feared.

e. The pump body c with its water circulation cy (PI. Ill and V)

is in the main the same as Cailletet's. Here also the head ^4 is

hermetically fitted on the pump body by means of a leather ring

while a layer of mercury renders the closure of this packing perfect i).

The iron bnsin e-^ is arranged to prevent the mercury being spilt '').

^. Connection of pump- cij Under and pressure-reservoir. The steel

capillary i is fixed at both ends in the cocks ij and /., . The latter

is adjusted at the height of the suction-valve. At first the commu-

nication was made for convenience along i/o^, but it is evident that

the leaking of gas into the pump-cylinder, whenever the cock is

not shut in time, may cause great inccmvenience.

The cocks '']
i.i are constructed according to the Leiden model of

high pressure cocks. In order tliat they should work satisfactoi'ily it

is most important that everything should be very accurately prepared

on the lathe, so that the point of the pin ijao, which is hardened,

fits quite centrally into the conical hole i.^x. ¥/hen the pivot is

loosened, the gas must be able to move freely along 8231 , and there-

fore the space left should not be too small. The screw-thread 2032

must not cut the packing when the cock is entirely open, and hence

the pivot 2233 must have the full thickness out of which the screw is

1) The packing; is tighieneJ Ijy means of a key with n very long hanille.

'^) The Hoor in the neighbonrliooil of tlie pump is arranged so that any mercury

spilt can be easily collected.
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cut and fit prpfisoly in tlie small ring A-.-, • A littlo below the washer

case the screw-tlirca<l must ond in a oylindrical boring corresponding

with the part <if' jo-j projecting outside the packing. The packing

itsolf is pressed into a conical space and care must be taken that

liew layos of leather (or coik) arc always added in time, before

the packing-compressor i^,,; is screwed too far down by the nut i's;. On
placing the cock in the apparatus, care must be taken that the

point is directeil towards that side, where the removal of the pack-

ing, which these cocks especially permit, could offer difficulties.

To show that the position of the cock may not be altered the handle

is taken away from the head of the pin.

As usual the capillary ?o is fastened into the overpipes with

screw-threads and marine-glue.

When the cock 4 is open the boring /ni communicates with the

cock /i . In the boring /joi of this cock is a filter consisting of

closely packed platinum-wires ij^j enclosed in a small case with

sieve-shaped bottom /j^j and with a rim and washer /)„<, resting

on the cock itself. The satisfactory working of the filter depends

on the pump being tliorouglily cleaned, an operation wliicli is rarely

necessary with my construction, and which therefore can be done

with the utmost care.

With one of the cocks i we regulate, with the other we shut

entirely, a thing which should not be forgotten if the work is

stopped for a moment. Moreover these two cocks arc required for

removing the capillary from the pump when necessary without inter-

rupting the work. If everything goes well we can see the capillary

moving regularly between two positions (like a Bourdon spring)

under the influence of the alternating pressure.

The boring ('u communicates with the boring i,^^ '" the pump
body. To adjust the cock ij to this so that the packing can be

tightened while the cock remains perfectly stationary (which the

space at our disposal I'cndcrs necessary in view of the capil-

lary connected with it) a cylinder shaped lengthening piece /jo with

flange is forged on /.f,. It is fastened in the boring e^^ by means

of a bored conical joint Avith a thread i\j, which is in two pieces,

held together by pegs.

In the boring f,2 fin ebonite cap cg with packing is fastened, so

that, when as much mercury as possible has run through ?, a

layer remains to assist the closure of cj, in (;„(,

.

T]. Vorcivg-vulve wHh accessories. The steel pressure-valve (PI. V
fig. ]) rests on the support cj which is screwed in the upper-end
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of the borino- in the pnmp-body. This upper-end is providerl with a

very finely finished screw- tlireud in wliieh the thread on the valve

support fits very tightly (comp. § 2 © 2). The lower end of the

boring in this steel support is turned out smooth and trumpet shaped,

so that during compression bubbles of gas cannot remain behind

(comp. § 2 S 2). The support fits on the pump body with tiie help

of the enclosed washers e^o.

The conical part of the valve-pin e-j is ground with the utmost care

on the support e^o, when it is moved it is guided (comp. § 2 2) 1)

by a cyhnder ^o.i sliding up and down in the cylindrical opening co^

,

in which cylinder pieces are cut away along the lines of movement.

The spring cyg and the pin er;^ prevent the lengthening piece ^33

from moving too much upwards.

Moreover a slightly bent asbestos plate e-:^^ may be screwed in

the valve between egj and ^^ , which in some cases secures a better

closure, but this means is not always applied.

The upper part of the spray-catcher e^Q is supported by the

cylinder ^751 screwed on to e^. The superabundant mercury pressed

through the forcing-valve rises in this cylinder. The gas escapes

through the openings cnyi find is directed downwards by the second

cylinder c^q (comp. § 2 5 1).

The plate ^71 prevents the penetration of mercury into the upper

part of the dome (comp. § 2 5. 1). After applying the second jacket

no mercury drops were ever found on the plate. The outlet tubes

65 and eo for the gas from the head are, as in the case of Cailletet's

apparatus, provided at their upper extremities with flat ends in order to

screw them on the washers in the bottom. The cock e^i through

which we can allow the gas to flow out, without using the tubes e-

and cg, is not now used because of the troublesome raercury-niist,

which is produced on opening at high pi'essure.

0. Exhaust-valve. (For the different sections and details of the

valve-box and accessories see PI. V fig. 1.) The steel valve-

box f is fixed against the flat side of the pump body (comp.

PI. Ill), in which the boring coincides with the boring f^ in the

valve-box. They are fastened together by bolts, running through

the holes f^ and screwed in the holes e^^ in the pump body. Be-

tween the flat sides of the exhaust valve-box and of the pump- body
india-rubber sheeting (45 mg. per cnr.) is laid over the grooves

/"jx

which are useful in making a good closure. The support of the

suction-valve /g is screwed in the piece /", while the closure takes

jdace at the packing f^. Tiic valve support is provided with nu-
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morons fino holes /,;. The vnlve pin /"j whicli is earcfnllj- ground

on tlio valvo-siippoit, is s'uitloil in it liy means of tlie cylindrical

rod
/'jo

wliilc (lie coiiical pait /'-j closes the openings in the

valvc-snpport. The valve-pin is constantly presseil against the valve-

supporl liy the small spring /^-^ and the small pin /""jg. The valve-

support can b(! screwed out by moans of the doubly interrupted

ring /iji,
which is turiuMl out of it. An india-rubber plate /"jj is fas-

tened on the valv('[iin by means of tiie screw f:,i\ a four-armed

steel spring /r,,. presses the edges of the india-rubber plate lightly

against the valve support. It requires then some excess of

pressure on the forcing-side to press the steel valve tightly on

to the valvu support. Should this happen at high pressure the

india-rubber sheet rests simply on a flat surface formed by the upper

part of the valve-cone and the upper-side of the valve-support. The

screw stopper or valvebox-iid fr, with the packing f^ allow us to

test wiielher the valve works well and to remove the valve-support

with its valve from tlie valve-box.

t. 8ajdy feeding- valve. The valve-box and the exhaust -box /"g, adja-

cent to it are formed of one piece of forged steel ; the boring /r, forms

the communication between the exhausted space f\ and /u, the

space left between the ring
f.^x

and the valve-box-wall, and the

suction-chamber
/',,i

in which the gas entf^rs from the sucking-tube

<7]o, if the valve (j^ is not closed (comp. § 2 £ 2).

A small cylinder g.^-i
provided with two notches is connected to

this valve by a I'o 1 r/;;,i and peg ^-.jo,
on which rod is cut a screw-

thread with which it can be sci'ewed up and down through the

packing g^i 1'}' ^ thread in the screwhead g-^^. This screwhead is

provided on its innersidc with a thread. If the small peg (/gig is

held, then the small rod must, by the rotating motion of r/32, slide

up and down without turning as is necessary in order to loosen it

(comp. § 2 (£ 1). The screwlniad is turned by means of the disc

i/3-21
of gz-2-

The lowerside of the tube g^o against which the safety-valve

presses is rounded towards the inner side (comp. (/jqi) to ensure a

better closure of the valve. The coating g.^ of india-rubber mixed

with much zinc white is tightly forced into the conical cup

jTo,) 1) and requires only little pressure to assure the closure. As a

rule the valve lies on three ridges r/jj, made on a supporting ring

M AdiUtioiiil valves lire turned on llie l;itlie to the correct size iuul kept in stock*
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r/4c; (which oiicloses also the packing of c/^), so that the gas can

always stream freely from ffi^ to /jn, for which purpose also grooves

have been cut in the tube oi- Tlie stem
//.,i]

is usually also screwed

back a few turns ami the valve may still, without being hindered

by the peg, be raised so far by the mercury rising suddenly that it

closes the opening r/jp,.

It will be remarked that the connection between the several parts

of [/ and f is a little more complicated than is required; this will

also appear to be the case for <j itself, which is explained by the

remark at the end of § 1 ; the detailed drawing may be useful for

those who wish to change a CAiLLETET-pump into a compressor of

the L?iden pattern.

The nut ^i (PI. VI fig. 2) presses _(7,„ closely against ff-^^. In

the same way as Cailletet we use the pointed screw ^j^. to let

mercury flow out into the tube grj^ from the mercury reservoir ;/:,;

through the hole ^r^s and the opening r/^^, from there it is received

in the exhaust-chainber and from there agaiu in the pump cylinder,

provided these spaces are under no pressure. This screw-cock is

only opened at the commencement or in the case of leakage. Gene-

rally the pump sucks gas tlirough (i-^^, ^'om the cavity ff-^^ ''^nd the

chamber (Jq (see PI. III).

The latter (comp. § 2 €. 3) is made from a gun barrel, provided

with the necessary steel mountings (see PI. VI fig. 2). The
gas is admitted into it by the tube g^i. On the joint ^yj coauected

with it, several conducting tubes (I, II, and III) with nuts and

packing can be screwed.

At the lower end this chamber js provided with a cock r/,,- to

let out any mercury that might have run over. The upward
bent tube <7j,, which can be screwed off, must give a tight joint

by a mercury layer. Even if a small qiiantity of mercury beoins

to overflow into the tube by insufficient closure of the valves the

contact (/g3 gives warning immediately (comp. § 2 6), while the

contact
_^ug,i.

indicates that more mercury has run over than was

contained in the pump cylinder above the suction-valve (see Pi.

Ill), ami hence that something is wrong with the compression-

tube fV
y. The inoisference of ilic coinj)res.s('d ijas. The ci)n'ipressed gas can

escape (see PI. Ill) from the reservoir through the conducting tubes

k and I. If this is done slowly, very little mercury usually will be

carried along. Therefore the cocks are always opened vcy '.arefully

and except in urgent cases the gas is let out as slowly as it is

admitted by the rcgul.ir working of the pump.
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'Hie fiuiigc /.-,, (sec ri. HI a:i(l PI. Y firr. 3) is fastened to

the bent tube /^ of tlie main conduit by inaiine-giue, it is closed

by means of the packing ^-,0, which is screwed on to the overflow

vessel /i-.,. by means of the nut /j;,. The contact /i|g which inraedia-

tely gives warning when mercury passes over into this vessel, is

constructed like C'-^ (see PI. Y fig. 2j. The joint /t,.- on which the

outlet tube k^^ fits with a nut and |)acking, is forged on to the side

of the steel vessel ky^ which is fastened to the frame (see PI. II

fig. 2 en 1).

The steel high-pressure point-cock Igi (sf« PI- HI) which closes

the forcing side of tlie pump is constructed in the manner explained

in detail for z'l and /<;, like /j it is fastened to the frame. The bent

tube /oQ which is more especially intended to enable the pressure in

the head to be read on the manometer is provided with a (smaller)

overflow vessel Zj ; its bottom can be screwed off, but as we need

hardly fear any mercury on this side, no connections to an electric

bell were made. From this vessel (not shown on PI. 11 as it is not

fastened to the pump itselfj the pressure is brought to the bronze

high-pressure point-cock /o on the cock-board and can be transferred

to the manometer A'ju along /-.

The steel filter-box ^3 PI. Ill, whither the gas passes from the

oveifiow-vessel, consists (PI. Y fig. 4) of a hollow cylinder ^-3^, on

the joints of which the overpipcs of tiie inlets and outlets h^-^ can

be connected by nuts. The overpipcs are bored trumpetshape on

the side turned towards the filter box. This contains, enclosed by

rirgs and perforated supporting plates /t-gj, thicker brass-wires packed

closely together /-gii, secondly thinner brass-wires in ^3^;, and finally

between two plates with fine sieve-holes, gold-leaf /cj,, is placed in

order to remove the last traces of the mercury (comp. § 2 7^. 3).

This filter-box is fastened to the frame of the pump (see PI. IT,

fig. 2 and 1). The cocks, tubes or apparatus in which the gas is

admitted after having traversed this filter need not be made exclus-

ively of steel or other material, unattacked by mercuiy, nor need

all soldering work be avoided, as was the case with the preceding.

But then they must be placed at such a distance from the pump
itself, that no contact with mercury is to be feared, which would

be the case if they were in the immediate neighbourhood. The tubes

connecting the pump to the cock-board, for instance, are made of

iron or steel. ^).

1) riie bell wires are either made of iroil coated bv india-fubber oi' afe protected

by irou tubes,
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X. The safety -cap {hi PI. Ill) cousists of a small chamber l\^^

OQ the rim of which a carefully rolled thin plate of hard brass is

screwed by means of a nnt ^43 and a washer. Thickness and mani-

pulation are so arranged that explosion will occur at a given

pressure, while leakage which easily occurs with the usual safety-

valves is excluded.

ft. The cockboard. The tube l--^ (PI. Ill) conducts the compressed

gas to the main tube "g of the cock-board, carrying the arras
?/ij,

flji and n3i, so that the gas can be drawn off by four ways.

Generally the cock "u admits the gas into the apparatus in which

it is to be kept or used for researches, while a reservoir p is con-

nected to the tube "14. which reservoir in many cases serves to

maintain the pressure, when the apparatus is fastened on to the

cock "13.

The cock /i^j serves to conduct the compressed gas to another

apparatus or to be sampled for analysis.

The cock «22 allows the tension of the compressed gas to be

measured on the manometer. With cocks /^oi and l^ closed we can

also measure on the manometer the tension of the apparatus connected

to ?(i4 or «i3, and also with cock ^aj closed and cock ^3 opened the

tension of the gas in the dome of the pump. As an example: we

may wish to test if the pump is working regularly (especially with

the operations II and III).

By means of the cock W33 the pump with accessories is connected

with the sucking-appaf-atus (comp. § 4 J') consisting, among other

things of a tube leading to an airpump and to an open bottle with

a safety-tube immersed in mercury. Moreover "30 is used to permit

gas brought under pressure, to flow back to the exhaust-side of the

pump (e.g. a gas-holder) (comp. § 4 y).

§ 4. The accessories described above may be considered as im-

mediately belonging to the pump, now we have still to consider

what is further required for the operations mentioned in § 2 and

indicated on PI. Ill by I, II, III.

I. To suck gas from a space under ordinary

or less than atmospheric pressure.

An instance of this is the frequently occuring sucking from a

gas-holder. To this end the sucking-tube ^'71 of the pump is con-

nected to the

:
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1'. Exhaust aiiiiaratas for ordinarij pressure. (Comp. I I'l llf.)

This consists entirely of glass pieces of apparatus, to wliich the

iron sucking-tube is connected by means of india-rubber. The gas

from the gasholder is filtered through cotton wool and drawn through

the tube 0^^ PL III ; if the cock 0--, is in the position sliown here,

the o-as flows immediately to the pump along Oo,, and through the

glasswool, phosphoric anhydride and fused sodiumhydrate in the

tube 0.,i. If wo turn the cock 0- through 180° into its usual position,

the gas passes through the washbottlos O3, usually filled witli pure

sulphuric acid (comp. § 2 2^. 2). In both cases the wide safety-tube

On is connected, in which the mercury rises to barometric height during

evacuation. The double wash bottles are made so ') that they work

in the same way with either direction of the gas-current. The

bubbling of the gas through the buli»liuric acid, which must remain

perfectly clear, allows us, like the lising of the mercury in O7 to

t^st very accurately whether the suction-valve works well and also

if the pump-cylinder is properly exhausted. The pump-cylinder is filled

with ""as of less pressure than that in the apparatus from which it

flow^S' we can reckon to take in from 100 to 125 liters of normal

o-as in an hour.

Any spray from the sulphuric acid is received in the bulbs Ojj

and Ogn" moreover the tubes are arranged so that the liquid flows

back to the bottles; very fine drops that might be carried along,

are retained in 0.^^.

If the compression is stopped, the gas still left in the dome ^4

is caused to flow back through the cock w^a along Oj^ and O5 to 0^.

The mercurv-piimp and accessories are exhausted through 0^. The

three-way stopcock must then be so turned that the drying tubes

communicate on both sides with the air-pump. For the exhaustion

of the tubing of tlic apparatus (e.g. gas-holder) up to O5 we can use C-.

II. To force compressed gas from a space of lower
into one of higher pressure.

As an instance of this we may consider the transference of gas

from one cylinder to another (e. g. from an almost empty one into

one not quite full, a case which often occurs when we wish to raise

the pressure in the latter or to have the former at our disposal). With

a view to this operation the chamber /7c is made so that it can

resist if necessary the full pressure of the pump. Fig. Ill (Fl. Ill)

^) Cumpuie E. C. DE Vhies. Thesis for the Doctorate. Leideu 1893.
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indicates the connection througli a liigli pressure cock q^ with

a reservoir (73, in which tlie pressure is read on the manometer (743

to be closed by the cock 7^0. In this reservoir the gas from the

cylinder ^,; which is to be forced througli the regulating-cock 75 is

generally admitted so that the tension in ,vg does not rise above 10

atmosphcrer^. With higher pressures at the beginning or at the end

the pump might begin to work too heavily and the pump-cylinder

become warm. Generally before commencing to force over the gas,

the pump and the reservoir aie exhausted through iV^o and 0^. If

the apparatus on the exhaust-side is strong enough, a safety-valve

may be applied, which conducts gas when the pressure is too

high on the forcing-side back to the exhaust-side (comp. § 5 Cg^),

Because the working of the mercury-pump requires constant attention,

we may however trust to being warned in time by the manometer

whilst the safety-cap gives final security.

III. To wo r k in c u j u n c t i o n wit h a p u m p which
delivers gas under pressure.

With regard to the mercury-pump itself, the conditions are the same

as if compressed gas were admitted from a cylinder through ^/j, and

it is obvious that we may often avail ourselves of the usefulnefs

of my compiessor for this puipose. As an example of this I will

consider here only the case when the auxiliary compressor is espe-

cially constructed to work together with the mercury-pump, i.e.

when it transmits exactly so much gas at the highest pressure

(admitted on the exhaust side of the mercury-pump), as the latter

can take up If in such a compressor the gas were also forced by

means of mercury we would actually have obtained a mercury com-

pressor with two degrees of pressure and tenf(/ld power. With a

mercury-pump after the present pattern buth on a somewhat larger

scale and with a proportionate auxiliary compressor at my disposal,

I should be able to l)ring about the long wished for circulation of

li(]uid hydrogen in the cryogenic laboratory. In the mean time many
researches do not involve the great requirements of this last problem,

nor do they admit the use of a Broth krmood compressor, arranged

for the compression of large quantities of pure gas as described

Comm. N". § 3. For a commencement I found it sufficient to build

an auxiliary compressor, which in contradistinction to the Botherhood
is meant to be exhausted and in which the gas is compressed by

a minimum of glycerine. Thereby in contrast with the mercury-pump

the auxiliary compressor, destined to work with it could be made
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to run fast (at 150 revolutions per minute), and conld lien<;e be of

small dimensions and inexpensive.

With pressures up to 10 atmospheres the disadvantages of the

lubricant used, in connection witli a drying apparatus presently to be

described (in (i) are so unimportant that I hope before long to obtain

by means of this apparatus liquid hydrogen. The vacuum pump
which I considered necessary for this in Comm. 'ii'K 23 § 5 will

soon be in regular work.

The connection, whenever the mercury pump and the auxiliary

compressor work together, is shown by II (Pi. III). The mercury

pump and auxiliary comj)ressor are regularly used for the oxygen-

circulation of the cryogenic laboratory (comp. comm. N". 14) '), in

the manner described.

The gas from the auxiliary compressor passes first through the

Q. dnjing tower for gas under high pressure. Tliis is a steel

bottle T^ (see PI. Ill and P). YI, fig. 3. A front view of 1 was

already given in Comm. N". 51, PI. II, as Z>i) closed at the upper

end by means of a nut with flat sides and an overpipe with packing

/j. The tube is made very wide so as to secure a slow motion of

the gas. It is designed to stand a higher possible pressure (150

atm.) than that allowable in the drying tubes described in Comm.
N". 51 (§ 3 and fig. 6 PI. III.)

The drying agent (phosphorous pentoxide, or sometimes sodium

hydroxide) is not immediately introduced into this heavy tube, but

is in a thin-walled brass tube Z^, which is so fastened in the drying

tower that the gas is obliged to flow through the drying agent. It

is exhausted by the pump itself, the cocks N^z and 0^ being

used. When the tube U is filled with the substance through which

the gas must pass mixed with glasswool or dried asbestos, and closed

at the upper and the lower ends with the sieves /41 and 749 (fastened

to it by screw-threads) we may allow the rim Us to rest on the

wall of the drying tower itself and then screw up the bottom 742

by means of the bar 745, which causes the packing to expand and

press against the wall of 7.

The bent tube 731 serves to let out the drops of glycerine that

might be carried along from the auxiliary compressor, the cock 732

is used to remove them, to exhaust the apparatus, and to introduce

or draw off gas.

1) Comp. Mathias 1. c. PL 1.
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§ 5. The auxilianj compressor itself remains to be described

:

according to the diagram on PI. Ill and the detailed drawing on

PI. VII, which also (fig. 1) gives a simplified view of the whole

compressor. It was constructed for me by the Societe Genevoise.

To save room it is suspended on the wall below the driving-shaft

(§ 2, Y at the end) with which also the mercury pump is coupled.

The plunger F is hollow and surrounds a copper tube, through

which water for cooling the plunger and compressed gas is con-

ducted, (see t\ and F.-^ on PI. III). For admitting and drawing

off the water india-rubber tubes are used which move together with

the plunger and are connected to the water supply.

The packing E^ consists of two collars -Bu and £'13 as in the

forcing-cylinder of the mercury-pump (comp. § 3, «). They are

placed in opposite directions one to shut during exhaustion, the

other during compression, and are enclosed by the nut E.^ screwed

against the pump-body D^ ia which it fits exactly, and which it holds

by means of a rim -B3. The plunger is protected by wooden rings

(comp. § 3, Of) and a leather ring Ey^ fitting on a bronze ring E^^.

The outer rim £0 is filled with glycerine. In the nut is a lubricating

chamber i?^, (PI. VII fig. 3) in which glycerine is brought under

pressure. The pressure is applied in the storage-bottle through the

cock Co (see. fig. 2 and 5 PL VII) and the tube G^ (fig. 2). G^^

is used to test whether the apparatus has been completely filled

with liquid. The glycerine is hindered from flowing out of this

chamber by a second collar packing -E'52, screwed on by means
of the nut £'04 and the enclosing piece -E'53. The problem of

obtaining only a small clearance gasspace and of allowing as

little of the lubricant as possible to be in contact with the gas,

has been solved by turning the plunger so exactly that it fits

almost hermetically in the pump-cylinder, and further by making
the bottom of the pump cylinder spherical, and cutting it off so

that it is wedge shaped with two flat surfaces (those of the valves).

The whole bottom-piece C of the pump cylinder can be removed,

which facilitates the cleaning and dismounting of the valves.

The gas sucked-in is admitted into the pump cylinder through the

suction-valve Cg,, the pressure of this gas can be read on a vacuum-
meter B (connected with Cj), used because the auxiliary compressor also

serves especially as an air pump, as for instance in the circulation of

liquid oxygen evaporating under low pressure. The suction-valve is

kept back by a spring and an adjusting-pin Co;; and can be taken

out of the pump by screwing off C24. The gas is then forced through

the compression-valve (the drawings of compression-valve and suction-

33
Proceedings Royul Acuil. .Viiisterdtim. Vol. II.
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valve require nu further explanation) to the tube //q, in which

tlie pressure is indicaterl by Ihe manometer, and further alon<? //,

to /. When the safety-valve C.g rises the canals C40 and C41 make

a conimunication betwetMi the exhaust chamber behind C^^ (fig. 4)

and the forcing chamber behind Q. This safety-valve is pressed

by a long- spring Cg., with adjusting block C
^ and adjusting pin

C3.,. The adjusting pin passes through the packingbox C,„ ends

in a square head C,,, and is adjusted for a given pressure by means

of a wrench. If this is done we can allow the auxiliary compressor

to work whether tlie mercury pump takes up the compressed gas

oi- not.

Chemistry. — " The alleged identity of red and yellow mercuric

oxide". Part II. By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated by

Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom).

(Kead January 27, 1990.)

1. It has been stated in my first communication ') that there

exists between red and yellow mercuric oxide a difference in free

energy 0.G85 millivolts at 25.°0.

I now wish to communicate some details as to the determination

of the temperature coefficient of the previously described mercuric

oxide cell and discuss the thermic determinations made by Varet
in 1895 2).

2. The E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide cell may be represented

by the equation :

Ec dn
71 = 1- T—

nfo dT

in which n is the E.M.F. of the cell at the temperature T, E^ the

chemical energy of the process taking place on the passage of f^

Coulombs, whilst n represents the valency of the mercury.

If 71 and T and also the temperature coefficient — ^- ore

known we can calculate E^ with the aid of the said equation.

1) Proc. Royal Acad. Nov. 25, 1899, pg-. 273.

-) loc. cit. pg. 273, note 1.
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3. In order to determine experimentally -—
, the same element

which liad been used for the measurements at 25°,0 i) was immersed

in a thermostat kept at 35°,0. The arrangement was quite the

same as the one previously described. The standard cells (Weston

and Clark) remained in the thermostat which 1 had used pre-

viously at 25°.0.

From time to time the E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide cell was

measured in the manner previously described ; after it had become

constant, the measurements were continued for a number of hours.

In this way was found:

E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide cell I at 35°.0.

Hours after placing in the thermostat. E. M. F. (millivolts).

50Vo 0.774

69 0.774

By way of control, the whole investigation was repeated. A new

element (II) was fitted up; the same chemicals were used whose

preparation and purification have been fully described in the first

communication.

This element was afterwards heated to 35°. 0.

E. M. F. of the mercuric oxide cell II at 35°,0.

Hours after the composition. E. M. F. (in millivolts).

220 0.772

244 0.772

4. Finally the used WESTON-cell was again compared with the

two CLAUK-cells A and B in the same manner as before,

E.M.F. Clakk Ao.o E.M.F. Clark B.-
?^ = 1.3942 = 1.3940

,

E.M.I', Weston 250 E.M.F. Weston25°

whilst in former experiments the relations 1.3946 and 1.3945 were

found.

We now find for the temperature-coefficient of the mercuric

oxide cell

0.773—0.685 = 0,0088 millivolts.
10

') Proc. Royal Acad. Nov. 25, 1899, pg. 280.
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If, now, we introduce into the equation

Ec „ (in

ne„ dJ-

or

E,= r,.,{n-Tf^

tlie found values ('^=298; t = 0.685 ; -||=0,()0S8^ and express

everything in caloric measui'c we find

E^= — 2X 2^,09 X i,5374 = - 89.4 calories
')

(5. Varet has determined in 1895 the heat of reaction of red

mercuric oxide with hydrocyanic acid. Ho finds this to be .31550

calories, wliilst Bertiielot found 31600 for the yellow oxide.

Varet then observed: "On voit que la transformation de I'oxyde

"jaune do mercure en oxyde rouge ne donne lieu a aucun effet

"thermitiuc appreciable."

'J'he difference of — 50 calories certainly docs not signify much
considering it is a difl'ereuce between two large figures and the

ordinary caloricmetric determinations are subject to rather great errors.

Still I cannot help pointing out that the calculated results of— 89

calories and the experimental result obtained by Varet are of the

same order, whilst our electrical measurements decidedly prove that

there must exist a difference in chemical energy between the two

varieties of mercuric oxide.

It is moreover somewhat illogical on the part of Varet ^)

to state that no appreciable thermic effect takes place when the

yellow oxide changes into the red modification, when in his paper

on the different modifications of mercury sulphide, real importance

is attached to the caloric value of —60 calories obtained as u difference

between 240 and 300 calories.

Amsterdam, Chem. Lab. of the University.

January 1900.

') Strictly taken we aught to pay attention to tlie dift'erence of lieat of solution of

HgO in the solutions of IvOH.

) Ann. de chimie et physique ^VII] T. 8 p. 102. (1895).
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Chemistry. — Professor A. P. N. Fkanciiimont presents to the

library of the Academy Dr. P. J. MoNTAG^"E's dissertation,

entitled " The action of hydrof/en nitrate upon the three

isomeric chloro-henzoic acids and some of their derivatives"

.

(Read J;iiinary 37, 19U0.)

The contents of which he explains as follows:

Montagne's work originated in experiments made by Van
RoMBURGH in 1885 and by Taverne in 1897 and 1898. Van
RoMBURGH had treated benzamide and its two methyl derivatives

with nitric acid at the ordinary temperature and had found that,

to some extent, their behaviour differed from that of the aliphatic

amides and methyl-amides under the same circumstances; this

together with other facts was at first ascribed to the more pronounced

negative properties of the aromatic atomic group. As, however, in

the nitration of aromatic substances, this also takes place in the

nucleus, the question first arose Avhether the change of the carboxyl

.group into the amide or methyl-amide group had any effect on the

position taken up by the nitro-group. Experience regarding the

nitration of aromatic substances teaches that the XOa group often

takes up more than one position, the greater part into one and a

smaller part into another, and that this depends, among other

things, on the temperature at wich the reaction takes olace

;

when the temperature is lowered the formation of the bye-product

sometimes diminishes or ceases. Taverne showed that the tempe-

rature and the duration of the action of the nitric acid influenced

the result. If, therefore, we want to follow the eff'ect of an alteration

in the side chain it is desirable to make the experiments at the

same, preferably low, temperature. The negative properties of the

benzene nucleus are however changed by the entrance of a nitro-

group to a degree which varies with the position taken up by the

nitro-group. Since the greater or smaller negativeness of this nucleus

may influence the action of the acid on the side chain, it was of

importance to investigate the effect of altering the neg<itiveness of

the benzene group in some other way. Montagne chose the

-increase of the negativeness by the introduction of chlorine and

therefore investigated the action of nitric acid at zero on the three

isomeric chloro-benzoic acids and also on tiieir methyl esters, amides,

methyl- and dimethylamides. Then Taverne had found no difference

in the nitration at zero of benzoic acid and of its methyl ester,

but a difference existed in the case of the amide. Holleman has

only recently demonstrated by means of more accurate exp.'rimeuts
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that the nitration of tlic methyl ester differs somewhat from that

of tlie acid. Wliilst the nej^ativeness of the benzene nucleus is

increased by the chlorine, that of the side chain is diminished by

the introduction of methyl.

It is also known in the chemistry of aromatic substances that

the groups in the ortho-position exercise a greater influence on each

other tiian others and it has been shown that this inliuence depends

not so much on their nature as on tlieir position, so that the same

])hcnomenon, such as the counteracting or preventing of a reaction

of one of the groups by the other, may be caused both by a

negative and a positive one; phenomena of this kind, so-called

sterical obstacles, might occur here and should not be lost siglit of.

A score of unknown compounds wanted for, or produced during-

the research and which also had to be made in different ways for

the purpose of identification are described in the dissertation.

Looking at the results obtained, it is first of all shown that the

nitrating process (with hydrogen nitrate at zero) gave with the frei;

chloro-benzoic acids results not greatly differing from those obtained

by other methods. The chief products were at all events the same

but it has not been ascertained whether their relative amount was

the same. Ortho-chlorobenzoic acid gave a second mono-uitroderi-

vative which has not been further investigated, but not a di-nitro-

derivative such as obtained by Hubner on gently warming with

fuming nitric acid.

The methyl esters yielded as chief product the esters of the same

nitro-acids which were obtained from the free acids; the bye-products

and their proportions have not been further investigated and no

mention is made of the influence of temperature on the nitration.

The results obtained in the nitration of amides and methylamides

at zero agree with those obtained by Taverne with benzamide,

plienylaeetamide, phenylpropionamide and their methylderivatives in

so far as the position occupied by the nitro-group is the same as

in the chief product of nitration of the free acids. But Tavern E

obtained from benzamide only the m-nitroderivative, whilst benzoic

acid yielded both the m- and o-derivatives ; from phenylacctamide

and phenylpropionamide only the p derivative was obtained whilst

the acids gave both the j}- and o-compounda just as the methyl and

dimethylamides.

The time required for complete nitration seems to differ greatly.

It seems as if the amides and methyl-amides are nitrated less rapidly

than the corresponding acids and that there exists even a difference

between the derivatives of the three isomeric chloro-benzoic acids.
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It also appears that the stability of the amirles and methylamirl es

of the different chloro-nitrobeDzoic acids \vhei\ in contact with nitric

acid at zero is not the same. The most nnstable are the derivatives

of 4 chlorine- 3 uitrobenzoic acid which according to Bethmajjn is

the weakest of the three chlcro-uitrobonzoic acids. It is remarkable

that this acid is the only one of tlie three where none of the groups

is in ortho-positiou with the side chain, and the slow action of nitric

acid on the amides of the two others may perhaps be to some extent

ascribed to the ortho-positiou of chlorine- or nitro-group, or in

other words to "sterical obstacle". From the methylaniides of 3

chlorine- G nitro- and of 4 chlorine- 3 nitro-benzoic acid, a methyl-

nitramide was obtained, but none was got from 2 chlorine- 5 nitro-

benzoic acid the only compound in which the chlorine is in the

ortho position.

The result of the action of niiiic acid at the ordinary temperature

on the amides and their niCthyl derivatives was that the amides

yielded, as usual, nitious txide and nitro-acid whilst the methyl-

amides yielded nitrous oxide, methyl nitrate and nitro-acid ; the

dimethyl amides yielded nitro-acid and dimethylnitramine. The nitro-

acids of the o- and »«-derivatives appeared to contain a small (juan-

tity of an isomeric body. This result differs from that obtained by

Taveeke with the derivatives of phenylacetic and phenylpropionic

acid which yielded a dinitro acid. The difference in stability towards

nitric acid was here also apparent ; and as regards the dimethyla-

mides. a little secondary action took place, presumably oxidation

of one of the methylgroups and formation of a methyl nitramide.

The dissertation also contains a table of melting points of the

compounds described. It will be noticed that, as is generally the

case, the melting points of the chloiides and methyl esters are lower

than those of the acids and those of the amides either higher or

lower ; but those of the mono-methylamides are lower than those

of the amides and those of the dimethylamides are lower still.

MELTING POINTS.
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tn order to prove that only cast, but not flattened tin shows the

phenomenon of disaggregation, he says : „wer sich hiervon uberzeugen

will, der giesse sich eine Zinnstange \on circa 1 QuadratzoU Quer-

schnitt, lasse dieselbe einmal durch ein "Vorkaliber eines Rundeisen-

walzwerkes gehen, schneide sich ein beliebiges Stiick ab, setze das-

selbe einer Kalte von — 40° C. und dariiber aus, nnd das Zinn

^yird nicht zerfallen."

2. My previous experiments i) had taught me that not only block

tin but also powdered metal may change iuto the grey modificaticn.

When dealing with tin-filings, it is no longer possible to admit

the existence of tensions (vaguely) believed in by Lewald. Moie-

over, the filings after passing into the grey modification produce

such a finely divided dust that under these circumstances the existence

of tensions becomes still mere problematical.

The fact that grey tin, after reversion into the white modification,

may again and again be changed iuto its original form is moreover

quite opposed to Lewald's idea and proves that the corrosion of

the tin is a property of the "matter" and not, as Lewald believes,

a consequence of the mode of manufacturing (casting, flattening).

3. The explanation given by Stockmeier of the different beha-

viour of the tin roofs of the two Rothenburg buildings is, theretore,

not valid when viewed in the light of my researches, and it was

to be expected that the roof of the tower of the town-hall which
was lined with flattened tin sheets would in course of time show
corrosion. That this idea was right is proved by the following

communication which I received a few days ago from Dr. Stockmeier
of Nurnberg: . . . „Ich selbst babe ja gelegentlich der Naturforscher-

versammlung in Niirnberg, bei welcher ich tiber die eigentiimlichen

Erscheinungen der Veranderung der Zinnbedachung des Postturmes

in Rothenburg vortrug, gefiihlt, dass die Thatsache, wonach die

Zinnbedachung des Postturmes zerstort war, die des benachbarten

Rathausturraes aber intakt blieb, durch die damals eben noch als

richtig anerkannten LEWALD'schen Beobachtungen sehr gesucht erkliirt

werden musste. Allein eine andere Erklarungsweise stand damals

nicht zur Verfiigung.

Nachdem sich nunmehr (jezeigt hat., dass auch an der Bedachumj

') See Proc. Koyal Acad, of Scieiic. 1899, 7 ",141), 281. Zeitschrift fiir phys. Cliemie,

Bd. 30. 600, (1899).
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des Raihausturmes in Rothenhurg an einer Slelle die Bildung der

(jrauen Modifikation des Zinns atiftritt, ohne dasH iinterdessen cine

so tiefe Tempercdur icie irn Jahre 1893 geherrscld liiiltr^ kann man

wohl der Annahme hukligcn dass durch Verwehen klciner Teilchen

des grauen Zinnes voni benaclibarten Postturm auf die Bedacliuns;'

des Rathausturmes, die Ersclieinung vor sich ging."

Evidently there has taken phxce "infection".

4. I have also investigated the influence of vibrations on the

change of white tin into the grey modification. I begin to state that

my experiments in that direction gave me a negative result. The

few communications which I wish to make as regards the method

of working are intended to induce others who may be able to work

under more favourable conditions than myself, to repeat the expe-

riments.

Erdmann ^) and IIjelt 2) have noticed the "tin-plague" in organ-

pipes. Ekdmann explains this by the vibrations to which they are

subjected. Although we know now that vibrations alone cannot

cause the phenomenon (above 20° this is surely impossible) it yet

seemed to me worth while to try whether mechanical influences are

likely to accelerate the inversion. Then it is known that a concussion

or a blow can abrogate a meta-stable equilibrium. One has only

to think of the crystallisation of supersaturated solutions and super-

fused substances '^)
;

also the spontaneous evolution of gas from

supersaturated gaseous solutions under those circumstances*).

The researches of Abel, Kobel, Champion, Pellet, Berthelot,

Thomsen, SpRiNGMiJHL and others in the field of explosives have

disclosed facts of this kind.

Wave motions and other periodical vibrations may give rise to

explosions even when their intensity is comparatively small. Nitrogen

iodide does not explode on a plate or string of low tune, but a

high tune will cause an explosion to take place.

On the subject of explosions caused by the explosion of other

substances, Lothar Meyer says: „Wahrscheinlich hangen diese

Unterschiede von dem Rythmus der durch die Explosionen erzeugten

1) Journal fur pract. CUemie. 52, 428 (1851).

-) OtVersigi af Finska Veteusk. Soc. forhandlin. 32.

3) Compare 0. Lehmann, Molecularpliysik. I (1888) 189. According to Ostwald

salol is not solidified by violent motion; also compare Lotuar_Meyeb, Dynamik

der Atome (1883) 397.

") Lehmann, Molecularphysik 2 (1888) 117; (Zeitschrift fiir pliys. Chemie, 22

(1897) 289; Berthelot, Lbs matieres explosives 1 (1883) 130,
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Erschiitterungen in der Art ab, dass nur durch Schwingungen von

bestimmter AVellenliinge die Atorae in Mitschwingiingen versetzt,

dadurcli aus ihren labilen Gleichgewiclitslagen weiter als gewohnlicli

hiuaiisgefulirt werden und dann in stabile Lagen iibergehen."

Althongh this view appears somewhat vague, I as already stated,

decided to subject ordinary tin to vibrations below the transition-

temperature.

As I did not know whether organ pipes of a definite tune had

shown a stronger corrosion than others, I chose as a source of

vibration a Chladni phxte which gave an intense rattling sound.

The accompanying reproduction of a photograph represents the

apparatus

:

To the right stands the iron plate kept in strong vibration by

two copper hammers. These are attached to an excentric which

is rapidly whirled by means of a cord, by a Heinrici hot-air motor.

The whole apparatus which was placed in a cellar was exposed

during the experiment to a temperature varying from +5° to +12°,

therefore below the transition point. The plate was kept vibrating

day and night for three mouths. The sheet of tin was attached to

the plate by means of copper wire.

As already stated, no inversion of the tin had taken place.

If a place were at disposal where the temperature could be kept

for a long time below zero, it would be an easy matter to make

a comparative experiment by attaching to the plate a dilatometcr

filled with tin and comparing it to a second one, which had not

been subjected to vibration.

5. Statements found in older literature and communications

made to me by dirt'erent colleagues induce me to study the be-

haviour of antimony, aluminium, manganese, silver, copper and

lead from the same standpoint as tin.

Amsterdam, February 1900.

Chemical Laboratory of the Unlvers'dij.

Physics. - "(i« Ph2H0inena on the Sun considered in connection u-itk

Anomalous Dispersion of Lighf. By Prof. W. II. Julius.

(Will be published in (lie Proceedings of the next meeting.)
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Chemistry. — "On the formaiion of trisubstittients of benzol from

dlsubsfituents". By I'rof. A. F. Holleman (Communipiited

by Prof. C. A. Lobry de Bruyk).

("Will be published iu the Proceedings of tin; next meeting.)

Chemistry. — '^Enquiries into tlie si/stein Tl NO-^ -{- A(j ISKJ.)'.

By Dr. C. van Eyk (Communicated by Prof. II. W. Bakhuis

Koozeboom).

(Will be published iu the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

(March 38, 1900.)



KONINKLUKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN

TE AMSTERDAM.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING
of Saturday March 31, 1900.

(Translated from: "Verslag van tie gcwone vergadering der Wis- en Naluurkundigo

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 31 Maart 1900 DI. VIII).

CoNTiiNTS : "Determination of the decrease in the vapour tension of solutions by means of the

determiiiation of the increase in the boiling point". By Dr. A. Smits (Communicated

by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom') (With one plate), p. 469. — "The formation

of trisubstitutcd derivatives from disubstituted derivatives of Benzene". By Prof.

A. F. HoLLEMAN (Communicated by Prof. C. A. Lobby de Brctn), p. 478. — "For-

mation and transformation of the double salt of Silvernitrate and Tlialliumnitrate".

By Dr. C. VAN Eyk (Communicated by Prof. H. W. Bakhu:s P>oozeboom),

p. 480. — "On Orthogonal Comitants". By Prof. Jan de Vribs, p. 485. — "On lu-

digo-fermentation". By Prof. M. W. Beuerinck, p. 495. — "Indican — its hydrolysis

and the enzyme causing the same". By J. J. Hazewinkel (Communicated by

Prof. S. Hoogewekff), p. 512. — "Contribution to the knowledge of Indican".

By Prof. S. Hoogewerff and H. ter Meulen, p. 520. — "A special case of the

differential equation of Monge". By Prof W. Kaptetn, p. 525. — "On the locus of

the centre of hypcrspherical curvature for the normal curve of n-dimensional space".

By Prof. P. H. Schoute, 527. — "Equations in which functions occur for different

values of the independent variable". By J. D. van derWaals Jr. (Communicated by

Prof. J. D. VAN DER Waai.3), p. 534. — "The 14-monthly period of the motion of the

Pole of tlie Earth from determinations of the azimuth of the meridian marks of tlie

Leiden Observatory from 1882— 1896". By J. Weeder (Communicated by Prof.

H. G. van de Sande Bakhuyzen), p. 546. — "Considerations on Gravitation". By

Prof. H. A. LORKNTZ, p. 559. — "On the power of resistance of the red blood cor-

puscles". By Dr. II. J. Hamburger, p. 574. — "On the critical isotherm and the

densities of saturated vapour and liquid in the case of isopentane and carbonic acid". By

Dr. J. E. Versciiaffelt (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes, p. 574.

The following papers were read

:

Chemistry. — Prof. II. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom presents an article

by Dr. A. Suits entitled: "Defennlnation of (he decrease in the

vapour tension of solutions hy means of the determination of

the increase in the boiling point."

(Head January 27, 1900.)

Introduction.

The peculiur result obtained with the micromanometer i) induced

me to try and determine the decrease in vapour tension by another

') Verslag Kon. Academie Jan. 2, 1897, Nov. 27 1897, Sept. 30 189'.) and Pro-

ceedings Sept. 30, l?99.

U
Ptoceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 11.
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iiiclhocl. It seemed to iiic fliciv would be no jmrtiiulai' difficulty iu

eoinpuriiiii' the viipour tensions of pure water and solutions at a

temperature ditl'erent from 0°. I tried to gain my objeet by deter-

mining the difference in pressure required to equalise the boiling

points of pure water and saline solutions.

In an article entitled: „An apparatus to keep the vapour tension

of a boiling liquid constant," ') the apparatus is described which T

will briefly call ^manostat". This manostat enables me to reduce

the pressure in a certain space to any desired extent, within definite

limits, and then to keep it constant within 0.5 m. ra. of water. By
regulating the pressure of this apparatus it is therefore possible to

make all solutions show the same boiling point. To be able to accu-

rately read off the diminution in pressure, pure water is boiled under

the same condition as the solution and from its decrease in temper-

ature may be calculated the decrease in pressure corresponding with

the decrease in vapour tension of the solution.

Preliminarij Experiments.

I experienced great difficulties in ray preliminary work when

using the apparatus of Beckmann^). Firstly, because the indication

of the thermometer was dependent on the degree of heating ; this

is chiefly due to the wrong manner in which the condensed solvent

runs back into the boiling mass.

Secondly, because th(! actual boiling vessel was not sufficiently

screened to prevent radiation, which was shown by the fact, that

mild air-currents had a perceptible influence on the indication of

the thermometer.

A third drawback experienced in my preliminary trials, but which

was not caused by any defect in Bf:ckmakj;'s apparatus was as follows

:

The indication of the thermometer appeared to be dependent on

the place occupied by the mercury reservoir in the column of liquid.

As far as I am aware, nobody has, as yet, called attention to this

fact but as will be shown presently, it is a factor which under

special circumstances is to be reckoned with. On account of this, a

number of published results are undoubtedly faulty.

It is plain that this phenomenon may be accounted for by the

difference in pressure between the different layers of liquid, but

that it should be noticed so decidedly in boiling water or in boihng

') Verslag Kon. Acad. Nov. 27 181)7.

) Zeitscbr. f. pliysik. Chem. 18'Jl.
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snlutious astouished me somewhat as during the boiling a certain

amount of mixing talces place by the rising of the vapoui- bubbles.

The diliereuce in temperature between two aqueous layers of a boil-

ing watercolumn at a distance of 1 c. m. of each other ought,

theoretically, to amount to ± 0.030°. My actual experiments gave

values laying between 0.015 and 0.030°. A change in the position

of the thermometer had a smaller influence, when the instrument was

deeply immersed in the liquid than when it was nearer the surface.

This is only natural if we remember, that the vapour bubbles ascen-

ding from the bottom layers are larger in size than those of the

top layers so that the mixing process in the former is less imperfect.

In any case it was shown that the "mixing" during the boiling

was by no means sufficient to quite neutralize the difference in tem-

perature between the different layers of liquid. As however the

difference in temperature is partly neutralized, we arc dealing here

with a state of labile equilibrium.

After having tried Beckmann's process, I applied the method

proposed by S. Sakurai ^), because the results, obtained by W.
Landsberger "), who used this process in a slightly simplified form

for the determination of molecular weights, inspired me with confi-

dence. On further investigation however, it appeared to me that no

very accurate results arc obtainable by this method. As was to be

expected, the boiling point of the water or of the solution depended

on the temperature of the steam which was blown into it. Unless

the evaporation keeps perfectly equal ]>aee with the condensation,

the pressure in the steam-generating flask is liable to constant varia-

tion and as this affects the temperature of the steam we cannot be

certain of a constant boiling point. For this reason I abandoned the

method.

All this induced me to have a new boiling apparatus constructed

with the object of avoiding the first two sources of error aiising from

the use of Beckmann's apparatus, although convinced that the third

objection would still I'emain.

As we know by experience that a liquid boils more readily in a

metallic vessel with a rough interior surface than in a glass one, in

other words that, even without special precautions, the danger of

overheating is smaller when using a metallic vessel instead of a glass

one, a metallic vessel seemed to me ])r(!ferable to one made of glass

and I, therefore, decided to determine the boiling points in vessels

1) Jourii. of the chemical Society 63. 495.

"4 Zeilschr. f. Aiiorg. Chcm. 17. 423.
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made of silver, which had also the advantage that they could be

readily made in any desired shape. The constnietion of the apparatus,

presently to be fully described, was entrusted on the recommendation

of Prof. II. C. DiBBiTS, to Mr. Begeer of Utrecht, who has perfor-

med his task with great skill and ability.

Description of the Apparatus.

Tlic actual boiling vessels consist of cylindrical silver vessels closed

at one end. They have a height of 20 cm. and a diameter of 6 cm. The

bottom and sides walls

consist of one piece. As
will be seen from the

accompanying drawing

(Fig. I) tile top of the

silver cylinder is closed

with a lid tlirough

which pass the glass

condensing tube A and

the thermometer C.

This tube, shown in

the drawing on a re-

duced scale, has a dia-

meter of 1 cm. and

reaches inside the

cylinder to a distance

of 2 cm. from the bot-

tom. The tube is sealed

at the bottom, but at

its side turned away

from the thermometer it

is provided with three

openings of 1 cm. diam.

Just underneath the lid,

the tube has another

oval opening 2.5 cm.

long and turned towards

the thermometer.

The holes below serve to allow the condensed vapour to mix with

the boiling liquid, whilst the oval hole at the top serves to carry off

the watervapour. The thermometer which is provided with an indi:i-

rubbcr ring may be connected airtight with the lid by means of a

screw. The second small silver condenser B is 1,5 cm. wide and
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may also be closed at the top by means of a screw. Through this

tube, salts arc introduced into the apjtaratus. Two of these instru-

ments are placed in a copper waterbath with two cylindrical opening's

from the bottom to the lid. The edges of the lids of the silvercylin-

ders I'est on the lid of the copper waterbath which is 22 cm. in

height. The bottom of the silver cylinders, therefore, do not fall

within the plane of the bottom of the copper waterbath. The

waterbath has a diameter of 24 cm. and has besides the two

cylindrical openings already mentioned, two other holes in the lid
;

through one of these passes a thermometer and through the other

the tube of a large condenser. The arrangement is shown in Fig. II.

Both the condensing tubes .1 and A' are connected by means of

the india-rubber tubes a and a' with the Tpiece T, wliilst the latter

may be connected with the manostat by means of the tube »i. The

heating of the waterbath takes place by means of two small lumi-

nous flames of two Bunsen-burners, whilst underneath each silver

cylinder a Bunsen-burner was placed, the flame of which was so

regulated that it just touched the bottom of the cylinder.

As regards the arrangement of the manostat I still have to men-

tion that I have replaced the aspirator by a water-suction air pump.

To be able to regulate the diminution in pressure in the suction-

pipes, I connected it with the following arrangement consisting of a

glass cylinder closed by a doubly perforated cork. Through the one

hole passes one of the tubes of a Tpiece which stops just under-

neath the coi'k. Through the other hole is introduced a long glass

tube which may be moved up and down with a little fi'iction. The

glass cylinder is almost filled with water. If now, the Tpiece is

linked to the suctionpipc of the puinp, the suction may be easily

regulated by pushing the long tube more or less down into the

water. This arrangement works very regulai-ly and easily and for

ray purpose it is preferable to an aspirator.

The second boiling vessel filled with water serves to keep the

operator well informed about the action of the manostat. A change

of pressure in the apparatus of 1 mm. of water causes a change in

the boiling point of ± 0.003°.

Prelimhianj observations with the new Apparatus.

It was first of all necessary to ascertain what kind of nucleus

ought to be put into the silver cylinders to present overheating.

My first trials were made with "shot" but the result was not

satisfactory as overheating could not be entirely prevented in this

manner and it seemed to me desirable to choose a substance of a
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lower specific gravity. The choice fell on enamel grains with some
silver (tetrahaedra) and experiments made with these gave very

satisfactory results. With a constant pressure, the boiling point of

water remaincil constant to 0.002* ; introduction of more enamel

grains had no influence on the boiling point. Secondly, it had to

be ascertained in how far the indication of the thermometer depended

on the heiglit of the column of liquid above the bulb. Experiments

showed that a displacement of the thermometer of 1 cm. causes a

difference of 0.010—0.030° in its indications. On adding water in

such quantity as to increase the depth above the bulb by 1 cm. a

change of temperature was noticed which was always larger than

that caused by a 1 cm. displacement of the thermometer, but the

change of temperature v.-as always smaller than 0.030°. This pheno-

menon may be explained by the fact that in the latter experiment

the mercury bulb remains in the same liquid layer, whilst in the

first experiment it was transferred to a layer of a different "mixing".

It is not a matter of astonishment that, even, wlieii using these

boiling vessels, a change in the position of the thermometer causes

a change in its indication and about to the same extent as I noticed

with glass vessels, if we consider that the vessels have a diameter

of 6 cm. At a very small distance from the side, the influence

READINGS OF THE THERMOMETERS.

Left Thermometer. Rislit Tliermoinelcr.

1.010
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of the conductivity of the silver may be perceptible, but it is not

astonisliin^' that this infiueiiee is no long'or notiocable at a flistance of 3cni.

In using' these vessels, I again noticed that the lower down the

thermometers are placed in the li(]uid, the smaller becomes the differ-

ence in temperature between the different liquid layers. In the fol-

lowing table, the thermometer on the left is displaced each time

1 em. whilst the position of the one on the right was left unchanged.

It will be noticed from this table that, when the theimometer was

raised by 3 c. m., the mercury reservoir was surrounded by vapour.

It is plain, that, if we want to get different concentrations by adding

salt to the water or to the solution, we must determine beforehand

what will be the influence at that position of the thermometer,

of a definite increase of the depth of liquid above its mercury

reservoir, so as to be able to make a correction if necessary. If

still more concentrated solutions arc to be examined, it is desirable

to avoid the correction by successively introducing into the appa-

ratus equal quantities of solution and taking care not to alter the

position of the thermometer. I next made the following experiment

to compare the two Beckmajjn thermometers.

Distilled water was introduced into both boiling vessels and the

boiling point read oft', the pressure being kept constant by means

of the manostat. The pressure was then changed to such an extent,

that the thermometers fell about 0.5°. After some time the thermo-

meters were again carefully read oft\ 'I'his experiment was repeated

at different tensions.

I herewith communicate some of the results.

Thermometer I
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The result was very satisfactory as the readings of the boiling

points only showed a difference of at most 0.003° when the temjie-

rature was lowered to the extent of ± 0.5°. Finally it was ascer-

tained what influence was exercised on the boiling point by the

method of heating. An experiment showed that the turning of the

flames either up or down, did not affect the boiling point as long as,

the liquid was kept actively boiling.

Way of Experimenting.

The experiment may now be made as follows: — First of all

distilled water is introduced into both boiling vessels, and also

grains of enamel and silver tetrahaedra, whilst the quantity of water,

intended for the vessel in which salt is afterwards to be dissolved,

is being weighed. The four burners are next lit, water being allowed to

flow through the large condensers A and A'. When the water boils

both in the copper waterbath and the silver cylinders, the flames

under the waterbath are turned low and those under the silver ves-

sels are regulated. By means of the rubber tube m. the silver cylinders are

connected with the manostat and the latter is set in action. To

know the pressure which exists in the apparatus during this first

experiment, the barometer and the watermanometer of the manostat

are read off.

After a quarter of an hour, both the thermometers are read off

by means of a magnifying glass and the correction with the mano-

stat is interrupted. The burner underneath the vessel intended for

the salt is removed and water is passed through the small condenser.

The stopper of the small condenser may then be removed without

fear of any loss of watervapour. A weighed quantity of salt is now
introduced and the stopper reinserted. The burner is now replaced

underneath the boiling vessel, while the water is allowed to pass

for some time through the small condenser to rinse down small

particles of solid matter adhering to the inside of the condenser by

means of the condensed steam. After a while, the boiling vessels are

again connected with the manostat and the latter is so arranged that

the boiling point of the salt solution is the same as that of the water

;

the thermometers are read off at intervals. The fall observed in the

thermometer which is placed in the boiling water, corresponds with

the decrease in vapour tension of the solution at the temperature

of the salt solutions, which is the same for every concentration.

The results of my investigation will be communicated after the close

of another investigation, which I have started with Mr. Ph, Kohhstamji
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as to the question whether genoially speaking the temperature of

the vapour of any boiling liquid or of a solution is the same as that

of the liquid.

I may mention here that H. B. Hite ^) and H. C. Jones 2) have

succeeded in constructing an apparatus, which gives very satisfactory

results with certain solvents. Both have remembered, that in the

first place care must be taken that the condensing liquid shall not

come in direct contact with the thermometer. The method of Jones

is much preferable to IIite's method on account of its simplicity

and also because it gives better results when using solvents of a

high boiling point When however I tried the process, using water

as solvent, I found that the results were then not very accurate.

Although in Jones' method, a displacement of the thermometer

exercises little influence on the boiling point as the mercury reser-

voir is entirely surrounded by metal, the boiling point is sensibly

influenced by the method of heating. I further found that the method

of S. L. BiGELOW ^) (heating by electricity) may give very good

results in the case of non-electrolytes, if the platinum wire is not

twisted into a spiral but left straight. If the wire is then passed

through a small Utube the vapour bubbles do not come into contact

with the mercury reservoir of the thermometer, but they ascend at

both sides of the thermometer. Operating in this manner the boiling

point is constant when using the same number of amperes. This

method is not at all applicable in the case of electrolytes on account

of electrolysis setting in. An attempt which I made, to get a constant

boiling point by heating with a boiling liquid instead of a flame,

ended in failure. I used liquids of different boiling points varying

from 105° to 183° but did not obtain a constant boiling point in

this manner.

The result of my investigation is, therefore, as follows :

The apparatus used till now for the determination of the increase

in boiling point of aqueous solutions give very satisfactory results

in the determination of molecularweights but they are not suffi-

ciently delicate to study the decrease of vapour tensions. For this

purpose metallic boiling vessels seem to be desirable, also an arran-

gement which enables us to regulate with great accuracy the pressure

above the boiling solutions and to keep the same constant.

Amsterdam, Jan. 1900. Univ. Chem. Labor.

') Amer. Chem. J. 17, 502.

-) Zeit. Phys. Chem. 2i 111-.

') Amer. Chem. J. 22 280.
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Chemistry. — Prof. C. A. Lobky dk Buuyx presents a communication

from Prof. A. F. IIolleman :
'^ The formation of frisnbsti-

liilcd derivatives from di-suhstituled derivatives of Benzene.^'

(Read February 21, 1900.)

As stated last year (in the Recueil) ^) benzoic acid when nitrated at

0° yields the three possible isomers in the proportion of:

18.5 ortho : 80.2 meta : l.)-? para.

Jointly with Mr. B. R. de Bkuyx, 1 have now found tiiat

on nitrating nitro-benzenc at 0°, the three isomers are formed in the

proportion of

:

G.4 ortho : 93.5 meta : 0.1 para

at all events the amount of the para-compound was less than 0.2.

If one now examines, as far as is possible at the present time

what relative proportions of the isomeric dinitroacids have been obtai-

ned by nitrating the mono-nitrobenzoic, acids it appears that the

compounds obtained in largest quantity are those for which the products

of the abov» relative numbers are greatest.

In the nitration of o-nitrobenzoic acid the products for the still

unoccupied places in the benzene nucleus are given in the formula below :

CO, H

1730 N Oj

504

The highest figure is, therefore, in 6 ; acid in

fact, the acid 1:2:6 is the chief product.

100

In the nitration of m-nitrobenzoic acid the

products for the still unoccupied places are:
7499

COj H

N 0,

•) Proceediugs 1899.
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Looking at the great value of the product in 5, it is to be expected

that the acid 1:3:5 will be the chief product, while the others

will only be obtained in minute quantity. In fact the 1. 3. 5. acid

is the only dinitro-acid as yet obtained.

In the nitration of p-nitrobenzoic acid the said products are

:

HfJBNER and Strometeh first obtained the

211730 1. 2. 4 acid by this process and later on

Claus and Halberstadt working on a larger

quantity of material isolated the 1, 3, 4 acid

which is no doubt formed to a smaller extent.

In the nitration of chloro-benzene at 0° a semi-solid crystalline

mass is obtained; if care is taken to collect together all the products

formed in the reaction this mass after being fused solidifies at 58°. 9.

It is known that ortho- and para-chloro-nitrobenzene are formed in this

nitration; whether the meta compound is also formed in small quan-

titits remains to be seen; at all events its presence in the nitrated

mass is not stated in the literature. Siuce p- chloronitrobenzene melts

at 82° and the ortho compound at 32°, it is evident from the soli-

difying point that the para compound strongly predominates, so that

the relation will be : ortho little, meta traces, para very much. This,

and the relation in which the three nitrobenzoic acids are formed,

proves that in the nitration of ortho-chloro-benzoic acid, the acid 1:2:5

(COo H =: 1) ought to be formed in large predominating quantity toge-

ther with small quantities of the acid 1:2:3; in the nitration of

m-chlorobenzoic acid the acid 1:3:6 should be chiefly formed,

the acid 1:3:2 occurring only in small and the other isomers in

very trifling quantities ; in the nitration of p- chlorobenzoic acid the

acid 1:4:3 should be almost exclusively formed. This quite confirms

the recent research of Montagne ^).

In the literature, nothing uiuch is said about the relative quan-

tities of the isomers formed in the nitration of benzene derivatives
;

as a rule the writers confine themselves to such statements as "chief

product", or „much'' of this „little" of the other isomer. With the

aid of such statements it is possible to ascertain whether the above

rule is of general application. This seems indeed to be the case.

!) Dissertatiou, Leideu 1899.
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This does not only a])ply to nitrations, but also in cases of the intro-

duction of bromino and ciilorine. I have met with many instances in

which it was possible to predict which of the possible isomers would

be the chief product.

The question now arises whothei' the njlative quantities in which

the isomeric trisubstitutcd derivatives are generated corresponds to

the relation shown by the above mentioned products, or in other

words whether tlie phenomena observed in the formation of trisul)-

stituted derivatives may be explained quantitatively in this manner.

Researches in this direction are in progress in my laboratory.

Chemistry. — Prof. H. W. Bakhuis Roozkboom presents in the name
of Dr. C. VAN Eyk, of Breda, the following- paper: "^Forma-

tion and tramformntion of the double salt of SilvernUrate

and Thallium nitrate.
'

'

(Head February 24, 1900.)

1. Silvernitrate and thalliumnitratc are rhombic at the ordinary

temperature; at 159° and 142° respectively, they undergo a struc-

tural change and become rhombohedric. No records exist as to the

formation of mixed crystals. Retgers (Zcit. phys. Chem. 5, 451)

mentions the existence of a double salt without mentioninsr however

whether he has obtained this from the aqueous solution or from the

fused mixture. The object of this investigation was to see what

kind of crystals are deposited from fused mixtures of various con-

centrations (varying from 100 per cent of silvernitrate to 100 per

cent of thalHuranitrate) and to study the possible changes which

these crystals undergo at lower temperatures.

2. Determination of the meltingpoint line.

The solidifying points of mixtures of 'i'l NO, and Ag NO3 (varying

from to 100 percent) were observed and the course of the

solidification was watched.

It w^as found that the meltingpoint line, starting from either

TINO3 or AgNOg, took a descending course with a short double

salt line situated between the two branches.

Mol. pCt. Ag NO3 Commeucement of Sob'dification.

100 208°.5

94 196°

90 188°.5

87 183°
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Mol. pCt. Ag NO5. Commencement of Solidification.

86 isr
78.5 1GI°.5

7.05 140°

G8 133°

62 116°

54 91°

53 85°

52 Sl°.6

50 82°.8

48 8r.2

47 85"=

41.5 100°.0

40.5. . . . . .
105°

37.5 112°

30.7 129°

22.5 149°

14 173°.5

206°

The graphic iUustration (see figure) gives a clearer view.

1'he points of intersection C and D of the doublesalt line with

the two descending branches of the meltingpoint line cannot be

I'eadily determined, as both the Unes A C and B D continue far

beyond those points. For instance, the mixture with 47 mol. per

cent of Ag NO3 commences to sohdify at 85°, crystals being deposited

which are heavier than the melt. On lowering the temperature to

below 80°, the crystals continue to form until all at once a large

quantity of double salt separates and the temperature rises to 82°. 8.

The temperature at which this sudden separation takes place is not

the same in every experiment ; sometimes this only commences at

68°. The same takes place with mixtures containing more than 50

mol. per cent of Ag NO3. From the mixture with 53 mol. per cent

of AgNO^, crystals begin to form at 83°.5; these are lighter than

the melt. Sometimes the formation of them may continue down to

75° or lowei- until all at once a large quantity of doublesalt crystals

is deposited and tlio temperature goes up to 82°. 8.

The mixture witli 50 mol. per cent of AgNOg deposits, from tlio

commencement, crystals diilurent from the two first. The crystals

arc of a!)out, tlie same density as the melt, in tliis mixture the first

crystals separate at 82°S, or if supercooling takes place t\ui tempe-

rature goes up to 82°8, which is tlie melting point of the double

salt, as soon as crystals arc deposited.
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containiuo- from to 48 mol. percent of AgNOs or from 52 to

100 mol. percent of Ag'NOa : cither the pure salts are deposited

or else their mixed crystals.

The fact that mixtures with a high percentage of either AgNOs
or TINO3 are not quite solidified until close upon 80° proves that

there can be only a very slight mixing in the solid phases.

It is however, impossible to separate the crystals from the melt

sufficiently completely to make it possible to decide, by means of

an analysis of the separated crystals, whether a small intermixture

occurs or not.

This may be more accurately found out by determining the

transition points of the separated crystals.

At the AgNOj — side, the rhombohedric crystals (whether

consisting of pure AgNOs or mixed crystals) which are deposited

from the melt at a high temperature, will change into the rhombic

form when they are left in contact with the melt at a lower

temperature; this change is accompanied by a retardation in the

fall of the temperature. When the melt deposits pure Ag NO3 th

change takes place at 159°, but in the case of mixed crystals the

temperature must be either higher or lower than 159°.

The same is true of the crystals which deposite on the TINO3
— side. On observing the course of the solidification the retardation

always occurred at 152° in the case of mixtures at the AgNO^
side, which solidified about 160° and consequently contained from

100 to about 80 percent at AgNO^.
At the TINO3 side it always occurred at 142".

From this it follows that mixed crystals are not deposited on

either side, or, at most, mixed crystals containing a very small

admixture.

4. The solidified mixtures of different concentrations are, therefore,

conglomerates of the doublesalt with AgNOa or TINO;;.

These, on a further decrease in temperature, undergo another

change. When the mixtures are allowed to solidify on a glass slide

and then exposed to a low temperature they gradually become

opaque as may be noticed with the naked eye. The tempeiature at

which the transformation takes place cannot be determined by optical

or thermometiic methode as the change proceeds too slowly, and

therefore, the dilatometric process was ap[)lied.

First of all, a comparative experiment was made to demonstrate

that the change in the conglomerates is a changt; in the double

salt and not of AgNO;; or 'I'lNOs alone.
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Mathematics. — "On Orthogonal C0771Hants''. By Prof. Jan

DE Vries.

If we regard *i and ^2 as the coordinates of any point P with

respect to the rectangular axes OXj and OXo, the binary form

fl^ = (aj .ri + a.2 a-g)^"-= o„,o
''i + « «n-i. 1 ^T^ -^S + (2)""--' " '''l"" '^2 +

+ %,n 4

is represented by 71 lines through 0, containing the points for which

the form «" disappears.

If §1 and ^2 are the coordinates of P with respect to the rectan-

gular axes OJTi and OJTs, between the quantities .rj, .rg and §1, I2

exist relations of the form

•''l = ''^1 ^1 + ^12 I2 1 ^1 = •i^l 1 -^'l + ^-21 •'2 <

^2 = ^21 5l + ^22 ^21 ^2 = ^12 ^1 + ^-22 ^2 •

If bv these substitutions the form a" is transformed into "" we
^'

have

«x — Ol ''"l + "2 ^'2 = («1 ^11 + <'2 ^'2l) bl + («1 ^-12 + «2 ^22) ^2»

so

t^o ^^ Ajo t^i ~j~ '•'''2 ^'' •

This proves that the symbolical coefficients «! , 0.3 and ce^ , a^

are transformed into each other by the same substitution as the

variables x^ , n^ and §1, I2

.

2. In order to obtain comitants^ i.e. functions of aj , ag, xi, x^

that are invariant with respect to the indicated orthogonal transfor-

mations, we can start from the covariants

*i + ^2 aid (-^i—yi)^ + (^2—^2)-.

representing the square respectively of OP and of the mutual dis-

tance of two points P and Q, being therefore absolute comitants.

The second covariant can be replaced by

35
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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whilst from the relation

(^1 ye - •'c yif = ( ^7 + ^n ( y? + yp - (^1 yi + •'•2 y^f .

or

(^2/)2 = riyy — a-y yx

ensues that the covariant (j-y) is related to the covariants .r^. and a-^^^^.

Now from these three absolute comitants follows immediately the

invariant character of the symbols

Oa , ai and {aU) .

Accordiug to the above these absolute invariant symbols arc con-

nected by the relation

(ab)" = Oa bi — a-^ .

So for the construction of orthogonal comitants we can dispose of

the symbols

«„ , ai, ,
(ab) , Qj , (a.p) , Xx , Xy

, (xy) .

Evidently linear invariants can be generated only by the symbol

aa and present themselves only in the study of forms of ei'ew degree.

Consequently the form a'-" possesses the linear absolute invariant i)

a^^a2„,0+ " «'2n—2 2 + (2 ) "2»!-4, 4 + .... -f Oo, 2n

3. The quadratic form

^l
= «20 •' 1 + 2 ail ^'1 ^'2 + «02

-^l

furnishes the invariants

Oq ^ «20 + «02 '

b 20 ' II ' 02
'

') The existem^e of this invariant was proved by Mr. W. Mantel by means of an

infinitesimal trausformation (Wiskundige Oj^gaven, Ul. VII, p. 148).
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(abf = 2 (ajo aQo — a^^ ,

united by the relation found above.

"Whilst (ab)" = points to the coincidino; of the two lines indi-

cated bv a- =: 0, Oa disappears when those lines are at right angles.

If c is the tangent of the angle formed by the two lines, their

angular coefficients satisfy the relation

/" 771, — ni2 \'
2

\ 1 -J- Wj W2 '

or

4 ("20 «02 — «^i) + c" (0-20 + «02)" = ,

or

2 (abf + c2 aa bb = 0,

or at last

i<r + 2) {abf + c2 0.2 = .

So the invariant ai disappears when c^ = — 2.

4. By the interpretation of the substitution a-^ = or

3/1 •• '72 = ^'2 •• — -''l

follows immediately that the covariant

disappears for two lines which are at right angles to the lines

representing a- .

The covariant

(ax) Or

changes only its sign by the substitution .r,, = 0.

So (ax) Ox = represents two orthogonal lines.

Indeed the sum of the coefficients of a~ and *; is equal to zero.

If ail = ^, so that the lines of a- lie symmetrically with respect

to the axes of coordinates, we have

(ax) ax ^ ("20 — "02) ^1 -H •

This proves that the covariant iaj)aj: furnishes the bisectors of

the angles of the lines a- = 0.
D X
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This result is conlinueil by the t'ollowing eonsideration :

By the equations

Ox Qy = ami .Ty =r

the pairs of lines are inrlicatofl lying respectively harmonically

with the lines a- := and with the; isotropical lines Jz =. 0.

And now these two involutions have the pair of rays in common
of which the equation is obtained by eliminating y between

«i «-r Hi + «2 "j- >Ji = ^ and J"!
?/i + i?-2 _(/2 = f* •

So the equation

{an-) Ox ^^

represents the orthogonal lines separating a- = harmonicallv.

5. If wo put

o}, Ox hx^g- ,X

then with a view to the equivalence of the symbols a and h. we have

<Jxg,j = Oh Ox b,j
,

and

(jx (y.v) = flj Ox (bj) .

But from the identical relation

Oa ^x — l>a Cx = {ah) («j)

follows

(O^) 9x = o„ (bx) hx — {ah) {ax) {hx) .

The second term of the right member disappearing identically and

{bx) bx — representing the bisectors of the angles of the lines

b- = 0, the covariant
X '

a/j ax hx

furnishes two lines having in common with the lines of a- the axes
X

of symmetry.

At the same time it is evident that the form at ax {hx) does not

give a new covariant.
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It is clear that ui {a.i) (b.i) represents the lines at right angles to

aij Ux hi = 0.

6. To two quadratic tornis «; and j^ belong the simultaneous

invariants

As is known the Hrst disappears when the two pairs of lines

separate each other harmonically.

Under the condition (a/) o/ = the lines determined by («/) "j- U—^
are perpendicular to one another.

These right lines being the double rays of the involution

u2_i-A/2 = 0, the equation («/)«/= indicates that the pair of

Hues a- = and /'- = have common axes of symmetry.

This is confirmed by the following consideration. We have

(«/) "/ = ("20 — «o2)/ii — «n (/ao — /02) •

If /'ii
= 0, the invariant disappears when at the same time wn^^O

ur /30 = /02 , i- e. when the two pairs of rays have common bisectors

or when one pair of rays consists of the isotropical lines.

From the expression found above for the tangent of the angles

of a pair of lines follows readily that the invariant

disappears, when these pairs of lines can be brought to coincidence

by the rotation of one of them.

7. When the equations

a2 ^ «2„ ,r2 4- 2 «ii a-1 .rg + a^g x^^ = ,

( />)2 = /02 .'2 -2f,,w,a;+ /2„ .2 =

have a root ^i
• .ro in common, one of the lines a- = is at right angles

to a line of f- = U. !So the r((sultant of these ccpiations must furnish

a simultaneous invariant.

36
Proceedings Itoyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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By cliniinatiuii of j-i
•• ^^ w<J 'i"d

("20/20 — "02/02)" f 4 («oo/]i + "11 /02) ("02/n + "11/20) = •

By 11 Bimple coinputatiuii this cxprcssiou is rotiucucl to tiio sym-

bolic f'uriii

where u^ = b^- and P = <)'

.

X X XX
11' ill the preceding equations we |)Ut ((o,, = 0, tlien we liave

/\,2= or a\^ /"os + 4 «u2 "11 /"ii 4- 4
""fi

/'20 = ^- 1" "'^ lurmer ease

a line of «- is at riu'ht an-iles to a line of /-. In the latter case the

substitution (/(|2 = 2iaii l'urnish(!S the condition

-/o2 + -*'/ii + /2o = 0,

from which ensues that one of the two isotropical lines belongs to

each of the pairs; then again a line of a- is at rigiit angles to a

line of / 2

.

•' X

The consideration of the orthogonal pair of rays of the involution

«; + A/^ = o

leads to a simultaneous covariaut.

This pair is indicated by

or by

"a + ^ //. = .

so by

' f X a-' X

8. It is a matter of course, that to the cubic form

o3= «3o X^ -}- 3 Uoj .(^ X.2, + O ai2 .('i
.r2 -|- rtj,3 ;c3

X - -

belong only invariants with an even number of symbols, i. e. of

even degree in the coefficients.
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Setting aside the foniis (ai*) a| and (abf which disappear identi-

cally, we have the invariants

(abf U!, = 2 (ago ajj —
"oi
~ "12 "^ "oS "21) »

From the identity (ab)^ + «2 = «„ ij evidently follows

Oa aij bjj ^ (abf ai -J- a^ .

For ago =: and «o3 = we have

«f
= 3 (a2^ +

«fJ and {abf aj = - 2 («2^ + a^J ,

SO

2 a3 + 3 (a 6)- ai = 2 (ifl^^ + 3 «3o a^g + 3 0^3 Wgi + ^l:)
= 0.

Reciprocally the disappearing of this invariant indicates that two

lines of a^ = are at right angles to each other. For, if by a rotation

of the axes of coordinates o^ is transformed into
X

which implies that one of the lines is represented by I2 = 0, then the

angular coefficients of the remaining lines are connected by the

relation w^ m.^ = 3 «2i • The above named invariant being transformed

into 3«jj -f- 1) its disappearing produces the relation m«m.^ -|- 1 =: 0,

by which two perpendicular lines are indicated.

9. The comitant

determines the polar of a^ with respect to the lino ,yi : ^2 = -^i : •»'2.

or, what comes to the same thing, the double lines of the cubic

involution of which (.i\y)=:0 is a threefold ray and a^ =: forms

a group.

For the double rays of the involution

36*
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iU'c flotcrmiiicil liv

i

= 0,

or by «y a- =^ 0.

In couuectiou with this oojisidcmtion tl)e covaiiaiit ul' IIksse

(a 6)2 ax bx

fui'iiishos two Hues iorniiiig the threefold elements of a cubic invo-

lution of wliich 0^ = *^ i« 11 group.

The lines of Hesse are orthogonal, when the invariant {ul>)~iii

is equal to zero.

The lines a^ a~ ^ are orthogonal whoi the eovariant «« «,/ dis-

appears, i. e. when we have

'!/l Ui =^ "3 "i • — "l ""•

By substitution into 0^ h- = we find that the pair of rays

in question is indicated by

la b) ua b- = 0.

The lines of Hesse are the double elements of the involution

{« bf ax by = 0.

H' >ji
•

,'/2 is replaced by cj 'c •• — ci tv, it is evident that the eovariant

(a bf {b c) Cc ax

determines the ray conjugate in this involution to the ray «<, o^ ^ 0.

Evidently the orthogonal pair of rays of this involution is

indicated by
'

(a bf ax {b x) = 0.
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So this must correspond with (a l>) ci„ h~ = 0, which indicates

according to the above the same pair of rays. By applying the identity

(a b) (a .1) = «„ b:e — ha a^j we find {al>)~l>j-{a ,;)=(« l>) a„h- — {a l>) hn a^ h^,

where the third covariant disappears identically.

10. The biquadratic form

«4 = a4(, .T* + 4 fl3, .?,-3 xo + G a 0.2 3-^ .'2 + 4 aj.^ .Tj .t3+ o^^ .r4

has, beside the above mentioned invariant

and tlie well known invariants

i= (a hf and j = {a hf {a <f {b ,f,

the quadratic invariants

w = o4 = o2 14 „2 I G a2 + 4 a2 + a2
,

6 4('
'

.•!! ' 22 ' 13 ' U4

/= (a 6)'- «2 = 2 ffjo («40 — 2 "22 + dot) — 2 ((/31 — a]3)3 .

In consequence of the identity {a b)~ -\- a- = aa bi, we have

(a by' + 2 (« /.)'
<>i
+

«;;
=^ «; i>l

,

so that we have also

If we put "40 = and Oqi. ^= 0, then

A = 2 agj,

.• = 2 (3 r,2^ - 4 a,, a,,).

j — G (2^31 Ago am—a^^),

SO

3/i3 = G//« + 8;,
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Consequently the invariant

8 (obf (ar)"- {b<f 4- G <aby c^ — 3 a'^ h^ c?

disappears when the four lin(!s a'' = contain two pairs at right

angles.

11. Ternary forms can be represented by cones the top of which

is situated in the orioin of three axes of coordinates perpendicular

to one another.

Here too it is evident that i)y a rotation of the axes of coordi-

nates the symbolical coefficients ai of the form

undergo the same substitution as the coordinates.

So the comitants

^r + -i + 'i '
•''1 y^ + -^22/2 + ^-i yz .

(''1 y-i — -''2 y\f + (-''s y-i — ^'s y-if- + {•>'?, y\ — ••''i y-iy->

.Tl ^2 *'»

y\ y-2 y-i

^1 ^-2 ^-i

and

furnish the invariant symbols

«o . "/- , ("1 y" + («2 ''y)" + ("3 ''1)"

[ahc) .

For quadratic cones wo immediately find the orthogonal invariants

Oa^ a,i -1" ^22 + ''33 1 -^ ("11 "as — "12) ^"'' ("'"')' = ^ ± '^11 «22 "33 •
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Bacteriology. — "0« huUgo-fermentation" . By T^rof. M. "W.

Beijerinck ').

At a former occasion it was demonstrated ^) that the indigo-plants

may be brought to two physiolog-ically different groups, viz. indoxyl-

plants, to which the woad {Isatis tindoria) belongs and indican-

plants. Of the latter, which seem the most numerously represented,

were examined Indigofern leptostachjja, Pohjgonwn tindorium and

Phajus f/randiflorus ^). The result was that they contain specific

enzymes differing from one another, which split the indican into

indoxyl and glucose, while in woad there is no such enzyme.

Indican can moreover be decomposed by katabolism *), i.e. by the

direct action of the living piotoplasm, which has been observed in

some indicanplants, beside enzyme-action. Various microbes, too, can

decompose indican and here the decomposition is generally effected

by katabolism only ; some species, however, contain specific indigo-

enzymes. Hence the word "indigo-fermentation" means two quite

different processes: a katabolic and an enzymatic process, and the

enzymes are of twofold origin, products of higher plants and pro-

ducts of microbes. It is clear that in the formation of indigo from

woad, in which no glucoside but free indoxyl occurs, there can be

no question of „indigo-fermentation".

1. Preparation of the Indican as used for t/ie Experiments'').

For the preparation of indican-solutions from indican-plants, a

method was described (1. c. p. 122) the principle of which is so

quickly to destroy the enzyme that the glucoside can be dissolved

without decomposition "). This is best done for Indigofera and Po-

lygonnm by immersion in boiling watc^r, by which an extract is

obtained of 0.5 to 1 pCt. indican, which as such, or after mixing

'_) I am iiulehtod to Mr. J. F. ]'. van 1Tassf.lt anil Mr. A. van Df.lden for as-

sistance in the following study.

'^ "On Indigo-formation from tlie Woad {halls tindoria)". Prop. Royal .\oad. ot

Sciences. Amsterdam, Sept. 30, 1S99, j). 120.

•') Keceived under this name from a liorticuUnral institution.

") For this expression see: Centralbl. f. Bacteriologie 2e Abt. Bd. 6. p. 5, 1900.

') Further informations about the indican and tlie enzyme of Imligofcra arc found

in the recently published interestina; paper of Mr. J J. Hazeavinkf.l, Maandclijksch

Bulletin van liet I'roofstation voor Indigo, Klaten (Java). Allcvpring I, .lanuari 1000,

Samarang.

") For tiic prodiudion ol many other glucosides tlie same method can Itp applied.
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witli i^c'liitine or ii<^av is fit lor biictorioloiiic or enzyme experiments.

The leaves of Pliajus (jnnuli/lonis decompose the iiidican at high

temperatures with so mucli energy, that the extraction by boiling

does not produce indican but indoxyl, so tliat I first took Pliajus

for an indoxyl-plant. In this case, in order to perform the experi-

ment at low temperature without indican decomposition, the prepar-

ation should be effected in presence of an enzyme poison which

does not act on indican. To this effect the leaves are rubbed down
in caustic lime or baryta, then filtered and carbonic acid passed

through ; after filtering again a very pure indican-solution is ob-

tained ^). The leaves can also be boiled in diluted ammoniac and the

superfluous ammoniac be removed by evaporation. Another method

is to crush the leaves under alcohol by which the enzyme, though

not destroyed, precipitates in the cells, while the indican dissolves

in the alcohol and after evaporation of the latter can be taken up

in water.

By evaporating the solutions to dryness, the impure indican

results as a brown mass, resembling sealing-wax, which can be

powdered and, in dry condition, be kept unchanged an unlimited

length of time. The crude, neutralized or feebly alkaline-solutions,

when sterilized and preserved from the access of microbes, also remain

unchanged for many months ~).

A. purified indican-preparation is obtained from the decoctions by

evaporating them to dryness with caustic lime or baryta, dissolving

in little water, filtering, passing through carbonic acid or preci-

pitating the baryta with aluminium sulphate, then again filtering and

evaporating to dryness. The thus formed preparation contains fewer

pigments and fewer proteids than the crude solutions.

The impure or thus purified indican is fit for mixing with a solid

medium destined for microbe-cultures. On such "indican agar"

or "indican gelatine" poured out to plates, colonies or streaks of

microbes produce or do not produce indigo, according to the species.

Of this later more.

For our experiments we used the decoction or the crude indican

prepared from it, either or not purified with lime, of Pohj(jonum

tindorium and Indhjofera Icjjfosfac/nja, cultivated partly in the

garden of the Bacteriological Laboratory at Delft, partly at Wage-

1) The extraction with <!aiistic lime hns also been applied by Mr. Hazf.winkel for

Iiidiffofera.

-) But iifter a very long time tbe nmonnt of indican diminishes when air finds

tu'cess. When air was excluded I could iH)tc no change in the solutions-
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ningen, and kindly procured by Mr. van Lookeren Campagne. 1

also received from Mr. Hazewixkel of Klaten, Java, perfectly well

preserved extracts of ImVujofera in tins, together with crude enzyme

prepared from this plant.

2. Preparation of the Enzymes.

For this preparation I followed the method pointed out before

(1. c. pag. 124). The plants are rubbed fine in a mortar under

alcohol and during the rubbing the alcohol is a few times renewed.

In tiie beginning alcohol of 96 pCt. is taken, which is sufficiently

diluted by the juice of the plant, but afterwards some water is added

as otherwise the chlorophyll-pigment cannot be completely extracted

from the granules. I suppose this must be explained by the strong

water-attracting power of the alcohol, which produces from the

protoplasm a proteid, impervious to the chlorophyll pigment and

possibly to the alcohol itself, but which, by water, becomes again

permeable. In this operation the indigo-enzyme is precipitated

in the cells and this occurs so quickly that the indican, which is

soluble in alcohol has disappeared before its decomposition can set

in. As by this method the chlorophyll is completely extracted by

alcohol, a colourless product is obtained, which, after drying, first

at 37° C. and then at 55° C, is a snow-white powder, directly, or

after further pulverising, fit for enzyme experiments. In stoppered

bottles I have kept such preparations for months without observing

any decrease of activity ^).

As, in the preparation of the indigo-enzyme from Pohjf/onian tinctoriiiiii

decomposition of the indican occurs much more easily than with

Imlhjofcro^ it is necessary, in order to get colourless preparations

from this plant, to proceed with greater precaution and to kill the

protoplasm more quickly. This is done by taking only a small

quantity of leaf substance at a time for the rubbing in the mortar

so that the alcohol can penetrate in a few seconds. With Ind'ujo-

fera much larger quantities of leaves may be taken, without fear of

obtaining preparations coloured by indigo.

As I could not point out by the ammoniac-experiment, the presence

of free indoxvl in Polyijonnm leaves, I thought at first that the

') Tlie lo33 of activity in enzyme preparations may be compared to the loss of

germinating power in plant-seeds. It tliey are kept in con\plcte absence of water,

Ijotli, the activity of enzymes and tlie gerniinatin»- power of seeds, will last an

iiidiniited len''lii of time.
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flifferenCG was to ho (Xj)liiine(l liy admitting- that tlio eiizj'me of

Pnhjfjoiium is more .soluble in water tlian tliat of Indic/ofera and

so, during- tlio extraction could perhaps in higher concentration act

on the indican. But the cx[)erimcnt showed that this is not the

case. Neither can the acid reaction of the juice of Polygonum,

caused by kaliuin bioxalato, account for this difference, as the

addition of this salt, kaliuni biphosphate, or of a little acid, to the

materials used for the prepai'ing of the enzyme from Indhjoferd,

produces no change in the course of the phenomena. The addition

of as])aragine is likewise without effect. Nor is the explanation to

be found in the relation of both enzymes to the temperature. I have

so come to the conclusion that in Polij(jonum part of the indican

is decomposed by the direct action of the living protoplasm itself.

This part is however small, and by quickly immersing in boiling

water the protoplasm is killed befoie it causes decomposition.

In the preparation of indigo-enzyme from Phajus (jrnndi(lorus

nothing particular is observed. But we saw before that the decoction

method produces no indican but indoxyl from this plant.

As the figure below shows that the enzyme of Phajus becomes

inactive already at a lower temperature (67° C.) than that of f/iJ/r/o-

fera (75° C), I must admit that also in the leaves of P/iaJus kata-

bolism exists together with enzyme action and that, at the immer-

sion in boiling water, simultaneously with the dying of the proto-

plasm, this katabolism causes a vigorous indican decomposition ').

Hence Folygonnm and Phajns agree in so far as in both indigo-

fermentation is caused by katabolism and by enzymes; but they

differ in the fact that in /'//r?/^^s the katabolism is quickened by high,

in Pohj(/oinim by low temperature. In hidifjofera katabolism seems

not to occur at all and the decomposition of indican appears exclu-

sively effected by the enzyme.

From the preparations obtained in the way described, the enzyme

itself can but be imperfectly extracted. In water it proves almost

quite insoluble, somewhat better in glycerine and best of all in

a 10 pCt. solution of common salt, as was already indicated by

Mr. Hazewinkel, and in a 10 pCt. solution of calcium chloride.

In these solutions only a small quantity of enzyme is soluble, for

the remaining substance is nearly as strongly active as before the

extraction. In the solutions themselves alcohol produces hardly any

precipitate, so that more active preparations cannot be procured in

') [n 5 3 p. 513, will l)e denioiistralod tlint nil the imlipan is localised in tiie

rotoplasiu.
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this way. Accordingly the best results in the enzyme experiments

are obtained by crude enzyme finely powdered.

3. On the Distribution of Tndican and the Indifjo-

enzymes in the Plants.

By the examination of the different parts of indigo- and other

plants in the two ways described, the distribution of the indican and

the indigo-enzymes was established. It was thus made evident that

both commonly occur or lack together.

They are accumulated in the leafy organs, especially in the

green leaves
;

in flowers and flower-buds they are in smaller

quantity. In the seeds and germs they fail entirely. The roots and

stems of Pohjcjonum tindorium and of Indifjofera leptostachya are

also quite or nearly quite devoid of indican and indigo-enzyme. Only

in transverse sections of branches of the latter, kept for some

days in strongly diluted indican solution, I could detect traces of

indigo-blue particularly in the medulla and the medullary rays and

in the bark, which shows that these parts contain some, but very

little indigo-enzyme. The absence of enzyme and indican in the stem

and roots of Polygoninn tindorium can be easily shown as the stems

of this plant have a great disposition to form radiculae which are,

as the stems, by their herbaceous nature and broad-celled structure,

quite fit for such experiments. If the roots are allowed to die off

in a chloroform-atmosphere they remain colourless ; this is likewise

the case wlien the dying is occasioned by immersion in mercury

followed by treatment with ammoniac vapour. But from this follows

only that indican and enzyme do not occur together; if but either

of them is present it is not detected by this experiment ^), but may
be demonstrated as follows.

If indigo-enzyme is added to a decoction made from the stems

or roots of Polygonum tindorium^ or if this decoction is boiled with

hydrochloric acid and a little ferrichlorid to decompose the indican and

oxidise the indoxyl, then no indigo appears; so, indican is absent.

That in the said parts indigo-enzyme, too, is wanting follows from

the fact that parts of stems and roots finely crushed in alcohol, after

filtering oft" and drying, produce a powder quite inactive on iudican-

solution. Even the growing point and the region of growth of the

') Tins sliould l)e kept in view witli rpganl to tlie ".ilcoliol-experiinent" of

Mr. Mouscii.
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foots contain no onzymo '), as tliin slices killed in alcohol, remain

quite coloui'lcss in indican-solution at 45°. The same is the case

with entire roots which, after killing in alcohol, are put in indican-

solution.

From these facts seems to follow that the growth and development

of indican-plants is not in inseparable relation to tlie presence

of indican and enzyme.

To this result we are also led concerning the relation between

the development and the presence of indoxyl in the woad, though its

distribution in this plant is somewhat diilercnt from that of the

indican. In woad the indoxyl occurs, besides in the young leaves,

and buds, also in the young rootperidermis, in the root-buds and in

the growing root-ends "). The distribution of the indican agrees

with that of the indoxyl in the fact that they are both completely

wanting within the thicker stems and all the thicker roots. So there

is in woad no indoxyl in the inner part of the stem organs of the

leaf-rosettes in spring, when they are ready to elongate and push out

the inflorescence which is then in the very period of the most intens-

ive cell-partition and cell-elongation. Likewise, there is no indoxyl

in the cambium and the secondary tissues of the woad-roots. Even

the fiower-buds are in an early period, and when still growing

vigorously, free from indoxyl; likewise the embryos, seeds and fruits.

First at the germination indoxyl can be pointed out in the seeds

and other parts of tlie germinating plant. So it is very probable

that neither indican nor indoxyl are necessarily related to the growth

or development of the indigo-plants. But the possibility remains that

in certain cases these substances originate as quickly as they dis-

appear. So, in the young leaves of Indhjofera leptostachya^ when

kept some days in the dark, a little indoxyl may be detected by

means of the ammoniac-experiment, while the normal plant is in

all its parts quite free from indoxyl, whence it seems possible, that in

normal conditions, there is a continual splitting of indican, which is

not observable only because the freed indoxyl directly forms indican

again with freshly supplied sugar. For the rest, the woad, of which

all full-grown parts are devoid of indoxyl, proves that this substance

can relatively quickly disappear.

The appearance of indican, particularly in the peripheric parts of

the aerial organs, and the bitter taste it gives them, might suggest

1) While in the stem these piii-ts iire extremely rich ns well in indican as enzyme.

•) Which shows that the formation and accnmulation of indoxyl is possible in the

dark ns well ns iu the light.
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the idea that, like tannin, it serves as a defensive against insects and

snails. But this supposition would explain only the function of the

indican but not that of the splitting products and the indigo-enzyme.

If a beneficient influence on the growth in general could be ascribed

to indoxyl, then a useful action of this substance on the curing of

hurt parts would become probable. And this would also spread more

light on the function of the indican and the enzyme, for then it

would be clear that the enzyme-action, which operates at the very

dying off of the hurt cells, would promote the curing, not only by

the formation of indoxyl but also by the production of glucose.

As to the localisation in the cell, I found the leaves of Phajns

tjrandiflonis by their broad-celled structure fit for demonstrating

microchemically indican as well as indigo-enzyme.

The indican can be precipitated as indigo-blue or indigo-red, and

both ways point out that it is present in the protoplasm and wanting

in the cell- walls, cell-nuclei, and cell-sap. To demonstrate this a not

too thin microscopic transverse section of a leaf is put in living

condition in a boiling mixture of strong hydrochloric acid and ferri-

chloride. The indican is suddenly decomposed and the freed indoxyl

as quickly oxidized into indigo-blue, which is easily detected under

the microscope as a precipitate in the shape of small blue granules

in the colourless protoplasm of the green parenchyma and the

epidermis. I could not trace it with certainty in the chlorophyll-

granules.

If the sections, in living condition, are put in a boiling mixture

of hydrochloric acid and isatine, the indican passes into indigo-red,

which sets off in the protoplasm as very characteristic red crystal

needles ^).

The enzyme, on the contrary, is exclusively accumulated in the

chlorophyll-granules as is proved by the following.

If living microscopic sections of leaves of Phajus are put in

an indican-solution (e. g. in a decoct of Indigofera or Pohjijonitiu)

they become blackish blue in a short time, which colour is

exclusively caused by indigo-blue precipitated in the chlorophyll-

granules. In the epidermis much indigo is precipitated only in

1) The preseiise of indoxyl in urine may be shown witli mucli more cerUiinty and

exactness in the form of indii;o-rcd than of indigo-blue. To this end the urine is

boiled witii hydrochloric acid and isatine by which the colour a,rows red. At cooling

the indigored crystallises in characteristic microscopic needles. 'These are easily

filtered and dissolve beautifully red in alcohol (best is to boil out the whole fdter

with alcohol).
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the cells of the stomata, elsewhere none at all. If the microscopic

sections are beforehand kilhifl and extracted with alcohol, the enzyme

spreads in the cell but remains confined within the cell-walls,

so that, by putting them into an indican solution they become

of a uniform intense blue, in which only the bast bundles remain

colourless.

The accumulation of enzyme in the chlorophyll-granules is perhaps

connected with the formation of starch from the glucose of the indican.

As to the localisation of indoxyl in the leaves of woad I have

acquired no certainty, but I suppose that, like indican, it occurs

only in the protoplasm.

The hypothesis of Mr. MoLiscH ') according to which indoxyl

and indican should be in close relation to the decomposition of

carbonic acid in the chlorophyll, appears contrary to the great

accumulation of indoxyl in the root-peridermis, which is completely

free from chlorophyll, and in the colourless root-buds of the woad,

which seems unnoticed by Mr. Molisch. Nor do I think his argu-

ments and figures convincing for the occurrence of indoxyl and

indican in the chlorophyll-granules ; moreover was Mr. MoLlSCll

unacquainted with the existence of indigo-enzymes and their local-

isation.

Elsewhere than in the indigo-plants indigo-enzymes seem but seldom

to occur. Like Dr. van Roxburgh ~) I observed that emulsine of

almonds decomposes indican, and in § 6 the intensity of this action

is graphically represented in connection with temperature.

The said fact may serve to demonstrate in a simple way the

localisation of emulsine in almonds. If thin sections of the seed-

lobes are put in an indican-solution at 50° C, the vascular bundles

will first take a deep blue colour, which shows that there the emuls-

ine is the most accumulated. Then the parenchyma around them

grows blue, and finally the more peripheric parenchyma. This

points out that the emulsine is nowhere wholly absent but is accum-

ulated about the confines of the central-cylinder, which becomes

distinctly visible by this experiment ^).

A rather great number of other plants examined for indigo-enzymes

have all given negative results *}.

') Bericbte der deutsclieu Bot. Gesellschuft, B.l. 17, p. 230, 1899.

-) Comrauiiicnted by Mr. Hazewixkel, Maaiidelijkscli Bulletin N". 1, pag. S.

') Nearly the same lm« been found by Johannsen, who examined the decomposi-

tion of amygdaline with separate parts of the seedlobes. (Ann. !Sci. Nat. Botan. Serie

7, T. 6, p.' 118, 1887).

') So I could not find iudigo-enzynies iu ; ludii/ofei-a dosuu, Polyyoiium jiersicaria.
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Neither is indican decomposed by sections of branches or leaves

of apricots, pears, apples, peaches, while in the kernels of the fruits

of these species a feebly decomposing emulsine is found.

Malt, malt-diastase, pancreas, papayotine, pepsine and saliva are

inactive; likewise mustard-seed and myrosine prepared from Tropae-

olurn majm.

Glucase, from maize does not decompose indican, which is the

more noteworthy as amygdaliue is decomposed by it.

4. Decomposition of Indican by Microbes in (jeneml.

Mr. MOLISCH has drawn attention to the fact, that various species

of microbes give rise to indigo-formation from indican and that

others do not, which may be rendered useful for differential diagnosis.

He experimented with the decoct oi Poli/goiiii in tinctoriuin or Indiga-

fera mixed with agar or gelatine, pouring it out to plates and

using these as a solid nutrient. Aerobics and temporary anaerobics

from the soil or from canal water sown out on it will develop,

and in and around the colonies which split the indican, indigo-blue

will separate out in microscopic lumps or globules which often show

crystal structure. The „indican microbes" are in this way elegantly

distinguished as pigment-microbes iimong the non-decomposers. ')

The indican, as a powder, may be added in a percentage of 0.5

to 1 pCt. to solid or liquid nutrients, adapted for the examination

of specific mikrobe groups.

P. aviciilare, P. fai/opp-um, P. listortu, P. sacchuliiwiisd, Trifolium rejiens, T.prateme,

Mtidicugo saliva, Lotus coruicnlala, Pisniii sativum, Vicia falia, Rohiuia psendoacacia,

Baplisia auslralis, Melilotus cneruleus, Spiraea Jilijmuhda, S. ulmaria, lluhia liiiclorium,

Asperula odoralu, Solaiiuni In/jcrositiii, Amsonia salicifolia, Asdepias cornuti, Scor:ouera

hispauica, Linaria vulyaris, Slellaria Imloslca, Uochleana arinoracia, Brassicca oleracea,

Isalis tinctoria, Iris gernianica.

») Sitz.ber. der Akud. d. Wiss. m Wieu. Matli. Naturw.Classe, Bd. 107, p. 75S,

1898. Mr. MoLlscu enumerates the following species as decomposing indican :

Bacillus antJiracis, B. prodiffiosus, Slreptothrix odorifera, S. dicliotoma, Sarcine lutea,

Penicillium sp. -AiiA Mucor iiiucedo; as non-decomposiug: Streplococcus pyogenes, Staphjlo-

cocctts pyogenes aureus. Bacillus suhtilis, B. coli communis, B. fuorescens liquefueieus^

B. megatherium and jjressed yeast. Mr. van Hasselt and I saw no decomposition witli

Acetobacter aceli, A. runscens, Bacillus cyaneus, B. cyunogeuus, B. pyoiyuueus, B.

diastaiiciis, B. jirodigiosus, B. pseudotuherculosis. Many spore-forming bacteria, such

as B. suilitis, B. megatherium, B. pulcher, B. mesentericus and others sometimes

decompose and sometimes do not. Further there is no indican splitting by beer-

yeast {Sacchuromyces cerevisiae), wine-yeast (S. ellipsoideus), presaed-yeast {S- pauis),

S. mycodermu, S. passulurum, S. uvarmu, Schizosaccharomyes ocUisporus, S. pomhe and

by the following moulds ; Aspergillus uiyer, A. oryzuc, Amylomyces rouxii, Mucor oryzae,

Oidiuiu luctis, Eudomyces muyuusii.
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I found that some species decompose iiidican with extraordinary

facility. Especially the common ferment-bacteria of plant infusions,

which of late I united in the genus Ai-'robader '), decompose with so

much intensity, that they may with some reason claim the name of

„indigobacteria" ; they will later be discussed in particular. For the

species which split with more difficulty this power depends on circum-

stances not yet quite clear to me. It may occur that in pure

cultures colonies of cue and the same origin, and separated from the

common stock by a few generations only, behave quite differently, so

that species, which for a long time I considered as non-decomposing,

later proved vigorous indigo-producers. This I observed for instance

in the photogenic bacteria of the Northsea. I suppose this fact to

be connected with the influence of the sugar freed at the splitting

of the indican, as other experiences prove that this influence is not

constantly the same for all individuals of a species. That especially

aiucose acts vio-orouslv on the life of some bacteria, and, even in

small quantities, e.g. 0.05 pCt. to 0.1 pCt. may be a violent poison

for some photogenic bacteria, I proved before, and this is noteworthy

as still smaller quantities are favourable to the same species.

That the different conditions of the bacteria may be of influence

on their power for decomposition, follows for instance from the fact

that Bacillus radkicola^ from the tubercles of Pisum sativum and

Trifolium, decomposes the indican, while this is not done by the

bacteroids of the tubercles of these plants. Closely allied species may

also behave differently ; thus. Bacillus ornithopodis, from the root-

tubercles of Ornithopus saiivus, does not decompose at all and, among

lactic-acid ferments, I observed vigorous decomposition by the rod-

shaped ferments used in the yeast-industry {Lactobacter lomjtis), and

no decomposition by the diplococci and streptococci (L. lactis) oi iha

dairy industry. The ease with which this reaction is effected and

its clear result recommend it for further research.

The splitting of the indican by microbes is operated in the same

way as in indigo-plants, either by katabolism, i. e. by direct ferment-

action of the living protoplasm on the indican, or by specific indigo-

enzymes. Consequently the forms belonging to the former group

decompose the indican in living condition only 2), those of the latter

both living and dead. The experiment, demonstrating this, may be

performed as follows.

') Geiitralbl. 1'. Bacteriolog-ie, 2e Abtli. M. ti, N". 7, pag. 193, 1900.

2) The optimum temperatuve of the decompositoti by katabolism agrees, for the

e.Kaminetl species, with that of the growth.
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Of a culture, grown on a solid nutrient substratum with copious

access of air, some material is put on a glass-slide and killed in

such a way that eventually present enzyme remains unhurt. This

may be done by immersing the material in strong alcohol, in

which it should remain at least 24 hours to be quite sure that the

microbes are killed, or by exposition to ether-, alcohol- or chloroform-

vapour ^). In the latter case the microbe-material is placed in a

glass-box beside a vessel with chloroform, where ferments moulds,

and most bacteria die after V2 to 1 hour already, while the enzymes

in the cells remain unhurt.

If a small lump of killed microbes is put in an indican-solutiou,

poured out to a thin layer in a white porcelain vessel floating on

water of circa 45° C, then only those microbes will become blue,

which contain indigo-euzyme, while those, acting by katabolism. don't

cause decomposition. If in the latter case not all but only most of

the microbes have been killed, there will at first be no manifest

decomposition, but it will set in as soon as the living individuals

have sufficiently multiplied, which is at the same time a good control

of the experiment.

The microbes containing enzymes can be dried and powdered

after killing and such "crude enzymes", when kept dry, preserve

their activity very long. By the little dissolubility of the indigo-enzymes

in water, glycerine and salt-solutions, it was not possible by extracting

the crude enzymes and precipitating with alcohol, to obtain more

active preparations from them.

It has been proved that all examined bacteria, blastomycetes 2)

and moulds, which decompose indicau, do not effect this by enzymes

but by katabolism, while among alcohol-ferments both cases occur.

So indican is decom[)Osed katabolically by Saccharomyces ludwigi

and Monilia Candida, while Saccharomijces sphaericus ^), S. apicu-

latiis, S. muciparus *), .S. fi/rocola ^) contain indigo-enzymes. One of

') In alcohol vapour manj' microbes die sooner than iu strong alcohol, this having

a water absorbing power and thus acting protectingly.

'^) Blastomycetes have the shape of yeast-cells but produce no alcohol. To these

belong e. g. the red "yeasts" Blaslumyces (jhdiuis, B. roseits, B. i/ranulosus (of which

the last colours deep blue w^th jodiiie), and which all decompose indican vigorously.

3) Under this name, given Ijy Nageij, I uuited the various forms of aethyl-acetate

yeast. (Verhandelingen 5e Xatuur- en Geneeskundig Congres te Amsterdam, 1895, p. 301).

*) This name 1 give to a saccharose-yeast, very common in pressed yeas\ and which

does not ferment maltose.

'") S. tyrocola is a lactose-yeast, not rare in Edam cheese. Tts cultures on wort-

gelatine are sometimes rose-coloured.

37
Proceedings Royal Acad. Auistcrdam. Vol. 11.
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these enzymes, that of S. sphaericus, which acts the most strongly of

all, will be treated in § 0.

Here I wish to remark that inrligo-enzymes originate in the

yeast-cells only then, when cultured on a solid medium e. g. on

wort-gelatine, with almndant access of air. When cultured in nutrient

liquids, even with a current of air passing through, they produce uo

or only very little enzyme.

The indigo-bluc, formed by most moulds and yeast-species in

the decomposition of indican, is for the greater part confined within

the protoplasm, as was already described and figured by Mr. MoLiscil

(I.e.); but in those cases when decomposition is very strong, as

with many bacteria, the indoxyl streams out and also precipitates

outside of the cell in granules of indigo-blue.

h. Indigo-fermentation hy Aerohacter.

When a decoction of Indicjofera or Polygonum is infected with

garden-soil, canal-water or mud, and placed at 28° C, there origin-

ates, during a copious formation of indigo, a rich bacteria-flora in

which the common gas-producing ferments, which I recently united ^)

in the genus Aerobader, perform the chief part. The first who drew

attention to this fact was Alvarez, but he went too far by admitting

the existence of specific bacteria for indigo-fermentation -). By bring-

ing a drop of the first crude fermentation into a second quantity

of a decoction and so on, an accumulation, sometimes a pure culture

of Al'vobader is obtained ^).

By sowing out an ^('roiadfT-fermentaUou on iudican-gelatine, nut

only the Aerobacier-colowia^, but also those of various other bacteria

colour deeply blue by indigo. Commonly, however, the Ai'robader-%\\QC\Q^

are recognised by their number. But the chief characteristic of J^ro-

bader is its fermenting power and its temporary anaerobiosis, by which

the splitting of indican goes on even at temporary exclusion of air,

which is not the case with the aerobics. On this characteristic is

based the supplanting of the aerobics by Aiirobader in liquid cultures

and the prevailing part which these bacteria have in the splitting

') Centrnlblatt fiir Bacteriologie. 2e Abt. Bd. 6 X». 7, 1900.

•-) Comptes reiidus, T. 105, pag. 287, 1887.

3) In several other plaat-infusions, not from indigo-plants, quite the same is ob-

served. The strongest ^fVoiacier-fermentations are obtained by mixing rye-tlour with

water to a thick pap and placing it at 2S° C. After a few hours the development

sets in of carbonic acid and liydrogeu, caused by the Ambacter-?-\>ene^, never

wanting in flour, which in the beginning supplant all other bacteria.
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of the inrlican in the spontaneous indigo-fermentations. In pure

cultures this splitting can of course be as well efFectcrl by various

common aerobics, albeit more slowly.

The decomposition of iadican by Aerobader is operated katabol-

ically, as in all other examined bacteria also, so that killed

bacteria are inactive and indigo-enzyme cannot be separated out.

The optimum temperature for the decomposition agrees with that

of the growth and is, for instance, 28° C. for a variety of A.

aerofjones isolated from milk.

The number of Ai'robacter-iovms obtained by sowing out from

the decoctions is very great but may be reduced to three chief

species, described by me elsewhere (I.e. pag. 200). They are Al'ro-

bacter ar'rogenes, A. colt and A.liqiiefaclens, all represented by many
varieties and allied by intermediate forms. Not all varieties are

equally active. So, among the forms of A. coli, which for the greater

part decompose most vigorously, the variety A. coli var. commune,

isolated from the intestines or from faeces, is but feebly active or

not active at all and recognisable by this feature.

The products of the decomposition of indican by Ailrobacter (and

by bacteria in general) are the same as by enzyme action, i. e. indoxyl

and glucose. If a nutrient liquid containing indican, e. g. decoct

of indigo-plants, broth, or yeast-water, is passed into a fermentation tube

and infected with Aerobacter, indigo-blue is formed in the open
end, while in the closed one carbonic acid and hydrogen orio-inate

from the glucose of the indican i), and indoxyl which remains a

long time unchanged.

In proportion as the oxidation of the indoxyl proceeds more slowlv

more indigo-red is produced, similarly to the splitting of indican by
enzymes and acids. Now the splitting of the indican, and consequently

the oxidation of the indoxyl can proceed with much rapidity by
the action of enzymes and still more rapidly by acids in presence of

ferrichloride, while it is impossible to make the process o-q on as

([uickly by bacteria. So it is inevitable that the formation of indio'o-

red is very great in the case of the bacterial fermentation of the

indican, while it is possible to reduce its amount practicallv to zero

in the case of chemical decomposition. As it is besides hardly
possible to separate the indigo-blue from the substance of the bacteria

') That the development of gas is due to the sugar of the iudicau, and not to the
free sugui- already present in the decoctions or the indican preparations, is j)roved by
the fact that the gas-development is the same when beforehand all free sn"ar has
been ri:niuved iVum the liipiid by WKum uf pure bcer-yeasl, whicii acls iioi ,,ii iuiUi-in

61*
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only an impure iiifli<jo can bo obtained by means of tlieir action.

In consoqueiHH! of the orowth of Al'rohader the reaction of plant

extractions, particularly of the in(li<>'o-plants, first becomes feebly acid,

later feebly alkaline by the formation of free alkali. 'J'iiis is also

prejudicial to the production of indio-o, as in acid solutions the

indoxyl oxidises vei'y slowly, by which anain much indit,n)-red is

formed, while at the same time part of the indoxyl s'<-'^s lost in

another way.

Worthy of note is the influence of various sugars on the indican

decomposition by yirrobader. Mr. VAN Hasselt found that already

V2 pCt. glucose, as well in liquid cultures as in gelatine experiments,

prevents decomposition, while much larger quantities, even to 10 p(Jt.

of cane-sugar, maltose and lactose have no effect at all and levulose

but very little. Evidently the very sugar produced by the splitting

counteracts this splitting, while other sugars have not this effect,

or in less degree. To this 3ule mannose makes an exception, as

indican decomposition is in the same way counteracted by it as by

glucose. This opposing influence gives consequently only partly and

not completely the answer to the question after the nature of the

sugar separated out of the glucoside by bacteria ').

There are however forms of Aerohader which, in ferment-experi-

ments, produce unequal quantities of carbonic acid und hydrogen

from glucose and mannose, and by their help it is proved that the

sugar formed from indican can only be glucose.

Nitrates, also, have a remarkably opposing influence on the

production of indigo by Aerohader. Common saltpetre is active

already at '/20 pCt., which is iu perfect accordance with the anti-

fermenting action of this salt iu general, on which reposes its use

in the dairy industry, to prevent one of the most important defects

of cheese, in Holland called "njzers".

G. Lidican-decoinposition by the Indiyo-enzijines.

The indigo-enzymes prepared from Indigofera leptostachija.i Poly-

gonum tindorium, Phajus grandiflorus, aethyl-acetate-yeast (Sacdia-

romyces sphaericus) aud emulsine of sweet almonds, have been

1) Mr. VAN Hasselt ju-ppnred the osrizon from the iii(lic;iii-sugar ;mil f'oiuid, after

recrystallisation tV uii alcohol, the meltiiiu; point to be at 195° to 199° C, that is nearly

the same as that of glucos:u;ou, which is 2U4° to 205° G. ]5ut the melting- point of

mannosazon is about as hia;h.
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compared as to their intensity of action on inrlican at different

temperatures, for wliich notable differences have been found. No

other group of enzymes is known to lead with equal ease and

certainty to the determination of these relations as this group of

the indigo-enzymes.

The experiments were conducted as follows. Of solutions of about

0.5 pCt. indican ') 10 cc. were passed into equal test-tubes selected

for the purpose. After heating them to the required temperature in

a large beakerglass, arranged as waterbath, with thermoregulator and

thermometer, the enzyme was added and the temperature kept

constant.

After a few hours the tubes were taken out, alcalised and the

indoxyl oxidised by strong shaking, then acidified, by which a very

fine, equally divided, purely blue precipitate of indigo-blue is obtained,

Avhich allows colorimetrically to establish the intensity of action

with sufficient exactness.

It proved wholly indifferent whether in these experiments use

was made of the indican of Indkjofera or of Polygonum. Evidently

it is the same in both plants.

Great attention should however be paid to the degree of acidity

of the indican solutions. The most favourable enzyme action was

observed at the rate of about 0.5 cc. normal acid per 100 cc. liquid.

An increase of the acid to 2 cc. slackens the reaction notably;

likewise the addition of alkali to feebly alkaline. Acid salts, as

kaliumbioxalate and kaliumbiphosphate, act in the same way as

free acids.

The quantities of the enzymes employed for the experiments

amounted to 2— 60 milligrams of finely powdered crude enzyme per

10 cc. of the Vo pCt. indican-solution.

First of all was now established the maximum temperature at

which the action of the enzymes ceases entirely, that is, where the

enzymes are nearly suddenly destroyed. For Indigofera this maximum

is at 75° C, but when using a great deal more enzyme a feeble

action could still be observed at 78° C. which however quite ceased

at 80° C. For Polygonum the maximum temperature is at 55° C,

and in large quantities a feeble action was still observable at 60° C.

For this determination the tubes were placed, for Indigofera, at

72°.5, 75°, 78° and 80° C. ; for Polygonum, at 52°.5, 55°, 58° and

60° C. For both enzymes the action at the rising of the temperature

diminishes very quickly near the maximum. In a similar way were

') Stronger solutions give no more exact results.
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found as maximum temperatures for Saccharomyces sphaericus about

G0° C, for Phajm f/randi/lonis 67°, and for emulsine 70° C.

After tliis the optimum temperatures for the enzyme action were

fixed, for Indujofera by searching between 55° and 65° the maximum

intensity of indigo-formation, testing all temperatures from 55°, 57°,

59° C. and so on. The strongest inversion was found at 61° C.

both for powdered crude enzyme and for enzyme-solution in lOpCt.

common salt and 10 pCt. calcium chloride. Changes in the degree

of alkalinity or acidity within the narrow confines between which

enzyme action is at all possible, deplaee the optimum temperature but

little^). A difference in temperature of 1° C. was only to be observed

between 61° and 62°; at 62° C the decomposition was certainly a

little feebler, but between 60° and 61° C. there existed some doubt.

At lower temperatures distinct diff'erences in the intensity of the

decomposition could only be noted at intervals of 2° C.

The enzyme of Pohj(jo>iui}i, examined in the same way between

35° and 45° C, gives the most copious production of indigo at

42° C, with a rapid decrease in action above, a slow one below

that point.

1. Indigoferu.

2. Phajiis.

3. Polygonum.

4. Saccharomyces

sphaericus.

6. Em,ulsine.
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For aethyl-acetate-yeast the optimum lies at 44°, for Phajm at

53° C, and' for emulsino at 55° C. i).

Particularly for emulsiue the intensity of action is feeble, and the

feebler it is, the more troublesome exactly to fix the temperature-

optimum, as is clearly shown by the course of the curved line in

the graphic representation.

For the exact determination of the shape of the curved line

which indicates the general relation between decomposition and tem-

perature, temperatures above and below the optimum were sought,

at which the quantities of indigo, formed after an hour's action,

were quite the same. In a system of coordinates with the

temperatures as abscisses and the intensity of decomposition as

ordinates, these points have then equal ordinates and by determining

some such couples the whole course of the curve becomes known.

When looking at tlie curves found in this way we see that

the decrease of action above the optimum is much more rapid than

the rising below and that the last rising is not proportioned to the

temperature.

At the same temperature the indican-dccomposition by the various

enzymes is operated with very unequal intensity. Proportionate ciphers

between them were fixed as follows. In the experiments desciibed

before, so much of the enzymes to be compared was added to 10 cc.

of indican-solution that at the optimum temperatures effects of equal

intensity were observed. This proved to be the case when use was

made of the following quantities of crude enzyme in milligrams:

Indiyofera 5, Folygoniim 20, Saccharonnjces sphaericus 40, emulsine

100, which numbers stand to one another as 1 : 4 : 8 : 20. When all

these quantities were doubled or reduced to the half, the propor-

tions underwent no change. Consequently from these numbers follows

that the intensity of decomposition for the different enzymes is ex-

pressed thus : Indlgofera 20, Polyyonum 5, aethyl-acetate-yeast 2.5,

emulsine 1. In the graphic figure the length of the ordinates is

taken proportionately with these numbers.

So we find that the curve of the Folyyoimm-enzyme is about

uniform with that of the much stronger enzyme of Indiyofera, but

at 0° C. they cross each other, so that at a still lower temperature

the action becomes an inverse one.

The great difference in intensity of action is also proved by the

fact, that, for the manifest appearance of indigo in 10 cc. of the

^) As is seen, the difference between the optimum and niaximuin temperature is

for all enzymes about 14° C.
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indican-solution, there is at least required of the different crude

enzymes 2 milligrams of Indigofera^ 20 of Polygomim and Sficcharo-

mijces sphaericus, and GO of emulsinc.

CONCLUSIONS.
The splitting of the indican hy the cell can occur in two ways:

by ferment-action of the living protoplasm itself (katabolism), and

by enzymes.

All examined bacteria, which act on indican, split by katabolism

and hence are in dead condition inactive. The most important among
them arc the common ferment-bacteria (^eroiader) of sugar-containing

plant infusions.

All indican-plants and some species of alcohol-ferments contain

indigo-enzymes and consequently can decompose the indican in dead

condition too. Indigo-enzymes originate only at abundant access of

air. Five of these enzymes proved specifically different, with tem-

perature optima of 61* {Indu/ofera), 55° (cmulsine), 53° (Phajus),

44° {Succharomi/ces sphaericus) and 42° {Polygonum). For all of them

the action is favoured by free acid to an amount of 0.5 cc. normal

per 100 cc. of the employed indican-solution ; more acid, like alkali,

opposes the action.

Indigofcva decomposes the indican only by enzyme-action; in the

case of Pulij(jonam tinctorium and Phajus gr(i?uliflorus the indican

is decomposed partly by katabolism, partly by enzyme-action.

In the leaves of Phajus grandifiorus indican is localized in the

colourless protoplasm of n.esophyll and epidermis, the indigo-enzyme

exclusively in the chlorophyll-granules.

Chemistry. — ''Indican — its hijdrolysis and the enzyme causing

the same.'" By J. J. Hazewinkel, Director of the experimental

station for Indigo at Klaten (Java). (Comnumieated by Prof.

S. Hoogewerff).

The following investigations were done by me in November 1898.

After the investigation was closed, I received by the mail the trea-

tise of Marchlewski and I then went to Buitenzorg to consult

Dr. VAN RoMBURGH about these researches.

I first thought it would be better, in the interest of the Javanese

indigo growers to keep the results of my work a secret, but having

been informed by Prof. Beijerinck that he also had taken up the
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study of iudican and had in many respects come to the same con-

clusions as myself, I decided to publish my results, as it would he

impossible to keep the matter a secret.

It so happened that van Romburgh had also occupied himself

with researches on indican and, without being acquainted with my

work, had obtained results confirming my own. His results will,

of course, be communicated in this paper.

If the juice from the leaves of Indigofera leptostachya is collected

in such a manner that there cannot be any question of enzyme-

actions, for instance by treatment with boiling water or by using

enzyme poisons (lime-water, solution of mercuric chloride), a liquid

is obtained which, if not too acid, is perfectly stable, and contains

a substance which is capable of yielding indigo.

This may be demonstrated in four ways.

1. By acidifying and carefully adding ferric chloride or any other

suitable oxidizing agents.

2. By the action of an enzyme contained in the indigo plant.

3. By the action of enzymes not derived from the indigo plant.

4. By the action of different bacteries.

Enzyme 2 was prepared by repeatedly rubbing fresh indigo leaves

with strong alcohol and removing the alcohol by squeezing the mass

with the hands. The residue was then pressed between blotting

paper in a copying press and allowed to dry in the sun. The dry

product was then finely powdered and passed through a sieve. By

keeping this powder under alcohol for a long time, it may be

obtained perfectly white.

The active principle is somewhat soluble in water, but much more

so in a 10 per cent solution of common salt ').

When I now allowed the powder or the solution prepared from

it, to act on the liquid obtained by treating indigo leaves with boiling

water, or on the solution obtained by crushing the leaves with milk

of lime or lime water and neutralising the filtrate, I noticed the

following effect

:

1. After a few minutes the li(|uid discoloured and yielded a

little indigo.

') Dr. Van KoMBORGii paid me a visit iit my laboratory when I was engaged with tliese

experiments and then inlurnicd nic that he had also prepared active leal' powder

in a slightly diifcrent manner. This when in contact with sterilized infnsion of inrligo

leaves caused the same etl'ect as the usual fermentation principles. We, tiierefore,

have come to the same result independently of each other.
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2. The formation of indigo was much stronger when a current

of air was passed through the liquid in the presence of an alkali.

."}. The eop])er-reducing power of the liquid outainod by the action

of the air and subsequent filtration was much larger than that of

the original licjuid which liad not been treated with the extracted

leaf-powder.

4. After a short action tlie liquid began to show fluorescence-

This phenomenon Avas observed more readily if a current of carbon

dioxide was passed through the liquid ; no indigo is then deposited.

5. The iudigo-yiclding substance could be removed by agitating

the liquid with ether and chloroform. ')

(). This substance was identical with the one present in the

li(juor after the so-called technical fermentation had ceased.

7. The action was destroyed by a number of enzyme poisons.

8. Addition of alcohol ii]» to a certain concentration stopped

all action, but on diluting with water action recommenced.

9. Heating above a certain temperature definitely destroyed the

action.

10. Cooling below a definite temperature retarded the action iis

long as that temperature was maintained.

The observations recorded in 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 togethei' with

the solubility of the active principle in brine and glycerol put it

beyond doubt that we are dealing here with an enzyme.

In agreement with this I found that emulsin acts on the liquid

in precisely the same manner. This experiment was made on the

advice of Dr. van Roxburgh.

As the enzyme may differ from emulsin I will, provisionally, call

it „indimulsin". This iadimulsin does not act below 5"". In a dry

condition it gradually becomes inactive at higher temperatures, but

its power is completely destroyed after being heated for half an

hour to 125°. Its solution in brine becomes totally inactive at

88—92°.

No great change of action is observed in liquids containing 10

per cent of alcohol by volume, but in the presence of 25 per cent

all action ceases. Several other enzyme poisons such as mercuric

chloride, copper sulphate, lead acetate, alkalis, acids, sulpher dioxide

temporarily or definitely retard the complete or partial action of the

enzyme according to their nature and quantity.

1) Dr. VAN EoMBURGH was the first to prove that the indigo-yielding substance con-

tained in the so-called fermentation liquor could be extracted with chloroform or ether.
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The solution of the enzyme in salt was prepared by shaking 1

part of the prepared leaf-powder with 20 parts of a 10 per cent

solution of salt, for 20 minutes.

There remains, therefore, no doubt tliat the action described is

due to an enzyme and such a one whose action is analogous or

identical with that of emulsin.

The substance which is decomposed undci- the influence of the

enzyme must, therefore, be a glucoside. Then:

1. It is decomposed (hydrolysed) by enzymes.

2. One of those enzymes is emulsin which, as is perfectly well

known, is an enzyme capable of decomposing glucosides.

3. This hydrolysis is accompanied by a large increase in copper-

reducing power.

4. By the action of acids, dextrose is formed. ^)

Although the said glucoside possesses properties which differ from

those usually ascribed in the literature to indican, I think it is as

well to retain that name for the glucoside.

Although I had no time to attempt the isolation of indican, some

of its properties may be described here.

1. Acid oxidating agents convert it into indigo which, in turn,

is oxidized by an excess of the reagent.

2. It is soluble in alcohol but not in ether and cannot be removed

by means of ether from neutral or acid solutions.

3. It may be preserved for an indefinite period if kept sterilized.

4. It is stable at the boiling heat.

5. It is very stable in the presence of strong alkaline solutions

at not too high a temperature.

6. With concentrated acids it forms red products, particularly

on warming, if excess of acid be avoided. A knowledge of these

products will be of the greatest importance for the study of the so-

called indigo-red which occurs in samples of natural indigo.

7. An excess of ferric chloride gradually decomposes indican

completely, without formation of indigo.

8. Indican reduces an ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate in

the cold with separation of metallic silver.

The first property suggests many means of determining the yield

of indigo from a given solution of indican.

My first decisive experiment was made by oxidizing equal parts

of indican solution with different quantities of an oxidizer (.5 Kl'r -f

') VAN LooKEREN Campagnk, Laudwirtschal'tliclio Vcrsuchstatioiieii, Bud. t5 pj;. 195 a.i
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KBrO.,); a graphic representation was tlicn made to show the results.

These showed tliat tlie leaf (folia^'o without stems) may yield about

0.60 per ecnt of imligo-hlue which amounts to about 0.30 per eent

in a plant containing 50 per cent of leaves.

I must, provisionally, keep secret some other analytical processes

of a more simple description.

A closer study of the product which is formed durinr/ the fermen-

tation on the large scale and also by the action of the enzyme on a

solution of indican and lohich on oxidation yields indign, taught me
that this product consists of indoxyl. ')

Then I found that the substance which on oxidation yields indigo,

whether during the technical fermentation or by the action of the

enzyme

:

1. is soluble in acids.

2. is soluble in water, chloroform and ether.

3. has a strong fluorescence.

4. slowly forms indigo when exposed to the air in acid solutions,

but rapidly in solutions having an alkaline reaction.

5. changes into a red substance and emits a pungent odour wlicn

boiled with an acid.

6. yields indigo more readily when to the faintly acid solution a

small quantity of ferric chloride is added.

7. may get lost or modified to such a degree as to be incapable

of yielding indigo, by the action of other constituents of the plant.

This requires some further explanation.

1 prepared an alcoholic solution which one might call solution of

crude chlorophyll in the following manner:

Indigo leaves were crushed or rubbed with (20 pCt.) alcohol. By
working quickly there was scarcely any danger of enzyme-action

taking place. The turbid juice was filtered, the residue on the

filter was taken up with water, again filtered and now extracted

with alcohol.

This alcoholic solution had the power to stop the formation of

indigo in the fermentation liquid. This may be elegantly demon-
strated in the following manner

:

') It is an interesting fact tliat Eaumann and Tiemanx have suspected this to some
extent. They wrote already in 1879 Ber. d. D. Chem. Gesell. 12 1103: ,,Beziiglich

des Pfianzenindicans' wird es nicht luiiiiteressaut sein zu ermitteln ob in deinselben

als Paarling Indoxyl oder Indigweiss, welche beide leicht in Indigo iibergelien, vor-

kommt und ob des im rohen Indigo enthaltene ludigroth ia naher Beziehung zu dam
Indoxylcoudeusationsproducte steht oder gar damit identisch ist."
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If 5 c.c. of fermentation liquid, or 5 c.c. of a liquid obtained by the

action of indinuilsin on solution of indiean are placed in a stoppered

cylinder mixed with 50 c.c. of the crude chlorophyll i) and a little am-

monia and then well shaken, it will be found that not a trace of

indigo-blue is formed. By agitating with ether the chlorophyll may

be separeted from the aqueous layer, both portions may then be

filtered and the filter examined for indigo. If, however, the experi-

ment is made by first adding the ammonia and thoroughly shaking

to promote oxidation, the addition of the chlorophyll solution will

not prevent the formation of indigo-blue.

8. I also found that both in acid and alkaline solutions tlie sub-

stance yields red resinous products unless the air is excluded.

All these reactions are typical indoxyl-reactions. To make more

sure, I prepared indoxyl according to the easy and elegant process

of Heumann and Bachofen. ~)

It was then shown that the solution of this indoxyl gave all the

reactions mentioned in 1— 8 particularly the chlorophyll test. A
fairly pure aqueous solution of indoxyl may, of course, be made by

agitating the acid solution with ether, evaporating the same in a

current of cold air and dissolving the residue in water.

What struck me during the preparation is the difficulty of obtai-

ning a solution of indoxyl which does not yield indigo when exposed

to the air unless it had an alkaline reaction. Even when starting

from indigo purified by sublimation this seemed impossible. I could

not ascertain for certain whether indoxyl has the property of gra-

dually foi'ming indigo in acid solutions, or whether this formation

is due to any inq)urities. But even if it should not be a property

of indoxyl itself, the formation of indigo in the fermentation fluid

need not cause any surprise, as this is a very impure solution of

indoxyl and, as will be seen, its reaction is much altered during

the oxidation. ^)

From the foregoing it may be concluded with certainty that in

') When using tliis expression, I do uof, of course, mean to say that chlorophyll

itself exercises tiie said action.

2) Ber. d. D. Chem. Gesell. 26. p. 225.

^) The follott-ing interesting phenomenon may be mentioned to show the influence

of the dissolved substances. ]f sulphuric acid is added to a solution of indoxyl

until the liquid turns red, scarcely any indigo will be formed on shaking. If however,

an excess ot NaaHPO^ is added indigo will be formed. Still, the amount of Na-HPO^
may be easily regulated so as to leave the liquid acid. It is also interesting to know
that the liquid eoiitaiuing Na.JIl'O, does not immediately give the isatiusoda reaction.
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the fermentation liquid and in the liquid prepared with enzyme and

iiidican solution, the indi^'o is formed from indoxyl. This is oon-

tirmod by mo, being- successful in ol)trtiiiing from those liquids tlireo

typical reaction-products of indoxyl, namely the indigonidos ofisatin,

benzaldehyde and pyro-uvic acid.

I applied these reactions in the following manner: To 25 cc. of

indican solution was added 1 gram of the leaf powder (This is pre-

ferable to using the solution, as during the action of the enzyme

red resinous products are formed which are not retained l)y paper

filters. These products, however, adhere to the leaves, otherwise

they might cause wrong conclusions to be drawn from the reactions

particularly as we will see later on that indoxyl und(!r some circum-

stances does not yield indiruljin). After sufficient action 20 cc. of

or saturated solution of isatin in 50 pCt. alcohol and 50 c.c. of a satu-

rated solution of sodium carbonate were added, or a little benzal-

dehyde or pyro-uvic acid and then for every 100 parts of licjuid 40

parts of hydrochloric acid of 1.13 sp. gr.

The substances which were formed all had the qualitative pro-

perties which arc ascribed in the literature to the three iudigonides.

As one of the components is known and the other exhibits all

the properties of indoxyl and no other ones, Avhilst the formed pro-

ducts agree, qualitatively, completely with the substances which the

said reagents form from indoxyl, it is proved that indoxyl is the

other component.

I have not made any ultinuite analyses of the substances as it

was extremely difficult to purify them. Moreover, I think that

their identity has been sufficiently established.

The fact that the fermentation product is indoxyl, explains the

formation of large quantities of indigo red in some processes of

indigo manufacture.

I may call attention to the f;xct that during the so-called fermen-

tation no indican ever passes into the surrounding liquid. This was,

of course, easily proved I)y rendering the liquid so strongly alkaline

that no enzyme-action could take place, then passing a current of

air to oxidize my indoxyl and testing the filtrate after neutralisation

with enzyme powder or solution of the same.

I noticed some plicnomena which must not be lost sight of when

testing for indoxyl.

If to a solution of indican is added a little phenol-phtalein, then

so much lime-water that the solution has a decided alkaline reaction

and then some enzyme powder, the red colour gradually vanishes.

This may be caused by the presence of some acid contained in the
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eaves which has not been completely extracted by alcohol. ^) If

now lime-water is added cautiously so as not to interfere with the

action of the enzyme, but just sufficient to keep the reaction alkaline,

a filtrate is obtained which does not give the isatin-soda reaction

unless the liquid is previously acidified. As already stated, this

reaction also fails when an excess of Na2HP0i. is added to the

acid indoxyl solution.

Whether on adding isatin to an acid solution of indoxyl a con-

densation product may be formed (on account of the acidity) which

yields indirubin in the presence of alkalis, of whether isatin acts

on a possibly existing lime-indoxyl compound in a different manner

is still an open (juestion.

If we like to make ourselves independent of this phenomenon in

a simple and practical manner, this may be done by adding a

decent (juantity of ferrous sulphate, which causes tlie end reaction

to be acid without affecting the action of the enzyme. On filtering

and extracting the residue with alcohol, the indican is obtained in

solution. The Fe SOj. should be allowed to act upon the indican

for 20 minutes. If in this experiment the leaf powder is used and

if the same has not been extracted too much with alcohol, the liquid

yields afterwards a filtrate which is quite free from iron provided a

sufficiency of the powder has been used; this is capable of absorbing

10—20 per cent of its weight of Fe SO4. That the Fe SOi, has

not caused any reduction may be seen from the fact that on shaking

with milk of lime, filtering and neutralizing, a solution of indican

is obtained which is perfectly identical with the one to which

Fe SO), has not been added.

The variations in the reactions of the fermentation liquid before

and after oxidation are also very interesting, van Komburgh pre-

tended it to be acid, VAN Lookkren and van der Yeen pretented

it to be alkaline. But as the first named tested the liquid immediatelv

after the fermentation and the others did so after the oxidation,

the difference in opinion is easily explained.

1 also found that in the first case the liquid was acid. This

liquid is now, iiowever, treated with air and in consequence one

of the dissolved substances (indoxyl) is oxidated to indigo, a substance

wdiich is quite indifferent to litmus. Now, a good deal depends

on the question : how does a solution of pure indoxyl behave towards

bases and acids.

') 20 grams of tlie enzyme powdi r Irciitcd at the ordinary teniperatiK-e with 20nO cc.

of water and a liltif clilnrnfnrni yielded a liipiid rpriniring 20 re. nf liinr-water lor

ueutralizatioii.
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It is known tliut indoxyl possesses both week acid and basic

properties. Tliis iias been recorded by A. v. Bayer who noticed

tlie week acid and basic properties of indoxyl prepared from indoxyhc

acid, therefore, presumably a veiy ])\m\ product. If now the indoxyl

should be partly combined with lime, the oxidation must cause a

loss of acidity.

The acidity is also bound to bccoini' less by the j^radual disappear-

ance of the free COo wliich is always formed during the technical

fermentation and in the laboratory experiment. This fully explains

the reason why the li(]uid <>radually changes from tiic acid to an

alkaline condition. Finally, I wish to call attention to the following

point : If a solution of indican is prepared by crushing the leaves

with lime-wator and filtering the neutralized liquid, and when to

this is added a perfectly ncut)'al solution of enzyme, a solution of

indican is finally obtained which yields no indirubin with isatin and

sodium hydroxide. If the solution is oxidated in a current of air free

from CO2, the filtrate is distinctly alkaline. It is, therefore, plain

that indican forms a neutral saline compound, which is decomposed

like free indican by indiniulsiu (somewhat analogous to myronic

acid and its potassium salt).

Klaten (Java), Jan. 1!)U0.

Chemistry. — Prof. S. Hoogewerff presents a communication,

also on behalf of Mr. H. ter Meulen, entitled: '^Coidri-

hitlon to the knowledge of indican''\

Observations made lately by Beijerinck i) and Hazewinkel ~) on

indican have shown that this substance is not so readily decomposed

as was formerly believed ^). It is not decomposed by evaporating its

aqueous solution, but on the contrary, if free acids and enzymes

are absent, it possesses a fair degree of stability and a solid mass

of "crude indican" may be obtained by evaporating the decoctions

of Indigofera leptostachya and Polygonum tinctorium *).

It was only natural that these important observations should lead

to an eflbrt to obtain the indican on a pure condition and to deter-

mine its compositi(m. The formula Coo II31 ^Ojy proposed by

ScHUNCK 3) as the result of investigations which are in many respects

1) Proc. Koyal Acad, of Sc. Amsterdam, Sept. 1899 p. 91.

') See preceding article.

') ScuuNCK Pliil. Mag. [4] X p. 73 and [4] XV p. 29, 117, 183.

*) Beyebinck 1. c. p. 95,
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very meritorious, is not based on the analysis of free inclican, but

on the analysis of lead compounds obtained from extract of woad

and has been accepted with a certain amount of reservation ^). Moreover,

the important observations of Beyerinck communicated at the September

meeting on the chromoo-en of the woad have shaken the foundation

of the formula. Schunck's coadjutor Marchlewski -) had, however,

already proposed another formula for indican in 1898, starting the

hypothesis that it should be looked upon as indoxyl-glucoside ; he

even gave a structural formula illustrating the connection between

the glucose residu and the indoxyl-group. Marchlewski has appar-

ently not had material at his disposal to prove experimentally

the correctness of his hypothetical indican formula Ci4H]7N0g,

although in the meantime indican has been proved to be a real

indoxyl-glucoside ^).

The following circumstances enabled us to carry on the investigation.

Prof. Beijerinck had the kindness to present us with 17 kilos of

his own grown Polygonum tinctorium for the extraction of the

indican and also with an extract prepared by himself from the

leaves of Indigofera leptostachya. From Mr. Hazewinkel we re-

ceived tins containing somewhat purified solutions of indican pre-

pared by himself from indigo-leaves at Klaten. We beg to offer

them our best thanks for this co-operation.

The leaves were immersed by us in boiling water, boiled for a

few minutes and further systematically exhausted; 2.5 liters of water

were used for 1 kilo of the leaves. Without any sensible decompo-

sition the decoctions could be evaporated in vacuo if care was taken

to keep the reaction alkaline. The dry residue was extracted with

methyl alcohol and to the solution was added ether as long as

a precipitate was formed
;

these precipitates were rich in ash

but very poor in nitrogen and were practically free from indican.

From the solution, the alcohol and ether were distilled off, the

residue was completely dried in vacuo and then dissolved in watei'.

The filtered and concentrated solution deposited on cooling well

defined crystals of indican almost colorless and ash free. A largo

proportion of the impurities may be removed by heating the decoction

of the leaves before concentration with baryta-water, filtering and

removing the excess of barium by a current of carbon dioxide; the

filtrate is then treated as described. If the treatment with baryta

1) Compare Beilstein Org. ciiem. 3 Aiill. I'xl. [[[ p. r)95.

2) Marchlewski and IUdclute Jourual !5ou, cliora. Industry 189S p. 430.

^) Compare Hazewinkel and Beyekinck I.e.

38
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. II.
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IS omitted tlu; leaves of Iiuli^ofera leptosiadiya yield m pdiitinous

body wiiicli greatly impedes the puiiticatiun of tlie iiuJican. 17 kilos

of the leaves of Polygonum tiiictoria yielded 5 grams of pure indican.

Indican crystallized from a(|ueous solutions consists of spear-shaped

crystals which Prof. Sciikokder van der Kolk, as the result of a

preliminary nomination, declares to belong to the rhombic system.

The crystals contain 8 mols. of water of crystallisation, melt at 51°

and losing some of the water are transformed into a gummy-like

mass which is gradually decomposed on heating above 100°. Dried

in vacuo over sulphuric acid indican loses its water of crystalisation,

but when the anhydrous mass is exposed to the air, it reabsorbs

moisture and practically regains its original weight. Dried indican

melts at 100°— 102°, is tolerably soluble in water, methyl- or ethyl-

alcohol and acetone, but only slightly soluble in benzene, carbou-

disulphide and ether.

Heated on a platinum toil or in a test-tube purple-coloured fumes

are given off which condense on the sides of the tube: this does

not take place in a current of carbon dioxide. When an aqueous

solution of indican is decomposed by the galvanic current, indigotin

is formed at the anode.

Indican has a bitter taste. It is optically active, a 2 per cent

solution gives a polarization of — 2° when examined in a 20 cm.

tube at 15°. After acting on the solution with hydrochloric acid

and oxidizing the resulting indoxyl the liquid shows a right-haaded

polarisation ^). As soon as we shall have again at our disposal

larger quantities of indican, we wil make further experiments with

a view to determine its specific rotary power and we will also try

to isolate the sugar formed in the hydrolysis of the indican.

As will be seen from the sultjoined analyses and the determination

of the molecular weight, the moleculai' toniiula of the vacuum- dried

indican is CjiIIj^KOg this confirming Marciilewski's hypothesis.

The crystallized compound contains 3 mols. of water of crystallization
;

it mav be observed here that amygdalino also contains 3 mols. of

water of crystallization and also polarises to the left -j.

By passing a current of air through a hot solution of indican in

dilute hydrochloric acid, containing a little ferric chloride as oxygen

carriei', 91 per cent of indican was converted into indigotin accor-

ding to the equation

:

') Coiiipure C. J. van IjOOKEHEN Campagxe. Liiiidw. Versucb. Xl.V, 11)5.

-') ludicaii is, tlieiefore isomeric with Fischer's amygdonitril. Ber. D. Cheni. Ges.

XXVIII, 1508.
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2 Ch. Hi7 NOo + Oj = Cio Hio N, 0, + 2 Co H,3 Oo

or rather

:

Cu Hi7 N0„ + Ho = C„ IIi3 Oo + Cs H7 NO

2 Cs ri7 NO + Os =r 2 He + G,, Hjo N3 O3

but the experiment will have to be repeated on a larger scale so

as to be able to judge of the purity of the iudigo-blue and ascertain

its percentage of indigo-rod which also seems to be formed.

We also wish to state that daring this investigation not the least

difference was noticed between the indican prepared from Indigofera

leptostachva and that obtained from Polygonum tinctorium and we,

therefore incline to the belief that both plants contain the same

indican. As soon as larger quantities of indican are again at our

disposal, we hope to continue and extend the investigation of this

important compound.

The following results were obtained when subjecting indican to

ultimate analysis. The sample was dried in vacuo over sulphuric acid.

I. 0.2416 gram of indican (Indigofera) yielded on combustion

with copperoxide in a current of oxygen 0.4960 gram of carbon

dioxide and 0.1257 gram of water.

II. 0.2397 gram yielded 0.4928 gram of carbon dioxide and

0.1244 gram of water.

III. 0.1539 gram of the indican treated by the Kjeldaiil-

GuJJNiNG process yielded 5.12 cc. of N/m ammonia.

IV. 0.G310 gram similarly treated yielded 20.60 cc. of N/m
ammonia.

On comparing the percentages of carbon-hydrogen and nitrogen

with those calculated from Marchlewski's formula:

Calculated fur C'lH'^NO'.

I. II. III. IV.

G uO.O i.Ct. 50. 1 ])Ct. — — 56.95 pCt.

H 5.8 pCt. 5.8 pCt. — — 5.76 pCt.

N — —4.7 pCt. 4.7 pOt. 4.75 pCt.

it is apparent that while the figures for the hydrogen and nitrogen

practically agree, those of the carbon are somewhat too low. We,

therefore, repeated the determination of carbon by means of the

3«*
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Messinoer-Fritsch^) moist combustion process so as to mak(^ more
sure about the true percont-tige of carbon. We first tested tlie accuracy

of the ])rocess by some blank experiments and some combustions

of salicyhimide.

V. 0.1371 grain of iiidicau (Indigofera) heated with sulphuric

acid and ])otasinm dichromate yielded 0.2341 gram of carbon dioxide

= 56.5 percent of carbon.

VI. 0.21 G9 gram of indican (Pulygonum) yielded 0.4517 gram of

carbon dioxide = 56.8 percent of carbon.

If wo now take take the mean of these two determinations the

composition of indican is:

56.7 pCt.. C

5.8 pCt.,H

4.7 pCt. N

which satisfactorily agrees with that calculated from Marciilewski's

f:)rmula.

For the determination of the molecular weight the eryoscopic

method was used, as indican is too little soluble in the litjuids

generally used in the process based on the increase of the boiling

point.

Two determinations were made

:

I. 0.11)35 gram of indican (Polygonum) dissolved in 24.89 gram

of water lowered the freezing point to the extent of 0.058^.

II. 0.8301 gram of indican dissolved in 24.89 gram of water

lowered the freezing point to the extent of 0.208°.

From these determinations the following figures are calculated for

the molecular weight

:

I 248 en II 297

which shows that it is not a multiple of 295. Ci4Hi7NO|i must be

accepted as the molecular formula of indican.

The determinations of the water of crystallization were done with

indican from Polygonum.

I. 0.4149 gram of indican lost on drying in vacuo 0.0594 gram

of water.

II. 3.2262 gram lost 0.4943 gram.

III. 0.2291 gram of the dried indican when exposed to the air

until the weight was constant, absorbed 0.0393 gram of water -).

1) Lieb. Ann. 394. p. 79.

-) The amount of wiiter which is reabsorbed depends on tlie state of humidity of

the air.
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The percentage of water contained in crystallized indican is,

tliorefore

:

I 14.3 pCt.

II 15.4 pCt.

Ill 17.2 pCt.

tlie formula C^ H17 NO^, + 3 HoO requires 15.5 pCt.

Chemical Laboratory of the Polytechiical School.

Mathematics. — ".1 qyecial case of the differential equation of

MoKGE." by Prof. W. Kapteyn.

To the communications inserted in the Proeoodings of Nov. 25''i

and Dec. 30''i 1899 we hero add the results of our investigation

of a case where the equation of Monge consists of three tei'ins.

If the equation of Monge has the form

s -]- Xt -\- /u =

this equation will admit of two intermediate integrals, only wiien

1 a 1

lz= — —{p(>-]-v) , fl = — II ip (J -{- v),
(J d'7 (J

where (i represents any function of •', */, s, y, and the function v

satisfies the differential equation

1.^^ A. ( I J^ L^] — ^ Jl IJ (a) ^ _ ^C'

(J dqdy ^ c d<j^dz {> ^ d'/ dr

r) S
and 77 ilenotes the operation -

—

h?^ •

Then one of the intermediate integrals is

p(j-\-V=:f(3^),

where / denotes an arbitrary function, the second being found by

connecting the two integrals of the complete system
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,,, ^v 3y3r 9r 9t;3F ^

0'/ 070// o.r 0'7o^

Snecial cases

1

I. s-^Xt =

Here fi =— y/(;) (> -f- y) = • tlioroforo

/7((;) = and /7(i;)=0,

whilst the rlifforonti.il ('(jiiation for v reducos to

3i^ 3(''

9s 3j;

Let ^/ be any function of .', 7, u — z — ijrj. We then iincl hero

A = 1

3t«

/32^

. V3" 3'7

— .'/-

9%\ ,
9V 9V

+ ^/;
3«'^ / 3^ d<] d:r 3m-

The (lifforcntial equation s -f- A ( = now possesses tlie two inter-

mediate integrals

do dfT da 3ff ..
^

P^ + 5- = / {«) find v/ 5- = / ('?)

,

where / represents an arbitrary function.

These results are more general than those formci-ly communica-

ted sub IV; we find these back by putting

II. .<; + // = 0.

1
^

Here A = — — (;> (> + v) ~ therefore
L' 0'/

9(> „ , du^ = and ^ = 0,
oy dy
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whilst the differeutial equation for v roduces to

dv d(j

dz 3.1'

Lot G be an arbiti-avy function nf x, y, z. We shall now find

1
I / 3% 32.0 \ ,

^~o 32rr
•

^' = 3^ LHsT^^ + ^ 3^J + 373^ + "^
3.^ 31

3^

The differential equation .« + // = 0, for which may be written

(1x dy

possesses as intermediate integrals

da 3f7
, 3'7 .^ ^— —5- +pk- =/(')'

dx O'V OS

da 3.7 ,9^ ft ^

dy oy 05

where / denotes an arbitrary function.

These results differ in form only from those formerly communi-

cated sub V.

Mathematics. — "O/j Ihe locus of the centre of hyperspherical

curvature for the normal curve of n-dimensional space^'. By

Prof. P. H. ScHOUTE.

At the close of the preceding paper we have pointed out that the

characteristic numbers of the locus of the centre of hyperspherioal

curvature are lowered if some of the points of the given rational

curve lying at infinity coincide. A.t present we wish to trace for a

special case the amount of those lower numbers, viz. for the case where

the given curve is the "normal curve'' N^ of the ?(-dimensional space

S„ , in which it is situated. It is known that this curve is represented

on rectangular coordinates by the equations

xi = t', {i = J, 2, . . . n) (1)
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wliere ( is again tlic parametervalue of the "point <" of the curve.

The quintic v of tlie preceding paper being unity here, v =
considered as an equation of degree n has liere n infinite roots, from

whieli ensues that the n points at infinity of tlie curve coincide in a

single point, the point at infinity of the ir„-axis. As an introduction

to the general case of an arbitrary n, let us first however consider

the case 71 = 3 of the skew parabola.

1. If to avoid indices we write for the rectangular coordinates

of a point of S. as is customary :r, y, ^ instead of .'j , .'2, .r-,, the

skew parabola is represented by

x = t, y = f', z = i-' (2)

The equation of the normal plane in the point ( is

.T-t + 2 t {u-e~) + a fi {z-t') = 0,

or classified according to t

3t-' + 2<" — :izt'^ + {,l—2y)t — .x = . . . (3)

This equation being of degree 5 in «, five normal planes of the

skew parabola pass through any given point and so the locus Rs is

of order five, as was formerly found.

The equation of the developable enveloped by the series of normal

planes is found by eliminating t out of (3) and its differential coeffi-

cient according to t. This is immediately reduced to the elimination

of t between the two cubic equations

4t^ —9zf^ +4il-2t/)t _.5.T = 0>

135zP-^12{10y-7)r- + 3(2DX-8)t + 4{l-2y) = 1

by which is found by means of the wellknown method of elimination

,

- 5x ,

4 - 8y ,
- 5x

135 z, 120 y- 84, 75 x- 24, 4 - 8y , ,

, 135 z , 120y -84, 75x- 24, 4 - 8y ,

, , 13o z , 120y - 84 , 75 X - 24

,

4 - 8y

4 ,
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So the developable referred to is of degree six ; so six is tlie

rank of Rs .

By solving .r, y, r out of (3) and its first and second differential

coefficients according to t we find

1 -2ij= 3tH15t'- + 2) \ , (4)

z = 2t { 51^+ 1)

from which ensues that the curve 7?^ is of degree five. So, instead

of fl, S(5-i), 3(5-2) or 5, 8, .9, the characteristic numbers of R^ are

5, 6, 5.

la passing we can remark here, that the normal plane

2(3f-x-3ty-\-z) = 108P ^-UTl' + aSt^ + t . . . . (5)

of the curve Rs in the point t is parallel, as it should bo, to the

plane of curvature

f^ -3r-x-{-Sty -z=

of the skew parabola in the point t. The equation (5) being of degree

seven in t, the locus R's, belonging to Rg as original curve, is of

class seven. This agrees with the general result obtained in the pre-

ceding paper. For the number 3 n~2, here 13, must be diminished

by four on account of the particularity sub ") and by two on account

of the particularity sub *). For, j' being a constant, the quintic

equation v ^0 has five equal infinite roots ; moreover the three

equations a\ =: 0, a'^ = 0, a'^ = have the factor 15 t^ -{- 1 in

common, in connection with which the curve R's proves to contain

two conjugate complex cusps.

2. The method followed here for n zzz 3 not being so easy to

apply to the space aS„, we shall try to find another way, where that

drawback does not present itself. To do so we must recall in

mind the proof of the theorem formerly used, according to which

the envelope of a space with n—1 dimensions, of which the equa-

tion, linear in the coordinates a-i {i =z 1, 2, . . . n), contains a para-

meter t to degree k, has the characteristic numbers

Ic, 2(k-l), 3{k-2), [n-J) {k-n + 2),

where it is taken for granted that /,; >7«~2, as otiiorwisc the last
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envelope contains either a morel'old infinite number oi' points and

is then not a curve, or — in case it really consists of a sinfifly in-

finite number of points — it is situated iii a space S^-x. I Fere

h is always 2 » — /.

The indicated proof can be given by means of the two following

considerations

:

a). The system of .« + 7 equations consisting of the equation of

degree k

fit)= «o i'-- + "1 <'^-' + . . . . 0/.-1 t + a,, =

and its first, second .s"' differential coefficients according to < may

be replaced by a system of s -\- J equations of degreed— .<t in <, all ad-

mitting coefficients that are linear forms of the coefficients of/ (0 ^= ^'•

h). The degree of the locus represented by s -f / equations of degree

k—s in t, of which the coefficients are linear forms in the coordina-

tes a'j- (/=:/, 2, . . . 7i), is obtaiued by adding to the system 7i— s

entirely arbitrary equations linear in the coordinates and by elimi-

nating the ?i coordinates between the so formed system of ?i + ^ equa-

tions of which n— s do not contain t. The degree of the resulting

equation in t is t!ie order of the locus we were in search of.

The proof of these two lemmae is very simple. The first is but

an extension of a wellkiiown theorem of Eulek. If we transform

the equation /(<) = by the substitution / = — into the homogeneous
V

form (f (u, v) = 0. the v + J indicated equations are

dy_ _ d^rp
_

3."-p

^ — ^ ' ~-i r^^\ """ t^ • • • )
-7^— •

dw' dii^~^ av du«

And by following the method pointed out in the second lemma

we find the number of points common to the locus of n—s dimen-

sions, determined by the s+Z equations of degree A;— s and the space

Sg, being the intersection of any system of 7i—s spaces S„-\.

If the condition is written down, that the eliminant of the system

of ?/-fi equations, linear in the ?« coordinates, disappears, we obtain

ail equation of degree {s-\-l){k—s) in t, which proves the theorem.

:'). It goes without saying that the lowering, which the charac-

teristic numbers of the locus Rs belonging to the skew parabola

undergo, is closely connected with the particular structure of the

equation. First, this equation is not complete, for <* is lacking;

secondly, not all existing terms contain the three coordinates ;*, y, s
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ill their coefficients. We shall first point out, that the latter pecu-

liarity explains the lowering appearing here even then, if we neglect

to avail ourselves of the simplification inrlicated in the lemma «); we
shall then show that the first particularity has no effect here.

By substituting in the eliminant of the system for each element

the number indicating its degree in t and by representing the places

made vacant by differentiation by the symbol f, then in the three

cases s = 0, 1, 2, appearing in the skew parabola, we have — inde-

pendent of the lacking of <* in (3) — to deal with the three symbolic

equations
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of these equations cannot be expelled by applyiiiff tlie method of

the first Iciiiuia or bv making use of the lacking of t* in (3),

by which e(juations f{t)^0 etc. of still lower degree are obtained.

For, these operations correspond with the diminishing of the elements

of a row uf the determinant indicated above by the corresponding

elements of another now multiplied by a form in (, and by this

method of transformation, much in use with determinants, the degree

of the determinant in t cannot be lowered. So it is only appa-

rently that by applying the first lemma the degree of the general

eliminant is lowered from

. + (._;) + . .. + (._.) = P^-'H- + "
,„ (£inM(i±i.).

in reality the eliminant of the equations

/(0 = o, % = o,... 1=0

is already of degree (< + 1) {k — s), although judging by the form it

seems to be of a higher degree. On the other hand in the case of the

skew parabola

12b
t 1 4

-0 passes in to

1 2 S

] 1 4

and

1 2 5 I

1 2 5 2
'

= 0,

if in succession we make use of the method of the first lemma or

of the two cubic equations used in the direct solution ; so the deter-

minant remains of degree six in t.

4. We are now able to treat the general case completely, where

n and .< < ?* are arbitrary and k is equal to 2n — 1. If as is custo-

mary we represent the analytical faculty

pip + r) (p-\- 2r) . . , {p + iq — l)r\

by ?''l'' the equation under investigation appears in the form
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1 t t^ . . . .
<"-»-• t"-' <«-! <2«-l

t 1 21 .(n~s-l)t''-'-' (>i-s) /"-»-'
. . i7i-l)f-^ (5«-i)/2'.-2

(w-s)^l'/"-»- 1 i:2n—s)'\H-"-'-'^

Ul,l «1,2 «1,3 .... ai,ii-j ((],),—s+1 .... «1,« <'l,n+l

C<2,1 «S.2 "2,3 .... ((3, )i— it «3, «—s+1 .... tt3, u «2, «+l

Ctn—!,\ i(n~-J,2 tin—^,3 . • • f'/i

—

s,ii—s ('»— s, «—i+l . . • Ctn~s,n (.In .% «+l

By multiplying the second row by «, the third by t" etc. and the

s-\-l^^ by <*', the first s-\-l elements of each column assume the same

power of t. From this ensues that

=0.

(m — s) + („ — 5 + i) + . . . + (m -. 1) -{- 2 n — 1

diminished by

i + 2 + + *

or 2n — 1-\- s(ii — s — I) indicates the degree of the equation, if the

terms of the highest degree and the constant term do not disappear.

The constant term is the product of the numbers i, 2, 6, 24, . . , and

a determinant of coefficients a,x-; so this does not disappear. And
taken together the terms of the highest degree ;:^n — l-{-s{n — s — 1)

have as coefficient the product of a determinant of quantities o/^i and

1 1

n — s n -- s-{-

1

1

n — 1

1

271-1

(n — s)' I (2n — sY 1

1

which is reducible to
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bj' the condition of the vibiator at the niDment t' at wliieh the

vilirations were given out, i. e. at the moment which preeedes with

an interval of 2 -^ tlie moment, at which we want to li:now the

way of motion. The equation of motion, which determines the motion

of the vibrator, will therefore besides the electi'ic moment of the

vibrator and its Huctions at the moment /, contain the same (juantities

r
at the moment t — t — 2 — .

Similar problems of a more intricate kind may occur in i^ieat

numbers. First we may want to examine the influence which ditle-

reut vibrators exercise on each other, in which case a set of siuiul-

taneous differential equations is to be solved which show the pecu-

liarity which we are discussing.

Further the different bodies in question may move, which makes
r and therefore the difference of time between t and t' variable. If

we have e.g. a vibrator, which moves normally towards a reflecting

plane, it will have been at the moment t' at a distance from the

wall which we call ?', so that:

Xow it may be that we want to examine the ponderomotoric

actions, so that the quantity ?•, which occurs in t' is at the same

time the quantity, which is not given as function of <, but which

we want to determine as function of t by means of the differential

equation.

Similar problems are of course also found in the theory of sound.

Though these problems are possibly not of so much importance,

that it is worth while drawing up a complete theory of the equations

in consideration, I will point out some particulars of the solutions,

as they have never been discussed as fiir as I know.

§ 2. In the physical problems there occur always difterential

equations. I will however begiu with the simjjler case iu which
the equation to be solved does not contain any ditfcrcutial quotients.

In general such an equation may be represented bv

;

-P'Ci/'. y. *'. •') = 0-

Here »/' represents the value of ^ which is obtained by substi-
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tilting" .< liy -i' ill ?/^ /'('). Kow we must also know in what con-

iicctiuii .'' is witli the other (luautities. In general this is done by

giving:

^1 (y't >J> ^\ ^) = 0-

The problciii is therei'ure reduced to the solution of:

FOj', ij, x\ x) = and F^ {y\ y, x\ .,) =

where we must take into account, that the dependence of ;/ on x'

and that of y on x is expressed by the same function.

From these two equations we may think y aud x as being solved

:

^•' = x\ C-^' y) y = /Ts {'•> y)-

Let us now assume an arbitrary value a- ^ xy and a perfectly

arbitrary function y = Wi 0). Let us now calculate yi — ipi (x{) aud

.i-o := /i (.ci yi). Then we can represent the quantity y between tiie

limits .'] and .'o by the perfectly arbitrary function. If we substitute

i'l z'lO'Z/) a'i<l Xii-'' !l) 'lie value V-*! W f'^'" Vi we get .*' and ^' both

expressed in x:

..' = z\ (.') y' = /i (•').

By eliminating x from these two Cijuations we get y' = ti'-.^x').

If we then determine

:

y. = tfj^ (x.,) and .'3 = ^1 (.(-2 y^)

we may represent the value w by <//o (,r), wiieii x ranges between the limits

X.2, and .'3. In exactly the same way we may determine functions

</':iW' '/'I
(•') f'tc., which will respectively be a solution for x be-

tween .V.J, and .('4, x^ aud xr, etc. With the aid of the integrals of

FouKlEii we may write the solution as follows

:

y =^ \ i *"' ('«•') *i« (f'O f 1 (^O *''' ''" +
Z,

-\- I
I

i//( ((w) sJH {va) iij.2 («) t/y </u -{- etc.
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In this way however we

do not get a continuous

£2_—-"'^
curve as sohition. In general

tlie function will have two

^2 values at ^i , .cg, .rj etc., and

it will then consist of two

branches , which have no

^2 connection with each other.

We have viz. not taken care, that the value .% ^= H^i (^'2) with wliich

the portion of the curve between x^ and .'o ends, is the same as

y'2 = V'g (^'2) with which the portion between ^o ^^id o\^ begins. It

is this last value for //3 which we have to substitute for y in

J''{y\ !/<
•'''' •^)== and -f'^ {y\ y, *', *j =^ 0, if we want to find out whether

the data are fulfilled by taking the points (.;], y^) and {xr^, y^) as

points (.'•, y) and (•(', y').

By putting

:

y=ipi {x, ,

1 ' "^2 1 <'„-l)

in which vi, c^, . . . . („— i represent constants, which are still at

our disposal, we find for ip<i, ips etc. also functions, which contain

these same constants.

If we put

^2 = y\ ' yz = y\ • • • yn = y'n

we may solve the c's by means of these n — 1 equations. By
substituting the values of these c's obtained in this way in

i/ = fpii-^i'^\ • <^n—i) we get between ji and '»+i a curve as solu-

tion, whose coordinates do no longer show any discontinuity. In

'/'/

general however the quantity -^ will vary discuntinuuuslv at the

points J-2 . . . .r,i .

We must state here, that it is not necessary that

xi < A'a < a'3 < "4. etc.

If this inequality is not satisfied, y will show several values at

a given value of .c, even if tp-^ is a one-valued function. Compli-

cations which may present themselves, e.g. that .(' becomes imaginary

for certain values of .c, or that x' =z x or similar cases, are left out

of account here.

^ 3. Besides these general solutions, others arc also possible, in

Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. 11.
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wliicli ij may bo represented by a continuous function of x. T shall

call such solutions function-solutions.

I shall demonstrate the existence of such a function-solution by

means of a vcrv simple example.

Let us take as being given :

^' = P\y + Q\ •'• "n*! y' = A y + <?2 * •

If wc represent the function-solution of y by '/^('O, we, have:

y' = ifj (*•') or /// \1\ lU (x) + Qj .)] = Pg V (a-) + Q2 ^ •

This equation must be fulfilled identically. It is clear that wc

may do so by putting:

Then

or

Pi a2 + Qi a = Po a-\-Q2

Pi a"- + {Ql - Pz) a - (32 =

P^-Ql^ 1

2P, 2P
|/"(i'2 - Qi)' + 4 Pi Q2 .

§ 4. We shall now pass to the discussion of differential equations.

As example we shall take a single differential equation (and not

a set of simultaneous differential equations) of the first order ; while

no ditferential coefticients occur in the equation, which indicates in

what way the value of »' is found.

The equation to be solved is then:

while

•f' = r/) (?/', ?/, ,/)

is also given.

If we take an arbitrary value i'l and put as a solution which

only holds for a part:

y—ipi (x)

,

we may calculate again :
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^1 = Ipl (•'•l)

aud with the aid of this equation

:

from which ^o may be solved. Here a^i and ^2 ^^'^ again the limits

between which y may be represented by «A'i (-«).

From the two equations

:

^' =<P (jj', y, x) aud y = ipi {->')

we may eliminate y and then solve * as function of y' and x'.

Let us represent this by

:

•* = Zi ('•'. y') t'len y = '!',[ ;ci G*^'. ,y') ]

and

dy__ dipi[;Ci{.v',y')'\

dx d x\ («', y')

By substituting these values of )!, y and — in the given equation

:

die

we get a differential equation

:

^US -••')=»

in which only ^, y' aud j' occur. If the solution of this equation is:
d.v

y' z= tp2 (*•', c),

wo may represent y by ^'^ (*) between the limits j-j and .ro, which

a-g may be again calculated from x^ by means of the formulae:

i/2 = ip2
(-'s) aiifl ys — ipi ('''s)

//^a contains a constant c, of wliich we may still dispose. We
determine it in such a way that:

yc = V'l (•'2) = y's = tpn G's . •

39*
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By treating ipn in the same way as i/'j , we may deduce another

difl'crential equation:

F,(g,y,.') = o

Its solution

:

y = 'As (•'•. «)

will represent the required function between the limits a-j and x^.

In this way we may represent y again as the sum of integrals

of Fourier, provided we can solve the differential equations -Fj = 0,

i'2 = etc. The ordinates of the curve construed in this way will

dij

show no discontinuities, but the differential coefficient — will be in
dx

general discontinuous in the points x^ . . . a-,, . By taking in j/^j

a^ain an arbitrary number of constants, we shall be able to make the

dv— continuous in an arbitrary number of these points.
da;

^

If we had solved a differential equation of the second order, (//j

would contain two constants, of which we may dispose in such a

dv
way, that both the y^ and the -- are continuous in x.^ without our

•
'

dj;

being obliged to introduce artificially constants in tpi. As in mechan-

ical problems always differential equations of at least the second order

occur, it follows that this solution fulfils the condition, that both

the coordinates and their Auctions change continuously. The change

of the second Auctions can be discontinuous in some points, but this

is not in contradiction with the requirements of mechanics.

Indeed in some problems the case may present itself that secoud

Auctions, which were 0, got suddenly a finite value, even without

our having to assume infinite forces, e. g. when the fibre, on which

the apparatus is suspended, breaks or when a circuit is closed. Let

us for instance imagine a condenser with a difference of potential

V and a charge Q. The condenser is nearly closed by means of

dQ
a wire. Before the circuit is closed the current i= — and also the

dt

di d^Q— =—- will be zero. If we then close the circuit, i will remain
dt d fi

di

zero at the first moment; but — will suddenly assume the value V.
dt

These differential equations too have function-solutions.
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§ 5. As an example of an application of this kind of differential

equations I shall take the problem which Galitzin ^) has solved,

without taking into account the difference between t and t\ In order

to get a simpler representation, I shall modify his suppositions

slightly, without changing the essential properties of the problem.

I take, namely, two Hertz's vibrators, which are at rest in the

points Pj and Pj- Botli vibrate in the same direction, normal to the

line which joins them. I shall take the line passing througli the

vibrators as axis of *', and the direction in which they vibrate as

axis of s. If we call tlio distance between them
••''o
=

-'i
— ''2, tlien

we have

t _ t ^^ .

Let us represent the moments of the vibrators by aj and rto and

their distances from an arbitrary point Q by r-y and ?"2, and let us put

:

X\ = X2 = — —-
»•] ^2

The electric force emitted by the vibrator in P, has n component

in the direction of the ?-axis, which in an arbitraiy point Q
amounts to

:

Z= F2

In the point Po, where »/ = 0, this component has the value of:

'0
'

Ijet us further assume that the vibration in each vibrator sepa-

rately is determined by a force proportional to the deviation, and

that moreover a damping exists proportional to — , then the problem
d^

is reduced to the solution of two equations of the following form:

') Wied. Ann. B. 56, H. 1. 1895. P. 89—94.
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., ^?+ ..t?
+ ^' - + ^* (SO'

+

'- (^)'+ ^« <»)= » '^>

where (
)' me.ans tliat we have to take the quantity between brackets

as it was at the moment t — —
-. The function-solution of these

equations may be represented by

ai = Ci €'' Qo = Co «^' •

If we substitute these expressions in the equations (1) anil (2)

and if we divide by e^t^ we get:

C, (/' ^1 + ^M. + A^) + C^ (.3 A, + .V A, + ylc) « '' = 0.

a (,s' i?, + /- i?, + 7?.) + Ci (s^ yU + s .I3 + /I o) 6 '' = 0.

from wiiicli we deduce

:

As an exponential function is periodic, an infinite number of

values of « will satisfy this equation, and the system will be able

to vibrate with an infinite number of periods.

The equations of motion, which Galitzin used, instead of our

equations (1) and (2) were:

*
dH' dH

^
dt^
^

dt^

Prom these he deduces instead of our equation (3) an equation

of the following form : ^)

') Equation 7 P. 93, Loc. cit. The quantity :, whioli occurs tliere, is tlie quantity

» of this formula.
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Ps*^ Qs^-\- 1 = 0.

To show the connoctiou which exists between this equation and

our equation (3) we mal<e the foUowing assumptions:

a. "We neglect the damping. Then the terms with A^ and B^

do not occur.

b. We do not take Hertz's vibrators, but condensers, the plates

of which are so near each other, that «! = «2 ^ *^, even if finite

quantities of electricity have passed through the wire. Instead of

— we write then — , as t = / Q, where Q represents the charge

and / tlie distance of the plates of the condenser. The wire is to

be considered as a nearly closed circuit and as long compared with

/. Assuming this, the terms with Aq are suppressed.

c. As tlie inductive action of a current does not depend on the

di
intensity i, but only on its Auction — , we assume, that the terms

dt

with A-^ do not occur.

d. Finally we only try to find a solution for the case, that the

systems are so near each other, that .'g may be considered as very

small. Even if « is complex (in which case we represent it by

a -\- ft i) e ' is approximately equal to unity, if a or ft are not so

great that a -^ or ft -^ noticeably differs from 0. If we put e f = 1

our equation becomes identical with that of Galitzin.

The solution which Galitzin has found is therefore indeed an

approximated solution of the problem. But it is an incomplete

solution. For hoM-ever small a^ may be, we may always take such

high values for « and />, that a '— or ft
~ noticeably differs from

zero, and then we get solutions, which could not be found by the

method of Galitzin. "Without making a fuller investigation of the

interpretation of equation (3), we can say, that only three sets of

roots may exist, namely.

1. The roots found by Galitzin.

2. Roots for which the supposition that a — is small is not

satisfied. Then ft may still have an arbitrary value. The [)hysical

meaninii' of these roots is not clear to me.
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3, Roots, for whicli ft
^~ is not small and a may still have au

arbitrary value.

V
ft has then at least a value of the order— and the period is of the

order — - . A priori wo might have foreseen that such solutions

must exist. It' we imagine two plane rellecting plates instead of

the vibrators, a vibration might exist between them with a time of

oscillation - . As the vibrators have another shape and as they

emit vibrations in all directions, and not only towards each other,

we shall have to apply a correction to this time of oscillation,

just as is the case with the open ends of an organ tube. This

correction is perhaps very considerable. But a vibration with

a time of oscillation of the order -— must exist. Moreover we

shall hnd a series of overtones, as equation (3) has an infinite

number of roots.

Thus far we have occupied ounselves only with the function-

solution. It is however easy to find also the general solution.

If we represent between the moments «i and t\ -\ the electric

moment aj by (f\ (<) and oo by ^)x {(), the equations (1) and (,2) take

the following forms :

^2^ (t-^) dip, (t-'^\

i?, ^ + B.^ + B. a„ + A^ A;

+ A9'i(«- Y

These equations can certainly be solved.
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Let us represent the solution by

:

tt] = cp^ yt) and ao = ip^ (0

then (p2 and j//^ are the solution of the problem between the moments

h + 'y and t, + ^'^ .

§ 6. From a mathematical point of view perhaps the function-

solutions only may be considered as genuine solutions of the problem.

We seek namely a quantity y as function of .r, which is in a cer-

tain relation to a quantity ?/', which represents the same function

of X, but for a different value of .t. If in the general solution y is

equated to tpi (;<•), y' is represented by another function of ^, namely

ipzi-')- It is not essential that we take i/^j only between the limits

d'l and a-g, ijJo between tlie limits x^ and ^g : we might also have

taken as a solution :

y = H'i (.*•) + ^2 (•'') + "^'3 (^) + etc.

We must take care, however, that if for a given value of x we

take v/ on a branch belonging to the curve y = ipn (•''), we take y' on

a branch of the curve /j = ipn+i («•).

From a physical point of view, however, the general solution

with Fourier's integrals is in fact the genuine solution. For let

us imagine that we have only one system with n degrees of freedom

which is made to move after a certain method, and which after

the moment t is suffered to move freely. The motion alter the

moment t will then be determined only by the n generalized coor-

dinates and their n huctions. On the other hand, if we have two

systems which act on each other with forces which propagate with

finite velocity through a medium, and if we suffer these after the

moment t to move freely, tlie motion after the moment t will depend

not only on the n coordinates and their fluctions, but also on the con-

dition of the medium. The condition of the medium at the moment

t gives an accurate image of what has happened with the systems

during some time preceding the moment «, that is to say it gives

an accurate idea of the way in which the systems are made to move.

Let us for instance take the problem of Galitzin, and let us

imagine that the molecules are set vibrating by the collisions, and

that a collision lasts a very short time 0, so that ^ < - -
. Let
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us now imagine that at tlio moment t, tiie molecule 1 collides with

the molecule 111. lietween f-, and t, -^ the value ^ will then

be very great. Afterwards that quantity will be reduced to an aver-

age value ; but at the moment t + ~ the wave emitted by moh;-

d^ a
cule 1 will arrive at molecule II and will cause — to have an

dfi

abnormally great value between ti-\ ^ and t^ -\—^ -\-0. I5etween

the moments <i + 2 — and <i + 2 -"- + the value ot ^ °^ will
r V dt~

be again abnormally great and so on. This solution is certainly not

contained in the function-solution.

Therefore befoi'e we assume the theory of Galitzin of the broad-

ening of the lines of the spectrum as proved, we should have to

make a sepai'ate examination, in order to investigate in how far

we may assume that the motion of the molecules may be represented

approximately by the function-solution, and in how far the roots

which Galitzin has not found, have influence on the phenomenon.

In this investigation we should have to start from the hypothesis

about the way in which the molecules are made to vibrate.

I shall however, not occupy myself further with this problem,

but I shall try to solve the more intricate problem of vibrators

which are in motion, in order to investigate, if a connection may
be found between the ponderomotoric forces of radiation and the

molecular forces. The solution of this problem I have had in viesv

from the very beginning.

Astronomy. — "TAe li-monihli/ period of the motion of the pole

of the earth from determinations of the azimuth of the meri-

dian marks of the Leiden observatory from 1882 —1896".

By J. Weeder (Communicated by Prof. li. G. vaiN ue

Sande Bakhuyzen).

1. From the motion of the poles of the earth over the earth's

surface results not oul}- a variation of the geographical latitude of

each place, but also a variation of the direction of the meridian

;

hence the azimuth of each direction varies accordingly.

If in seconds of arc x and y express the deviations of the north pole
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from its mean place in the direction of the meridian of Greenwich (a;)

and in the direction of 90° West of Greenwich (?/), then we can repre-

sent the azimuthal deviation A of a meridian with regard to its mean

direction for a pLace at geographical longitude A (West of Greenwich)

and latitude /?, in seconds of time by the formula:

sec (3

-f- [x sin k — y cos A) = A
15

This formula represents also the variable part of each azimuth

when these azimuths ai'e taken so as to increase from North to West.

2. Prof. Th. Albrecht ') has deduced from the variations of latitude

of several places a continuous series of values for the co-ordinates

.V and ,y, beginning with 1890.0
;
these show that the path of the pole of

the earth is geometrically rather intricate. In 1891 Dr. S. C. Chandler

found a 14-monthly as well as a yearly period in the motion of the

pole, but thought that two periodical terms of the periods mentioned

would be insufficient to express the co-ordinates of this motion.

Dr. E. F. V. D. Sande Bakhuyzen on the contrary has contented

himself with using theses two periodical terms ^). Accoi'ding to his

computation the results derived with regard to the motion of the pole

from observations after 1858 can be brought to agree fairly well with the

supposition that each of the co-ordinates a- and y consists of 2 singly-

periodical terms one having a period of about 14 months, the other

of exactly a year. It appears then that the terms of the 14-monthly

period may also be the components of a circular motion of the; pole.

The most probable elements of this circular motion are according

to Dr. E. F. V. D. Sande Bakhuyzen :

Period 430.66 days

Amplitude 0."159

Epoch of the greatest latitude
I Julian date 2408568

for Greenwich
j

or 1882 May 2

and the components for the Julian date t corresponding to this:

A.n>'^r,Q 9 <- 2408568
X = ~\- 0. 159 COS. 2 ji-

430.66

') Tii. Albrecht, Berichte iiber den Stand der Erforscluuig- der BreUenvuriation,

in December 1897, 98, und 99.

-) E. F. VAN DE Sande Bakhuyzen, Sur le mouvement du jwle terrestre, d'apres

les observations des amices 1890—97, et les resultats des observations antcrieures.

Archiv. Ncerl. Serie 2. T. 11.
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y= — 0."159 sin.27t
t — 2408568

430.66

From the terms of the yearly period follows a morion of the pole

in an ellipse whose axes are 0."121 and U.'O.jT ; on September 28

the pole is in the major axis, in the meridian 19° East of Greenwich.

3. The following investigation intends to deduce the 14 monthly

part of the motion of the pole from the results for the azimuth of

the meridian marks of the Leiden observatory. The pier of the

north mark was renewed in 1880, the pier of the south mark in 1882
;

the determinations of azimutli used for this research, were begun

for the north mark only not until Juli 1882, for the mean azimuth

of both marks in January 1884, and so in each case more than a

year after the construction of the pier, when the masonry was for the

greater part solidified.

The period of the observations used here ends July 1896, and so

includes 14 years or 12 14-monthly periods so that the variations

of azimuth of the latter period could be deduced independently of

the yearly period. The material consists of transits of a Ursae minoris

in both culminations and without using the artificial horizon. The
observers were E. F. v. d. Sande Bakhutzen and J. H. Wilterdixk.

The following tables I and II show, for both observers and cul-

minations separately, the number of the observations made and their

distribution over the years and the months.

TABLE L

July 1882

July 1883
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TABLE II.

Muntbs.
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Fig. 1.
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tions of azimuth with the elements of the yearly motion of the pole.

As with regard to the 14-monthly motion of the pole there is

no reason to expect changes of the same period in the directions

of the marks, I have attributed the variation of azimuth to the me-

ridian direction, and therefore to the motion of the pole only, and

from the latter I have calculated, assuming a period of 430^/3 days,

the amplitude and epoch of the above-mentioned part of the motion

of the pole.

5. About the reduction of the observations I will communicate

as much as is required to understand the deduction of the numbers

to be given below, and also their meaning with respect to the

14-monthly motion of the pole. The observed time of transit reduced

to the middle thread, has been corrected for the inclination of the

axis of rotation, the collimation constant, the clock-correction, and

also partly for the azimuth of the telescope and the personal equa-

tion of the observer.

The azimuth constant of the transit instrument used for this reduct-

ion is deduced from approximate values of the azimuth of the

north mark up to 1884, further for the mean azimuth of both marks,

which approximate values are derived from the results of preliminary

calculations and are taken so as to vary with the time as regularly

as possible. A few corrections have been applied to these values

:

P. In agreement witli tlic idea mentioned above, lialf the differ-

ence iu azinnitli of tlie north and suutli marks has been added to

the azimuth of tlie north mark before 1884.

J", periodical corrections have been applied to the azimuths over

tlie whole period, wliioh (;oriectious result from a 14-nioiithly

motion of the pole according to Dr. E. F. v. D. Sa^de Bakiiuyzen,

and are expressed by the formula:

+ 0.159 sec ft f /—2408568
A := sin 2.T + X

15 V 430.66 ^

ft and A being the latitude and longitude (West of Greenwich)

of the Leiden observatory. (Proc, Vol. I, p. 202).

By applying the correction 2 for the periodic motion of the pole

to the approximate values of the azimuth constant, the corrections

of that constant deduced from the discussion of the whole series

of observations are freed fioin the greater part of the influence of

the 14-monthly periodic motion as proved by the results. By
means of the azimutli-diff'ereiices between the telescope and the

north mark (before 1881) or tiic moan of the two marks (after 1884)
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as deduced from the micrometer readings on the marks, we have deduced

the approximate values of the azimuth of the transit circle from

those of the azimuths of the marks.

The personal equations of the observers which have been apj)lied

here are the differences of the Right Ascension of Polaris according

to their observations and the Right Ascension of this star according

to the "Fundamental ("atalog der Astronomische (lesellschaft." These

approximate values are deduced from former observations ofPolaiis.

in the supposition that the personal equation for both culminations

and under all circumstances is the same.

6. After the reduction mentioned in § 5 each time of transit o

should represent, if the elements of reduction were exact, the

apparent Right Ascension of Polaris c as deduced for the moment

of observation from the mean place of the Fundamental Catalog.

The apparent Right Ascensions are borrowed from the "Berliner

Jahrbuch"
;
only in the years 1882—85 the mean Right Ascension

of the "Jahrbuch" differs from that of the "Katolog" and then the

apparent Right Ascension of the Jahrbuch have been reduced to

the later system. The differences o— c of the observed and com-

puted Right Ascensions further have served to determine the cor-

rections of the personal equation and the instrumental errors and

principally those of the assumed azimuths of the marks.

7. For the discussion of the quantities o—c the following course has

been taken. First the mean of the values o— c for three successive months

have been formed for each observer and for each culmination separately in

order to determine that part of the values o— c which, independently

of the influence of the accidental and systematical errors of the

instrument, is the same for the two culminations. For the deter-

mination of this part the observations of the two observers at first

have been treated separately. In so far as the two culminations were

both observed during the same periods of three months half the

sums of their mean results are taken ; as it appeared that these values

showed periodical annual variations, tlie jjeriodic part has first been

deduced and afterwards the annual moans of the residuals are com-

puted. It then appeared that the results for the two observers

agreed fairly well, both with regard to the annual means and to

the co-efficients of thu periodic part. Therefore I have combined

the corresponding results of the two observers in one system
; and

have represented graphically the annual means obtained in this wav

by a smooth curve. The sum of the ordinates of this curve and of

the deviations resulting from the periodical annual variation form

the part of the quantities o—c, common to both the culminations;
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this part has been subtracted from them. Finally a constant cor-

rection for personal equation, different for each observer has been

applied to the o— c, in order to reduce the mean value of the cor-

rected — c for each observer to 0.

8. The quantities o—c corrected as explained in 7 consist of the

accidental errors of observation and the influences of systematical

errors in the adopted values for the inclination of the axis, the

constant of coUimatioii and the azimuth. The azimuth-corrections

might have been determined with greater precision if the observations

had been or could be made free from the influence of the first men-

tioned systematical errors. The observations at my disposal do not

contain any data from which to determine the systematical cor-

rections of the inclinations adopted
;
some reflection-observations of

Polaris from 1882—84, made for this purpose, have not been

considered as their number was too small for the determination

of a satisfactory correction of the inclination. Somewhat different

from this is the opportunity for correcting the constants of collima-

tion from the observations themselves as they have been made in

the two positions of the instrument. During the period of the obser-

vations the transit circle has been reversed 24 times which divide

the whole interval into 12 periods in which the clamp was east and

1 1 during which it was west.

The longest of these periods lasted 28 months, the shortest nearly

2 months.

The influence of an error in the assumed amount of the constant

of collimation on the azimuth-correction, calculated from the value

of — c, changes in sign by the reversal of the instrument; it can

therefore be found when we compare the azimuth-corrections from

observations of Polaris, immediately before and after the reversal

or, if that error proves to be constant during a longer time, when
we compare the mean azimuth-corrections deduced from observations

during a longer period before and after the reversal.

It now appeared that the observations of Polaris immediately before

and after the reveisals were not numerous and that moreover one

single observation is not accurate enough to betray a small syste-

matic error. The graphical representation of the mean azimuth-cor-

rections during long periods, on the contrary showed clearly the

influence of a small error in tiie assumed constant of collimation.

These mean values during the same position of the instrument showed
generally a regular variation; if however we would combine the means
of all the periods in a regular chronological order, then the curve

40
Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol II.
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oLtiiiiKid flisagreed for the nirater piirt oC tlic time witli tlio idea

uf a i('<:,ular variation of the azinnitlis of tlie marks.

!l. That a small eorrection of the assumed constant of colliination

for roluris, whicli might give a regular variation of the azimuth

during the whole period, is not impossible may be seen from

what follows. This constant consists of two parts: the constant

of collimation determined in tlie nadir by tlie reflection of the

vertical thread on the horizontal mercury-surface, and the small

correction for the flexure of the rotation axis expressed by the for-

mula Ij {\ -{- cos z). The first part, the constant of collimation in the

nadii', is probably very exact (only in the period 1884— 1885 the

degree of precision may be a little less, the level being less reliable),

but the value of the flexure found by determining from time to time

the constant of collimation in the horizontal position of the telescope

by pointing at the marks before and after a reversal is less trust-

worthy, especially as it appeared that it varies distinctly, when tlie

position of the cell of the object glass was altered.

Therefore I thought myself justified in deducing from the Polaris-

observations and the readings of the meridian marks small corrections

to the constant of collimation, which rendered the variation of the

azimuth-correction more regular, and which, with a few exceptions

were constant in the periods during which the cell of the object

glass was in the same position.

In order to be able to judge in how far tlie motion of the pole

in the 14-nionthly period deduced from the observations is dependent

on this correction, I have computed this motion supposing: l^t that

the constant of collimation is left unchanged, 2"'' that the small

correction mentioned has been ap})lied to it.

10. The values of o—c, during 14 years (1882 July to 1896
July) corrected according to 7, for each observer separately, are

divided according to the time of the observations into 12 groups,

each enclosing 430 days (the assumed value of the period of the

pole-motion) and each of these periods is subdivided into 43 periods

of 10 days'). The mean values of o-c, during these lU days for each
culmination separately, were now formed and to each mean was
given the weight 1, independent of the number of values. So we
obtained a series of numbers (at a maximum of 24), representing

the values of o—c in botli culminations belonging to one and the same

') In this computation the period is actually reduced to 43iJ%„ days, bv causing
a period of 430 days to succeed two periods of 431 days. In the periods of 431
days one of the subdivisions consists of 11 days instead of 10 days.
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plifiso of tlie pole-motiou ; after this the means of tliese values belonging

to a same phase were taken, after changing the sign of o—c at lower

culmination, because the influence of a variation of azimuth on o—c
in both culminations has a different sign. Finally for each observer

the deviations of these 43 numbers from their mean has been formed,

which deviations after the reduction from differences in time of

transit to differences in azimuth, represent the still remaining influence

of a periodical change of the polo on the azimuth of the marks.

A great part of that influence has been removed by applying to

the azimuth, assumed in the reduction, the periodic corrections men-

tioned in § 5 sub 2'', computed after the formula deduced for the

IJr-monthly motion of the pole liy Dr. E. F. van de Sande Bakhuyzkn.

In order to obtain the whole influence of this periodic motion,

this correction of the azimuth has again been added to those 43

values for each observer.

Of these values Ub and U^r for the two observers the mean has

been taken independently of the number of the observations and

these numbers are given in Table III.

TABLE III.

a
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Before the correction of the

constant of colliination.

;=('«+'//')
I

'=(^'a-'V)

After the correction of the

constant ol colliniation.

'd^« + ^r)I '/.{''i>-^'ir)^'r)
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The first column contains the ordinal numbers of each period of

10 days, the second and fourth columns contain the half sums of

Ub and fjr in the two suppositions: that the correction of the

constant of collimation mentioned in §§8 and 9 has, or has not been

applied. The degree of precision of these numbers can be derived

from the values of half the differences ki^B— U\y) which, if the

observations are correct, must be equal to 0.

I have formed the moans from each set of three successive values

of '/o {^^-B + U][') and have represented them graphically in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.
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If from this formula for the variation of latitude for Leyden we

want to deduce that for the variation of latitude for Greenwich, we

must only take for tiie date of tlie maximum latitude 5 days earlier

i. e. April 21st 1888, so that the co-ordinates of the motion of the

pole for Greenwich are :

/— 2410749
,r= + 0".136ro.s2 7i

y — — 0".13G,w/ 2 71

430.G'3

<_2410749

430.GG

in which t represents; the Julian date.

11. If we conpare this epoch for the maximum latitude of

Greenwich witli that deduced by Dr. E. F. v. d. S. IUkiiuyzen,

we see a difference of 2181 and after subtracting 5 periods or 2153

days, it appears that the epoch found bv me occurs 28 days later

than that according to Dr. E. F. v. d. 8. Bakhuyzen.

In the Astronomische Nachrichten n" 3207 A. Sokoloff has

given the results of an investigation of the motion of the pole in a

period of 430 days by means of the meridian marks of the transit-

instrument in the observatory at Pulkowa. In order to compare his

results with those found by me, I here give the results deduced by

Sokoloff from the observations from 1880— 1887 made by Wagner,
WiTTRAM and Haezeu.

a. From 47G transits of a Ursae-Minoris

Amplitude = 0".172

Epoch for Greenwich = 2410743

i. e. 22 days later than according to E. F. v. D. S. B.

h. From 288 transits of 8 Ursae-Minoris:

Amplitude = 0".195

Epoch for Greenwich = 2410771

i. e. 50 days later than according to E. F. v. D. S. B.

c. From 22G transits of 51 H. Cephei

:

Amplitude = 0''.156

Epoch for Greenwich = 2410759

i. e. 38 days later than according to E. F. v. D. S. B.

In Sokoloff's computation the time of the period is assumed to

be 429.7 days. The epoch of maximum latitude of Greenwich given

above, has been reduced by me from the year 1SS4 to the year

1888 by using a period of 430. GG days.
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Physics. — '^Considerations on Gravitation'". By Prof. H. A.LorentZ.

§ 1. After all we have learned in the last twenty or thirty years

about the mechanism of electric anrl magnetic phenomena, it is natural

to examine in how far it is possible to account for the force of gra-

vitation bj' ascribing it to a certain state of the aether. A theory

of universal attraction, founded on such an assumption, would take

the simplest form if new hypotheses about the aether could be avoided,

i.e. if the two states which exist in an electric and a magnetic field,

and whose mutual connection is expressed by the well known elec-

tromagnetic equations were found sufficient for the purpose.

If further it be taken for granted that only electrically charged

particles or ions, are directly acted on by the aether, one is led to

the idea that every particle of ponderable matter might consist of

two ions with equal opposite charges — or at least might contain

two such ions — and that gravitation might be the result of the

forces experienced by these ions. Now that so many phenomena

have been explained by a theory of ions, this idea seems to be more

admissible than it was ever before.

As to the electromagnetic disturbances in the aether which inigh

possibly be the cause of gravitation, they must at all events be ol

such a nature, that they are capable of penetrating all ponderable

bodies without appreciably diminishing in intensity. Now, electric

vibrations of extremely small wave-length possess this property, hence

the question arises what action there would be between two ions

if the aether were traversed in all directions by trains of electric

waves of small wave-length.

The above ideas are not new. Every physicist knows Le Sage's

theory in which innumerable small corpuscula are supposed to move

with great velocities, producing gravitation by their impact against

the coarser particles of ordinary ponderable matter. I shall not

here discuss this theory which is not in harmony with modern phy-

sical views. But, when it had been found that a pressure against

a body may be produced as well by trains of electric waves, by rays

of light e.g., as by moving projectiles and when the RoNTOEN-rays

with their remarkable penetrating power had been discovered, it

was natural to replace Le Sage's corpuscula by vibratory motions.

Why should there not exist i-adiations, far more penetrating than

even the X-rays, and which might therefore serve to account for a

force which as far as we know, is indepsndent of all intervening

ponderable matter?

I have deemed it worth while to put tiiis idea to the toM. In
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•\vliiit follows, before [)assing to considerations of a diffeient order

(§ 5), I sliall explain tlie reasons for whicli this theory of I'apid

vibrations as a cause of gravitation can »ot he accepted.

§ 2. Tjot an ion carrying- a charge <?, and having a certain

mass, be situated at the point F(^r^ ij^ z)
; it may be subject or not

to an elastic foice, proportional to the displacement and driving it

back to /', as soon as it has left this position. Next, let the aether

be traversed by electromagnetic vibrations, the dielectric displacement

being denoted by t), and tlic mau'iietic force bv .<!), flicn tii(> ion will

be acted on by a force

4 71 F2 e b
,

whose direction changes continually, and whose components are

X = 4:n V-^eK, Y—AnV^-eby, 'L= i n V"- e^-,. . (1)

In these foiinulac V means the velocity of light.

By the action of the force (1) the ion will be made to vibrate

about its original position P, the displacement (x, y, z) being detei'-

mined by well known ditferential equations.

For the sake of simplicity we shall coufiiu; ourselves to simple

harmonic vibrations with frequency «. All our formulae will then con-

tain the factor cos nt or sin nt^ and the forced vibrations of the ion

may be repi'csented by expressions of the form

X zzz a e i>x — he b.x » 1

j = aei>y — hei>y
,

|
(2)

z := a etj, — I e ^z , )

Avith certain constant coefficients a and b. The terms Avith j<x , by

and hz have been introduced in order to indicate that the phase of

the forcfMl vibration differs from that of the force (X, Y, Z) ; this

will be the case as soon as there is a resistance, proportional to

the velocity, and the coefficient b may then be shown to be positive.

One cause of a resistance lies in the reaction of the aether, called

forth by the radiation of whicli the vibrating ion itself becomes the

centre, a reaction which determines iit the same time an apparent

increase of the mass of the particle. We shall suppose however that

we have kept in view this reaction in establishing the equations of

motion, and in assigning iheir values to the coefficieuts a and b.
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Then, in what follows, we need only consider tlie forces due to the

state of the aether, in so far as it not directly produced by the

ion itself.

Since the formulae (2) contain e as a factor, the coefficients a

and b will be independent of the charge; their sign will be the

same for a negative ion and for a positive one.

Now, as soon as the ion has shifted from its position of equili-

brium, new forces come into play. In the first place, the force

4/1 r-eb will have changed a little, because, for the new position,

b will be somewhat ditierent from what it was at the point P.

We may express this by saying that, in addition to the force (1),

there will be a new one with the components

4.r2.rxl^ fyl^+zl^V etc. . . . (3)
\ 3:f 9y ^Z J

In the second place, in consequence of the velocity of vibration,

there will be an electromagnetic force with the components

« (y •C'z — z •&)•) 1 etc (4)

If, as we shall suppose, the displacement of the ion be very small,

compared w'ith the wave-length, the forces (3) and (4) are much

smaller than the force (1); since they are periodic — with the

frequency 2 «, — they will give rise to new vibrations of the particle.

"We shall however omit the consideration of these slight vibrations, and

esamine only the mean values of the forces (3) and (4), calculated for a

rather long lapse of time, or, wdiat amounts to the same thing, for a full

.
2 TT

period .

n

§ 3. It is immediately clear that this mean force will be if the

ion is alone in a field in wdiich the propagation of waves takes

place equally in all directions. It will be otherwise, as soon as a

second ion Q has been placed in the neighbourhood of P; then,

in consequence of the vibrations emitted by Q after it has l^een itself

put in motion, there may be a force on P, of course in the direction

of the hne Q P. In computing the value of this force, one finds

a great number of terms, which depend in different ways on the

distance r. We shall retain those wdiich are inversely proportional

to r or r", but we shall neglect all terms varying inversely as the

higher powers of r
;
indeed, the influence of these, compared with

that III' till' first mentioned terms will be of the order — , if A is the
r
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w;ivo-loiip;-th, and wo sliall supposo tliis to ho a vory small fraction.

We shall also omit all torms containing such factors as

cos 2nh— or stn 2nk— {k a moderate number). These reverse
A A

their signs by a very small change in r; they will therefore disappear

from the resultant force, as soon as, instead of single particles P
and Q, we come to consider systems of particles with dimensions

many times greater than the wave-length.

From what has been said, we may deduce in the first place that,

in applying the above formulae to the ion P, it is sufficient, to take

for b and Sp the vectors that would exist if P were removed from

the field. In each of these vectors two parts arc to be distinguished.

We shall denote by ^l and •C'l the parts existing independently of

Q, and by be Jind .^o the parts due to the vibrations of this ion.

Let Q lie taken as origin of coordinates, QP as axis of a-, and

let us begin with the terms in (2) having the coefficient a.

To these corresponds a force on P, whose first component is

^S ^N ^N

4 n T'2 c^aU^ -^
' + by ^ + b, -i^") + c^ a (by S^^ - bz .fpy) . . (5)

V ax d>j oi J

Since we have only to deal with the mean values for a lull

period, wo may write for the last term

— e^ a (by /pz — bz .i^y),

and if, in this expression, .fiy and S^?. be replaced by

{b) becomes

4^n(^_^j and 4.r^(^^-P^
V d-r 03 ^ ^ Oil or

2 „ F2 e2 „^\ (G)

where b is the numerical value of the dielectric displacement.

Now, b^ will consist of three parts, the first being ^i", the second

bo" and the third depending on the combination of bi and bg.

Evidently, the value of (G), corresponding to the first part, will

be 0.

As to the second part, it is to be remarked that the dielectric

displacement, produced by Q, is a periodic function of the time. At

distant points the ampliludo takes tlio form — , whore r. is indepen-
r
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dent of r. The mean value of b~ for a full period is —and by

differentiating this with regard to a- or to r, we should get»''intlie

denominator.

The terms in (6) which correspond to the part

2 (blx ^2x + bly ^2y + t>Iz b2z)

in b^, may likewise bo neglected. Indeed, if these terms are to

r r
contain no factors such as cos 2 n k - or sin 2 n h -— , there must bo

A A

between bj and bo, either no phase-difference at all, or a difference

which is independent of r. 'J'his condition can only be fulfilled, if

a system of waves, proceeding in the direction of QP, is combined

with the vibrations excited by Q, in so far as this ion is put in

motion by that system itself. Then, the two vectors bj and b_; will

have a common direction perpendicular to QP, sny that of the axis

of y, and they will be of the form

biy — q co.'t n (* ~ TF + ''l

)

c
boy =r — cos

r

The mean value of biy boy is

1 qc— — cos n (f , — fg) ,

^ r

and its differential coefficient with regard to .t has r" in the denom-

inator. It ought therefore to be retained, were it not for the

extremely small intensity of the systems of waves which give rise

to such a result. In fact, by the restriction imposed on them as lo

their direction, these waves form no more than a very minute part

of the whole motion.

§ 4. So, it is only the terms in (2), with the coefficient /),

with which we are concerned. The corresponding forces are

-.,.= ..(..^^+^,|+^.|^) . . . m
and

- e^ h (by /p. - b. ,f-)y) (8)
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If Q wore ronioved, these foircs together would he 0, as has

already been remarked. On tlie other hand, the force (8*, taken by

itself, would then likewise be 0. Indeed, its value is

,fi e^ b (by .r-tz - bz .fpy) (0)

n~ e^ b
or, hv PoYNTlNo's tlieorem — -Sx, if 5x be the flow of energy

in a direction paralh;! to tiio axis of x. Now, it is clear that, in

th(! absence of Q, any plane must be traversed in the two directions

by equal amounts of energy.

In this way we come to the conclusion tliat the force (7), in so

far as it depends on the part (bj), is 0, and from this it follows

that the total value of (7) will vanish, because the part arising from

the combination of (bj) and (bg), as well as that which is solely due

to tho vibrations of <), are 0. As to the first part, this may be

shown by a reasoning similar to that used at the end of the pre-

ceding §. For the second part, the proof is as follows.

The vibrations excited by Q in any point A of the surrounding

aether are represented by expressions of the form

_(^cosn{^t-^+,y

where depends on the direction of the line QA^ and r denotes

the length of this line. If, in differentiating such expressions, we
wish to avoid in the denominator powers of r, higher than the

first — and this is necessary, in order that (7) may remain free from

powers higher tliau the second — ^— and have to be treated as
r

constants. Moreover, the factors are such, that the vibrations are

perpendicular to the line QA. If, now, A coincides with P, and

QA with the axis of ^^ in the expression for bx we shall have

(9 = 0, and since this factor is not to be differentiated, all terms in

(7) will vanish.

Thus, the question reduces itself to (8) or (9). If, in this last

expression, we take for b and -£) their real values, modified as they

are by the motion of Q, "^'e may again write for the force

n2 e2 b

this time, however, we have to undeistarid by <*?x the flow of

energy as it is in the actual case.
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Now, it is clear that, by our assumptions, tlio flow of energy

must be symmetrical all around Q; hence, if an amount £ of energy

traverses, in the outward direction, a spherical surface described

around <> as centre with radius »•, we shall have

E
4 :fr r"

and the force on P will be

rfie^bE
K =

An V'-r^

It will have the direction of QP prolonged.

In the space surrounding Q the state of the aether will be sta-

tionary; hence, two spherical surfaces enclosing this particle must

be traversed by equal quantities of energy. The quantity E will be

independent of »•, and the force K inversely proportional to the

square of tho distance.

If the vibrations of Q were opposed by no other resistance but

that which results from radiation, the total amount of electro-mag-

netic energy enclosed by a surface surrounding Q would remain

constant; E and K would then both be 0. If, on the contrary, in

addition to the just mentioned resistance, there were a resistance of

a different kinr], the vibrations of Q would be accompanied by a

continual loss of electro-magnetic energy; less energy would leave

the space within one of the spherical surfaces than would enter

that space. E would be negative, and, since b is positive, there

would be attraction. It would be independent of the signs of tho

charges of P and Q.

The circumstance however, that this attraction could only exist,

if in some way or other electromagnetic energy were continually

disappearing, is so serious a difficulty, that what has been said cannot

be considered as furnishing an explanation of gravitation. Nor is

this the only objection that can be raised. If the mechanism of

gravitation consisted in vibrations which ci-oss the aether with the

velocity of light, the attraction ought to be modified by the motion

of the celestial bodies to a much larger extent than asti'onomical

observations make it possible to admit.

§ 5. Though the states of the aether, the existence and the laws

of which have been deduced from electromagnetic phenomena, arc

found insufficient to account for universal attraction, yet one may
try to establish a theory which is not wholly different from that of
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olnctricily, but luiti soiiu; fcatiiros in (•(Hiiiiion witli it. In oi'dcr to

(ibtain a tlicoiy of this kind, I shall start I'loni an idea that has boon

siiggosted long ago by MossoTTi and has been afterwards accepted

by WiLiiELM Weber and Zollnee.

According to these physicists, every particle^ of ponderable matter

consists of two oppositely electrified particles. Thus, between two j)ar-

ti(des of matter, there will be four electric forces, two attractions

between the charges of different, and two repulsions between those

of e(|ual signs. MossoTTi sujjposes the attractions to be somewhat

gi-eat(>r than the repulsions, the difference between the two being

precisely what we call gravitation. It is easily seen that such a

difference might exist in cases where an action of a specific electric

nature is not exerted.

Now, if the foini of this theory is to be brought into harmony

with the present states of electrical science, we must regard the four

forces of Mossotti as the effect of certain states in the aether which

are called forth by tin; positive and negative ions.

A positive ion, as well as a negative one, is the centre of a

dielectric displacement, and, in treating of electrical phenomena, these

two displacements are considered as being of the same nature, so

that, if in opposite directions and of equal magnitude, they wholly

destroy each other.

If gravitation is to be included in the theory, this view must be

modified. Indeed, if the actions exerted by positive and negative

ions depended on vector-quantities of the same kind, in such a

way that all phenomena in the neighbourhooil of a pair of ions

with opposite chai'ges were det(U"mined by the resulting vector, then

electric actions could only be absent, if this resulting vector were

0, but, if such were the case, no other actions could exist; a gravi-

tation, i. e. a force in the absence of an electric field, would be

impossible.

I shall therefore suppose that the two disturbances in the aether,

produced by positive and negative ions, are of a somewhat different

nature, so that, even if they are represented in a diagram by equal

and opposite vectors, the state of the aether is not the natural one.

This corresponds in a sense to Mossotti 's idea that positive and

negative charges differ from each other to a larger extent, than may

be expressed by the signs + and —

.

After having attributed to each of the two states an independent

and separate existence, we may assume that, though both able to

act on positive and negative ions, the one has more power over the

positive particles and the other over the negative ones. This diffe-
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reneo will lead us to the siime result tliiit Mossotti attained by
means of the supposed inequality of the attraetive and the repulsive

forces.

§ G. I shall suppose that each of tlie two disturbances of the

aether is propag-ated with the veloiuty of light, and, taken by itself,

obeys the ordinary laws of the electromagnetic field. These laws are

expressed in the simplest form if, besides the dielectric displacement

b, we consider the magnetic force .5, botli together determining,

as we shall now say, one state of the aether or one field. In accor-

dance with this, I shall introduce two pairs of vectors, the one b, S^

belonging to the field that is produced by the positive ions, whereas

the other pair b', .f)' serve to indicate the state of the aetlier whicli

is called into existence by the negative ions. I shall write down two

sets of equations, one for b, .P), the other for b', .P)', and having the

form which I have used in former papers') hn- the ccpaations of the

electromagnetic field, and which is founded on the assumption that

the ions are perfectly permeable to the aether and that they can be

displaced witiiout dragging the aether along with them.

I shall immediately take this general case of moving particles.

Let us further suppose the charges to be distributed with finite

volume-density, an<l let the units in which these are expressed be

chosen in such a way that, in a body which exerts no electrical

actions, the total amount of the positive charges has the same nume-
rical value as that of the negative charges.

Let Q be the density of the positive, and (/ that of the negative

charges, the first number being positive and the second negative.

Let (or «') be the velocity of an ion.

Then the equations for the state (b, .*!>) are '^)

Dio b = (^

Div /p =

Rot .P) = 4 TT (J t,i + 4 ;r b

An V-^ Hot b = — .f)

;

(0

1) LoKENTZ. I.a thcorip clecti-onuigncti([ue do JNIawvem, ot son a|)i)lic;iti(iii juix

corps mouvants, Arch. Neerl. X.X.V, p. 363; Versucli eiuer Tlieorie dcr electrisclieii

uiid optisclien Erscheiiiungen in bewegten Korperu.

,, „. ^ 3bx
,
3by

,
9bz

) Ihv b = ^r— -1 —
3.*^ 3^ 3z

3bz 3by
Rot b is a vector, whose Lonipoiiciits are — •—• —

-, etc.

3y 3.S
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and those for tlio state (b', .^')

Div b' = (/

(")
liol .(?' =z i n (/ o' 4- 4 71 b'

in V"~ Rot b'= — Sp'.

In the oidiiiaiy tlicory of electromagnetisni, the force acting on a

partick;, moving with velocity y, is

4 n F2 b + [0 . XpJ ,

per unit charge ').

Tn the modified theory, we sliall suppose tiiat a po'^itively electri-

fied [)article with charge e experiences a force

l; = a\4 7iV^b + [^.S?}]e (10)

on account of the field (b, .f")), and a force

k. = /-l{i;iVn'^[i. . Sy]]e (11)

on account of the field (b' .0')^ the positive coefficieDts a and /i

having slightly different values.

For the forces, excited on a negatively charged particle I shall

write

k, = /^inV^b + [ ^'. So]\e- (12)

and

A-j = «
S
4 .T r2 b' + [o' . .rp'i

I
e', (13)

expressing by these formulae that e is acted on by (b, -p) in the

same way as e' by (b', ^?), and vice versa.

§ 7. Let us next consider the actions exerted by a 2)(i>>' "f

onpositely charged ions, placed close to each other, and remaining

so during their motion. For convenience of mathematical treatment,

we may even reason as if the two charges penetrated each other, so

that, if they are equal, o' = — (j.

') \y> • &* i^ ^^^ vector-product of V) ami .P).
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On t]ie other liaud u' = t> ; hence, by (I) and (11),

b' = — b and ^' = — -f?.

Now let us put in the field, produced by the pair of ions, a

similar pair with charges e and e' = — e, and moving with the

common velocity ». Then, by (10)—(13),

_ /? _ ft _
At? — — — h-^ , ft'g — — — Aj , k^ — k-^,

a a

The total force on the positive particle will be

Z-i + h„ = X-i {\ — —)

and that on the negative ion

^•3 + ^ = ^i(l-^).

These forces being equal and having the same direction, there is

no force tending to separate the two ions, as would be the case in

an electric field. Nevertheless, the pair is acted on by a resultant

force

If now ft be somewhat larger than «, the factor 2 (l — —-Vvill

have a certain negative value — f, and our result may be expressed

as follows:

If we wish to determine the action between two ponderable bo-

dies, we may first consider the forces existing between the positive

ions in the one and tlie positive ions in the other. We then have

to reverse the direction of these forces, and to multiply them by the

factor 6. Of course, we are led in this way to Newton's law of

gravitation.

The assumption that all ponderable matter is composed of posi-

tive and negative ions is no essential part of the above theorv. We
might have confined ourselves to the supposition that the state of

the aether which is the cause of gravitation is propagated in a
similar way as that which exists in the electromagnetic field.

41
Proceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol, II.
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Instead of introdiicing two pairs of vectors (b, Sp) and (b', .f)'),

botli of which come into play in the electromagnetic actions, as

well as in the phenomenon of gravitation, we might have assumed

one pair for the electromagnetic field and one for universal attraction.

For these latter vectors, say b, S^^ we should then have eslablished

the equations (I), (i being the density of ponderable matter, and

for the force acting on unit mass, we should have put

- '/ 1 4 TT F2 b + [» . .0] I

,

where i] is a certain positive coefficient.

§ 8. Every theory of gravitation has to deal with the problem

of the influence, exerted on this force by the motion of the heavenly

bodies. The solution is easily deduced from our equations; it takes

the same form as the corresponding solution for the electromagnetic

actions between charged particles ').

I shall only treat the case of a body A, revolving around a cen-

tial body M^ this latter having a given constant velocity p. Let

r be the line MA^ taken in the direction from M towards A,:v,t/,z

the relative coordinates of A with respect to M, w the velocity of

^I's motion relatively to M, & the angle between iv and p, finally

Pr the component of p in the direction of r.

Then, besides the attraction

k

7 (14)

which would exist if the bodies were both at rest, A will be sub-

ject to the following actions.

1st. A. force

»3 1

k. -f—
. — (15)

ill the direction of /•.

2'"'. A force whose components are

See the second of the above cited papers.
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3''J. A force

h 1 (h

-Y^^'l^^ ^''^

parallel to the velocity p.

4'!'. A force

k 1_ _ p ,„ fOS ,:^ , (18)

in the direction of r.

Of these, (15) and (IG) depend only on the common velocity p,

(17) and (18) on the contrary, on p and w conjointly.

It is further to be remarked that the additional forces (15)—(18)

are all of tlic second order with respect to the small quantities

> w— and —

.

V V

In so far, the law expressed by the above formulae presents a

certain analogy with the laws proposed by Weber, Riemann and

Clausius for the electromagnetic actions, and applied by some astro-

nomers to the motions of the planets. Like the formulae of Clausius,

our equations contain the absolute velocities, i. e. the velocities, rela-

tively to the aether.

Tliere is no doubt but that, in the present state of science, if we

wish to try for gravitation a similar law as for electromagnetic forces,

the law contained in (15)—(18) is to be preferred to the three other

just mentioned laws.

§ 9. The forces (15)—(18) will give rise to small inequalities in the

elements of a planetary orbit ; in computing these, we have to take

for p the velocity of the Sun's motion through space. I have calcu-

lated the secular variations, using the formulae communicated by

Tisserand in his Mecanique celeste.

Let a be the mean distance to tiic sun,

e the eccentricity,

fp the inclination to the ecliptic,

the longitude of the ascending node,

w the longitude of perihelion,

y.' the mean anomaly at time / =^ 0, in this sense that, if w
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be the mean motion, as determined by a, the mean anomaly at time

t is given by
t

{' + Cn.x' + j
n dt.

Further, let A, ,// and v be the direction-cosines of the velocity

p with respect to: 1^'. tlie radius vector of the perihelion, 2"^. a

direction which is got by giving to that radius vector a rotation of

90°, in the direction of the pianist's nsvolution, 3'''. the normal to tlie

plane of the orbit, drawn towards the side wlience the j)lanot is

seen to revolve in the same direction as the hands of a watch.

7) 71 CI

Put (o-=z (b — , — ^= (i and — = 8' Ui a is the velocity in a
'

J/ V

circular orbit of radius a).

Then I find for the variations durimj one revolution

Aa =

Ae=2 7H/(l— e-) ///d Add
^^ j

Arp= „ V 1 r

—

^<^^ fOf! io-\-8 (ed'— udyiuco] -\-ji/()hinco

[

^ [^'{l—e^} f
''''-

e2
)

A (9 = — -7:; ^^^-. V [A (V .n» CO -{- {ecY — u o) cos w] 1"

y (I—e^)sin(p
(

-|- ft d~ cos CO !

{2 - e"', - 2 ^,'{l-e"~)
,

^ .., l/(l-«2)-

1

Ao) = n (n~ — A-) d~ \- 2 u it c)d

_ 2 n iff 1 y
^^

j
^^ ^^ .^^ ^^, ^^^ IlZJ^C^:!') ^ ^ 31 ,„, ,,,

)

1/(1— e^) r e-
)

A . = » (>.= - „=) ,5= 'l+^'li^it:^^ - 2 , ,5= - 2 , ^' ,5» -

— 2 ;r // () <) .

§ 10. I have worked out the case of the planet M(>rcury, taking

27G° and + 34° for the right ascension and declination of the apex

of the Sun's motion. I have got the following results :
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Aa =

A e = 0,018 3^ 4- 1,38 3 (T

Aff>= 0,95 ^2 + 0,28^^'

A^= 7,C0 S" — i,26d(r

Aw = — 0,09 tP -{- 1,95 f5^'

A;j' = — 0,82 ^2-1,93(^^5'

Now, 8' = 1,6 X 10-* and, if we put ^ = 5,3 X 10-^-
, we get

Ae= 117 X 10-1''
, A'-/) = 51 X 10-10,

A6' = — 137 X 10-10, Aw = 102 X lO-'o, Ap<' = — 355 X lO-'o.

The changes that take phxce in a century are found from these

numbers, if we multiply them by 415, and, if the variations of '/>, 6',

o) and x' are to be expressed in seconds, we have to introduce the

factor 2,06 X 10^. The result is, that the changes in y, 0, cb and a'

amount to a few seconds, and that in e to 0,000005.

Hence we conclude that our modification of Newton's law can-

not account for the observed inequality in the longitude of the

perihelion — as Weber's law can to some extent do — but that,

if we do not pretend to explain this inequality by an alteration of

the law of attraction, there is nothing against the proposed formulae.

Of course it will be necessary to apply them to other heavenly

bodies, though it seems scarcely probable that there will be found

any case in which the additional terms have an appreciable influence.

The special form of these terms may perhaps be modified. Yet,

what has been said is sufficient to show that gravitation may be

attributed to actions which are propagated with no greater velocity

than that of light.

As is well known, Laplace has been the first to discuss this

question of the velocity of propagation of universal attraction, and

later astronomers have often treated the same problem. Let a body

J5 be attracted by a body A, moving with the velocity ;;. Then, if

the action is propagated with a finite velocity F, the influence

which reaches B at time t, will have been enritted by A at an anterior

moment, say f — T. Let A^ bo the position of the acting body at

this moment, ^^ that at time t. It is an easy matter to calculate

the distance between these positions. Now, if the action at time
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t is calfulatofl, as if A had foiitinuod to occupy the position A-^i

one is led to an influence on the astronomical motions of the order

P— ; if V were equal to the velocity of light, this influence would ho

much greater than ohservations permit us to suppose. If, on tlie contrary,

the terms with — are to have admissible values, T' ought to be many

millions of times as great as the velocity of light.

From the considerations in this paper, it appears that this con-

clusion can be avoided. Clianges of state in the aether, satisfying

equations of the form (I), arc propagated with the velocity F; yet,

... p to

)io (Quantities of the first order — or — (§ 8), but only terms con-

p pw
taining — and — appear in the results. Tliis is brought about

by the peculiar way — determined by the equations — in which

moving matter changes the state of the aether ; in the above mentioned

case the condition of the aether will not be what it would have been,

if the acting body were at rest in the position A-^.

Physiology. — "0« tJie power of resistance of the red hlood cor-

2)uscles'. By Dr. H. J, Hamburger.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

Physics. — "0» the critical isotherm and the densities ofsaturated

vapour and liquid in the case of isopentane and carbonic

acid". By Dr. .T. E. Versciiaffelt (Communicated by

Prof. H. Kamerlingii Onnes).

(Will lie published in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

(April 25, 1900.)
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— «The theorem of Joachimstital of the Normal curves." By Prof P. H. Schoute,
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given limit." By Prof J. C. Klutveb, p. 599. — .,Thermodynamics of Standard Cells

(1st Part)." By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated by Prof. H.W. Bakhuis Koozeboom),

p. 610. — ,,Studies on Inversion (1st Part)". By Dr. Ernst Cohen (Communicated by
Prof H. W. Bakhuis Roozeboom), p. 618. — „Determinatiou3 of the diminution of

Vapour- pressure and of the elevation of the Boiling-point of dilute Solutions." By
Dr. A. Smits (Coraruunicated by Prof H. W. Bakhvis Roozebooji), p. 635. — „Sorae

reflexes on the Respiration in connection with Labokde's method to restore, by rhyth-

mical traciion of the Tongue, the respiration sujjpressed in Narcosis." By M. A. van
Mei.i.e (Communicated by Prof. C. Winkler). (With one plate), p. 640. — „Echinopsine,

a new crystalline vegetable base." By Dr. M. Greshoff (Communicated by Prof. A.

P. N. Franciiimont), p. 645. — ^The constitution of the vapourpluise in the system:

Water-Phenol, with one or two liiiuidphases." By Dr. F. A. II. Schreinemakers
(Communicated by Prof. J. M. van Bem.melen), p. 645.

The following- papers were read

:

Physics. — "Solar Phenomena, considered In connection with Ano-

malous Dispersion of Light". By Prof. W. H. Julius.

(Eead February 24, 1900.)

The rule that the propagation of light is, in all directions, recti-

linear, holds only for quite homogeneous media. If various consid-

erations lead us to assume that the solar rays on their course

penetrate media of unequal density, or of different composition, the

rays must be curved, and the supposition that the observed light is

omitted by objects situated in the direction of vision becomes untenable.

Now, thougli no one doubts the unequal distribution of matter

42
rroceedings Koyal Acad. Amsterdnm. Vol. 11.
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in anr] near the sun, j'et in theories concerninn; tliis celestial body

harrily any attention has been paid to refraction. Tlie study of

atmospheric refraction had, long- since, made us acquainted with the

laws of curved rays ^), but the first important attempt to investigate

the influence which refraction in the sun itself must have had on

the course of the rays, which reach our eye, and consequently on

the optical image we get of it, was made by Dr. A. Schmidt. His

paper „Die Strahlenbrechung auf der Sonne; ein geometrischer Bei-

trag zur Sonnenphvsik" -) leads to very remarkable results, and at

any rate urges the necessity of submitting the existing theories of

the sun to a severe criticism from this point of view.

If it is taken for granted that refraction in the solar atuiosphcre

must be taken into account, we must also pay attention to those

special cases in which extraordinary values — great or small —

of the refractive index occur; in other words, the phenomenon of

anomalous dispersion must be reckoned with.

It is my purpose to show that many peculiarities, which have

been observed at the border of the sun and in the spots, may easily

be considered as caused by anomalous dispersion.

It is not difficult to obtain the experimental evidence tiiat the

index of refraction of sodium vapour for light differing but slightly

iu wavelength from that for the Z^-lines, is very different from the

index for the other rays of the spectrum.

H. Becquerel (C. R. 127, p. 399; and 128, p. 145) used for

the study of the phenomenon Kukdt's method of crossed prisms, in

a slightly modified manner. The image of the crater of an arc-liglit

was projected on a horizontal slit, placed in the focus of a coUi-

mator-lens. The parallel beam next passed through a sodium flame,

which Becqueeel had succeeded in giving the form of a prism

with horizontal refracting edge, and was then, through a telescope

lens, focussed into an image of the horizontal slit, falling exactly

on the vertical slit of a spectroscope of rather great dispersion. As

lone as the sodium flame was absent, a continuous spectrum was

seen in the spectroscope, the height of which naturally depended

on the width of the horizontal slit. When the flame was introduced

in its proper place, and good care was taken to limit the parallel

beam bv means of an easily adjusted diaphragm, in such a manner

that only such light could penetrate into the telescope lens as had

passed a properly prismatical part of the flame, the spectrum cleaidy

1) The litterature on this subject is to be found i. a. in a dissertation by O.Wieneb,

Wied. Ann. 49, p. 105-149, 18'93.

•) Stuttgart, Verlag vou J. B. Metzlee iS91.
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exhibited the anomalous dispersion. On either side of the two dark

sodium lines the originally horizontal speetrum-band was boldly

curved, so that for rays with wave-lengths, slightly larger than

A/)| or Xj).. the sodium vapour appeared to possess an index of

refraction rapidly increasing in the neighbourhood of an absorption-

line; whereas for rays of wave-lengths, slightly smaller than Xd^ or

AjT) , the index of refraction rapidly decreased when approaching the

absorption-lines. The amount of the anomalous dispersion near D^

exceeded that near D^.

In repeating this experiment I obtained materially the same results.

Moreover, I noticed a peculiarity in the phenomenon, not mentioned

by Becquf.rel, and not exhibited in the diagrams accompanying

his paper. Bkcquerel states, that when he introduced a flame,

rich in sodium, the lines D-^ and Z>o appeared

as broad, dark bands, and that on either

side of both bands the spectrum was curved.

According to his diagrams these displace-

ments only refer to light, outside the bands;

the rays inside this region, in the more

immediate neighbourhood of the /?-lines, are

1 and 2.

totally wanting. Fig. 1 refers to a pris-

matic part of the flame, edge upwards;

fig. 2, to a prismatic part, edge downwards.

Both cases represent the image as seen in a telescope, so, reversed.

I myself, however, have observed the phenomenon in the form of

fig. 3. The dotted lines

indicate the places of D^

and I)^. When the electric

light is intercepted by

means of a screen intro-

duced between the flame

and the horizontal slit,

the D-liues appear in those

places as two faintly lumi-

nous, sharply defined slit-

images. The light is faint

because the flame is placed

at a distance of more than

70 cms. from the vertical

slit, and its radiation is

all but intercepted by the

42*
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adjustable diaphragm, which allows only a beam of a cross-section

of about 0.2 cm2. to enter the telescope lens.

When next the arc light is allowed to cross the flame, the spec-

trum of fig. 3 appears with such intensity, that the bright sodium

lines are undistinguisliable in the centre of the dark bands. In the

upper and lower parts of the field of vision however, they can yet

be seen as continuations of the four bright arrows of light which

are, as it were, flashed forth from the horizontal spectrum into the dark.

By repeatedly intercepting and re-admitting the light of the main

source, I have actually convioeed myself that the intense arrow-light,

with the dispersion used, gi'adually passes into the faint light of the

emission-lines, both with respect to intensity and place in the spec-

trum. A flat Rowland grating with 47000 lines was used in the

spectroscope; one spectrum of the flrst order being extremely brilliant.

The crosswires of a micrometer eye-piece (65 divisons of which cor-

responding to the distance of the D-lines in the first diffraction spec-

trum) were repeatedly adjusted as close as possible to the extreme

part that was yet distinctly visible of such an arrow, the so-

dium lines of the flame being all but invisible. I next removed the

diaphragm near the flame, intercepted the main light, so that the

sodium lines now became clearly visible, and took a number of the

readings of the emission line. The mean readings of two series of

observations did not mutually differ by one division; the arrow,

therefore, approached the JJ-Wne to within 0.01 ,i/,n.

From the data furnished by Becqderel (C. R. 128. p. 140) it

can be inferred, that the distance between the D-Vmes and the most

deflected parts of the arrows upon which, in his experiments, the

cross-wires could still be adjusted, was on an average greater than

0.1 /itfi

.

I am not quite sure how this difference in the results must be

accounted for; perhaps Becquekel's flame contained more sodium

than mine; anyhow so much sodium is not wanted to produce strong

anomalous dispersion.

The following experiment convinced me how narrow was in reality

the absorption-region of each of the sodium-lines. An additional lens

of 20 cm focal distance was placed between the telescope lens and

the vertical slit, in such a manner that on this slit was thrown

the image of the prismatic part of the sodium flame, and not that

of the horizontal slit, as before. In this image, therefore, all rays

that had passed the flame and had been refracted in diff"erent direc-

tions, must be found re-united. The absorption-lines were now actually

ery narro w, the emission-lines in some places all but covering them.
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The additioual lens being removed, the light-arrows forthwith

re-appeared above and below the rather broad dark bands in the

curved spectrum.

It appears therefore, from our observations that in spite of the

considerable width of the dark bands in the main spectrum, the

corresponding light is but very slightly absorbed by the sodium lines.

The flame has allowed every kind of light to pass, even that of which

the wavelength differed ever so little from that of the Z>-lines ; but

it has caused these rays to be deflected from the straight line much
more forcibly than the other parts of the spectrum lying further

removed from the absorption lines.

Here, then, we have a ease where the absorption spectrum of a

vapour exhibits broad bands not deserving the name of absorption

bands. The special manner in which the experiment was made, enabled

us to see what had become of the light that had disappeared around

the sodium lines
;
but very likely the broad bands would have been

attributed entirely to absoiptiou if somehow this abnormally refracted

ligiit had fallen ou*"side the field of vision of the spectroscope.

In studying the absorption spectra of gases and vapours, we should

be careful to see — which is not always done — that the absorb-

ing layer shall have e(jual density in all its parts and shall not

act anywhere as a prism. It would be worth while investigating

in how far the anomalous dispersion can have influenced cases in

which broadening or reversal of absorption-lines have been observed.

In my arrangement the absorption-lines were narrow, if the main

light had passed through a pretty much homogeneous and non-

prismatic part of the flame.

The experiment, as described above, offers no opportunity for ob-

taining reliable values of the refractive indices. A better method

to ai'rive at more reliable results is now being investigated ; for the

present all we can say is that the deviation of rays whose wave-

length is very near A^j, or Id., is at least six or eight times greater

than that which the remoter parts of the spectrum were subject to.

BecquerEl says that the index for waves greater than Xj)^ and Aij,

may attain 1.0009; for waves on the other side of the absorption

line the index falls considerably below unity. The line -Do, produces

in a much higher degree than D^ refractive indices smaller than

unity ^); the very high indices are represented in pretty much the

same degree near X>i and D^.

') In tlie woodcut Fig. 3, pag. 577 the upper arrow ueur D., is spoiled aud

rather short compared with that near Dj.
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From all this we infer :

1. Where light emitted by a source that yields a continuous

spectrum, traverses a space in which sodium vapour is unequally

distributed, the rays in the neighbourhood of the i?-liiics will be

much further deflected from their course than any others. Of all

things this holds good of those rays whose wavelengtli differs so

little tVom >/>, and Ij), that they can hardly be distinguished from

sodium light. A pretty strong light, therefore, misleadingly resem-

bling sodium light, but in reality owing its existence to other

sources, may seem to proceed from a faintly luminous sodium vapour,

in a direction deviating from that of the incident light.

2. A spectroscopic examination of the light that has traversed,

in a fairly rectilinear direction, the space filled with sodium vapour,

shows, in the places where the /?-]ines are to be found, broad dark

bands owing to the fact that the light of these ])laces in the spec-

trum has deviated sideways from its course, and has not reached

the slit of the spectroscope.

The former of these inferences we will now apply to certain

phenomena in the neiglibourhood of the disc of the sun; the latter

to some peculiaiities of the sun-spots.

Let the arc ZZ' represent a part of the disc of the sun, the obser-

ver being stationed far off in the direction of 0. This ZZ' may be

taken to be either the limit of the photosphere, or the critical

sphere which in A. Schmidt's theory of the sun plays such an

important part. In eitlier case, a ray emitted from any point A on

the surface at an angle of nearly 90° will reach the point along

a path the curvature of which diminishes regularly, if we assume

that the density of the sun's atmosphere in a direction normal to

the surface decreases continuously.

Fig. 4.

A ray emitted from B under the same circumstances will proceed

along BO' and does not, therefore, reach 0; the observer in will

see -4 lying just within the margin of the disc of the sun
;

light
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proceeding from B is invisible to Iiis eye. Slight irregularities of

density in the atmosphere on the path AO will indeed deflect the

course of the rays, but only slightly if the gases have a normal

index of refraction. The irregularities show themselves as shallow

elevations and depressions in the edge of the sun's disc. In the same

manner, rays like BO' do not materially deviate from the course

which they would have to follow in a perfectly calm atmosphere of

continuously decreasing density.

Let us now suppose unequally distributed sodium vapour to be

present near A above the limit ZZ' (the photosphere). We suppose

this vapour to be hardly luminous, if at all. The greater ptirtofthe

shaft of white light BO' is only slightly irregularly refracted in it,

just as in the other gases to be found there; but those rays whose

wavelength differs but slightly from Id, or lo.. are much more

deflected, and they may even follow the course indicated by the

dotted line Bl,0. Then from at a small distance /1/j above /I, light

may be seen proceeding from B — a source of light with a contin-

uous spectrum — closely resembling sodium light. A spectroscopic

examination of this light, however, will show that it difters more or

less from that of the Z?-lines.

It might be thought that only rays with an abnormally high

refractive index, i. e. with wavelengths rather greater than X^^ or

Id. can reach the observer along the path Bh 0. Such, however, is

not the case ; for if above ^, there were a layer comparable to a

prism with the refractmg edge perpendicular on the plane of the

woodcut and with base turned upwards, rays with an index smaller

than unity must be able to traverse the path Bli 0.

Accordingly in the spectrum of the light that appears outside the

sun's disc we can expect to find rays which are situated on either

side of the i>-lines; perhaps the probability is a little greater for

the light on the red side of the absorption -lines, because from A to

h the density is more likely to decrease than otherwise.

It is further clear that very near the limb there is the greatest

probability of also seeing light, that differs relatively much in

wavelength from the sodium light; for there a less degree of abnor-

mality of index suffices to deflect rays in the direction of 0. On

the other hand, far above A^ we can, as a rule, discern only such

light as is hardly to be distinguished from I>-light.

These actually prove to be the principal characteristics of the

chromosphere-lines. ^lostly they have a broad base and are arrow-

headed. Compare the description and the diagrams to be found in

Lockyer's Chemistry of the Sun pp. 109 and 111.
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Their typical form appears very strikingly in the hydrogen lines

of the chromosphere.

There is no reason to assume that the above considerations, with

regard to sodium vapour, do not hold good as well for other gases

and vapours. With some of these the anomalous dispersion has

been proved already'); with otliers we have been less successful;

but tlie dispersion theories point to its existence in a m.ore or less

degree in all substances.

'I'he characteristic form of the chromosphere linos might, of course,

also be accounted for, as is generally done, by the strongly radiating

luminous gases and metallic vapours which are thought to be

])rcsent in the chromosphere and of which t!ie density near the

photosphere must then be taken to be very considerable and to be

rapidly decreasing at greater distances. The observed light would

then be cmitLed by those glowing vapours.

Our view of the origin of the cliromosphcre light does not by

any means preclude the possibility of this light owing its existence,

partly at least, to self-radiation of incandescent gas; what we have

shown is, that it may also be refracted photosphere light. Further

investigation of the various phenomena of the sun must decide

which explanation goes farthest in considering the whole subject.

Sometimes the chromosphere lines appear under very singular

forms, with broadenings, ramifications, plumes, detached parts etc.

(cf. LoCKYER, 1. c. p. 120). Thus far this has been accounted for

only on the principle of Doppler, viz. by assuming that the radi-

ating gases move towards, or away from, us with tremendous

velocity — even as much as 200 kilometers per second and more.

Astronomers are all agreed that this explanation is open to many

objections of which we need not remind the reader here.

Beside Doppler's principle, however, we find in the anomalous

dispersion another, according to which a gas has the power to

originate, under certain circumstances, light differing in wavelength

from the characteristic rays of that substance.

Let us suppose, for example, that at some distance above the

sun's limb there is a quantity of hydrogen, with great varieties of

density in some of its parts. It will emit not only its own charac-

teristic light, but will, here and there, also deflect earthwards the

photosphere light of adjacent wavelengths. This will, of course,

manifest itself in excrescences or ramifications of the hydrogen lines

or as isolated light patches in their neighbourhood.

') WiNKELMANN, Wiecl. Aim., 32, p. 439.
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This phenomenon may be expected especially, when the slit is

adjusted for the examination of prominences, where violent distur-

bances take place and where, consequently, considerable differences

of density occur.

Though the present explanation of these irregularities in the spec-

trum is based, like the other one, on the hypothesis that violent

disturbances in the solar atmosphere go hand in hand with them, yet

the tremendous velocities, required when applying Doppler's principle,

do by no means follow from it.

A portion, therefore, of all the light that reaches us from chro-

mosphere and prominences may be due to self luminosity of the

gases to be found there ; but another, and to all likelihood a very

considerable, portion is refracted photosphere light, reaching us in a

manner that reminds us of Topler's well-known "Schlierenmethode".

But there's this difference, that in the "Schlierenmethodc" every

kind of rays emitted by the source helps to bring out the same

irregularities of the medium by ordinary refraction ; as a rule no

colour-phenomena are to be seen, the dispersion of most media being

small compared with the average deviation of rays. The cliromo-

sphere gases, on the other hand, are to be seen in characteristic

colours, because they have an exceptionally high or low refraction

index for particular sorts of light. In this case the dispersion is

great in comparison with the average deviation of the rays.

Momentarily disregarding the self-radiation of the gases in the

solar atmosphere we shall — if the slit is radially adjusted — find

those chromosphere-lines to be longest and brightest which show

the greatest anomalous dispersion. We have seen that the two

sodium-lines show considerable difference in theii- respective powers

to call forth this phenomenon. Let us make the pretty safe suppo-

sition that also the different hydrogen-lines and the other chromo-

sphere lines show analogous individual differences, and we have tlie

explanation why in the chromosphere spectrum some lines of an

element are long and others short, and why the relative intensity

of the lines of an element is so different in this spectrum from that

in the emission spectrum or in the Fraunhofer absorption spectrum.

A careful examination of the anomalous dispersion of a great number

of substances will, of course, have to be made before it can be made

out in how far our view will account for the facts already known

or yet to be revealed in the chromosphere spectrum. Amongst

other things it must then appear whether those elements whose lines
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are most conspicuous in tlio cliromosphero lighf, do actually cause

unconinionly great anomalous dispersion — a wide field lor experi-

mental research which to explore the first steps have scarcely been

taken as \et.

On the other hand, as regards tlie self-luminosity of gases, Lockyer's

ingenious experimental method of long and short lines affords us

an invaluable help to investigate what is the influence of the tempe-

rature (and the density ?) of the radiating substance on the emission

spectrum. So it seems possible to make out by experiment whether it

is radiation or refraction to which the difll'rent chromosphere lines

are most probably due.

This decision ought, of course, to be founded on a most accurate

knowledge of the character which each of the spectral lines of the

solar atmosphere exhibits in different circumstances. The coming total

solar eclipses offer a good o{)pnrtunity to observe the chromosphere

spectrum minutely, little disturbed by the dazzling light of the photo-

sphere. Especially it is to be hoped that some good spectrograms

will be obtained with high dispersion apparatus.

Let us now consider from the point of view of anomalous disper-

sion tiie well-known "reversing-layer", which in total eclipses causes

the so-called "flash". We have seen before that the theory of dis-

persion assigns anomalous dispersion to all waves whose periods lie

near each characteristic vibration-period of a substance; but the

amount of the anomalous dispersion may be slight. In such a case

the arrows, in an experiment similar so that described for sodium-

light, would be short and narrow, but, for all that, of great intensity.

If, therefore, such substances exist in the solar atmosphere even

at great distances from the photosphere, with irregularities in density

similar to those assumed for sodium, hvdrogen etc., the anomalous

refraction will betray the presence of those substances merely in the

immediate vicinity of the edge of the sun's disc, and only during a

few seconds at the beginning and the end of the totality of an eclipse.

This view of the subject makes it a matter of course that the lines

of the flash should be very bright ; for properly speaking, it is not

chiefly the radiation, emitted by the vapours, that we observe, but

photosphere light of pretty much the same wavelength. Nor is it

necessary that the gases in those places should be of extraordinary

great density, or that their presence should be restricted to a thin

reversing layer — one of the most mysterious things the solar theory

has led up to and which they have tried to escape in various ways.

The light of the chromosphere- and of the flash-lines may be sym-
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metrically distributed on either side of the corresponding Fraunhofer-

lines; if so, they seem to coincide with the latter ; but in certain places

of the limb the case must arise that the bright lines would appear

to have shifted their position with regard to the absorption-lines.

For in proportion to the distribution of the density of tlie vapours,

it will be, in turns, especially the rays with very great refractive index

(on the red side of the absorption lines) and those with very small

refractive index (on the violet side of them) that are curved towards us.

As, upon the whole, the density of the gases of the solar atmosphere

will decrease ratiier than otherwise in proportion as they are farther

from the centre, it may be expected (according to what we observed

with regard to Fig. 4) that the bright lines will oftener shift their

position with respect to the Fraunhofer lines in the direction of

greater wavelengths than in that of smaller.

These details will probably become clearly visible in the eclipse-

photograms obtained with slit-spectrographs with great dispersion.

It is not impossible that in many of the chromosphere-lines a dark

core may be seen.

Summarising what we have said, we maintain the following position

with respect to that part of the solar atmosphere situated outside

what is called the photosphere.

The various elements whose presence in that atmosphere has been

inferred from spectral observations, are much more largely diffused

iu it than has generally been assumed from the shape of the light

phenomena
;
they may be present everywhere, up to great distances

outside the photosphere, and yet be visible in few places only; their

self-radiation contributes relatively little to their visibility (with the

possible exceptions of helium and coronium) ; the distances, at which

the characteristic ligiit of those substances is tiiought to be seen

beyond the sun's limb, are mainly determined by their local differ-

ences of density and their power to call fortii anomalous dispersion.

In conclusion I wish to say a few words concerning phenomena
presented by the sun-spots. In the spectrum of these spots many of

the FRAUNHOFER-lines appear considerably broadened (see e. g. the

diagram in LocKyER, Chemistry of the Sun p. 100). The cause for

this has been sought in the presence of very dense absorbing gases,

and the broad bands have been attributed exclusively to absorption.

The question is whether the second conclusion that we have drawn
from the phenomena of refraction in a sodium-flame (p. 580) is not

applicable here.

We pi'occed from the opinion that in a sunspot are found great
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differences of density dependent on strong;- vertical currents or. accord-

ing to Fayk, on vortex movements in the atmosphere. Tlic pheno-

menon is commonly localized in the level of the fotosphere, at all

events, not far above or below it. Now if the total body situated

within the pliotosphere, actually forms a sharp contrast with the outer

atmosphere and if its surface radiates to every si<]e an almost equally

intense light with a continuous spectrum, the broadening of the

Fraunhofkr lines and the daikness of the spots cannot be accounted

for by merely attributing the spots to differences of density. The

phenomenon must then bo set down to differenc^es of temperature,

smaller radiating power, condensation, stronger absorption, etc.

Matters are different, however, if A. Schmidt's view is taken to

be the correct one, according to which the sun's limb is an optical

illusion caused by regular refraction in a gradually dispersing,

nowhere sharply bounded mass of gas. In this theory the apparent

surface of the photosphere is merely a critical sphere, characterized

by its radius being equal to the radius of curvature of lays of light

travelling along its surface horizontally ; there is not the least

question of any discontinuity in the distribution of matter on either

side of this spherical surface; inside as well as outside the critical

sphere the average density of

matter and its radiating power

increase gradually towards the

centre and it is only at great

depths that the condition of matter

need be such as to emit a con-

tinuous spectrum.

Let the circle ZZ' in the dia-

gram be the section of the critical

sphere with the ecliptic, and let

the earth be in the direction MA.
Suppose a spot visible in the centre

of the sun's disc; it is seen projected

on the critical sphere in P. Now let

us suppose that the density increases

all around from the centre P of

the spot, locally producing there

cylindrical, rather coaxial layers

with the line of vision for basis.

Rays fA and ciA suffering nor-

mal refraction, may, as is easily

seen, have traversed in the sun the paths /7V, wj and may, there-
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fore, originate not, it is true, from the most luminous centre, but

yet from pretty intensely radiating parts of the sun. They yield the

white light of the umbra and of the penumbra, which though stan-

ding out dark against the other parts of the sun, yet are relatively

bright enough.

Slight irregularities in the distribution of density around P render

it possible that parallel to PA there emerge rays that have followed

other paths M'hich, nevertheless, will essentially be included in the

solid angle rPs.

But rays wliich have undergone anomalous dispersion and yet

reach our eye in a direction parallel to PA. must have proceeded

from a much greater diversity of directions and need not, therefore,

have been emitted in such numbers by the intensely luminous

central part of the sun.

We may also ])ut the matter thus : Of all the light, coming from

the intensely radiating nucleus of the sun (to which may be reckoned

all that lies within the sphere A') and emerging from the vicinity

of P, those rays, \\hose refractive index is abnormally high or low,

will be more effectually dispersed in all directions, owing to the

local differences of density, than rays with a noraial index.

The consequence is that the observer looking in a given direction

towards P, will see less of those abnormally refracted rays than of

the other light. Those rays will, therefore, seem absent in the

spectrum of the spot : the Fraunhofer line is seen broadened.

Whereas our considerations concerning the chromosphere light

were made independent of any theory of the nature of the photo-

sphere, the present broadly outlined explanation of the phenomenon

of the sun-spots is to a certain extent based on the theory of

Schmidt — with which, in fact, it stands or falls.

If subsequent investigations should prove the lines that mostly

appear broadened in the spectra of the spots, and those which call

forth strong anomalous dispersion, to be identical, this would support

Schmidt's solar theory.

For the rest it is easy to see that henceforth the principle of

anomalous refraction will have to be considered side by side with

that of DOPPLER in every instance when an explanation is required

of tlie many irregularities that have been observed in certain

Fraunhofer lines both near tlie sun's limb and in facuhie and

spots; cf. the illustrations in IjOCKYEK's Chemistry of the Sun

pp. 122 and 123. YouNG, The Sun, pp. 157 aud 2IU. Schkiner

"Die Spectralanalyse der Gestirnc", p. 340.
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Sucli phonomena may bo caused by refraction, whereas hitherto

the only possible explanation was sought in the assumption ot

tremendous velocities in the line of vision.

The foregoing considerations may suffice to show that anomalous

dispersion naturally accounts for a great number of solar phenomena.

At any rate no future theory of tlie sun can ignore the laws of

refraction.

Physics. — "0« the critical isothermal line and the densities of

saturated vapour and liquid in isopentane and carbon dioxide

^

By Dr. J. E. Vekschaffelt (Communication W. 55 from

the Physical Laboraty at Leiden by Prof. II. Kamerijngii

Onnes).
(Read Aliircli '.'A, l'.)00).

To be able to deduce from my researches on the capillary ascen-

sions near the critical temperature ^) the surface tension 1 laid down

the empiric formula:

Ijl
— (J„ = 0,243 (1 — 7»)0.367

which fairly well represents the densities of liquid ()i and vapour (->„

of carbon dioxide at the absolute temperature T and the reduced

7 . „ . .

temperature m = — given by Amagat. This is not the case for

the temperatures r=:0°,l, r=:0°,35, r in: 0',85, (supposing i = T/j—T)

in which

A log iQi—Qv) _ ^ ^„, u„.„„„.. _ _ Ao , „„^ no o.= 0,521 between t = CM and 0°,35
A log T

0,468 > T = 0°,35 > 0°,85

(see Comm. N". 28 p. 12). In order to represent the interpola-

tion-curve given by Amagat by my formula, it would in this region

be necessary to raise the exponent of (I — m) in this formula from

0.367 to for instance 0.5, the value occurring in the formula

('/ — ('« = ^ l/(f—"0, which has been deduced theoretically by van

DER Waals, and given empirically by Cailletet and Mathias.

This deviation might as remarked in Communication N*^. 28, be

caused by the fact that Amagat, without giving a satisfactory

experimental proof for it, has rounded off his interpolation-curve

1) Comra. from tlie Phys. Lab. at Leiden N". 28, Dr. J. E. Verscuaffelt. Measu-

rements on tlie capillary ascension ot'liqueiied carbon dioxide near the critical temperature.
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towards the critical state with a parabola of the second degree. In

the very accurate determinations of density by Sydney Young, to

which no corrections by interpolation have been applied and for

which I have computed a formula of the same form as the one

mentioned above viz.

(Jl— (J„= 0,11058 tO.3434

the agreement between observation and calculation appears to exist

even at the highest temperatures (r= 0°,4).

A loc/ (oi — (;„) T = 1°,8 and 0°,8 still 0,344
is between

A % r T = 0°,8 and 0°,4 still 0,337

while, according to the law of the corresponding states we might

predict already at r = 1°,5 a distinct increase from the above-men-

tioned deviation in the case of the interpolation -curve of carbon

dioxide.

Therefore for the time being no experimental proofs can be given for

the supposition, that up to the immediate neighbourhood of the

critical state qi — Qv ^= A{\ — m)03434 -would not hold instead of

the theoretical formula (>/ — (),. = ^ (1 — to)^.

The table given here shows that my formula gives precisely tlie

difference in density till about t ^ 60°. With lower temperatures

the agreement diminishes.

TABLE I.

T
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a = C (1 — nxfU

is intimtitely connected with the form of the isothermals near the

critical point, by means of which also the formula for the densities

of liquid and vapour (with the aid of the Maxwell-Clausius
theorem) must be determined.

It now appears that in the place of the exponent i/g in the

difference of liquid and vapour density a less simple fraction must

be substituted, llence as according to VAN der Waals' simple

supposition the isothermal is a curve of the third degree, I have

investigated whether the critical isothermal could not be expressed

in an analogous way by means of a fractional exponent. The result

I arrived at, was that the observations of S. Young on the form

of the critical isothermal of isopentane are well expressed by the

formulae

:

P = Pc — Pc (1 — - _ 1 , for V > t'c

and
fVc — h Y

in which p,,=32,92 atra., r,.=4,2G6 c.c. (specific volume), ^=0,518 c.c,

and 7i = 4,259. The following tabic shows that these formulae are in

o-ood harmony with the observations

:

T A i} L E II.

11

19,41

16,91

14,40

11,91

9,440

4,505

3,160

3,050

2,939

2,829

2,718

2,608

2,497

2,431

2,394

2,301

p (observ.)
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From the formula given for v > v,. it follows that for very great

volumes py = 525,5, from which /i =: 1,140, iu good harmony with

the value 1,138 found by applying Avogrado's law as holding

for the limit ^).

In order to know whether my formulae give also a sufficient

approximation for very high pressures, I have calculated the critical

isothermal from Amagat's system of isothermals for carbon dioxide.

As critical temperature I found 3l°,4 C, hence p^ = 73,6 atm.

;

for i\. I took the value 0.00424 (the normal volume being chosen

as unit), computed from the critical density 0.464. The following

table shows that if « =r 4 and b = 0,00045, my formulae well represent

the observations up to pressures of about 800 atm. The third column

gives the pressures I have computed from the volumes observed, and

the fourth column gives the volumes computed from the pressure

observed.

TABLE III.

p V p (calcul.) V (calciil.)

1000



p



Dr. J. E. VERSCHAFFELT, „0n the critical isothermal line and the densities of saturated

vapour and liquid in isopentane and carbon dioxide."
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Mathematics. — " The theorem of JoACmMSTHAL for the normal

curves'^ by Prof. P. H. Schoute.

The circle through the feet of the three normals, which we can

let fall from any point of the plane of a parabola on this curve,

passes through the vertex of the curve. In otlier words

:

"The circles of Joachimsthal presenting themselves for a para-

"bola form a net with one basepoint, the vertex of the parabola".

And the relation between the point P through which the three

normals pass, and the centre M of the corresponding circle of

Joachimsthal can be expressed as follows

:

"If P describes the point-field of which the plane of the parabola

"is the bearer, M generates in the same plane a point-field aflfinely

"related to this."

We shall now investigate liow far these theorems can be extended

to the normal curve A'" of the space Sn with n dimensions, and we

shall commence this investigation with the simple case n =z 3 of the

skew parabola.

1. The spheres^ of Joachimstiial for the skew parabola. If the

skew parabola is represented by the equations

x = l, 2/ = ^-, s— t^,

then

3f^-{-2i-=~3zli-{-{l-2tj)f - x = (1)

is the equation of the normal plane in point t. This equation

in t being of degree five, through any point P five normal planes

pass; the feet of these normal planes we shall call "conormal points"

of th(; curve. These conormal points form on the curve an involution

of degree five with three dimensions, for, if three points of such

a quintuple are taken arbitrarily, the point P in space through

which the five normal planes must pass, and in this way likewise

the supplementary pair of feet, is unequivocally determined. So

there must exist two relations between the parametervalues t of five

conormal points. If in general :^in represents the sum of the products
7.-, I

'

I by I of k quantities »i, wo deduce immediately from (1)

2l t = 0, 3 2 t = 2 (2)
5.1 5.2

On the other hand the six points of intersection of the given
curve with the sphere

43*
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arc determined by the equation

{t-pT- + {t^-']f + (t^^-^-r- - s2 = ,

or

<0 ^ j+ _ 2 ^^3 _|. (/_o ,^)
(1! - ->( + /- + q^ + r2 - «"- = . (3)

These "consplierioal points" form on tlic skew parabohi an invo-

lution of degree six with four dimonsions; for, if four of the six

points of intersection be clioseii, the sjjhere is determined and together

with it the suppkMncntary pair of points of intersection. From (:5)

follows immediately that six conspherical points are connected by

the two relations

:E t = 0, ^ t = l (4)

6,1 6,2

between their parametervalues.

We now prove the following theorems

:

"The spheres determined by the quadruples of points of the skew

"parabola, conormal with a given point <i, intersect this curve still

"in two fixed points, determined by the equation

so they form a net of which these two points are the basopoints.

And the point t-^ describing the curve, these basepoints generate on

it a quadratic involution of one dimension, of which the two points

± -~[/3 arc the double points.

If Tj, rj, Tg, T^ are four points conormal with ^j, then according

to (2) we have the relatioiis

2 T + t, = 0, 2 T + t, :E T^^ . . . . (5)

4,1 4,2 4,1 O

If Tj, Tg, 7-3, T4 are four points conspherical with U, ^5, then

according to (4) we have

^ 7 + <2 + ?3 =r 0, ^T + (t.^t.^2T-^Ut^ = l . (G)

4,1 4,2 4,1

So from (5) and (6) follows immediately:

h + h = h^ hh = -j (7)

with which is proved what was asserted. For the spheres belonging
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in the indicated way to the point f^, which we name the spheres

of JoACHiMSTiiAL of this point, pass through two fixed points t.,, t^

and their number is twofold infinite, it being possible to assume

arbitrarily besides «i still two of the other four points r.

2. The affinely -related point-fields (P) and (M). If the point

P, through which the five normal planes pass, describes the normal

plane of point <i, and /j, as was assumed above, is always one of

the five conormal points, the centre Jf of the sphere of Joachimsthal

passing through the four other points moves in the plane that

bisects orthogonally the distance of the points h,u belonging to t^.

Indicating the first plane by n and the second plane by ^<, we

have the theorem:

"The point-fields (-P) and {M) in the planes n and n corresponding

"with each other are affinely related."

From (B) ensues

G,5

l-2y„,= :S t,

C,4

2z„
6,3

t,

where the sums refer to six consplierical points.

If h, h appear among these and if we call the others again ti,

^2, ^3, ^4, we find

2 x,„ - h /a ^ r + ('3 + <3) ^ ^
4,3 4,4

4,2 4,3 4.4

(8)

^n= «2 «3 - J^ + (^2 + %) - T + - ^

4,1 4,2 4,3

Moreover, if h is conormal with ti, t^, rg, v^,^ we obtain accord,

ing to (1)

4,1

4,2 ^4,1

4,2 4,3

4.3 4,4

(9)

4,4

5

1
— o -P
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Bo in connection with (7) wo find by elimination of the quantities

2" T the relations

18 x„,= 3 (.r,, + .>) — 8fi — 2t^

i,Vy,„ = 6'y^, +.!>'«2+4 \ . . . (10)

(> ^m ^^=- 3 Zf,
— <] /

proving- what was asserted.

However the two point-fiekls (/') and (J/) are not in perspective.

For on the line of intersection of the planes n and // not a sinole

point corresponds to itself. l-'or the conditions .',, =r ,r„„ y^, = ?/,„,

Zf, r= zm involve

h{3t,^-\-l) ^^3jl+4 ^^tj_

15 '
'^ 12 ' ^ 3

and this point is not situated in the normal plane of t^. So the

connecting lines PM of the corresponding points -P and M of u
and /it form a system of rays (3, 1).

3. Relation heticeen the spacial systems (P) and (M). To a point

F taken arbitrarily five points M correspond. For, if F is given,

the five conorraal points, the normal planes of which intersect in P,

are given and any point of this quintuple may be regarded as the

above given point ti.

To investigate how many points F correspond to any point M,

we deduce the equation of the plane /ii belonging to the normal

plane n of the point ij. The plane u bisecting the distance of the

points t^, h orthogonally, it is represented by the equation

i^,-t,f + (y-^p- + (^-^3,2 ^ ^,,_t^f + (^_i2)2 + (^-_<3)2,

which reduces itself in connection with (7) to

3t^ — i^ ^(jzt^^-^2{l — 3y)t^^2{z — 3x) = . (11)

As «! presents itself to degree five in this equation, any given

point M is centre of five spheres of Joachimsthal and so a quintuple

of points F corresponds to this point M. So we find :

"The relation of the spacial systems (-P) and {M) is a corres-

pondence (5,5)".
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Although it would not be difficult to trace by means of the

equations (10) the complex of the connecting lines P M^ we shall

avoid this for brevity's sake.

4. Cyclo(jraphic representation of the spheres of Joa.chimstiial.

If we wish to extend Fiedler's cyclographic representation of circles

lying in a plane to spheres in space, we must suppose that the

three-dimensional space containing the spheres forms part of a space

^4. with four dimensions. We represent in S^ a sphere lying in S^

and having M as centre and (* as radius by the two points J/j, M^ of

the normal in M on aSj at a distance M J/j = M il/j = () from M.

We shall now first investigate what is the representation of the

net of the spheres of Joachimsthal passing through the points t^, t^

of the skew parabola. If the ordinate in the direction perpendicular

on Sq is indicated by w, the equations

(•'• - W' + (2/ - ilf + i^ - i'/" = y^'

(12)

(.« - hf + (3/ - § + (~ - '^)' =

will indicate the two quadratic hypercones forming successively the

representation of all the spheres through t^ and all the spheres

through t^. By subtracting these equations from each other we find

that the section of the two hypercones lies in a three-dimensional

space perpendicular to S-^ along the plane (11). So the locus

of pairs of points lij, J/o corresponding to this net of spheres

of JoACHiMSTHAL is, as the section of a hypercone of revolution

with a three-dimensional space parallel to the axis of the hypercone,

a hyperboloid of revolution with two sheets, and the orthogonal one.

Passing on to the investigation of the curved space containing

the pairs of images of all the spheres of Joachimsthal, we have to

deal with a simple infinite number of orthogonal hyperboloids of revo-

lution with two sheets. To find the degree of that curved space we
have but to observe that the point common to all the normals on S.^ does

not belong to the locus and that the number of points of that curved

space situated on a definite one of those normals is double the

number of planes (11) passing through the point {M) where that

normal meets So,. This number being five, the curved space must
be of order ten. It is not difficult to deduce the equation of the

locus; we have but to eliminate <3 and ^3 between the two equations

1

(12) and '2%— r,. To this end we give the equations (12) the form
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r, = tl-{-tl-2xtl + {l-2y)tl-2zt, + v"~ = 0\

wliere v"- stands for j" -\- 7/ -\-
z^- — vfl. Reducin-? t.'^ T. - u} T.. =

anfl I./ T2 — (2^ T., = by means of the relation :jL2tn=l, we find

in «, as variable

3{1 — 27 v") f- ^B4zt^-{-27v"'-\-18ij—7 —

5 <3 + {1 - 27 t-2) «j 4- 6' (5 ^ ^ .,) r:. '

and so after elimination of t^ we obtain tiie equation

-27 V"-),
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xi = i', {i = 1,2, n),

tlie following theorems are proved in an entirely similar way:
"The hyperspheres //„_i with n—1 dimensions determined by

"groups of H-f i points of the curve A'J) conormal with n—2 given

"points ti, tc^, . . . . tn-2 of that curve, intersect the curve still in

"h— 1 fixed points s-^, s^, . . . s„-i and form therefore a net, of

"which the liypersphere Bn-s determined by those n—1 points * is

"tlie base. And if the system of the n~2 given points describes

"the curve J^'", the groups of n—1 points s determine on iv" an invo-

"lution of degree n—1 with n—2 dimensions."

"if the point F describes the plane u common to the normal

"spaces of n—2 given points ti, t^, . . . . <„_2, the centre M of the

"corresponding hypersphere of Joachimsthal describes the plane /<,

"which is the locus of the points at equal distance from the

"m— i points s depending in the indicated way on the n—2 given

"points i; then P and M describe in the planes n and /.i. affinely

"related point-fields (P) and (^)."

"Between the spacial systems (P) and (.1/) with n dimensions

"exists a correspondence {2n—lj 2n—l)."

"The cyclographic representation of all the hyperspheres of

"Joachimsthal demands the given space -S',, to be supposed to be

"part of a -S',, 4-1; it leads to a curved space of order 2 (2n—l) with

"m dimensions in this S„+i as locus of the pairs of images, etc."

We believe we can suffice with these general indications; we

only wish still to observe that the coeificients of the equation deter-

mining tlie n—1 fixed points are C(mnected in a simple way with the

symmetrical functions ^ t of the n—2 points t taken arbitrarily.
H-'l, k

Mathematics. — ^'Approximation formulae concerning the prime

numbers not exceeding a given limit". By Prof. J. C. Kluyveb.

KlEMANs's method for determining the total number of the prime

numbers p less than a given number c is equally serviceable, when
it is required to evaluate other arithmetic expressions involving these

pi'iuie numbers, for example the sum ^ p—-^ of their (—*)''' powers,

or the least common multiple M{c) of all integers less than c. The
different results, thus deduced, constantly contain a set of terms

depending on the complex zeros fi of the Kikmann ^-function. The

most important of these terms is always one and the same disconti-
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iiuoiis functions of o; the reniiiining ones aro oontinnous and of loss

consequence.

A direct evaluation of the discontinuous term is not to be tiiouglit

of; if however we suppose given beforehand the number of the prime

numbers less than f, we can eliminate the discontinuous term and

we are enabled, as will lie shown subsequently, to arrive at rather

close approximations of other more or less symmetric functions of

these prime numbers.

In order to obtain the formulae we have in view, we must apply

Riemann's method to the discontinuous integral

the path of integration being a straight line parallel to the imaginary

axis and on the positive side of it.

By Euler's equation we have, supposing 2 + s > 1,

n—l n

and by inserting this value in the integral we find

Gsi<')= 2 -- 2 p-"'.

J!=l " }J''<.C

On the other hand Ave may express ^ (-^ + s) as an infinite

product, that is we may write

log y i~ +s}= - log 2 - log (z + s - 1) +^^* (C + log n) +

or by subtracting at both sides log ^ (s).

log y {z + s) = log L, {s) - log [l - ^—J + ^ (^ + % ™) +

+ 2 log (\ ~\ + "^"
! log (\ + ^\ \ — ^~-!

,

where in the series
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f.1
— s.

the terms should be arranged according to the ascending moduli of

tlie «'s. Using this expansion of log ^ (s + s) in the integral Gs (c)

and adhering strictly to the reasoning adopted by Kiemann foi' the

integral G^ (f), we obtain

G,{c) = log\l{,)\ +Z.-(c-^i) +
COJdt

\)\ogt
-Z JA (c''-s)

It is desirable to give a somewhat different form to the series of

integrallogai'ithms arising here. Let us assume the zeros [x to be of

the form \ ± »V^, then, by pairing off conjugate complexes, we have

i-s

4— s+t(3 i_s_j'/3

-00+ i (3 — 00 — t'(3

i—S

= S
\ \ tfo' -f I

— dx
(3 L J a; J X

= 2^
(2

, ^ r c" X dx ^ ^ C 0' dx

sin (/? log c)

J

i-s

'S
c* dx -\-

cos [ft log c) r

ft'

-I c'' X dx —

4 —

s

ft

1 r c^x^ C/;^^

+ ft'

sin ( /y ^0^ c 4- sin~^
V x^ \-

ft^.

2cJ-« ^ sin (ft log c) ^ 1 \ „ cos (/? /oa c) 1- 2—^\, ^ + (' :^ —
^oirc L (3 /?

I

V'' " logcJ ,3 /y^ ' '^
,3 /:?

(J denoting a quantity the absolute value of whicli is less than

log c [log c)"

Dealing similarly with the integral
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dt

<!+« {f-\)logt
'

it appoiirs tliut we may replace it by

(2 +.v)(<;2_l)l+is/t,f,e'

wlicro is positive umi less than unity.

Ileuco the preceding equation for Gs (c) can be written

Gs (<•) = log
I

-Q {s)
I

+Li{c-^+^ ) -j

1 \ ^cos {ft log c) . _ 1

H ft
• V 2 log c

and in particular we have for s =

(5'

ft^
+ ^^f^J

GoW = -%2 4-/J(c)+—

^

2(c2— 1)%C

2ti ,«m (/? log c)
/J^

-^ /^

1 \^ cos {ft lege) ,^J_
2 % c) e- ft^

^'
(3 ft'^

In these equations we have got expressed as trigonometrical series

the terms the occurrence of which makes it nearly impossible to

arrive at a direct and complete determination of either Gs (c) or

Gq {c). All we know about these series, is that

(3 ft'- H /?3

converge unconditionally and that their values are rather small,

because we have

^—=: 0.023105, .2' — < 0.002.
(3 ft~ ,3 ft'^

Further, that

sin {ft log c)

is a discontinous function of c suddenly changing its value, each
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time its arg-uraont becomes equal to the first, second, third,. , . power

of a prime number.

This sua;"'ests that we eliminate the discontinuous function between

the two equations and merely retain the relation

Tg, (c) - log
I

'Q (s)
I

- Li (c-»+i
)]
- c-^ [g, {c) + % 2 - Li (c)] =

2sc
4-s

logc

cos {ft loq c) ^ I- B
(3 i-^i Cft-2

+« log c

Whatever may be here the values of the coefficients ^ and i>,

froni what precedes we may infer that they are finite and rather

small, so that for s'^ — and for tolerablv larc^e values of c the
2

right-hand side tends rapidly to zero.

Regarding it as a vanishing quantity we are led to conclude

that the relation

Gs{c)~log
I

y{s)
1
-L;(c-^+i Go (c) + log2- Li (c)

furnishes approximatively the value of Gs{c) as soon as Gq{c) be

given, that is, as soon as we know how many prime numbers and

powers of prime numbers are to be found among the integers not

exceeding c.

The last equation necessarily takes a slightly altered form when
s is tending to unity. In that case wo must make use of the

expansions

log K (.) I

=. - log (.-!)+(,_ 1) P, (, - 1),

Li (c—s+i )z=C-Jrlog log c'-i + (s — \)P„ {s — 1),

from which we have ultimately

log
I 'C {s)

I
+ Li (c-'+i

)]
=: C + log log c.

Hence the value of (?i (c) may be derived approximately from

Lim
s—\

G^ (() — C — log log
(?o (<) + log 2 — Li {c

Moreover it is evident tliat a relation similar to that between
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Gs{c) mid Gg{c) exists between two iiite^-rals Cs (c) uiid Gt(c)^ and

1

tliut for s>< and «>— we may write

[Gs{c)-Io<;\^{^)\ -Liic-^+^)

s+l
[(7, (,•)-% I noi -^t(c-'+')

Lastly, we may remark tliat it is perfectly admissible to dill'ercii-

tiate with respect to s the equation connecting Gs{c) and Gq{c}.

Remembering that

ids
Gs{c)

s—O

is eqmil to the logarithm of the least common multiple M {c] of all

integers less than c, and that £' (0) : ^ (0) = log 2 ti, we find, by

putting s equal to zero after the performance of the differentiation,

I

log M (c) + ^og 2 n — c — log c

2fJ

G,{c)-\~log2-Li(c)

logo
+ ^

B'^ cos [ft log c) ^ \J

Now although the second member increases as c inci'oases, it

remains relatively small with respect to c and % il/ (c) ; therefore we

may expect the relation

\^og M (c) + log 2 n, - c] = log c \^G, (,•) -j- log 2 ~ Li {c)

j

to furnish approximately the value of log M{c).

The following test-cases abundantly show, that already fur a c

of moderate magnitude the approximation is very close.

I. c=re== 7.389, G3 (c) = 0.45277, Go (-t) = 0.18077.

[G3 (c) — log ^ (3) — Li (e-i)] = 0.00052,

e-2 [6?2(c) — log 'Q (2) — Li («-2)] — 000054.

II. c = e-i = 20.086, Gj (c) — 1.69330, Gc,ic) = 0.48456.

[G. (c) — log C (2) — Li (e—^)] = 0.00089,

6-=^ [t^i {<-) — C ~ log 3J — 0.00U8S.
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JII. c = e5 _ 148.413, (Jg (c) — 38.50953, G^ic) — 2,18005,

logM{c)= 141.66097.

[Gj (c) — C — log 5] = — 0.00661,

«~^ \.Ga (c) + % 2 — Li (e5)] — _ 0.00662.

[% .1/ (c) + % 2 ;r — e5] = — 4.914,

% e5 [Go W + % 2 — Li (e5)] = — 4.913.

IV. c = 67= 1096.633, Go (c)= 191.79563, (?i (c) .= 2.52401.

[fjj (c) — C — % 7] = 0.00088,

«-^ [C'o (c) + % 2 — />z (e7)] — 0.00090.

If we have «^ 1, it is fairly evident that for large values of c

already the expression

iGs{c)-logQ{s)-Li{c-^+^)]

itself may be considered as evanescent, and that by equating it to

zero we are sure to obtain, cjuite independent of the value ofGo(e),

a result for Gs (c) that involves only a very small error.

1

But if we had s = 1, or even — <«< 1, this result would become

unreliable, so that for « < ^ a previous knowledge of the value of

Gq (c) remains indispensable.

This is connected with the fact that in the latter case G^ (c)

diverges as c becomes infinite.

Indeed we have for •? = 1

(?i(c) = ^p-i+^-i^p-",
/) < c 11^2 " pi < c

and it is the first term 2 p—^ that increases beyond all limits for
p <c

c—oo 1).

We will examine more clocelj the behaviour of 2p—^.

As s still surpasses — , we may write.

Lim [G^ (c) — C— loij lo(j f] =z 0,

or

') This was already stated by Euler ("Iiitroductio in Aiialysiu iuiiuitorum," I,

§ 279).
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Jdm
c=co p <c

= c—:s — 2 p-»
71=2 n

The numerical constant at tlu; I'iglit liand side is evaluated as

follows. We suppose * > 1 and consider ag'ain the relation

lo;/ ^ (s) = ^ ~ :E p-oK
1 "

From it we have conversely

^p-s=: 5r lo'j e (/'.v) 0.

where /< denotes the successive terms of the infinite sequence

1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7,
,

formed l)y writing- in , ascending order the integei's not iidmitting

multiple factors, and ///, stands for the number of prime factors of

A (this number A itself, if pi'imc, included).

Thus making s tend to unity we have simultaneously

Liin
s=l

:^ y>—> — log C (s)

7ir=cO \

11=2 '"

^ - p-"

,

Liiri

s=l
^y>- -log-Q{s)

and at once find

/i=cc (. lyh
= :E ^^ — lo<i C (h) = — 0.:il572

,

/i=2 A

2 ^ ^p-" =r 0.:J1572,
n=2 n

so that finally

Lirn
c=a)

^ p—^ — log log

p <c
: C— 0.31572=1 0.26 1'50.

We mentioned this result in order to compare it with a similar

') From tins formula it is readily seen: I''' that 'Zji~' is an analytic function

J [s] of .$, we may aiRrm to exist in the right half-plane; S""^ tluit the band between

the parallels s = \-{-iyi and 6-^ -)- z'v] is dotted with an infinity of logarithmic

discontinuities of f{s)\ S''* that these discontinuities grow more and more dense as

we approach the axis of imaginaries, so as to prex'ent f (*) eii'ectually from being

continued into the left lialf-plane.
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tliough wholly empirical formula communicated Ity Legendre ^).

According to Legendre we sliall liave

^ p-i = he/ (logc — 0.08366) — 0.22150 ,

but Legendre not taking 2 for a prime number, as we did, 0,5

should be added to his result, so that we must read

2 p-i = log {log c — 0.03366) + 0.27850
,

p <c

or ultimateh' for c = co

Lim 2 p~' — log log c = 0.27850.

Thus it appears that the error in Legendre's formula for c = oo

amounts to 0.017, this error diminishing somewhat, wlien the for-

mula is used for large though finite values of c

In the preceding we have considered almost exclusively the inte-

grals Gs («) ; we now proceed to show that we may deal similarly

with the sum — /;-•"•
,

though by so doing the formulae lose in

p<.c

simplicity.

From

WO derive

But since

Ot {!>) = ,

if tlie limit b be leas than 2, the foregoing infinite series actually

contains only a finite number of terms and the summation letter

A throughout satisfies the inequality

log c

log 2

1) "Essiii sur lii tlieorie ties iioinbres," 180S, p. 39t. D'lmo loi rciii:irqii;il)Ie observJe

dans reuumcratioii des nombres premiers.

u
rroceediugb l{.o.yal Acad. Aiuilunlaui. Vol. Ji.
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Suppose that h successively becomes equal to

1, 2, 3, .... h\ A", .... h'",

where A' and A" denote any pair of consecutive values oi' A, and

consider the expression

h=k'( IWi
//, {c)= ^ p'^ -2: '-—

—

/) < c /i=l A

1 n

log\^{s)\^LHc-^+l)

h=ii"' (—\yh
— y: —

h^h'' A
Gksid^) .

Obviouslv we inav write also

h—l li'

s+.
Ghs ic'')- log \as)\-TAc "!)

and, from what has been proved before, we infer that Hg (c) approxi-

mately obeys tlie relation

Hs (c) = c-^ Ho {c) .

It is by means of this equation that we are able to lind

^ p—« as soon as ^ p'^ be given.

The choice of A' and A" is quite arbitrary. If desired we may take

A' = A'"; in general it will be advisable to determine A" bv the con-

dition that c^ is just a little less than 5, in order to avoid the

application of the approximation formula for Ghsic'') in cases where

t* is too small a number.

It will be seen from the following examples that the formula may

be relied on, if a not too close approximation is required.

I. c = e5= 148.413, ^ po = U, -S" p-i = 1.879S0.
p<c p<c

li — 3, A'" =z 7.

H^ (f) = 34 - [- lo,j 2 + Li (£-)] + [_ /«</ 2 + Li (e 2 ) ] +

+4 [- %2+ Li («!)] 4- 1 [1] + 1 [1] + i [1] = _ 1 .08524.
o (
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IJ, {c) = 2 ;;-' - C + log 5 +\[logy{2)^Li{e ¥)] +

+ -

1

logym-YTA{e-li)
10 -) 1

+ 7
2^'J 6 2fiJ

~^
7 L 2'^.

= :S'p-i— 1.88701.

p <c

The i-elation

mvcs
^ p-1 rr: 1.87970, A = 0.00010.
p<c

II. c' = ci = 109(5.633, ^ pO =. 183, ^ p-i = 2.21230.
p <c p< r.

h' =. 3, h" = 5, A'" = 10.

/7o(f):=z 183 - log 2 + Li (/')
]
+ 1

7 -,

log 2 + i? {e 2
) +

1

-log2-]-Li{e'3) +- '+^H''
If "1 1

10
= 0.88308

P<c
C + /ov 7 +

2
%^(2) + /.»-fc-^JJ +

1

%J(3) + Li( «-ir)l+i
1 1 1 1

.^5"! a5~r"2" " 21".

1 1

+

1

+y
1 1

To

1 1

'MO
zSEp-i — 2,21162.

The relation

gives

y/, (-_) = e-7 U^ {c)

^p-1 = 2.21243, A = 0.00004.
p<c

III. c = c'i' = 54.598, ^/;"=1(5, JE/y-^ := 0.17472.
/; < C fl < c

A' =r: 2, /(" r= 3, A"' = 5.

/7,(,)=^1G log 2 + /v/(ci) + — % 2 + Li («3) +

+ -:;

1

:= 0.05949.

44*
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Tliu relation

nvcs

( 010)

locj -Q (3) + Li (.-8)] +1 \logQ (6) + Li (e-i«)]

11 1 1
1 r ^ 1

/A(<)r=.-1^//„(C)

= ^jo-» — 0.17472.

^p-a=i 0.17472, A = 0.00000.
p <c

Chemistry. — " Thermodynamics of Standard Cells" (First Piut).

By Dr. Eua'st Cohen (Communicated by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis

PvOOZEBOOM).

1. As the elegant researches on the Clark and Weston cells

performed by Kahle, Jaeger and Wachsmuth i) in the Physika-

liscli-Teclniische Pkoichsanstalt have now been brought to a close

and their measurements have been verified by the highly accurate

determinations of Callendar and Barnes ^), it appeared to me
worth while to check these experimental results by thermodynamics.

Not only is the E. M. F. of the CLARK-cell used as the unit of

E. M.F., but the value of the exact knowledge of that standard is

much increased since by the measurements of Callendar and

Barnes 2)^ the value of the heat-unit is based on it.

Durin"' the research which I shall communicate in the foUowin"'

lines, it has appeared to me that the accepted views regarding the

mechanism of the action of the normal cells are incorrect because

the old mistake has again been made of ignoring the actual phases

of the substances which take part in the changes within the cell.

This neglect has already given rise to erroneous calculations and

conclusions.

These erroneous views will first be discussed and then a complete

theory of the action of the normal cells will be given. We will

1) Kaule, Zeitsclirii't ITir Instrumentenliunde, 12, i^. 117 (189i); ibid. 13, S. I9L

S. 293 (1893). Wiedemann's Aniialen 51, S. 174 und 203 (I8J4), ibid «4. S. 92(1898);

Jaegeb mid Wachsmuth, Elektrotechn. Zeitsclirift 15. S. 507 (1894); Wiedemann's

Aunalen 59. S. 575 (1896); W. .Iaeger. Elektroteclm. Zeitscbrif't IS. S. G47 (1S97):

Wiedemann's Ann. 63. S. 35 1 (IS97); Jaeger und Kahle, Zeitscbrif't fiii- Instrumen-

tenkunde (1S9S) I'il.

-) Proc. Koy. Society Hi. 117.

^) Eep. Bnt. Association 1899. Sei-tion A. Pbysical Keview, Yol. .V No. 4, p.

203. April 1900.
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then aoply those considerations to the CLARK-cell for which the

necessary date are in existence. It will be seen that there is a very

satisfactory agreement between theory and practice.

2. By the investigations of Jaiin '), the accuracy of tlie celebrated

equation of Gibus and v. IIelmholtz, which gives the relation

between the electrical energy, the chemical energy and the tempe-

rature-coefficient of a reversible galvanic cell in qualitative as well

as in a quantative direction, has been confirmed. We will take

that equation as starting point,

Ec dEU= ~ + T^, (1)

in which E represents the E. M. F. of the reversible cell at the

temperature T, E^ the chemical energy of the chemical, or rather

chemico-physical process which takes place in the cell (at 2«) when

iiBo Coulombs pass through it ; n is the valency of the moving ion

dE
and the temperature-coefficient of the E. M. F. at -? ".

3. Both the E. M.F. and the temperature coefficient of the Clark-

and Weston-ccH have been determined by the above mention^

'

with such a high degree of "accuracy that they provide an excellent

material from which Ec may be calculated by means of equation (1).

We will give those calculations provisionally for the Clark-ccU

only, as some data for the Weston-ccU are still wanting and will

have to be determined experimentally. In order that Ec may also

be calculated from the caloric figures, so as to compare the value

thus found with that found by the electric method, one must first

understand what happens in the cell when fo Coulombs pass through

it. The mechanism of the change has so far, as for instance by

Nernst in his "Theoretische Chemie" (2« Aufl. 1898), S. 657-658,

been represented by the equation

:

Zn + Hg,j SOi^ 2 Hg + Zn SO.^ {A)

If this representation were correct, then when 2 X 95640 Cou-

lombs have passed through the cell and consequently 1 gram-atom

of zinc has passed into solution, the heat-effect E^ would be repro-

') WiED. Ann. 28, S. 21 en 491 (ISSH); ibid 6S, S. 44 (1897).
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seiited by the difference of the heats of fonnrition of Zn SO), and

Hg.SO,."

It must b(! at once pointed out that under the ordinary conditions

in wliich the cell is used, luxmely below 39°, the ZnSO^ generated

by the current will take up 7 IIoO, which action is accompanied

by evolution of heat.

One would thus be inclined to replace tlie equation yl by:

Zn + IIg2 SO4, + aq. = 2 Hg + Zn SO,,. 7 HoO . . . {A')

But oven this representation of the matter is incomplete and gives

totally wrong results if a calculation is based on it. I, here, refer

to the article of Mac-Intosh in the Journal of Piiysical Chemistry,

Vol. 2. p. 185 (1898), in which this erroneous view forms the

starting point.

He investigated a cell of the CLARK-type in which the Zn and

Zn SOi . 7 H2O had been replaced by Cu and Cu SO^ . 5 ITsO. The

difference of the heats of formation of Cu SO, . 5 Ho aud Hga SO4,

in accordance with the equation :

Cu + Hg2 SO^ + iK). - . 2 Hg + Cu SO^. 5 OoO . . . (Z?)

is regarded as the heat evolved by the reaction taking place in

the cell.

From the measured E.M.F., 0,3613 volts, of this cell at r= 290",

^^
and the temperature-coefficient — = — 0,0006 volts at that tempe-

rature, he calculates (taking the heat of formation of Cu SO4 . 5 H2O
as 201000 calories) the heat of formation of HgsSO, to be 175000

calories. With the aid of this figure and the heat of formation of

Zn SO, . 7 H2O (253000 calories) he calculates, starting from the

equation A' the E.M.F. of the Claek-ccH at 17°,0 to be 1.427 volts,

whilst IvAiiLE has found it to be 1.4304 at 17°,0.

We will see later on that the difference of 2,6 millivolts is due

to the wrong principle on which the calculation is based.

4. 1 will now in the first place calculate £"£: for the Clark-ccU with

the aid of the data given by the electrical measurements ofKAHLE,
Jaegek, Wachsmutii, Callendar and Barkes. The calculations

will all be worked out for r=291°, as the calorimetric determi-

nations of Thomsen, which we shall use later on are made at that

temperature.
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The E.M.F. of the CLARK-cell at t" may, according to KahlE,

be represented by

:

£( =^15 -0,00119 (<— 15) — 0,000007 0-15)2 . . (2)

Callendar and Barnes give as the result of their measurements:

Et — Ey, — 0,001200 (e-15) — 0.0000062 (<— 15)^ . . (3)

From (2) follows :

7 TT*— = - 0,00119- 0,0000140 (i— 15) .... (2a)
dt

From (3):

JTp

— = — 0,00120 — 0,0000124 (<— 15) (3a)
dt

According to Jaeger and Kahle, tlie E.MF. of the CLARK-cell

at 15°,0 C. is 1,4328 volt.

If we now calculate the temperature- coefficient at 18°C. ('^=291)

we find

:

According to {2a)

f— j = — 0,001232 Volt.

r=29i.

According to (3«j

V dt
C^\ ^ - 0,001237 Volt.

2'=29I.

For the E.M.F. of the CLARK-cellat IS^C. (r= 291) we find:

^291 = 1.4291 Volt.

If these values are introduced into equation (1) p. Gil and

everything expressed in caloric measure, 1 volt-coulomb being taken,

in accordance with the measurements of Jahn ^) as being equal

to 0,2362 cal. we obtain

:

Er =2X 40745 = 81-i»0 calories.

'.). WiED. Ann. 25. S. 49 (1885), Zcitsolir. fiir pliys. Cliemie 20.385 (1898).
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5. If we now oalculiite tliis heating effect, l)y means of the

incorrect equation A un pag. 611 we find:

Ec = Heat of formation Zii SO^ — Heat of formation HgoSO.,.

The heat of forniation of ZnS04 has been determiner! by Tjioiisex ')

as 230090 calorier,, that of irgjSO., determined bv Yaket-) some

years ago in two totally diU'crcnt ways as 175000 calories.

By the calorimctric way we therefore find

:

K- = 230090 — IT'.UOO = 55090 calories

a value differing no less than 2G000 calories from tliat obtained

by the electrical method.

If with Mac-Iktosh, we take into consideration the; fact that

ZnSOi.TIIoO is formed, and allow, according to Thomsen, 22090

calorics for the heat of hydratidu of Zn SO4 to Zn SO4 . 7 IL we

find :

i?c= 252780 - 175000 z= 77780 calories

a figure which still differs considerably from that calculated (81490 cal.).

G. Having now demonstrated that the prevailing ideas as to

the reactions taking place in the CLARK-cell lead to great differences,

we may investigate what really occurs in the cell when the current

is closed.

Suppose 2 X 96540 Coulombs have passed ; 1 gram-atom of zinc

will have dissolved and this will have combined with an equivalent

(juantity of SOi from the Hgj SO4 to form Zn SO4.

This ZnS04 will now immediately abstract water from the satur-

ated solution of Zn SO4 . 7 ILO contained in the cell in order to

form Zn SO4 . 7 HjO. This abstraction of water will take place

according to the equation

:

7 X
Zn SO4 + (Zn SO4 A HoO) rrr Zn SO4. 7 ILO . . . (C)

A. —- I A —- I

where A represents the number of mols. of water which are present

in the saturated solution along with 1 mol. of Zn SO4 at the

temperature T of the cell.

') Thermocliein. Uiitersuclnuigen III, S. 2io en II S. 245.

"). Ann. de cliimie et physique, VIII (7) (1896). See also Beuthelot, Tliermocliimie

II p. 360 ri897).
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The Zii SO4 . 7 HoO former] will be deposited from the saturaied

solution coutaiued in the cell and be added to the crystals already

present.

The heating effect Ec in the cell is now equal to the difference

of the heats of formation of Zn SO4 and Tigs SO4 plus the heat

effect W of the change represented by equation (C) which may be

calculated from thermochemical data.

The valye of A may be calculated from the solubility determinat-

ions made by Callendar and Barnes ') and Cohen -). Their

results, which agree perfectly, lead to the equation

:

L = 41.80 4- 0.522 t + 0.00496 «2

where L represents the number of grams of Zn SO4 which are

soluble in 100 grams of water at t".

From this equation it is found that at 18° C. A —16.81 so that

at that temperature the equation (C) assumes the following form:

Zu SO4 + 0.713 (Zn SO4 . 16.81 HgO) = 1.713 Zn SOj, . 7 H2O. . . (C)

The heat effect accompanying this change may be found by

supposing the systems on the left and on the right hand side of

the equation to be dissolved in water so that both shall have the

final-concentration ZnSOi . 400 HjjO.

We then find

:

Heat of solution Zn SO4— Zn SO4 . 400 H.O == + 1S430 calories

Thomsen, Thermochein. Uutersuchuugeu III, S. 275.

The heat of dilution of (Zn SO4 . 16,81 HaO — Zn SO4. 400 H2O)

is calculated as follows

:

The heat of dilution Zu SO4 . 20 HgO — Zn SO4 . 50 H2O =
-j- 318 calories Thomsen 1. c. p. 90.

therefore, heat of dilution ZnS04 . 16,81 HoO — Zn SO4 . 20 IIjO

= --- (20 — 16.81) = + 33 8 calories.

Since now, the heat of dilution Zn SO4. 20 H3O—Zn SO4. 200 IJgO

= + 390 calories Thomsex I.e. p. 37

and the heat of dilution Zn SO4 . 200 HgO — Zn SO4 . 400 H^O =
+ 10 calories Thomsen 1. c. p. 91.

') Proc. Roy. Soc. 62. lU.
) I'roc. Roy. Acad. Amsterclam. Vol. II ISIUU, p. 387.
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the heat of dilution required, /n SO4 . 1G,81 II3O — Zn SO4 .

400 H2O = ;53.8 + 390 + 10 = 433.8 calories.

The heat of solution of Zn SO4 . 7 H2O — Zn SO* . 400 HgO
= — 4260 calories Thomsen, 1. c. p. 275

Equation (C) now gives

:

^V — 18430 + 0.713 X 433.8 + 1.713 X 4260 = + 26037 calories.

The total heat-effect in the cell now becomes:

E, = (230090 + 26037) — 175000 = SI1«S calories

while the calculation based on the electrical measurements gave us

81490 which is a very satisfactory agreement.

We can, of course, express this result in a different manner and

calculate the temperature-coefficient at 18° C. from the thermochemical

data and compare it with that found experimentally.

The calculation sfives:&'

dE\ 8006— = = — 0.001303 Volt,
dt) 291X22782

18°

whilst 0.001335 Volt, was found experimentally.

7. Thus far we have only considered cells such as are used in

practice, that is to say cells which contain a large excess of

undissolved Zn SO4 . 7 H^O.

If the cell has a higher temperature than 39°, which is the tran-

sition point of the salt with 7 mols. of water of crystallisation, or

when it has come down to a lower temperature after the complete

change of the solid salt, the cell will contain undissolved ZnS04.6H20 ').

Similar considerations then lead to the following equation for the

change which occurs during the passage of the current:

ZnSO^
-I

ZnS04 a HoO rn -^ ZnSOi. G H,0 . . {!>)
a—

6

"
a—

6

For this cell we can also calculate E^ from .Jaeger's electrical

measurements and compare it with the value found by the calori-

metric method.

^) See Callendak aud Baknes, Proc. Roy. Soc. 62, 117. Jakgek, Wied. Ann. 03,

354. Cohen, Zeitsi:hrift fur pliys. Chemie 25, 300 (1898). Baknes, Journal of pliysical

Chemistry 4, 1 (1900).
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We will, for instance, make the calculation for 15" C; a is')

than 15,67 and the equation (D) becomes :

ZnSO^
-I-

0,G20 Zn 80.^. 15.67 HgO =z 1,620 ZnSO^. 6 HjO . {D')

Calculating as before and using Thomsen's figures we find:

W= 18430 + 0,020 X 441 + 1,620 X 843 — + 20069 calories

and for the total heat evolved in the cell:

Ec — (23090 + 20069) — 175000 = 95159 calories .

According to Jaeger's measurements, for a cell containing un-

dissolved ZnSO^. 6H2O:

i"^ = 1,400 — 0,00102 («— 39) — 0,000004(^—39)3 . . (4)

therefore

J?,5 =1: 1,4225 Volts.

It further follows from (4) that

(—\ = — 0,00102 + 48 X 0,000004 = — 0,000828 Volt
\ lit J

15»

therefore

E, = 2{ 1,4225 + 288 X 0,000828) 22782 =z S5699 calories

whilst caloric determinations gave E, == 95159 calories an almost

perfect agreement.

Results of the research.

1. The accepted views respecting the mechanism of the action

of standard cells are incorrect, because insufficient attention has

been paid to the actual phases of the substances which take part

in the reactions going on in the cells.

2. The representation of the reaction in the CLARK-normal cell

by the equation

:

Zn + Hga SOi.^ 2 Hg + Zn SO^

as given for instance by Nernst, must be replaced by the equations

:

') rroceedings Royal Aoiid. Amsterdam. Vol. 11, [>. 33f;.
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7 A
Zn -\ (Zn SO.^. AHoO) + Hgo SO, ;::^ 2 Hg -\ Zn SO,. 7 II. 0.

A—

7

'
A—

7

liquid solid

and

Zn + ^ (ZnSO.!. ri H,0) + HgaSO.,. ^ 2 Hg + ^-^ Zn S O^. G Tin
rt — a—

C

liquid solid

in which A, or «, represents the number of mols. of water which

aceonipaiiy one niolecnlo of ZnSO.i in tlie saturated solution at the

temperature of the cell.

3. It has been demonstrated that calculations based on the old

view lead to utterly faulty results.

4. The value of Ec in the equation of Gibbs and v. IIelmholtz

is calculated by means of the new equation. For tlie CLARK-normal-

cell in which undissolved Zn SO4. . 7 IlgO is present the calculation

gave:

at 18° C. E,: — ^tt^'S calories

whilst experimentally the value -Cc = 814»0 calories was found

or, the calculation gives as temperature-coefficient at 18° C.

- 0,00fl*J09 Volt,

whilst experimentally — 0,001*i3.» »

was found.

For the Clark-ccU containing undissolved Zn SO4 . 6 HoO, the

calculation at 15° C. gives £c = S515» calories,

whilst experiment gives E^ = S5<*39
,,

Amsterdam, University Chemical Laboratory,

April 1900.

Chemistry. — "Studies on Inversion^' (First Part). By Dr. Ernst

Cohen (Communicated by Prof. H. W. Bakhuis PtOOZEBOOM).

1. A few years ago (1896) it was stated by Rayman and

Sdlc in a paper on catalytic hydration by metals ^), that when
cane-sugar is dissolved in very pure water (conductivity 0.7 X 10~")

and exposed in platinum vessels to temperatures over 80° C. a

decided inversion takes place which proceeds with a steadily increasing

velocity.

') Zeitschrift ftir pliys. Cheuiie 21. 481 (.1896).
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From their ratlier extensive material I have taken the following

table

:

TABLE I.

Temperature 80°.

Time (in hours). Rotation of the solution. k .

11°. 56

8 11 .49 0.00025

14 11 .42 0.00029

26 10 .89 0.00076

36 9 .23 0.00203

48 4 .95 0.00523

58 .31 0.01032

I have calculated the velocity-constant ^- in the third column

from the equation:

' ~
« ' A — X

in which A I'epresents the initial concentration of the inverted sugar

solution and x the concentration at the time t.

I have taken it for granted in that calculation that Rayman and

SULC have polarized their solutions at 25° C. Althi ugh they do not

actually say so, I conclude such to be the case from a remark on

p. 488 of their paper.

For the calculation of the end-rotauon I have made use of the

equation of Herzfkld ') who states that every degree of right-handed

polarisation of the original solution gives (0.4266—0.005 t) degrees

of left handed polarisation at the temperature t°.

I have now made a further investigation of the peculiar pheno-

menon described by Rayma^s' and iSuLC, in the laboratory of Prof.

SvANTE Arrhenius at Stockholm to whom I wish here to express

my hearty thanks for the great hospitality extended to me during

my stay in Stockholm.

In the first place this article will deal with the method of working

and the facts thus collected whilst in a future communication this

material will be subjected to a closer calculation.

I) See E. O. von LiprM.\NiV, die Chemic dei- Zuckerarteii (1895) S. 516,
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2. If it be supposed that both ciine-sugar and the products obtained

by inversion <i-glucosc and (/-fructose arc of an acidic nature, then

the qualitative action in the experiments of Rayman and Sulc may

be explained by assuming that the produced invert-sugar is a stronger

acid than the originally present saccharose.

It Avas now my object to experimentally prove in the first place

the correctness of that assumption. If it is correct then it must be

assumed that by the action of pure water on saccharose two (stronger)

acids an; formed which as their amounts increase will accelerate

the inversion.

That cane sugar behaves like an acid is shown by the researches of

C. KuLLGHEN in Akkhenius' laboratoi'y. He determined the influence

exercised by different non-electrolytes on the saponification- velocity

of ethyl acetate by sodium hydroxide at 20°. 7 C.

His results are represented graphically in fig. 1. The abscissae
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cularly saccharose enormously diminish the saponification velocity. Now,

these are just the substances which form salts with Na OH according

to the scheme:

Ci3 H03 Oil + Na Oil = C12 H21 Oil Na + H2O.

KuLLGREN attributes the influence exercised by glycerol and saccharose

to a chemical change in the above sense, showing plainly the acidic

nature of cane-sugar.

If, on the strength of this view, the influence exercised by the

addition of saccharose on the electrical conductive power of N./ioNaOH
solutions is calculated, a satisfactory agreement appears to exist

between the calculation and the experiment as shown by the

following table taken from Kullgren.
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(tlio (.•lii(iiu)iiiet(3r showed a fiftli of u second) 10 cc were pipetted

i'roni tlie flasks and added to 10 cc.

of standardised acid ; tlie excess of

acid was (hen titrated with N./40 NaOH
-J) usinsi' i)]u'nolplitlialoin as indicator.

The staiulard liquids were k('])t in

large bottles and duly protected from

the carbon dioxide of the air ^).

The preparation of lye free fi'oin

(JOo is generally done by allowing

nietallic sodium to liquefy under ajar

in which a basin of water is placed.

By following this method-) the prepar-

ation of, say, 1 litre oi' N. soda takes

many days. I have, therefore, con-

structed a simple little apparatus which

enables us to dissolve in a few hours

50 grams of sodium out of contact

with the ail'. The apparatus may be

put together by means of materials

W
A A

which are found in every laboi'atory ^). (Fig. 2).

B is a jar (bottomless bottle) closed by a trebly-pei'forated cork.

Through the hole in the centre passes a soda-lime tub(! (i. Thnnigh

both the other holes a thin copper tube enters (or leaves) the jai',

which runs alongside the walls and is rolled circularly at the bottom

(3 windings). Within the circle is placed a silver dish filled with

metallic sodium cut up into small pieces. The jar with the dish

is then placed into a crystallizing basin containing a little water so

that the lower edge of the jar dips a few cm. into the v.-ater.

From a boiling-flask with a safety tube steam is passed through

the copper tube the other end of which is connected with a water-

airpump to remove condensed water.

Soon the jar gets filled with water vapour, hydrogen escapes

through the soda-line tube and after a few hours, the sodium is

completely liquefied and dissolved. Traces of carbon dioxide which

miy be present in the solution were removed by boiling the solution

with a little Ba (0H)2.

1) Compare Spohk, Zeitsclirift liir jjIivs. Chemie 2, S. 194 (1S8S).

2) OsTWALD, Hand- unci Hiilfsbuch zur Ausfiihrung pliysiko-cUeraischer Messungen,

S. 281.

^) Compare IvosENi'iiLD, Jouni. iVir praul. Cliemie N. F. 48 (IS'Jo) 3'J'J.
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A. Experiments ivlih saccharose.

4. Pure sugar candy was dissolved in water ^), precipitated with

alcohol (96 vol. proc), washed with ether and then dried in vacuo ~).

The ethyl acetate used in these and suhsoquent experiments was

tlirice redistilled and afterwards a N./],, solution was made of" it.

I investigated the influence of N./5, N./m, N./20) N./^q and N./so

sugar solutions on the saponification-velocity. These were prepared

by means of N./2^''2 stock solution which was preserved with camphor

to prevent fungoid growth. In these as in all subsequent experiments

the solutions were alwaj^s prepared quite independently of each other

whilst for each solution the velocity constant was determined 5

(or more) times. The mean of the two series thus obtained will

be taken as the end- figure.

When calculating the constant (^•), the concentration at the first

observation was considered as the initial concentration, so that the

influence of the first errors becomes trifling. The constant follows

from the equation '')
:

Ci C„ {tn - h)
'

Before giving the results obtained on saponifying solutions to

which saccharose had been added, I will first give some determinations

made with purely aqueous solutions.

In all the following tables, t represents the time requii'cd for

saponification in minutes, C„ the concentration of the lye (expressed

in N./jo NaOH); the tliird column contains the value /t Cj

.

TABLE III.
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As the average of both series we, therefore, find k= 6,86 at 25°.

By way of comparison wc may put the figures of Arrhenius

and Si'OHR side by side:

Aekhenius') found at 2I°.7 (N./^o ethyl acetate+ N/4o NaOH) 6.45 and 6.59 aver. 6.52

Spoiik =) found ut 25°.0 (X./^o ethyl acetate + N.A, NaOlI) 6.51

The found figure 6.86 at 25''.0 agrees very well with Arrhenius'

figure 6.52 at 24°.7, if we consider that a difference in temperature

of 0°.3 already influences the velocity of the reaction to tiie extent

of about 6 pCt. 3).

TABLE IV.

N./jQ ethyl acetate -\- N/.,„ NaOH -\- N./j saccharose.
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TABLE VI.

N./.|„ clliyl acetate + N./^^ Na Oil + U./.„ sauuliaruse.

First Scries.

Cu kC,

7.20

5.52

4.91

4. OS

3.48

0.)7'\

704 k= 4,26

7G3

t

G

9

13

17

Second series.

Cn kC,

5. SI

4 . 90

4.02

3.43

0.0019

035

C30

: 4,3'J

averacre 0.0628average 0.0766

T A B L E VIT.

N./,,j etlivl acetate -f N./j„ NaOll -|- N./j„ saoeharose.

First scries.

C„

6.91

5.43

4.4S

3.82

3.33

kC,

0.090S

903

901

S96

:5.22

I

3

6

9

12

15

Seeoiul series.

Cn

6.93

5. 48

4.50

3.85

kC,

0.0882

900

888

880

average 0.0SS7

:5,15

3.37

average 0.0902

T ABLE VIIL

N./.„| ethyl acetate + N./„, Na OH -f N./^,, sacctiarusc.

Second series.

: 5.84
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oontiiiiK'i] in a measuring flask, 20 cc. of N./20 H KO;j were added

and tlie whole kept lor 24 liours at 60°. The acid was then

neutralized with lye and the li(]uid was diluted to the mark.

I made sure about the; roinpletcness of the inversion by a polar-

iscopic test.

Operating in this manner, the li(|uid contains but little NaNOa;
tlie presence of salts should be avoided as, according to Spohr's

experiments they exercise a great infliienfc on the sapoiiificatio!i-

velocity of ethyl acetate by Na Oil.

To be more sure, I inverted a second solutioii with a trace of

oxalic acid: the figures which I obtained afterwards on saponification

Avere identical with those given by the solution inverted with II NO3.

Both the solutions were, tiierefore, used in the further saponificaticm

exp(!rim(nits. I have studied closei- an additional plienomeiion wliich

miglit have been of inllueiice on the experiments where invert-sugar

or d-glucose and d- fructose wei'c used.

LoBRY DE Bruyn and Alberda van Ekenstein ') when studying

the action of dilute alkalis on carbohydrates have found that d-glu-

cose and d-fructose undergo decomposition even by dilute solutions

of NaOII. A ]K)iti(Hi (if the added Na OH disappears as it gets

neutralized by tlu; oiganic acids which are formed. The decompo-

sition was very plainly observable at 63° after a sliort time, when

N./50 Na OH was used.

It, theicfoie, became necessary to ascertain in iiow far a similar

secondary reaction may intoifcre here at 25° C. during the time

ray observations lasted.

For that purpose, I mixed in a tiask: 50 cc. N.2V2 invert-sugar,

25 cc. of water and 25 cc. of N./jo Na OH and kept tlie mixture

in a thermostat at 25° C. From time to time, the alkalinity was

determined by titi'ating 10 cc. with N.,''4q acid.

After 80 minutes 0.2 cc. of N./4Q NaOH were assumed.

250 , 0.3 cc. „ N./40 NaOH „

„ 1320 , 1.1 cc. „ N./,„ NaOH „

As in our case the experiments are finished within 150 minutes,

the secondary action is not likely to influence the general result.

') Kec. des Trav. chira. ties i'ays-Ji.is. 1-1, 156, 203 (18U5).
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TABLE IX.

N./^„ ethyl acetate + N./^„ Na OH + N./^ invert-sugar.
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TABLE XIFI.
N./^j etljyl acetate -)- N./,,» Nn OH -|- N-Zsi iuvert^sugar.

;j.;)9

t

A
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1). Experiments loith d-Fructose.

Two specimens of tliis substanco were in my possession. A small

quantity of crystallised d-fructose from Mkrck of Darmstadt and a

larger (|uantity which Mr. Alimckda v/^n Ekekstein, director of the

Government sugar laboratory of Amsterdam, had been kind enough

to pi'cpare and reerystallize foi- me. I will not neglect to express

hci'c my particulai' thanks for the great kindness with which

Mr. Albekda lias obliged me with this expensive preparation as this

alon(! lias rendered it possible for me to do tl;e experiments with

d-fructose on a somewiiat larger scale.

Both preparations gave the same figures as will be noticeil from

the tables.

T A B L E XIX.

N./^„ etli.yl acetate + N./,„ Na OH + N./^ d-fructose.
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E. Experiments tvith Mannitol.

The preparation obtaincfl from Kahlbaum was sliaiply dried

and then used for making the solutions.

TABLE XXIV.

N./j„ ctbyl acetate + N./^,, NaOli + N./j mauuitol.

First series.
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TABLE XXVII.

N./^o ethyl acetate + iN./,,a Na OH + N./^o mauuitol.

First series. Second series,

t Cn kCi t Ca kC,

2 7.20 — 2 7.23 —

4 5.84 0.116

6 4.98 111 k = C,3,{

8 4.22 117

10 3.76 114

average 0.114 average 0.117

TABLE XXVIII.

N./^„ elhyL acetate -\- N./^^ Na OH + N./g„ mauuitol.

t

2



w
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Chemistry. — ^^Detennin(dio)is of the diminution of vapottrpres-

siire and of the elevation of the boiling point of dilute

solutions", by Dr. A. Smits (Communicated by Prof. H. W.
Bakhuis Koozecoom).

Introduction.

In a former article i) the apparatus has been described, whicli has

enabled me to ascertain the decrease of the vapourpressure and

the elevation of the boiling point of dilute solutions.

The method of experimenting when determining the diminution of

vapourpressure is already described there, so that it is only neces-

sary to say here that in determining the elevation of the boiling

point, the manostat is always set at the same pressure; the thermo-

meter, which remains continuously in the boiling water, controls

the action of the manostat, since a small change of pressure in the

apparatus is immediately betrayed by a change of temperature.

Regarding the accuracy of the two methods, the preference must

be given to the determination of tiie increase in the boiling point.

If, in the method for determining the diminution of vapourpressure,

the decrease in the vapourpressure of the solution is to be calcu-

lated fiom the observed fall in the boiling point of pure water, it

is necessary to use the table constructed by Regnault ^) for the

maximum pressure of watervapour, which gives the differences for

each 0.1°. It is plain that errors are committed here; in the first

place because the table is not quite correct and secondly because

interpolation must be resorted to. The value of i obtained from the

value of the decrease in the vapourpressure thus calculated can

therefore, not be very accurate. In the determination of i from the

elevation of the boiling point, it is only necessary to divide by a

constant factor; in this method the values of i can only be affected

by a constant error.

I have, therefore, applied the two methods to the same solutions

of Na CI, but in the case of the other salts, the elevation of the

boiling points only has been determined. The results, which I have

obtained with solutions of Na CI, K CI and K NO3 are included in

the following tables. Between each of the different series of obser-

vations of the Na Cl-solutions, the manostat was set at a different

pressure.

') rrocecdiug Royal Acad. Jan. 27, 11>00, p. 471.

-) Mcmoires de I'Acud. T. XX [, p. 6S.2.
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NaCl.

Boiling point of the pure water = 99.61° t =: 5.19°.

Concentratiou in
j
Elevation of the boiiing

gr. niols. per 1000 grs. of H„0. poiut of the solution.

Molecular elevation

of the boiling point.

0.0360

O.lOMo

0.50566

1.0112

o.oi;»

0.09C

0.479

0.979

KCl.

{).m

9.48

9.47

9.68

1.87

1.83

1.82

1.865

Boiling point cf the pure water ^= 99.095° tz=.h.\.^.

Concentration in
|
Elevation of the boiling Moleeulor elevation

|

gr. mols per 1000 grs. of H„0.[ poiut of the solution, of the boiling point.'

0.0504
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mined. In the case of KCl, i also reaches a miuimum between the

concentrations 0.1 iunl 0.5 gr. mol. From 0.5 gr. inol. upwards a

rise of i is observed as the concentration increases. Above 0.5 gr.

mol. the results are therefore, qualitatively, the same as with the

micromanometer. Below this concentration / seems to increase again

with the dilution. In rhc case of K N Ou / increases proportionally

with the dilution just as I have observed with the micromanometer.

Both at 100° and at 0° a solution of K N O3 seems to behave

differently to solutions of K CI and Na CI.

As regards the accuracy of the results, I may say that the greatest

error of each thermometer was 0,002°. If these errors of the two

thermometers liave opposite signs, the error of observation amounts

to 0,004°. As, however, each determination lasted 15 minutes, a

reading being taken every 5 minutes, the average error must have been

really less than 0,004° which is confirmed by the thorough agreement

of the results obtained in the three series of observations on the

Na CI solutions.

Earlier observations.

W. Landsberger ^) has already found in 1898 that more con-

centrated solutions of Na CI show a rise in the molecular increase

of the boiling point when the concentration increases. From his

molecular weight determinations, 1 have calculated the following

values foj' the molecular increase of the boiling point and for /.

NaCl.

< = 5.12.

Elevation of the Molecular
Mol. elevation!

Conceutration in
|

xjjcvauuu ui luu
|

.uun;i-u.mi
| ^^ ^^^ , ^

gr. mols per 1000 grs. of HjO.| boiling point. "eight fouud.,
j^^j^j^^ p^j^^J

0.7143
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Excepting the value of i for the concentration 1.1077 gr. niol.,

which is very probably too small on account of an experimental

error, we also notice here a perciptible increase of i with increasing

concentration.

Landsberoer says regarding the results:

„Die angefiihrten Zahlen flir Natriumchlorid lehren, das die Disso-

ziation in wasseriger Losungmit steigenderKonzentrationfortschreitet."

Although this conclusion seems to me to be erroneous I have

(juoted it in order to show that Landsberger regards the observed

changes as essential.

For concentrated solutions of Na CI and K CI, Legrakd i) has

already noticed the same phenomenon as I have now done for the

more diluted ones.

From the following table tliis progressive change is plainly visible.

Niunber of grams
of Na CI

per 100 grs. of Efi.
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meter, I did not notice a minimum of tlic molecular diminution

of vapourpressure ; it is possible that the cause of this is as

follows

:

At about 100°, I observed a minimum at the concentration of

0.5 gr. mol. ; should the position of this minimum alter with the

temperature which is quite possible, it may occur that at lower

temperatures it is displaced in the direction of still more dilute so-

lutions and that at 0° it may fall below the concentrations with

which I was able to make sufficiently accurate observations.

To decide whether there really is a minimum which changes its

position with the temperature, I propose to make further measure-

ments of the diminution of *vapourpressure of solutions at tempe-

ratures between 0° and 100°.

Amsierdam^ University Chem. Laboratoiy.

April 1900.

Physiology. — ''Some refexes on the respiration in connection

with Laborde's method to restore^ hij rhythmical traction of

the tongue^ the respiration suppressed in narcosis". By

M. A. VAN Melle (Communicated by Prof. C. Winkler).

In tlie Weekblad van het liederlandsch Tijdschrift voor Genees-

knncle, Mai'ch 31, 1900. Dr. Wenckebach inserts a note on Laborde's

coinmuiiications in tlie Academic de Medecine, which are published

in the Bulletins de I'Academic de MMecine, 'is". 45 1899 en N". 2,

4, 5, (5. 1900 and with slight modifications in the Comptes Rendiis

de la Societe de Biohgie: 1899. N". 39 and W. 2, 4, 5. 1900.

In this communication Laborde gives fuller details about a method

in which rhythmical traction of the tongue is used to restore the

paralyzed respiration. An explanation is to be found for this

phenomenon , as it cannot be considered as anything but a re-

flectory action, originating from the sensible nerves of the first air-

passages on the so-called centres of respiration. Laborde thinks,

that according to his experiments the reflectory action depends on

the Nn. laryngei superiores, the electrical and mechanical excitation

of which brings about an "arrest" during the active respiration,

whereas it restores the respiration when the latter was suppressed.

Li the laboratory of Prof. Winkler, under whose guidance im-

portant investigations on the mechanism of the respiration have been
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made i), I have tried to find further data about the effect on the

respiration of the excitation of some pcriferic nerves. I have

to return thanks to Mr. van Calcar and Mr. H. Jager for

their valuable assistance. Since the impulse to this investigation

which Marshall Hall's "Treatise of the Nervous System" gave

in 1840, many experiments have been made on this subject, but

on the whole the results do not agree very well. The difference of

animals experimented on, of the conditions under which the expe-

riment was made, of the nature of the excitation used, is so difficult

to bring under simple points of view, that I thought it desirable

to make a new attempt under conditions as much the same as possible.

P^or want of time I could make only a beginning with this very

interesting study of the automatism of respiration, the knowledge

of which is of the highest importance both from a physiological and

a clinical point of view. Nevertlieless it seems to me, specially with

a view to Laborde's opinion, that I am justified in communicating

some of the obtained results.

The animals experimented on were dogs, almost all of the same

species. The experiments were made in narcosis of pure chloroform.

In the beginning this gave difficulties as it is a well-known fact,

that dogs which are not morphinized, react very violently on the

inhalation of chloroformvapours and therefore often succumb of the

narcosis.

On purpose I did not make use of the mixed morphia-chloroform

narcosis, because morphia introduces a factor, by no means to

be neglected in the mechanism of respiration (as proved by

the well-known morphia-sigh) which indicates over-irritability of

inspiration-centres.

The chloroform also introduces an unknown factor, but this seemed

to me a peremptory demand of humanity. Moreover if dogs are not

narcotized there is also an unknown factor acting, because pjain

makes the respiration strongly irregular. When the narcosis with

pure chloroform has become complete, it gives a fine regular

respiration, which changes as long as active stimulation lasts, but

generally returns immediately to the normal condition.

The explanation of the violent reaction, which takes place in the

beginning of narcosis, is not found, as we should be inclined to

assume, in the disagreeable irritating action of the chloroform on

') Proc. Roy. Acad. AmsterJum Oct. 29, 189S ami March 25, 1899. Dr. Wiardi

Beckman. Diss. Inani^. 1899. Amsterdam. De invloed van do scbors der voorlioofda-

herseneu op de udenilitdinjj.
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the olfactory mucous membrane, for I found the same reaction with

one of the dogs, narcotized through the trachea after tracheotomy.

Tiiis occurred, when I wanted to stimulate the fila olfactoria by

means of electricity and tlierefore would not paralyze thorn before-

hand by chlorofornivapours. This violent reaction, when found with

dogs which had been first tied, may cause the dogs to succumb; if

however, we leave a possibility of free movement, which is best

done by tying the dogs in a bag leaving only the head and the legs

free, and the bag with the dog suspended in the air, the asphyxia

is generally not found, and the further narcosis remains very

calm and rtjgular. The chloroform was administered by means of

Cuusciimann's inhalator.

The narcosis being deep enough, tracheotomy was performed and

the chloroform was administered through the tracheal canula.

Th(> registration took place; with the pneumograph of Mauky.
The sensible nerves wore stimulated with a moderately stronir in-

duction cni'r(!nt. CTonerally, differences in the stre-igth of the current

had little influence, except that a certain miiiinuiui had to be

exceeded.

Under these circumstances, i which the results show much

uniformity and constancy, it appeared that the stimulation of those

periferic nerves, which are exclusively composed of sympathic

nerve-fibres or contain many of them, brought about an arrest

of the respiration and generally, as has been found already by

Hakley and Hamburger, in its expiratory position. So do the

N. splanchnicus and the N. vago-sympathicus. I succeeded sometimes

by mechanic stimulation of. the N. splanchnicus (by traction of the

entrails) in arresting the respiration for 65 seconds, as long as the

stimulation lasted, while before and after the stimulation the respi-

ration was perfectly regular. By electrical stimulation of the N.

splanchnicus the same result was obtained. This proves that no

centre has been disturbed by shock. The same thing is seen when

the ^I. vago-sympathicus is stimulated (see fig. I—IV).

The excitation of the N. laryngeus stiperior gives also an arrest

in the expiratory position, but has generally, in the same way as

the sensible branches of the N. trigeminus, an after-effect of long

duration. Some time passes before the dog breathes again calmly,

and there is a tendency to get out of the narcosis. If the narcosis

is very deep the effect is simple retardation (see fig. V).

That of the N. (jlussopharyiKjeus always gives a deep inspiratory

position, as is never reached in simple breathing, but only with deep

sighs. Strong currents bring about a forced deep inspiration lasting
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as long as the current lasts, weak currents at the same time accel-

eration (see fig. VII—XI).

That of the N.lingualis N.trigemini always gives, just as the N.

laryng. sup. an arrest in expiratory position, but with accelerated super-

ficial breathings and long continued after-effects (see fig, XIII—XV).

The stimulation of the iV. Injpoglossus, the N. accessorius and

the N. facialis proved to have no influence on the respiration.

The stimulation of the fila olfadoria appeared to be exceedingly

dangerous as there was a great chance of sudden death, but, save

in some cases a curve analogous to that of the stimulation of the

N. sym.pathicus (see fig. VI and fig. XII).

Under the given circumstances, i.e. chloroformnarcosis and mode-

rately strong induction current (we cannot lay too much stress on

this), all ser.sible nerves of the tractus intestinalis and of the

airpassages proved to have a retarding influence, with the exception

of N. trigemimts, which may be considered as being in secondary

connection with the deeper organs, being primarily a sensible

nerve of the outward cover of the body. The arrest is a position

of rest when the N. Splanchnicus, N. Vagus and the N. olfactorius

are stimulated and the arrest is a forced inspiratory position when

the N. Glossopharyngeus is stimulated. This result agrees on the

whole with what others, under different circumstances, have

found. Yet there are important deviations in some points. Philip

Knoll states in the y^Sitzungsheridite der Wiener Akademie" Bd. 86.

p. 483 and Bd. 92 p. 315, that the ramus lingualis N. trigemini

belongs to the nerves, tlie excitation of which always gives

inspiratory eftects, whereas experimenting on five dogs with

numerous stimulations, I have never found an inspiratory effect, but

constantly an expiratory effect' with acceleration of respiration. This

is of importance because the statement of the author that there is

no real difference in the working of the sensible stimulation for

narcotized, not narcotized or brainless animals, proves not to be

exact in all cases.

But these results are also of importance with a view to the

theoretical considerations of Laborue and this is in fact what gave

rise to this communication.

Laborde passes the N. glossopharyngeus over in a few words,

whicli prove, that he does not pay sufficient attention to what is

known about this nerve. He says about it

:

„Grace k un des resultats nouvcaux de mes recherches personnellos

ce nerf (c. a. s. N. Larynge suporieur) n'est pas le seul qui puissc

iutervenir efficacement dans la realisation fonctionelle dont il s'aerit.
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Le nerf glossopharyiig-ien considcrf* jusqu'a present dans sa i'onctiun

essentielle comme un agent de sensibilite speciale (sensibilite gustative),

prend aussi utie part n'elle et active h titre de nerC sensitif de

depart reflexe au fouctionnoment respiratoire."

In 1883 Knoll considered the N. Glossopliaryngcus as belonging

to those nerves which have always an inspiratory reflex-action on

the respiration and several physiologists deny the gustative signifi-

cation of the N. glossopharyngeus altogether or consider it at least

of little importance.

For the action of the rhytlunical tongue-tractions we have to think

of three sensible nerves, viz.:

1. N. laryngeus superior.

2. N. glossopharyngeus.

3. Kiini. liugualis N. trigemini.

The first is of little importance to our purpose because on account

of the distribution of its branches, it has the smallest chance of being

really stimulated in Laborde's method. Moreover it gives regularly

a suspension of expiration under my experiment-conditions, and the

results arrived at by means of pure chloroformnarcosis have some

more value in this case, because the method will find its most

important application in the chloroform-asphyxia.

Yet it is not impossible that the N. lar}ng. sup. under certain

conditions may restore the arrested respiration.

Laborde brought about suffocation of his animals, by closing the

air passages completely. The respiration curve changes its character

completely, it begins to resemble a normal curve, held upside down.

Instead of expiratory we get inspiratory positions of rest (see curve

XVII). It is not easy to explain this phenomenon, as it would be

more likely that tlie air- resorption in lungs where the air cannot

enter, would give mechanically an expiratory position. The craving

for air (comp. the subjoined curve XVI) does not explain it satis-

factorily either, as a double pneumothorax gives long positions of

rest in expiration, interrupted by energetical inspirations. The sti-

mulation of the N. laryngeus superior gives an arrest, generally in

a strongly pronounced expiratoi'y position.

The fact is that the electric excitation of the N. laryngeus superior

has an opposite effect, which favours expiratory positions and in

connection with the forced inspirations may bring about rhythmical

in- and expiration.

Therefore it does not seem probable to me, that on account of

the experiment of Laborde, about which no sufficient information
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is to be had, we may hold the N. laryng-. sup. answerable for the

usual action of the method, as it will most likely never be applied

except for experiments on animals, when complete closure of the

air passages has brought about cessation of respiraton. For it is

exactly the experimental closure which modifies the usual type of

respiration greatly, and which introduces unknown factors in the

mechanism of respiration.

It is quite a different thing for the N. glossopharyngeus and the

ram. ling. N. V. They must necessarily be stimulated by every

traction of the tongue. The N. glossopharyngeus appears to have

an exceedingly strong effect on the inspiration, an arrest with strong

stimulations, an acceleration with weaker stimulations. As well according

to the investigations of Knoll of 1883, as to my investigations in

Prof. Winkler's laboratoiy, and to Laborde's vague allusion, the 9*

nerve of the brain has this strong reflex-action. It is therefore not

very rational, not to look first of all to this nerve, in trying to find

the explanation of the respiratory mechanism in Laborde's method.

The excitation of the N. trigeminus may also produce inspiratory

effects under the experimentnl conditions introduced by Knoll
(unknown to me) ; a pure chloruformnarcosis however, cannot have

any or but a very small effect.

Chemistry. — " Echinopsine, a new cryslalUne vegetable base".

By Dr. M. Greshoff (Communicated by Prof. A. P. N.

Franchimont).

(Will be pubHshed in the Proceedings of the next meeting).

Chemics. — •n'fhf' constitution of the Vapour-phase in the System

Water-Phenol, with one or two Liquid-phases." By Dr. F.

A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS (Communicated by Prof. J. M. van
Bemmelen.

(Will be published in the Proceedings of the next meeting.)

(June -^0, 1900.)
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